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EXTENSION OF THE PRESIDENT'S AUTHORITY
TO WAIVE SECTION 402 (FREEDOM OF EMI-
GRATION REQUIREMENTS) OF THE TRADE
ACT OF 1974

MONDAY, JULY 21, 1980

U.S. SENATE,
COMMITTEE ON FINANCE,

SUBCOMMITTEE ON INTERNATIONAL TRADE,
Washington, D.C.

The subcommittee met, pursuant to notice, at 10:02 a.m., in room
2221, Dirksen Senate Office Building, Hon. Abraham Ribicoff
(chairman of the subcommittee) presiding.

Present: Senators Ribicoff, Byrd, Danforth, and Dole.
[The press release announcing this hearing follows:]

(1)
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Press Release #H-36

PRESS RELEASE

FOR IMMEDIATE LEASE UNITED STATES SENATE
July 7, 1980 COMMITTEE ON FINANCE

SUBCOMMITTEE ON INTERNATIONAL TRADE
2227 Dirksen Senate Office Building

FINANCE SUBCOMMITTEE ON INTERNATIONAL TRADE TO HOLD
HEARING ON CONTINUING THE PRESIDENT'S AUTHORITY TO

WAIVE THE TRADE ACT FREEDOM OF EMIGRATION PROVISIONS

The Honorable Abraham Ribicoff (D., Ct.), Chairman of the
Subcommittee on International Trade of the Committee on Finance,
today announced that the Subcommittee will hold a public hearing on
continuing the President's authority to waive the application of
subsections (a) and (b) of section 402, the freedom of emigration
provision, of the Trade Act of 1974 (Public Law 93-618). The
hearing will be held at 10:00 a.m., Monday, July 21, 1980, in
Room 2221 of the Dirksen Senate Office Building.

Chairman Ribicoff noted that on May 28, 1980, the
President transmitted to the Congress his recommendation, under
section 402(d) (5) of the Trade Act, that the waiver authority be
extended 12 months to July 3, 1981. This recommendation was based
on his determination under section 402(d) (5) of the Trade Act that
the extension of the waiver authority will substantially promote the
objectives of freedom of emigration in general and, in particular,
in the cases of the Socialist Republic of Romania, the Hungarian
People's Republic and the People's Republic of China.

The Socialist Republic of Romania, the Hungarian People's
Republic and the People's Republic of China are the only nonmarket
economy countries which have been granted nondiscriminatory (most-

-favored-nation (MFN)) trade treatment under the authority of the
Trade Act of 1974, Chairman Ribicoff said. He noted that the
granting of MFN trade treatment to a country under the Trade Act
was conditioned on compliance with the freedom of emigration pro-
visions of that law, but that the law permitted the President to
waive the emigration conditions with respect-to a country, subject
to Congressional review.

The Chairman said that the President's recommendation on
May 28, 1980, set in motion a schedule of procedures by which the
Congress may either terminate, by adoption of a simple resolution
in either House, or permit by inaction the extension of the authority
by which the President may waive the freedom of emigration condition
on MFN treatment. The waiver authority may be terminated generally or
with respect to particular countries. Congressional action to termi-
nate the waiver authority, if any, must occur on or before September 1,
1980, he said. After that date, if Congress has taken no action,
the waiver authority is automatically extended until July 3, 1981.

Requests to testif .--Chairman Ribicoff advised that
witnesses desiring to testify during this hearing must make their
request to testify in writing to Michael Stern, Staff Director,
Committee on Finance, Room 2227 Dirksen Senate Office Building,
Washington, D.C. 20510, not later than Wednesday, July 16, 1980.
Witnesses will be notified as soon as possible after this date as
to whether they will be scheduled to appear. If for some reason a
witness is unable to appear at the time scheduled, he may file a
written statement for the record of the hearing in lieu of a
personal appearance.

Consolidated testimony.--Chairman Ribicoff also stated
that the Subcommittee urges all witnesses who have a common position
or the same general interest to consolidate their testimony and
designate a single spokesman to present the common viewpoint orally
to the Subcommittee. This procedure will enable the Subcommittee
to receive a wider expression of views than it might otherwise
obtain. Chairman Ribicoff urged very strongly that all witnesses
exert a maximum effort to consolidate and coordinate their statements.
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Legislative Reorganization Act.--Chairman Ribicoff also
observed that the Legislative Reorganization Act of 1946, as amended,
and the rules of the Committee require witnesses appearing before the
Committees of Congress to file in advance written statements of their
proposed testimony and to limit oral presentations to brief summaries
of their arguments.

He stated that in light of this statute and the rules, and
in view of the large number of witnesses who are likely to desire to
appear before the Subcommittee in the limited time available for the
hearing, all witnesses who are scheduled to testify must comply with
the following rules:

1. All witnesses must include with their written
statements a one-page summary of the principal
points included in the statement.

2. The written statements must be typed on letter-
size (not legal size) paper and at least 100
cpie must be delivered to Room 2227 of the
Dir sen Senate Office Building not later than
the close of business on Friday, July 18, 1980.

3. Witnesses are not to read their written state-
ments to the Subcommittee, but are to confine
their oral presentations to a summary of the
points included in the statement.

4. No more than 5 minutes will be allowed for
the oral summary.

Witnessses who fail to comply with these rules will for-
feit their privilege to testify.

Written statements.--Witnesses who are not scheduled to
make an oral presentation, and others who desire to present their
views to the Subcommittee, are urged to prepare a written statement
for submission and inclusion in the printed record of the hearing.
These written statements should be submitted to Michael Stern,
Staff Director, Committee on Finance, Room 2227 of the Dirksen
Senate Office Building not later than Monday, August 4, 1980.

P.R. #H-36
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Senator RIBIcoFF. The committee will be in order.
The Committee on International Trade will receive testimony on

continuing the President's general authority to waive the applica-
tion of the Freedom of Emigration provisions of section 417 of the
Trade Act of 1974, as well as a continuation of the exercise of that
authority with respect to Romania, Hungary, and the People's
Republic of China. These three countries are the only countries to
receive most-favored-nation treatment under the Trade Act, and
continuation of the waivers with respect to them is necessary if
they are to continue to receive such treatment.

Last week I was informed by the Romanian Government that 18
long-standing emigration cases were finally being resolved. These
are special cases, because those involved were arrested, according
to the Romanian letter to me, for so-called economic crimes. These
persons'were sentenced to long prison terms, which were subse-
quently converted to heavy fines.

All were denied the right to emigrate. Now their fines have been
remitted, and those seeking to emigrate can now leave the country.
Without objection, the letter from the Romanian- Government to
this effect will be placed in the record at this point.

[The material referred to follows:]
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From Senator Abe Ribicoff (D-Conn.)
Release AM Friday, July 4, 1980
Romanian dissidents

The Romanian government has informed Senator Abe Ribicoff (D-Conn.)

that eight political dissidents, arrested for so-called economic

crimes,will no longer be punished and may now apply to emigrate.

Senator Ribicoff has been working for more than two years to achieve

emigration status for this group of eight plus 10 others who have sought

to emigrate for several years. He said he is encouraged by this

action but urged Romania to allow the remaining 10 men and women to

emigrate as well.

The group of eight were found guilty of so-called economic crimes

in the 1960's, imprisoned and, upon release, required to pay the

government one-third of their salaries or pensions.

It was reported that a decree of June 8, 1978 pardoned eight of

the Romanians but no proof of this was ever put forward. The U. S.

government's decision to grant Most Favored Nation status to Romania

for 1978 and 1979 was influenced by Romania's assurances that

the pardon decree would be implemented.

As Chairman of the Subcommittee on International Trade, Senator

Ribicoff urged the Romanians to confirm that all 18 dissidents were

free to emigrate. Senator Ribicoff told the Romanians that their

request for continued Most Favored Nation trading status with the

U. S. would be more favorably received if they treated those seeking

to emigrate more fairly. A test of this attitude, he said, would be

the decision to let the group emigrate. This group of eight originally

included a ninth member, Adalbert Rossinger, whose case became

internationally known. Senator Ribicoff was instrumental in Romania's

decision to allow Rossinger to emigrate in 1978.

On June 18, 1980, Senator icoff wrote to Nicolae Ionescu, the

Romanian ambassador to the U.S., to point out that, while assurances

had been given for two years, the question of what had happened to the

group of 18 was still in doubt. Senator Ribicoff asked if the

dissidents were no longer required to make the payments to the

government and were free te emigrate.

Ambassador Ionescu replied in a June 30, 1980 letter to Senator

Ribicoff to say that eight Romanians had been recently relieved

of the requirement to make the payments to the government and

that they are free to apolv to eminrate.
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Trade with the U.S. is economically and politically important

to Romania. In 1979, the Department of Commerce approved 38 export

licenses to allow for tsc qale to Romania of high technology

goods such as jet engines, computers and computer parts.

U.S. officials believe Romania considers access to U. S.

high technology oil exploration and coal extraction equipment a

national objective of top priority.

Despite formal assurances to the contrary, Romania has yet

to implement a consistent emigration policy, Senator Ribicoff said.

The process of issuing exit visas is arbitrary, lengthy and complex,

he said, explaining that the process itself is so difficult that

it deters persons who want to emigrate.

Attached are Senator RibicoffIs letter of June 18, Ambassador

Ionescu's reply of June 30 and a list of the 18 dissidents. The

first eight are affected by the recent action and may now apply to

emigrate.
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EMIGRATION CASES

Georghe Manheim

Benjamin Schwartz

Alexandru Rado

Mihai Crainic

Paul- Stefanescu

Sidonia Grigorescu

Alexandru Costin

Angelo Khimbsbruner

Victoria Wexler

Ghidali Abraham

Anna Blum

Nathan Fleischer

Sara Falbish

Bernat Morsky

Parischeva Pal

Isidor Reichman

Herman Rubinger

Ottilia Scheener
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S"- June S8, "a U.SAO,"

- s Excellency . ucb.c'c ~nuMOMla 0l4oeONst
A.a"AmasMOr Of the """0

Socialiest Repblicooai
Pa 0 N 3OM LStree, N.W.

WashWAgtoTn D.D.C. MIS

~June 18, 1980

His Excellency * 1

Nicolas, Ionescu
'-Ambassador of the-
Socialist Republic of Romania
1607 23rd Street, N.W.
Washington, D.C. 20008

Dear.Mr. Ambassador:

I am writing to you regarding a number of outstanding
emigration cases which I have discussed with Romanian
officials for more than two years.

\ It has been my understanding, on the basis of both
conversations and a letter from former Ambassador Nicolae,
that those individuals pardoned by Decree Number 131 of
June 8, 1978 would receive permission to emigrate.

In addition, it was my understanding that a number
-of other persons, in siilvr circumstances to those*

mentioned in the June Decree, would receive official
pardon and therefore no longer be obligated to pay one-third
of their salaries or pensions to the State and would rece1b
permission to emigrate.

During the past year,Iy staff on several occasTmu
has brouglit this matter to the attention of your staff. I
consider these outstanding cases a serious issue. The
extension of Most Favored Nation trading status for Romania
in 1978 and 1979 was based on Romanian emigration policies
including the June Decree.

I would appreciate knowing the status of each case
mentioned in the attached list and whether these individuals
still have official debts to the State and have been notified
of their eligibility to emigrate.

Sincerely,

Abe Ribicof f
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EMBASSY OF THE
SOCIAUST REPUBUC OF ROMANIA

WASHINGION. D. C. June 30, 198o

The Honorable
Abraham Ribicoff
U.S.Senator
337 Russell Senate Office Bldg.
Washington, D.C. 2o51o

My .,dear Senator Ribicoff:

. Reference to- you- etter of June 18, 198&ml- would
like to inform you that the persons who had been tried for
the so-called economic crimes, known as the Rosinger group,
have been recently relieved of the monthly payments due to
th6 State. -Accordibgly,0ey ite no longer bbligatle'to &iay
oe" third of their salaries or pensions to the State.

It is my understanding that now, being relieved of
the payments, those of the above-mentioned who wish to em-
migrate can now apply folemmigration.

Matst sin ereL yours, _

Nicolaj Ionescu
Aia ssador
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EMBASSY OF THE
SOCIALIST REPUBLIC OF ROMANIA

WASHINGTON, D. C. July 14, 198o

The Honorable

Abraham Ribicoff
U.S. Senator
337 Russell Senate Office Bldg.
Washington, D.C. 2o51o

Ky dear Senator Ribicoff:

Reference to your letter of June 18, 198o I would
like to inform you the following:
I. By Decree of the Council of State of the Socialist
Republic of Romania of June 26, 198o, the following persons
who had been tried for the so-called economic crimes were
relieved of the monthly payments to the State:

- SAM1I- EDELSTEIN

- PAVEL DONATH
- WICU SUZIN

- KILEA VULICH

- OTTILIA SCHENER (MINTZER)

- ANA BLUM
- VIORICA VEXLER (VRINCEA11U)
- AIEXANDRU RADO

- KIHAI CRAINIC

- BENJAIYIN SCHMIARTZ

./.
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- ALEXANDRU COSTIN
- STEFANESCU PAUL
- SIDONIA GRIGORESCU
- ANGELO KHINSBRUNER

GEORGE YANHEI
- BERNAT )ORSKI
- ISIDOR REICHYAN
- GHIDALI ABRAHJAI

II. Ana Blum, Benjamin Schwartz and Viorica Wexler
(Vrinceanu) requested to leave the country and they have

been already granted the approval to leave.

III. Parischeva Pal has-already left the country.

IV. The cases of Nathan Fleischer and Herman Rubinger

are under active consideration.
However, this Embassy would welcome very much to

receive any available data on the above-mentioned cases,
in order to be able to speed up the process of their

solution.

V. Sara Faibish who had requested to leave the
country has recently renounced to leave.

Since ely yours,

Adoe Ios
Am~ ssador

68-772 0-80-2
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Senator RIBICOF. Despite assurances to the contrary, Romania
has yet to implement a consistent emigration policy. The process of
issuing exit visas can be arbitrary, lengthy, and com plex. For many
would-be emigrants the process of applying is so difficult that it
deters persons who want to emigrate.

I believe these sentiments are shared by many other members of
this committee and the Senate.

With respect to emigration to the United States, Israel, and
other countries, this committee will look in the coming year for the

-- implementation of improved procedures for new emigrants and the
successful resolution of other long-standing emigration cases.

We have an exceptionally long witness list today, and limited
time in which to receive the testimony. All the witnesses are aware
of the time limitation applicable to their presentations, and we
definitely are going to stay within those limitations, if everyone is
to get a chance to testify. Any longer written statement related to
your oral presentation will be accepted into the record of this
hearing without objection.

Our first witness is Senator Jackson, who is so intimately in-
volved and so knowledgeable on this entire subject, and we wel-
come you today, Senator Jackson.

STATEMENT OF HON. HENRY M. JACKSON, A U.S. SENATOR
FROM THE STATE OF WASHINGTON

Senator JACKSON. Mr. Chairman, Senator Byrd, thank you for
this opportunity to present my views on the extension of our pres-
ent trading relationship with China, Romania, and Hungary.

As my colleagues know, the Chinese-American relationship has
come a long way. We have seen the admission of the People's
Republic to the United Nations, President Nixon's visit to China
and the Shanghai Communique, the establishment of liaison of-
fices, the lifting of the ban-on direct trade with China, cultural and
scholarly exchanges, visits by government leaders, the normaliza-
tion of relations and the exchange of ambassadors, and the coming

. into force of the United States-China Trade Agreement providing
--ft- the extension of most-favored-nation treatment and access to

official credits.
Today our relations with the People's Republic are comprehen-

sive and complex. China is a developing nation which looks to us as
a source of strength in order to counterbalance the strength of the
Soviets-now their principal adversary.

They want from us technology, capital, and expertise to acceler-
ate their modernization. The United States is developed country
which looks on China as a counterweight to the Soviet Union, a
potentially significant source of stability in Asia, and a likely and
tantalizing market.

China's leaders explicitly recognize shared and parallel interests
with us, with our NATO allies, and with Japan. They are playing
an important strategic role in world affairs, including the effort to
deter Soviet expansionism in Southeast and South Asia.

The fact is, the United States has an important stake in the
continuing existence of a strong and independent China. The
United States' cooperation with the People's Republic in its effort
to become a modern-industrial state and to work with her leaders
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where our strategic and bilateral concerns run parallel are in
American as well as Chinese interests.

As this committee knows, I strongly supported the United States-
China Trade Agreement providing for the extension of most-fa-
vored-nation treatment and access to official credits. It has laid the
foundation for the expansion of trade and financial ties between
our two countries, with major mutual benefits. It assures the U.S.
firms a better position to compete with firms from other nations.

Moreover, the People's Republic chose cooperation with us in
providing the assurances regarding its future emigration practices
called for as a condition of the waiver of Jackson-Vanik. And this
cooperation is enhancing the personal liberty for many Chinese
wishing to go abroad and contributing to the economic advance of
the Chinese people.

Over the as 2 months, China has demonstrated its commit-
ment to freer emigration by simplifying the procedures for obtain-
ing exit permission, and by its humanitarian resolution of long-
standing hardship cases involving separated American-Chinese
families. In fact, our own numerical limitation of 20,000 immi-
grants per country per year is a larger impediment to Chinese
emigration to America than the performance of the People's
Republic.

Indeed, a large backclog of Chinese already in Hong Kong wish to
join their relatives in this country and the backlog is not diminish-
ing.

Given these considerations, I support extension of the waiver
applicable to the People's Republic of China as requested by Presi-
dent Carter.

Mr. Chairman, I also support the continuation of the waivers
applicable to Romania and to Hungary as requested by the Presi-
dent.

I wish to underline today the continuing American interest in
the existence of a politically strong Romania capable of an inde-
pendent role on key foreign policy issues. Romania and the United
States share mutual and parallel interests on many international
matters. There are numerous tasks on which we can work together.

It is in our national interest to encourage Romania-as well as
Hungary and other East European countries-'effectively to assert
its legitimate right as a sovereign state to greater freedom in the
face of Kremlin pressures and dominant Soviet military power.

Romania was the first country to cooperate with us in accepting
the terms of the Jackson-Vanik amendment as the basis of in-
creased trade with the United States. In reviewing the record of
the last year, I am happy to see that there has been an increase
over previous years in the number of those permitted to emigrate,
and also a less fluctuating rate of departure.

There remain concerns in this area which we need to impress
upon the Romanian Government.

It is very important for the Romanian leadership to move expedi-
tiously to resolve remaining long-standing hardship cases. Beyond
this, as I continue to emphasize in discussions with Romanian
officials, and as the chairman has likewise done, the Romanian
emigration application process needs to be shortened and simpli-
fied, and all harassment should be stopped. In this way, the num-
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bers leaving would more closely correspond to those who really
wish to emigrate.

As this committee is well aware, in its concern for international
human rights, the Congress has particularly emphasized the right
to emigrate. Of all the individual liberties contained in the U.N.
Declaration of Human Rights and other international agreements,
none is more fundamental than the right to emigrate. It is not
interference in the internal affairs of another nation to encourage
respect for the right to emigrate, which has been affirmed in
international law.

Mr. Chairman, may I say to you as an initial cosponsor of the
Jackson-Vanik amendment, you can take profound satisfaction as
our amendment encourages greater respect for freer emigration. I
count it a high privilege to have worked with you from the begin-
ning in this historic endeavor.

Over the years, Mr. Chairman, you have played a leading part in
the struggle for internationally recognized personal rights. As you
can guess, we are counting on your ongoing help in the period
ahead as you assume new responsibilities in the private world.

Senator RIBICOFF. Thank you very much, Senator Jackson.
Senator Byrd?
Senator BYRD. I think Senator Jackson made a fine statement. I

have no questions.
Senator RIBICOFF. Thank you very much. I think you've got a

very busy week ahead of you anyway, Senator Jackson. You ought
to go to it.

Senator JACKSON. That's what they tell me.
Thank you.
Senator RIBICOFF. The next panel will consist of the Honorable

Rozanne L. Ridgway, Mr. Herbert Horowitz, Mr. Mishell George,
Mr. John Ray, and if-there are any other people accompanying
you, they should be identified when they are with you at the table.

You may proceed, Miss Ridgway.

STATEMENT OF HON. ROZANNE L. RIDGWAY, COUNSELOR,
DEPARTMENT OF STATE

Miss RIDGWAY. Thank you very much, Mr. Chairman.
We recognize the pressures on time today, and I have a prepared

statement as do the other members of the panel which, if you
would permit, would be submitted for the record. My panel mem-
bers will also be prepared to respond to questions concerning trade
with respect to these three countries. My own statement, as I say,
would be a part of the record, if you would permit.

Senator RIBICOFF. Without objection. Automatically, all full state-
ments will be made a part of the record. It will not be necessary to
ask as each individual statement is presented.

Miss- RIDGWAY. I do have an excerpt of my statement. I am
pleased to have the opportunity today to testify on behalf of fur-
ther extension of the President's waiver authority under section
402 of the Trade Act, and specifically his authority to continue the
waivers permitting most favored nation tariff treatment for the
People's Republic of China, Hungary, and Romania.
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The extension of the waiver for China represents a first for that
country, following the entry into force on February 1, 1980, of the
United States-China Trade Agreement.

The President's waiver authority has proven to be a valuable
device for furthering U.S. interests with Romania and Hungary,
and we believe that it will also prove so in the case of China.

We are particularly pleased with the recent development of our
relations with China. The United States-China Trade Agreement
marked a significant step toward establishing a normal trade and
economic- relationship between our two countries. Normal economic
interchange with China is an essential element of our overall rela-
tions with Beijing.

Our objectives in furthering and expanding relations with China
are to build meaningful political, cultural, and economic relations.
All of these objectives, we believe, will work to the mutual benefit
of our countries.

With respect to emigration, Chinese Government policy is to
facilitate applications by Chinese either to go abroad or to return
to China. In accordance with this policy, substantially increased
numbers of people have been authorized to leave China in the last
2 years. In the past 12 months, for instance, over 75,000 Chinese
have entered Hong Kong, the primary exit point, with Chinese
Government exit permission.

Thus, performance has accorded with policy.
Turning to Romania and Hungary, I would like to state briefly

the general policy considerations on which our relations with the
countries of Eastern Europe are based. We continue to encourage a
broad range of commercial, economic, political, and cultural rela-
tions with Hungary and Romania, and with the other Eastern
European countries as well. We require only that, as we have in
the past, there be reciprocity and respect for our concerns.

We expect that the continuation of our efforts to expand rela-
tions with the individual Eastern European countries will provide
the necessary framework within which to carry out more open and
productive exchanges on many topics, including human rights,
which are of interest to us. The continued expansion of trade and
economic cooperation is also of direct benefit to U.S. industrial and
agricultural producers and to U.S. consumers.

We continue to have basic disagreements with the governments
of Eastern Europe on a wide range of questions dealing with poi.ti-
cal and religious freedoms, as well as with interpretations of basic
human and social values. However, an activist policy of political,
economic, and cultural exchange with these countries is a means of
encouraging change and building on the diversity which has
become more evident over the years.

Specifically concerning Romania, we believe that it is in our best
interest to encourage Romania's determination to maintain its dis-
tinctive, independent posture within the Warsaw Pact. Romania
has persevered in its commitment to formulate its own foreign
policy.

The numerous exchanges and high-level visits which we have
conducted with Romania since the last hearings have afforded us
new opportunity to emphasize our attachment to freedom of emi-
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gration, and to respect for all human rights. We believe that these
discussions have produced significant results.

We are well aware that many of Romania's policies do not con-
form with our own. However, the willingness of the Romanian
Government to discuss various aspects of human rights questions
represents a significant development.

U.S. trade with Romania, as will be elaborated in the testimony
of colleagues presented for the record, has grown and diversified
considerably since the granting of MFN.

Turning to Hungary, I am pleased to note that the constructive
dialog which has characterized United States-Hungarian relations
since the return to Budapest of the crown of St. Steven and the
conclusion in 1978 of our bilateral trade agreement continues.
Overall, there is a balance of interests and results.

Hungarian performance on emigration has continued to be posi-
tive. The number of problem cases outstanding at any one time
remains small, and Hungary's record in resolving problem cases
continues to be quite good.

United States-Hungarian economic relations show promise of
continued expansion to the benefit of both countries.

In conclusion, Mr. Chairman, we believe that the continuation in
effect of the waiver for China is essential for the future develop-
ment of a cooperative relationship with that country, and similar-
ly, we believe that continuation of the waivers is also fully justified
with respect to Romania and Hungary, in view of the emigration
records of both countries.

It is apparent that the impact on our relations with these coun-
tries of MFN tariff treatment and the other trade and economic
relationships which flow from our bilateral trade agreements has
been most beneficial. These relationships are also an essential ele-
ment in our ability to continue to develop broad and meaningful
contacts, both in the political and economic areas.

Thank you very much, Mr. Chairman.
Senator RIBlCOFF. I have a series of questions to ask the adminis-

tration. Many of the witnesses might like to comment on these
questions. In order to save time, I will ask these questions of the
administration. If there is any disagreement by any witness with
their responses, if any witness that would like to comment on the
answers given by the administration, they should feel free to do so
when their time comes to testify. I don't intend to ask these ques-
tions twice.

Is there a backlog of Jewish emigrants in Romania?
Miss RIDGWAY. Yes, there is, Mr. Chairman.
Senator RIBICOFF. How large?
Miss RIDGWAY. It is quite large. The pattern that we are seeing

through 1979 and in 1980 is of an approval rate considerably
higher than the actual emigration rate. I am having trouble find-
ing exactly the right number. Because as best we can understand
there are family reasons for delaying departure after approval for
emigration, there are problems associated with the clearing up of
the requirements for departure.

Mr. Chairman, if you would allow me to ask one of the staff
members who knows this figure better than I do what the number
is on the backlog.
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Senator RIBIcoF. Certainly. [Pause.]
While I am proceeding, they might be able to get that material

for you.
Why has this problem not been solved?
Mis RIDGWAY. The answer, sir, on the previous question, is

between 700 and 800 cases of backlog.
I don't have an answer to that, Mr. Chairman. It is a question we

have taken up often with Romanian representatives. I have,
myself. And there is a sense that there will always be a backlog
because of these different personal requirements.

We tend to accept that as at least part of the answer, but
certainly not all of the answer. I do not know why the number
should be allowed to get so Large.

Senator RIBICOFF. It would seem to me that there ought to be
some understanding worked out between the State Department
representatives, our Embassy in Romania, and the Romanians, and
we should not have to wait just prior to -each one of these hearings,
then have these private conferences between myself and the Roma-
nian authorities, and then wait for the last moment, and then they
release some worthy case, and then it happens again next year.

It would seem that this ought to be able to be regularized. We
have been doing this for such a long time, and I don't think it
should be done under the gun, so to speak. Everybody ought to
know where they stand.

Miss RIDGWAY. I agree entirely, Mr. Chairman, and find that the
patterns indeed detract from what positive achievements have been
made in this area. I know your discussions with Romanian officials
and my own have emphasized that this should not be allowed to go
on, but when the date for the MFN hearings arrives, the figures
seem to have patterns that, as I say, detract from the overall
positive record.

Senator RIBICOFF. During the next year, what would be a reason-
able expectation for total emigration from Romania to the United
States, to Israel, or to other countries?

Miss RIDGWAY. Well, we are running now at a rate that has been
approximately somewhere between 1,000 and 1,200 to the United
States, and something under that for Israel. We have begun to
structure the presentation of the figures to take account of the
very important meeting which representatives of the major Ameri-
can Jewish organizations had in Bucharest in July of 1979.

So we have been looking at years which run July through the
end of June in the hope that the very positive outcome of that
meeting which has been registered with us by the representatives
of the organization would continue. Using that same calendar year,
July 1-June 30, I would expect something between 1,000 and 1,200
for the United States and perhaps in that same range for Israel.

Senator RIBICOFF. Yes. I notice here in the last 6 months of
calendar year 1979, 670 Romanian Jews immigrated to Israel while
in the first 6 months of 1980, 421 immigrated.

Is there any explanation for that variable from one 6-month
period to the other.

Miss RIDGWAY. That is the consideration I mentioned, Mr. Chair-
man, of the need to finish the school year, and if indeed that is the
explanation, then one would expect that sometime in August one
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would start to see a change in the pattern. That is, the school year
is out, the children in the family leave school, the work is complet-
ed on divesting oneself of one's Romanian interests, and departure
becomes a fact.

We are-inclined to believe that, but we haven't seen the August
figures yet which would give substance to it.

Senator RIBICOFF. What would you consider a reasonable expecta-
tion for next year, the number of emigrants? What wduld you
consider a reasonable expectation of total emigration from Roma-
nia?

Miss RIDGWAY. Well, I think that with, approximately some-
where between 2,000 and 2,600 to the United States and Israel, and
a substantially larger figure to the Federal Republic, I think that
we would come somewhere under the figure. I should think that
the total number should be appoximately 10,000.

Senator RiBICOFF. Do you think there is any chance for anything
like that? That is your expectation. Now, I would love to hold you
to that.

Miss RIDGWAY. Well, I would accept the charge, Mr. Chairman, if
I thought I had a large degree of success. What I would like to do is
take that as a target and continue to work on such things as the
backlog.

Senator RIBICOFF. Your good fortune will be that I won't be
around next year to hold you to it, but maybe my successor or the
staff will remember this.

Now, let me ask you this. No one seems to be in agreement as to
the census, the number of the Jewish community in Romania.

Is there anybody that has got an idea of how many there are? It
is not such a large country. Can't they figure out how many people,
how many Jews there actually are remaining in Romania?

Miss RIDGWAY. Mr. Chairman, they cannot. The range is 25,000
to 70,000. In some cases people say 100,000. We are inclined to
accept a figure somewhat above 25,000.

Senator RIBICOFF. Don't they take a census there, an accurate
census in Romania?

Miss RIDGWAY. I don't know. I would be happy to provide the
answer to that on their census practices.

Senator RIBICOFF. I think you could ascertain what are their
census procedures, how often do they have a census, what ques-
tions are asked? I believe it would be a good thing to put into the
record-just what the census procedures are and how they are
ascertained.

[The information referred to follows:]
Answer. Romania takes a census roughly every ten years after specific authoriza-

tion by the Council of Ministers. The survey is directed by a National Demographic
Commission, directly subordinate t0 the Council. After informations collected, it is
given to the Central Statistical Directorate, which publishes its findings in the
government's "Statistical Yearbook". The last three censuses were taken in 1956,
1966, and 1977.

Large numbers of volunteers are marshalled to distribute four-page question-
naires to households throughout the country. There are questions on the form
soliciting information on each citizen's place and date of birth, legal residence, sex,
date of arrival in new locality, marital status, family size, educational history,
occupation, place of work, ethnic background (nationality), and mother tongue.

We have not been able to determine precisely how the Romanian government
computes its statistics on individual religious bodies. We know, however, that Jews
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have been traditionally classified as an "ethnic" rather than a "religious" group in
Romanian census counts.

Published census figures for 1956 show a total of 146,000 Jews in Romania. The
1966 census total gave a figure of 42,488 Jews. The official government census taken
in 1977 gives a figure of only 25,686 Jews. Rabbi Moses Rosen, the leading rabbi in
Romania and spokesman for the Romanian Jewish community, arrived at a com-
pletely different figure of 35,000 when he conducted his own census of the Jewish
population in the same year (1977). Rosen's figures are based on a canvass'-ofJewish-
communities in 70 different locations in Romania. Our Embassy has no independent
means of verifying these statistic.

Senator RiBICOFF. Let me ask you, would you discuss the imple-
mentation of the agreement worked out between American Jewish
organizations and the Romanian Government on emigration proce-
dures? -

Miss RIDGWAY. Mr. Chairman, I can touch the highlights of that
and would be happy to provide a very complete statement or de-
scription for the record.

One of the major concerns that lay behind the discussions was
the sense that those who wished to emigrate to Israel could not be
identified without in the very first instance causing problems for
themselves, and that therefore there was a reluctance to come
forward a id to be counted among those who wished to emigrate.
Beyond that, those who did wish to emigrate somehow were not
able to have, if you will, an interested party follow the progress of
their procedures, the progress of their applications to leave.

The agreement worked out was that notification would be posted
often, regularly, with frequency in the synagogues and meeting
places so that those who wished to emigrate would know what the
procedures were and could be assured that in stepping forward and
putting their names on a list, that indeed immediately there was
an interest identified.

We have those lists, and as people begin the procedures, we insist
on keeping track of each case.

The remainder of the procedures, of course, are between the
applicant, the Romanian Government and the Israel Embassy in
Bucharest, and the procedures they have worked out I am not
party to.

But we have, if you will, now a much more accurate watching
brief resource in that we know the names of those who wish to
emigrate, and we feel confident, as I am informed by those who
were represented in these talks that we now have a way of insur-
ing that those who wish to emigrate can put their names forward
with some confidence that there will be help along the way.

Senator RIBICOFF. It seems to me that during the next year there
ought to be an attempt, you know, and don't wait until a month
before the hearing-but once these hearings are concluded, to
thoughtfully and carefully work out improve,'A procedural methods
and rules and regulations to expedite the emigration policy.

I know how difficult this is and I know how sensitive it is. The
Romanians have come a long way, but it really is like pulling
teeth.

Miss RIDGWAY. Our description of their procedures, Mr. Chair-
man, would be the same as yours in your opening statement. They
remain difficult and cumbersome and discouraging, and we, too,
believe that there ought to be some way of making them, if you
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will, more orderly and a less amount of time to complete them
significantly abbreviated.

Senator RIBICOFF. Last year the committee asked the Commerce
Department to study and report to us on the situation with respect
to alleged abuses by Hungarian firms of U.S. industrial property
rights in Hungary and third countries. Some progress has been
made, but the issue still remains and creates uncertainty in U.S.
firms trading in Hungary.

What does the Department or others in the administration be-
lieve needs to be done to resolve this matter?

Miss RiDGWAY.-May I turn to my colleague?
Senator RIBICOFF. Certainly.
Mr. GEORGE. Mr. Chairman, the Department of Commerce has

indeed been very active with respect to the problem that you
mentioned. Over the past several years we have met with the
Romanians a variety of times, met with the Romanians and the
American companies and the associations concerned, and assisted
in arranging meetings between the firms and the Romanians. We
believe that substantial progress has been made. There are prob-
lems which remain, but we believe they are being worked on, and
we at least remain reasonably optimistic that they will be resolved.

These-matters, as most legal matters, particularly in the patents
field, do take time. There are considerations in Romania with
regard to certain of the patent problems that now involve court
cases. There are also matters which involve directly actions in
third countries.

We have been on top of this. We remain with a positive attitude
with regard to the eventual solution. We believe both sides have
reached the point where they are able to talk effectively with each
other, and we think this is the approach that needs to be taken and
must be continued to resolve these problems. It is our hope that
with the resolution of these problems, we will not have repetition
of them, although tli-re has been some indication of similar prob-
lems potentially arising with other companies.

Senator RiBICOFF. I think that Senator Danforth has followed
this entire problem very carefully, and I will turn the questioning
over to Senator Danforth to take as much time as he would like.

Senator DANFORTH. Mr. Chairman, thank you very much.
You are Mr. George?
Mr. GEORGE. Yes, sir.
Senator DANFORTH. Mr. George, as I understood Senator Ribi-

cofws question, it related to certain patent infringement problems
with Hungary, and your answer consistently related to Romania.

Mr. GEORGE. My fault, Mr. Chairman.
Senator DANFORTH. A slip of the tongue?
Mr. GEORGE. Yes.
Senator DANFORTH. Let me just pursue the issue in a little more

detail.
A couple of years ago it was called to our attention that there

were problems between the United States and Hungary, particular-
ly relating to certain American chemical companies producing agri-
culturally related chemicals, herbicides, for example, and that
Hungary was systematically abusing normal American property
rights in its chemical products, that Hungary was not granting
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patents, that if patents were granted, they didn't amount to any-
thing, that Hungarian companies were manufacturing similar or
identical products under different names, and selling these prod-
ucts within Hungary; that furthermore, Hungary was manufactur-
ing identical products or very similar products and selling them in
markets in other countries other than the United States or Hun-
gary.

And when I say Hungary was manufacturing, as I understand it,
Hungary really doesn't have what we would call a free enterprise
system, and there is a very close relationship between the govern-
ment and its manufacturing sector.

I think that it was a year ago at this same hearing, comparable
hearing, that the same issue was raised as to the status of the
situation.

Now, it is my understanding from your answer that there has
been a little progress, but that the problem continues to exist.

Is that correct?
Mr. GEORGE. That is generally correct. I would say the progress

has been more than a little, but it has not been the complete
resolution of the problem.

Senator_DANFORTH. Could you spell out where the unresolved
problems are?

Mr. GEORGE. There are two types of problems involved. The first
relates to the export by Hungary to third countries in which the
U.S. firm has patent rights to the product. There has been progress
made in this to the extent that I think both groups understand
each other's views. They have had some discussions regarding pos-
sible solutions. To my best knowledge, there is now a pause in
discussions, generally speaking, to await the results of some court
trials in a third country.

Senator DANFORTH. Of some--
Mr. GEORGE. Of some court actions in a third country.
Senator DANFORTH. Now, Mr. George, just concentrating for a

moment on the sales in third countries, discussions can go on
forever, and if the court systems of other countries are the same as
ours, litigation can go on forever.

Can we resolve this issue, do you think, or-I mean, it seems to
me that we are really-in the nature of being patsies if we extend
most favored nation status to Hungary and they continue to do
something that just absolutely-I mean, it is stealing is what it is.
It is contrary to everything that we believe in, all the rules that we
play by in this country. It seems to me that if there are just
discussions and if they are not really in active status now, that
that is not really an aggressive policy of pursuing this matter.

Mr. GEORGE. In this matter, Senator, I believe we have been, on
the part of the government, in cooperation with the association
involved and the private business firms, as aggressive as our capa-
bilities permit us to be. We are, after all, dealing with a foreign
government and with a foreign government's laws, and we cannot
here resolve how those laws apply. These are matters, frequently,
for court consideration. However, in other aspects, some of these
matters are matters for differences of opinion between agencies of
other governments. As you know, these differences also may take
time to resolve.
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But we stay on top of this, as does the association involved, and
we are using every opportunity, including major meetings on the
subject itself, to press the resolution when -the opportunity offers.

Senator DANFORTH. Could you describe the situation within Hun-
gary itself?.

Mr. GEORGE. I'm sorry, I didn't get the last part.
Senator DANFORTH. You said there were two parts of the prob-

lem. One was the sale by Hungary of these products in third
markets and the other is the situation with respect to patents
within Hungary.

Mr. GEORGE. The second part of the problem refers to the nonre-
ceipt of what we call national treatment regarding the protection
of industrial property rights in Hungary. By national treatment we
mean the same treatment afforded the nationals of Hungary. Here
again there has been extensive discussion and a number of meet-
ings, including discussion of the subject at joint committee meet-
ings between the United States and Hungary. We believe that
substantial progress has been made, and we do have a basic agree-
ment with the Hungarian government that the particular kinds of
products that are involved in the discussions will be able to be
patented and thus receive the full national treatment in Hungary.

Senator DANFORTH. But they have not yet been patented?
Mr. GEORGE. So far as I am aware, they have not yet been

patented. The process is under way.
Senator DANFORTH. Well, Mr. George, I would very much appre-

ciate it if you would carry back to the Commerce Department, and
through the Commerce Department, carry back to Hungary the
concern of I think more than one member of the U.S. Senate and
more than one member of this committee about the situation. I
think that it is fair to say that with respect to trade we have more
to offer Hungary than Hungary has to offer us, and that the one
bright light in a very dreary American trade picture has been
American agriculture and products related to American agricul-
ture. And here, where you have Hungary stealing our chemical
products, and selling them, manufacturing them and selling them
not only within Hungary but selling them around the world, you
have a situation where another country is really engaging in theft;
it is stealing something which is ours. That would not be tolerated
within the United States. And it is taking a market which should
be ours, and taking it not only within its own country, but taking it
within other countries around the world.

And very frankly, the situation in Hungary continues to concern
me because I don t understand why the United States should be
granting to Hungary any concessions whatever if the quid pro quo
that we are going to get is this kind of theft which is clearly
contrary to the interests of the United States in the one area in
international trade where we generally are doing fairly well.

Mr. GEORGE. I shall certainly carry that word back, Senator. I
would like to point out merely that the concern here happened to
be in third countries where the U.S. firm had patents. The firms
involved are not really concerned if there are exports to other
countries where this situation does not exist. That is merely inter-
national trade without constraint.
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Senator DANFORTH. Yes. But it is fair to say, isn't it, that it
clearly has an effect on America's ability to do business around the
world, and that it clearly is an unfair practice which is taking our
markets from us.

Mr. GEORGE. If, Senator, the problem of the actual patenting is
worked out, and if the problem of exporting to third countries
where we hold the patent right is resolved, then there appears to
be no problem with the companies, and I-would see no problem if
there were exports to other third countries where this situation did
not exist. That, I repeat, would be purely competitive international
trade.

Senator DANFORTH. Well, I don't know. I haven't thought about
that.

What you are talking about is a situation where a third country,
where there has been no effort by the United States to sell its
product, by American manufacturers to sell its product or to get a
patent in another country, is that right?

Mr. GEORGE. Purely where it is a patent issue. Otherwise it is a
competitive situation.

Senator DANFORTH. Now, again, I don't want to belabor this.
However, under this hypothetical situation, let's suppose that an
American manufacturer of herbicides is attempting to sell its her-
bicide in country X, and Hungary is manufacturing a product
which is identical to ours and also selling it in country X. Now, it
would be my position that that would be taking an American
market and taking it quite unfairly and that it is not a matter of
free trade.

Mr. GEORGE. Let me make two points. The first is that even in
the case involved, it is by no means perfectly clear that the Ameri-
can firm has clear patent rights. That is one of the issues being
pursued. However, in other instances where the foreign country is
able to, under proper conditions, produce a product, my feeling is
they have every right to export to other countries and to compete
with U.S. firms if they are not involved in a situation such as I
described where there may be a patent infringement in a third
country.

Senator DANFORTH. You mean it is the view of the Department
of Commerce that a U.S. chemical company can be endeavoring to
sell its product in Hungary,- that Hungary can manufacture, then,
an identical product using an identical process and then go out and
sell it in some other country which, say, doesn't have patent laws?
That is the position of the government?

Mr. GEORGE. No, sir, that is not what I am either saying or
trying to imply. I said earlier that if Hungary were producing this
material in Hungary without any patent problem with the United
States, without using, say, its process, then I think it ought to have
the right to sell the product to anyone it wishes.

Senator DANFORTH. Well, it can sell a competing-obviously it
can sell a competing product, but that is not my understanding of
the situation. My understanding of the situation in Hungary is
that an American chemical company can be making the herbicide,
can be trying to take advantage of world trade and trying to do at
least something for our dismal trade situation and endeavor to sell
this product both in Hungary and throughout the world, and that
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Hungary is making an identical product under what clearly would
be a patent abuse if it were done within the United States, is not
granting patents to the American product and is not only selling
this product within Hungary but is selling it all over the world.

Now, am I mistaken?
Mr. GEORGE. If that is the circumstance, then I don't think-that

it should have the ability to sell that product all over the world.
Senator DANFORTH. Well, that is my only point, Mr. George, and

I would hope that in the year ahead the Commerce Department
would do a very aggressive job of pursuing this matter, of protect-
ing American rights, of making the strongest possible case to the

-----41ungarians, and to third countries, if that does any good, and to do
the best job we possibly can of protecting American interests, be-
cause I frankly don't understand why we should have any conces-
sions at all for Hungary if this is going to be the kind of practice
that they engage in.

Mr. GEORGE. We have done that, Senator, and we shall continue
to do the best we possibly can.

Senator DANFORTH. Thank you.
Senator RiBICOFF. Senator Dole?
Senator DOLE. No questions.
Senator RIeIcon. Thank you, gentlemen, and Miss Ridgway.
[The prepared statements of the administration panel follow:]
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STATEMENT OF THE HONORABLE
ROZANNE RIDGWAY

COUNSELOR OF THE-DEPARTMENT OF STATE
BEFORE THE

SUBCOMMITTEE ON INTERNATIONAL TRADE
COMMITTEE ON FINANCE
UNITED STATES SENATE

JULY 21, 1980

Mr. Chairman:

I am pleased to have this opportunity today to testify on

behalf of further extension of the President's waiver authority

under Section 402 of the Trade Act, and specifically his

authority to continue the waivers permitting Most-Favored

Nation (MN) tariff treatment for the People's Republic of

China, Hungary, and Romania. The extension of the waiver for

China represents a first for that country following the entry

into force on February 1, 1980, of the US-China Trade
/

Agreement. The President's waiver authority has proven to be a

valuable device for furthering US interests with Romania and

Hungary and we believe that it will also prove so in the case

of China.

We are particularly pleased with the recent development of

our relations With China. The US-China Trade Agreement marked

a significant step toward establishing a normal trade and

economic relationship between our two countries. The Agreement

provides significant benefits and assistance to-American
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businessmen while creating a solid foundation for continued

expansion of economic ties. We anticipate that the Trade

Agreement will contribute to growth in our trade, and that the

total two-way turnover will exceed $3 billion in 1980 with a

large US-surplus.

Normal economic interchange with China is an essential

element of our overall relations with Beijing. Our objectives

in furthering and expanding relations with China are to build

meaningful political, cultural, and economic relations. All of

these objectives we believe will work to the mutual benefit of

our countries.

With respect to emigration, Chinese Government policy is to

facilitate applications by Chinese either to go abroad or to

return to China. In accordance with this policy, substantially

increased numbers of people have been authorized to leave China

in the last two years. In the past twelve months, for

instance, over 75,000 Chinese have entered Hong Kong, the

primary exit point, with Chinese Government exit permission.

Our Embassy in Beijing has issued over 8,000 non-immigrant

visas in the same period. Since November, 1978, over 16,000

Chinese have entered Hong Kong to apply for immigrant visas to
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join relatives in the United States. Thus, performance has

accorded with policy. The major impediment to increased

immigration from China to the United States at this time, in

fact, is not Chinese policy or practice, but rather the

numerical limitations required by US immigration law.

Turning to Romania and Hungary, I-would like to state

briefly the general policy considerations on which our

relations with the countries of Eastern Europe are based. I

would like to note that I visited both countries six weeks ago,

and received a first-hand impression from the respective

officials of the importance which both countries attach to

their relations with the United States. In the course of my

discussions, I reiterated the importance that we also attach to

these relations and the concern which we have in the United

Stateswith regard to the respect of human rights.

During the 1970's, we made steady progress in our relations

with most of the countries of Eastern Europe. Thts progress

was especially noteworthy during the latter half of the

decade. As we move into the 1980's,-we remain committed to the

course of attempting to strengthen further these relations. We

68-772 0-80-3
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do not hold the Eastern European countries accountable for the

Soviet invasion of Afghanistan which they did not participate

in and evidently were not consulted about. Thus, we continue

to encourage a broad range of commercial, economic, political

and cultural relations with Hungary and Romania, and with the

other Eastern European countries as well. We require only

that, as we hive In the past, there be reciprocity and respect

for our concerns.

We expect that the continuation of our efforts to expand

relations with the individual Eastern European countries will

provide the necessary framework within which to carry out more

open and productive exchanges on many topics, including human

rights, which are of interest to us. The continued expansion

of trade and economic cooperation is also of direct benefit to

US industrial and agricultural producers and to US consumers.

We continue to have basic disagreements with the

governments of Eastern Europe on a wide range of questions

dealing with political and religious freedoms as well as with

interpretations of basic human and social values. However, an

activist policy of political, economic and cultural exchange

with these countries is a means-of encouraging change and

building- on the diversity which has become more evident over

the years.
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Specifically concerning Romania, we believe that it is in

our best interest to encourage Romania's determination to

maintain its distinctive independent posture within th -rsaw

Pact. In spite of apparent increased pressures towai

conformity -- mostly arising from Romania's energy pi

Romania has persevered in its commitment to formulate )wn

foreign police. komania's opposition to the Soviet invasion of

Afghanistan is a recent case in point.

The numerous exchanges and high-level visits which we have

conducted with Romania since the last hearings, including my

own in June to commemorate the 100th anniversary of the

establishment of diplomatic relations between the United States

and Romania, have afforded us new opportunities to emphasize

the importance that we attach to freedom of emigration and to

respect for all human rights. We believe that these

discussions have produced significant results, as is shown by

-the increase in emigration to the United States and to Israel.

We are well aware that many of Romania's policies do not

conform with our own. However, the willingness of the Romanian

Government to discuss various aspects of human rights

questions, including such sensitive matters as the treatment of

the Hungarian minority in Romania, represents a significant

development.
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U.S. trade with Romania, as will be elaborated by my

colleagues, has grown and diversified considerably since the

granting of KFN, and last year reached a two-way total of $830

million.

Turning to Hungary, I am pleased to note that the

constructive dialogue which hat characterized US-Hungarian

relations since the return to Budapest of the Crown of Saint

Stephen and the conclusion in 1978 of our bilateral Trade

Agreement continues. Our ability to deal frankly with each

other on a basis of mutual respect has persisted, despite the

downturn in US-Soviet relations. Both we and Hungary place

emphasis on dur commitments to full implementation of the

Helsinki Final Act, on the one hand, and to maintaining and

extending the positive aspects of bilateral relations, on the

other. Overall, there is a balance of interests and results.

Economic and commercial relations have developed, while at the.

same time we have been able to expand relations under auspices

of the Helsinki Final Act in the cultural and humanitarian

fields, including a series of unprecedented visits by religious

leaders.

Hungarian performance on emigration has continuedto be

positive. The number of problem cases outstanding at any one

time remains small, and Hungary's record in resolving problem
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cases continues to be quite good. In fact, six of the seven

cases we presented to the Hungarian Government last October

have now been favorably resolved.

US-Hungarian economic relations, as will be described later

in detail, show promise of continued expansion to the benefit

of both countries. In 1979, our two-way trade totaled $190

million, which represented a 14 percent increase from the

previous year.

In conclusion, Mr. Chairman, we believe that the

continuation in effect of the waiver for China is essential for

the future development of an enduring, friendly and cooperative

relationship with that country. Similarly, we believe that

continuation of the waivers is also fully justified with

respect to Romania and Hungary in view of the emigration

records of both countries. It is apparent that the impact on

our relations with these countries of MFN tariff treatment and

the other trade and economic relationships which flow from our

bilateral trade agreements has been most beneficial. These

relationships also are an essential element in our ability to

continue to develop broad and meaningful contacts both in the

political and economic areas.

In view of these factors, Mr. Chairman, the Administration

strongly recommends the extension of the President's authority

to waive Section 402 of the Trade Act to continue in effect the

waivers for China, Hungary, and Romania and to permit the

extension of future waivers to other countries as circumstances

permit.

With your permission, Mr. Chairman, I will submit for the

record additional detailed information covering US relations

with China, Hungary and Romania.
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HUNGARY

Our relations with Hungary are characterized by
a mutual emphasis on the implementation of the p-fovi-
sions of the Helsinki Final Act and a mutual desire to
maintain and extend the positive aspects of our bilateral
relations. Both countries have benefitted from the
relationship. Hungary has been able to broaden and
deepen its economic and commercial relations with the
United States, and we have been able, within the frame-
work of the Final Act, to expand our relations in
cultural and humanitarian fields.

The expansion of relations in the cultural and
humanitarian fields has taken several forms. In October
1979, the United States and Hungary signed a working
document on exchanges wh-ich set forth, under the auspices
of our overall 1977 Exchanges Agreement, a-specific
program of exchanges in the educational, cultural and
scientific fields for 1980 and 1981. During the month
of June 1980 a major official U.S. cultural exhibit,
"America Now," ran successfully in Budapest. The exhibit
was housed in a large, free-standing geodesic dome located
in a distinctive setting in one of Budapest's major parks
and was visited by tens of thousands of Hungarians.
Last October, an ecumenical group of Hungarian churchmen
visited the United States under the auspices of the
United States International Communication Agency and the
Appeal of Conscience Foundation in New York. In April
of this year, the Minister-Chairman of the State Office
for Church Affairs, Imre Miklos, visited the United States,
the first such visit from Eastern Europe.

We continue to maintain a steady flow of high-level
contacts with Hungary. Chairman Vanik led a Congres-
sional delegation to Hungary last January. In April,
extensive annual talks at the Deputy Minister level were
held in Washington by the Joint U.S.-Hungarian Economic
and Commercial Committee established by the 1978 Trade
Agreement. At the end of May we held another round of
annual consultations with the Hungarians on all aspects
of the Helsinki Final Act. Secretary of Commerce
Klutznick visited Budapest May 29-30 and held talks with
the Hungarian Prime Minister, a Deputy Prime Minister,
and the Minister of Foreign Trade. He also met with
leaders of Hungary's Jewish community. The Counselor
of the Department of State visited Hungary in mid-June.

Hungary's performance on emigration continues to
be positive. Although Hungary's emigration law is
ostensibly restrictive, it is applied with considerable
flexibility, and approximately 90 percent of applications
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for emigration for purposes of reunification with close
relatives are approved without undue difficulty. With
reapplications and some persistence, problem cases
usually are favorably resolved after the passage of
some time. We continue to have no evidence of official
sanctions applied against persons seeking to emigrate.

Hungary's emigration and passport fees are modest,
totalling about $75 per adult applicant. There is no
particular problem concerning Jewish emigration, and
the Hungarian Jewish communityappears to be faring
rather well. The only rabbinical seminary in Eastern
Europe and the Soviet Union is located in Budapest.
Demand to emigrate from Hungary continues to appear
modest, probably attributable to the country's relatively
high standard of living-and comparatively relaxed internal
conditions. Indications are that some 2,000 Hungarians
currently apply annually to emigrate, with intended
destinations divided evenly between East and West.

During calendar years 1975-79, the U.S. Embassy in
Budapest issued 571 immigrant visas. During the same
five year period we discussed 43 problem emigration
cases with the Hungarian Government. The number of
problem cases outstanding at any one time ranged from
three to about thirteen. Our discussions with the Hun-
garian Government assume the form of presentation,
approximately semiannually, of lists of problem cases
and consideration of each case in some detail. A list
we presented last October contained seven cases, involv-
ing 15 individuals in Hungary. As of the end of April,
four of the cases (eight individuals) had been favorably
resolved, bringing the number of outstanding cases
down to its lowest level, three, since the signing of
the Helsinki Final Act. As of mid-July two more cases
(three individuals) were favorably resolved, leaving
only one case outstanding from the October list.

As older cases are resolved, newer ones arise.
In mid-May we presented to the Hungarian Government a
new list of eight cases (19 individuals), including three
carried over from the last list and five more recent ones.
As indicated above, two of the three carried over cases
have been favorably resolved. A third, newer, case
was decided favorably in June, leaving only five cases
currently outstanding.

Hungary also has a positive record in the area of
travel. About four and one-half million Hungarians
(out of a population of I0.5 million) travel abroad
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annually. Most go to other Eastern countries, but
upwards of 355,000 visit the West. The U.S. Embassy
in Budapest issued 10,671 nonimmigrant visas last year,
of which 8,884 were for purposes of tourism and family
visits. The average Hungarian perceives that he can
visit the West if he wishes, at least occasionally.
This perception undoubtedly plays a role in reducing
overall demand to emigrate. Hungary welcomes foreign
visitors and about-20 million currently-visit or transit
the country annually.

There have also been positive developments in U.S.-
Hungarian economic relations during the past year The
Trade Agreement of 1978, which provided for the mutual
granting of most-favored nation tariff treatment, has
been an important factor in the favorable development
of U.S.rHungarian trade relations. As an official
endorsement of trade between our two countries, the
Trade Agreement has stimulated both U.S. and Hungarian
firms to pursue business opportunities more actively in
each other's markets.

U.S.-Hungarian trade grew significantly in 1979.
U.S. data show total trade in 1979 amounting to $190
million, up 14 percent from 1978. U.S. imports from
Hungary rose to $112 million from $66 million in 1978.
U.S. exports declined from $98 million in 1978 to $78
million in 1979. U.S. data, however, do not reflect
many shipments to Hungary through brokers and U.S.
subsidiaries in third countries and would appear to under-
state our exports.

Other factors have also contributed to the diver-
gent trends in our trade data over the past two years.
Agricultural commodity sales, which traditionally con-
stitute a large share of U.S. exports to Hungary, declined
in 1979 because of increased Hungarian crop output and
soybean purchases from cheaper third-country suppliers.
Growing hard-currency debt and balance of payments defi-
cits have forced Hungarian authorities to restrain
imports from all Western countries. Increased Hungarian
manufactured exports to the United States in 1979 are
accounted for in large measure by the onset of sales
to a number of American companies under long-term cooper-
ation agreements.

Despite the relatively modest export performance of
U.S. firms since the conclusion of the Trade Agreement,
we remain optimistic about the prospects for increases
in U.S. export sales to Hungary in the future. U.S.
firms are showing greater interest in the Hungarian market.
As Hungarian enterprises and economic ministries learn
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more about our products and technology, and our own
firms become better acquainted with the needs of the.
Hungarian market, we expect that U.S. exports will
expand at a more rapid pace.

As a part of an effort to encourage the expansion
of bilateral trade and cooperation, the U.S. and
Hungarian Government agreed in 1978 to establish the
U.S.-Hungarian Joint Economic and Commercial Committee.
In April of this year the Committee held its second
session in Washington. We used this opportunity to
discuss trade and commercial issues of mutual interest,
including future Hungarian investment plans which offer
U.S firms prospects for increasing exports to Hungary.

Developments in our financial relations with
Hungary over the past twelve months are also noteworthy.
Exim-Bank and the U.S. Department of Agriculture have
extended lines of credit for the purchase of U.S. indus-
trial equipment and farm commodities. These credits
amounted to $10 million'and $15 million, respectively.
Within the private sector, two major U.S. banks were
among ten subscribers to a $250 million loan syndication
of the National Bank of Hungary offered in April of
this year.

In summary, we believe that we have made impor-
tant strides in our economic relations with Hungary, and
we foresee further progress, benefitting both countries,
in the years to come.
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ROMANIA

Recent developments in East/West relations brought about by
events in Afghanistan have served to highlight the unique role
and position of Romania among Eastern Europe countries. This
was particularly noticeable in Romanias unwillingness to
support the Soviet invasion of Afghanistan. Furthermore,
Romania -- alone among Warsaw Pact countries -- did not take
part in the vote on Afghanistan at the United Nations General
Assembly and refrained from establishing contacts with the new
Afghan Government until very recently.

We believe* that it is in obr interest to encourage
Romania's determination to maintain this distinctive
independent posture. In addition to Romania's position on the
invasion of Afghanistan, other actions during the past year
have also highlighted Romania's efforts to formulate and pursue
an independent course in foreign policy. For example, Romania
has continued to support the Camp David Framework as a means of
solving Middle East problems, while urging that an overall
solution requires the participation of all interested parties.
Romania did not participate in the Soviet-supported meeting of
European Communist Parties held in Paris in April, apparently
because of differences over the question of Afghanistan.
Romania has remained committed to a successful Madrid CSCE
Conference and has taken a particularly active role in
promoting disarmament and initiatives on dispute settlement.
President Ceausescu underscored Romania's special ties with the
Third World and China in a number of meetings, in Belgrade and
later in Bucharest, which he held at the time of President
Tito's funeral with leaders from non-aligned countries as well
as with Chinese Party Chairman and Prime Minister Hua Guofeng.
In the economic area, Romania has expanded its trade with
Western and non-aligned countries. The Federal Republic of
Germany and the United States are now the second and fourth
largest trade partners of Romania. Although Romania remains
dependent on the Soviet Union for supplies of raw materials, it
continues to try to reduce this dependence.

U.S. relations with Romania during the past year have
continued to develop. Between August 1979 and May 1980, a
number of high-level visits took place. Romanian Foreign
Minister Andrei visited the US in the fall of 1979. In January
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of this year, Under Secretary for Political Affairs Newsom
visited Romania and had comprehensive talks with Romanion
officials, including President Ceausescu. In January a
Congressional delegation led by Chairman Vanik visited Romania
and had meetings with President Ceausescu and Deputy Prime
Minister Burtica.

In April, another round of comprehensive bilateral
consultations was held in Washington with a Romanian delegation
led by Minister-Secretary of State Duma. These consultations
covered all aspects of the Helsinki Final Act. During the
discussions, we emphasized the importance we attach to the full
implementation of the humanitarian aspects of the Final Act.
Particular emphasis was placed on the right of individuals to
exercise and Oractice their religious beliefs. We also
reviewed concerns regarding the treatment of national
minorities, in particular the Hungarian ethniic group. In this
connection, US Embassy officers have again visited areas of
Romania with a large Hungarian-speaking population. While it
appears that instances of discrimination at the local level
exist, our Embassy's assessment indicates that there is no
evidence to support reports of a policy of discrimination by
the Romanian Government against Romania's ethnic Hungarian
minority. US Embassy officers have also visited towns where
churches that had been damaged by the earthquake of 1977 are
located. These visits have shown that most of the churches
have been repaired. A few, more seriously damaged, are in the
process of being rebuilt. In addition, at the invitation of
the Romanian Government, a Staff Delegation of the Trade
Subcommittee of the House Ways and Means Committee visited
Translyvania in late April.

With respect to trade and economic relations, Deputy Prime
Minister and Minister of Foreign Trade Burtica led the Romanian
delegation to the Sixth Joint Economic Commission Meeting which-
was held in Washington in April. During his visit, the Deputy
Prime Minister met with the President and the Vice President.
In early May, a Romanian Parliamentary delegation, led by the
President of the Romanian Grand National Assembly, visited the
United States. The Counselor of the Department of State
visited Romania June 12-14 in connection with the commemoration
of the 100th anniversary of the establishment of diplomatic
relations between Romania and the United States. All of these
visits contributed to the expansion and intensification of the
dialogue between our countries.
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It is obvious that Romanian policies in the area of human
rights are not the same as ours, nor do they fully conform to
what we consider to be the spirit of the Helsinki Final Act.
Nevertheless, we have found that the Romanian Government is
prepared to carry out open and comprehensive discussions in
this area. This was highlighted during the Human Rights
Round-Table meeting held in Romania in February. The US
delegation, which included US Government officials, CSCB
Commission representatives, and members of private
organizations interested in human rights, had long and useful
meetings with Romanian representatives during which policies,
practices, and perceptions on how to approach and deal with
human rights were" reviewed. Despite fundamental differences in
the social and political structures of our countries, the
possibility of conducting fortfiright and meaningful bilateral
discussons was again demonstrated.

Overall, our contacts and meetings with Romanian Government
officials lead us to believe that we have built a solid
foundation for a continuing dialogue. MFN has played a useful
and important part in the building of this relationship.

With regard to the specific question of emigration,
Romania's performance improved substantially in key areas

-------- during the second semester of 1979 and the first five months of
1980, even though there have been no basic changes in the
official Romanian position regarding emigration. As a matter
of-policy, the Government of Romania maintains that it is the
duty of Romanian citizens to remain in Romania to make their
contribution to the nation's development goals. However, the
Romanian Government also emphasizes that it takes its
international undertakings in a serious and responsible manner,
including those with respect to the Helsinki Final Act. Tnus,
it cooperates in the settlement of cases involving family
reunification and other humanitarian considerations.

Romania's emigration performance since July 1979 should
thus be considered in light of established Romanian policies as
well as Romania's international undertakings. Since the
granting of MPN, emigration to the United States has grown
considerably, increasing four-fold between 1974 and 1979, from
an annual_ total of 407 to over 1600. This trend has been
particularly noticeable since the last Congressional hearings.
From July 1979 throuqh June 1980, 2379 Romanians emiqrated to the
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United States compared to 1588 during July 1978-June 1979, an
increase of nearly 40 percent. Of these, nearly one-fourth
came here directly as qualified immigrants, while the remainder
were processed by our Embassy in Bucharest as refugees under
the Third-Country Processing Program, since they do not qualify
as immigrants for lack of immediate relatives in the United
States who could file petitions on their behalf. This program
has been streamlined during the last six months to reduce the
time that the prospective refugees spend in a third country --
mostly Italy -- before their admission to the United States
from three months to about a week.

While progress has been made, there are still many
applicants waiting to receive approval from the Romanian
Government. We present divided family as well as marriage case
lists to the Romanian Foreign Ministry every three months. Our
most recent list, delivered in July, included 193 cases of
qualified immigrants covering 558 persons. The majority of
those on the qualified immigrant list have been waiting about
18 months. We are hopeful that, as we carry on our dialogue
with the Romanians, we will succeed in shortening this waiting
period. With respect to the marriage list, the first four
months of 1980 showed positive results. The number of pending
cases dropped from 69 to 56. We have impressed upon the
Romanian Government our particular concern regarding the long
waiting period -- about 18 months -- before requests for
marriage are approved. We are hopeful that improvement will
also occur in this area.

No significant change in emigration procedures has occurred
in the past year with regard to emigrants to the United
States. Individuals applying for permanent departure continue
to face bureaucratic delays, cumbersome requirements, and
economic and social pressures before they obtain the necessary
documentation. These obstacles constitute a regular feature of
US-Romanian discussions on consular and humanitarian affairs.
We emphasize the importance of streamlining the requirements
and also make clear that we are disturbed by reports of job
demotions and other pressures experienced by prospective
immigrants.

With regard to the emigration of Romanian Jews to Israel,
considerable progress has been made since July, 1979. During
the period of July 1979 through June 1980, 1091 Romanian Jews
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emigrated to Israel as compared to 889 during the period of
July 1978-June 1979. This represents a 22 percent increase.
We believe that the understanding reached last summer between
the representatives of major American-Jewish organizations and
the Government-of-Romania-has worked effectively in improving
procedures and expediting the processing of emigration requests
by Romanian Jews. Our Embassy in Bucharest monitors progress
in emigration with officials of the Romanian Ministry of
Foreign Affairs nd-reviews the list of prospective emigrants
which is compiled and maintained by the Chief Rabbi of Romania,
Rabbi Moses Rosen. We will continue to emphasize to the
Romanian Government the importance that we attach to sustained
performance with respect to emigration to Israel.

We are pleased that by a decree issued on June 26 the
Romanian Government has remitted fines imposed on a group of 15
Romanian Jews found guilty in the early sixties of alleged
embezzlement of state funds. We understand that those among
them who wish to emigrate will be allowed to do so.

Emigration to the Federal Republic of Germany, after a
decline in early 1979, has increased greatly in the last eight
months and, if continued at the present rate, will total over
13,000 by the end of 1980.

US-Romanian trade and economic relations have continued to
expand under the US-Romanian Trade Agreement, which was renewed
in 1978 for another three-year period. In 1979, our total
trade with Romania grew by almost 25 percent to $829 million.
US exports reached $500.5 million and were characterized by a
large increase in our traditionally strong agricultural exports
and by a diversification in the composition of other items. US
imports totaled $329.3 million with increases in a variety of
categories including light manufactures and a decrease in oil
products. Figures for the first four months of 1980 continue
to show an upward trend in two-way trade with US exports
exceeding imports by $140.7 million.

EMIGRATION APPROVALS 'GIVEN BY GOVERNMENT OF-ROMANIA

USA ISRAEL FRG

Jan 79 - Dec 79 2,000 1,181 9,173

JAN 126 90 1,061

FEB 268 84 1,380

MARCH 268 96 1,098

APRIL 211 199 1,238

MAY 287 161 637

898JUNE 175 169
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otal Active Cases as of July 1, 1980

IA) Immigrant visa cases pending (divided families: nuclear and non-nuclear) -
193, including 462 persons

(B) "ual-national cases pending -- 130 including, with immediate family members,
38 persons

(C) Marriage cases -- 48

individuall Cases Resolved

A) Immigrant visas issued
(B) TCP processing completed
(C) Dual nationals approved

by GOR for departure (USC only)
(D) Binational marriages solved

Jan-June 1979

121
384

3
21

Jan-June 1980

234
1074

9
39

Representation Lists (numbers in parenthesis indicate persons)

IV's on List

191
188
109
140
155
133
114
180
216
241
238
232
218
214
220

(427)
(484)
(257)
(348)
(383)
(338)
(279)
(422)
(511)
(563)
(559)
(559)
(527)
(524)
(540)

IV's still Pending

1
2
2
5
7

19
29
52
64
84

109
130
146
171
193

(3)
(4)
(4)
(11)
(17)
(45)
(70)
(126)
(156)
(205)
(262)
(319)
(356)
(412)
(462)

Marriage Cases

Cases on List

32
57
46
53
60
22
35
48
57
58
63
76
69
69

Cases still Pending

0
0
0
0
0
3
8

11 --

17
20
29
45

It

July 76
Dec 76
July 77
:ec 77
Mar 78
July 78
Oct 78
Jan 79
Apr 79
July 79
Oct 79
Dec 79
Jan 80
Apr 80
July 80

July 76
Dec 76
July 77
Dec 77
Mar 78
July 78
Oct 78
Jan 79
Apr 79
July 79
Oct 79
Dec 79
Jan 80
Apr 80
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Dual Nationals and Families

Cases on List

114
163
104
120
126
103
94

100
104
110
134
147
143
149

t107)
(577)
(357)
(461)
(497)
(457)
(387)
(452)
(460)
(480)
(583)
(633)
(616)
(608)

Cases still Pending

2 (6)
2 (6)
3 (9)

--12 (75)
17 (88)
30 (154)
45 (220)
64 (307)
69 (321)
78 (350)
105 (467)
117 (512)
125 (560)
130 (558)

July 76
Dec 76
July 77
Dec 77
Mar 78
July 78
Oct 78
Jan 79
Apr 79
July 79
Oct 79
Jan 80
Apr 80
July 80
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ROMANIAN IMMIGRATION TO THE -UNITED STATES

Monthly Totals

Immigrant Visas Issued*
by Embassy Bucharest

1978

Total

78
100
67
99

124
122
145
118
170
246
191
206

77
106
102
67

103
57

109
124
205
241
168
193-Yr m

1979

Total

1980

171
216
234
236
240
242

(July 78-June 79-1588)

(July 79-June 80 - 2379)

* Includes Third Country Processing, but excludes Dual Nationals

68-772 0-80-4

January
February
March
April
May
June
July
August
September
October
November
December

January
February
March
April
May
June
July
August
September
October
November
December

January
February
March
April
May
June
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ROMANIAN EMIGRATION TO THE UNITED STATES

Annual Totals

Calendar Year

68

142

373

362

348

469

407

890

1,021

1,240

1,666 (1,706 including dual
nationals)

1,552

1,339

1968

1969

1970

1971

1972

1973

1974

1975

1976

1977

1978

1979

1980 (Jan - June)
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ROMANIAN JEWISH IMMIGRATION TO ISRAEL

Monthly Totals

Number of Immigrants

1978

Tota 1

1979

63
73
96
77

148
111

90
90
99

100
98
90

31
47
55
60
61
60
58
74

120
140
158
120

Tota l

19-80

(July 78-June 79-889)

57
52
87
74
90
61 (July 79-June 80-1091)

January
February
March
April
May -,
June
July
August
September
October
November
December

January
February
March
April
May
Juhe
July
August
September
October
November
December

January
February
March
April
May
June
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ROMANIAN JEWISH EMIGRATION TO ISRAEL

Approximate Annual Totals

1971 1,900

1972 3,000

1973 " 4,000

1974 3,700

1975 2,000

1976 2,000

1977 1,330

1978 1,143

1979 984

1980 (Jan-June) 425
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STATEMENT OF HERBERT E. HOROWITZ
:DIRECTOR OF THE OFFICE OF
EAST-WEST ECONOMIC POLICY
DEPARTMENT OF THE TREASURY

BEFORE THE SUBCOMMITTEE ON INTERNATIONAL TRADE
COMMITTEE ON FINANCE

SENATE
July 21, 1980

Mr. Chairman, as I stated before the Subcommittee on

Trade of the House Ways and'Means Committee, I am pleased

on 4 ehalf of the Treasury Department to join in support

of the extension of the President's authority to waive

the restrictions contained in section 402 of the Trade

Act for another year. Continuation of the waiver authority,

which would allow the bilateral trade agreements the United

States has with Romania, Hungary and China to remain in force,

will permit continued growth in our economic and political

relations with these countries.

The purpose of today's hearing, I understand, is to

examine our commercial relations wLth-Romania, Hungary and

'China and the emigration practices of these countries over

the last year in order to determine whether an extension of
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the President's waiver of section 402 is justified. Over

the last year, our foreign policy objectives have been

advanced by the increasingly close and mutually beneficial

economic relations with all three of these countries.

Moreover, the practices of these countries with respect to

emigration, as indicated in the statement by Counselor

Ridgeway, have been positive. We believe that our national

interest will be well served by extending the waiver

authority for another year.

Romania

Romania has consistently maintained a very high degree

of independence through the adoption of a number of policy

initiatives. For example, Romania is the only COMECON

country which is a member of the IMF and the World Bank,

and participates actively in several other international

organizations such as the GATT. Romania's economic viability

is the key to its strategy of independence. We believe it is

in our interest to encourage Romania's independent-policy

orientation through expanded commercial and economic relations.

The continuation of the bilateral trade agreement with Romania

is an important element toward this end.

In 1975 when the US-Romanian Trade agreement entered into

force, two way trade was only $322 million. Last year total

trade turnover grew to a record $830 million with a surplus in
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- favor of the United States of $170 million. The large surplus

in 1979 was attributable to a sharp increase in U.S. agri-

cultural exports.

Officially supported export financing has been in part

responsible for the increased volume of trade. Failure to

extend the President's authority to waive the section 402

restrictions, would make Export-Import Bank and Commodity

Credit Corporation credits unavailable to U.S. exporters.

Export-Import Bank exposure to Romania is about $139.6

million. During 1979, the Export-Import Bank authorized two

separate lines of credit to the Romanian Bank of Foreign

Trade# totalling approximately $80 million. One credit for

$30 million was a general purposeline and the other credit

line was for $50 million to assist the financing of small

and medium size projects. On the agricultural side, the

Commodity Credit Corporation has extended a total of $35

million in credits to Romania in fiscal year 1980 which have

had the effect of increasing our agricultural exports to

Romania, Both forms of financing have been instrumental in

making U.S. exporters more competitive, increasing the U.S.

share of the Romanian market and helping the United States

balance of payments position.

Imports of capital goods and agricultural commodities

are likely to continue to exceed Romania's foreign exchange

earnings. Romania therefore needs continued external
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financing as well as increased access to Western markets.

The renewal of the President's waiver authority will enable

Romania to continue to secure official export financing to

further its purchases of U.S. goods and equipment. In

addition, the renewal of the waiver will continue the

benefits of MFN and GSP to Romania, which are important to

-the expansion of mutually beneficial trade between our two

countries.

Hungary

Hungary has been an active member of the international

trading community and has conducted itself in a-manner which

has made it an attractive market for many United States firms.

In 1976 Hungary made full payment of all its indebtedness to

the United States (including World War I debts)# which has

enabled it to raise money in United States capital markets,

unlike many other COMECON members. Hungary is also a member

of the GATT and participates in all its deliberations and

negotiations. The renewal of the President's waiver

authority, we believe, will continue this trend toward an

independent commercial policy.

U.S.-Hungarian trade has risen from $166 million in

1978, when the bilateral trade agreement between the two

countries entered into force, to a record high of $190

million in 1979. Last year we experienced a deficit in
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U.S.-Hungarian trade, due in large part to a decrease in

Hungary's purchase of U.S. agricultural commodities. We

expect the overall volume of trade to grow steadily, and

have taken steps to expand our exports to Hungary. In

September 1979, Eximbank approved a $10 million line of

credit to Hungary for the purchaseof capital equipment and

services from the U.S. During 1979 Hungary utilized $15.8

million in Commodity Credit Corporation credits to purchase

U.S. agricultural goods. In fiscal year 1980 CCC extended

a $15 million credit line to Hungary. This line has not

yet been used, however, and it appears that Htmgary does

not intend to draw on it.

Hungary has been able to finance much of its trade with

the West through borrowings in private capital markets in the

U.S. and Europe. But official credits have been an important

element in the steady rise in U.S.-Hungarian trade. An

extension of the President's waiver authority will make the

continuation of such official credits possible. We believe

the continued availability of U.S. Government credits will

help increase the U.S. exporters' share of the Hungarian market.

Extension of the existing waiver will also allow us to

continue to extend MFN tariff treatment to Hungary. MFN

treatment is central to Hungary's access to U.S. markets

and to a healthy bilateral trading relationship.

China

China is the most recent nonmarket economy to receive

MFN tariff treatment and g-in full access to official U.S.
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credit sources. In the course of one year, we signed a

claims settlement agreement with China which has had the

effect of removing serious impediments to our bilateral

economic relations. We also signed a trade agreement

with the PRC, which provides a broad framework for the

expansion of commercial relations. This agreement was

approved by Congress in January of this year. The trade

agreement has been in effect for only five months, and it

might be premature to judge its long-term impact on the

volume of trade. However, two-way trade hasincreased very

sharply since normalization of our relations. U.S.-China

trade Jan. - May surpassed the 1.6 billion dollar mark

this year -- compared to a $787 million volume during the

same period last year. This trend is likely to continue

throughout 1980 and be heavily weighted in favor of United

States-exports.

Last year, we established a U.S.-China Joint Economic

Committee, which is chaired on the U.S. side by the

Secretary of the Treasury, to serve am a forum for the

review of bilateral economic issues with China. The first

meeting is tentatively scheduled for mid-September.

Negotiations between the U.S. and China have also moved

forward on a number of bilateral agreements including civil

aviation, maritime, and textiles.
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In April, President Carter made the required national

interest determination under the Export-Import Bank Act,

which was the final step in making Export-Import Bank

credits available to China. Eximbank officials are now

discussing procedural arrangements with the Bank of China.

Eximbank has also made its first preliminary commitment for

the supply of United States equipment for a steel rolling

mill in the PRC.

China has available approximately $30 billion official

and private credits, almost all from other countries, but

so far has-drawn very little on these lines. Over the longer

run, however, China will need to turn to foreign borrowings

to supplement its foreign exchange earnings in order to

finance the equipment and technology required for its

modernization program. Official U.S. Government credits

will undoubtedly be a critical element in the expansion of

U.S. exports to China. The renewal of the waiver is essential

if China is to have continued access to Eximbank financing.

In sum, we believe the extension of the President's

waiver authority is essential to the expansion of our economic

and political relationship with the PRC. Approval of the

extension of the waiver will permit us to build on the

-foundation that has been established over the last year.
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STATEMENT OF THE HONORABLE J. MISHELL GEORGE
ACTING DEPUTY ASSISTANT SECRETARY OF COMMERCE

FOR EAST-WEST TRADE
BEFORE THE SUBCOMMITTEE ON INTERNATIONAL TRADE

OF THE SENATE COMMITTEE ON FINANCE
JULY 21, 1980

Mr. Chairman:

I am pleased to appear before this subcommittee today to speak

in support of the Administration's request to extend the waiver

authority for Romania, Hungary and China under Section 402 of

the Trade Act of 1974. Extension of the waiver will result in

the continuation of Most-Favored-Nation (MFN) tariff treatment

for Romania, Hungary and China for 12 months, thereby

demonstrating our continuing suppor,. for the development of

trade and strengthening of overall relations between the U.S.

and these countries.

The renewal of MFN for these countries serves to reaffirm U.S.

trade policy toward Eastern Europe and China. Recently enacted

controls on trade are directed at the USSR, not Eastern Europe,

where we welcome opportunities to improve our

economic/commercial relations, or China, where these relations

have undergone remarkable improvement.

I shall review current trade trends with Romania, Hungary and

China and the effect which the granting of MFN tariff treatment

has had on our two-way trade with them. I shall also present
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the Department's views on the current status of Qor trade

relations with these countries.

At this point, I wish to state for the record that the

Department of Commerce fully endorses the views on emigration

regarding Romania, Hungary, and China expressed here today by

my colleague from the Department of State.

U.S.-ROMANIAN TRADE TRENDS

Two-way trade with Romania reached a record high of $829.8

million in 1979, continuing the steady and impressive growth

rate that has characterized our trade since 1970. Of last

year's total, $500.5 million were U.S. exports and $329.3

million were U.S. imports. Total trade for the first five

months of 1980 is $407.7 million and is expected to exceed $1

billion by the end of this year. U.S. exports fof five months

are at $287.2 million, which is $82.6 million ahead of last

year's rate for the same period. The U.S. trade surplus for

this five month period is $166.7 million. (See Table 1.)

Paced by increased U.S. agricultural exports, we have enjoyed a

healthy trade surplus with Romania for the past 1 1/2 years.

This strong U.S. export performance shows signs of continuing

in 1980 as coal deliveries increase and agricultural sales
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continue. (See Table 2.) U.S. manufactured goods exports

declined somewhat in 1979 after a sharp increase in 1978, but

the composition of these exports is widening and this may lead

to increases in 1980. Principal growth items areas hydraulic

cranes, hydraulic and pneumatic metalworking presses,

transportation construction equipment, textile machinery parts,

and tire building machinery.

After several years of uninterrupted growth, imports from

Romania declined some 5 percent in 1979 due to a decrease in

oil product shipments. Imports of the most significant light

manufactures showed moderate growth while agricultural imports

from Romania remained at modest levels. (See Table 3.)

EFFECT OF MFN AND GSP TREATMENT ON U.S.- ROMANIAN TRADE

Romania went from Column II tariff treatment to

nondiscriminatory tariff treatment in August of 1975, and then,

with respect to a limited number of commodities, to

preferential tariff status under GSP commencing in January

1976. The principal effect of granting MFN and GSP to Romania

has been a rapid growth and development in our trade. The

United States had become Romania's third leading trade partner

in the West, behind West Germany and France.
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In 1979, three of the top four Romanian exports to the U.S.

(fuel oil, naphtha, and meat products), which accounted for 24

percent of total exports, were unaffected by MFN tariff

status. On the other hand, some of the top fifteen U.S.

imports, such as textiles and footwear, were affected by the

lower MFN tariff rates and are in areas where U.S. industry is

sensitive to foreign Imports. Romania, however, accounts for

an extremely small percentage of total U.S. imports in any of

these categories. Furthermore, when market disruption

questions concerning certain types of textiles and footwear

have arisen in recent years, they have been resolved through

either informal consultations or bilateral agreeements by which

Romania's exports were either restrained or established at

mutually agreed upon levels.

As a developing country, Romania has made use of the

Generalized System of Preferences (GSP) program. Last year,

Romaria exported to the U.S. approximately $83 million in

products which were eligible for GSP. Of the top fifteen U.S.

imports from Romania five benefitted from GSP treatment:

furniture, railway cars, aluminum sheets and plates,

synthetic rubber, and railway car parts.
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STATUS OF TRADE RELATIONS WITH ROMANIA

The expansion of our commercial relations in recent years can

be attributed, in part, to the efforts of both governments to

create a viable framework and favorable atmosphere for the

development of trade and economic cooperation.

The United States has taken a number of steps designed to

expand U.S. exports to Romania. Since November 1971, Romania

has been eligible for trade financing programs of the

Export-Import Bank of the United States (except for a short

period of suspended activity from January 1975 to August 1975).

Similarly, since 1970 the Commodity Credit Corporation (CCC)

has played an important role in the export of U.S. agricultural

commodities to Romania.

Romania has made continuing efforts to integrate its economy

into the world economic system and to make its foreign trade

system responsive to Western business needs. Romania is

currently a member of the General Agreement on Tariffs and

Trade (GATT), the International Monetary Fund (IMF), and the

World Bank (IBRD). Participation in these and other

international economic organizations has helped to facilitate

Romania's efforts to diversify its trade outside of the COMECON

countries. In 1979, approximately 60 percent of Romania's
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trade was with non-communist nations.

Romania has also passed progressive legislation which allows

foreign equity ownership in joint companies with Romanian

partners and which permits U.S. and other Western firms to open

representational offices in Romania. At present 19 U.S. firms-

or their European subsidiaries have representational offices in

Romania.

Our two governments have taken important measures to expand

trade and improve economic relations. First, the Joint

American-Romanian Economic Commission has met annually to

review our bilateral economic and commercial relations and

discuss and resolve trade problems. Since its founding in

1973, the Commission's work has been supported by numerous

experts meetings, working groups, and working level visits by

trade officials of both countries.

The Commission recently met for its Sixth Session in Washington

(April 22-23) and was co-chaired by Secretary of Commerce

Klutznick and Romanian Deputy Prime Minister Burtica, who,

accompanied by their respective governmental specialists. They

discussed in detail a wide range of issues affecting our

economic/commercial relations. These included current trade

levels and the potential for future trade, financial matters,

68-72 0-80-5
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services for each other's firms and commercial personnel, and

the deveiocnent of cooperation activities such as Joint

ventures and cooperation in third markets. In conjunction with

the Commission meeting four commercial agreements/protocols

were signed

-- AMOCO International and the Romanian Ministry of Mines,

Petroleum and Geology: to continue discussing cooperation

possibilities for oil exploration and drilling in third

countries

-- Geosource of Houston, Texas and the Romanian Ministry of

Mines, Petroleum and Geology: to cooperate for 5 years in

implementing seismic surveys for oil and gas in third

countries;

-- ACLI International of White Plaine, New York and the

Romanian Foreign Trade Company Danubiana: to form a joint

company for cooperation in the marketing of fertilizer,

chemicals and industrial products; and

-- Island Creek Coal Company and the Romanian Ministry of

Foreign Trade and International Economic Cooperation to
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cooperate in the joint development of a steam coal mine in 6

U.S. °

Second, since 1969, our two cMutries have maintained a

continuing dialogue on a broad range of economic issues through

the frequent visits to both countries by high-level government

officials and working level commercial delegations, as well as

by U.S. Congressional leaders concerned with trade issues.

The most recent high-level economic visit occurred on April

17-23 this year, when Romanian Deputy Prime Minister Durtica

traveled throughout the U.S. where he met with numerous

business leaders and opened Romania's new trade promotion

offices in Atlanta and Houston.
I

Third, both governments strongly support the work of the

Romanian-U.S. Economic Council, which is facilitating increased

contact between U.S. firms and Romanian companies and economic

organizations and is helping to develop further our trade

relations. The Council will next meet on September 15-16 in

Iamaial Romania. We look forward to the Council's important

and continuing efforts to expand commerce between our two

countries.
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U.S.-HUNGARIAR 'rAhCALTRENDS

Total U.S.-Hungarian trade reached a record high of $189.8

million in 1979, continuing the steady overall growth that has

characterized our trade over the past several years. Of last

year's total, $77.6 million were U.S. exports and $112.2

million were U.S. imports. Total trade for the first five

months of this year is $82.1 million and could exceed $200

million by the end of the year. (See Table 4.)

For the first time since 1974, the U.S. ran a trade deficit

with Hungary in 1979. The reasons for this shift in

U..-Hungarian trade are complex and due, only in part, to the

granting of Most-Favored-Nation tariff treatment to Hungary.

Since 1978, Hungarian products have, indeed, become more

competitive in the U.S. market but other factors help to

explain this trade deficit, including:

-- A large decline in Hungarian purchases of agricultural

products due to a relatively good crop year in Hungary and

a shift to alternative, less expensive suppliers, such as

Brazill
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-- Hungary's overall trade policy in 1979 to reduce hard

currency imports while stressing exports to the same

markets; and

-- Several U.S.-Hungarian industrial cooperation projects

in Hungary which came onstream during 1979 generated

increased exports to the U.S. For example, tractor and

motor vehicle parts - the top ranking U.S. manufactured

import from Hungary in 1979 - led the import advance with

sales increasing dramatically from $5.7 million in 1978 to

$23.2 million last year. These sales are largely a result

of cooperation projects between Hungarian enterprises and

International Harvester, Steiger Tractor, and Eaton

Corporation. -

Additionally, U.S. statistics would appear to understate the

scope and magnitude of'U.S.-Hungarian trade. U.S. figures

include neither transshipments of U.S. products through third

countries to Hungary (as is the case of Hungarian purchases of

some U.S. agricultural commodities), nor Hungarian purchases

from U.S. subsidiaries in Europe. Hungarian trade figures for

1979, which do take these additional sales into account, show

U.S. exports to Hungary of $156.9 million and U.S. imports of

$115.2 million, leaving a $41.7 million surplus in the U.S.
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these discrepancies between the two countries' trade statistics

during the recent meeting of the U.S.-Hungarian Joint Economic

and Commercial Committee. Both sides are seeking to minimize

them so that a more accurate picture of our bilateral trade can

be provided in the future.

We are confident that the long-term prospects for expanded and

diversified trade are real and will become evident in the aid-

1980s. This confidence also was evident in the success of

OUSA-8010 the first privately organized exhibit of U.S.

products in Budapest in April, and U.S. firms' participation in

the Commerce Department-sponsored exhibit at the Budapest

Sprin" Fair in May.

EFFECT OF MFN ON U.S.-HUNGARIAN TRADE

The most important effect of MFN has been to normalize

U.S-Hungarian trade relations and to lay a foundation for

future growth. While imports from Hungary outpaced U.S.

exports in 1979 and resulted in a U.S. deficit, our overall

trade relationship is healthy and growing. During 1979, U.S.

exports showed increased diversification relative to previous

years and U.S. manufactured exports in 1979 increased by 19

percent over 1978 to $52.5 million. (Significant manufactured

export items in 1979 included concentrated superphosphate,
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measuring instruments* tracklaying tractors# insecticides, and

glass rods.)

U.S. firms have indicated that since the signing of the Trade

Agreement new doors have opened which can only lead to a

strong, lasting and beneficial trade relationship to both

countries. For example, this past April a major Hungarian

trade delegation led by the State Secretary for Heavy Industry

visited the U.S. to explore the possibilities of cooperation

with U.S. firms on several large energy and raw materials

projects. The delegation stressed that our reputation for

superior technology in these fields was an important

consideration in its decision to seek partners in the United

States. As Hungarian firms and industrial ministries learn

- more .about American products and technology, and our ow firms

become better acquainted with the needs of the Hungarian market

and the way of doing business there, we expect that U.S.

exports will expand at a more rapid pace.

STATUS OF TRADE RELATIONS WITH HUNGRY

Since the signing of the U.S.-Hungarian Trade Agreement in 1978

both countries have worked to create a favorable climate for

the development of trade and cooperation between our

countries. The record shows that substantial progress has been

made toward normalizing our commercial and economic relations.
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In the past few years, the U.S. has taken several steps

designed to expand U.S. exports to Hungary. Since the end of

1978, Hungary has been eligible for trade financing programs of

the Export-Import Bank of the United States. In July 1979, a

$10 million medium-term credit line to finance the purchase of

miscellaneous and relatively small items of capital equipment

and services from the U.S. was approved for Hungary. Similarly

Commodity Credit Corporation (CCC) credit have been made

available to Hungary. During 1979, Hungary utilized $15.8

million in- CC credits for the purchase of protein meals. For

fiscal year 1980, $15 million in CCC credits has been allotted

to Hungary for additional purchases of protein meals.

An institutional framework between the two countries is also in

place. The U.S.-Hungarian Joint Economic and Commercial

Committee was established in March 1978 and held its second

session in April this year. The Committee, co-chaired by the

Assistant Secretary of Comnerce for Trade Development and the

Hungarian Deputy Minister of Foreign Trade, was formed to

review bilateral economic and commercial relations and to

discuss and resolve trade problems. The Committee already has

proven its worth in providing a valuable link between our two

governments in the commercial field. Over the past year, for

example, the Committee mechanism has been used to represent the
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interests of the U.S. agricultural chemicals industry to the

Hungarian Government with regard to the protection of

industrial property rights. (See pp. 15-16.)

Furthermore, our two countries have maintained a continuing

dialogue on a broad range of political, economic, and cultural

issues. This has been especially true regarding economic and

commercial matters through the frequent visits to both

countries by high-level government officials and working-level

commercial delegations, as well as by U.S. Congressional

leaders concerned with trade issues. Among others, these have

included during the past twelve months visits to the United

States of Hungarian Deputy Prime Minister Istvan Huszar and the

visit to Hungary of Secretary of Commerce Philip Klutznick.

During this latter visit, Secretary Klutznick reviewed

bilateral commercial and economic relations with Senior

Hungarian officials including Prime Minister Lazar, Deputy

Prime Minister Marjai, and Minister of Foreign Trade Veress,

and emphasized the U.S. interest in the continued expansion and

promotion of these relations with both Hungary and the rest of

Eastern Europe.

In the private sector we have supported the work of the

Hungarian-U.S. Economic Council in facilitating increased

contact between U.S. firms and Hungarian enterprises and
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economic organizations. The Council last met in Budapest in

October 1979 and ts planning to meet again in Houston this

fall. The Council continues to make an important contribution

to the expansion of comm_-r.c-between our two countries.

The presence of American firms in Hungary also has increased

since 1978. To date two U.S. companies have opened

representation offices in Hungary to.facilitate sales of goods

and services and to develop cooperation activities. In the

near future two additional U.S. equipment manufacturers are

expected-to open similar offices. Still other American firms

representing a cross-section of U.S. industry are establishing

and maintaining a broad commercial presence as they continue to

enter into sales, cooperation and joint venture agreements.

From this presence an expanded and diversified U.S.-Hungarian

trade relationship is expected to develop.

U.S.-HUNGARIAN PATENT ISSUES

An-Amportant issue in our commercial relations with Hungary

over the past two years is the protection of industrial

property rights of several firms in the American agricultural

chemicals industry. -The U.S. firms have alleged that (1)

Hungarian enterprises are exporting products to third countries

in violation of U.S. property rights in those countries, and

(2) they do not receive national treatment in Hungary regarding
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the protection of their industrial property rights. The

Administration has monitored closely the progress made by U.S.

firms in resolving these concerns and has reviewed this

progress during the meetings

Economic and Commercial Committee. In general, it appears th-a--f

most of the U.S. companies' concerns have been or are being

resolved and, as such, the companies have expressed guarded

optimism about progress achieved to date. The Administration,

with the assistance of the National Agricultural Chemicals

Association, will continue to monitor further developments

closely and will support appropriately U.S. firms in their

efforts to reach agreements with their Hungarian counterparts.

we will continue to urge the Hungarians to negotiate in good

faith with the U.S. firms with a view toward resolving their

differences. When warranted, the Administration will discuss

these concerns at future meetings of the U.S.-Hungarian Joint

Economic and Commercial Committee.

U.S.-PRC TRADE TRENDS

Direct trade between the United States and China resumed in

1972 and grew steadily despite the absence of normalized

political and economic relations. Between 1972 and 1978, over

$4 billion of goods were traded between the United States and

China. Our surplus from that trade totalled almost $2 billion.
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Since the normalization of .diplomatic relations on January 1,

1979, U.S.-China trade has increased markedly. The value of

trade during 1979 was double that of 1978. U.S. exports to

China in 1979 exceeded $1.7 billion, while the U.S. imported

nearly $600 million worth from the PRC. Although increased

Chinese purchases of agricultural commodities were largely

responsible for the overall growth, U.S. sales of manufactured

goods, especially-machinery and transport equipment also showed

significant gains. (See Tables 7 and 8.)

Trade data for the first five months of 1980 show a surge in

two-way trade. U.S. exports to China during January-May 1980

topped the V2t6 billion mark, compared to only $I't million

registered during the same period of 1979. U.S. imports from

the PRC during this period totalled $359 million, compared to

$190 million for the first five months of 1979. We expect this

trend to continue through 1980 with U.S.-PRC trade reaching a

record $3.5 billion. The trade will be heavily in our favor

with U.S. exports accounting for over $2.0 billion of the

total.
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EFFECT OF MFN ON U.S.-PRC TRADE

Although it is still too early to fully assess the impact of

MFN on U.S.-China trade, we believe the sharp upswing in trade

levels in 1979 resulted from the improved commercial climate

created by the normalization of diplomatic relations and

initialing of the U.S.-China Trade Agreement. In the four

months that MPH has been in effect, trade levels have been

running more than twice those of 1979. This is true for both

imports and exports. We expect this trend to continue through

1980 although more moderate growth is likely to continue in the

cominT-years. The Trade Agreement provides a framework for

long-term, healthy-growth of trade relations. Extension of the

Jackson-Vanik waiver for China is critical to the continued

development of this long-term relationship.

STATUS OF TRADE RELATIONS WITH THE PEOPLE'S REPUBLIC OF CHINA

Since January 1, 1979, China and the U.S. have made rapid

progress in expanding commercial relations.

Former Secretary of Commerce Juanita Kreps, during her visit to

China in May 1979, signed several significant agreements

including the Agreement bn Claims and Assets, which had been
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negotiated during the visit to China of Former Secretary of the

Treasury Blumenthal# and an Agreement on Trade Exhibitions.

Also during the Kreps visit several science and technology

cooperation protocols were signed and the U.S. and China agreed

to initiate discussions on maritime and civil aviation

agreements. The Trade Agreement, which was initialed during

the visit, provides the framework for the expansion of our

bilateral trade. Congressional appbval of that agreement

earlier this year was a critical step in removing some of the

barriers to Sino-American trade.

Since then, the U.S. has taken a number of steps to promote

exports to China.' In April President Carter determined it was

in the national interest to extend U.S. Export-Import Bank

facilities to China. Eximbank is currently accepting loan

applications and has made its first preliminary loan commitment

for the supply of equipment for a steel rolling mill. Other

countries have made available to China credit lines totalling

approximately $27-30 billion. We believe Eximbank support will

be important in making U.S. firms more competitive with other

industrialized countries in the China market.

In the past 18 months, we have moved ahead aggressively in our

market development efforts, scheduling a number of trade
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promotion events in China during the 1980-82 period. In

November 1980, we will stage the U.S. National Trade Exhibition

in Beijing -- one of the largest exhibitions in the history of

the Department of Commerce. Over 200 manufacturers (35 percent

of them small and medium-size firms) will participate,

exhibiting products in five industrial sectors: petroleum

exploration and extraction, transportation, power generation

and distribution, agricultural machinery, and equipment for the

production of consumer goods. We also expect to be exhibiting

some small U.S. aircraft. A number of U.S. banks will

participate and other U.S. Government agencies also will take

part. In addition, in 1980 we are sponsoring in China

technical sales seminars on food processing and pollution

control equipment, and a video catalog exhibit on packaging

equipment. In 1981-82, we plan to sponsor in China one or more

medium-sized trade exhibitions, as well as four video catalog

exhibitions and three or four technical sales seminars. These

events will provide opportunities for U.S. firms to introduce

their products and technology to Chinese end-users.

In addition to these trade promotion events in China, the

Department of Commerce continues to provide information and

assistance to U.S. firms interested in doing business with
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China. A May seminar sponsored by the Department was attended

by over 400 business representatives, an indication of the

business community's sustained interest in trading with China.

As part of our commitment to expand the mutual understanding

which is necessary for trade development, we also provide

briefings for visiting Chinese delegations. Last year we

briefed 10 delegations, including delegations from the State

Economic Commission, the Ministry of Metallurgy, and the

Ministry of Foreign Trade Study Commission. To date in 1980 we

have briefed delegations from the People's Bank of China, the

Bank of China, and the China International Trust and Investment

Corporation.

We believe some of the measures taken by the Chinese during the

past 18 months also will serve to expand Sino-American

commercial ties. In-July 1979, China promulgated a joint

venture law which encourages the formation of limited liability

companies in which the foreign partner contributes at least 25

percent of the capital. Chinese leaders have indicated that

100 percent foreign-owned companies are acceptable. The

Chinese are currently drafting joint venture tax laws and other

companion regulations which will govern the management of joint

venture enterprises in the PRC.
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An OPIC program for China, which is currently under

congressional review, would assist U.S. firms investing in

China by guaranteeing such investments. In the meantime, the

Chinese have begun providing political risk insurance for

foreign firms operating in China.

In October 1979, the China International Trust and Investment

Corporation was established to introduce potential joint

venture partners to appropriate Chinese organizations. Since

then, several Chinese provinces and municipalities, such as

Guangdong and Shanghai, have set up similar Investment and

Trust Corporations.

These measures are indicative of structural changes China has

been making in the conduct of its foreign trade as it attempts

to ease the difficulties which foreign fir-ms have faced in

their commercial contacts with China.

China also has initiated efforts to participate in

international economic institutions. In May 1980, the PRC

became a member of the International Monetary Fund (IMF), and

the World Bank (IBRD). Participation in these and other

international economic organizations will foster commercial

transactions with the U.S. and other Western nations.

6-772 0-80-6
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Our two-aovernments are continuing to-work together to resolve

some of the outstanding issu"-*of-concern to us. Negotiations

continue on the Maritime, Aviation, and Textile Agreements.

While we are disappointed that we do not yet have a bilateral.

textile agreement, our discussions with the Chinese have

narrowed our differences. Until we do have such an agreement,

we will do what is necessary to protect our industry, as we

have done in the past, by imposing quotas on certain textile

imports from China. We also are-'seeking, within the context of

the lead*-Agreement, tc_&ifprove business conditions in both

countries and eptnd government commercial support facilities.

Ini the meantime, our two countries maintain a continuing

dialogue on a broad range of political, economic, scientific

and cultural issues. We expect this dialogue to foster an

environment in which opportunities for U.S. firms will be

further enhanced.

CONCLUSION

Extension of the waiver authority for Romania, Hungary, and

.China under Section 402 of the Trade Act of 1974 is in our

national interest. It permits the continuation of MM for

these countries and is an important element for our trade

agreements with them to remain in force. The waiver is also

needed to continue both Eximbank financing and CCC credit

programs. Thus, extension of the waiver authority wLLi

accelerate the development of economic and commercial relations

with Romania, Hungary, and*China, and will support the

expansion of economic cooperation between our countries on a

firm and enduring basis.



IVOLUME AND COMPOSITION OF US-ROMANIAN TRADE

US Exports

Manufactured Goods
Agricultural Conuodities
Other (Primarily bituminous

coal and phosphates)

Total

US Imports

Manufactured Goods
Agricultural Co mmodities
Other (Primarily fuel oil

and petroleum naphthas)

Total

Trade Turnover

1976

49.2
.171.6

28.2

249.0

95.2
16.1
87.5

198.8

447.8

1976-1980
(Million of ars)

1977

61.0
1 8.3
20.1

259.4

133.8
20.6
78.9

233.3

492.7

+51.0 +26.1 -29.2

1979

100.3
336.5

63.7

500.5

Jan. - DMay
1980

287.2

1978

118.9
148.5

50.5

317.4

212.9
31.4

102.3

346.6

664.0

230.3
34.0
65.0

329.3

829.8

120.5

407.7

+171.1 /+ 166.7

I

Trade Balance



LEADING U.S. EXPORTS TO ROMANIA
1976-1979

(Millions of Dollars)

1979 1976 1977 1978 1979 Jan-Mar .Jan-Mar
1979 1980

1. Corn 7.5 15.8 22.7 104.2 27.3 41.7
2. Soybeans 45.3 38.6 40.8 73.9 21.2 13.4
3. Cattlehides 26.6 26.7 52.2 59.7 10.8 9.6
4. Soybean oil,

cake and meal 17.7 9.4 8.6 57.0 4.4 18.0
5. Bituminous coal 10.7 53.6 32.4 29.1 10.8 22.2
6. Cotton 0 6.5 13.5 24.0 0 31.3
7. Phosphates 6.8 14.9 11.0 21.8 3.1 2.0
8. Wheat. 48.5 16.0 0.0 12.5 0 15.9
9. Office machinery

and computer parts 2.9 4.1 8.3 7.8 1.6 0.5
10. Transportation

construction Equip. Neglig. 0.4 0.1 7.1 0.3 4.1
11. Hydraulic cranes 0.2 2.2 1.1 6.9 0 1.6
12. Chemical Woodpulp 9.4 11.2 5.3 6.7 2.4 2.0
13. Measurement instru-

ments 6.7 6.8 5.9 5.8 2.0 2.0
14. Hydraulic & pneumatic

metalworking presses 0.2 0.0 0.1 5.2 0.1 0
15. Textile machinery

parts Neglig. Neglig. 0.1 3.7 0 0.7

SUBTOTAL 182.5 206.2 202.1 425.4 84.0 167.0

TOTAL U.S. EXPORTS
TO ROMANIA 249.0 259.4 317.4 500.5 104.8 183.4

Source: U.S. census Bureau



LEADING U.S. IMPORTS FROM ROMANIA
1976-1979

(Millions of Dollars)

1979
Rank

1. Leather footwear
2. Naphthas from petro-

leum
3. Meat products,

(prepared or pre-
served)

4. Fuel oils
5. Furniture
6. Misc. glassware

:7. Ball bearings
8. Railway cars
9. Carpets

10. Tractors
11. Knit outerwear
12. Aluminum sheets

and plates
13. Synthetic rubber
14. Railway car parts
15. Preserves

SUBTOTAL

1976

17.8

0.0

13.0
79.3
4.1
4.4
0.7
0.0
1.7
2.8
3.5

0.9
1.4
0.0
1.7

131.3

TOTAL U.S. IMPORTS
FROM ROMANIA 198.8

Source: U.S, Census Bureau

1977

20.4

0.0

14.8
53.0

6.7
5.2
4.2
0.0
4.1
7.4
4.9

1.2
1.0
0.0
2.3

125.2

233.3

1978

35.2

44.8

21.5
48.9
11.3
8.9
6.9
0.0
7.5
8.1

10.4

7.2
3.3
0.0
3.8

217.8

346.6

1979

40.9

35.7

25.1
18.9
14.6
12.9
12.7
12.1
11.0
10.7

8.9

8.9
8.7
7.6
5.0

233.7

329.3

Jan-Mar Jan-Mar
1979 1980

6.3

10.0

4.0
0

2.7
1.7
2.3
1.2
0.3
1.4
1.3

1.7
2.6
1.9

0

37.4

68.2

6.7

0.0

3.6
0

3.4
3.1
3.1
5.3
3.8
3.0
0.5

1.0
1.8
0.7

0

39.0

62.3

i

I



VOLUME AND COMPOSITION OF US-HUNGARIAN TA
1976-1980

(Mill'ons of, Dollars)

Goods
Commodities

Total

US ,Imprts

Manufactured Goods
Agricultural Comuodities
Other

Total

Trade Turnover

Trade Balance

1976

40.0
22.4

0.7

63.1

26.2
22.5

0.3

49.0

112.1

+14.1

1977

44.8
33.9
1.1

79.8

20.3
26.2

0.1

46.6

126.4

1978

44.2
52.7

0.8

97.7

33.6
34.6

0.3

68.5

166.2

+33.2 +29.2

US Exports

Manufactured
Agricultural
Other

1979

52.4
24.5

0.7

77.6

Jan.- May
1980

36.7

75.6
35.9

0.7

112.2'

189.8

-34.6

45.5 Ia

82.2

- 8.8



LEADING U.S. EXPORTS TO HUNGARY
1976-1979

1979
Rank

1. Soybean oil
cake & meal

2. Concentrated
superphosphate

3. Cattle hides
4. Tractor & motor

vehicle parts
5. Agricultural &

dairy machinery
6. Measuring & con-

trolling instruments
7. Glass
8. Cotton
9. Tracklaying tractors

10. Insectides & fun-
gicides

11. Corticosteriods &
analgesic drugs
Construction, equip-
ment parts
Patent leather &
leather
Seeds (grass, onion,
sugar beet & veg-
etable seeds)

15. Furskin (undressed)

SUBTOTAL

TOTAL U.S. EXPORTS
TO HUNGARY

1976

14.5

13.6
3.5

5.5

1.6

0.9
1.4
0.0
0.0

1.5

0.0

0.2

(Million of

1977

12.2

8.5
4.3

6.0

11.1

2.3
1.5
0.0
0.0

.0.9

0.2

0.5

0.0 0.0

Neglig. 0.0
0.3

43.0

63.1

0.5

48.0

79.8

Dollars)

1978

32.4

5.8
4.2

5.5

12.9

2.7
2.3

Neglig.
0.6

0.5

1.4

1.1

Neglig.

0.2
0.4

70.0

97.7

9
1970

13.4

12.3
5.4

4.1

3.6

3.1
2.2
1.7
1.2

1.2

1.0

0.9

0.9

0.9
0.6

52.5

77.6

Jan-Mar Jan-Mar
1979 1980

1.9

8.6
1.2

0.8

0.5

3.0
0.4

0.4

0.8

0.1

0.03

0.3

0.05

16.08

23.58

7.8

1.0

1.6

0.5

0.9
1.1

1.2

0.2

0.6

0.1

0.3

15.3

21.5

Source: U.S. Census Bureau

12.

13.

14.

00'

4A'



LEADING U.S. IMPORTS FRQM HUNGARY, 1976-1979

(Millions of dollars)
1979 1980

1976 1977 1978 1979 Jan-Mar Jan-Mar

1. Prepared meat 19.6 20.0 27.2 25.8 5.5 6.4
2. Tractor and motor

vehicle parts 6.7 4.0 5.7 23.2 4.4 8.5
3. Electric light bulbs 3.9 4.1 5.8 8.2 1.3 1.4
4. Leather footwear 0.5 1.9 6.4 5.6 1.0 2.8
5. Acyclic organic

compounds .... 0.5 5.4 1.2 0.6
6...heese 0.2 0.4 0.9 5.0 0.5 0.1
7. Manual typewriters 0.1 0.3 1.6 4.1 0.7 0.7
8. Truck and bus tires 1.1 0.7 2.5 40 1.4 0.8
9. Paprika and pepper 0.5 1.3 2.0 1.0 0.9 0.9

10. Leather gloves 0.1 0.2 0.3 1.3 0.1 0.3
11. Opium alkaloids 0.5 3.8 3.7 1.2 0.7 0.2
12. Glassware .8 0.7 0.7 1.2 0.2 0.2
13. Men's and boys

suits (Not Knit) 0.1 0.3 0.5 1.1 0.4 0.2
-4r. Wine 0.5 0.5 0.7 1.0 0.2 0.2
15. Corn 1.0 0.1 0.7 0.6 0.6 0.1

SUBTOTAL 35.6 38.3 59.2 90.2 19.1 23.4

TOTAL U.S. IMPORTS
FROM HUNGARY 49.0 46.6 68.5 112.2 23.2 30.1

Source: U.S. Census Bureau



VOLUME AND COMPOSITION OF U.S.-PRC TRADE, 1976-1979
(Millions of U.S. Dollars)

U.S. Exports

Manufactured Goods
AgricultUral Com-
modities
Other

Total

U.S. Imports

Manufactured Goods
Agricultural Com-
modities
Other

Total

Trade Turnover

1976

122.2

0.1
13.1

135.4

130.3

56.5
15.1

201.9

337.3

1977

86.9

63.9
20.5

171.3

123.2
1

67.8
11.7

202.7

374.0

1978

192.5

573.3
52.4

818.2

225.0

84.7
14.3

324.0

1?142.2

1979

653.0

990.2
73.3

1,716.5

Jan. - May
1980

1,248.5

361.9

88.0
142.4

592.3

2,308.8

-3 59..3 I

Tradi Balance -66.5 -31.4 +494.2 +1,124.2 + 989.2

i



i LEADING U.S. EXPORTS TO PRC, 1976-1986

(Millions of U.S. Dollars)

1979

Rank

1. Cotton
2. Corn
3. Wheat
4. Iron or steel pipes, tubing, and

fitting
5. Soybeans
6. Parts for oil/gas drilling,

mining, and construction equip.
7. Measuring and controlling

instruments and parts
8. Soybean oil
9. Oil/gas, mining, and construction

equipment
10. Urea
11, Resins (synthetic)
12, Textured yarns of polyester fiber
13. Special prpose motor vehicles

(including truck mounted drilling
equipment)

14. Trucks, excluding truck tractors
15. Rotary rock drill bits, core bits

and reamers

Subtotal

Total U.S. Exports to the PRC

Source: U.S. Census Bureau

Jan-Mar Jan-Mar
1976 377 1978 1979 79 1980

0.0
0.0
0.0

1

17.5 157.3 357.0 68.2
0.0 111.7 268.5 109.7
0.0 250.2 214.1 49.3

0.9 0.4 0.6 150.4 6.1
0.0 1 14.4 15.3 106.7 15.9

1.1 1.4

2.4 4.5
0.0 28.3

1.3
0.0
0.3
0.0

3.1

1.9

0.0

21.0

275.3
73.4
55.0

3.9
61.1

33.0 58.9 15.9 11.9

.11.7 46.5 6.6 11.6
26.1 35.9 12.2 23.9

0.0 0.5
8.1 15.2
0.4 5.6
mgl., 1.3

28.8
0.0

0.9

104.7

3.8
5.9

13.5

32.9
27.2
22.6
22.4

2.5
8.7
3.5
.2

19.1 1.2

651.7 1,39o...

135.4 171.3 818.2 1,716.5 393.35

1:9

4.9
9.9

.5

.4

2.4

544.6

773.91

I

I



LEADING U.S. IMPORTS FROM PkCg 1976-1980
(Mllions ot Dollars)

1979
Rank

I. Crude petroleum
2. Women's Girl's and infant's

wearing apparel (excluding
knits)

3. Cotton fabrics, unbleached
4. Men's and boys' cotton shirts

(excluding knits)
5. Men's and boys' cotton

trousers (excluding knits)
6. Gasoline
7. Basket work

Knitted wearing apparel
Footwear
Carpets
Fireworks
Antiques
Ammonium Molybdate
Feathers and down
Bristles

SUBTOTAL

TOTAL U.S. IMPORTS FROM THE PRC

1976 1977 1978 1979

- L - - - 71.8

3.2
32.4

6.3
17.3

3.5 4.0

1.5

9.3

0.7
3.4
4.3
6.6
9.9

6.3 42.0
37.9 24.2

8.4 25.6

4.7 9.5 22.4
- - 21.6
9.0 15.2 20.0

2.4
3.5
7.3

10.0
8.1

9.4
3.3

10.4
12.1
11.5

18.4
17.8
17.2
15.6
13.5

- - - 13.1
14.3 19.0 25.4 9.6
8.1 8.7 7.0 9.6

97.2 100.3 156.4 342.4

201.9 202.7 324.0 592.3

Jan-Mar
1979

10.6

4.8

7.1

2.1

4.3

3.4
1.9
4.8
3.8
3.4

1.1
2.2

Jan-Mar
1980

18.8

14.'0

8.0

3.4

6.2
11.4

6.1

4.3
4.3
7.6
3.9
4.9

10.5
6.4
3.5

Source: U.S. Census Bureau

8.
9.

10.
11.
12.
13.
14.
15.

00

~0

49.5 113.3

100.8 205.5

I

I

I
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Mr. Chairman:

It is a pleasure for mp to testify before this Subcommittee

this morning in support of extension of the President's

waiver authority under Section 402 of the Trade Act of

1974. The Office of the United States Trade Representative

supports the extension-of this authority, and in particular,

the extension of the waivers permitting most-favored-nation

treatment for Romania, Hungary, and the People's Republic of

China. We believe that the extension of the President's

general waiver authority and the'specific waivers for

Romania, Hungary, and China will allow the United States

to continue and expand the bilateral economic and political

relationships which have been established with these

countries.

At this point, let me state for the record-that USTR fully

endorses the views on freedom of emigration with regard to

these three countries as expressed by my colleague from the

Department of State.

As the agency within the Executive Branch with principal

. responsibility for the coordination and implementation of

U.S. East-West trade policy, as well as for the conduct of

East-West trade negotiations, USTR strongly believes that
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the continuance of the President's waiver authority under

Section 402 of the Trade Act is essential if the United

States is to continue to develop its bilateral economic

relations with Romania, Hungary, and the People's Republic

of China. The extension of most-favored-nation treatment

has been instrumental in the development of our bilateral

economic relations with these three countries. The trade

agreements concluded with these countries under Section 405

of the Trade Act have served as the cornerstones for what

have proven to be, and we hope will continue to be, expanded

mutually beneficial commercial relationships.

The conclusion of these agreements had also proven to be

an integral step in the process of normalizing and improving

our relations with these countries. The development of our

bilateral trade relations with each of these three countries

has paralleled the development of stronger political ties,

and in addition to the tangible commercial benefits, has.

helped cement improved political relations.

The continued extension of most-favored-nation treatment to

all three countries will provide a sound basis for further

.progress in the development of our bilateral trade relations,

as.well as our overall relations. Were this basis to be

removed, our relations with these countries would quickly sour.

I
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The improvement in our trade relations with each of these

countries following the granting of most-favored-nation

treatment demonstrates the importance of continuing most-

favored-nation treatment for these countries.

Romania was the first-country to receive most-favored-nation

treatment under Title IV of 'O-e Trade Act of 1974. Since

the granting of MFN in 1975, U.S.-Romanian trade relations

have improved significantly. Total two-way trade has

increased substantially, from about $450 million in 1976

to a record high of $830 million in 1979. Romania has

become eligible for Export-Import Bank lending programs,

as well as Commodity Credit Corporation (CCC) credits.

Within the framework of the recently concluded Tokyo Round

of Multilateral Trade Negotiations (MTN), the United States

and Romania reached agreement on tariff concessions to be

offered by the United States in return for measures undertaken

by Romania to facilitate the conduct of business. The U.S.-

Romanian Joint Economic Commission has met annually to review

the development of our bilateral economic and commercial

relations -and to discuss and resolve trade problems.

U.S.-Hungarian trade relations have also improved considerably

since the extension of most-favored-nation treatment in

July 1978. Two-way trade increased significantly in 1979,
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rising to $189 million from $166 million the previous year.

In the past year the United States has taken a number of

steps to expand U.S. trade with Hungary. The Export-Import

Bank has been authorized to loan to Hungary and a credit

line has been established. Commodity Credit Corporation (CCC)

credits have also been made available to Hungary. The United

States and Hungary actively negotiated within the framework

of the Tokyo Round, and concluded a bilateral agreement on

tariff matters designed to reduce existing tariff barriers

between the two countries. The Agreement, providing for duty

reductions on an estimated $26 million in two-way trade based

on 1976 trade terms, entered into force on Jaunary 1, 1980.

The United States and Hungary have established a Joint

Economic and Commercial Committee and have used it successfully

to review bilateral economic and commercial relations and to

discuss and resolve trade problems.

In the five months since most-favored-nation treatment was

granted to the People's Republic of China, U.S.-China trade

relations also have improved significantly. In that short

period of time, U.S.-China trade has increased considerably,

growing to roughly $1 billion over the first four months of

1980, or almost twice the amount of the same period a year

ago.- Since February, progress has been made toward resolving

some of the outstanding issues of importance to the development

of our trade relations.

/
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One issue of particular concern to this Office is U.S.-

China textile trade. In May the United States held

another round of formal negotiations on a bilateral textile

agreement with China, as called for in the Administration's

textile program. While the negotiations were suspended

without agreement, the outstanding issues were considerably

narrowed. Since that time additional progress has been made

and we expect to resolve the remaining differences in the

very near future. In the meantime, the Administration will

continue to take necessary action to protect the interests

of the domestic textile industry.

The continued extension of most-favored-nation treatment to

these three countries is important for another reason. The

developmEnt of our bilateral trade relations with each of

these three countries has provided an opportunity to encourage

the further integration of these countries into the inter-

national trading system. In doing so, these countries have

begun to accept to a greater extent internationally accepted

rules and obligations governing the conduct of international

trade. A case in point is the participation of Hungary and

Romania in the Tokyo Round of Multilateral Trade Negotiations.

Since the conclusion of the MTN, both Hungary and Romania have

formally adhered to a number of the nontariff measure codes

and international arrangements negotiated in the MTN. Thus,

in addition to the commercial benefits involved in expanding

68772 0-80-7
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bilateral trade relations with these countries, there are

also important benefits to be derived from encouraging their

increased participation in, and reliance upon, the inter-

national trading system.

Conclusion

In conclusion, I should emphasize that in each case, the

decision to extend MFN treatment to these countries was the

result of a carefully considered policy, based on the twin

goals of expanding commercial opportunities for U.S. exports

and furthering the intent of Section 402. Failure to continue

the extension of MFN to these countries would deliver a major

setback to these policy objectives. For these reasons, the

Office of the U.S. Trade Representative strongly urges the

continued extension of the waiver authority provided under

Section 402 of the Trade Act of 1974.

Senator RIBICOFF. The next panel consists of Mr. Jacob Birn-
baum, the Very Rev. Florian M. Galdau, and Mr. Cyrus Abbe.

Gentlemen, this panel has a total of 10 minutes, so you divide it
up between you as you determine.

Senator DoLE. Mr. Chairman, I wonder, while the panel is get-
ting ready, if I could just insert in the record a comment briefly on
a statement.

Senator RIBICOFF. Without objection.
Senator DoLE. This deals primarily with the issue of emigration

from Romania. I certainly intend to support the extension with
respect to China, Hungary and Romania, but I do believe that I am
concerned about the emigration situation in Romania. We under-
stand it has increased. I have just read Senator Jackson's state-
ment. I am certain he has monitored this very carefully. I believe
there are many mutual opportunities and benefits to be realized by
the U.S. and Romania by increasing trading relations between our
two countries. We cannot, however, overlook the necessity for posi-
tive progress by Romania toward full implementation of the Hel-
sinki final act.
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I would hope that reports that we have had with reference to
harassment of Jews ah~d others deserving to emigrate would cease.
We must seek positive results toward these goals, and the Helsinki
Accords must be implemented in letter and in spirit.

I am encouraged by the understandings reached between the
Romanian government and the American Jewish organizations.
There are also some indications Romania has been willing to
streamline some of its emigration procedures. I know this is a
matter of some concern, and I want the record to reflect that so
that perhaps there will be some comment on it dui .g the hearing.

Senator RIBICOFF. Thank you.
[The prepared statement of Senator Dole follows:]
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STATEMENT OF SENATOR BOB DOLE

MR. CHAIRMAN --

AS A MEMBER OF THE COMMISSION ON SECURITY AND COOPERATION

IN EUROPE, I HAVE LONG BEEN CONCERNED WITH HUMAN RIGHTS, AND

IN PARTICULAR THE ISSUE OF EMIGRATION FROM ROMANIA,

PRESIDENT CARTER HAS RECOMMENDED TO THE CONGRESS THAT

HIS AUTHORITY TO WAIVE THE FREEDOM OF EMIGRATION PROVISIONS

OF SECTION 402 OF THE TRADE ACT OF*1974 BE EXTENDED FOR A

FURTHER TWELVE MONTHS AND THAT ROMANIAN MOST FAVORED NATION

TRADE STATUS ALSO BE EXTENDED FOR THE SAME PERIOD.

I AM NOT CONVINCED THAT THE EMIGRATION SITUATION IN
ROMANIA JUSTIFIES SUCH A WAIVER. WHILE EMIGRATION BY ROMANIANS

TO THE UNITED STATES HAS INCREASED, EMIGRATION TO ISRAEL CON-

TINUED TO DECLINE IN 1979 TO THE POINT WHERE IT WAS LESS THAN

HALF THE NUMBER WHO EMIGRATED THERE IN 1976,

I BELIEVE THERE ARE MANY MUTUAL OPPORTUNITIES AND BENE-
FITS TO BE REALIZED BY THE UNITED STATES AND ROMANIA BY

INCREASING TRADE AND RELATIONS BETWEEN OUR TWO COUNTRIES.

WE CANNOT, HOWEVER, OVERLOOK THE NECESSITY FOR POSITIVE

PROGRESSION IN ROMANIA TOWARD FULL IMPLEMENTATION OF THE

HELSINKI FINAL ACT. THE LENGTHY AND OBFUSCATING EMIGRATION

PROCEDURES WHICH PREVENT MANY WORTHY AND ELIGIBLE PERSONS

FROM UNITING WITH THEIR FAMILIES MUST BE SHORTENED AND REVISED,
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HARASSMENT OF JEWS AND OTHES DESERVING TO EMIGRATE MUST

CEASE AND PROGRESS MUST BE MADE ON THE BACKLOG OF PEOPLE

WAITING TO EMIGRATE. IN ADDITION, WE MUST SEE POSITIVE

RESULTS TOWARDS THESE GOALS AND NOT MERELY REPEATED PROMISES

TO TAKE STEPS. THE HELSINKI ACCORDS MUST BE IMPLEMENTED IN

LETTER AND IN SPIRIT,

I AM ENCOURAGED BY THE UNDERSTANDINGS REACHED BETWEEN

THE ROMANIAN GOVERNMENT AND THE AMERICAN JEWISH ORGANIZATIONS,

THERE ARE ALSO SOME INDICATIONS THAT ROMANIA HAS BEEN WILLING

TO STREAMLINE SOME OF ITS EMIGRATION PROCEDURES, THE LATEST

EMIGRATION FIGURES DO NOT, HOWEVER, SUPPORT THE CONCLUSION

THAT THE STANDARDS OF EITHER SECTION 402 OR THE HELSINKI

ACCORDS ARE BEING OBSERVED@
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STATEMENT OF SENATOR BOB DOLE,

MR. CHAIRMAN -

THE PRESIDENT HAS RECOMMENDED TO THE CONGRESS THAT HIS

AUTHORITY TO WAIVE THE F REEDOM OF EMIGRATION REQUIREMENTS OF

SECTION 402 OF THE TRADE ACT OF 1974 BE EXTENDED FOR ANOTHER
12 MONTHS AND THAT THE WAIVERS PRESENTLY IN EFFECT WITH RESPECT

TO THE PEOPLE'S REPUBLIC OF CHINA, THE HUNGARIAN PEOPLE'S

REPUBLIC AND THE SOCIALIST REPUBLIC OF ROMANIA BE EXTENDED

FOR THE SAME PERIOD,' UNLESS THE GENERAL WAIVER AUTHORITY AND

ITS EXERCISE WITH RESPECT TO THESE THREE COUNTRIES IS EXTENDED,

THE MOST FAVORED NATION tRADING STATUS WHICH EACH OF THESE

COUNTRIES ENJOYS WILL BE TERMINATED.

THERE IS NO DOUBT THAT SIGNIFICANT MUTUAL BENEFrfS HAVE

RESULTED FROM THE COMMERCIAL AGREEMENTS AND EXTENSION OF MFN
STATUS TO THESE THREE COUNTRIES. IN THE AGGREGATE, OUR TOTAL

TRADE WITH THEM HAS INCREASED SHARPLY AND A BALANCE OF TRADE

'FAVORABLE TO THE U.S. HAS BEEN MAINTAINED. THUS FAR WE HAVE

ALSO AVOIDED THE MORE SERIOUS PROBLEMS WHICH CAN ARISE FROM

TRADING WITH A NONMARKET ECONOMY COUNTRY. THERE ARE, HOWEVER,

SOME DARK SPOTS IN THIS OTHERWISE BRIGHT PICTURE.

TOTAL U.S. TRADE WITH HUNGARY HAS INCREASED RAPIDLY.

OUR EXPORTS TO THAT COUNTRY, A SIGNIFICANT PORTION OF WHICH

WERE AGRICULTURAL PRODUCTS, WERE IN THE $100 MILLION RANGE

IN 1978, ALTHOUGH THEY FELL SOMEWHAT IN 1979. EVEN WITH THIS

DECLINE THE U.S. HAD A BALANCE OF TRADE SURPLUS WITH HUNGARY

OF OVER $40 MILLION FOR THE PERIOD 19/6-1979. ONE AREA IN

OUR COMMERCIAL RELATIONSHIP WITH HUNGARY CONTINUES TO BE OF

CONCERN. THERE CONTINUE TO BE UNRESOLVED DISPUTES CONCERNING

PROTECTION OF U.S. OWNED INDUSTRIAL PROPERTY RIGHTS, PARTIC-

ULARLY IN THE AREA OF AGRICULTURAL CHEMICALS. THE STATE

DEPARTMENT AND COMMERCE DEPARTMENT WORKINGG WITH THE HUNGARIAN

"- AUTHORITIES SHOULD MAKE RENEWED EFFORTS TO SETTLE THESE DISPUTES.
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ALTHOUGH EMIGRATION FROM HUNGARY TO THE U.S, IS MODEST,

THIS DOES NOT APPEAR TO BE THE RESULT OF ANY RESTRICTIONS OR

REPRESSIVE EMIGRATION PROCEDURES. HUNDREDS OF THOUSANDS OF

-HUNGARIANS OBTAINED GOVERNMENT PERMISSION TO VISIT THE WEST

IN 1979, INCLUDING ALMOST 9,000 PRIVATE VISITORS TO THE U.S.

As WITH HUNGARY, OUR TRADE WITH THE PRC HAS INCREASED
SHARPLY IN THE LAST SEVERAL YEARS, AND HAS BEEN MUCH TO OUR

BENEFIT. OUR BALANCE OF TRADE SURPLUS WITH THE PRC, WHICH
TOTALLED $500 MILLION IN 1978, REACHED $1.1 BILLION IN 1979.

ALTHOUGH OFFICIAL EMIGRATION STATISTICS ARE NOT AVAIL-

ABLE FROM THE PRC, PUBLIC STATEMENTS BY CHINESE OFFICIALS AND

UNOFFICIAL STATISTICS INDICATE THAT EMIGRATION FROM THE PRC
IS NOT UNDULY RESTRICTED. As MANY AS ONE QUARTER MILLION
CHINESE MAY HAVE LEFT THE PRC IN THE LAST TWO YEARS, IN

VIEW OF THESE DEVELOPMENTS I FULLY SUPPORT THE EXTENSION OF

THE WAIVER AUTHORITY AND CONTINUED MFN TREATMENT FOR HUNGARY
AND THE PRC.

WHILE I ALSO INTEND TO SUPPORT EXTENSION OF THE WAIVER

AUTHORITY AND MFN TREATMENT FOR ROMANIA, I HAVE SERIOUS
RESERVATIONS. As A MEMBER OF THE COMMISSION ON SECURITY AND

COOPERATION IN EUROPE, I HAVE LONG BEEN CONCERNED WITH HUMAN

RIGHTS, AND IN PARTICULAR THE ISSUE OF EMIGRATION FROM ROMANIA,

WHILE EMIGRATION BY ROMANIANS TO THE UNITED STATES HAS

INCREASED, EMIGRATION TO ISRAEL CONTINUED TO DECLINE IN 1979

TO THE POINT WHERE IT WAS LESS THAN HALF THE NUMBER WHO

EMIGRATED THERE IN 1976.

I BELIEVE THERE ARE MANY MUTUAL OPPORTUNITIES AND BENE-
FITS TO BE REALIZED BY THE UNITED STATES AND ROMANIA BY

INCREASING TRADE BETWEEN OUR TWO COUNTRIES. TOTAL TRADE

BETWEEN THE US AND ROMANIA WAS OVER $800 MILLION IN 1979
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AND THE U.S. ENJOYD A TRADE SURPLUS OF OVER $70 MILLION. WE
CANNOT, HOWEVER, OVERLOOK THE NECESSITY FOR POSITIVE PROGRES-

SION IN ROMANIA TOWARD FULL IMPLEMENTATION OF THE HELSINKI

FINAL ACT. THE LENGTHY AND OBFUSCATING EMIGRATION-PROCEDURES

WHICH PREVENT MANY WORTHY AND ELIGIBLE PERSONS FROM UNITING

WITH THEIR FAMILIES MUST BE SHORTENED AND REVISED, WHILE F

AM ENCOURAGED BY THE UNDERSTANDINGS REACHED BETWEEN THE

ROMANIAN GOVERNMENT AND AMERICAN JEWISH ORGANIZATIONS AND

INDICATIONS OF THE STREAMLINING OF SOME EMIGRATION PROCEDUCRES,

THERE CONTINUES TO BE MUCH ROOM FOR IMPROVEMENT. IN ADDITION,

POSITIVE STEPS MUST BE TAKEN TO REDUCE THE BACKLOG OF PERSONS

WHOSE REQUESTS TO EMIGRATE HAVE OSTENSIBLY BEEN.APPROVED BUT

WHO HAVE NOT YET LEFT ROMANIA,

THESE CONTINUE TO BE ISSUES OF VERY SERIOUS CONCERN AND

WILL BE BORNE IN MIND AT FUTURE WAIVER HEARINGS,

Senator RIBICOFF. Without objection, I insert on behalf of Senator
Heinz various statements and documents.

Thank you very much.
You may proceed, gentlemen.
[The information referred to follows:]
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July 11, 1980

Dcar Mr. Ahvxis:O~or,

The forthcoming hearing before the Senate Finance
Committee on the extension of most favored nation status to
Romania gives us occasion once gain to write you regarding
the protection of human rights in }Romania. According to the
requirements of the Trade Act of 3974, emigration practices
of the non-market countries must be given major consideration
in the annual renewal of NFN status. Following the President's
recomendation, the Congress now has several weeks to consider
its decision in this matter.

As you know, in the past we have expressed concern that,
since the passage of the Trade Act of 1974 and the Helsinki
Final Act, emigration procedures and attandant harassments
have worsened considerably and the lengthy seperation of
rany families has continued.

Last year, when the Finance Coiiuittee decided not to
oppose the further extension of M.FN status, it issued a statement
which noted, among other things, the testimony the Committee
had received relating to Romanian violations of human rights
in the areas of cnioration and the ti%7at.ent of various ethnic
minorities and religious groups. ']he R.:.emanian government has
promised ameliorative action in the 1ast but has not always
sustained that commitment throughout the year. We are concerned
that history may repeat itself again this year.

We recall that last ycar private discussions were held
bewteen your government and majc., American Jewish organizations
which culminated in optimism in this country that steps would
be taken to improve the situation. We have recently been told,
however, that a commitment made by Romanian officials in con-
nection with Jewish cmioration has not been fully honored:

-"to co.ke ,opication forms rcadily available and process them
expeditiously." In addition, there is evidence to indicate
that little etfort has been made to maintain Jewish emigration
at a rate of 150 to 200 per month; nor have amnesty programs
been iroplerented for several dozen persons charged under a pre-
vious regime two decades a0o.
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Ambassador Nicholi Ionescu -2-

We would welcome your comment on yourgovernment's compliance
before the Committee considers the mFN extention question
later this month.

There is, furthermore, evidence to indicate that discrimi-
nation and deprivation in employment, education, religious
practice and other areas aimed at ethnic minorities -- par-
ticularly the sizeable Hungarian population -- persist despite
the concern voiced in the course of last year's Senate
hearings on this subject. This does little to allay doubts
about the wisdom of renewing MFN and we invite comment and
tangible improvement in this area prior to hearings at the end
of the month.

We believe that the disposition of the Congress to
renew MFN for Romanian would be helped by solid evidence of
public moves by your government at this time. We look forward
to the early relaxation of the procedural factors which
prevent so many persons from taking even the initial steps
to emigrate; to the increase of emigration flow to Israel to
200 monthly; and to improvements in the treatment of deprived
religious and ethnic groups.

Sincerely,

ohn Heinz Daniel Patrick Moynihan

Honorable Nicholi Ionescu
Ambassador
Embassy of Ro'-,ania
]607-Zrd Stret, N.'0.
Washinotoin, D.C.
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EMBASSY OF THE
SOCIALIST REPUBLIC OF ROMANIA

WASHINGTON, 0. C. July 15, 198o

The Honorable
John 1!. Heinz
1. S. Senator
443 Russell Senate Office Bldg.
%.ashinf-ton, D.C. d0510

Vy dear Senator Heinz:

I confirm hereby the receipt of your letter of
July 11, 198o to which I have given a very careful consi-
deration.

I would like to bring to your attention the fact
that since the signing of the Trade Act of 1974 and the
Cranting of KFN to Romania the political, economic, cultu-
ral nnd scientific relations between my country and the
United "tates have been given an additional significant
impetus. Thus, for instance, if in 1975 the trade exchanges
between our countries were of only 236,2 million dollars,

in 11179 these exc}ances reached lo94,4 million dollars.
"'e are very appreciative of your personal support

and that of Your collesa,ues of the International Trade
mub-orimittee for the annual renewal of ?VPN for Romania.
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-I understand, my dear Senator, and I share your
preoccupation with the implementation of the Helsinki Final
Act in all its aspects, including basket three which refers

to human riLhts, emmigration and related matters. Y.y Gover-
nment and people are deeply interested and coninited to the

accelerated and efficient implementation of all the baskets

of the Helsinki Final Act.
1. As for the concrete matter of emigration from

my country to Israel, allow zoe to bring to your attention

the following:
The emmicration from Romnania to Israel started

years aco, long before the conclusion of the Trade Agreement
betv.een my country and the United "tates in 1975, and the
mutual t-ranting of ION. Today there are in Israel around

75o - 4oo.ooo Jews who came from R omania; they constitute
the largest community in Israel of those who came from a

given country.
The Jewish community in !omania comprise these days

not more than around ?5.ooo Jews, out of which around 6o 0
are old people who are not going to einnmigrate because of
their advanced age and health reasons.

That is why it is unlikely to expect a dramatic

increase in the emmigration flow of Jews from Romania to
Israel since the Jewish comrunity in my country is shrinking
very rapidly.

]iovever, my Gover'nmc'nt, in t);e spirit of the
Helsinki Final Act, approacho:; the cases of those Jews who
expre.s the desire to join th}ir families in Israel in a
humanitarian rrainn.r. In 199 - l1l persons of Jewish orit.in
have received approvals to enmit-rtte to Israel, as compared
with 1141 in 1978. The numbers of those who received ap--
provals t.o ermirte to Israel during the months of January
to .'x.ne l')So is double co.:pared to the first six months
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Of 1979. I think this is an illustration of the goodwill.

and humanitarian approach of my Government to this matter.
I would like to note, my dear Aenator, that during

the nonth of January of this year Ir. Jack Spitzer, the
President of B'Nai B'Rith, and Ir. Alfred Loses, Vice
President of the American Jewish Committee and presently
;enior Adviser to the Iresident of the United States, visi-

ted Romania and came back to the States satisfied with the
way in which our party observes the points of the agreement
reached with the representatives of the I."ajor American
Jev.ish COr.anizations in July 1979.

At the hearin(7s of June lo, 198o Lr. Jack Spitzer

introduced a written statement before the Subcommittee on
Trade of the Committee on .*ays &nd Means of the Rouse of

Representatives on behalf of the Conference of Pr6sidents

of lajor American Jewis-h Org:anizations recommending another

extention of most-favored nation status to Romania.

As for the procedures for emmigration I would like

to underline that they start from the very moment the appli-

cation is introduced.

I would also like to bring to your attention the

fact that by Decree of the Council of State of the Socialist

publiclc of Romania of June 26, 198o, 18 persons of Jewish

oriGin who bad been tried for the so-called economic critqes

have recently been relieved of the monthly payments due to
the state. Those of them who expressed the wish to emmi-

(-rate have already received approval to leave the country.

?. As for the ermiuratjon from Romania to the

unitedd "tates and the 1'ederal publicc of Germany I would
like ,iust to mention that the emmigration figures show that
the eivricration from my country to the U.S.A. has increased
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three times and to the Federal Republic of Germany has
doubled for the first half of this year in comparison with
the same period of time last year.

3. As to thie status and treatment of various ethnic
minorities and religious [roups I would like to inform you
that in order to bring some light in this matter, on the
basis of the findings of an authoritative source, from April
2o through I'ay 1, 198o, Committee on 'Jays and Leans Trade
Subcommittee L taff - the U.S. liou:e of Representatives -
conducted a study visit to Romania to observe conditions in
the HunGarian minority population of my country.

I would like to quote just some passages from the
house's study group report:

"On balance, therefore, the staff delegation belives
the mission succeded in its purpose",.... (pg.2).... "Staff's
major findings are two. First, allegations of cultural
Genocide are not observable: the Iunrarian culture appears
Cgenera]ly healthy, although at varying degrees and at dif-
ferent levels, and the state does not appear to be suppres-
sing; it in direct manner as a matter of policy. Second,
repression in Romania is not a disability for minorities
alone", ... (pg.3).

The whole report 3 thinly: would make useful reading
in order to have a better picture of the minorities status

and treatment in Romania as they were seen on the spot by
two V.S. Congress staff members.

I attach herewith for your information a photostat
copy of the statement of I r. Jack pitzer, president of
B'N1ai B'Rith and an informrntion :;heet on the evolution of
trade relations between ]Lorianin :,nd the United States and on
erinifration fiLrures.
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It ia my desire, my dear Senator, that we, as well

as our respective staffs, )keep in permanent contact in order

to discus. and clfirify sny icrtions of mutual interest or

c once'rn,

I ren.ain,

Sincerely yours,

1 ,icolae ionescu
Ambaaszidor

STATEMENT OF MR. JACOB BIRNBAUM, NATIONAL DIRECTOR,
CENTER FOR RUSSIAN AND EAST EUROPEAN JEWRY; THE
VERY REV. FLORIAN M. GALDAU, CHAIRMAN, THE AMERICAN
ROMANIAN COMMITTEE FOR ASSISTANCE TO REFUGEES;
AND MR. CYRUS GILBERT ABBE, ATTORNEY
Mr. BIRNBAUM. Mr. Chairman, we have had to slightly rearrange

the order of the panel because, in fact, the membership of the
panel is somewhat incongruous. Even though there is a common
theme on emigration, there are considerable differences among us,
and Mr. Cyrus Abbe and myself are going to come on first, followed
by Father Galdau.

Mr. Chairman, this is the last time I am appearing before you,
and a personal word, I feel, is in order.

In 1946 1 began working with survivors of Hitler's camps. My
fight for the emigration of Romanian Jewish survivors of the holo-
caust is a continuation of that work. It is not an accident, there-
fore, that I have put some stress on aiding a group of survivors of
both Nazi and Communist prisons in whom you, Mr. Chairman,
have taken so much interest.

I am glad to tell you that my Bucharest contacts reached me
over the weekend and informed me that, finally, this group was
notified on Friday that by the June 26 decree 1990 were freed from
their longtime penalties and could emigrate if they wished.

I wish I could say that we have achieved the same breakthrough
in the general struggle for Romanian Jewish emigration as we
have just achieved, with your assistance, in the five-year fight for
the victims of this old anti-Jewish purge of the 1950's and 1960's.
The Romanians have always been voluminous in their verbal as-
surances but little beyond that.

Last summer when they were in trouble with Congress, they
defused the congressional momentum by reaching an "understand-
ing" with a couple of American Jewish communal personalities.
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Unfortunately, this much-touted understanding resulted in no
basic changes in the procedures, patterns or tempo of Jewish emi-
gration. And they have not kept their word to make application
forms readily available and process them expeditiously.

Even Rabbi Rosen's registration lists were a single, isolated step,
not a transforming process.

The real message to us is contained in the-fact that only 61
Romanian Jews departed for Israel in June, despite the huge back-
log of people known to be waiting. The real message is contained in
the continuing pleas for help we receive from relatives of Roma-
nian citizens day by day, week by week.

It is time that we stopped pretending that harassment, intimida-
tion and fear do not prevent many thousands from applying. It is
time that we insisted that a person going to the police station to
register-why the police station?-should be recognized as a bona
fide applicant without undergoing lengthy iniquitous proceedings.

During 1973 to 1974, when the Romanians were anticipating the
benefits of MFN, 400 Jewish emigrants in a month was considered
reasonable. After they received MFN, there was a precipitous drop
to a monthly average of 167/166 in 1975-1976, followed by a sub-
stantial yearly decline since: 111 in 1977; 95 in 1978; 82 in 1979; 71
in this year 1980. I often wonder why the Romanians do not
understand what a foolish game they are playing in arousing this
continual and unnecessary antagonism.

It is my conviction that if we present them with a comprehensive
plan with built-in safeguards, persist with it, indicating that we
mean what we say, a real agreement as distinct from last year's
phony deal, can be reached, and the Romanians will be as happy as
anyone. But it will need the kind of renewed, "aggressive" negotia-
tions recommended by your committee last year in its post-hear-
ings report.

Mr. Chairman, we would welcome the same kind of questions
posed to the Counselor.

Senator RIBICOFF. Rev. Galdau?
Mr. ABBE. May I speak next instead of Rev. Galdau, Mr. Chair-

man, because Mr. Birnbaum and I are both speaking on the ques-
tion of Jewish emigration from Romania?

Senator RIBICOFF. All right.
Mr. ABBE. First I would like to thank you, Mr. Chairman, and

also thank Senator Dole, for your intervention with the Romanian
Government on behalf of numerous Romanian Jews. I am con-
stantly being asked by Romanian Jews who want to emigrate for
help, and I am forwarding their requests to you.

Mr. Chairman, I was delighted at the beginning of the hearings
when I heard your announcement regarding the cancellation of
debts of 18 former Jewish prisoners in Romania. In my numerous
meetings with Mr. Rosinger, a former Jewish prisoner in Romania,
he always expressed great appreciation for your intervention.

However, I would like to make a request. Because the Romanian
Government has previously shown duplicity such as in its failure to
implement a similar decree cancelling these debts 2 years ago, and
because the Romanian Government has failed to live up to the
terms of the agreement it made last year with the American
Jewish organizations, as Mr. Birnbaum has just pointed out, I
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would like to ask you if you could personally instruct the American
Embassy in Bucharest to call in not only the 18 former prisoners to
whom you have referred but all of the former Jewish prisoners-
there are about 50 of them-to ask them which ones want to leave
the country, and to arrange that all of those former prisoners who
want to leave the country are safely out of Romania before any
extension of MFN is granted. -

This is your last term here, and I am afraid that perhaps there
will be an additional duplicity and that the Romanians who went
back on their word in 1978 to cancel debts of former prisoners will
go back on their word again in 1980 and that these former prison-
ers will not be allowed to emigrate even though the Romanians
have issued an additional decree.

Therefore I make this request to you.
Senator RIBICOFF. Well, I would think that if they failed to

proceed on these 18, this would constitute such an outrageous
breach of good faith that it would weigh heavily against them in
the future. This is being monitored, and I think that the Israeli
Embassy in Bucharest and our own authorities feel that there is
sincerity, and they have checked on these, and these are proceed-
ing.

And this has been placed in the record, and I am sure Senator
Dole will be here and there will be other members who are in-
volved in this issue who will know what to do in the event there is
a breach of good faith in this case.

Mr. ABBE. Senator Ribicoff, there were two points I mentioned.
The first point was that I would like the cancellation of debts to
extend now to the additional 30 or 40 other former Jewish prison-
ers and not apply only to these 18, and I would like to have those
other 30 or 40 individuals included in this pact now, so that we
don't have to wait another year before the Romanians trade relief
to the other 30 or 40 individuals for extension of MFN the follow-
ing year.

The second point is that the Romanians issued a similar decree
two years ago concerning nine former Jewish prisoners and only
Mr. Rosinger was eventually allowed to emigrate and I think this
was outrageous. I don't want to have to come back to these hear-
ings in 1981 and say the former Jewish prisoner still cannot emi-
grate and this outrageous situation still exists.

May I now try to respond to some of the questions you asked the
State Department.

The State Department noted that approximately 800 people had
received approvals for emigration by the Government of Romania
this year but only 425 have gotten out. I want to correct any
erroneous impression that this discrepancy is due to families,
which have approvals for emigration, waiting for their children to
finish school or waiting to leave for other personal reasons. Roma-
nian Government wants to discourage emigration. We cannot give
any credence to the Romanian Government's list of emigration
approvals. We can give credence only to the list of individuals who
have actually left Romania; we shouldn't allow the Romanian Gov-
ernment to pretend that people allowed to emigrate are not leaving
because they have decided to wait until their children finish school.

68-772 0-80-8
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That is contrary to the information I hear from the Romanian
Jews who are trying to leave Romania.

In connection with your question regarding the census of Jews in-
Romania, numerous Romanian Jewish people have told to me that
when the census was taken in Romania they were frightened be-
cause of anti-Semitism to mention that they were Jewish and that
the census takers themselves discouraged individuals from admit-
ting that they were Jewish. The census figures for Jews in Roma-
nia are grossly inaccurate. -

Rabbi Rosen's own census supposedly includes Jews who have
registered with the Jewish community in Romania, however, just
in the United States, there are numerous Jews who have no affili-
ation with synagogues and with the Jewish community and these
Romanian Jews have not registered with the Jewish community in
Romania. There is an additional reason Jews are not registering in
Romania, besides indifference which exists also in America, and
that is their fear of anti-Semitism and their fear that registering
with the Jewish community would immediately say to the world
that they were Jewish. However, when these Jews want to leave
Romania, they announce that they are Jewish and that they want
to emigrate.

In conclusion may I say that I would like to see this committee
insist on the termination of all of Romania's tortuous application
procedures now, insist that all the former prisoners be allowed to
emigrate and insist that the 800 or 900 Jews that the Secretary of
State's office has said are on the list of individuals who have
applied to emigrate be allowed to leave before you grant approval
to most favored nation privileges for Romania.

Thank you, sir.
Senator RIBICOFF. Reverend Galdau.
Reverend GALDAU. Mr. Chairman and honorable members of the

committee, I will have to make it as short as possible because I see
that I don't have enough time to present my report.

Accordingly, the only thing I would like to say is that the Com-
munist Party of Romania is as eager as ever to deny passports and
exit visas to any citizen, using such sadistic means as arrest and
torture and other forms of intimidation to stop people from leaving
the country.

I have a number of cases here of which I would like to mention
especially a case of a boy 5 years old, Bogdan, Radu-Serbu of Str.
Lanei No. 13A and so on. His parents, Mr. and Mrs. Radu and
Mariana Serbu, are here in the United States and had been prom-
ised by the Romanian Embassy in Washington that their child
would join them very shortly.

Two years have passed since. The most prominent Communist in
Romania after Ceaucescu, a party official from Transylvania, has
written to the parents they would never see their child again
unless they return to Romania. In other words, they try to make as
much pressure as possible upon relatives here in the United States
so-that-their relatives in Romania should not come over to see
them.

I have many other cases which I mentioned in my report, but I
have to mention also that the Romanian Government has issued
exit papers for a number of Romanians who wanted to rejoin their
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families here and in other countries, albeit not without repeated
demonstrations and hunger strikes here, in Canada, West Ger-
many, and elsewhere.

The presence of the people, who are from Chicago, New York,
and other cities in the United States and are protesting in front of
this building here in Washington, D.C, is the best proof that these
people have been trying for the last 7 or 8 years to bring their
relatives from Romania and they did not succeed.Senator RIxcoI. Reverend Galdau, may T ask you a question?

Reverent GALDAU. Please.
Senator RIBICOFF. This committee is interested in emigration of

all who want to leave, not just Jews, and are concerned on a
humanitarian basis with people of all religious faiths.

Now, emigration approvals given by the Government of Romania
in 1979 to the Federal Republic of Germany were 9,173. These were
robably 100 percent non-Jews. Israel was 1,181. To the United
tat~s was 2,000. Of course, the United States does not ask the

question whether you are Jewish or what your religion is, which is
proper. I note in 1979 that there were 1,552 Romanians migrating
to the United States.

Do you have any idea as you monitor this, of the 1,552 that came
to the United States in 1979, how many were non-Jewish? Because
we are inter tested in people no matter what their religion may be.

Reverent GALDAU. It would be very difficult for me to give you
an answer because most of these people, once they are here, I lose
any connection with them. However, I believe, that the number of
Jews, who came to the United States in 1979 cannot be more than
20-25 percent of the 1,552 persons, you just mentioned. Our com-
mittee is helping both Christians and Jews. For example: we have
mentioned in my statement a Jew, 70 years old, Mr. Bichman,
Herman and his wife Eliza-a gentile-who, for the last 3 years,
have been trying to get a visitor visa to the United States to visit
their only daughter, who is here in New York, and who were
continuously denied their exit papers.

Any any rate, I would like to say that there were many Jewish
people whom we helped to come to the United States. This was
done by other refugee organizations, therefore, their exact number
is difficult to get, especially because the majority of the Jewish
people went to Israel.

But, as a whole, we try to help people who need our help.
Senator RIBICOFF. Well, I mean, the point I really want to make

is that while-the emphasis seems to be on Israel and Jews, as far as
this committee is concerned, we are deeply committed to having
people of all religous faiths be able to emigrate.

Do you gentlemen know of the immigration to the United States
what percentage were Jews and how many were non-Jews?

I am just curious. I would like to know for my own information.
Mr. TUMMINIA. I am the Romanian desk officer at the State

Department. I would say that probably 10 percent of those who
emigrate to the United States are probably Jews. That is a rough
estimate.

Senator RIBICOFF. So we had 1,500 that came to the United
States and about 1,300 were non-Jewish. Is that about it?

Mr. TUMMINIA. Yes.
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Senator RIBICOFF. I think the record should be made very clear
because I think this committee's concern, and I think Senator Dole
would agree with me, covers the entire span of humanity, irrespec-
tive of their religion.

I have taken some of your time, so you may proceed.
Reverand GALDAU. As far as the religious freedom in Romania is

concerned, we make a very respectful request of this committee to
take care of the Romanian priest, Father Gheorghe Calciu-Dumi-
treasa, who was arrested on March 10, 1979, beaten and tortured so
that his wife could not recognize him and was repeatedly refused
medical treatment. He was sentenced to 10 years of hard labor. He
is now in the infamous prison of Aiud for saying in one of his
sermons that "Communist ideology is depressing and should be
rejected by anyone believing in Christ."

There are many other professionals and intellectuals who share
the same prison life for their faith in God. I have here, just to
mention a few cases, and I mentioned each one of them in which
prison they are.

There are many proofs of other more subtle measures taken by
the Communist government of Romania against religion which will
take too much time to be presented here.

For these reasons, we feel that in all conscience we cannot favor
extention of the Trade Act of 1974 between the United States of
America and the Socialist Republic of Romania.

Thank you, sir.
Senator RIBCOFF. Thank you.
Senator Dole, do you have any questions?
Senator DoLE. No, I have no questions, but I would appreciate it

if maybe my staff could visit with you later about some of the
specific cases you mentioned.

Mr. ABBE. Thank you so much, sir.
[The prepared statements of the preceding panel follow:]
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SUMMARY OF STATEMENT BY JACOB BIRNBAUM, NATIONAL DIRECTOR, CENTER FOR
RUSSIAN AND EAST EUROPEAN JEWRY, BEFORE THE INTERNATIONAL TRADE SUB-
CCMMITTEE OF THE SENATE FINANCE COMMITTEE, MONDAY, JULY 21, 1980.

RECOMMENDATIONS FOR IMPROVED ROMANIAN EMIGRATION PERFORMANCE --

is INITIATION OF "RENEWED, AGGRESSIVE EFFORT BY US. TO NEGOTIATE
WITH ROMANIA, LEADING TO
- SIMPLIFICATION OF EMIGRATION PROCEDURES
- CESSATION OF HARASSMENTS OF APPLICANTS
- ACCELERATED REUNION OF FAMILIES AND AFFIANCED COUPLES

II, US, PROMOTION OF NEW ISRAEL-ROMANIA AGREEMENT, RESOLVING
JEWISH EMIGRATION PROBLEMS WITHIN FIVE TO TEN YEARS

Ill, FUTURE RENEWAL OF ROMANIAN MF,N, SHOULD REQUIRE SOLID EVIDENCE
OF MOVEMENT IN THE KEY AREAS

Question: Have basic conditions for Romanian Jewish
emigration changed since the unsigned Romanian-American Jewish
"understanding" of July 6, 1979?

Question: Have the Romanians kept their word to
"make application forms readily available and process them
expeditiously"?

THE ANSWER IS NO.

FIVE CONSIDERATIONS

A. Harassment and Reprisals
Information and letters (see significant extracts-

p. 2) confirm continuing patterns of --
1 - Fear of applying.
2 - Official avoidance of applications.
3 - Job loss and demotion.
4 - Social ostracism.
5 - Threats of conscription.
6 - Arbitrary decisions and refusal to explain decisions.

Result: Many thousands are afraid to apply.

B. No Simplification of Procedures

- Pro-application procedures continue to be the severest obstacle
to applications among many.

- Retention of individual passports after approval by Israelis is
just one indication of tight Romanian manipulation of exit flow.

The one new feature -- optional registration at
Jewish community office.-- has only symbolic value, as it
remains a single, isolated step, and not part of a new process.
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C. Emigration to Israel Still Dropping
only 61-Romnian Jews reached Israel in June, 1980.

Emigration figures alone are relevant -- not purported Romanian
"approval" figures.

The cause for the decline at this stage stems less
from the ageing of the community than from fear and intimidation,
problems only marginally present in the larger Jewish community
in neighboring Hungary.

Size of Romanian Jewry: The recent Romanian census counts of the
Jewish community contradict each other and
do not include unaffiliated Jews.
A Romanian U.N. official recently mentioned
60,000; the Encyclopedia Judaica estimated
70,000.

We have the names of hundreds of Jews waiting to
leave for over a year.

D. Non-Implementation of 1978 Amnesty for several dozen Jews convicted
5-T'-crtmes- suppose3Ty---mlttedtn the 1950's. Romania had publicly
promised their amnesty to the U.S. Administration and Congress.

- E. Israeli Authorities, abandoning reluctance to express
dissatisfaction, see no progress during 1980.
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STATEMENT BY JACOB BIRNBAUM, NATIONAL DIRECTOR, CENTER FOR RUSSIAN
AND EAST EUROPEAN JEWRY, BEFORE THE INTERNATIONAL TRADE SUBCOMITTEE
OF THE SENATE FINANCE COM4ITTEB, MONDAY, JULY 21, 1980.

Mr. Chairman, this is the sixth year that the
Congressional Trade Committees are considering the President's
recommendation to grant Romania an extension of the waiver of the
"freedom of emigration" section incorporated in the 1974 Trade Act.

Unfortunately, we have always agreed to let the
Romanians' promises of "performance" on emigration be the guidepost
in place of the formal assurances asked for in the original legislation.
As proof of performance, they have raised the flow of emigration to
the U.S., statistically speaking, to an average of over 200 a month,
that is, more than three times this year's average to Israel -- an
absurd situation, considering that Israel has a far larger family
reunion base than :' U.S. . And the iniquitous emigration procedures
and attendant harassments remain as before.

Congressional Campaign and Aide Memoire of July 6. 1979
During the early months of 1979, my forecast made

in 1978 that Bucharest was about to cut Israel emigration "to a
trickle" unfortunately appeared to be on the point of realization.
A sustained Congressional campaign was launched in May 1979 (see
material attached to last year's hearings, pp. 51 - 62, July 1979,
and Coigreeeonat Roord pp. 6622 - 6637, July 25, 1979), whose
momentum drove the Romanians to send their most experienced "Western"
diplomat, Corneliu Bogdan, to Washington to talk with two American
Jewish communal personalities, Mssre. A. Moses and J. Spitzer. An
understanding was reached and incorporated in an "aide memoir"
(attached) of July 6, 1979 drawn up by the Americans. The Romanians
verbally agreed to its contents but characteristically refused to sign.

In essence, the Romanians verbally agreed that
"applications [for Jewish emigration] will be readily available and
will be Rocesed The American Jews, honorable men
but with minimal experience of Romania stated that Romanian assurances
"will hopefully remove remaining impediments to free Jewish emigration"
and the problem will be resolved "once and for all".

Inihis way, the Romanians once again found a way of
allaying the concerns of many legislators and tipped the balance
decisively in the struggle within the Trade Committee, the Ways and
Means Committee, and on the floor of the House, and in the struggle
to make the Romanians cease taking M.F.N. for granted, to make them
"sweat" for it and if necessary to deprive them of it for a year while
renewed discussions between Washington and Bucharest went forward for
more effective implementation of Title IV of the Trade Act. A
substantial number of the 271 who voted for the renewal of M.F.N. for
Romania did so with the attitude that they would give Romania one last
chance to improve performance.

As many as 126 legislators, however, remained
skeptical. Their reasons are apparent in the following extract from
the dissenting report of the Ways and Means Committee on H.R. 317,
July 10, 1979, signed by eight members:

It has come to the Committee's attention that B'nai B'rith
had a sudden change of heart on this issue. While last week
B'nai Btrith was ready to testify against M.FoN. exterdon, they
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now tell us they have reversed their position based on secret

assurances provided by the Romanians. . . . If the Romanias have
not kept the public assurances made to the U.S. government, how
can we assume they will keep those private assurances made
as a last desperate effort to assure renewal of M.F.N.?"

The Record: 1979-80
Now let us view the record since. Have there been

any major transformations or even mildly significant improvements?
Unfortunately not. Let us examine four areas --

I. Harassment reprisals
Here are extracts from some 1980 letters, the

originals of which are in our possession:
a) Fear of applying: "Until now, my relatives have not dared to

request a visa to emigrate for fear of being sacked from their
jobs and their children being thrown out of school." There are
thousands in this category.

b) Offiotal refusal to accept application: "After seek*g to apply,

my brother was seriously demoted. . . after many interviews he
still didn't receive the application forms and does not appear
on the official lists. . . AND THERE ARE KANY OTHERS IN THIS
SITUATION."

c) Job toes: "After applying to leave, my sister, a teacher, was
dismissed from her work."

d) Military service threat: "My husband, a teacher, is not allowed
to teach and is now faced with the constant threat of military
service. Once conscripted, he wouldn't be able to leave for
years because he would possess "secrets' They've stopped all
correspondence. I'm so afraid."

e) Arbitrary decisions, no reasons given: "In none of our eight
negative answers did they ever specify the reasons for their
refusals."

II. No simplification of procedures
The onerous pre-application procedures are perhaps

the worst of the many negative features of an iniquitous system.
It should be noted that they were introduced after H.F.N.
legislation took effect in 1975 and the signing of the Helsinki
Final Act .n the same year!

One of these procedures throws interesting light
on Bucharest's tight control of the emigration flow. Having gone
through the manifold process to reach final approval, the would-be
emigrant's passport is stamped by the Israel Embassy and then
returned to the Romanian authorities who hold it for as long as
they choose. This is a nervewracking wait for the applicant.
This enables the Romanians to manipulate the flow as they please.
Examination of recent lists shows that there always seem to be
several hundred -completed cases in the pipeline -- on December
31, 1979, 373; on March 20, 1980, 313.

-The one noticeable but largely symbolic difference

since last sumer is the additional option Jews have of registering
at local Jewish community offices. This would have been fine as
ene of a number of steps in the type of new process no doubt
envisioned by Mssrs. Moses and Spitzer. Unfortunately, it remains
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a single, isolated step, though it is welcome, however limited
its effect.

Ill. Emigation to Israsel

The recent annual trend of an approximate 12-15%
decline continues in 1980. The first four months produced 61, 52,
87 and 74, totalling 274. This is a far cry from the 150 a morth
optimistically predicted by B'nai B'rith releases. Apart from the
special case of early 1979, these are the lowest figures since the
265 of April 30, 1975 when M.F.N. had not taken effect.

If we maintain moderate pressures, the current
figures suggest that the Romanians will "kindly" permit somewhere
in the mid-$00s to go to Israel in 1960, a "mere" 12-15% decline
compared with the slashing cuts from 4000 to 2000 to 1000 which
occured since 1974. The statistics are as follows -- 1973 - 4054;
1974 - 4132; 1975 - 2006; 1976 - 1989; 1977 - 1334; 1978 - 1140;
1979 - 988; 1980 - less than 900.

In the years H.F.N. was debated and Romanian
expectations of improved trade and political relations with the U.S.
were raised, more than 4000 Jews a yoar were permitted to leave.
It is interesting to note the remarks of Rabbi Israel Hiller,
speaking to the Committee on behalf of the Conference of Presidents
(,f Major American Jewish Organizations on Hay 7, 1975: "In view of
:he high numbers seeking to leave, it is difficult to comprehend
why the emigration figures for Jews in 1973 and 1974 were so email
[only 4000! - J.B I particularly since we were led to believe some
10,000 might leave In 1974". Five years later, we're being asked
to accept 60-70 emigrants monthly to Israel as adequate!

Fear is Reason for Emigration Decline, Not Ageing
The 1900 letters excerpted above support our

private information that many thousands of persons are still afraid
to register. They give the lie to the statement still assid'ously
propagated in Washington that the emigration decline is due, at gs
stage, to the ageing and consequent shrinking of Romanian Jewry.
Though for obvious reasons older people are more reluctant on the whole,
most Romanian Jews really want to leave, given the chance. The
striking absence of endless letters and pleas from the larger
neighboring Hungarian Jewish community is eloquent testimony to the
different conditions under which people live in the two adjacent
communist states.

We hope to shortly make available to this
Committee the names of over 200 persons waiting more than a year to
leave. We have little doubt that there are thousands more who have
been waiting longer but to whom we do not have access.

Number of Romanian Jews
Unfortunately, official Washington continues to

accept the Romanian thesis that Romanian Jewry consists of a few older
Jews waiting to die, so what is all the fuss about? Doesn't the
Romanian census give a total of some 25,000 Jews? Now, the official
Jewish community has produced a census of almost 35,000 in 70
localities. But it is known that there are smaller groups of Jews
scattered throughout the country, probably in well over 200 more
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localities. Above all, it does not include the substantial element
of unaffiliated Jews, a "shadow" element, so to speak. This is a
well-known phenomenon thrOughout the world, and would certainly not
be absent from an anti-semitic totalitarian society such as Romania.
It should be noted that the 1979 annual of the authoratative
nooopedta Judaioa estimates a Jewish population of 70,000 (excerpt

attached]. Last year, a Romanian U.N. spokesman casually mentioned a
figure of 60,000 [Jewish Week, Hay 9, 1979).

Israeli Dissatisfaction
Finally, it is appropriate to consider the

convictions of Israeli authorities on the question of Romanian emigration
performance. For years, they have been extremely reluctant to make
any public or even private statements in order not to upset the
Romanian-Israeli relationship. Bucharest should give them credit for
this. A few months ago, the Israeli's iron curb on any expression of
their extreme dissatisfaction began to weaken. Some scattered but
strongly-worded articles have appeared in the Israeli pr ss, notably
in the Jerusaem Post of November 26, 1979. Israeli officials have
become a little less reluctant to hold back. Clearly, they do not
believe that 1980 has seen progress.

IV. No implementation of 1978 amnesty
Almost two decades ago, several dozen Jews were

imprisoned and fined enormous sums for "estimated damages to the_
state." On June 8, 1978, Bucharest finally issued Decree 131
annulling these fanciful fines for nine of these persons now
released. The commitment was made publicly to the U.S.
Adminisration and to Senator Abraham Ribicoff at M.F.N. time and
there was international publicity concerning Romanian generosity
to these "criminals". Simultaneously, Jewish leaders gathered in
Bucharest were informed that the remainder of the former prisoners
would be favorably considered for amnesty before the end of the
year.

Only one person, Rosinger, obtained the annulment
and was able thereafter to emigrate. George Mannheim, who had the
least of the fines, has been the most harassed because of his
persistence. He and persons such as A,;Oi Chinsbrunner and (N MO
Viorica Wexler had their hopes raised before the 1979 H.F.H.
hearings (Sen. Ribicoff and Rep. Vanik were duly informed of the
"good news".) After the hearings, there was nothing but
intimidation. The same process operated before and after the
January visit of Cong. Vanik, along with Spitzer and Moses. Others
in this category include Ghidali Abraham, Anne Blum, Natan
Fleischer, Bernat Horsky, Isidor Reichman, Herman Rubinger, Ottilia
Scheener and Paul Stefanescu.

Recommendations
As in previous years, we hdd that further

extension of M.F.N. to Romania should depend on solid evidence of
improvement in the fundamental areas of simplification of procedures
and disappearance/kttendant intimidation. As long as Romania
continues to stand out among East European states on account of the
hardships suffered by separated families and affianced couples, no
one should be deceived by the rise of the statistical flow to the
U.S.
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We believe that with the humanization of procedures
the major problems of Romanian Jewish emigration to Israel could
probably be resolved within five years, certainly within ten.

Finally, let the present Romanian authorities
cease punishing a group of older persons convicted by an earlier
regime for crimes supposedly committed in the 1950's!

We would urge the Administration once more to take
note of this Committee's recommendation last summer: "... to initiate
discussions with Romania intended to lead to more specific assurances
regarding emigration, such as those which preceded the granting of
M.F.N. to Hungary... The Committee understands the difficulty of
such an undertaking but nonetheless believes a renewed, more aggressive
effort must be made."

It has been our persistent belief that the U.S.
has not been making effective use of its potential leverage. A
moderate display of U.S. firmness and credibility will never drive
Bucharest into the arms of Moscow. If the Romanians were to receive
the proper signals, they would be less busy making us sweat over the
fate of a few individuals and show more genuine responsiveness to the
freedom of emigration provisions of the 1974 Trade Act. With a few
cosmetic displays they believe that they may once more take the
extension of M.F.N. for granted.
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Jacob Birnbaum - 212. 928. 7451, 212. 795.8867

Avendices to Testimony. July 21. 1980

I. Aide Memoirs - Heads of Agreement, July 6 1979

II. Letter from Romanian physician

II. Excerpt from Encyclopedia Judaica on size of Romanian Jewry

IV. Opposition to MFN for Romania - press clippings & releases

V. Abbe/Dole/Romanian Ambassador/Birnbaum correspondence

VI. Congressional letters to Romanian Ambassador
a) Moynihan and Heinz, Javitiand Church
B) Text of House letters, signed separately by Republicans

and Democrats.
VII. Struggle for Amnesty for Victims of Anti-Jewish Purges

a)Outline of Plight, Nov. 1979
b) Letters on behalf of Mannheim & Chinsbrunner

c)Birnbaum/Vanik/Romanian Ambassador Correspondence
d) Birnbaum/Ribicoff/ Romanian Ambassador Correspondence

VIII. General Human Rights Situation in Romania

1. Washington Post Article, June 13,1980
2. N.Y.Times Article, July 4,:980
3. Amnesty International News Release, June 30, 1980
4. Romania - Amnesty Internat&onal Briefing
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AIDE M'MOIR9 h. "

,, 
40V

Re: Heads of, Agreement Between the Romanian Governmrent
and the' Conference of Presidents of Major'""Arerira'' Jewi'
Organizations RegardingL Jewish miiainf'om 'Romnan'a*

Based on discussions which. ensued between Ambassa'dox
.,."ogdan, Abassa4or Ionescu, 'and other officials o .f th ,.Gover.

ment of Romania and representatives of the -Conference-of .-aji
American 'Jewish organizations leading to support -by. the -I Conference' 'for. the renewal of M.N for -Romania consistentt with
Ithe recommendation of President Carter to the Cbng r~ss, under.1SSection A.02 of thep Trae,3 Reform Act of .9 74.,r i t was' a.gr'eed *'

'as follows: , .. ...

'.- ., . 4 " , .. . ',,5 ;. ' ; .

1) .The.Romanian Government will furnish torpre,-"..,
sentatives if the Presidents Conferenceas soo , as.praoti cable,butno later than the end of July, an accounting...o ..th'd'.numb
of pending applications' by Ronia Jemsm grate.

:.0 " aenndsusi nwich ..enisse beto'er ==, si o

The accounting will include the date each applications f le I
.h accounting will be, furnished thereafter on'ea regular
,,.,.periodic basis. - 1

2) The Romanian Government will invite Rabbi Rosen,
the Chief Rabbi of Romania, to make it known'. to the' Romawiian.

.'Jerwish community that persons wishing to emigrate are. free-t6'
,do so,' meaning that applications will be readily available
,and will be 'processed expeditiously. Should misunderstandingsarise in the future, the Romanian Government'has indicated its
willingness to have Rabbi Rosen repeat these assurances'.'e

3) The Jewish community of Romania. will be-iforned
through appropriate and effective channels that persons seeJ.ini tQ. emigrate to Israel Refay r but shall not, 14, required, o'.ai
'letters -of. invitation from relatives in Israel.. However
persons seeking to emigrate to Israel shall recekye the same

.,.treatment from the Romanian Government in passing upon' their.,
application whether or 'not s uch letters of invitotionhaca

',,been obtained. It is understood by the Romnanian 'Governm.rIt
that the Conference may, as a result of such letters of .inv-".
tation, assemble a list of persons, seeking to apply, for per-'
mission to emigrate from Roiuani and that this list will be
used by it in future consultations with the Romanian Govern-
ment. Further, the Romarrian Government has assured the o
representatives of the Conferenceathat it will seek to"resolve

favorably cases which derive from such a list...
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LETTER FROM FORMER ROMANIAN CITIZEN TO THE JEWISH WEEK-AMERICAN
EXAMINER, WEEK OF JANUARY 6, 1980

DEAR EDITOR: I strongly object to a statement contained in- R. Gordis' article
::Perspective: A community that refuses to die" (Jewish Week, December 23, 1979),
"The 60,000 Jews in Romania are suffered to live in peace, but most of them are old

people who need to be fed, clothed, shod, and housed, essentially a humanitarian
Pthis'statement is an absolute lie, extremely dangerous for the prospect of the

Jewish emigration from Romania. Unfortunately, this is also the official position of
the mercantile and self-centered Romanian Jewish leadership.

I left Romania 3 years ago. Over the years I witnessed the picture of Jewish
emigration. I was also aware, and I think with a fair degree of accuracy, of the
living conditions of many (literally hundreds) Jews in Romania. I dare say that
almost everyone is able to live decently, at least as far as the basic requirements are
concerned without outside economical support. Moreover, since an important seg-
ment of the Jewish population is composed of "white collar" workers, their stand-
ards of living are quite satisfactory.

The basic problems for this community, so masterly avoided by your inadvertent
commentator, are the complete lack of political freedom and the absence of any
growth potential for university-trained Jews. To reduce an active, well educated and
self-sufficient group to a "charity case" is an undignified and poorly justified at-
tempt.

PETRE MANU, M.D.

EXTRACTS FROM ARTICLE ON ROMANIA BY ELIEZER PALMOR, DEPUTY DIRECTOR, MINIS-
TRY OF FOREIGN AFFAIRS, JERUSALEM, IN THE ENCYCLOPAEDIA JUDAICA YEAR BOOK,
1977-78, PUBLISHED JERUSALEM, 1979

In June 1977 Romania's official census was published, according to which the
Jewish population is 25,600. This figure differs from the data of the Federation of
Jewish Communities which are based on a registry of those in need of the communi-
ty's services, according to which the-number of Jews in the country is approximate-
ly 45,000.

However, the files of the Federation of Communities do not include secular Jews
having no connection with the communities. If these are included it would raise the
figure of the entire Jewish population of Romania to about 70,000.

* ° * The process of family reunification in Israel is proceeding slowly and on a
limited scale.
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NEWS FRoM

The Center for Russian and East European Jewry
June 4, so0

PRESIDE.& S CALL FOR MoF,,1. TRADE STATUS FOR RUMW-IA PROTESTED

President Jimmy Carter's call to Congress to

continue granting Host-Favored-Nation trade status and trade credits

to Rumania has been protested by Center for Russian and East European

Jewry and Student Struggle for Soviet Jewry National Director Jacob

Birnbaum as "a willingness to overlook Bucharest's abysmal emigration

record, thus subverting the spirit and letter of the Jackson Amendment."

The Amendment, attached to the 1974 Trade Act, links a free process of

emigration from communist countries with granting of a favorable trade

status and large trade credits.

Outlining four major areas of non-compliance with
the Amendment, Birnbaum asserted that "Rumania has made no fundamental
improvement in emigration since last summer's public guarantees to
American Jewish organizations and the U.S. government that lapplication8
will be readily available and will be processed expeditiously The
four areas are --

- Emigration to Israelt which continues a noticeable decline. 274 left
in the first four months of 1980, which would be an annual rate of
slightly over 800, a considerable drop from 1979's very low 988.
The 1979 figure was less than half of the annual rates for 1975 and
1976, and a quarter of the 1973 and 1974 flow. "We have names of
hundrob of Jews waiting over a year for exit visas," Birnbaum reported.

- Exit procedures havetnot been simplified. "The iniquitous pre-
application restrictions are still in force."

- Harassment of would-be applicants continues, especially job
dismissals and army conscription threats.

- The 1976 Rumanian promise to the White House and Congress to grant
amnesty to former Jewish prisoners has still not been implemented.

- Birnbaum called on American Jewish organizations
to "utilize Congressional leverage more fully on Rumamia, and to insist
on concrete written assurances, accompanied by meaningful gestures of
good faith ?rcm Bucharest before agreeing to support MFN trade status
for Rumania in the upcoming Congressional hearings."

- a0 -
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(From the Jewish Press, June 13, 19801

MFN TRADE STATUS FOR ROMANIA PROTESTED

President Jimmy Carter's call to Congress to continue granting Most-Favored-
Nation trade status and trade credits to Romania has been protested by Center for
Russian and East European Jewry and Student Struggle for Soviet Jewry National
Director Jacob Birnbaum as "a willingness to overlook Bucharest's abysmal emigra-
tion record, thus subverting the spirit and letter of the Jackson Amendment." The
Amendment, attached to the 1974 Trade Act, links a free process of emigration from
communist countries with granting of a favorable trade status and large trade
credits.

Outlining four major areas of noncompliance with the Amendment, Birnbaum
asserted that "Romania has made no fundamental improvement in emigration since
last summer's public guarantees to American Jewish organizations and the U.S.
government that 'applications will be readily available and will be processed expedi-
tiously'." The four areas are-

Emigration to Israel which continues a noticeable decline. 274 left in the first four
months of 1980, which would be an annual rate of slightly over 800, a considerable
drop from 1979's very low 988. The 1979 figure was less than half of the annual
rates for 1975 and 1976, and a quarter of the 1973 and 1974 flow. "We have names
of hundreds of Jews waiting over a year for exit visas," Birnhaum reported.

Exit procedures have not been simplified. "The iniquitous pre-application restric-
tions are still in force."

Harassment of would-be applicants continues, especially job dismissals and army
conscription threats.

The 1978 Romanian promise to the White House and Congress to grant amnesty
to former Jewish prisoners has still not been implemented.

(From the Jewish Journal, Friday, June 13. 1980]

MFN TRADE STATUS FOR ROMANIA IS PROTESTED BY JEWISH GROUPS

New York-President Carter's call to Congress to continue granting Most-Fa-
vored-Nation trade status and trade credits to Romania has been protested by
Center for Russian and East European Jewry and Student Struggle for Soviet Jewry
National Director Jacob Birnbaum as "a willingness to overlook Bucharest's abys-
mal emigration record, thus subverting the spirit and letter of the Jackson Amend-
ment."

The Amendment, attached to the 1974 Trade Act, links a free process of emigra-
tion from communist countries with granting of a favorable trade status and large
trade credits.

Outlining four major areas of non-compliance with the Amendment, Birnbaum
asserted that "Romania has made no fundamental improvement in emigration since
last summer's public guarantees to American Jewish organizations and the U.S.
Government that applications will be readily available and will be processed expedi-
tiously." -

The four areas are:
--Emigration to Israel, which continues a noticeable decline.

Exit procedures have not been simplified.
Harassment of would-be applicants continues, especially job dismissals and army

conscription threats.
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FROM'

The Center for Russian and East European Jewry
June 11, '80

RUMANIA SUBVERTING LETTER AND SPIRIT OF JACKSON AMENDMENT 011 JEWISH

EMIGRATION, EXPERT CONTENDS

Testifying yesterday on Rumanian Jewish emigration

performance before the Trade Subcommittee of the House Ways and Means

Committee, Center for Russian and East European Jewry national director

Jacob Birnbaum asserted that "Rumania fiad made no fundamental improvements

in emigration since last summer's public guarantees to American Jewish

organizations and the U.S. government that 'application forms will be

readily available and will be processed expeditiously'".

Birnbaum said that the Center's latest information
showed that there was no simplification in emigration procedures, no
cessation of harassments against would-be exit applicants, and a
"continued, controlled drop in emigration to Israel" during 1980, with
an average flow of 60 - 70 monthly, compared with last summer's forecast
of 150 monthly'and 300 - 400 monthly during 1973-4 when Eucharest
anticipated benefits from Most-Favored-Nation trade status and credits
under the Jackson Amendment.

Birnbaum stated that Israeli authorities had
showed great dissatisfaction with Rumania's emigration performance.

Disagreeing with the Conference of Presidents of
Major American Jewish Organization's recommendation, Birnbaum declared
that "after so many years of broken promises, we should make better use
of our Congressional leverage. While denying Rumania MFN trade status
this year, we should enter into intensive discussions with Bucharest,
leading to genuine improvements in emigration. With a humanization of
exit procedures, the major problems of Rumanian emigration to Israel
could be solved within 5 - 10 years."

At the hearings, Reps. Richard Schulze (R-Pa) and
Christopher Dodd (D-Ct) expressed great concern about the continuing
difficulties of would-be Rumanian emigrants, particularly about the
fact that so many fear to take the first steps to apply. Cong. Dodd
said that "pending credible assurances, I would reserve the right to
introduce a resolution disapproving the extension of MFN trade status
to Rumania."

-30-

68-772 0-80-9
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JTA Daily News Bulletin June 12, 1980

EXPERT ON EAST EUROPE
OPPOSES MFN FOR RUMANIA

WASHINGTON, June II (JTA) -- An expert
on Eastern Europe told Congressmen yesterday that
"Rumania has made no fundamental improvement in
emigration since last summer's public guarantees to
American Jewish organizations" and therefore most-
favored-nation trade status should not be extended
to that country for another year.

Opposition to MFN status for Rumania was ex-
pressed by Jacob Birnbaum, national director of the
Center for Russian and East European Jewry, in testi-
mony before the Trade Subcommittee of the House
Ways and Means Committee. He contended that the
Rumanian authorities have not implemented their
promise to the American Jewish organizations that
"application forms will be readily available and will
be processed expeditiously." He said that the Cen-
ter s latest information showed that there was no
simplification of emigration procedures, no cessation
of harassment of would-be exit applicants and a "con-
tinued, controlled drop in emigration to Israel" dur-
ing 1980. He said the average flow of 60-70 emigrants
monthly compared unfavorably with last summer's
forecase of 150 monthly and 300-400 monthly during
1973-74 when the Rumanians were seeking MFN under
the Trade Reform Act as amended by the Jackson-
Vanik Amendment.

Birnbaum disagreed with the Conference of
Presidents of Major American Jewish Organizations
which recommended yesterday that MFN status for
Rumania be extended for one year despite some
persistent problems.
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sonl DOLE ANDWO COMMfTU8,

KANSAS Ae1JUITuI. NUIOK AN ? JONU~RY

WASHNOITQ O.C. MIS

June 19, 1980

Mr. Cyrus Abbe
14 West 90th Street
New York, New York 10024

Dear Mr. Abbe:

Thank you for your help concerning President Carter's recommendation
that Romania's most favored nation trade status be extended for an
additional year, pursuant to section 402 of the Trade Act of 1974,
the Jackson-Vanik Amendment.

I share your misgivings over the lengthy and obfuscating procedures
which have discouraged many and worthy eligible Romanian Jews from
uniting with their families in Israel. Accordingly, I have expressed
this position to Mr. Nicolae Ionescu, the Romanian Ambassador to the
United States, and Senator Abraham Ribicoff, Chaiman of the Inter-
national Trade Subcomittee. Please find enclosed copies of these
letters.

Again, thank you for sharing your concern with me. If I can be of
assistance to you, please do not hesitate to contact me.

Since e

BOB DOLEk
United States Senate

BD: dwg
_Enclosures
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WASHINGTON. D.C 8"1

June 19, 1980

The Honorable Nicolae lonescu
Embassy of Romania
1607 23rd Street, N.W.
Washington, D.C.

Dear Ambassador Ionescua

As a member of the Commission on Security and Cooperation in Europe, I
have long been concerned with hunan rights, and in particular the issue
of emigration from Romania.

On May 28, 1980, President Carter recommended to Congress that Romania's
most favored nation trade status be extended for an additional year,
pursuant to section 402 of the Trade Act of 1974, the Jackson-Vanik
Amendment.

Based on documented facts, I am not convinced that the emigration situ-
ation in Romania justifies such a waiver. While immigration to the
United States by Romanians has increased, the number of immigrants
arriving in Israel continues to decline. Despite verbal agreement by
theRomanian government in July 1979, to make available and process ex-
peditiously applications for Jewish emigration, only 983 Romanian Jews
arrived in Israel in 1979, compared to 2,034 in 1976. Through May 1980,
only 364 Romanian Jews had emigrated to Israel this year.

I believe there are many mutual opportunities and tcnefits to be realized
by the United States and Romania by increasing trade and relations be-
tween our two countries. Nevertheless, until a positive progression can
be seen in the implementation of the Helsinki Final Act in Romania, until
Roranian emigration procedures reflect the spirit of the Helsinki accords
and the harrassment of Jews and others desiring to emigrate ceases, I
see no reason why the United States should wish to grant more favorable
trade terms to Romania. Certainly the number desiring to emigrate far
exceeds the nurnber who are allowed to do so.

The lengthy and obfuscating procedures I refer to have discouraged or
prevented many worthy and eligible persons from uniting with their fam'i-
lies. In particular several cases have come to my attention and I have
attached a list of their names and addresses as an example, and in the
hope that your government's response will indicate good will and a
stronger cornilent to the Helsinki Final Act. There has been some
indication that Romania has been willing to streamline some of its
emigration prcedures. The latest emigration figures do not, in M
judgement, support that contention. However, if a significant im-
provement becomes evident, I would be happy to reevaluate my opposi-
.ion to most favored nation trade status in 1981.

It is my hope that this issue can be humanely resolved in such a way
.that relations between Romania and the United States can grow in
strength and friendship,

Sincerely,

BOB DOLE
United States Senate

BD: dwg
Enclosures
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WASHINGTON, ._ 20519

June 20, 1980

Senator Abraham Ribicoff
Chairrnan, International Trade Subcorrnittee
Russell Senate Office Building 337

Dear Coll eapie:

As a member of the Comvnission on Security and Cooperation in Europe, I
have long been concerned with hirnan rights, and in particular the issue
of emigration from Ronania.

As you 1jiow, on May 28, 1980, President Carter reco..vended to Congress
that Romania's most favored nation trade status be extended for an addi-
tione year, pursuant to section 402 of the Trade Act of 1974, the
Jackson-Vanik Amendment,

Fased on documented facts, I am not convinced that the emigration situ-
ation in Romania justifies such a waiver, While immigration to the
United States has increased, the nnrber of immigrants arriving in
Isra.el continues to decline. Despite verbal agreement by the Romanian
goveir-nnent in July 1979, to rmake available and process expeditiously
applications for Jewish eigraiton, only 983 Romar;ian Jei,,s arrived in
Israel in 1979, compared to 2,034 in 1976, Through May 1980, only 364
Ro-anian Jews had emigrated to Israel this year.

I believe there are many mutual opportunities and benefits to be realized
by the United States and Rc nania by increasing trade and relations be-
tLwen our two countries. Nevertheless, until a positive progression can
he seen in the irmleentation of the Helsinki Final Act in Rc.rania, until
Ro.,.-njan emigration procedures reflect the spirit of the Helsinki accords
.nd the harrassnent of Jews and others desiring to emigrate ceases, I
see no reason .. y the United States should wish to grant .oore favorable
trade telms to ko. ania. Certainly the nrsiber d.siring to errigrate far
exceeds the number who are allowed to do so.

The )encthy and obfuscating procedures I refer to have discouraged or
pievented many worthy and eligible persons from uniting iith their
families. Yet some have suggested that in addition to the annual re-
quest for wai\'er, Ronania be granted multi-year exemption. Under the
present circu-.stances I see no reason ihy a mrilti-year waiver for . N
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Senator Ihihicoff
June 20, 1950
Page Iwo

should be considered, and indeed feel that such a waiver would be
highly counter-productive to our human rights objectives.

There has been some indication that Romania has been willing to stream-
line some of its emigration procedures. The latest emigration figures
do not, in my judgement, support that contention. However, if a signif-
icant improvement becomes evident, I would be happy to reevaluate my
opposition to most favored nation trade status for Romania in the
future.

It is my hope that the International Trade Subcommitee will not extend
WN for Romania this year. Given the facts and conditions I have descibed
in this letter, I believe that such a decision is a necessary one in view
of the human rights cormitments of the United States.

Sincerely,

BOB DOLE

United States Senate

BD: dig
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EMBASSY OF THE
SOCIALIST REPUBLIC OF ROMANIA

-WASHINGTON. 0. C. June 27, 198o

The Honorable
Bob Dole

U.S.Senator
2213 Dirksen Senate Office Bldg.
Vashington, D.C. 2o51o

My dear Senator Dole:

I confirm hereby the receipt of your letter of

June 19, 198o to which I have given a very careful consi-

deration.
I share your belief that there are many mutual

opportunities and benefits to be realized by Romanit and

the United States by.iicreasing trade and relations betwe,
our two countries. Ily Government is determined to m, ke

everything possible for the continuous development (f the

relations between Romania and the United States in ;11

fields, including the field of economic and trade r3.a-

tions.
I understand, my dear Senator, and I share your

preoccupation with the implementation of the Helsink: Fina

Act in all its aspects, including basket three whic, refe
to human rights, emmigration and related matters. V: Gove

nment and people are deeply interested and committed vo th

accelerated and efficient implementation of all the baske
of the Helsinki Final Act.

11
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As for the concrete matter of emmigration from
my country to Israel, allow me to bring to your attention
the following:

The em igration from Romania to Israel stao-ted
years ago, long before the conclusion of the Trade Agre-
ement between my country and the United States in l)75,
and the mutual granting of TAFN. Today there are in israel

around 35o-4oo.ooo Jews who came from Romania; they
constitute the largest community in Israel of those who

pame from a given country.
The Jewish community in Romania comprise tiese

days not more than around 25.000 Jews, out of which aroun
6o % are old people who are not going to emmigrate "oecausi
of their advanced age and health reasons.

That is why it is unlikely to expect a dramatic
increase in the emmigration flow of Jews from Romania to
Israel since the Jewish community in my country is rihrink:
very rapidly.

However, my Government, in the spirit of tle

Helsinki Final Act, approaches the cases of those Jews whc
express the desire to join their families in israel in a
humanitarian manner. In 1979 - 1181 persons of JeIs. origin
have received approvals to emmigrate to Israel,as ccmpared

A * with 1141 in 1978. The numbers of those who received ap-
t- A,- NY- provals to emmifrate to Israel during the months of

.@V A ~'.- ~ January to L'ay 198o is almost double compared to th( first

too .five months of 1979. I think this is an illustration of ti
goodwill and humanitarian approach of my Government to thi
matter.

1- I would like to note, my dear Senator Dole, that
during the month of January of this year 1:r. Jack SIitzer,

top r t q'? N4 . the President of B'NAI B'RITH, and Mr. Alfred hoses,
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-3-
Vice President of the American Jewish Committee and
presently Counsel to the President of the United Stat,)s,
visited Romania and came back to the States satisfied with

the way in which our party observes the points of the agre-

ement reached with the representatives of the YaJor Ameri-

can Jewish Organizations in July 1979.
At the hearings of June lo, 198o 1r. Jack Spitzer

introduced a written statement before the Subcommittee on
Trade of the Committee on Ways and Yeans of the Fouse of

Representatives on behalf of the Conference of Presidents

of Yajor American Jewish Organizations recommending another
extention of most-favored nation status to Romania.

As for the procedures for emigration I'would like

to underline that they start from the very moment the ap-.

plication is introduced.
Reference to the list attached to your letter I

would like to inform you that Serioja Constantin and his

brother Iuri Constantin (pos.5), Silviu and ronica Grumberg
(pos.ll), Gheorghe Izsak and his brother Andrei-Stefah

Izsak (pos.14), Alexandru and Liliana IVoraru (pos.17).

Gheorghe and Ileana Rafael-Steflnescu (pos.19), Sergii.

and Ruxandra Ratescu (pos.2o), Simon and Renee Sfarti

(pos.25) had already received permission to emmigrate I

would also like to bring to your attention the fact t at
the persons of Jewish origin who had been tzied for th so

called economic crimes have recently been relieved of zhe
monthly payments due to the State. It is my understand, ing

that those of them who wish to emmigrate can now apple;
for emmigration.

i attach herewith for your information a photostat

copy of the statement of 1:r. Jack Spitzer, president (:
B'Nai B'Rith and an information sheet on the evolution

of trade relations.between Romania and the United States

and on emmigration figures.

Sincerely yours,

Nicolae/Ionescu
Ambassador

LI
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EMBASSY OF THE
SOCIALIST REPUBLIC OF ROMANIA

WASHINGTON. 0. C. July 14, 198o

The Honorable
Bob Dole
U. S. Senator
2213 Dirksen Senate Office Bldg.
'ashington, D.C. 2051o

L y dear Senator Dole:

I. EefErence to your letter of June 19, 198o I would
like to inform you the following:

- STEFAN & EVA FLD!AkN

- PETRU & GHBORGHINA SZASZ with daughter

have received the approval to leave the country.

ii. Ana Blum, Viorica V'exler (Vrinceanu) and Benjamin
.chv.artz who had been tried for the so-called economic
crimes were releived of the monthly payments to the State,
by Decree of the Council of State of the Socialist Republic
of Romania of June 26, 198o.

Their request to leave the country have already been
approved.

III. The cases of:
- CST?:LD ICLA11D (poz.18)

- _-c>. Cic : I AI.27 L ('poz.l1)
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- COPOLOVICI DELIA (poz.6)

- ERNA LEIBOVICI (poz.15)
- ABRJ.A. ITICZON (poz.13)
- TESZLER EUGEN (poz.25)
- i..IRCEA RUSE (poz.22)

- BURAGA ION (poz.3)
- CHICU DAN ALEXA1DRU (poz.4)

are under active consideration for a positive solution.

IV. I would welcome any additional data you have for
Herman Leizerovici, Louis Enescu, roberto Rlimniceanu and
Vertes Peter in order to speed up the process of their

solu ti on.

Sincerely yours,

.:icol-e Ionescu
AMbassador/
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The Center for Russian and East European jewry

JuLy 16, 19"

Dear Senator Dole.

four aide, Dianne Dillard, has forwarded
me a copy of Rosanian Asbassador Ionesu letter of June 27
to you for my oent. Before dealing with the major points,
it should be noted that the RoanAsn have mlwt avoided
giving Washington the solid eomitments al.le4 or In the
freedom of emigration provisions of the 1974 Trade Act and
we have accepted their voluminous amurances in good faith
over the years, without oheoking tUo closely. They have rightly
estimated that legislators are very busy and forgot from
oar to year, even if they over understood the problem. It
s only reoently that somewhat more systematic monitoring is

being conducted by the Hollinki omission (Lynn. Davidson Is
the ouurent staffer) but. on the whole the Romaiasr do not
take our requests in this area too soeo ulyo witness the 1
oontinuation of oomplieated emigration procedures 2. no ce-
mation of harassment .3. oCntuo decline U of the flow to
Israel 4. failure to implement major public oomitment on
amnesty for victim of mntlewish purge two decades eo.
Their only concession Is a oometio Increase of geneofl Re-
marian eviction to the U.S. to the rate of 200 a month, that
is three tiaes a the rate to Israel. This a truly Ironio Inver-
sion considering the far greater also of the Israel family
reunion base as oonpar*d with the U.S. I

Our experience with the Romanians is that
we can get almost anything we wish from then within reasons
provided that they sense that we mean what we say. An example
a the above mentionned purge viotis. After five yearRibi-

coff and others insisted and suddenly the Romanianuissued a
new Deoree (of June 26) and these imn"tible problem of
"oriminale" boom possible to reslv, They sent letters
to Ribiooff, Vanik and the State Dept indioating that these
unfortunates"have been relieved" of their penalties. Though
the past tones is used, the families of these people indloate
that nothing has happened, though it is new the third weeks
After ast experiences, they suggest that we be cautious before
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Xere is a brief oonntatry on the Ambassador's main points,
4t - r The Rm .Za -h. L tg During the first oongessional

hosinns In 1975t oeryonst including the Roamants, assumed a ooa-
irmity ot 60100,000. Suddenly we're down to 25,000 1 lyon the Jewishoo00MAnt "owu has 33t 000 with 50 over 60 years, not &O.Hven this
fiWguL a o under-oetlNatlon as It excludes mawnymhfilated
Jaws A Roman an U.N. spoemn lest year assumed a Jiwish population
of 60.000 and the 4979 Awnua of the EcYolopodia Judaic estimates
70,000.

The rouen for the decline In Jewish emigration in not the
aging of Its people but the FEAR wLoh presents many, many thousands

&) from takn the first stop and oven thene-after haramemontes
bi from remaing the stage of havitig their applications recognizes

( s extracts frm 1980 letters on page 2 of or testimony)
RomuMI hM1M n dm The Romaknimns prefer to quoteAPPROVAT8
in lie. of sotul exta U Isael. In our experience ths are sun-
poet. e have a such truer picture if the Ambassador would state that
aserding to an offioal Romanian list in possesesion of the State
Dep 9N8 Jews loft for Israel in 1979, oompsred with t140 in 1978

134in 1977 189g in 1976, 2006 in 10?#j and approx. 4s.000 each In
19714 and 3.*

Further, It 1. talaolous to show an inaresso in one
period over anothr -'ess the tendency for the ole year Is consl-
dared. Our oxperionoolha the RoaMans reokon ovor the whole year
and manipulate the flow at will during the cours of the year, asking
sure however ldhat they keep closely to their own guidelines, It at
all possible.

For the first six months of 1980 we have a Jewish emigration
of !425'Aeh sugost 850, possibly 900 with lck for the year -
egain, a substantial 4rp over the previous year. The important month
Ofi of June brought only 48Wew i Israel I The average has been less
ta 71 a month, oospared wih, 62 for 1979. 9 for 1978@ t1t for 197?,
166 for 1976, 167 for 197f. Duri9 97 hn the$ were antioipatIg
tho benefits of UN, a monthly flow of0 was considered quite
beanableo. My o nliderd opinion is that this figure oould again
be ootortably ahreved by agreement. Bucharest has an agreement with
Dom tor the eigration of ,0000 Romanian Germans a month. The internal

, Roanin aitnA that I given the ohances the majority of Romanian
Jew &j_ dW lke the larger Jewish ooam ity of nsighboring Hungary.
AJne 160"Punblioetion or Auwety on Romania shows why.
fk nts a fsRr k Sntr he s On the basis of a 48 hr visit to
Evebmat in Janui koso maOh otid the official lines Unfortunately,
we continue to receive Information and letters (seep.2 of my testimony)
which show that litlo If anything , has changed. Spitzer and Moses
are not in day by 41sy contact with relatives of Romanian oltLsens
and their list is our list.

Above all, it is no serot that. for the first time, Isreali
offiolale are no longer oonoealLng their long repressed anger.
fo ember of aprovals is disapoLntingly small and do not
ila udseOld oaes. Voreo, Rabbi Rosen's 1" contain many hundreds
of owses refused several times, sometimes for years.

Please fool free to call on s for further information.

TAwQo '9fwaAw#%% M411 _OlIec rOtZ
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DANIIEL P. MOYNIHAN
"W YORK

WAINiNGTON, D.C. r110

July U, 1980

Dea Mr. haws__ o,

The forthcoming hearing before the Senate Finance
Committee on the extension of most favored nation status to
Romania gives us occasion once again to write you regarding
the protection of human rights in Romania. According to the
requirements of the Trade Act of 1974, emigration practices
of the non-market countries must be given major consideration
iff-tt-annual renewal of MFN status. Following the President's
recomendation, the Congress now has several weeks to consider
its decision in this matter.

As you know, in the past we have expressed concern that,
since the passage of the Trade Act of 1974 and the Helsinki
FiilAc -t-emigration procedures and attendant harassments
have worsened considerably and the lengthy seperation of
many families has continued.

Last year, when the Finance Committee decided not to
oppose the further extension of MHFN status, it issued a statement
which noted, among other things, the testimony the Committee
had received relating to Romanian violations of human rights
in the areas of emigration and the treatment of various ethnic
minorities and religious groups. The Romanian government has
promised ameliorative action in the past but has not always
sustained that commitment throughout the year. We are concerned
that history may repeat itself again this year.

We recall that last year private discussions were held
bewteen your government and major American Jewish organizations
which culminated in optimism in this country that steps would
be taken to improve the situation. We have recently been told,
however, that a commitment made by Romanian officials in con-
nection with Jewish emigration has not been fully honored:
Oto make application forms readily available and process them
expeditiously." In addition, there is evidence to iz.dicate
that little effort has been made to maintain Jewish emigration
at a rate of 150 to 200 per month; nor have amnesty programs
been implemented for several dozen persons charged under a pre-
vious regime two decades ago.
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Ambassador Nicholi Ionescu -2-

We would welcome your comment on your government's compliance
before the Committee considers the 14PN extention question
later this month.

There is, furthermore, evidence to indicate that discrimi-
nation and deprivation in employment, education, religious
practice and other areas aimed at ethnic minorities -- par-
ticularly the sizeable Hungarian population -- persist despite
the concern voiced in the course of last year's Senate
hearings on this subject. This does little to allay doubts
about the wisdom of renewing MFN and we invite comment and
tangible improvement in this area prior to hearings at the end
of the month.

We believe that the disposition of the Congress to
renew MFN for Romanian would be helped by solid evidence of
public moves by your government at this time. We look forward
to the early relaxation of the procedural factors which
prevent so many persons from taking even the initial steps
to emigrate; to the increase of emigration flow to Israel to
200 monthly; and to improvements in the treatment of deprived
religious and ethnic groups.

Sincerely,

John Heinz Daniel Patrick Moynihan

Honorable Nicholi Ionescu
Ambassador
Embassy of Romania
1607-23rd Street, N.W.
Washington, D.C.
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U ,I) ONN4 July 21, 1980

Dear Colleague:

The freedom of emigration for the people of Romania has
long been a concern of Members of Congress. The Trade Act
of 1974 required that an unfettered emigration policy be a
major consideration in the awarding of Most Favored Nation
trade status. When the United States granted Romania this
status, its government assured us that procedures would work
expeditiously, and the emigration of Jews to Israel would
be maintained at a level of 150 to 200 families a month.

Alas, these assurances have not been translated into
policy. The emigration procedures in Romania remain
cumbersome and the number of Jews emigrating from Romania to
Israel has averaged 70 per month for 1980.

I believe that the renewal of Most Favored Nation
status for Romania required a fulfillment of the promises
made by the Government of Romania. I am sending the
attached letter to Ambassador Nicolae Ionescu of Romania.
If you would like to join me in signing it, please have a
member of your staff telephone Marc Albrecht or Phillip
Steck at 225-2601 by July 30th.

Sin e ly
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Conarta of tte Mdteb otatem
Y#Oust ot Repr¢tntautifs

1a4(now, *X. 20515
July 31, 1980

His Excellency Nicholae Ionescu
Embassy of the Socialist

Republic of Romania
1907 23rd Street, N.W.
Washington, D.C. 20008

Dear Mr. Ambassador:

According to the freedom of emigration requirements in
the Trade Act of 1974, it is appropriate to require that a
non-market country's emigration performance be a major
consideration in the annual renewal of Most Favored Nation
trade status. Following the June 10th hearings of the Ways
and Means Subcommittee on Trade, Members of Congress now
have several weeks to ponder the President's recommendation.

'-Unfortunately, at this time, we can find no real
progress in the simplification of emigration procedures,
many of which were instituted after MFN was initially
granted to your government. There has been no cessation of
harassment of potential emigrants which has continued the
lengthy separations of many families and affianced couples.
While the carefully controlled emigration flow to the United
States has been statistically maintained, emigration to
Israel, which is by far the largest family reunification
base, continues to plummet and now averages only about 60 or
70 individuals per month. This is only one third of the
number emigrating to the United States which represents an
extraordinary reversal.

We understand that three public commitments made by
Romanian Government officials, in connection with Jewish
emigration, have not been kept. These are: first, that the
Romanian Government would "make application forms readily
available and process them expeditiously," second, that the
Romanian Government would maintain Jewish emigration to
Israel at the rate of 150 to 200 individuals a month and,
third, that the Romanian Government would implement amnesty
for former prisoners charged two decades ago.

We are also concerned about the continuing reports of
religious repression and the use of psychiatric facilities
against persons of dissenting opinions, as well as the
cultural restrictions suffered by the Hungarian minority.
Along these lines, we are particularly concerned about the
fate of Orthodox Priest Gheorghe Calciu and would like to
express our desire that Father Calciu be immediately granted
amnesty for his alleged crimes.

We believe that the renewal of Most Favored Nation
trade status for Romania requires solid evidence of positive
moves by your government. In our opinion, this should
include an immediate easing-of the procedural and
intimidational factors which prevent so many people from
taking even the initial steps to emigrate, and taking the
necessary steps to improve the religious and cultural
situation facing deprived religious and ethnic groups.

Sincerely,

68-772 0-80-10
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THE PLIdHT OF T=E SURVIVORS OF QORGHIU-DBJ*S ANTI JEWISH TRIALS.
,THE FIGHT FOR THEIR AMNESTY. DECREE 131, JUNE 8, 1978.

During the latter 1950s and early 1960 ,former Romanian Presi-
dent G. Georghiu-Dejlpurged' his administration of Jews. During
1957/8, Jews were excluded from the Home and foreign Ministries,
from Oct. 1958 from the Ministry of Foreign Trade and other state
commerolal enterprises. Thereafter, the SECURITAS(Romanian equiva-
lent si Soviet KGB) made ms arrests of these people , brutally
interrogated them from one and a half to three years, without their
seeing their families or a lawyer, brought them to tria on charges
of "undermining the National Economy" and sentenced them to long
terms at hard labor and enormous fines of 'estimated damages' to
the State, based on the current dollar rate I

Here is a characteristic extract from an earlier documents
"They arrested 18 Jews from the company's management group.Initially,
they attempted to set up a Zionist trial . Subsequently, realising
that this was impossible, they changed it into a sabotage trial".

It is hard to estimate the total number of persons tried but
every few months I hear of more, so far 51. Earlier, of course,
there were many more trials, mostly of a Zionist -"am m -m U.S.
Imperialist conspiracy type.In regard to the 1959/64 trials, only-
two persons appear to have boon guilty of some misconduct and even
they have long ego paid their dues.

The survivors - a number have died - are now out of prison,
many are elderly and ailing but all are saddled with those impossible
to pay fines for which tboy will have to continue paying 1/3 of
their meager incomes till the end of their days and their widows
after them. As one of a group dies, survivors of that group have
to assume the 'debts' of the deceased. The Romanian authorities
are Implacable in their persecution after two decades I

Aftsr several years of my campaigning on behalf of tgme p
pople, a breakthrough occurred. On June 8, 19?8 Prosident'"q0useocu

!ssued Amnesty Decree 1 131 to the Romano Export group of fotor
prison srs. 9 persons were originally announced in a burst of ex-
tensive international publicity generated by Bucharest. In the
list. conveyed to the American Embassy and Senator A. Ribicoff in
time for the Senate Finance Committee's Trade Suboomiitttee hearings
on the continuation of Most Favored Nation lradin status for Roma-
nia only 9 names were listed. Assistant Secretary of State George
Vest personally handed me the list at the comencement of the Hearings.

... .. . . .. .A f. *Itba _ /.Is of this'fo 14pn s- debts were to be amnestidf. .. !c this
, they would henceforth be able to emigrate.

Unfortunately, only one man - Rosinger - was released, the
others were not even notified When some of the les fearful made
inquiry, having heard of the Amne'sty on Radio Free Europe, they
were rudely rebuffed and continue to lose 1/3 of their income .

After numerous inquiries to the Romanian authorities from
Washington, Rabbi Rosen informed the U.S.Embassy in the spring that
most of the remainLng did not wish to. emigrate. He ali nothing_
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Page 2. AMNESTY FOR FORMER ROMANIAN PRISONERS - WACOB BIRNBAUM

He said nothing of the continued'1/3 deduction of income, loon
after, shortly before the House and Senate Trade Committees' Hearings.
one of the 8, Oeorghe Mannheim, was suddenly given the large emg-
ration form - another triumph of Romanian humanitarianism duly
communicated to Chairmen Ribiooff and Vanik. Inmdiately after
the Hearings, however, Mannheim was told that Amnesty Decree # 131
was 0 a figment of his imagination O he was demoted in his job and
his daughter sent to work In trying conditions out of town.

I attach written evidence of tV9 desperate desire of

. GOROHI MANNHEIM ( STR. PODUL GIURGIULI # , BUCHAREST _ PHONE
and of 85 21 68)

2 ANOEW KEINSBRUNNER ( ROSETTI BUCHAREST ) TO EMIGRATE.
KH I

As for the other 6s 3 decades of work with last Europeans
sakes me pause before accepting the word of a Romanian official
such as Rabbi Rosen as to their real desireso.

OTHER FORMER PRISONERS
Decree 131 was issued shortly before the 30th anniversary

celebrations of Rabbi Rosen's assumption of leadership. Invited
Jewish personalities from other lands were informed that other for-
mer prisoners would be considered for amnesty before the end of
the year. Nothing happened.

3. Vilrica VEXLER. str. BOLIW'EANU 2, Bucharest - phone 1 13 37 18
An a result of congressional pressures, Mrs Wexler's mame

appeared on Romanian approval lists circulated to several Congress-
men before the 19?9 Trade Comitteses. Hearings ( see attached)
but she was not notified.. The 1978 congressional record of the
Hearings contains my insertions of an important document from her,
smuggled out of Romanla.(attaohed copy). She was in some trouble as
a result but there was obvious response from the Roanians . Unless,
however, there is furthercongressional pressure on the Romanian au-.
thorities to keep their word, nothing will happen and she will be
afraid to take further energetic steps to free herselfo for lack
of encoragement and support.

4. Birnat MORSKY, str. NEOUSTORI, 14, Bucharest
Separated 15 years from wife in Israel and daughter in U.S.

Romanian Smassy oiroilated his nam on congressional approval lists
in 1976. He is said to have been the 10th man dropped from the
June 8, 78 Decree. He is registered on Rabbi Rosen's list as an old
applicant.

5. Ohidali ARAHAM, UDRICANI 26, Bucharest

Brothers in Uf. and Israel. Apparently had visa from West
several years ago but not permitted to leave. Registered on on
Rosen's list for Israel.

6. Anna BLUM, str. POPE SOARS 52, Bucharest

Ailing 65 year old woman , abandoned by husband when she was
caught up in the network of trials. Now waiting to join her old
aunt in Israel for nearly 20 years. Registered on Rosen's list.
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Pagap. pnLsy_&r former Romnian Zr hers
4%r. 1<0( A L

Parischeva PALp niceanu 27, DEJ, Reg. CLUJ
grAnother 0 0, widow saddled with her husband's'dibts'.

ole a iVCT e -o L. fvqv )ri4~
Sara FAIBISH, Com. BACESTI

Reportedly sick. Appeared on congressional lists of approval 7 6
circulated by Romanian Embassy.Has sister in Israel.

9. lathan LESCHER, str. CASTANLOR, BACAU

Now saddled with'debts'of deceased collleagues of his former
trade group. Desperate to leave, ltves in fear of reprisal s against
agn and family.

Jacob YOSIF, NASSAUD REG. M. RMINESCU 12, CLUJ

Brothers in Israel, cousins in U.S. Had visa tor Westen
country 1964, was reused permission to leave ,xkxz2lzf last time
reapplied 1977, again refused.
It. Ottilia SCHE NER, CAL. ORIVITSI 67, Bucharest

Aunt in Israel. Rafatdzfion Rosen's list as an old applicant

12. Herman RUBINGER, STR. NICOS BBLOIIS, 9 Bucharest.

'Debts' since 1954. Children in Israel and Canada.

&In the next year or so, I expect to obtain more spe-
oific information as to the emigration wishes of more of thesp
people. In the meantue, all the people appearing on the lisoV
Lyn Davidson of CSC aust be regarded as potential emigrants on
account of their sufferings in Romania. I know the names of se-
veral of these former prisoners who as recently as a couple of
years ago, sent out urgent messages seeking help to emigrate but
have changed their minds for the time being. In some cases, the
reasons for that change is clearly associated with the fear ge-
nerated by the continued pressures of a Stalinist type regime.

SOURCES Documents provided by the former prisoners and their
iIt~ives, including a I Black Book' on the 1959/64 Trials Just

received an article in the NY Jewish Press of May 22, 19751
references in periodical brochure, 'Jews In Eastern Europe',
published in London during the 1960s.

7 A I -i I iq
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Andrei Mannheim
Mr. Jacob Birnbaum 378n Dupuis #23
Center for Russian & East European Jewry iontreal Que.
656 W 162nd St. Canada RIT 136
ew York N.Y. lWr32

Montreal, April 7 1980

Dear Mr. Birnbaum,

As per our last phone conversation I am sending you a brief
summary of the most recent developments in my family's case:
- In early January 19Pn my father has been call ed to the Jewish
Community Headquarters In Bucharest, where along with other persons
in similar situation ( former political prisoners ) he has

presented his case before 2 delegates from U.S.A ( vR. Mosesfrom
the American Jewish congress and Mr. Spitzer from Bnsi Brith )
- Later In January he asked for an audience with Rabbi Rosen who
Informed him that negotiations are under way to obtain his exit
visa as well as for other persons involved in former political
trials,
- On February 19, nS80 my father went for the 2nd time (with my
mother) to see Rabbi Rosen. Again he has been told that his ease
Is being pursued with high ranking Romanian officials.
- At the end of January, in a outrageous fashion mv father has
been removed from his job (no explanations) and he has been
assigned to work at a much lower level, with a lower salary.

Dear Mr. Birnbaum, I hope you can use this letter to pursue
my family's case with the American officials who were promised
"by the Romanian Government almost two years ago that my father
will be allowed to leave in order to join me. I simply cannot
understand why my family must stand such a harassment when their
situation seemed to be almost solved a while ago.

As long as that Decree 131 of 4une 1q78 wad given to the
American authorities as the base to allow innocent people to
reunite with their families, I think they should follow up how
promises actually were transformed into reality, how the Romanian
officials do not respect a public oommittuent.
nfortunately my family's situation is desperate and they simply cannot

stand it any longer. Please let me know of any new developments.
Thanking you for your precious help, I remain

Sincerely yours,

And%1 is nnhei
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Crcillq ZivI l'aris, Novemberloj'nd fl70
2O, A!ll.e ties DWlieex "'KsOv

79430 UuIlVk;:jj-:-NL3 Pj. 39

Mr. brahai JltII'IiOFF
Senator of ronnecticut
WASHINGNTON D.C.

near Sir,
I apologize for presuming of your precious time but I have been

informed that subsequenLly to your personal iiiterventioti, the Itomanian 'resident,
MIr. Nicolae Ceausescu, Pined the decree No. 111 of June 1)78, by which nine Jews,
victims of an antisemitic trial were wai,estied. The Itori atian rsovernment Ciade
great fuss about this act of clemency in order to obtaiss the "Moat favoured
uatioe", which they lid.

Iii Ibioania thin deci, e wits *either iuhli.hed nor executed.
The only bentficinry was ;Ir. \dallert "iSJ ;,iL, the main accused of the group
Mentioned above, who ailreardy left the country. The other eight victi.,s remained
to pay the imagtinanry astro.;otnic fine, cedhicted from their salary or pension.
Vr.onq thee itt.,r is also .,y cousin, 2.r.Intielo ChiijArunner. whom we warily
wi-h to have ai:iong its.

As soon as the cntai.njt ,regime %as set it') in !.ow,.nia, .:-r.Chinxhriiaier
tried to leave the COUll ry Nit i4 application wade in INS aind 1 151 were
refused by the lui1ani;ua aist'orities. ifrer having bjeen release,' frowi prison, in
[DW, he could t0 lout-er try to .mpply because all requests for peruitssion to
emigrate from : ul.,nia ust he accompauiet by docuoeuts from the Finance ministry,
proving that the person concerited has no debts towards the state. Unfortunately
lie could not produce such a ,document. since lie was sentenced to pay a large fiiie.

Our warwest ish is the reunion of our fatally and that is why I tase
the liberty to kin, ly nsk you to make a new intercession reminding the ;to:nian
P're.ident the decree .1 .. l siaierl by hitiselr, of which my cousin is also
entitled to benefit, that is he exeupted of the payment of the fine and,
conseqiently, be able to apply for e:oigration together with his wife, .rs.Silvia
Chinzhrnnner and his sister-in-law, .:rs.;asrgareta parcel. isy t please ask you
to contact Prexident Cenusescu directly for I am sure that a miataker has been
cade in carrying out this decree, for surely lie would o,ot risk losing his right
to the "most favour,d nation".

I would lie very grateful to you if you could help us in this matter.
'ith irny thanks

Sincerely yours
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COMMITTEE ON WAYS AN
U.S. HOUSE OF REPRESEIf

WASHINGTON. D.C, IN

SUBCOMM ITEE ON TR

April 22, 1980

CO STI, A,.
Mr. Jacob Birnbaum
240 Cabrini Boulevaid
Apartment 5b
New York, New York 10033

A I GrV.f'I CM ,3.
S C .jT 2 , 0i.

1n4I"Y t '

AL. .LMAW. OfSt. €LAMAM
OWSNIMMI ON *A" AM SOID MEANS "UM U a- AY AM
4 N. SAAhLM "Wr. WuV oma.

TATIVES A L N. &mew" US T €.m.

ON" IL a"m~ Iw

LADE

Dear Mr. Birnbaum:

At your request, I have made further inquiries concerning
the status of the nine individuals convicted of economic crimes
in Romania and amnestied pursuant to Decree No. 131 of June 8, 1978.

In response to my inquiry I have received the following report
from the U.S. Embassy in Bucharest. One of the nine individuals,
Mr. Rossinger, emigrated September, 1978. Four of the nine,
Messrs. Crainic, Costin, Grigorescu and Schwartz, have indicated
that they do not wish to emigrate. I understand that all of these
gentlemen are elderly. Two individuals, Messrs. Rado and Stefanescu.
have not yet decided whether they wish to emigrate. Thus far,
neither has registered for emigration. Mr. Chinbrunner does indeed
wish to leave Romania. However, he apparently has not yet decided
if he wishes to depart for Israel or West Germany. Mr. Mannheim's
application to emigrate has not yet been granted. With respect to
the latter of these two gentlemen, I am, of course, continuing
my efforts to expedite their departure.

I understand that the information relating to those individuals
expressing a desire to stay in Romania was obtained through
separate conversations between a U.S. embassy official and an
official of the Israeli Embassy and Rabbi Rosen of the Jewish
Community Center.

Charles A. Vanik

Chairman

CAV:JAw

5*5 ', S0*m IL.

P" 3. WY. A,.

5m0a m.. 0Ym. I0*95*353a.0m.. ..
M N. apMS. aN.
T.0*3. . SM. M
Sm 5*.c'L K.&-

0*3, *355 Yi.0*l,
A' K. a dL. IL

ON- M L .

an "Mm ap,' imolm

a0UIm t~'.IL

- M a. K..

I

#A ̂ #I Wt)4r, '
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The Center for Russian and East European jewry

June 13. 1980

Dear Represontallve yaniLk

hwOk YeU for Your letter of ApriL 22g
roeLved may 3 in rer to mne of Jon. in whioh I enelsd
a a mm*r of 1 -g eirrnt materials en tho vietumi e the

Resaaiwa*0 se4ettil t AS d Sipe q' and mootyor r
teromien their bealft Toho ouo eot out tt s@
to state of the nine individels annometied. pursuant te

Deoe 131 ot of 6. 196. Ye'u did nt deal with the condition
of tlt Annoety whisk mAWt that they should no longer be deprived
Of 1(3 OF peneoin W9400. Only then would they have the option of
attemin to take the firmt step in the omanian emigratlon pro-

As to the eourrt oration desires of
the Sstill affected by 131.P 1 m 3making fu er Initirie. but
the d1liutles of enat wilt individsas in Rtemoaaa ar
kne Is. toWe d kw %Mt these plo hMv boon "taled tow
singe tS1P1md t r erigia Colntreeted in elgrtien a
Utefseemuommla estin. have net til now renew their
to leaves t eves 5em in - lhwot 2AN son and daughteroin-
law omA ether anl Ia in ole Oroxporinseo indLtoos that
md i egpd ooiti ]eeple ike Kr 8emaxt would not stay
five 0031 meiLun ae A tew days go I revived
a letter from a relative of Ohinsbnor being fo renewed inter
ventien Witl D'urAlst aftor his hope had been rained following
yew' Jmny viae IVen wr" wa tho bad faith shem
teOauN eimab w o d originally reelved the sMaMllt pimIaisment
Of U 0ee, Wt is new tIg harassed the met on ammsnt of
his peristenee. At tin . of the t9 oengesOnal bearings,
there wm soe movemat In Us ease. Imdastely after, hm w
dmeted fr hLs j b ed To au oJyotited. Kepee wase aein with
your visit wd ere leat the Job dyeotium m uia hose
seveo ad he wi wined to dest. AseeordLn to his sen, ho and
hL ftl y are ftrlgtood deprte people. re GrIoroso. we
heard last yeartwat she had gin up tho Ldoa of loang but we
knew ittlo aeout her en ro oreinie we hakm no inftolirIlen.

As you k , this gup W part of several
dom pooplo - ox4 LVo.y JewLs- whewo BuMpresd to have -
harmod Ike State during the 1990. foe shaving what we would eon-
eLder sem0 intell e e md modrate initiative in their work in
Trade agenteis of th Overment. Very tew were Gamesed of on-
Aeking t*e0meV0s Se have died, ether sekened. others re-
tired Into trmased ebeourity md a tow kept alive their will
t leem. Among the latter, all vith relatives in Isreol. are Am
31mm .tWozlerSo'PLbish, S.Nlerky, wo he appeared on Rom ian
'pPrevllite for 00 e Others inelueO.Abrahin.lLsebero , IRoiehean,..ubingero.Seeener,

This Is etillX toim and we hope for your
continued inte ventien on their behalf.
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,.'.[.3ASSY OF THE

SOCIALIST IiEPUBLIC OF ROMANIA
WASHINGTON. D. C. June 3o, 198o

The Honorable
Charles A. Vanik

U.S. Congressman

21o8 Rayburn House Office Bldg.
Tashington, D.C. 20515

Ey dear 1'r. Vanik:

1. Being aware of your deepest concern with the

huzan rights and eL'igration issues I hasten to inform you

that the persons who had been tried for the so-called eco-

nomic crimes, known as the RosinGer group, have been

recently relieved of the monthly payments due to the State.

AccordinEly, they are no longer obligated to pay cne third

of their salaries or pensions to the State.

It is my understanding that now, being relieved of

the payments,those of the above-mentioned who wish to e=-

r.ifrate can apply for trmigration.

2. I would like also to inform you that recently

the Romanian ministry of Foreign Affairs officially informed

the U.E. Embassy in Bucharest that the Romanian conpetent

authorities are ready and prepared to arrange for a rotatory
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-comission in Bucharest on the Trifa case in the presence of

U.S. Attorneys from the Department of Justice. During their

stay in Bucharest the U.S. Attorneys will have the possibi-

lity to authenticate, according to the requirements of the
American Law,those documents that have not been previously

authenticated and also to consult some additional archives.

- I would very much appreciate, my dear Yr. Vanik,

if your staff found the possibility to inform ConEress-oman

Holtzman about all these developments in the Trifa case and

thus provide a reply to her letter to you of June lo,19So.

Sincerely yours,

Ni o a Ionescu
Anba' sador

A
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The Center for Russian and East European Jewry

Kait, 1980

Dear Senator Riblooff,

In recent years you have been active Ih assisting
former 'ucappgoat' prisoners in Ronanimand the Romanian autho-
rities made a commitment to you in June 19?8 to amnesty a
group of SamsuR nine (Deoree 131)/

The thrust of the Amnesty was twofold
1. Annulment of perpetual payment of 1/3rd wages/pension.
2. Permission to emigrate.

Unfortunately, the first part of the lanesatends
tobe totally nolooted in discussion as well U in practice.
In regard to onrationg only Rosinger left and there has been
no movement in either area for the other 8. N

The treatment of Mannheim Indicates Romanian belief
that Washington is rather easily deceived. Your files contain
correspondence from hie son Andre which show that his father's
expetations were falsely aroused shortly before your last KIN
hearings and immediately thereafter rudely dashed. An equally,
cruel manipulation followed in January of this year rzeb in
connection with an American delegation's visit, after which he
suffered a major job demotion.

In addition to Mannhaim and Chinabrunner, it is
likeky that Rado and Stefarsesou wish to leave . Officials indi-
cate that theother 4 do not but my experionee of the politics
of fear suggest that this need not be taken as the lost word.

Additionally, there are other former prisoners whose
names have appeared on Approval Lists circulated by Romanians
among members of the Congress in he past and were s4$orted
by %he Trade Comnittee. These include Viorloa Woxlor, Surioa
Faiblsh, Bernat Moruky. Ghidali Abraha,. There is anna Blu, 63,
ailing and alone who has been waiting to join her aunt in Israel
for nearly 20 years. Other longtime cases implacably kept to
rot In Romania include Nathan Flesher, Yskov YosifOttilia
Soheener , Herman Rubinger.

- In thhs period before the President's recomendation
and the congressional hearings, when the Romanian& are most
amenable, we should insist on some solid gestures re these
people - remission of the 1/3 deductions promised and permission
to emigrate (not just to one or two either), a well as proved
emigration flow to Israel. Despite the Bogdan-Spitser'under-

standing', annual totals are still diminishing and not because
of the ageing Jewish population.

Jacob Birnbaum
National Director

7 enclosures.
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A. I:s GOVERNMENTAL AFFAIRS
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-- June 18, 1980

His Excellency .
Nicolae Ionescu
"Ambassador of the """
Socialist Republic of Romania
1607 23rd Street, N.W.
Washington, D.C. 20008

Dear Mr. Ambassador:

I am writing to you :egarding a number of outstanding
emigration cases which I *aave discussed with Romanian
officials for more than two years.

\ , it has been my understanding, on the basis of beith
conversations and a letter from former Ambassador Nicolae,
that those individuals pardoned by Decree Number 131 of
June 8, 1978 would receive permission to emigrate.

In addition, it was my understanding that a number
-of other persons, in sildk.-r circumstances to those*

mentioned in the June Decree, would receive official
pardon and therefore no longer be obligated to pay one-third
of their salaries or pensions to the State and would receive
permission to emigrate.

- During the past year,;''y staff on several occas'6hs
has brought this matter to the attention of your staff. I
consider these outstanding cases a serious issue. The
extension of Most Favored Nation trading status for Romania

-in 1978 and 1979 was based on Romanian emigration policies
including the June Decree.

I would appreciate knowing the status of each case
mentioned in the attached list and whether these individuals
still have official debts to the State and have been notified
of their eligibility to emigrate.

Sincerely,

Abe Ribicoff
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EMIGRATION CASES

Georghe Manheim

Beniamin Schwartz

Alexandru Rado

Mihai Crainic

Paul Stefanescu

Sidonia Grigorescu

Alexandru Costin

Angelo Khimbsbruner

Victoria Wexler

Ghidali Abraham

Anna Blum

Nathan Fleischer

Sara Faibish

Bernat Morsky

Parischeva Pal

Isidor Reichman

Herman Rubinger

Ottilia Scheener
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From Senator Abe Ribicoff (D-Conn.)
Release AM Friday, July 4, 1980
Romanian dissidents

The Romanian government has informed Senator Abe Ribicoff (D-Conn.)

that eight political dissidents, arrested for so-called economic

crimes, will no longer be punished and may now atply to emigrate.

Senator Ribicoff has been working for more than two years to achieve

emigration status for this group of eight plus 10 others who have sought

to emigrate for several years. He said he is encouraged by this

action but urged Romania to allow the remaining 10 men and women to

emigrate as well.

The group of eight were found guilty of so-called economic crimes

in the 1960's, imprisoned and, upon release, required to pay the

government one-third of their salaries or pensions.

It was reported that a decree of June 8, 1978 pardoned eight of

the Romanians but no proof of this was ever put forward. The U. S.

government's decision to grant Most Favored Nation status to Romania

for 1978 and 1979 was influenced by Romania's assurances that

the pardon decree would be implemented.

As Chairman of the Subcommittee on International Trade, Senator

Ribicoff urged the Romanians to confirm that all 18 dissidents were

free to emigrate. -Sendtor Ribicoff told the Romanians that their

request for continued Most Favored Nation trading status with the

U. S. would be more favorably received if they treated those seeking

to emigrate more fairly. A test of this attitude, he said, would be

the decision to let the group emigrate. This group of eight originally

included a ninth member, Adalbert Rossinger, whose case became

internationally known. Senator Ribicoff was instrumental in Romania's

decision to allow Rossinger to emigrate in 1978.

On June 18, 1980, Senator Ribicoff wrote to Nicolae Ionescu, the

Romanian ambassador to the U.S., to point out that, while assurances

had been given for two years, the question of what had happened to the

group of 18 was still in doubt. Senator Ribicoff asked if the

dissidents were no longer required to make the payments to the

government and were free to emigrate.

Ambassador Ionescu replied in a June 30, 1980 letter to Senator

Ribicoff to say that eight Romanians had been recently relieved

of the requirement to make the payments to the government and

that they are free to apnlv to eminrAte.
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Trade with the U.S. is economically and politically important

to Romania. In 1979, the Department of Commerce approved 38 export

licenses to allow for the sale to Romania of high technology

goods such as jet engines, computers and computer parts.

U.S. officials believe Romania considers access to U. S.

high technology oil exploration and coal extraction equipment a

national objective of top priority.

Despite formal assurances to the contrary, Romania has yet

to implement a consistent emigration policy, Senator Ribicoff said.

The process of issuing exit visas is arbitrary, lengthy and complex,

he said, explaining that the process itself is so difficult that

it deters persons who want to emigrate.

Attached are Senator Ribicoff's letter of June 18, Ambassador

Ionescu's reply of June 30 and a list of the 18 dissidents. The

first eight are affected by the recent action and may now apply to

emigrate.

I
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EMBASSY OF THE

SOCIAUST REPUBLIC OF ROMANIA
- WASHING1IN. D. C, June 3o, 198o'

/

The Honorable

Abraham Ribicoff

U .S.Senator

337 Russell Senate Office Bldg.
Washington, D.C. 2o51o

L1y ,dear Senator Ribicoff:

..... Reference to your letter of June 18, 198o-- would

like to inform you that the persons who had been tried for

the so-called economic crimes, known as the Rosinger group,

have been recently relieved of the monthly payments due to

thd State. Accordibgly,-?Tey dre n o longer bbligateto pay

one" third of their salaries or pensions to the State.

It is my understanding that now, being relieved of

the payments, those of the above-mentioned who wish to em-

migrate can now apply foemmigration.

XZost singer yours,

Nicolal Ionescu

Amssador
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EMBASSY OF THE

SOCIALIST REPUBLIC OF ROMANIA
WASHINGTON. 0. C. July 14, 198o

The Honorable

Abraham Ribicoff
U.S. Senator
337 Russell Eenate Office Bldg.
"7ashington, D.C. 20510

Uy dear Senator IRibicoff:

Reference to your letter of June 18, 198o I would
like to inform you the following:
I. By Decree of the Council of State of the Socialist
Republic of Romania of June 26, 198o, the following persons
who had been tried for the so-called economic crimes were
relieved of the monthly payments to the State;

- SA,'I EDELSTEIN
- FAVEL DCIATH
- V ICU SUZIN
- N 11-FA VULICH
- OTTIIIA SCHERN2 (I INTZ!R)

- AA BLUI:

VIOlICA ;.TXhLR (VRINCELA/)
- AIANDRU RADO
- 'IFAI CMAINIC
- B 'LJ lN SCHV'APTZ

68-772 0-80-11
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- ALEXANDRU COSTIN

- STEFANESCU PAUL
- SIDONIA GRIGORESCU

- ANGELO KHINSBRUIJER
- GEORGE KANHEIE
- BERNAT MCRSKI
- ISIDOR REICHYAN
- GHIDALI ABPAHA

Ii. Ana Blum, Benjamin Schwartz and Viorica ";exler

(Vrinceanu) requested to leave the country and they have

been already granted the approval to leave.

III. Parischeva Pal has already left the country.

IV. The cases of Nathan Fleischer and Herman Rubineer

are under active consideration.

However, this Embassy would welcome very much to

receive any available data on the above-mentioned cases,

in order to be able to speed up the process of their

solution.

V. Sara Faibish who bad requested to leave the

country has recently renounced to leave-.

Sincerely yours,

Nicolee Ionescu
AVassador

I/
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THE SOCIALIST REPUBLIC OF ROMANIA IN OUTLINE

Romania lies in southeast Europe; it is bounded by the USSR, Hungary,
Yugoslavia, Bulgaria and by the Black Sea. The total area is 237,500
square kilometres, and its population (July 1978) 21,855,000. A census
of 5 January 1977 recorded 47.5 per cent of the population as urban.
According to official statistics, often regarded as conservative, ethnic
minorities account for 11.9 per cent of the population, the two largest
groups being the Hungarians (7.9 per cent) and the Germans (1.66 per
cent). Bucharest, the capital, has a population of 1,820,829 (1977). Of the
churches, the Romanian Orthodox has tlhe largest following, with a member-
ship of approximately 17 million. The 14 officially recognized religious
denominations in Romania are under state supervision. There are a number
of denominations which have been denied recognition and legal status by
the state, and therefore function outside the law.

The present head of state is Nicolae Ceausescu, who has been General
Secretary of the Romanian Communist Party since 1965, President of the
State Council (head of state) since 1967 and President of the Republic
since 1974.

Under the 1965 Constitution, Romania is declared to be a "socialist
republic" whose national economy is "based on the socialist ownership of
the means of production". Political power is held by the Romanian Com-
munist Party, which dominates the popular front organization, the Front
of Democracy and Socialist Unity (FDSU). Romania's political, economic,
administrative and judicial institutions are highly centralized.

Since World War 11, Romania's economy, formerly based on agriculture,
has undergone intensive modernization. It is now predominantly industrial
(the industrial sector accounts for over 60 per cent of the national income)
with emphasis on heavy industry: petroleum and natural gas, mining,
metallurgy, mechanical engineering, chemicals and timber processing. The
standard of living, however, remains one of the lowest in Eastern Europe.
Romania is a member of the Council of Mutual Economic Assistance
(CMEA). The country's principal trading partner is the Soviet Union but it
has resisted demands for the subordination of its economic development
to the interests of an integrated economic system within the CMEA and has
sought to expand trade with developing nations and with the West, where
the Federal Republic of Germany (FRG) is its chief trading partner. In
February 1980 Romania signed an individual agreement with the European
Economic Community (EEC) to set up a joint committee to develop and
monitor bilateral economic relations.

Romania has been a member of the Warsaw Pact since 1955, but since
the mid-1960s it has taken an independent stand on certain foreign policy
issues, and has cultivated relations with the People's Republic of China
and with Western countries, including France, the FRG and -the United
States of America. It is the only member of the Warsaw Pact to continue
diplomatic relations with both Egypt and Israel. Romania has been a
member of the United Nations since 1955.

L
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The Socialist ReF iblic of Romania

1. Introduction
Amnesty International is concerned about a number of human rights issues in
the Socialist Republic of Romania (SRR), in particular the following:

a) the existence of laws which specifically prescribe imprisonment and other
penalties for the non-violent exercise of certain human rights;
b) the penalization of Romanian citizens who attempt to exercise inter-
nationally recognized human rights in a non-violent manner, by means of
i) imprisonment, ii) confinement in psychiatric institutions, ill) forced labour
(the last, officially termed "corrective labour without deprivation of liberty",
being an alternative to imprisonment);
c) the inadequacy of legal safeguards for those arrested and the abuse of
legal provisions concerning house searches, pre-trial detention, and trial
procedure;
d) cruel, inhuman and degrading conditions of imprisonment, including
maltreatment of political prisoners;
e) the retention of the death penalty.

2. The Constitutional and Political Context
The Constitutional Context
The present constitution of 1965 (as amended in March 1974) supercedes those
of 1948 and 1952. Under its provisions, supreme authority is vested in the
Grand National Assembly, composed of 349 deputies elected by universal
suffrage for five years from a list of candidates nominated by the Front of
Democracy and Socialist Unity (FDSU). The Assembly holds sessions twice a
year and between sessions its legislative authority is delegated to its permanent
body, the State Council, which it elects from its own membership. The Assembly
elects also the Council of Ministers, the highest state administrative body, and
the President of the Republic (an office created in 1974) who is also President
of the State Council (head of state). The Assembly is constitutionally the sole
legislative body of the SRR; it elects the Supreme Court and Procurator General
and regulates the organization of the courts and the Procurator's Office.

The present Head of State, President of the State Council (since 1967)
Nicolae Ceausescu, is also General Secretary of the Romanian Communist Party
(since 1965) and President of the Republic (since 1974). Among other major
offices he holds is that of Supreme Commander of the Armed Forces and
President of the Defence Council.

Romania is divided into 39 counties (plus the city of Bucharest), which are
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subdivided into towns and communes. Elected People's Councils function at
county, town and commune level, under the leadership of the local Communist
Party leader.

The Romanian Communist Party is the sole political party in the country; it
is described by the 1965 constitution as "the leading political force of the whole
of society". Supreme party authority is nominally vested in the party Congress,
which convenes every five years (most recently in November 1979) to establish
policy guidelines and to elect the Central Committee and other leading party
bodies. In practice the Congress' chief function is to ratify decisions made by
top party bodies of which the most powerful is the ten-member Permanent
Bureau, chaired by President Ceausescu.

The 1965 Constitution guarantees Romanian citizens a number of human
rights but also explicitly pilaces-certain restrictions on the exercise of these
rights. For instance, freedom of speech, of the press, of reunion, assembly and
demonstration are guaranteed under Article 28, but Article 29 declares that
these freedoms "cannot be used for purposes hostile to the socialist system and
to the interests of the working people".

Article 30 guarantees freedom of conscience and religion; it specifies however
that schools are separate from the church and that no religious instruction may
be given in teaching establishments except in special schools for training of
church functionaries. The right to spread religious beliefs is not guaranteed.

Articles 31 and 32 guarantee inviolability of person and home. Article 33
provides for privacy of correspondence and telephone conversations. The
Constitution does not guarantee the right to freedom of movement or residence
and makes military service compulsory. Article 18 guarantees the right to work
(although not choice of work), while Article 5 describes work as a "duty of
honour".

The definition of what constitutes purposes "hostile to the socialist system"
is so general, both in the constitution and in a number of other laws' provisions,
that, in practice, all the above rights may be denied to a citizen who attempts to
exercise them, even non-violently, in ways that do not fall within the often
narrow limits laid down by state and party policy.

International legal Instruments
Romania has ratified the United Nations' International Covenant on Civil and
Political Rights and the International Covenant on Economic, Social and Cultural
Rights (1966) and is a signatory of the Final Act of the Conference on Security
and Cooperation in Europe (1975). It has in addition ratified the Convention
on the Political Rights of Women (1952) and the International Convention on
the Elimination of All Forms of Racial Discrimination (1963). It is party to
International Labour Organisation (ILO) Conventions number 29 concerning
Forced Labour (1930), number 87 concerning Freedom of Association and
Protection of the Right to Organize (1940) and number 90 concerning the Right
to Organize and Collective Bargaining (1949). In July 1978 Romania submitted
a report on its implementation of the International Covenant on Civil and Political
Rights to the Human Rights Committee of the United Nations, in accordance
with Article 40 of that Covenant.
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The political context
The Romanian nation-state, formed in 1859 through the union of the two
principalities of Moldavia and Wallachia under Turkish suzerainty, achieved
independence through the Berlin Treaty of 1878. The end of World War I and
the dismemberment of the Austro-Hungarian Empire saw Romania's territory -

more than doubled by the acquisition of Bessarabia, Transylvania and the
Bukovina. Pro-Axis from 1940 to 1944 when it joined the Allied side, Romania
lost North Bukovina and Bessarabia to the Soviet Union and South Dobrudja
to Bulgaria in World War 11.

In March 1945 a pro-Soviet National Democratic Front government was set
up, headed by Dr Petru Groza, leader of the Ploughmen's Front Party, a left-
wing peasant organization. Following elections held in 1946, the majority of
government posts went to communists. In December 1947 King Michael of
Romania abdicated under communist pressure and parliament proclaimed the
establishment of a People's Republic (renamed a Socialist Republic in 1965).
In 1948, the Republic's lirst constitution was adopted and nationalization of
industrial and financial institutions began, shortly to be followed by the start
of forced collectivization of agriculture.

The next six years saw the mass imprisonment and repression of the
government's opponents and alleged opponents. During this period the
communists gained full control. In 1952, following a purge of the Romanian
Workers' Party (since 1965 the Romanian Communist Party), Gheorghe
Gheorghiu-Dej took over its leadership and became head of state.

Despite a further wave of repression in the late 1950s and early 1960s,
Gheorghiu-Dej, appealing to Romanian nationalist sentiment, won considerable
popular support for the policy initiated in the early 1960s of increased
independence from the Soviet Union in economic, military and foreign affairs
accompanied by rapid industrialization. This policy has been pursued to the
present day by his successor to state and Communist Party leadership,
Nicolae Ceausescu.

Despite official criticism of "errors" committed under Gheorghiu.Dej and
amnesties in 1976 and 1977 affecting 28,000 people (mainly juvenile offenders
or people arrested or sentenced for leaving or attempting to leave the country
illegally), serious human rights violations have continued in Romania. While
the number of those sentenced to long terms of imprisonment on overtly
political charges, such as "anti-state propaganda", appear to have fallen in recent
years, dissenters are nonetheless penalized in many different ways, both legal
and extra-legal. These include not only prolonged police surveillance, harassment,
intimidation, vilification, loss of jobs or demotion, but also confinement in
psychiatric institutions, forced labour, deportation and imprisonment, often on
what Amnesty International believes to be false charges of offences such as
parasitismm", "disturbance of public order", "homosexual relations" and
"embezzlement".

In recent years many Romanians have tried to emigrate, despite the
considerable official obstacles to doing so. On the other hand, the government
has sometimes encouraged, or even compelled, human rights activists to emigrate,
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in particular those who have persisted in their dissident activity in spite of
repression or intimidation.

Since Romania's ratification in 1974 of the International Covenant on Civil
and Political Rights and the signing in 1975 of the Final Act of the Conference
on Security and Cooperation in Europe (the Helsinki agreement), there have
been attempts within the country to create a human rights movement, similar
to those in several other countries of Eastern Europe, based on the demand that
the government fulfil its obligations under the Covenants and grant its citizens
their rights guaranteed by law and constitution. Whenever an attempt to create
such a movement has been made, the Romanian authorities have sought to
isolate the leaders and to intimidate and disperse their supporters. This has been
facilitated by the strict censorship which has ensured that most Romanian
citizens can obtain information about human rights movements only by word
of mouth or via foreign broadcasting stations.

The following is a brief account of official action against people and groups
who have spoken up on behalf of human rights in recent years. In all these
instances, Amnesty International has interceded on behalf of those who have
suffered imprisonment or confinement to psychiatric institutions on account
of their non-violent exercise of their human rights.

In January 1977, the Romanian writer Paul Goma wrote a letter (later
published outside Romania) to the Charter 77 signatories in Czechoslovakia,
expressing solidarity with their movement. The following month he appealed
to the 35 signatories of the Helsinki agreement in an open letter drawing
attention to the violation of human rights in Romania and demanded that the
Romanian Government respect its undertakings in this field. His appeal was
subsequently signed by well over 200 Romanian citizens, despite a campaign
of intimidation and vilification against both him and other early signatories by
the Romanian authorities.

In April 1977, Paul Goma was arrested; many signatories were detained for
short periods and repeatedly interrogated; a number were confined to psychiatric
hospitals or ordered to do forced labour. In May 1977, following much inter.
national publicity about his case, Paul Goma was released, but after persistent
official harassment, he left Romania in November 1977.

Before World War If there were some 60 recognized active religious
denominations in Romania. In 1948 the "Law on Religious Confessions"
enacted by State Decree 177/1948 gave official recognition to only 14 of these
denominations and put them under the close supervision of the State Depart-
ment of Religious Affairs. This has at times led to conflict within the churches,
some of whose members have felt that their official leaders have accepted too
easily, or even connived at, state interference in religious affairs.

In March 1977 six prominent Protestant pastors and lay people signed an
appeal protesting against official persecution of and discrimination against
religious believers. In particular they stated that active believers were barred
from holding responsible public posts, that their children were discriminated
against at school and university and that prayer meetings held in believers'
homes were repeatedly interrupted by the police who imposed fines on
participants. The signatories of this appeal were arrested early in April,
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interrogated for up to 12 hours and brutally beaten.

In May 1978 a number of Protestant believers (predominantly Baptists)
formed a movement called "The Romanian Christian Committee for the Defence
of Freedom of Religion and Conscience" (ALRC); in July 1978 they sent an
appeal signed by 27 members to the Romanian authorities requesting recognition
of a number of religious denominations declared illegal since 1948 (in particular
the Greek Catholic Church (Uniate), the Reformed Seventh Day Adventists and
the Romanian Orthodox evangelical movement-"The Lord's Army"). In
addition they called for freedom of worship, an end to state interference in
church affairs, the right to propagate their beliefs in the media and religious
instruction in schools. Shortly afterwards, a number of the signatories were
detained for interrogation and beaten. Nine of the founder members of the
Committee were expelled from the official Baptist Union in September 1978
on the grounds that they had formed "an illegal group" and not conformed with
Baptist doctrine. In October 1978 three members of the group (Petru Cocirteu,
Jonel Prejban and Nicolae Radoi from Caransebes) were sentenced to 17, 12
and eight months' imprisonment respectively on charges of causing a public
disturbance. They denied these charges and witnesses claimed that they had in
fact been attacked by the police.

Since then a number of ALRC founder members have been persuaded (some
by means of threats) to emigrate (including Pastor Pavel Nicolescu, ALRC
representative); others (including Ludovic Osvath, Dimitrie lanculovici, Nicolae
Traian Bogdan) have been sentenced to terms of imprisonment of up to six
months or to a year's forced labour on charges of "parasitism" or have been
repeatedly detained for interrogation and intimidation.

In the summer and autumn of 1977 Karoly Kiraly, a member of the
Hungarian minority who was an official in the Romanian Communist Party
and until 1975 a member of its Central Committee, sent three letters to high-
ranking Communist Party members in which he claimed that the Hungarian
minority in Romania was being forcibly assimilated and was discriminated
against in the fields of culture, education and employment. His protest was
reportedly supported by Ion Gheorghe Maurer, a former Prime Minister of
Romania, and seven prominent officials who were members of the Hungarian
minority.

In February I978 Karoly Kiraly was arrested in Tirgu Mures after copies of
his letter had appeared in foreign newspapers and had begun to circulate
amongst members of the Hungarian minority. Police afterwards conducted
widespread searches for copies of his letter in the homes of members of the
Hungarian minority. He and his family were shortly afterwards forced to move
to Caransebes where they were kept under constant police surveillance.
Although subsequently permitted to return to Tirgu Mures, Karoly Kiraly is
said to be still under surveillance. Amnesty International learnt that in 1979
he was refused permission to travel abroad for medical treatment, even though
he was apparently ill.

Early in August 1977, miners in the Jiu valley went on strike in support of
a petition requesting that a recently introduced government pension scheme be
withdrawn and that certain additional workers' benefits be provided and safety
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standards set. According to reports from a number of sources, up to four
thousand strikers were later dismissed from their jobs, many of them being
transferred to other mines. Those who had played a prominent part in the strike,
in particular a twenty-member delegation that went to Bucharest to request an
audience with the Communist Party Central Committee, were arrested on their
return and sent without trial to work in other districts where they were
demoted and put under police surveillance. Government officials have denied
thef-e-w--strike, although they admitted there were "problems" in August
1977_in the Jiu valley. They have also denied that leading strikers were forcibly
resettled. Unofficially, however, it has been admitted that "a handful" of
strikers were "banished". There are no formal provisions for "banishment"
under Romanian law; however, in practice, it would appear that Decree
24/1976, which enables state bodies to allocate people to centres of
production, can be used in effect to "banish" individuals. It is interesting,
therefore, that Article 201 of the amended Law No. 5/1971 on "Identification
Papers of Romanian Citizens and the Procedure for Change of Domicile and
Residence" states that "for persons who are assigned or transferred to work
for an undetermined period in another locality, where they are guaranteed
housing, according to law, and where they live together with their families, the
militia will put into effect a change of domicile to that area". According to
Amnesty International's information, the miners thus "banished" have been
assigned low-standard housing, described as "barracks". Furthermore, according
to several sources, two strike leaders (engineers loan Dobre and Jurca) died
shortly after the strike in circumstances that were never satisfactoi-iy investi-
gated by the police. Romanian officials have denied that loan Dobre died and
have stated that he is studying at home.

In February 1979 a group of intellectuals and workers from Bucharest and
Turnu Severin announced the foundation of a "Free Trade Union of Romanian
Workers" (SLOMR). In their manifesto they drew attention to increased
unemployment and to the forced retirement of dissenters on false psychiatric
grounds--They-called for improved working conditions and higher safety
standards, anend to unpaid compulsory overtime and the abolition of special
privileges for Communist Party members. This manifesto won support from
workers in a number of major Romanian cities, including, allegedly, that of a
previously clandestine union of "workers, peasants and soldiers" claiming over
a thousand members from Mures county.

On 6 March, two days after the SLOMR declaration was broadcast on a
foreign radio station, the telephones of the movement's two representatives,
Dr Cana, a medical practitioner, and Gheorghe Brasoveanu, an economist, were
cut off; and in the next few days a number of members were detained by the
police. Dr Cana and Gheorghe Brasoveanu were arrested on 10 March 1979,
reportedly after their relatives had been persuaded to sign declarations that they
were insane, under threat that the alternative to confinement in a psychiatric
institution would be a long term of imprisonment. Dr Cana and Gheorghe
Brasoveanu are said to have been confined to Jilava Prison Psychiatric Hospital
shortly afterwards. Dr Cana was subsequently sentenced to seven years'
imprisonment (reduced to five and a half years on appeal). Nicolae Dascalu, a
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SLOMR member who had announced that a number of Bucharest citizens had
decided to apply to join Amnesty International, was sentenced to 18 months'
imprisonment (reduced on appeal to 10 months) under Article 94 of the
amended 1974 Press Law for having disseminated information abroad without
legal authorization. A number of other members were sentenced to terms of
imprisonment of up to six months on charges of "parasitism"-some of them
have since been given passports to leave the country. Another SLOMR member,
Eugen Onescu, was confined to psychiatric hospital (the Kula annexe of the
Dr Marinescu Hospital in Bucharest) for three weeks.

Father Calciu, a Romanian Orthodox priest and professor at the Orthodox
Theological Seminary in Bucharest, an acquaintance of Gheorghe Brasoveanu,
was also arrested on 10 March 1979 and senLenced to 10 years' imprisonment.
The Romanian authorities have since publicized the fact that he had been a
political prisoner for 15 years (1949-1964) and have claimed that he had been a
member of the Romanian fascist movement, the Iron Guard, even though he
was only 13 in 1940. No evidence has ever been produced, however, to indicate
that the grounds for Father Calciu's arrest and conviction i. 1979 were his
propagation of fascist ideology.

3. Legal Situation
(i) The judiciary and the police
Justice in Romania is administered by local courts, county courts (the Bucharest
sectional courts and the municipal court have the status of local and county
courts respectively) and the Supreme Court. Military courts which try military
offenders are also competent in certain circumstances to try civilians: a number
of people accused of "anti-statep4ropaganda" or "fraudulent crossing of the
frontier" are reported to have been tried by military courts. A number of minor
offences including work and family disputes are tried by workers' judicial
councils, composed of lay judges. The benches of local and county courts are
composed of lay and professional judges who, like local and county state
prosecuting authorities, are elected by People's Councils-local government
bodies. The Supreme Court, whose members are all professional judges, is
elected by the Grand National Assembly, which elects the Procurator General-
also. The Procurator's Office supervises the prosecution authorities and the
courts, and ensures the observance of the law by official bodies and citizens
alike as well as the "defence of the socialist order".

In December 1977 the Romanian press published a series of proposals
adopted by a national conference of the Romanian Communist Party on the
improvement of the "'legislation of the Socialist Republic of Romania, the
activity of Organs of Justice and of the Ministry of the Interior and on new
measures to develop socialist democracy". These proposals included expanding
the competence of workers' judicial councils, removing from the penal code
"certain less socially dangerous offences", to be punished instead by "disci.
plinary, administrative br other measures" imposed "by leading bodies or
units" (presumably local Communist Party bodies and People's Councils)
and increasing the Procurator's powers at the criminal investigation stage.
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The police consit of two bodies: the militie, responsible for normal policing
functions, and the securitate, the political police, organized on military lines,
responsible for the security of the state. State, party and securitate organs work
in close, if not always harmonious, collaboration, as was revealed in a remarkable
statement by Mr Ceausescu at a meeting of Bucharest party activists on 15-18
July 1967 at which he reportedly announced a reform of the securitate, bn the
grounds that it had abused its powers and achieved independent power beyond
the control of the party. On this occasion he promised that in future, "no
citizen can be arrested without a proper case against him and also no activist or
party member can be arrested without the approval of the party organs".

(ii) Legislation under which prisoners of conscience may be imprisoned or
ordered to do forced labour

'The current penal code was promulgated in 1969, since when it has been
modified a number of times. Perhaps the most important change (in the context
of this paper) ,has been the provision of an alternative to imprisonment (at the
judge's discretion) in the form of "corrective labour without loss of liberty".
This penalty was introduced by Law Number 3 in 1973 for crimes punishable by
not more than two years' imprisonment (three years' imprisonment since 1977).
Romanian legislators stress the humanitarian and educational aspects of
"corrective labour". It should, however, be noted that this penalty entails
serious restrictions on freedom of movement, as well as a reduction of salary and
loss of holidays. A new penal code has been pending since 1977. In addition
to the provisions of the penal code there are a number of state decrees including
Decree 12/1965, Decree 153/1970, Decrees 24 and 25/1976 and the Press Law
of 1974 (amended 1977) which have been used to punish dissenters.

The current penal code contains certain articles which explicitly restrict the
exercise of internationally recognized human rights. For example, Article 166
makes "Propaganda against the Socialist State" punishable by five to 1 5 years'
imprisonment. Since 1975 Amnesty International has learnt of a number of
cases in which people charged under this article were not sentenced to imprison-
ment but were forcibly confied to psychiatric hospitals.

Article 245 makes "fraudulent crossing of national boundaries" punishable
by six months' to three years' imprisonment. The right of people to leave-their
own country is severely restricted in Romania. Amnesty International regularly
learns of cases of individuals who, having been refused official permission to
emigrate or travel abroad, have tried to leave Romania illegally and been
sentenced under this article. Among such cases recently taken up by Amnesty
International is that of Florin Preda, a 27.year-old telegrapher from Bucharest.
In May 1979 he crossed the border into Yugoslavia, reached the United Nations
High Commissiofffor Refugees offices in Belgrade but was then handed over to
the Yugoslav police and sent back to Romania, where in September 1979 he
was sentenced to two years' imprisonment.

Ordinary criminal charges commonly brought against dissenters
In recent years there has been a tendency to sentence people who have tried to
exercise their human rights in ways not approved by the authorities on what
Amnesty International believes to be false criminal, rather than overtly political,
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charges.
For example, Article 200 of the penal code makes "sexual relations between

persons of the same sex" punishable by one to five years' imprisonment.
Amnesty International knows of a number of cases of people charged under
this article where there are strong reasons to believe that the charge was un-
founded and/or politically motivated. This view is supported by the repeated
claims by individuals detained by the state security police that during inter.
rogation they had been threatened with charges of homosexual acts. A case in
point is that of Gheorghe Rusu, an economist from Tirgoviste, who in 1977
applied to emigrate to France in order to join his wife and child there. In March
1978 two plainclothes police officers came to his house claiming to be members
of a government emigration commission and requested him to accompany them
to Bucharest in order to complete the necessary emigration formalities. On
arrival in Bucharest, Gheorghe Rusu was informed that he had been arrested on
charges of homosexual acts. He was held in preventive detention for six months,
in the course of which he was sent to Jilava Prison Hospital with fractured ribs
after being attacked by other prisoners (allegedly at the instigation of officials).
On 22 September 1978 he was acquitted by the Bucharest court of Sector 6
for lack of evidence. The Procurator's office of Sector 6 however appealed
against the court's decision and he was later sentenced to three years'
imprisonment at the appeal hearing.

Article 321 of the penal code makes "outrages against morality and
disturbance of the public peace" punishable by lhree months' to two years'
imprisonment and'up to five years for "seriously disturbing public peace".
Those who take part in unauthorized demonstrations are liable to be charged
under this article.

In September 1978, Nicolae Jelev and Paul Chiracu barricaded themselves
together with their families into the Chiracu flat in Bucharest after their
applications to emigrate had been refused. Posters on their windows announced
that they had gone on hunger-strike in order to be allowed to emigrate. Two
days later they were arrested; Nicolae Jelev and Paul Chiracu were sentenced
to two years' and to three and a half years' imprisonment respectively on
charges of "seriously disturbing the public peace".

Decree 153/1970 deals with "establishing and punishing violations of
the code of social behaviour, order and public peace". A high proportion of the
cases which have come to Amnesty International's attention in recent years
have been those of individuals sentenced under this decree which provides for
up to six-month prison sentences or fines for a range of "anti-social" or
"parasitical" acts, many of which are defined in very general terms, for instance,
"The creation, support or membership of groups which demonstrate a parasitic
or anarchistic way of life by their behaviour, contrary to the basic rules of
decent conduct, and which are alien to the principles of socialist communal life"
The key feature of this decree is that it provides for a summary and basically
administrative procedure by which these penalties may be imposed, which is
subject only to limited judicial supervision. The role of the (single) judge is not
to assess the facts in the case-which have been "established" in a formal report
by-the administrative authorities or the militia-but to ascertain whether the
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proper procedure has been followed and whether the facts-as established in the
report-support the contention that an offence has been committed. This
procedure does not permit the right of legal defence for the accused. Reports
received by Amnesty International show that this procedure has frequently
been used to penalize:

1. Romanian citizens who are involuntarily unemployed through having
been dismissed from their jobs as a reprisal for having applied to emigrate;
2. religious dissenters who have held private prayer meetings in their homes
or who have attempted to hold religious services at times or places not
officially authorized by authorities;
3. signatories to appeals drawing attention to violations of human rights
in Romania.
Decree 24/1976 deals with "the recruitment and allocation of manpower",

and Decree 25/1976 deals with 'the assignment of able-bodied persons to
useful employment". Under these decrees all able-bodied people who have
reached the age of 16 years and are not having any form of education or training
and are unemployed are required to register so as to be given employment, and
otherwise fined; anyone refusing to take a job may be obliged by a final and
enforceable court order to work for a year on a specific work site, which need
not necessarily be near where the person lives. Compliance with the court
order is to be enforced by the police authorities. The International Labour
Organisation (ILO) in its 1979 survey on the Abolition of Forced Labour has
noted the incompatibility of these decrees with the 1930 and 1957 Conventions
on Forced Labour and the Abolition of Forced Labour. Romanian authorities
have stated that under the constitution, every citizen has the right as well as
the duty to work. They have claimed also that there is no legal means of forcing
anyone to work who refuses to do so. It is Amnesty International's view that
the above decrees effectively provide a legal sanction against people declining
to work, moreover that these decrees have on occasions been applied in such
a way as to penalize people who have not refused to work, but sought to
exercise their human rights in ways disapproved of by the authorities.

Cases taken up by Amnesty International include those of seven individuals
who in the summer of 1977 wrote to a representative of a foreign government
criticizing human rights violations in Romania. They were dismissed from their
jobs and the same day ordered by a court to a year's forced labour on the
Black Sea-Danube canal under Decree 25/1976. Here they were kept under
surveillance and obliged to report at intervals to the police. Following inter-
national publicity, they were later released and given passports to leave
Romania.

In January 1979, Ludovic Osvath, a Hungarian Baptist from Zalau, was
dismissed from the job he had been doing for the past 14 years after he had
repeatedly protested against his expulsion from the official Baptist Union for
his membership of the ALRC. In June 1979, after making further protests, he
was ordered to a year's forced labour on a construction site in Zalau.
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Conscientious objection
Military service is compulsory under the constitution, and there are no legal
provisions recognizing the right to refuse to serve in the armed forces on grounds
of conscience. Article 348 of the penal code makes evading military service
punishable by from six months' to five years' imprisonment or from three to
10 years' imprisonment in wartime. Romanian authorities have stated that
members of certain religious denominations are in practice allowed to perform
non-combatant administrative military service.

At the time of writing, Amnesty International 'ias taken up the cases of four
members of the unofficial Reformed Seventh Day Adventist-Church who have
been sentenced, on charges of insubordination, to terms of imprisonment
varying from three to four years for conscientiously objecting to military service
on Saturdays.

(ill) Legal/administrative procedures
a) Custody-and pre-trial detention
The period spent in police custody can last 24 hours, after which it must be
replaced by arrest (Articles 143 and 144 of the Code of Criminal Procedure).
Arrest pending trial can be ordered only by the Procurator or the judiciary.
According to a statement by the Romanian Government to the United Nations
Human Rights Committee in July 1979, people may be held in pre-trial
detention for up to a month, but the Procurator or judiciary may extend this by
four further month-long periods. In a number of cases known to Amnesty
International, this five-month period has been exceeded. Amnesty International
has also received reports of arrests carried out without a warrant by plain-
clothes state security police. The prosecuting authorities may prohibit a person
held in preventive detention from contacting his or her defence ;ounsel for
60 days. In practice, some prisoners of conscience have reported that they were
denied contact with their defence counsel or were not permitted to engage a
lawyer of their choice but instead forced to accept the services of a state-
appointed lawyer.

Under Romanian law, the extraction of confessions by force from the accused
is a punishable offence. However, Amnesty International has repeatedly heard
of people being savagely beaten with fists, leather belts or truncheons while in
preventive detention or being physically or psychologically maltreated in other
ways in order to get them to make self-incriminating statements. The organization
has received several reports about people being severely ill-treated in the Calea
Rahovei detention centre and in state security headquarters in Beldiman Street
in Bucharest. One prisoner was allegedly-beaten unconscious while being
compelled to drink methylated spirits by means of a funnel forced down down
his throat; another was deprived of sleep for four days and nights in order to
extract a confession from him. A number of people who have been repeatedly
arrested and held in custody for short periods have reported that they were
threatened by state security police with "a car accident" or confinement in a
psychiatric institution.
b) Conduct of trials
Article 290 of the Criminal Procedure Code states that trials are to be public,
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unless this would be "prejudicial to the interests of the State, socialist morality
or the dignity or private life of a person", in which case the court may, at the
request of the Procurator or of the parties or of its own accord, announce that
the whole or any part of the proceedings will be held in camera. Amnesty
International believes this provision is open to abuse. The organization has
received reports of pohtical trials held in camera, and of trials in which the
accused or their defence counsel were prevented by the judge from fully
presenting their cases. There have also been numerous complaints by people
charged under Decree 153/1970 (see above, page 9) which permits summary
trial in some cases reportedly lasting no more than 15 minutes.

Political trials are only very rarely reported by the Romanian news media and
the general public has almost no opportunity of getting to know about the
details of such cases, except through foreign broadcasts.
c) Release procedure
When half a sentence has been served, its duration is subject to review. Prisoners
whose work and conduct have satisfied the prison authorities are eligible for
remission of up to a third of their sentence. Under the Romanian Constitution,
the Grand National Assembly and the State Council are empowered to grant
amnesties. Pardon (in individual cases) may be granted by the President of
the Republic.

4. Confinement of Prisoners of Conscience in Psychiatric Institutions
Legislation and legal procedures for commitment and release
Romanian law provides for a criminal and a civil procedure whereby people
defined as mentally ill may be committed to psychiatric hospital. Dissenters
have been forcibly confined to psychiatric hospitals under both of these
procedures for the non-violent exercise of their human rights rather than for
genuine medical reasons.
Article 114 of the penal code stipulates that: "If the offender is mentally ill or
is a drug addict and his condition represents a social danger, he may be
interned in a specialized medical institution until his recovery. This measure
can also be provisionally applied during penal proceedings or trial". Certain
prisoners of conscience known to Amnesty International who have been
confined to psychiatric hospitals under Article 114 of the penal code have been
charged with non-violent political offences, usually "anti-state propaganda"
or having attempted to leave the country without official permission.
Decree 12/1965 (civil procedure) states that "dangerously mentally ill" people
may be forcibly confined to psychiatric hospital or, alternatively, ordered to
undergo psychiatric treatment-free of charge-as outpatients. "Dangerously
mentally ill persons" are defined as those who "endanger their own or other
persons' lives, health or physical well-being or who may be about to commit
grave acts proscribed under penal laws" or who "repeatedly and seriously
disrupt the normal living and working conditions of other people". The
decision to confine a person to psychiatric hospital is taken by a civil court on
the basis of medical diagnosis and recommendation.

Article 4 of Decree 12/1965 also provides for "provisional confinement as a
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measure preceding confinement for medical treatment on the basis of a decision
by the procurator and, in urgent cases, by health agencies". The decision whether
to release someone from compulsory psychiatric confinement is taken by the
court, on the basis of psychiatrists' recommendations.

Amnesty International knows of various prisoners of conscience who were
already confined to psychiatric hospital before their cases came to court, on the
grounds that they were "about to "commit "grave crimes '-although as far as
Amnesty International knows, none of them had a violent record. In many cases
political considerations rather than medical criteria have been the basis for
,psychiatrists' recommendations to a court, and for the court's decision.
Psychiatric examination has reportedly consisted largely of interrogation about
the individual's attitude to socialism, political leaders and work in a socialist
society. On the basis of such an examination, dissenters have commonly been
diagnosed as suffering from "paranoia", "schizophrenia" and "oligophrenia".
To be released, prisoners of conscience have often had to make statements
renouncing their political views and in a number of cases have been obliged to
sign statements undertaking not to disclose details of their treatment.

Prisoners of conscience confined to psychiatric hospital under Decree 12/
1965 are normally committed to ordinary psychiatric hospitals, which are
administered by the health authorities. The forcibly committed inmates are not
permitted to leave. Those charged with an offence under the penal code have
been sent to the psychiatric wards of hospitals in prisons, for example to Jilava
Prison psychiatric ward, or to special psychiatric hospitals for the incurably
mentally ill and for mentally ill criminals, such as the Dr Petru Groza Hospital in
Bihor, which resembles a maximum security prison.

Prisoners of conscience have reported being made to take large doses of drugs,
often sedatives, usually plegomazin, mazeptil, haloperidol, droperidol,
meprobamate and phenobarbital. These have produced apathy, given them
headaches and caused psycho-motoric disturbances, circulatory, blood, stomach
and liver disorders, Parkinson's syndrome and acute depression. Patients who
have protested about confinement or their treatment in hospital have reportedly
been beaten by hospital staff, denied normal food rations, outdoor exercise for
periods of up to several months and contact with their families. Amnesty
International has heard that prisoners of conscience have also been given electric
shock treatment (ECT).

Prisoners of conscience have normally been separated from each other and
put in rooms with the genuinely mentally ill. In addition they have reported
generally getting poor food and often being kept in extremely insanitary
conditions, which in some cases have caused hospital epidemics. Prisoners who
have not had the money with which to obtain favours from hospital staff
have suffered particularly harsh treatment.

When released from psychiatric confinement, prisoners of conscience have
in many cases been forced to retire, or allowed only to perform manual labour.
Under Article 113 of the penal code and under the provisions of Decree 12/
1965, they are also frequently obliged to report regularly to psychiatric hospital
for "'treatment". Hospitals where prisoners of conscience are known to have
been confined include Jilava Prison Hospital, the Dr Petru Groza Hospital, the
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Dr Marinescu Number 9 Hospital in Bucharest, and hospitals in Poiana Mare,
Sighetul Marmatiei, Bistrita, Gataia, Urlati, Cimpina Voila and Constanta.

The following are some of the 40 cases reported to Amnesty International of
people who have been forcibly confined to psychiatric hospital for their non-
violent exercise of their human rights.

In March 1975, Janos T6r6k, a textile worker from Cluj and a Communist
Party member, criticized the election system for representatives to the National
Assembly at a Party meeting at his place of work. He was immediately arrested
by state security officers and is reported to have been severely beaten during
prolonged interrogation. He was subsequently confined to the Dr Petru Groza
Hospital, as dangerously insane, where he was forcibly injected with heavy
doses of plegomazin. On 3 March 1978, he was released on condition that his
wife agree to sign a document making her her husband's legal guardian on the
grounds of his alleged mental ill.health. Since then he has been under house
arrest in Cluj and may leave his home only once a month when he has to report
to a psychiatric clinic.

In 1969, Vasile Paraschiv, an employee at a petrochemical plant in Ploiesti,
was confined to the psychiatric hospital of Urlati after he had criticized work
conditions in Romania and protested at the harassment he had suffered as a
result. He immediately wcnt on hunger strike and was released after five days.
During 1976, he was confined to the psychiatric hospital of Voila Cimpina for
three weeks, where he was diagnosed as suffering from psychopathic paranoia
and persecution complex after he had appealed to Communist Party authorities
complaining abouLinjustices at work. In February 1977 he signed Paul Goma's
human rights appeal and was threatened with further psychiatric confine-
ment. At the end of 1977, he was given a passport and travelled to France,
where he publicized his treatment and underwent an independent psychiatric
examination which confirmed that he was not mentally ill. Later that year he
returned to Romania. In February 1979 he was arrested in Bucharest where he
went to announce his support for an unofficial "Free Trade Union of Romanian
Workers". :le was reportedly beaten, accused of being a membh.r of "Al Fatah",
and subsequently released. Since then he has not corresponded or communicated
with friends and relatives abroad, and it is feared that he may once again have
been forcibly confined.

Between 1972 and 1977 Gheorghe Brasoveanu was confined to psychiatric
hospital four times for periods lasting several months, after criticizing the
nature of church-state relations and violations of human rights in Romania. In
February 1979, he founded the "Free Trade Union of Romanian Workers"
together with Dr ionel Cana and a group of workers and intellectuals from
Turnu Severin and Bucharest. On 10 March 1979, both men were arrested and
were later reported to have been confined to the psychiatric section of Jilava
Prison Hospital. In June 1979 Dr Cana was sentenced to seven years' imprison-
ment (reduced to five and a half on appeal). (See page 6.)

Since 1978 Amnesty International has learned of a number of instances of
people who have publicly demonstrated or gone on hunger-strike in support
of their demand to emigrate being confined to psychiatric hospital under
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Decree 12/1965 for as long as six weeks. Such cases have included those of
Eugen Onescu, Cristian Liutiev, Gheorghe Vasiiu and Mircea Camil Panaitescu
from Bucharest, Liviu Manta from Medias, Dumitru Muresan from Bistrita
Nasaud, Daniela Bezdeanu from Ploiesti and [on lonescu from Resita. Eugen
Onescu, before being sent to psychiatric hospital, was visited at home by doctors
from the Dr Marinescu Hospital. They forcibly injected him for what they
called "psychiatric symptoms". These injections caused him severe muscular
pains and headaches for several days afterwards. The Romanian authorities have
denied that psychiatry is abused in the country for political ends and have
supplied Amnesty International with details on some of the cases cited by
the organization which, in some instances, conflict with information obtained
by Amnesty International elsewhere. However the evidence available from a
number of reliable sources is such that Amnesty International is forced to
conclude that there has been persistent abuse of psychiatry in Romania.

5. Number of Prisoners
It is not possible to estimate reliably how many prisoners of conscience are
serving sentences of imprisonment, forced labour or are confined to psychiatric
hospitals in Romania. Official statistcs on imprisonment generally are not
available; moreover, Romanian law does not recognize political prisoners as a
distinct category. Arrests, detention and convictions in political cases are only
very rarely announced publicly. Strict censorship of private correspondence
and telephone conversations effectively restricts the communication of
information on such matters; and often reprisals have been taken against those
who have spoken out about them. Amnesty International therefore believes
that the number of prisoners under adoption or investigation by the organization
represents only a fraction of the prisoners of conscience in Romania.

6. Location of Prisons
During the past decade the majority of prisoners of conscience known to
Amnesty International have served their sentences in the prisons of Timisoara,
Gherla, Aiud, Galati, Constanta, Poarta Alba, Rahova, Jilava and Vacaresti (the
last was closed in 1973). Since the amnesties of 1976 and 1977 (affecting
some 28,000 people) political prisoners adopted by Amnesty International
have not, as far as the organization knows, been detained in the notoriously
harsh underground prison of Jilava, although some have spent periods in Jilava
Prison Hospital, including its psychiatric section. A number of prisoners of
conscience have been held for interrogation in the state security detention
centre in Calea Rahovei, Bucharest.

7. Prison Conditions
Prison conditions in Romania as described by former prisoners are inadequate
and fall well below the United Nations Standard Minimum Rules for the
Treatment of Prisoners. It would appear that conditions in Aiud and Timisoara
prisons are particularly poor.
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Accommodation
Political prisoners are not recognized as a separate category and share cells with
common criminals. In some prisons it has been the practice to separate those
sentenced for attempting to leave the country illegally from other prisoners.
Cells vary greatly in size, from large rooms accommodating over 50 people in
tiered bunks, to small cells containing three or four prisoners. Inmates have
reported severe overcrowding, insanitary conditions, poor ventilation and
inadequate heating (sometimes by means of small insufficiently fuelled brick
stoves).

Work
Article 56 of the penal code states that male prisoners under 60-and female
prisoners under 55 are required to work. Prisoners who are older than this may
choose whether or not to work. Former prisoners have complained of long
working hours (up to 10 hours daily, including Saturdays), high norms and
very low pay. Some prisons have their own workshops (as at Gherla which
produces furniture and basket-work); Timisoara Prison sends convicts out to
work, mainly on building sites, or, in the case of women, to local canneries.
It has been reported that guards have often beaten prisoners who have failed
to achieve their work norms.

Exercise and Health
Fifteen minutes' exercise a day appears to be the rule, although at Gherla the
exercise period is longer and prisoners may engage in sporting activities. A
generally poor and inadequate diet, extremely deficient in meat, fresh vegetables
and fruit, combined with long working hours and often insanitary conditions
place a heavy burden on the prisoners' health. It appears that they are often
obliged to seek medical attention from doctors among their fellow.prisoners
rather than from prison medical staff, who give most of their attention to prison
personnel. Seriously ill inmates are frequently sent to Jilava Prison Hospital.

Contact with families
Prisoners are subjected to a variety of regimes. The most favourable includes
the right to send a card to their families and to receive from them a letter, f,
five-kilogram parcel and a 15-minute visit once a month.

Punishments
Punishments include deprivation of visits, letters and parcels from relatives,
solitary confinement (for up to 15 dpys) and strict isolation (for up to 10 days-
which can be extended, with the approval of the prison director and doctor,
to 20 days).

Maltreatment
Former prisoners report that the maximum permissible isolation period has in
some instances been exceeded, that prisoners placed in strict isolation have
been deprived of beds and obliged to sleep on a concrete floor with only a
blanket for covering, and have received food only every other day. There have
also been reports of prisoners being chained by the hands and feet to the cell
wall or floor for as long as 10 days. Prisoners of conscience, particularly
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religious prisoners, have been beaten by guards and by other prisoners, at the
instigation of the prison authorities. Amnesty International has received
information indicating that a number of political prisoners have been savagely
beaten during pre-trial detention, and thxt the state security police, who are
known to enlist the services of boxers from the Bucharest Dynamo sports
club, are particularly notorious in this respect.

8. Released Prisoners
Reports received by Amnesty International suggest that a number of prisoners
of conscience are in poor health when released, as a result of the privations
and hardships of prison life. They are likely to find great difficulty in getting
the jobs for which they are qualified, and so may be forced to do menial, poorly
paid work. Those who remain unemployed may be assigned to work which is
not of their choosing, far from home. Some prisoners have been obliged on
release to report regularly to the local police, and in the case of prisoners of
conscience released from psychiatric hospitals, to report regularly to a
psychiatric clinic for treatment. In addition, former prisoners of conscience
have complained of harassment and continued police surveillance.

9. Death Penalty
Under the 1969 penal code 28 crimes carry a discretionary death sentence,
with an alternative penalty of 15 to 20 years' imprisonment. Offences against
territorial integrity and national sovereignty, state security and national
defence as well as treason, espionage, particularly serious cases of homicide,
serious forms of embezzlement and misuse of public property and hijacking
aircraft with very grave consequences are all punishable by death. According to
a submission by the Romanian Government to the United Nations Human
Rights Committee in July 1978, no one has been executed solely for offences
against state property since 1963. The death penalty cannot be imposed on
people under 18 when the offence was committed, on a pregnant woman or on
the mother of a child under three when the offence was committed or
judgment pronounced. It is reported that the number of offences punishable
by death in the pending penal code has been considerably reduced, and that
this penalty will be used only in exceptional cases and as an alternative in cases
of homicide, treason, espionage and hijacking aircraft (when this has particularly
serious consequences). Reportedly it will no longer be used for economic
offences.

10. Other Violations of Human Rights
In addition to being punished by imprisonment, forced labour or confinement
in psychiatric institutions, known dissenters are liable to suffer a number of
extrajudicial forms of repression, including demotion at work and dismissal
from work. Dismissal is often the fate of those who have applied or said they
want to emigrate, and of citizens with responsible jobs in education, industry,
medicine afd administration who decline to swear an oath to serve their country
and to devote themselves to the achievement of the policies of the Communist
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Party and the State. Such people may subsequently be further punished for
"parasitism".

Young men who apply to emigrate or travel abroad are liable to find
themselves drafted into special military units which perform heary manual
labour. The children of dissenters or of parents whose political or social origin
is regarded as undesirable by the authorities may suffer educational
discrimination, in particular at university level.

Other forms of harassment and persecution include police surveillance,
repeated threatening telephone calls, mail interception, telephone tapping or
even physical assault in the street by unknown people. Repeated short-term
detention for interrogation during which the victim may be beaten or
threatened is also frequently reported. Applicants to emigrate to join spouses
abroad have been subjected to pressure to start divorce proceedings.

11. Action by Amnesty International
1) At the time of writing, Amnesty International groups have worked on behalf

of 61 adopted prisoners of conscience and nine investigation cases. Groups
have continuously publicized the cases of prisoners of conscience in Romania
and have appealed to the Romanian authorities for their release.

2) In the autumn of 1978 Amnesty International launched an international
campaign against human rights violations in Romania and published detailed
information documenting its concerns.

3) In February 1979 an Amnesty International delegation visited Romania at
the invitation of the Romanian Association for International Law and
International Relations. The delegates met the President of the Romanian
Association for International Law and International Relations, the Deputy
Minister of Justice, the Deputy Procurator General and a number of high
officials from the Ministries of Justice, the Interior and Health. There were
also meetings with religious leaders, trade union officials and official
representatives of the Hungarian and German minorities. During these talks,
the delegation explained how Amnesty International functions and discussed
its concerns in Romania. Following the visit, Amnesty International
submitted a memorandum to the Romanian Government summarizing these
talks and drawing attention to further cases of prisoners of conscience
adopted since the delegation's visit. The organization has also requested a
second mission to investigate in particular the abuse of psychiatry in the
country. At the time of writing, the Romanian authorities had not yet
responded.

4) In September 1979 Amnesty International raised the issue of abuse of
psychiatry in Romania in an oral statement to the United Nations
Sub-Commission on the Prevention of Discrimination and Pr6tection
of Minorities.

5) In 1974 Amnesty International appealed against the death sentence
imposed on Richard Szattinger who was charged with industrial espionage.
In 1975 his sentence was commuted to 18 years' imprisonment and in
1977 he was released. In September 1976 Amnesty International appealed
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against death sentences passed on Nicolae lies and Bogdan [ordanescu,
both charged with economic espionage. In November 1976 these sentences
were commuted to life imprisonment.

These papers are intended to summarize available information on political
imprisonment, torture and the death penalty in a single country or territory
governed by a specific political authority. They are designed to be concise
and factual and are written primarily for reference purposes.

Since Amnesty International is limited by its statute to act only in
specific human rights situations, reference is made to the political,
economic and social situation in each country only where this had direct
relevance to particular human rights problems. The information contained
in each paper is accurate at the time of publication.
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AMNESTY INTERNATIONAL is a worldwide movement which is independent
of any government, political grouping, ideology, economic interest or religious
creed. It plays a specific role within the overall spectrum of human rights work.
The activities of the organization focus strictly onprisoners:

- It seeks the release of men and women detaied anywhere for their beliefs,
colour, sex, ethnic origin, language or religion, provided they have not used
or advocated violence. These are termed "prisoners of conscience".

- It advocates fair and early trials for all political prisoners and works on
behalf of such persons detained without charge or without trial.

- It opposes the death penalty and torture or other cruel, inhuman or
degrading treatment or punishment of all prisoners without reservation.

AMNESTY INTERNATIONAL acts on the basis of the United Nations Universal
Declaration of Human Rights and other international instruments. Through
practical work for prisoners within its mandate, Amnesty International par-
licipates in the wider promotion and protection of human rights in the civil,
political, economic, social and cultural spheres.

AMNESTY INTERNATIONAL has over 2,000 adoption groups and national
sections in 39 countries in Africa, Asia, Europe, the Americas and the Middle
East, and individual members, subscribers and supporters in a further 86
countries. Each adoption group works on behalf of at least two prisoners of
conscience in countries other than its own. These countries are balanced
geographically and politically to ensure impartiality. Information about
prisoners and human rights violations emanates from Amnesty International's

- Research Department in London.

AMNESTY INTERNATIONAL has consultative status with the United Nations
"(ECOSOC), UNESCO and the Council of Europe, has cooperative relations
with the Inter-American Commission on Human Rights of the Organization of
American States and is a member of the Coordinating Committee of the Bureau
for the Placement and Education of African Refugees of the Organization of
African Unity.

AMNESTY INTERNATIONAL is financed by subscriptions and donations of
its worldwide membership. To safeguard the independence of the organization,
all contributions are strictly controlled by guidelines laid down by Al's
International Council and income and expenditure are made public in an annual
financial report.
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Rornanian Agents Blunder After V isiting Newsmen
By Michael Dobbs
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KOmanuL n government an mace
a major effort to .convince the West
that t is fulfilling all its obligations
under the 1975 Helsinki declaration
on security and cooperation In Europe
Which comes up for review in Madrid
later this year.

Contact between ordinary people
and foreigners is controlled more
closely in Romania than anywhere
else in the Soviet bloc. Western dip-
lomats stationed in Bucharest com-
plain that informal contacts with
Romanlan offidals have to be chan-
neled through the protocol depart-
ment of the Foreign Ministry. Invita-
tioms to funetldos are frequently ac-
cepted and than turned down at the
last minut

Several years AMe the Lfoaawan

government passed a law forbidding
foreigners from spending the night in
Romanian homes. The measure ap-
peared largely !un.

also prevented Pomanlan families
from earning extra money by renting-
out rooms to foreign tourists.

The security services, which together
with the uniformed militia form part
of the Ministry of the Interior, have
posts in every town and village in
the country. They can also count on
a network of hundreds of thousands
of informers in this Balkan nation
of 22 million people.

The* writer -Paul Goma. who
launched an appeal for greater re-
spent for human, rights in Romania,
once joked that there were oly two
people in the whole country unafraid
of the secret police: "President
Ceausesecu and myselfV Soon after
making that joke, he was detained
by the security services for a gruell-
ing month-long interrogation. He now
lives in France.

For the foreign Jouinalist, protected
by his profession, the attentions of
the Romanian secret police are an-
noying rather than frightening. They
can also be amusing as attempts by
agents to remain inconspl cous reader
them very conspicuous

In contrast to the friendly helpful-
nes of ordi Romanians, plain-
clothea polhcmn are identifiable by

thiruonosyllablc negat grunts
wben engaged-in conversion. WhBn

pursued themselves, either on foot or
by car, they tend to flee in the
opposite direction as fast as Possible.

Agents assigned to follow me re-
sorted to a variety of ruses to con-
ceal their Identities The rapid wig-
changing technique of one woman
agent was impressive as vas the sense
of devotion displayed by a male
agent during an orthodox church
service in a Moldavian village.

Some agents auceeded In, giving
themselves away by theatrical be.
havior. One flattened himself dramauti-
cally against the wall of an alloy as
I drove past. Another attempted to
hide behind a concrete ele city
pylon rather too marrow for his wide
girth A third replied with an iver.
incredulous "Who me?" in English
when accused of listening to tele-
phone cals frim the hotel reception
desk.

The most Ingenious device was ems
ployed by a male agent stationed at.
a bus stop on a deserted country
road between Alba Julia and Deva in
central Romania. In an apparent at-
tempt to prove his status as an
ordinary Romanian citiai be hitched
a lift trom a passing truck.

Followed round the corner, the
agent was seen getting out of the
truck and walking toward two watt-
ing carm Apparently psking, he
ran for the cover of a sormeob.
as his colleagues -oared off if tht e
cars to a screech of Uresw Naew of
them was everee a gi'and&ee
tem of undercov agw. waset.
out from the next town.

= .

A
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20 Rumanians Fee to the West in CropDustor Plane
oRAZ. Austra My . - Twnty

RWmmAnsAftfle~heSWfttkIa taW
eod OW Mf phn flow mdo

tooted aceae 11u today aid Iad
in an Austrian ORfl. They **d for
politicall asy andwmn ertakemtonareft.
re cm while their reQuts were pr.
Cooled.

The dmcape, from o" of Eastem Eu.
rope's most restricttve tiee, was Z.
ponedly led by an agrcultoraI onloer,

e tO aduts In the grop. which Included
two toew.ara and elt "mMr chi.
rm, were sad to have worked together

un an agprcumars enterprise near me yof Arad, 265 mfles northwest of 3Rucha.

r

S
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I.

p. ~

Austrian offtc~asid the flt sp
paried to have bee carefull plamvd
and they praised t Romamla pOM for
his sll In bringi th plans drm safe.
tr.The plane, wbh was ptO* dam-

d on Iadne wom no ot of fue
iad h pflot had to avoid hi.t4ason
wires a he cam o we was In.

TUs $Kot 2?lYerol AUre Popesc,
brot fth aircr aft n Afttooov4
propeUer-drlveo biplane wth a ru* y*l.
low and blue RwaaaM fla on Its tall, to
a land n Just none I de Astlria
after a twoor fliht from Ad. His 19

5151mWi were crammed te a spa
dMtatthe most wasd e Wthoid 14.'Ie M ' mlud of the fligt mus
have been the W," sad Wam Zach,
mamr of the vilage of Pertisten, Om
w fthe plues aded. "We noftld t
the pilt was "l back and fOrth, eae
fyin belw high voRe lises to flnd a
vgV r o ffin sace-of

Austian ftfti 'said the piane had
bem able toca ,ss om miles of Hm.
aran Ar mee without incident appar

enly by flylnglow ft ftway.
VsIW residents said e Rumanians,

& t k dificute, t them
that many In the ump were related. A
tenae In the vump sai that all mom.
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20 Rumanians Flee to the West in Crop.Dster Plane
Continued From Pae At

hers were seeld Political Asylum.
Oldest adult amon them appeared t
aboti 50.@We prepared some food for the 4

dren at the local inn," Mayor Zach a
d that all the Rumanians' lugf

fitted into the bga comprta.
the vilaes fire buck. OThey not
bad meiiebut also chamber pou
ebechldem"hesaad

Anot person was to have I
aboard the airca the Runanians i
but did rct appetr In tWme for the a
morning fight.

"None o' them had more than onej
of bam t, but %we were surprised

H f noffibad everything plann
MayorZaclsald

Resirkh Emigations Felly
A"-kl~an officials said Mr. Pop

would face unspecified Inda actlx
taklzaga Rumanian-owned airplaneea
the OouWeg Way.

Y NXI

:rTe organizers of the fli ht decided
uothir dramatic means of escape be-
cas fRumania's offcial pollyof dls.

=srati and even travel
t appears to be ma difficult for

Rumanians to gad Permission to trawl
outside Eastern Eurpethan ItIs forfism

A=ne. a . Oe L03ndm-
basedi mn righto ofics a Uty, itAMs recen report that youmg Rman
me wh o "stt pmgrt or sraeabroad were llkeby to "flWd the
drafted into special Mlitary whiO
peforni betvya Mal labOr. e

Despite theoffa restrictioms Cae
Administration officials SAY. RumIAW
does seek to grant permssion for saw
migration for the puwpose of ruxtitin

members of a family.

in =r byr ICto thet

in Eope ,dwith m
th on o mi was

from April 1IM to St 1in to

doe United States. eUsm y wasalso
said to bavsr documented $G uA~SnM
for Onto Into the Un110ed States as r%4Wa
gpuslanthsunm period.
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et t news release
304 West 5 Street . fNew York NY 10019 Tel: (212) 582-4440 Telex: 666628

EFl43NRGOFD FOR: 12 noon, Flcnday,_ CONTACT: Larry Cox
Press Officer

June 30, 1980 212/582-4440

AMNESTY INTERNATIONAL SAYS DISSENTERS FACE WIDE RANG[ OF PE1NALTIES IN ROMANIA

Amnesty International said today (Monday, June 30, 1980) that Romanian authorities deploy

a wide range of legal and extra-legal pFnalties against those who breach official limits

on political, religious and social expression.

In a 2O-pp'-, briefing on human rights issues q6rrn Innal

in Romania, citedd the use of imprisonment, "corrective labor," confinement to

psychiatric hospitals, and the inadequacy of legal safeguards. The organization also

called attention to cases of.Jbarassment, intimidation and dismissal or transfer from jobs

The country's constitution and laws restrict the freedoms of speech, press and

assembly, providing penalties for such offences as "anti-state propaganda." The number

of people imprisoned on such overtly political charges appears to have fallen in recent

years, but some dissenters have faced criminal charges -- which Amnesty International

believes to be false -- such as "parasitism" and "homosexual relations," according to

the briefing paper.

Among those who have been punished are members of an unofficial trade union,

unauthorized religious activists, would-ba emigrants and critics of government practices

affecting human rights.

One of the cases cited is that of Janos Tdrbk, a textile worker and Communist Party

member who criticized the system by which National Assembly members are elected during a

meeting in March 1975 at his place of work in Cluj. He was arrested by the Securitate

(political police) and was reported to have been severely beaten during prolonged

interrogation. He was confined to a psychiatric hospital and forcibly injected with

large doses of sedatives. Released from hospital in larch 1978, TdrdJk has been under

house arrest since then, permitted to leave his home once a month to report to a

psychiatric clinic.

He is only one of a number of dissenters who have been subjected to compulsory

psychiatric confinement, although Romanian law prescribes this only for those who are

dangerous to themselves or others, or who are judged to be about to commit serious crimes.

Members of an unofficial "Free Trade Union of lEomanian Worers," founded in Februar'

1979, have been ponalieed in various ways: Dr. lori('l Cana was sentenced in June 1979 to

five and a half years' iprisonment on charges that have not been made public. Others

have heen given shtrter terms for offences such as disseminating information abroad

(please turn over)
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(release on ROMANIA - page 2)

without official permission and "parasitism." Economist Georghe Brasoveanu was

reported to have been confined to a psychiatric hospital in March 1979 -- the fifth

timie in eight years that he has been confined after criticizing official policies.

In-August 1977, miners in the Jiu Valley went on strike in a dispute over pensions,

benefits and safety standards. Those who played prominent parts in the strike were

arrested and sent without trial to work in other districts under police surveillance.

Several sources have said that two strike leaders died shortly after the strike in

circumstances never satisfactorily investigated by police, although Romanian authorities

have denied these reports.

Georghe Rusu, an economist, applied in 1977 to emigrate to France in order to

join his wife and child there. Arrested on charges of homosexual acts, he was acquitted

by a local Bucharest court for lack of evidence, but was later sentenced to three years

in prison after the procurator appealed against the first verdict.

People who went on hunger-strikes or demonstrated in support of demands to be

allowed to emigrate have been imprisoned or confined to psychiatric hospitals; other

dissenters, however, have been harassed until they accepted passports and left the

country.

Religious dissenters who have been punished include an Orthodox priest, Father

Calciu, sentenced to 10 years' imprisonment on charges that have not been made public,

and Protestant activists sentenced on charges of causing public disturbance and

"parasitism."

An Amnesty International delegation visited Romania in February 1979, after the

organization launched a campaign the previous autumn against human rights violations in

that country. Amnesty International has requested the opportunity to send a second

mission, to investigate human rights problems and the abuse of psychiatry in particular.

- 30 -

NOTE: Copies of the Romania Briefing Paper are available from Amnesty International U.S.A

304 West 58 Street, New York, New York 10019.
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July 16, 1980

Dear Mr. Ambassador:

7he question of the renewal of Most Favored Nation status for
Rcmania is scheduled for consideration in the curing weeks and, in
preparation for that review, we wished to raise with you several
issues that are of considerable concern to us.

We are pleased to note that emigration front Romania to the
United States has been increasing over thn past five years and that
your EDbassy has generally been responsive to specific family reuni-
ficatin cases that have been brought to your attention. In that
cnection, we are enclosing a list of cases which include several
lag-standing ones that have already been sent to you but have yet to
be resolved, and several new cases, that we hope could be reviewed
and favorably considered.

Mile there has been an overall increase in the nutmer of Roanians
tuning to the United States, we are concerred about the more general

problem of worsening emigration procedures. &xcept for recent months
when there has been a slight increase over past years' low figures,
the number of Ranian Jews inmigrating to Israel has been steadily
declining. We noted with interest the recent announcement of a
complete wa.sty for the so-called Jewish "econnic criminals", wham
we hope will shortly be allowed to emigrate, wid also noted the special
agreement that had been reached lst year between your government and
several U.S. organizations. whilee we realize that one year is a brief
period in which to assess the results of that agreement, nevertheless,
a significant backlog of cases has yet to be resolved and we still
hear that procedural obstacles to emigration, hae not diminished for
those iumigrating either to Israel or the United States. Those obstacles
include: the need to apply for an application form; the need to
appear before special "People's Caumissions"; long delays and frequent
refusals before exit peissicn is granted; and harassment of emigration
applicants at their home, office or sdicool. Since Ruomania first
received Mst Favored Nation status in 1975, we hear that these
pro)ures have worsened, rather than improved. A worsening of
emigration procedures wuld seem to us to be contrary to the spirit,
if not the letter, of Section 402 of the Trade Act.

I
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IWe would greatly appreciate your oxnsideAation of these
matters and are grateful for the prorpt response ycu hav made to
our inquiries in the past.

With best wishes,

Sinourely,

Jacob K. Javits Frank Cturch
Raiking Minority rber Mainman

His Eoel lency
Nicolae Ionescu

Ankxtssador of the --
Socialist republic of RLmkvnia

niclosure
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SUMMARY OF STATEMENT BY CYRUS GILBERT ABBE BEFORE
THE INTERNATIONAL TRADE SUBCOMITTEE OF THE SENATE
FINANCE COMMITTEE, JULY, 1980

After visiting Rumania and conferring with mwerows Rumanian Jews about the
obstacles placed in the way of their emigration by the Rumanian Cover-ment I have
reached the following conclusions:

I. The Rumanian authorities are preventing Jews from emirating.
A. Tens of thousands of Rumanian Jews want to be reunited with their

failies in Israel.
B. The number of Rumanian Jews allowed to eni,-rate each year has declined

approximately BU) . from about 4,000 each year in 1973 and 1974 to an
expected total of about 800 this year.

C. The application procedure for an exit visa is tortuous, and those who
are fortunate to receive, visas often wait years before obtaining them.

D. Potential applicants are afraid to apply because of the long and burden-
some procedure and the persecution while waiting for a visa.

E. The Rumanian government has failed to honor the commitment it made to
the American Jewish community last year at the time of these hearings
that any person who wanted to emirate would be free to do so, that
applications for exit visas would be readily available and that these
applications would be processed sneditiously.

F. The applicants are aware of Amerieas concern as reflected in the
Helsinki Agreement and the trade legislation and beg your assistance.

G. Attached is a list of some Rumanian Jews waiting to emi-rate who have
contacted me asking for assistance oy the American government.

II. Congress should deny the waiver of the freedom of emigration requirements with
respect to Rumania and should deny Rumania most-favored-nation trade privileges
until concrete evidence is provided by the Rumanian government that the applica-
tion procedure has been changed completely and free emigration will be permitted.
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STATEMENT BY CYRUS GILBERT ABBE BEFORE THE
INTERNATIONAL TRADE SUBCOMMITTEE OF THE SENATE
FINANCE COMMITTEE, JULY, 1980

Based upon my visits to the Jewish Community in Rumania, extensive discussions
with Rumanian Jews who have, after -reat difficulties, been allowed to emigrate from
Rumania, and substantial correspondwex' with Jews in Rumania and their relatives all
over the world, I have the following conclusions:

1) Tens of thousands of Jews would like to emigrate to Israel.
2) Although about 4,000 Jews left for Israel each year in 1973 and 1974, less than

1,000 Jews were allowed to leave for Israel in 1979. If the current rate of
emigration for 1980 continues, only about 800 Jews will leave for Israel this
year. Thus there has been a decline from about 4,000 each year in 1973 and
1974 to about 800 in 1980, a decline of 8W.

3) The procedure to apply for an exit visa is extremely difficult and tortuous.
The request for a visa is sometimes denied or it takes years before approval
is granted. The applicant is frequently subject to harassment and persecution
during this long period without any assurance that he will ever receive the
visa, and therefore many Jews are too frightened to apply.

4) The Rumanian government has failed to honor the commitment it made to the American
Jewish community last year at the time of these hearings that any person who wanted
to emigrate would be free to do so, that applicatiomfor exit visas would be readily
available and that these applications would be processed expeditiously.

5) An extension of the waiver at this time after the enormous decline in the numoer
of Jews allowed to leave for Israel in recent years and in the face of difficulties
placed in the path of applicants for exit visas would be contrary to America's
humanitarian policy as expressed in Section 402 of the 1974 Trade Act which we
are considering today and, of course, the letter and spirit of the Helsinki Accord.

I am an attorney by profession, but I have been active in Jewish affairs for many
years and have worked as a volunteer to help Jews who-aeek to emigrate from Rumania.
During my trips to humania numerous Jews who had applied for Wn exit visa told me how
they were followed, how their phones were tapped, how they had been fired from their
jobs, etc. ;:any of those who had u1dt applied told me they wanted desperately to leave
but knew that if they applied they may immediately be fired and Light have to wait
years to receive an exit visa, should it ever be granted, without any source of income
to support them and their children. They advised me that the census figures for the
number of Jews in Rumania was erroneous because many Jews were afraid to tell the
census taker they were Jewish and some census takers discouraged Jews front calling
themselves Jewish. Jews have even been afraid and unwilling to register with the
Jewish Federation in Rumania so the total number of Jews registered with the Jewish
Federation is merely a fraction of '-ae Jewish population in Rumania. Satimates of
the number of Jews repair" "nia ranged frcm about 50,000 to 100,000 and my
best guess of the total . ob around 70,00. As mentioned above whereas approx-
imately 4,000 Jews a year were per-ittd to e..igrate to Israel in 1973 and 1974,
it appears that only about 800 Jews or 20", of the :rior number will be allowed 'o
go to Israel this year. Some of the older Jews in Rumania receive sup.ort. care and
aid from the Joint Distribution Committee supported by the United Jewish Arpeal and
and feel too old to emijrite, but the overwhelming proportion of the younger Jews and
some of the older ones are eaer to move to Israel and be reunited with their families

68-772 0-80-13
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there. Although synagogues may exist in Rumania, everyone is required to work on
Saturday so the only Jews able to attend Sabbath morning services are those who
are retired. Although kosher food and other religious observances may be maintained,
this limited form of Jorveh life does not compare with the full Jevish existence
available in Israel, and the Rumanian Jews long to join their families in Israel.
There are now about 300,000 Rumanian Jews living in Israel, most having left Rumana
just after the end of World War II, so those left in Rumania frequently have almost
their entire family in Israel.

Athough most of the estimated 70,000 Jews in Rumania want to emigrate, a complex
and tortuous applicationprocedure for an exit visa has been instituted by the Rumanian
government not only to delay seriously and unnecessarily the length of time an a;,pli-
cant must wait for an exit visa but also to intimidate, frighten and discourage Jews
from askin for exit visas. Until a couple of years ago a person wishing to emigrate
completed a large aLplication form and then would wait many months cr years for a
respose. A couple of years ago the Rumanian government instituted a new procedure
whereby the applicant oust first complete a brief preliminary request form. Only if
this is approved does he receive the large application form. (Jews in Bucharest sus-
pect the reason for the change is so that when a member of Congress asks about an
individual seeking to eigrate, the Rumanian Ambassador can say he hasn't even applied
to leave when in reality the government has rejected his preliminary request and re-
fused to give him an application fort.) After the applicant submits the preliminary
request a delay of several Lnths normally follows and then he is siumoned to a meet-
in at the People's Courcil in the area where he works. There he is frequently humi-
liated and advised to withdraw his request. If he refuses, he is often threatened and
told orally that he will not be permitted to leave. After several more months of
waiting he will usually receive a formal written rejection of his request. He then
begin to submit complaints with the hope that the decision will be reversed. It may
never be reversed, or sometimes after a short or long period of waiting his complaint
is recognized and he is given the application form. After he completes and eubmits
the application form he continues to wait with no assurance of approval. In spite of
criticism by Congressmen of this intimidating application procedure, the Rumanian
government decided last year instead of easing the procedure to make it even worse.
Before the applicant could even receive the preliminary request form he must first
place his name on a list. Then at a later time he would be sumoned to a meeting with
the authorities who would determine if he should be given the preliminary request form.
Imalne nov a procedure where (1) an applicant must place hic name on a list, wait and
then appear before the authorities to ask for a preliminary request form, then (2) if,
after waiting for a response, he is one of those who is given the preliminary request
form, he will have to wait aain after he has submitted it and then appear before the
People's Council to determine if he should be given the application form, then (3) if,
after waiting for a response, he is one of those wh., is given the application form, he
will after submitting the application form have to wait once again for the government's
response, then (4) if his ai-plication form is approved he will have to obtain and sub-
mit to the gvernment dozens of documents regarding his home, his job, etc., then (5)
if those documents are all in order his exit visa will finally be granted. At all
of these steps applicants are rejected, but since an applicant has already announced
his desire to evtigr..te from ths beginning of this tortuous iroceding he is frequently
subjected during thiq lonZ period of tte to harassment and persecution such as being
followed, having his phone tapped and eing fired from his job so that he is obliged
to remain in Rumania but has no source of income. Is there any doubt in the face of
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this procedure that the Rumanian government has decided to violate the terms of the
Helsinki Accord and the provisions of the Jackson-Vanik amendment and to disregard the
repeated requests of Congresmen for an easing of the Rumanian application procedure?
Can anyone doubt that this pro' edure and the accompanying persecution make many Jews
who want to leave too frightened to take the first step and put their names on the
list for the exit visa?

A.- xa-plea of the refusal of the Rumanian government to grant exit visasand the
harassment of ap-licants please consider the situations of (a) the .oraru family who
firt a-plied for exit visas to join their faily in Israel in January 1977 and have
been refused such permission foAr times already without any reasons given, (b) Gheorghe
and Ileana Rafael-Stefanescu, two physicians who applied to emigrate in 1977 and were
both then fired from their jobs and their applications rejected (c) Sergiu and Ruxandra
Ratescu who, after requesting permission to go to Israel since 1970, were finally told
in 1977 that their passports were ready, but after completing their preparations to
emi-rate and leaving their jobs wero told it was all a mistake and they could not
emigrate, and (d) Anna Blum and Viorica Wexler who were convicted ir. anti-semitic
trials hold about 20 years ago in Rumania in which all the defendants were Jews, the
defendants were held incommunicado for over a 3ear without being able to see any family
or friends or confer with an attorney, the trials were held in secret without any of
the procedures B-f due process, they were imprisoned for many years, they are 3till
required to pay huge fines and they are prevented from emigrating to Israel.

Last year at the time of these hearings the Rumanian government assured and a3reed
with the American Jewish community that (a) any person who wanted to emigrate would be
free to do so, (b) that aplications for exit visas would be readily available and (c)
that these a-plication.s would be processed expeditiously. Unfortunately, however, the
Rumanian government has failed to honor these three commitments, and many Jews who
advised the Jewish Federation in Rumania last year that they had applied months and
even years earlier and had been waiting so very long for exit visas are still in
Rumania today, one year later.

I am proud as an American of our g-overnment's concern for human rigts around the
world, for free emigration, for reunification of families. But how shallow our uords
must aipear when year after year desa.ite the constant expression of concern by this
Committee and other Congressmen the Rumanian government decreaca the number of Jews
allowed to join their families in Israel and continuesan application procedure which
is tortuous and intimidating. With emigration of Rumanian Jews to Israel down by
about 80% ar the application procedure a terrifyin; example of Rumania's disregard
for the principle of frie e=igration it is time to deny the waiver of the freedom
oflemigration requirements with respect to Rumania. It is time to deny most-favored-
nation trade privileges to Rumania until c te evidence is provided by the Rumanian
government that the application procedure has been changed completely and free emigra-
tion will be permitted. Rumnia's stron; desire for trade with America will encourage
her to change her emigration policies quickly, and the Jackson-Vanik Amendment will
have effectively assisted numerous individuals to live free from persecution and to
to be reunited with their families.
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May 27th, 1980

RUMANIAN J3WS SEEKING TO IM2IIATE

1. lsrall and Tlis Abramovici
(and their daughter Rodica Biegel,
son-in-law George Biegel and
grandson Daniel Blegel)

Presei Str. No. 5
Ap. 21/B
Seltor 1
Bucharest, Rumania

2. Anna Blum
52 Popa Soare St.
Bucharest, Rumaria

3. lon and Rir.a-Dina Buraga
(and her son Marion Spiter)

Ste;'an cel Mare
Blood A 5
PasoanL, Rumania

4. Dan*Alexandru and Rodics Chicu
Str. 13 Decembrie No. 1
Sector 1
Bucharest 70116, Rumania

5. Serioja Constantin and his trother Iuri Constantin
Bu. Republicu 48
Bucharest 70034, Rumania

6. Harry and Zina Copolovioi
(and their daughter Manuela)

23 August Street No. 38
B 14, Intr. B, et 1
Jae, Rumania

7. Louis and Paula Enescu
(and their daughter ZLzL Mihaela Sobaru
and son-in-law Gheorghe Sobaru)

Intr. Ion Sulea No. 40
Bl. l, so. 3, et. 3, ap 42
Sector 3
Bucharest 74712, Rumania
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Rumanian Jews Seeking to Emigrate
May 27, 1980 (2)

8. Stefan and Eva Feldman
(and their son Peter and Eva's mother Hirsohl Rozalia)

3-5 Moceanu Street
Sector 1
Bucharest, Rumania

9. Mircea and Elena Fenesan
Str. BalcesCu 1
CluJ, Rumrnia

10. Eugen Fundulea
St. N. Baloescu 55
BI. 8, ap. 36
Buzau, Rimania

11. Silviu end Monica Orunberg
Cartier Cornisa
BL. Turn 6, et. 1, ap. 7, sC. B
Baoau, Rumania

12. Ilie and Carla Istrate
(and their sons Dan and Andi)

Str. Odobesti No. 4
SC. 3 ap. 44
Bucharest, Rumania

13. Avram and Iulia Iticzon
(and their daughter Paula Croitoru and
son-in-law Marcel Croitoru and
grandsons Iosif and Sorin Croitoru,
and their daughter Mariana Outman
and son-in-law Bruno Outman and
grandson Eduard Gutman)

21 Suciava Street
Birlad
Vaslui Region
Rumania

14. Oheorghe Izsak and his brother Andrei-Stefan Izsak
Napoca 27
Cluj-Napoca
Rumania

'-N
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15. Ema Leibovic
Str. Mihal Viteazu No. 14
Suceava, Rumania

16. Herman Leizerovioi
Str. Unirli No. 7A
Bl. 53 ap. 1
Botosani, Rumania

17. Alexandru and Liliana Mararu
Poenaru Bordea No. 6
Ap. 9
Sector 5
Bucharest 70502, Ruman

18. Island Ostteld
13 N. Baloescu Street [
Vatra Domnei, Rumania

19. Gheorghe and Illeanu Rafael-Stefanescu
(end their two sons)

114 Aleea Vergulin St.
Bucharest, Rumania

20. Sergiu and Ruxandra Ratesou
(and their son Sebastian)

Str. Liviu Rebreanu no. 7
B1. 51, st. 8, ap. 123
Sector 4
Bucharest, Rumania

Sergiuls mother also wants to emigrate
Jeana Ratescu
B.-dul Munol no. 94
BI. l/B, et. 1, ap. 3
Sector 3
Bucharest, Rumania

21. Roberto Rimnloeanu
Str. Judetului 15
B1. 17, Sc. 4, et. 8 ap. 136
Sector 2
Bucharest, Rumania
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22. Miroea and Margareta Ruse
(and their daughter lonica and their son Dormt Ruse,
Dorn's wife Doina, and Dorn's son Christian)

28 Racaol Street
CluJ, Rumania

23. Simon and Renee Sfarti
(and their children Adrian and Gabrielle)

Str. Batiste No.5
It. 5, ap. 12B
Sector 1
Bucharest 70131, Rumania

24. Petru and Gheorghina Szasz
(and their daughter Freya)

Str. Aleea Pantelimon No. 18
BI. B3, so. A, at. 3, ap. 38
Sector 3
Cod 73526 Bucharest, Rumania

25. Eugen Teszler
Str Cusbuc 4
It. 6. ap.22
Bucharest, Rumania

26. Peter and Clara Vertes
Valea Argesulul Street No. 11
Bi. A 6, ap. 21
Sector 7
Buohare st, Rumania

27. Viorica Wexler
Bolinteano 2
Sector 4
Bucharest, Rumania
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Marmor Maria
60/55 Hanita Str.
Haifa, Neve-Shaanan
Israel
January 24, 1979

Dear Sir:

The undersigned, Maria Marmor (born Rafael), herewith requests
your help in the immigration problem of my only brother.

My brother, Dr. Rafael - Stefanescu Gheorghe, is living in
114 Alesa Vergulin St., Bucharest, Romania, with his wife and
two sons. He has registered to immigrate to Isreal about 18
months ago, naturally together with his above mentioned
members of his family. The request has been refused, and both,
he a M.D. for internal diseases, she a M.D. gynecologist,
were dismissed from their jobs for good. He was his professor's
senior assistant at the prestigious Cantacuzino Hospital in
Bucharest.

In order to earn their living, my brother has no choice but to
work by day as a sports-doctor of a sports club and by night he
is being on duty on ambulances. His wife, Dr. Ileana Stefanescu,
lost her position also and has taken up a sewing job to help
ends meet.

These problems are well known to you. I would only like to add
to more circumstances that shed a tragic light on my brother's
unhappy fate.

After the Second-World-War he was expelled from Communist
Romania's medical facilities because of his middle-class Jewish
origin. His parents died shortly, and as an orphan he supported
himself working as a nurse. Only many years afterwards could he
attend university again, but was obliged to register sa freshman,
notwithstanding his earlier studies. Nevertheless, due to his
single-mindedness and perseverance, he became not only a M.D., but
the assistant of a well-known professor in a well-known hospital
of the Romanian capital. Registering for immigration to Israel
put an abrupt end to his promising career.

Consequently, I desperately request your help in urging and
facilitating a positive reply of the Romanian authorities for
my brother and his family.

Thanking you in advance for your help, please let us have as
early as possible your information about the possibilities
in this matter.

Yours faithfully,

Marmor Maria
Haifa-Israel
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2/12/80
Chicago

Dear Sir:

Before 1 left Romania, a couple of months ago, I got married
tV. the boy I was enSaced to for fiv., years. On December 6, 1979 he
made the first applications to get 'iie exit visa, to leave the
country, to .ve together with me. !.$ husband teaches in a high
school, and he was told he's not go-d for t.e education It he wants
t- leave the country. Can you imaGne what they tried to do to him?
They wanted ,.. take him obligatory into the avrmy.for two years. I
d1J not receive any correspondence from him, because they stop It.
I'm ver. afraid of this whole situation, I'm afraid of what can happen
tc him just because that he wants to live together with his wife
and because we are Jewish. Please, help us. Do everything what
you can. Here is his name, birthdate and address:

Roberto Rimniceanu-born in Buchare3t, Novecber 4, 1955.

Str. Judetului 15
Bi. 17, Sc, 4. et. 8 ap. 136
Sector 2
Buchare.t, Rumania

Since. ely,

Florentina Rinniceanu
(312) 281 - 3o64
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3 ay 1980

Dear Sir:

I apply to you to help my sister and her husband to leave
Romania. They applieA for a visa in July 1979, and in April
19O they received a negative answe-. She was dismissed from
her work. (She was a teacher)

Theii, name and address:

Peter and Clara Vertes
Valea Argesului Str. Nr. 11
Bloc A 6 ap. 21
Sector 7
Romania

¥Y name and address:

Francis Waldwann
Rehov Mivtra Jonaten 16/13
Cfar Sava, Israel

I do not have a telephone.

Thank you for your help.

Yours sincerely,

Francis Waldmann
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Haifa, October 24, 1979

Dear Sir,

My name is Gabur Ena-Ita and I lived since 1976 in Israel-Haifa.
I am facing you wit:. the request to ,lve,as far as possible, the
difficulties my nephew (my sister's son) was and is still facing 4nce
he requested the emigration visa for Israel.

I'll give you all the details I know about my nephew. His name is
OSTFELD IOLAND and he lives in Vatra DorneIl3, N. Balcescu Street - Romania,
Phone number 70684. He is 26 years old and graduated Electronics in Bucharest
in 1977. At present he is working in Satu-Mare, city of Romania, as an
electronical engineer.

Ostfeld Ioland first requested emigration visa in August 1u78 and
received a negative answer from the Government in about a month's time.
Since August 1978 until now he requested the visa for four times and each
time he received a negative answer. He is very Unhappy and disappointed
because he dreamed to leave for Israel which he loves very much and to
work among the young and free Israelis since he was a teen-ager. Although
he obtained fine results in his studies and hoped in a successful career,
he wasn't given any responsibilities ever since he applied for the first
time to the Romanian authorities. He works ini an unpleasant atmosphere
of suspicion on the part of his boss ant fellows. He is always afraid
of losing his job and is forced to bear persecutions there every day.

According to what we have learned from many sources we know that
you are making every effort and don't spare any way to solve the request
for emigration visas from dictatorial,conmunist countries to the free world,
no matter if it is Israel or another country. Taking in view all these
facts, we hope that you'll take into consideration our request and that
you'll help by any means a young man whose only aim is liberty in his own
homeland.

Sincerely yours,

Gabur Ena-Ita
47/38 Saadia Paz Street
Shar Halya
Haifa
Israel
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354 South Arden Blvd
Los Angoles, CA 90020
June 25,% 1979

Dear Sir:

I am vwriting on behalf of Alexandru and Liliana Moraru, who
live at Poenaru Bordea No. 6, apt 9, Sector 5, Bueharest 70502,
Rumania.

They first applied for exit visa to join their relatives
in Israel in January 1977, and have now receive their fourth
refusal for no reason.

Is their any help you can furnish? Their human rights are
being denied oven though Ruwania received "l. ont Favored Nation"
Status in our country.

Please advise. -
Very sincerely,

Mrs Dorothy S Gould

General Information

l-Aiexand*u .orara, tqe 29 (uanb.nd)
Poent-ri lsorac:n No. 6, apt 9, secL. 5
Buohurcht '10502, ifU, CWt-ii

Lilictna 1.1.oramu, n o20 (wife)
(,a,,ro a ,"i)

2-Alexarilrn lora'it if; on El.oCtrinal. Vlngincor
Lilivnz l'raiw 1au: u It -tor oa' Artr (Film)

- 3-Alexti. .u.n current job En,,iincwr at Electro-
t]toiicCo 0, b:1,Ili'e1t

4-Al.x e'iu' rn fir-t rqcquc-n; wri'. Jamrjitry 1977.I, urv'. f.il ,] iO: t iou W,'. 0! ub,.i t t.
]~i~'"o " ,"iv,: tW'L'Ls rUu,-Vi vcdtl for no ruttr5u,.

5-Alox cr ..u 1, houl no puOnilion alvmaicemv.tct a punishIinutnt,
thoourih h LE) wa ill€- JI. I oI u i', ,nev*,'ul.

6.l(:]d~v(:; :uI':. if('] ,vvo

Josl O ,, : , I t:l .. '' i i ,. "'',

I, I. " { 1 . , , 1-t ., J v , .1 . . '
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Gabriel Sonnenfeld
9A Bastille Str.
Haifa
Israel

Dear Sir:

I know your record of helping people in realizing their basic
right of free imrp, ration to Israel. The knowledge that you have a
great deal of infl.ence and moral interest with the problems of human
rigitsespecially with those pertaining to aliyah, motivates this appeal
for help.

Behind the Iron Curtain lives a person wishing and trying for
the last year t, migratee to Israel. Although there is a set standard
procedure which ci.ables Jews to see their religious and political freedom
via immigration to Israel, in this particular case during the period of
one year, five consecutive applications were processed by standard beauro-
cratic means - all unfortunately to no avail. The subject of this letter is:

Name: Erna Leibovic
Address: Str. Mihai Viteazu Nr. 14, Suceava, RSR (Rumania)

Tel. (987) 15642
Born: March 18th 1952
Profession: Dental Laboratory Technician
Employed at: People's Polyclinic, Suceava
History of applications: Six consecutive applications with five negative

answers
Marital Status: Single
Family Status: Pensioner parents in Rumania
Relative: Uncle, Max Schnarch, Rehov Ytziat Europa 11/12, Haifa, Israel

Tel. (04) 529421

f have ur.tten th>- letter in the hope of receiving your assistance in
helping hrna achieve a new way of life she is dreaming about and living for.
She has but one wish, to immigrate here. She truly cannot see any future con-
tinuing her depressed and smothered lifestyle available in Rumania.

I want to express my utmost gratitude for any and all help pertaining
to this matter of great importance and personal distress. This is because
Erna is my Fiancee.

Respectfully Yours,

Gabriel Sonnenfeld
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the 8th Ootober 1978

Dear Sir,

I am writing this lettr to you ";ith the ,reatest hope that you

have the :os-.;ijlity ,nd abili 'y to helo me.

I come to you on beha3: of my ne..hew-.,, the son of my beloved dead

brother, who made many a renuests to leave ,ounania definitively and

come 6o Israel. One ot hic ai,. is to be -ith me, who am an old mun; ill,

and care for me. As I have no children, my deepest wish is to adopt him

in order not to be alone and that someone of my blood be with me.
Ky ne- hew is •

Xl.A:iJCU 3.<GI= , sort of my dead brother David, 32 years old, profession
arhi" .ot. Ai't. r w:orki- ac -. t-a-.hcr at the School of Arhitecture,
as a jaint.- at the hLm of A. ,1A, Ducharest, and also as
assistant at the Facult:- of Arhitecture, he is now - as s result
of his request to emigrate to Israel - em; loyed as an unimportant
architect in a small firm with a very lot; salary, barely enough
for a living. He is married to

. -AP U AUXAD - born Vlad, aCe 30, profession in-lish and German
teacher. As L result of her reouest to leave .oumaniag beeine
still a student, she was ex-elled from the last year of her
university studies. In order to complete her studies, she had to
withdraw. her ronuest for a passport. ihen she finished her degree,
they applied z.ain for the nassport.

They have a con

.1AT-'jCU SZ&A4TIA -u years old, and their address is t

Bucharest, Sector 4, Str.Liviu Rebreanu no.7
Bloc 51, floor 8, a.art.123
Tele; hone nui..ber 1 47-27-23.

All the above have requested a I.assport to leave for Israel in 1970.
They have sent numerous reminders, but all the replies were negative.
One of their reminders no.35294 was sent to the M.inistry on April 6, 1976.
Onother one no.2867 dated A:.ril 5, 1976, was sent to the Department of
State. In one of the negative replies they received, was stated that they
do not go over requests that have once been turned down.

A year aGo, in 1977, they receive- an announcement fro., the
Ministry that they have the passports ready. The number of the passports
were 1

Sergiu AFC 8026 Ruxan.ra M-FC 527
T2W38525638

After they Had completed their preparations and also resigned from

their services, they were inforxied that all the matter concerning their

continued 2.
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passports was a mistake. As a favour he wr.s accept ted back to his
previous job - in that unimportant small firm, - but was also laughed
at that he will finish working as a street oweeper if he again applies
for a passp'ort, His salary is very lov: anA it is barely enough for a
living* His viife is in the same joeition. The family is always
threatened not to alil 1$ again for a passport. They suffer enormously
both economically and emotionally. Ny nephew suffers deel.ly because
of the emotional strain he is under all the times

There is also a problem iith my sister-in-law, the widow

of my beloved brother and mother of my nephew Sereiu i

RATZSCU JWMIA, age 61, proiussion pharmacist, retired. Address i

Buoharest, Sector 3,
B-dul Nuncii no.94, Bloc 1/B, 1st floor, ai,.3
Telephone number 1 21-80-05

She lost her husband - L.J brother David - who became very ill and had
an Infarotus of whioh he died, as a result of their sufferings. She
also wants badly to come to Israel, but she cannot and does not want
to emigrate v:ithout her son, daughter-in-law and small ne hew Sebastian
aged 5.

I personn,'ly am an retired pharmacist, 72 years old,
living in letach Tikva, 49465, Rehov Itzhak Sade 34/B, Israel.
My tblephone number is 1 92-89-34.

I am a close relative to the aboves.
Besides my sister-in-law Ratescu Jeana, has also a sister t

ARNON F{ARUT who lives in Carmiel, with her daughter and family,
address t Carmil, 16/B Hagalil Street, apart.22.

I beg you to intervene for my relatives, whose only

crime ic their lonein; to come to their homeland - Israel, to live

here as free people together with heir family.

With many thanks,

Yours faithfully

Itzhak Sade Street 34/B
49465 letach Tikva
Israel
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July 21, 1980

STATEMENT

OF

The Very Rev. Florian M. Galdau, Chairman of the American
Romanian Committee for Assistance to Refugees (ARCAR)
Before the Subcommittee on International Trade of the
Committee on Finance, United States Senate.

Mr. Chairman and Honorable Members of the Committee:

Thank you for the privilege and honor to once more appear

before you today. I am Father Florian M. Galdau, rector of

The St. Dumitru Romanian Orthodox Church of New York and

chairman of The American Romanian Committee for Assistance

to Refugees (ARCAR). I am a U. S. citizen and a native of

Romania.

Concerning The Trade Pact of 1974 which stipulates free

emigration and visits abroad by Romanian citizens, we

respectfully submit that the Romanian Government has not

honored these provisions. The following cases are the best

proof of our statement:

The Communist Party of Romania is as eager as ever to deny

passports and exit visas to any citizen, Jew or gentile,

using such sadistic means as arrest and torture and other

forms of intimidation to stop people from leaving the country.
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For example, Mr. Herman Bicbman, a Jew, and his wife, Eliza,

a gentile, of Ales Obcina - MIca #1, bloc 2, etaj. 3, apt. 19,

Buobarest, sect. 7 were denied vises three times during the

past three years to visit their only daughter, Miss Elena

Csragiu (Care), a permanent resident, of 15 Vermilyes Ave.

apt. 3, New York, New York 10034. No reason was given.
che

Another example, Mr. AngbelsTesu, 70 years, and his wife,

Ioans, 59, of Str. Intrares Alpinistilor #9, Buobarest, Sect.8,

bave been denied exi" papers for the lost 7 years. They-are

parents of Mrs. Mina Winters, a permanent U.S. resident who

is married to a native U.S. citizen end will become a citizen

this year.

Another example is Mr. Astiliu Alexandru, his wife, Olga and

son, Robert, of Str. Tincani #8, bloc 18, Etsj 9, apt. 56, Bucharest,

who is the brother of Mrs. Angela Balaneanu, a U.S. citizen of

186 Spring Oakes Drive, Wood Dale, Ill. 61911. INS has approved

this family to emigrate to the U.S. two years ego but the Romanien

Government has refused them exit papers.

A cane just as striking as the above is that of a five years old

boy, Bogdan, Radu.Serbu, of Str. Lanei #13A, 2400 Sibiu, Romania.

He is in the care of bis grandparents. His parents, Mr. and Mrs.

Radu and Mariana Serbu, of 9823 Lake Avenue, #405, Cleveland,

Ohio 44102 have been promised by the Romanian Embassy in

68-772 0-80--14
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Washington that their child would join them here shortly.

Two years have passed since. The most prominent Communist

in Romania after Ceausescu, a Party official from Transylvania,

bas written to the parents they would never see their cbild

again unless they return to Romania. We can produce copies

of this letter.

The above are only a few cases which prove that the Communist

Party of Romania does not intend to change its emigration

policies inspire of the agreements signed by President

Ceausescu.

It is true that during 1979 The Romanian government has issued

exit papers for a number of Romanians who wanted to rejoin

their families here and in other countries, albeit not without

repeated demonstrations and hunger strikes here, in Canada,

West Germany and elsewhere.

Our Committee, however, wants to prove that there is no change

in the heart and spirit of the Romanian Government toward

emigration. The same holds true in their attitude toward U.S.

citizens of Romanian origin.

RELIGIOUS FR!EDOM. There is neither Religious nor Political

freedom in Romania. For example, the Romanian Orthodox priest

Fr. Gheorghe Caloiu-Dumitreesa was arrested on March 10, 19"9,

beaten aid tortured so that his wife could not recognize him

and refused medical treatment. He was sentenced to ten years
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of bard labor. He is now in the infamous prison ctAiud for saying

in one of his sermons that "Communist ideology is depressing and

should be rejected by anyone believing in Christ., There are many

other professionals and intellectuals who share the same prison

life for their Faith in God. For example: Gheorge Braooveanu, an

adventist, in the prison of Galati; Dr.Ion Can ,K.D. in the same

prison; Adventists:Gheorghe Alexandru, ?ircea Dragomir;Lucian

Bistriceanu, Petre Angheluq, and Viroel Ardeleanu have been

sentenced from six months to several years for expressing their
are

Cbristica Faith. There7many other people who are persecuted for

their Christian beleifs; but their names are not yet available to

our Committee. Our Committee,howeverpossesses many peremptory proofs

of other more subtle mesures taken by the Communist Government of

Romania against Religion,which will take too much time to be presented

here.

For these reasons we feel that in all conscience we can not favor

extention of the Trade Act of 1974 between United States of America

and the Socialist Republic of Romania.

Thank you I

Respectfully,

The Very ev. Fr.Plorian M.Galdau
Chairman

New YorkN.Y. July 21,1980
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Senator RIBICOFF. Mr. Warren Eisenberg, accompanied by Mr.
George Spectre.

You may proceed, sir.

STATEMENT OF WARREN EISENBERG, DIRECTOR, B'NAI B'RITH
INTERNATIONAL COUNCIL, ON BEHALF OF THE CONFER-
ENCE OF PRESIDENTS OF MAJOR JEWISH ORGANIZATIONS,
ACCOMPANIED BY GEORGE SPECTRE, ASSOCIATE DIRECTOR
Mr. EISENBERG. Mr. Chairman, we want to thank you for the

opportunity to appear, and regret that our president, Jack Spitzer,
of B'nai B'rith, is not able to be here today on behalf of the
President's Conference of Major Jewish Organizations.

I just want to briefly summarize our testimony and our concerns.
We are here to testify in favor of renewal of most-favored-nation
treaty status for Romania because we believe it is in the best
interest of the United States. We also believe it is in the best
interest of continuing emigration of Jews from Romania.

Mr. Spitzer and other representatives from the President's Con-
ference negotiated last year with the Romanian Government and
worked out procedures for monitoring the emigration of Jews.

We see since that time that there has been some increase in
numbers of departures, but I think every witness has testified so
far as to a disparity that exists between the number of approvals
granted and the actual number of individuals departing from
Romania.

We have met with officials-I have, my associate, George Spec-
tre, has. We have received assurances that specific cases would be
solved, but we continue to be perplexed and disturbed over the
existence of this backlog which counselor Ridgway pointed out was
700 or 800 cases. We find that many of the bureaucratic explana-
tions of families waiting for the end of school year don't really
make sense when you look at the figures.

I think this is an area that is of concern to us. The Jewish
groups, the Senate itself, the State Department really have to
concentrate on looking at not only whether the procedures are
working, but how we eliminate this backlog, which would satisfy
the basic tenets of the Jackson-Vanik amendment.

Senator RIBICOFF. I would appreciate it if you would send to
Senator Dole and myself some recommendations of how to change
these procedures so they wouldn't be working against emigration.
What do you think the State Department should be aiming for?
What do you think the Romanian Government should be doing to
change their procedures? Are they reasonable? Are they unreason-
able?

I think both Senator Dole and I would like to receive your
recommendations, and then we will forward them on to the State
Department for continued discussion. It would seem to me that
such a long time has elapsed that between now and next year at
this time, they should be able to straighten that out, if they would
work at it.

You know, we would like to get your recommendations. The
State Department says they don t know. Well, you people have
been working with it. And that goes for Mr. Galdau, too. If you
have some recommendations as to procedures, or anyone else, send
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them to us, and I assure you that Senator Dole and I will join
together in urging some really serious negotiations between our
Embassy in Bucharest and the Romanians to try to straighten this
out.

Mr. EISENBERG. We will try to do that, Senator.
I think one of the problems may not only be the procedures. It

may be general atmosphere under which the applications are
made. The agreement reached by the Jewish organizations was an
attempt to deal with that, and to some extent, as I have said, we
have seen an increase in the numbers, and we can supply you with
some numbers.

You raised the question of how many Jews, for example, were in
the number of emigrants to the United States. We don't have exact
figures, but HIAS, the Hebrew Immigration Aid Society, does pro-
vide figures, and for instance, in 1980, we see that between Janu-
ary and June, 50 came over, and in 1979 56 came over for the
whole year.

Senator RIBICOFF. If those figures were correct--
Mr. EI5ENBERG. Yes, and we are assuming that if they are Jewish

and they admit to being Jewish, that they would go to HIAS if they
came to the United States. Now, that may not fully be--

Senator RIBICOFF. If they had relatives or they had other special
close friends, then they wouldn't necessarily go to HIAS. They
usually go to HIAS when they need help. Right?

Mr. EISENBERG. Right.
Senator RIBICOFF. So that wouldn't be an accurate barometer.
Mr. EISENBERG. Not totally, but I think it might give you some

sense.
Senator RIBICOFF. Yes, a general idea.
Mr. EISENBERG. The other thing was, I think there were ques-

tions raised as to actual population. When Mr. Spitzer returned
frQm Bucharest, he brought back census figures provided by the
Government which showed about 34,000 to 35,000 Jews divided 50
percent between Bucharest and the outlying areas, very high per-
centage of those, 52 percent, were over 60, and there is an assump-
tion that many of those would not want to leave.

On the other hand, I think there is a recognition, too, that it is a
matter of convenience, that there would be many people in Roma-
nia who would not want to associate or admit to being Jewish, that
it would be easier not to be, except if they felt there was some
loosening of the situation, and that would also relate to the figures
we would see in people applying for emigration.

My assumption is, if it were a completely open situation, the
figures would rise. On the other hand, we don't believe that every
Jew in Romania at this point is looking to emigrate, that many of
these people plan to stay.

I think we do have to look at what changes, and we will take
your question and try to come up with specific recommendations.

Senator RIBICOFF. Thank you.
Senator Dole?
Senator DoLE. I have no questions.
[The prepared statement and attachment of Mr. Spitzer follow:]
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STATV rT OF HR. JACK J. SPITZEu ON WHAIX Of
TIM COVK=CK OF PRSI=DNTS OF MAJOR AIERXCAN JESIS OROANIZATIOMS

TO TIM SENATE INTERNATIONAL TRADE SUBCOMITT1E
JULY 1980

Hr. Chairman:

I am grateful for this opportunity to state the position of the Conference of
Presidents of Major American Jewish Organizations, an umbrella organization made up
of 33 constituent bodies.

I am President of B'nai B'rith International, a constituent group within the
Conference of Presidents, whose membership numbers a half million men and women in
the United States and 41 other countries.

Since Romania won most-favored-nation trade status with the United States five years
ago, the volume of U.S.-Romanian trade has grown dramatically and now runs over a
billion dollars a year in Imports and exports. However, during most of this periods
the volume of persons emigrating -- a condition of most-favored-nation status under
Section 402 of the Trade Reform Act -- has shown the opposite tendency.

When Congress first granted most-favored-nation status to Romania in Iid-1975, it
accepted the advice of the State Department to dispense with the formal assurances
called for in Section 402 and judge Romania not by its words but by its actual
performance. Ironically, that performance worsened once Romanis achieved N.

Jewish emigration to Israel slid from 3,729 in 1974 -- the last full year before
MYN -- to 2,372 in 1975, 1,982 in 1976, 1,347 in 1977, and 1,141 in 1978. During the
first six months of 1979, the already meager 1978 rate was cut in half.

Admittedly, part of that decline could be attributed to the shrinking base for
emigration. According to a recent census prepared by Romanian Chief Rabbi Hoohe
Rosen, only about 35,000 Jews remain out of a post-war comnuaity of more than
400,000, 52 percent of whom are over 60 years of age.

But we were convinced that the decline also had something to do with the governments
policy of discouraging emigration through a variety of means. Therefore, though
there were other comendable aspects of Romanian policy -- its increasingly
independent foreign policy, its efforts to cultivate good relations with the U.S. and
bther Western countries, its unique position in the Comounist bloc s the only
country maintaining friendly and productive relations with Israel, its helpful role
in bringing Israel and Egypt to the negotiating table, the many religious, cultural
and communal freedom it extends to the Jewish community -- the Conference of
Presidents was reluctant to endorse another extension of most-favored-nation last
year In view of this steadily deteriorating emiration picture.

However, the Romanian government was willing to consider our suggestions for
Improving its migration performance. Last June the Conference of Presidents entered
into intensive negotiations with representatives of the Romanian government and
reached an agreement -- encouraged and endorsed by the U.S. government itself -- which
we hoped would result not only in greater numbers of Jews leawvLn Romania, but also a
way of monitoring the applications in process to discourage unreasonable or arbitrary
delays in approving them.

The emigration rate quickened after the agreement, and instead of the year ending
disasterously -- as it had begun -- the total number for the year was only slightly
below what it was in 1978.
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This past January, I had the opportunity to visit Romania for an on-site inspection
of how the agreement was working. I was accompanied by Alfred Hoses, a Vice President
of the American Jewish Coinittee and now a senior advisor to the ?resident of the
United States. We were there as representatives of the Conference of Presidents and
at the suggestion of Chairman Vanik of the House Trade Subcomittee.

During our two-day stay, we held lengthy discussions with President Ceaucescu, Rabbi
Rosen, and the Romanian Hinister of Cults. We left Romania with the impression that
the agreement was, for the most part, being honored, despite some problems persisting
in the emigration procedures.

We are pleased that much of last year's backlog of emigration cases -- including some
long-term and particularly difficult ones -- has been resolved. We note too that the
vast majority of applicants are now registering with the Romanian Jewish Federation,
thus giving Rabbi Rosen -- and ultimately the Conference of Presidents -- a
convenient system for identifying problem cases.

What troubles us, however, is that while the number of passports issued this year in
substantially ahead of last year, the number of Jews actually leaving Romania is only
slightly higher. Bureaucratic delays may account for part of this. So can the fact
that some people change their minds about leaving, or defer their departure date
until their children finish out the school year or their affairs are properly
arranged.

Still, the discrepancies between passports issued and departures have been
exceedingly large, compelling us to question the impact of the figures the Romanians
are providing on issuance of passports. If the departures for the remainder of 1980
are to reflect the volume of passports issued earlier in the year, we think it is
reasonable to expect a doubling of last year's departure rate.

The test of emigration is not how many passports are approved, but how many people who
want to leave are actually free to leave. We want to believe that Romania will met
that test in the coming months and that our confidence in Romania's compliance with
the spirit and letter of last year's agreement with the Conference of Presidents will
remain unshaken.

It is because of our hope that this will indeed be the case, together with the
recognition that a general shift in Romania's emigration policy seems to be underway,
that we again favor another extension of most-favored-nation status.

However, we cannot too strongly emphasize our intention of carefully following
Romanian performance in the coming year -- looking for both a significant rise in the
number of departures as well as a further easing of the often cumbersome emigration
procedures -- to enable us to arrive at a position for next year. We would be
delighted to be able to return here next sumner with a less qualified endorsement of a
sixth extension of most-favored-nation status for Romania.

Thank you for permitting us to express our views.

e
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B'NAI B'RI H INT-R NATIONAL

WASHINGTON -- A demographic study of the Jewish population of Romania,

scrupulously prepared by Chief Rabbi Moses Rosen and the Jewish community, has

been released by Jack J. Spitzer, president of B'nai B'rith International, ending

a controversy that has raged for years over-the size of the Jewish community..

According to the census data, there are only 34,663 Jews remaining in

Romania. Prior estimates had been as low as 26,000 and as high as 40,000.

The figure contrasts with the approximately 400,000 Jews living there immediately

following the Holocaust. The vast proportion of that 400,000 emigrated to

Israel, say both Romanian and Israeli sources.

Spitzer and Alfred Moses of the American Jewish Committee were in Romania

as representativel6f the Conference of Presidents of Major Jewish Organizations

at the suggestion of U.S Rep. Charles Vanik to review with officials there

that government's compliance with a 1979 agreement made with the conference-

on Jewish emigration. The agreement was concluded with the encouragement

and approval of the U.S. government. During his two-day stay, Spitzer and

Moses conferred with President Nicolae Ceausescu for almost two hours as well

as with Romanian Chief Rabbi Moses Rosen and the Romanian Minister of Cults.

-more-
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-Romania "- 2

As a result of the 1979 accord, the United States granted Most

rFdored Nation trade status to Romania on a one-year basis.. Spitzer,

who said if the present compliance continues he would recommend that

the Presidents' Conference favor renewal of MFN status for another year,

comented that Ceausescu pressed for an unlimited time extension.

Of the current Jewish population, 17,129 -- about half -- reside in

Bucharest, the capital. The remainder are scattered in some 69 other

communities.

"The figures tell a dramatic story, one that every Jew will look upon

with mixed feelings," Spitzer said..

"Although it is reassuring on the one hand to know that several hundred

thcusand Jews, survivors of the Holocaust, were able to emigrate to Israel,

it is also important to realize that the future appears dim indeed for a

limited yet viable Jewish community in Romania.

"It is an aging and shrinking community. Almost 52 per cent are over

60 years old. Only 7.4 per cent are 20 or under."

Spitzer pointed out that Bucharest, for centuries the hub of a

thriving Jewish culture in Romania, has only 445 Jewish children -- 2.6

per cent -- 10 years old or younger. In contrast, there are 9,441, -- 55 per

cent --Jews over 60.

In addition, 14 communities have no one under 20 and four have no one under

40. Another 29 have only a dozen or fewer youngsters and 25 have a dozen or

fewer Jews between the ages of 21 and 40.

Of the 70 communities that list Jewish residents, 32 have a combined

population of 1,454. Besides Bucharest, only two communities have Jewish

populations exceeding 1,000. These figures indicate that outside of the three

communities, the Jewish population consists only of tiny remnants.

-more-
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The purpose of the census was to learn specifically the location of all

Jews in Romania so as to ensure continued compliance with the agreement

allowing Jews to go to Israel.

In 1979 Jewish emigration from Romania dropped off alarmingly during -the

first six months. However, as a result of the agreement last summer between

representatives of the Presidents' Conference and the Romanian Government,

the figure climbed considerably. By year's end the total number .of Jews

emigrating had reached 983, just under the 1,140 departing during the year

previous.

During-his visit, Spitzer and Rabbi Rosen attended Sabbath services at the

Bucharest synagogue and dined in the kosher kitchen of what was -- before

World War II -- the B'nai B'rith Building. B'nai B'rith had been a strong force

in the Jewish community of Bucharest but was forced to disband during the war

and was never revived.

Rosen, Spitzer said, has developed a vibrant, zionist-oriented Jewish

Community.

Spitzer reminded the Jewish community at Friday evening services that a

century ago, B'nai B'rith, then strictly an American organization, had

intervened against barbarities against Jews in Romania. American *ews

were asked to act on behalf of the Romanians. At the urging and with the

financing of B'nai B'rith, President Grant appointed Benjamin F. Peixotto, a

former president of B'nai B'rith, as U.S. consul in Bucharest in an effort

to halt the abuses. There for five years, Peixotto succeeded in gaining formal

recognition of the civil and political rights of Jews in Romania.

# 0 # # # 0 # 0 0
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Senator RIBICOFF'. Mr. Niculescu, accompanied by Mr. Thad Lem-
picki.

STATEMENT OF BARBU NICULESCU, CHAIRMAN, AMERICAN-RO-
MANIAN CULTURAL FOUNDATION, ACCOMPANIED BY THAD
LEMPICKI, VICE CHAIRMAN
Mr. Nicuimscu. Mr. Chairman and distinguished members of this

committee, we are grateful and pleased for this opportunity to testify
and join in support of the President's recommendations to again
extend most-favored-nation status to Romania.

I am Mr. Barbu Niculescu, president and chairman of the foun-
dation, and Mr. Thad Lempicki is cochairman and vice president.
Our offices are located at 6 East 80th Street, New York City. Our
membership consists of Americans from nearly all ethnic back-
pounds who are active in the fields of science, education, business,
history, and the arts.

Financing of our activities is provided from our personal funds.
There are no salaried officers in our organization. Everything we
do is on a voluntary basis.

The common bond we share in this foundation is our sincere
desire to help America to expand and strengthen its position in
international affairs, and especially its position in Eastern Europe.
We also highly admire Romania's sovereign and independent stand
in Eastern Europe, as well as both America's and Romania's efforts
to assure sovereignty and independence for all nations.

We also admire both America's and Romania's efforts in helping
to maintain peace for all nations, worldwide improvements in
health, economics, and overall improvement of mankind's standard
of living. We recognize many other similarities in America's and
Romania's worldwide efforts and objectives, all of which benefit
mankind.

We clearly support the President's position for extending most-
favored-nation trade status for Romania, as we also recognize the
many benefits realized during past years, since most-favored-nation
trade status was first granted to Romania.

With a continued most-favored-nation status, these valuable
benefits will continue to accrue, expand, and contribute to the well-
being of not only Americans and Romanians, but also of the rest of
the world.

Most-favored-nation trade status has proven of significant value
in international relations, and America has been very able and
very wise in adopting this kind of foreign policy. It has not only
served to open and broaden trade, but it has also served to make
opportunities available to establish ongoing dialog on other items
of mutual interest.

If we can do that with Russia, and if we can have them as
friends, then there is no chance for a war. But I don't believe we
can.

Having established an open dialog on trade and economic mat-
ters enables both countries to broach and have very candid discus-
sions on subjects such as emigration, security, human rights issues,
and numerous other very sensitive matters.

We would also at this time properly recognize that American
Government officials who are fully informed .on these matters all
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mutually agree that Romania's part in these candid discussions
have been sincere and demonstrated a willingness to cooperate and
work out differences on problems.

When we think what the situation was when this most-favored-
nation was granted and today, the difference is considerable. Im-
provements in behavior of the Romanian Government has im-
proved to such a degree that according to American standards it is
amazing. We maintain that it is in our best interests to maintain
and continue to develop further the relationship which we have
with Romania. Steady gains and benefits to both nations continue
to materialize in these exchanges which are taking place.

We must recognized that most-favored-nation status is a major
fact6r contributing to Romania's ability to maintain a strong and
independent economy. Having a strong and independent economy
enables Romania to establish and follow a relatively independent
foreign policy. I say relatively because it is very difficult to claim
that there is such a thing like a complete sovereignty when your
border is only one yard away from the Soviet border.

Having a strong and independent economy enables Romania to
establish and follow a relatively independent foreign policy. Roma-
nia's independent foreign policy is very well known and respected
throughout the world, and has resulted in Romania's being invited
to participate in various peace efforts such as Egypt-Israel peace
and other situations worldwide.

In addition, we must also properly recognize that trade with
Romania has many benefits to America itself. It not only means
jobs for Americans producing items for export, but also means
continued employment of Americans in American industries de-
pendent upon imports of critical raw materials and commodities
that Romania can provide to American industry.

Our Secretary Kreps has in past years and again recently com-
mented upon the significant increases in trade each year under
most-favored-nation status and the expectation that total trade will
reach about the $1 billion level either this year or at the latest
next year.

It has also been properly noted that America has enjoyed a
significant continued favorable balance of payments during all this
time. It has been said that total trade in 1979 will be approximate-
ly $830 million, with America enjoying a favorable balance of
payments of approximately $175 million. When the $1 billion level
is reached and passed, it is expected that America will still contin-
ue to enjoy a very major favorable balance of payments position.

In conclusion, we believe that Romania's overall performance
clearly justifies appropriate action to permit extension of most-
favored-nation trade status for Romania. Having most-favored-
nation status extended and continued in place is important not
only for trade and other contacts with Romania but is a public
testimony to all nations that America is sincere in establishing and
continuing good long-term relations with all nations.

We serve our own and the best interests of all mankind when we
stand by those we choose to be our friends and who also support
many of the ideals and objectives we advocate.
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Romania by its fierce desire and stand for independence, peace,
detente, and other items has clearly identified its desires for many
of the same items America also desires.

We join our President in recognizing these advantages and rec-
ommending extension of most-favored-nation trade status for Ro-
mania.

Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
Senator RiBICOFF. Thank you very much.
Do you have any questions, Senator Dole?
Senator DOLE. No, Mr. Chairman.
Senator RIBICOFF. Thank you very much.
[The prepared statement of Mr. Niculescu follows:]

68-772 0-80-15
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Hearing Before The Subcomittee On Internationel Trade, Comittee On

Finance, United States Senate

REGARDIUN

Continuing Host-Favored Notion Tariff Treatment
Of Import From Romania

SUHMMY STATE)UIIT:

Mr. Chairman and distinguished mrs of this Committee. WFe are grateful end
pleased for this opportunity to testify and join in support of the President's
recommendation to again extend lNFI Trade Statue to Romsnia.

I e Wr. Berbu Niculescu, President and this is Wr. Thad Lempieki, Vice President
of our Foundation. Our offices are located at 6 East 60th Street, ev York, N.Y.

-Our membership consists of Americans from nearly all ethnic backgrounds who are
active in the fields of science, education, business, biatory and the arts.
Financing of our activities is provided from our personal funds. There ore no
salaried officers in our organization as everything we do is on a voluntary basis.

The commn bond we share in the Foundation is our sincere desire to help America
to expand and strengthen its position in international affairs and especially its
position in Eastern Europe. We also highly admire Romanie's sovereign and indepen-
dent stand in Eastern Europe as well sa both America's and Romania's efforts to
assure sovereignty and independence for all nations. We also admire both America's
and Romania's efforts in helping to maintain peace in sad for all nations, world-
wide improvements in health, economics and the overall improvement of mankind's
standard of living. We recognize many other similarities in America's and Romenia's
worldwide efforts and objectives, all of which benefit mankind.

We clearly support the President's position for extending ? rade status for
Romania as we also recognize the many benefits realiqpbduring past years since

tAiN was first granted to Romania. With a continued MrsI( status, these valuable
benefits will continue to accrue, expand and contribute to the well-being of not
only Americans and Romenians but also tWhe-.f *l1-menktnd. AI-4

l ll trade statue has proven its significant value in international relations and )
he not only served to open and broaden trade but has also served to make opportuni-
ties available to establish on-going dialogue on other items of mutual interest.
Raving established an open dialogue on trade and economic matters enables both
countries to broech and have very candid discussions on subjects such as siaLars-
tion, security, hman rights issues and numerous other very sensitive matters.
We should also at thin time properly recognize that American government officials
who are fully informed on these matters all mutually agree that Ramnasts pert in
these candid discussions have been sincere and demonstrated a Willigns* to
cooperate and work out differences and problem. We maintain that it is in our
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beat interests to maintain and continue to develop further the relationship we
have with Romnia. Steady gain end benefits to both nations continue to
materialize as these exchanges take place.

We must recognize that lN is a ujor factor contributing to Romanias ability to
maintain a strong and independent economy. Having a strong and independent economy
enables Romania to establish and follow a relatively independent foreign policy.
Romanisa independent foreign policy i very-well knoim and respected throughout
the world and has resulted in Romania being invited to participate in various
peace efforts such as the Egypt-Iarael peace and other situations worldwide.

In addition, we must also properly recognize that trade with Romania has many
benefits to America itself:'r1t not only mans jobs for Americans producing items
for export but also mans continued employment in industries dependent upon
imports of critical raw materials and comioditles that Romania can provide to
American industry. Our Secretary Kreps has in post years and again recently
coe nted upon the significant increases in trade each year under AWRand the
expectation that total trade will reach the I billion dollar level either this
year or at the latest, next year. It has also been properly noted that America
has enjoyed a significant favorable balance of payments and that American comodities
sold usually represent areas having surplus conditions. It has been said that
total trade in 1979 will be approximately $830 million with America enjoying a
favorable balance of payments of approximately $175 million. When the I billion
dollar level t reached and passed, it is expected that America will still continue
to enjoy a very major favorable balance of payments position.

In conclusion, we believe that PRomania's overall performance clearly justifies
appropriate action to permit extension of WN trade status for Romania, Having
MYN extended and continued in place is important not-only for trade and other
contacts with Romania but also as public testimony to all nations that America is
sincere in establishing and continuing good long term relations with all nations.
We serve our own and the best interests of all mankind when we stand by those who
choose to be our friends and support many of the ideals and objectives we advocate.
Romania by its fierce desire and stand for independence, peace, detente and other
items has clearly identified its desires for many of the some items America also
desires. We join our President in recognizing these advantages and in recomending
extension of WN trade status for Romania.

Thank you Mr. Chairman and distinguished members of this committee. - .
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W. Chairman and distinguished members of this committee.

i are pleased and very grateful for the opportunity to present our recommndations
and also to join with the President in his recommendation that appropriate action
be taken to further extend Mot-Favored-Ntion Trade Status for Romania.

We clearly support the President's recomsendation for extending WN for Romanis
as we also recognize the many benefits realized during past years since WqN was
first granted to Roesnia. We also recognize that the future holds even greater
benefits not only for America and Romnia but also for all mankind. Not granting
an extension of HUN trade status ia really an action that is unthinkable, would
severely endanger and setback Romania's years lorg drive for independence and would
also severely damage America's image worldwide. Romania has earned MN trade status
by its performance to all terms of the many agreements signed by America and Rosania
and also by Romania's tireless efforts in behalf of peace, detente, etc..

Some of the many major Item in support of extending WFN trade status for Romania
are briefly highlishted in the following discussion:

1. We must recognize the primary purpose of IWN which is trade. It has been
clearly identified and supported by ve ious departments of our government that Hifl
has resulted in significant increases in trade and establishment of good relations
between America and Romania. With the exception of last year which may have been
a break-even year, the trade balance of payments has been significantly in America's
favor.

It has also been pointed out that our Secretary Kreps expects total trade volue to
reach the I billion dollar level either in 1980 or at the latest, 1981. The
balance of payments at this level will also be significant and in America's favor.

Another key item is that exports by America have been in areas suffering persistent
surpluses and that imports from Romania have been primarily in areas where America
has persistent shortages (petroleum products). The overall end result is that
exports created jobs and that imports created jobs by providing critical commodi-
ties needed by America's industries.

Other considerations that must be property recognized is the fact that to our
knowledge there have not been any disputes between American and Romanian business-
men that have not been settled quickly, fairly and in a good businesslike manner.
Vf know of no patent or license infringements by any Romanian businessmen.

In the critical area of "dumping" on the American market, Romania has respected
its commitments to America in this area. There have been to our knowledge no
instances of "dumping" by Romania. There were two claims that we heard about
during past years but these were dropped as soon as our government's representa-
tives started to investigate these so-called dumping actions.

The stability of the Romenian economy and government has proven to be an attractive
element in doing business by American businessman. The Romanian government appears
to be receptive to modifications to its business laws in order that they are more
compatible with American lava and it becomes much easier for both to do business
with each other.
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In smry, there to considerable benefit in trade to both Amerca and
Romania. This has been realized in the past and will continue to grow in the
future without interruption. However, both America and Romania will suffer
greatly if )N is not extended and the channels to trade are cut off. To do
so would be unthinkable and not justifiable.

Other benefits of trade follow. These are the results of dialogue Initially
established in the trade area and then taking its natural course and expanding
into other vital areas.

2. N as intended did sarve-to encourage Romania to become more active in
the rest of the world. By trading with non-Zastern European countries Romania

va able to strengthen her economy as well as develop an independent economy.
At present, it is believed that approximately but no less than 70% of Romenta's
trade Is carried out with non-Eastern European nations.

The obvious beneficial effect t that such trade opened the doors and exposed
Romania to a much better understanding of American and other independent nations,
views, principles and practices. Many of these were most likely studied and to
owe degree were incorporated into Romanie's way of life and thinking.

Establishing exchange of goods requires dialogue which quickly spreads to the
trading partners other areas of activity. This then leads to discussions and
exchanges in various non-trade areas. Testimony by both government end private
American representatives identifies the condition whereby it is possible to expand
discussions to include even the most sensitive subjects. These discussions of
sensitive subjects are held in all seriousness and there is ample testimony that
Romania t sincere in its discussions and is willing to candidly discuss change.

This is a very significant step forward with obvious benefits in the future.

By encouraging Romania to develop a more independent economy through trade and to
greater exposure to world events, we can take som small amount of credit
for Romania's strong stand worldwide for sovereignty, independence of nations,
dtSimmnt, peace talks in place of battles to settle differences, relief of hunger
and other subjects of great importance to all mankind. Romania as evidenced by its
roll in Mid-East peace talks and its role in settling other disputes world-wide
has established a reputation for wisdom and fairness in its counsel and as a result
enjoys a position of trust and faith as all parties recognize that Romnia is not
participating merely to determine what it can gain for itself.

Further testimony to benefits we realize from Romania's independent economy as
well as foreign policy is available in the recor,.s of the United Nations where
Romania is a leading voice and hard worker for detente, disermement, peace,
relief of hunger, etc..

3. Us have made our best efforts to stay informed about the very sensitive subject
of emiSration from Romania. On this subject we agree that while Romania does not
encourage emigration because it is a developing nation that cannot afford a major
"brain drain", Romania has permitted emigration for purposes of reunification of
families as it agreed when signing the Helsinki Accords. American government
officials in prior hearings held by this comittee have testified to Romania's
cooperation in these types of cases and to progress being made in all aspects of
this subject.
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While not encouraging emigration for various reasons, Romenia has permitted
emigration to take place. It is recognized that securing vivos is a time
consuming bureaucratic process but the overall fact is that such visas are
available to those that will have the patience and determination to follow
their system. As stated by our own representatives, siuplification is being
encouraged but it must be recognized that this Is an internal affair.

On the subject of eigrtion of Jewish Romnians to Isreel, this does not appear
to be the problem it searm to be when brought up annually for these hearings.
All agree that the population of Jewish Romanians is small, majority are old and
very few appear to want to emigrate to Israel. What no one has been able to
determine is what is an acceptable level of emigration or quote for this group.
If it were possible to establish what is considered acceptable and there were
not enough emirating to meet this pre-established level, how is Romenia to react
in order to not be in violation. Overall we honestly recognize that this does not
appear to be a subject that is a major problem as it is not being identified as
such by Israel itself. Israel's government has excellent relations with Romenia
and we are confident that if a problem did exist, the Israeli government would
make it known world-wide.

A. We have in the past and still today take the position that we cannot accept
as true fact the various claims being wade regarding cultural genocide being
practiced by the Romenian government against Romanian citizens having a minority
ethnic background.

This t a serious claim we have monitored over the years. kh ourselves during our
visits to Romania were not able to identify any such practices. In addition, our
members and friends traveling in Romania have not reported observing any such
actions by the Romanian government. Our monitoring also includes activities at
the United Nations here such actions are publicly exposed and we have yet to
find Romania the subject of such UN activities and actions.

lie feel that the Romnian government's financial support of institutions that teach
in minority languages, libraries and sales of publications in minority languages
and other similar actions testify to acceptance of minorities and not the contrary.

We are as concerned so the Americsn government is about these claim and will
continue to monitor this very sensitive subject. We went the American people
as well as all of our embers to be confident that our position and understanding
is correct. We have no doubts concerning our impressions on this subject and
if possible, we will visit Romanie in the very near future and will include this
subject in our objectives. Wlle we do not believe that a problem such as this
exists as claimed, we will be objective in our fact finding and will report the
results upon our return.

SUu.RTY:
In closing this discussion, we sincerely recommend extension of WN trade status
for Romania. Granting such status will continue to generate benefits not only for
Americs and Romanie but for all mankind. As America looks to Romania for cooperation
and support, Romania noet also look to America for the same. Extending 1Q1 is
one of America's ways in supporting friendly independent nations who share many
of America's principles and desires for peace, etc..
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To
The International Trade Subcommittee of the Senate
Finance Committee

Included you will find the Reportpwith the plea to
consider it as the Statement of the Romaniamt Christianm
Committee $The Defense for Religious Liberty and
Conscience" (ALRQ).
The conclusion of our Report is that Romania should have
the most favorite nation clause prolonged~c~pol fbr 1 year,
wit& the following- conditions:

(1)Thew respect of the basie humazu rightsrights known iva
conventions and treaties ratified by Romania;
(2)Tha eliberation of all those detail nd in prisons and
psychiatric hospitals oni account of freedom of conscience;

(3)The aessatiom, of all religious persecution:
The activity of the ALRO Committee is know= by tlu
Commission on Security and Cooperation in u&ropeg'
Amnesty International-,
Centre for the Study of Ieligiom and ommunimaXesto Coll ege
Londomi
Jesus to the Cbmmunist World
Christian Solidarity International.

RevoPavel Nicolesou I ' "
The Spokesman for the Romanian
Christian Committee
SThe Defense for Rel igious
Liberty and Conscience" (ALRC)

New Yor.
July 26p1980
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Statement

of

lu E - THE ROMANIAN CHRISTIAN COMMITTEE

m"THE DEFENSE FOR RELIGIOUS

LIBERTY AND CONSCIENCE"

(ALRC)

THE POLITICAL REGIME OF ROMANIA INTENSIFIES

ITS TERROR AND PERSECUTION AGAINST BELIEVERS,

AGAINST MILITANTS FOR HUMAN RIGHTS, AND AGAINST

THOSE SEEKING TO IMMIGRATE

"A REPORT"

By ev.Aurol Popesou
Rev°"evel iTicolesou
Miss Genoveva Sfetau

A
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M M I M VTIE ROMANIA CURISTIAN COMMITTB -
*TBI D1U D27356 FOR LGIOUS LIBERTY
AND CONSCIIECS"

(ALIC)

While the political regime from lucharest awaits the continuation of the
most favorite nation clause by the USA government, 10 prisoners of con-
science are in the Romanian prisons, and the persecution continues against
believers, against those who are militant for the human rights, and
against those who seek to immigrate.

in order to deceive the public opinion in the West in regards to the reli-
gious persecution In Romania and to influence well known personalities
from the United States so that these will influence the continuation of
the clause, emissaries from the Ministry of Internal Affairs and the De-
partment of Cults of Romania, under the masque of servants of the Gospel,
visit the United States, England and Thailand - such being the case with
the Romanian Baptist pastor or- Zosif Ton.

An important hierarch of the Romanian Orthodox Church in an open way col-
laborates with the atheistic government in the fight against the Moo-Pro-
testant believers. The West German newspaper "Vrankfurter*Allgemeino"
in January 15, 1980, registers the question addressed by a journalist to
Teootist, the Metropolitan of Moldova, if the anti-religious declarations
made by Mr. Ceausescu at the X11th Congress of the Romanian Communist
Party are not constituting an insult for the Romanian Orthodox church and
its believers. fNot at all," was the prompt response of the herarche
"this stand is only against those non-serious sects, such as Baptists,
Pentecostale, and others who are moving all over and against such we are
fighting also.'

Any comment in regards to the cynical declarations of the high orthodox
hierach are of substance, but they show how low a pretending servant of
God can fall in a totalitarian state.

A RBPPRSSIOW WAVE IN ROMANIAs

1. Two churches closed and devastated by the officials from the
Ministry of Internal Affairs.

2. A Pentecostal church sealed.

3. The officials of the Internal Ministry and other state functiona-
ries disturb the worship service in a Pentecostal church.

4. The 600 believers of a Baptist church in Bucharest are afraid
that their place of worship will be demolished, under the pretext
of the city's renovation and systematization.

5. The Orthodox martyr-priest. Gheorghe Calciu-Dumitreaga is in
danger of doath.

6. Priests and monks within the Orthodox Church under strict super-

vision of police and security officers.

7. Moo-Protestant believers, fined with great sums of money for their

- I -
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faith in God.

S. Pentecostals and Adventist@ thrown in j.l because they have
asked to immigrate.

9. A Pentecostal preacher maltreated In the street, in the city of
Media, by the police officers and security, while hundreds of
stunned people stood by watching..,"

10. A young Baptist girl condemned to five months in prison under
the false accusation of practicing prostitution with foreign
tourists. The real motive of the condennationt she sought to
Immigrate.

11. An unsuccessful attempt by two Pentecostals to cross the border.

12. The events of February 1960.

13. Who did profane the church of rather Bistriceanu?

14. Adventists thrown in prison for a religious samLadat.

15. 10 prisoners of conscience In Romania.

1. Two churches closed and devastated by the officials of the Ministry
for Internal Affairs. Arad-Bulac and Motru, the region of GorJ.

On April 1, 1980, as a follow-up upon a decision taken by the Depart-
ment of Cults, two churches have been hit mercilessly by the officials
of the Ninistry for Internal Affairs. Thus, the main doors of the Bap-
tist churches In Arad Bujac and Motrui, the region of GorS, have been
sealed, marking thus the firm decision of the Romanian authorities to
disband the two houses of prayer and to stop the believers from gather-
ing for prayer.

The Baptists from Arad have not become intimidated, and have broken the
seal from the door of the church. In the afternoon of April 21, 1960,
In the front of the Baptist Church from Arad-Bujac numerous trucks ar-
rived accompanied with security officers, police officers and workers,
who entered the church and started to carry out the furniture. After
a short while, many believers started to come, watching in pain how the
place where they have worshipped God was being devastated, the place for
which they have paid over 1,500,000 lei.

At the destruction of the Baptist Ch'arch in Arad-Dujac there was no rep-
resentative of Baptist Union from Ro ,ania nor from the Baptist Community
of Arad. The destroyers confiscated the objects from inside the church.
the pulpit, the organ, paintings, chairs, musical instruments and even
the boards from the balcony floor. Likewise, they have confiscated
boards and many other construction materials that were found in the
annexed rooms of the church. The windows and the doors have been pulled
out from the walls. All the mentioned objects and the materials were
loaded in trucks and taken to another destination.

- 2 -
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One of the police officers affirmed publicly that thia action was in-
tended as a lesson for all the Baptist and Pentecostal churches in Ro-
mania, which are under the same situation, built without the authority
of the state.

We mention that in a discourse given over radio and TV the president
Nicolas Ceausescu announced that all the buildings built without the
state permission will be destroyed or they will become the property of
the stat.. The No-Protestant believers are fearful because this meas-
ure can affect many of their churches, because many were built without
the official authorization of the state.

It is known that in Romania because of the Department of Cults refusal
to approve the organisation of now churches (a few years ago, the former
Prime Minister of Communist Romania, loan Gheorghe Maurer doclaredm'Our
state builds factories not churches.") and because of the oo-Protestant
leaders are cowardly and do not defend with firmness the interests of
believers, tens of churches are in similar situations with the churches
of Arad-Dujac and Notru (without authorization to function as a church)
and the number of these cases are continually growing.

This being the situation, we-can expect in the future, a new wave of
persecution on a national scale, a persecution without precedent in
which thousands of Neo-Protestant believers can expect their churches
to be demolished, the objects used in worship confiscated and the build-
ings destroyed or nationalized (taken by the state as its property).
Another police officer spoke to the Baptist believers with these words
"Go to America, there is your placer0

From the 21st of April 1980 until today, marty members of Arad-Bujac
church and especially the young people, continue to gather every evening
for prayer in the basement of the church. They are seeking God's mercy
and they hope that their brothers of faith from the whole world will not
leave them alone.

The Baptist believers from the city of Notru, region of Gorj, after the
date of April 1, 1980, a date on which the door of their church has been
sealed, have continued to gather together in the backyard of the church,
where in cold and rain they continueto hold their religious services.

On april 24, 1980 Saharia Ploscariu and Gheorghe Nilu, both from the
leadership of the Baptist Church in Motru, were taken away from their
places of work by the police officials and after they have passed by
the City Hall, they were taken in a mini-bus to the building of the Bap-
tist Church. There, the following officials from the city of Hotre
were presents

The commanding officer of police from the city of Notru,
The security lieutentnt.xorega.
The police sergeant
Workers from the Popular Counsel and from the Cooperation

of Consumption of Motru.

The present officials have proceceded to evacuate the objects from the
house of prayer, bringing in the yard: the pulpit, a harmonium, paint-
tngs and stoves. The door has then been closed with a padlock. The

a3 a
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The two Daptists leaders have been asked that in a period of 24 hours
they should transport all of these items away. After the destructive
work in the church, the official representatives of the city of Notru
entered into other rooms belonging to the church, forcing first a window
and then opening the door from the inside because the door handle has
been broken. They have taken all the things that they have found in-
side which they have confiscated, and made a verbal process, written in
the absence of the proprietor, Haralambie Ploscaru, Jr.

In the following days, tables, chairs, cupboards and offices have been
installed in the church of Motru. The cross from the top of the church
has been struck down and the writing "The Rouse of Vrayer for the
Christian Deptist Church o.f Notru-Ploetina" has likewise been struck
down and replaced with a new insignias 'Consumption Cooperation - Motru,
The Region of Cori.

The question is asked Why have the authorities disbanded these two
Daptist churches (we will see later a similar situation with the Pente-
costal Church Philadelphia from Nedia*)? Because these churches have
constituted a symbol of the fight for religious liberty. they were cap-
able to develop their religious activities without given authority and
to have pastors who were pot approved by the Departmeat of Cults.•

This is wopt has hAppebed with the two churches. After many appeals to
obtain the official approval, appeals which have not received any an-
swers, they have decided to function on their own, something which could
have been accomplished until the date of April 1, 1980.

2. A Pentecostal church sealed.

On the day of May 7, 1980 Colonel Toma from the security of Sibiu, the
military procurator Dleahu and another officer had a discussion of thirty
minutes with the CommAnding officer Dumitru from Medias to whom they
have outlined the necessity to resolve the case of Samu in a limited term
of seven days, otherwise, the comrades from the ZInternal Affairs' have
promised that we would suffer unpleasant consequences.

(Probably the three have asked from the Commanding Officer Dumitru to
urge the immigration of the pastor Joan Samu and his family.)

On Nay 10, 1980 those three accompanied by the representatives of state
from the city of Mediae have sealed the church Philadelphia, without the
pastor being present. The brave officials of state and other state
functionaries have avoided an encounter with the Pastor Joan Samu, but
have told the children of Samu, children that had so much to suffer from
the police and the security of Medias, that if their father will break
the seal, he will be imprisoned agair.

Thus, beside two Daptist Churches frcm Arad-Bujac and Kotru-Gorj, another
church has been closed, the Pentecostal Church Philadelphia from Medias.

3. Officers from the Ministry of Internal Affairs and other state
functionaries distrub the religious service in a Pentecostal Church.

On April 3, 1960, the Commanding Security Officer, the secretary of the
party and another director hav~rdisturbed the religious service of the
Pentecostal Church in Cimpulun " o4 gy&aA4Aj the church which is being
led by Costica Didinel. The three have forbidden the believers to gather
again for religious services in their worship place,

&.* Aic-1O6.7velet7sC
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and applied to the believers who were present fines which totaled 10,000
lei.

4. The 600 believers from a church in Bucharest fear that their place of
worship could be demolished under the pretext of the Capital's SyStemati-
zation.

The Romanian Baptist quarterly "The Christian m from the USA has published
in the July-August-September 1979, by the editor George Crisan, an
article which heightens the danger that the Baptist Church The Holy
Trinity from 107 Mihai Dravu, Bucharest can be demolished. Here ts an
excerpt from the article,

During the visit of the editor in Romania, the brothers from
the Church Committee of The Holy Trinity invited him to see their
church. The church serves more than 600 people, all of them from
the neighborhood of the church. A systematization plan for the
city of Bucharest was made 16 years ago. The brothers have asked
that another place should be given to them under these circum-
stances. They have received the answer that at the right time,
when systematization works will be finished, they will receive
another place or another building.

Now, the systematization works have reached the neighborhood of the
church. The brothers from the church leadership as the brothers from
the leadership of the union, have addressed themselves on numerous oc-
casion to the authorities that have the jurisdiction over these affairs,
but until now they have not received an answer. The members of the church
are very much concerned of this alarming situation. We publish here tjo
fragments from two messages, signed by Vasile Talos, the pastor of the
church and by engineer Petru Murariu, in the name of the believers f om
the church and addressed to Mr. Nicolas Ceausescus

The place of worship which belongs to our church will be subjected to a
total reconstruction, something that has been confirmed by the CPHB in
numerous occasions (The Popular Council of the Municipality of Ducha-
rest). Knowing this, the church made numerous appeals to obtain another
place for the church, starting in 1962. The church addressed itself
(also for the resolution of this problem) in July of 1974 to the State
Council through a memorandum signed at a general gathering by all the
members of the church."

In spite of all our undertaken appeals..our pleas have not been'V81lvsd.
At this time, the works.for the widening of the highway Mihai Dravu have
cone very close to our place of worship and inevitably they will affect
the whole building. Likewise, we have found that in the project of
systematisation for our zone, the house for prayer has no longer been in-
cluded m (The letter of Nov. 27, 1979).

We the Christian Church, The Holy Trinity front Bucharest, 106 Nihai
Dravu bring to your attention that our place of worship will be subjected
to destruction because of the enlargement of the highway Nthai Bravu.
From the Pupular Council of the Municipality of Bucharest, we have found
that the reason for the delay in constructing a new place for worship Is
constituted by the lack of construction materials. we want to inform you
that the European Baptist Federation, knowing of our situation has
promised us currency for the new building, so that the construction
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materials will be bought in foreign currency.

"The delay in bringing a solution to this problem produces unrest
among the 600 members of the church and other 300 people that belong to
the church." We mention that the actual sanctuary was started in an old
building, which after the earthquake has received numerous cracks in the
walls. The precarious situation of the building gets worse constantly
because of the traffic trepidation* produced on the Mihai Dravu High-
way and the building presents less and les a guarantee-for-hhe lives
of the believers. (Telegram from Feb. 1980).

During the 18 years, from 1962-1980, the Daptist Church from Mihai
Dravu has made more than 100 appeals - memoranda and audiences, so
that it will receive approval to build another place for worship, but
until now all have been without any results.

In the meantime, the Department of Cults spreads numerous rumors to
create confusion and unrest among the believers saying that the church
will be disbanded, and the members dispersed. to other churches in
Bucharest.

Iulian Sorin, the Department of Cults inspector, with cynicism that
is characteristic of him declared "The church will be built, when
Mr. Tales will no longer be a pastor."

5. The Orthodox Martyr -priest Gheorghe Calciu Dumitreasa in danger
of dying.

Arrested on May 10, 1979 and condemned to 10 years of imprisonment,
after he has completed 16 years of imprisonment, as a political pris-
oner in the hell of the Romanian communist prisons. At the present
time, Father Cacliu has become the symbol of the struggle for religious
liberty in Romania.

Here are the latest news in regard to the situation of Father Calciut
On the Sth of May 1980, he was visited by his wife, Adriana, at the
penitentiary from Aiud. The condition of his health is very poor. He
has lost weight. Being subjected to an extermination diet, he is kept
in a severe isolation in a dark cell in the basement of the Aiud
penitentiary.

During the winter of 1979-1980, the cell of Father Calciu has not been
heated. His bed is a simple peace of wood, on which he has to sleep
without a mattress. In the night time he covers himself with a single
blanket. In the day time, the bed is lifted by the wall, and left
down only in the night time.

For ten days during the celebration of Christmas, Father Calcie did
not receive any food, and for ten days he did not receive any food
during the Easter Holiday.

Under different pretexts, the priest Calciu is being constantly
questioned. Since he has lost lots of weight and is exhausted, he can
no longer work.

- 6 -
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Even though he is in this situation of total weakening and exhaustion,
the leadership of the ALud penitentiary have asked Father Calciu to go to
work. Knowing the consequences of this proposal and the intentions of the
Aiud leadership of the penitentiary, Father Calciu refuse ed to go to work.
At work, there can be accidents and accusations of attempting to run away
and getting shot. Father Calciu had had this experience already for 16
years, he heard and understood that they have planned his assasination
through a false accusation, and thus he refused to go to work.

J. Priests and monks from the Romanian Orthodox Church under the strict
supervision of the police and security officers.

Petru Para, a monk and a preacher belonging to the movement "The Amy of
the Lord." He lives in Scinteia, the village of Lunca Raies, in the
region of Iasi. Starting with 1980, authorities do not permit him to
ieave his village, without first announcing the police.

UflszoeohaL. A priest and a monk from thePTitana Monastery, the region
of Ilfov, well known for his activity As a preacher. Many times has been
arrested and beaten by the police and security officers. Two years ago,
lather Nil Dorobant disappeared and the opinion of many was that he was
arrested. Recently about 4-5 months ago, Father Nil has been found dead
by a group of men in a cave. Those who have found him, have declared that
they have searched for him before in this cave, but they have not found
him. All that have found him, believe that Father Nil has been brought
-dead in this cave (by the officials of the security after they have tor-
tured him) and have left (abandoned) him there. The case of rather Nil
has been related by people that have known him.

Oherasim Dataraca - a monk from the village of Cult Dumbrava Rosie, the
region of Piatra Neat. Because he has preacWed to the funeral of an
Orthodox believer, he has been beaten numerous times. He was informed that
he Is. under obligation to announce the police whenever he decides to leave
and to declare for what place he is leaving.

Blefterie - the other name Is not known, a priest and a monk at the Agapia
Monastery. After a house search, his religious books have been retained
by the security officers. He is subjected to an isolation process and
even though he is 70 years old, he is not allowed to have visitors.

Cleop. Here is how miss GenChveva Sfatcu, presently living in the USA,
former director of the children's choir from Iasi, relates her visit with
Father Cleopa.

"In 1976 I have taken a trip to the Sihastrie Monastery, from the region
of Piatra Neamt, so that I could meet lather Cleopa. I have heard about
him and I have read his work entitled "The Work of the Holy Spirits" a
publication which I've enjoyed.

After I arrived at the monastery, I have asked a monk where I could find
Father Cleopa. The monk has answered me in a mysterious and discreet tone,
that-Father Cleopa is not allowed to preach, and even to come into church
because of his pupularity (too many people come to listen to him.) The
monk has shown me that beyond the forest there is a path that lead a to
the residence of lather Cleopa. About I km distance from the monastery.!
have found his residecb - a hoUse with two rooms: After I have entered,
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the priest Cleopa has told me that he knows who I am, and instructed me
to wait. I have thought that some security officer has informed him
about my presence at the monastery. The Priest Cleopa is a man in his
fifties, tall, handsome, and with an appearance of an intellectual. He
spoke to those present in his house about the power of the cross. I have
told him that I wanted to speak with him personally, as in a confession,
and thus he invited me for the second day.

After I have left the house of Father Cleopa, I was stopped by an agent
of the security who has questioned me and asked for my identification
documents, and whom I have asked for his documents. He introduced himself
as loan Nedelcu (M), loan Nedelcu has warned me to leave immediately for
Iasi, on the first available bus, or in a contrary case (if I will not
leave the Monastery) to go with him. I have left immediately for lasi.

I want to mention that in the first day when I have arrived at the Monas-
tery, where I have stayed for the night, in the evening a monk came to me
and has asked me for my I.D. With his head bowed down, the monk has told
me that my identification papers have been asked by the police, because
the police is looking for a thief who looks like me .... During the
second day, the same monk has given back my identification papers and
whispered tc me: The Securityl

Even though there have been more than ten people who came as tourists I
was the only one who has been searched-and asked to give my identification
papers.

7. Mao-Protestant believers questioned and fined with large sums of money
for their faith in God.

Modest Moldan-Pentecostal from Gura Salcia& the region of Suceava. He is
the leader of the Pentecostal church. Called often to the police and ques-
tioned. He was forbidden to receive in his house believers from other
places. He was also fined with 5000 lei.

Rusebiu Probeagu - Pentecostal from the locality of Danila, region of
Suceava. He was forbidden by the police to visit any longer the church
in Gura Salcie. He was fined with 500 lei. After many audiences at the
party and security, he decided to immigrate. After this decision, the
fine has been annuled.

.hrouD 2f P9ej9j. L believers frin the locality of Darmanesti, the
region of Suceava, have gone tv visit a paralised believer. The 11 people
from the group have been insulted by the mayor of the town and the police
officers and fined with various sums between 2000 lei and 5000 lei, the
total being 24,000 lei. Among the people that have been fined are numer-
ous old people who have a pension of only 150 lei a month from work at
the agricultural working places.

Another group of Pentecostal believers from the area of Moara, the region
of Suceava, while gathered for prayer in the house of a believer, have
been fined with sums between 1,000 lei, the total sum being 31,000 lei.

Victor Bulubenaki - Pentecostal, from the area of Suceava, was questioned
and threatened with four months of prison for his faith. They have re-
nounced to this condemnation after an intervention on his behalf by his
wife who suffers from a heart condition.

- 8 -
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raan morg - Daptist student at the University of Timisoara, has been
taken on the day of May 20, 1980 and transported to the headquarters of
the security where he was questioned and tortured by two security of-
ficers. Traian Morar is a friend of tho Romanian Christian Committee.
"The Defense of Religious Liberty and Conscience" and keeps close contac%-
with its members.

8. Pentecostal*, Daptists, and Adventists thrown in prison or fined
because they have asked to immigrate.

Ene Chelneru - Pentecostal, Str. Alexandru cel Dun, ar. 18, Apt. 8,
Suceavar. Father of 8.

Condemned to 4 months in prison, in a process that had the doors closed,
and the decree 153/1970 has been applied, because in 1978 he asked
permission to imairate. He was condemned in April 1980.

Valera Polocoser - Penteccotal, with the residence In Radauti, St.
Nicolae"§1SAj&Dr. 15. Arrested on the 4th of April in a grocery store
from his town, by the Directo r of the passport office.

0, 'fC e'.;e-
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Polocoser was exported to the police, questioned, and by a quick process,
with the closed doors, condemned because he has asked to immigrate - to
four months in prison. He has 4 children - all of them under the age of
6.

Vasile-Dilauca-Pentecostal with residence in Aleea Lazar Vicol nr, in
Suceava was condemned to 4 months of Jail because he asked to immigrate.
Dilauca was arrested on the 15th of April 1980, after he exited from an
audience that he had with Girbea, the general officer of security and
passports from Str. Nicolas lorga, Bucharest.

Dilauca, lacob and Palocoser have been transported as arrested people
in Suceava, where they have beeL questioned by the lieutenant major Marcu,
colonel Apaschi and another major.

Gheoroge Palocoser - Pentecostal from Suceava, fined with 1000 lei, because
he has asked permission to immigrate. He has 11 children, 9 of whom are
minors.

Nihai lacov - Pentecostal from Suceava fined with 1000 lei because he has
asked to immigrate. He has four children all minors.

During the interrogation, lieutenant major Harcu has kicked Kihai Iiacov
with his feel.

Dumitru Nemesniuc - Adventist from the city of Suceava, Alesa Venus. He
ham 10 children, of which 8 are minors.

On the 24th of April 1980, a day when he was to be received by Dragon
Micus, the inspector of passports on the regional level of the police for
the city of Suceava, he was arrested in the waiting room, interrogated
and condemned in a case that was as quick at lighting, with the door
closed, to 5 months of imprisonment. The real motive of this condemnations
he has asked to immigrate.

loan Lamar - Pentecostal, from the locality of Pirtestii de Joe, the
region of Suceava. He has placed a request to immigrate in 1978. April
17, 1980, he was called to the headquarters of the local police, and then
transported by car to the security. There he was questioned, judged and
condemned immediately, during a quick process with the closed doors and
condemned to three months or a fine of 3000 lei.

loan Lamar has paid the fine of 3000 lei so that he will not be jailed.
He is the father of 11 children.

Toader TLprLgan, baptist, from the community of Itcani. the region of
Suceava. He has two sons, both established in Patterson USA. Because
he has asked to Immigrate, he was called to the police office and fined
with 1000 lei.

It is of importance that during one questioiuing period, the Baptist Tip-
rigan was warned that one of his sons in USA, Severin, keeps a very close
relationship with Pavel Nic~lescu, the leader for the Romanian Christian
Committee "The Defense of the Religious Liberty and Conscience. (ALCR).
Therefore, we conclude that the security people from Suceava receive in-
formation about the activity of Romanian disidents, living in the United
States and that these officials follow very closely the activity of
Romanians across the border.
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George Ousiuc - Pentecostal from Ztcani, the region of Suceava, for the
act of travelling to Ducharest to have an audience before the passport
officials was called to the police and fined with 1000 lei.

Doru Tudusciuc from Medias, Sinaia Street. Condemned in September 1979 t'-?
5 years imprisonment because he asked to immigrate and has protested in
the center of the city of Medias. He was arrested and maltreated in an
unbelieving fashion by the officers of the Ministry for the Internal Af-
fairs. At the present, he is in the prison of Aiud, and is under a
severe detention treatment.

9. A Pentecostal Pastor maltreated in the streets of Medias, by the
security officers and the police officers as hundred of stunned citizens
stood by and watched.

loan Samu, the pastor of the Pentecostal church Philadelphia, father of
9 children, had a lot to suffer in Romania from security and the police,
as a result of his courage, his fight for liberty and because he has
opened a church without the approval of state and ecclesLological offial-
dome.

Arrested, condemned, maltreated and interned in a psychological hospital,
Pastor loan Samu has remained unmoved, without accepting any sort of com-
promise with the atheistic government in regards to the existing problems
of religious liberty and faith.

On February 15, 1980, when he was returning home from Bucharest, on many-
streets of Medias, officers in cars patrolled, waiting for pastor Samu.
When Samu came with him car on Staion St., around 630 p.m., he was
started by the strange sound of the siren from a police vehicle. Immedi-
ately other horns started to sound, alarming the whole block, and numer-
ous lights came up. Samu's way has been closed by thi police cars and
police officers have surrounded him immediately. They have asked for
his identification papers and for the keys of his car. Samu was asked
to go In a police car, and hA refused saying that he will follow them in
his car. Immediately, Maj o zDebd& the helper of the commanding officer
of Media, commanded his helpi-t o use force in getting Samu out of his
car. (The security officials from the city of Mediae are well known for
their bestial ways towards many of believers from the Pentecostal Church
Philadelphia.) The police officers have fallen upon him kicking with
their fists, with their boots and pulling his fair.

The beating was approximately 30 minutes in length. In order to alarm
the citizens, Samu started to scream. About three hundred people have
gathered to see. Likewise, Samu's wife, who was in her ninth month of
pregnancy was kicked and pulled out of the car.

He was taken to police headquarters of the city of Mediae, where he was
questioned, and from there to Sibiu where he was questioned again by the
commanding officer of the security of Sibiu for 5 hours. They have asked
him to confess with whom he has spoken in Ducharest, and specifically to
relate what sorts of connections he keeps with the Romanian Christian-
Committeei The Defense of Religious Liberty and Conscience.N

Samu refused to give any declarations, even though the colonel procurator
Dleahu has attempted to intimidate him, showing him a telephone conversa-
tion in regard to the activity of Samu.
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Aong those that have beaten Pastor Samu in Medias there are the follow-
ing peoples Sergeant Girnod (From the City traffic) Lieutenant Major
Rotaru, Lieutenant Dumbreanu, who kicked and pulled Samu'u hair, and the
Sergeant Major Paicu.

10. A young Daptist girl is condemned to 5 months in prison, under the
accusation that she prostituted with foreign tourists. The real motives
her request to immigrate.

Hia Dercez, from the city of Constanta, St. Mangalici nr. 72, bloc. A.
sc. 2, ap. 20, member of the 1,aptist Church number 2 in Constanta, has
been condemned on March 21, 1980, to five months' imprisonment, under the
accusation that she has been a member of a group that was experiencing
an Anarchist concept of life and that she was briLing foreigners with
whom she had sexual relations.

Mia Derces has been condemned by the Court nr. 3 of the Municipality of
Bucharest, by the sentence nr. 114C/Martie 26 1980, file nr. 2797/1980.
The juding audience having the case was formed of: Elena Madaras Presi-
dent of the Court and Elena Cherciu - procurator.

Even though she has invoked the decree 153/1970, article 1, letters b
and d, Mia Dercez wns condemned because she has asked to immigrate.

The trial was held behind closed doors, without the presence of her
parents and without a defense attorney. The judge has refused the re-
quest of Miss Mia Derces to verify her virginity by admitting the testi-
mony of a medical doctor (which would have contradibte4 the accusation
which they have brought against her uf being a prostitute.) The arrest
has taken place a short time after Hia has gone to the passports section,
at the Police Inspection of Bucharest.

It in evident that the process has been decided beforehand and it was
directed by the security.

11. An unsuccessful attempt by two Pentecostals to go-across the border.

Fed up with constant mistreatments, times of questioning and the bruta-
lities with which the officials fro the Ministry of the Internal Affairs
have treated the believers from the Philadelphia'Church from Medias, 2
Pentecostals decided to cross the Lorder illegally by train.

The two, Cornel Durdusel and Doru Munteanu, were caught, interoated
and beaten savagely by the police of Medias.

Judged during a trial with the closed doors, each one of tbem has received
4 months of jail. Under the accusation of complicity, that is to say that
they have been implicated in the attempt of the 2 mentioned above, Mar-
oara Dubei, the receptionist from the garage in Mediae has been condemned
to two months in prison, and Nicolas Munteanu, a locomotive mechanic has
been condemned to 3 months in prison. Nicolae Munteanu has 4 minor
children.

Marioara Dubei has two minor children at home, and her husband is in the
United States.

Dubei and Muntenu have refused the accusation which the court has brought
before them - i.e. that they have-been impliaced in the attempt of Dur-
dusel and Muntenau to go across the border.
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12. The events from February 1980

In February 1980 while a delegation of the Commission for Security and
Cooperation in Europe, from the United States, war in Bucharest to have
discussions with the Romanian government in regard to the upholding by
both countries of the statements from the Final Act of the Helsinki
Agreement, and while in Bucharest, the European Baptist Federation was
holding its session, the officials of the Ministry for the Internal Af-
fairs, flagrantly violating the basic human rights, have arrested and in-
terrogated in Timisoara, Cluj, and Caransebes the following Daptists: of
whom seven are members of the Romanian Christian Committee *The Defense
of the Religious Liberty and Consciences" Dimitrie Ianculovici, Emerich
luhass, loan Moldoveanu, Nicolas Bogdan, loan Tirsiu, Radu Capusan
Nicolas Radoi and Petru tela. 164.4 / )
Some of them have been maltreated by the security, and at the trial at
which loan Tirziu has been condemned to five months of prison, he could
barely stand on his feet, because he was so badly beaten. In the court
room, loan Tirsiu has been brought without his clothes (it is believed
that they have given him other clothes, because after the beatings that
he has received the clothes has been filled with blood). The 8 have
been abused, maltreated and under strict supervision by the security
agents, so that they could not take any contacts with the American Dele-
gation or with someone from the European Baptist Federation.

'he advents that took place in February, constitute an insult not only
-or the Helsinki Agreement, but for the United States which, can be in-
texpreted in this way: We want your dollars, your technology, and the
advantages that we can get from the United States of America, but for the
aonanian citizens who share the same ideals, the same--values, the liberty
and the democracy of the United States we have interrogations, question-
:ngs, tortures, exiles, psychiatrical hospitals, fists, boots and the
police sticks, threats with death and the prison.

13. Who has profaned the church of Father Districeanu?

Father Gheorge Districeanu serves at the Orthodox Church "Sfinta Nucenip"
Mine, from Iasi, Pacurari st.

Being a good priest and a good preacher, many young people came to his
church to listen to his sermons, and especially the intellectuals. His
church was always filled to the capacity. He loves the young people and the
children: his church being one of the few churches where the young people
participate in the service. The officials of the security from Iasi have
warned Father Districenau to stop implicating the children in his religi-
ous services, because his church is n.;t a Baptist Church. Further more,
he was warned that if he continues to prepare the children, he will
complicatee his situation."

Inspired also by the activity of the Children's Choir from the Baptist
Church in Iasi (the Orthodox Church and the captist Church are on the
same street), Father Districeanu started to prepare a special children's
program for Christmass He taught them many songs and poems, and promised
them gifts.

me brought a pine tree for their Christmas tree, and under the altar has
placed the gifts for the children, but when he came to church two days
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before Christmas, he witnessed a great disasters The Lord's Supper cup
was broken with an axe and placed in front of the altar. The Lons have
been ripped from the wall@ (from a height of 5-6 meters) and they were
piled in the center of the church and on top of then there was excrement.
Some icons have been destroyed with an axe and the axe placed by the pile.
There was also human excrement on the altar.

The tree was destroyed and the gifts which were supposed to be distributed
to the children were spread in the church.

Nothing was stolen. In order to get the pictures down which were placed
at a height of over 5 meters, the profanity workers needed a ladder. This
demonstrates that the evil doers were not thieves. But who could be
them? Father Dietriceanu has told his followers that what has taken
place is something mysterious. Many have understood that here was the
hand of the security attempting to intimidate the courageous priest.

In the same night, the same things happened with the church of Faithsopp
rvIci - the barnowski Church from the Central Hall in Iasi.

Loth churches have been profaned in December 1979.-

14. Adveatists thrown in prison for a religious samisdat.

Because there Is a great need of literature, a courageous group of Adven-
tists have printed illegally in the period of 1977-79, in cooperation
with other functionaries of other institutions in Romania, a large quan-
tity of religious literature.

when on the date of May 15, teams from the economical police searched
the homes of 17 Adventists, they have searched their beds, their attics,
their libraries, even the chicken houses.

In order to appreciate the courage of the group and to see the magnitude
of this activity by the Adventists to produce Anformation that for many may
appear without value, we are reproducing the titles of the books that they
have printed, the pages of each book and number of books published

Title
The Great Battle Between Christ and the Devil
Patriarch and Prophets
Prophets and Zings
38xoeriences and Visions
Christian Hymn*
Christian Hymns (notes)
Christian Hymns (Hungarian)
Announcers for Young People
Diet and Food
Divine Healing
History of the Book of Acts
Christ the Light of the World
Biblical Commentaries
A Return to Natural Alimentation
A Holy Duty
With Christ In the School of Suffering
A Small Tract for the Sanitary Reform
The Coming of the Comforter

NooPages
700
Soo
600
260

2SO
450
400
400
850
370
500

250
225
225
125

No. of Books
1000
2500
1600

_3000
3000
1000
1500
2000
2000
1500
1000

-l0bo
2000
1500
1500
1000
1000
2000
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No. of No. of
Title Pages Docks
The Holiness of Life 120 2000
The Method of Victory 100 1000
Method for Evangeliation 120 1500
The Sufferings of Jesus 75 2000
Christ In History 100 2000
Testimonies Vol. 1 200 2000
Testimonies Vol. 2 300 1500
Evolution or Creation S00 1500
The Origin and the Destiny of Man 500 1500
Lessons for the labbath School -- 2000
The Life of Jesum 600 1500
Moral Purity 200 100

There were also more than 30 brochures of 25-75 page dealing with sub-
jects such ass alcohol, smoking, the law of the 10 commandments, the Last
Judgment, Paradise, Hell, Family Life, Youth, Atheism, etc.

In order to imagine the magnitude of this work made by this group of Ad-
ventists, we vii cite an excerpt from the official file against one of
the bravest and better known Adventists who has played a great role in
the mamisdat. We are talkiqg of Gheorghe Alexandru from Ploiostia

Alexandru Gheorghe has distributed without authority, works of reigious-
Adventist nature with a value of over 200,000 lei (The Procurators re-
port, oect. 4 nr. 2755/1I 3/1979 - Motive for the sentence nr. 1121, in
regard@ to the accused Alexandru Gheorghe).

On May 7, 1979 seven Adventists have been arrested, from which some-have
been liberated, while some were detained at the headquarters of the
secuirty where they have been questioned and beaten, in order to give
declarations in regard to the multiplication and the distribution of the
printed books.

We are reproducing from the Romanian bi-monthly Micro Magamin, which
appears in New Yorks fragments from a letter sent from Romania to be
broadcast over the Radio Free Europe, a letter which deals with the problem
of the Adventist samixdat and the consequences of the believers involved
in this activity On the day of May 15, 1979, ten teams of police offi-
cers from Bucharest, accompanied by security officials have done house
searches at the homes of 17 Adventists. In the following day they have
made some other house searches at other believers. Also, many serox
operators were arrested and questioned who are not Christians and they
have divulged other names, so that the number of those that have searched
and questioned is above 80, in Bucharest and in the vicinity, and if we
are including the serox operators than the number is above 100. The con-
fiscated books could fill two trucks. With these books, there has been
an exhibition on the third floor of the Police Headquatere in Bucharest,
where there is a map with the title: The development of the Action
'Lighning' where thre are the names of the believers that have been
searched and of the serox operators. The map has the following dimen-
sions 1.80 m by 1 m.

According to the letter this is the situation of the Adventists involved
in this samisdatt
Mihai Romelia, condemned to I year of imprisonment at his place of work and

the confiscation of 27,000 lei.
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Cornelia Hihall, the father of Romelia Hihail, who in the recent years hae
was jailed for 7 years, has disappeared on the 15th of May. It Is
believed that be was attempting to escape the security and was shot
as he tried to go across the border.

Alexandra Sima condemned to 2 years in jail.
Karin Chirita condemned to 16 month@ in jail.
Gheorghe Stancu condemned to 1 year in jail.
Gheorghe Pencea condemned to 1 year in jail.
Gheorghe Alexandru condemned to 1 year in jail.
Pavel Turturicea condemned to I year in jail.
Doru Grigoriu condemned to I year in jail.
Ion Hosor condemned to 8 months in jail.
Alexandra Clmpoca condemned to I year in jail.
Ion Dragomirescu condemned to I year in jail.
Spiridon Schitelea condemned to I year in jail.

The litter mentions that in all the sentences given against the Adventists
implicated in this samisdat, it was decided that all the literature will
be destroyed.

This act has been confirmed in Penal Sentence nr. 1121/41ulle 1979 Dosar
nr. 4725/1979 at the Court nr. S of the Municipality of Ducharest against
Alexandruoheorghe which says

Cased on the penal code 116, the articles containing religious materials
will be confiscated from the accused.. .in the favor of the state, and the
articles will be destroyed .... (the underlining belongs to the writer of
the letter) Meanwhile, after a few monthsostarting with May 15, 1979
in the Romanian press articles appeared which attempted to compromise
the Advenitists which have been involved in the writing and the distribu-
tion of the literature, something that is a well known communist method
of blackmailing and making dirty those that have courage to stand for
religious liberty.

The basic problem is not if the Adventist samisdat has brought prejudices
against the state, as the security inquisitors pretends but uWhy there
is no liberty in Romania and than in the light of this virtue Christian
literature could be printed?
Another question is 'Why has the communist government taken from the be-
lievers their small printing shop? and the last one, The leaders of the
Adventist Church, the Ministry of the Internal Affairs, and the Depart-
ment of Cults, who understand one another so well, even in the perse-
cution of the believers - could they show us what religious titles they
have printed in the last 30 years of the Communist regime?

15. 10 prisoners of conscience in Romania.

The Romanian Christian Committee ALRC has information about the following
10 prisoners of conscience from Romanias

1. Gheorghe Calciu-Dumitreasa
2. Gheorghe Alexandru
3. Qheorghe Drasoveanu
4. loan Cana
5. Nircea Dragomir
6. Lucian Districeanu
7. Viorel Ardeleanu
8. Petre Anghelus
9. loan Tirsiu

10. Andrei lonel
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1. Gheoahs Calclu-Dumltreasa
An Orthodox priest. He has spent 16 years in prison as a political pris-
oner during 1948-63. At the present he is condemned for 10 years. After
his liberation in 1963 he takes two degrees& one in philology (French
language and literature) and one in theology. He becomes a priest and Is
given a position as a professor of Ntw Testament and trench at the Ortho-
dox Seminary Radu Veda from Bucharest.

Attacks in his sermons atheism and criticises openly the destruction of
the place of worship for Orthodox believers. Rnea Church In Bucharest and
Domneasca Church from roceani.

Because of his courage and popularity among university students and his
theology students, he attracts the hate of the Department of Cults and of
the leadership of the Seminary Radu Voda. In an illegal manner he was
dismissed from his position as a professor.

During this time, the Radio Free Europe, broadcasted the series of his
sermons called * The Seven Words for the Young People.0 On March 10,
1979s the priest Calciu declares o Pavel Hioblescu, in one of the of-
fices of the security from Cale"Vah U U1 have given declarations be-
cause they have tortured me. for four days and four nights I was kept
standing, without being allowed to sleep.' Imprisoned in the Aiud peni-
tentiary, the priest Calciu Is kept In an Inhumane regime of Isolation
and severe conditions, with the hope that In this way he will be extermi-
nated.

2. Gheorghe Alexandru

An Adventist from PlolestL. He was condemned in October 1979 to 18 months
of Jail. The last news that we have is thathe is In the Nargineni or
Caragiale prison. In the past because of his fight for religious freedom,
he spent 4 years in prison. His wife was forced to raise their four
children by herself, working as a nurse.

One of the children of Gheorghe Alexandru, for his religious conviction
has completed 2 years of imprisonment (being a soldier he has refused to
execute the given order on the day of Sabbath.)

The last sentence of Gheorghe Alexandru Is in connection with the fact
that he was involved In the printing and the distribution of religious
literature.

As a sign of protest against the perseuction and against the difficulties
that the family has suffered in Romania, the whole family of Gheorghe
Alexandru has decided to Immigrate.

3. Gheorghe Drasoveanu

An economist. One of the founders of SLOMR (The Free Syndioate of Work-
ing Mon of Romania). In the last 7 years, he was placed 5 times in
psychiatric hospitals.

He was arrested on March 10, 1979. He was questioned by the security
and thrown initially into a psychiatric hospital. At the present time
he is in Galati prison, very sick, having severe headaches. There was
news that he will be freed, but in May 1980 no one knew the date.
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In the winter of 1979/80 his wife has sent him a package with food and
winter clothes. The clothes have been returned to Mrs. Drasoveanu under
the pretext that they are heavier than It is permitted for the prisc .
to receive in a package.

A little while before the arrest of G. Drasoveanu, the officials of the
Ministry of the Internal Affairs, have taken Mrs. Drasoveanu, from her
home in Ducharest and obligated her through numerous moral pressures
and threats to declare that her husband is demented.

What is the Uvil act' of 0. Drasoveanu and why is he considered 'demented'?
Because his social religious concepts do not fit within the official
Marxist-Leninet ideology of the Romanian Communist Party. 0. Drasoveanu
has lectured in Romania, about God and Life - An Analogy Between Biology
and Industry (in which he refutes the materialistic theories about the
origin of man), he is an outspoken adversary of capitalism and communism,
maintaining that only 3esus Christ with his teaching can institute a
society which is better and which offers equality, and is an original Jk-
terpreter of biblical prophecies (Daniel and Apocalypse) in which he
treats the contemporary communism.

Drasoveanu is an open critic of the politics of Mr. Ceausescu and an ad-
versary for all totaliatarian governments Thus, he was happy when the
government of Ps1 Pot and the Shah have fallen.

;Irasoveanu Is an intellectual genius with profound Christian and demo-
cratic convictions. Through an open letter addressed to the Patriarch of
Romania and to the Central Committee of the Romanian Communisty Party,
Gheorghe Brasoveanu has proposed an open dialogue between Christians anid
Marxists on television.

4. loan Cana

A Medical doctor. One of the founders of SLOMR. Enters in an open co--
flict with the Romanian Government when through his convictions, he re-
fused to take the loyalty oath towards the Communist Party.

He is arrested on March 10, 1979 by 15 officers from the security. He
was questioned and tortured by the officers of the Ministry for the ;'*..
ternal Affairs and condemned to 5 years in prison.

Through threats and promises, the investigatori succeeded to draw from
his father and his sister the statement that ha is demented.

After Radio Free Europe in August 1979 has reported about this in an in-
terview accorded by Pavel NidOlescu, the agents of the Ministry of the
Internal Affairs, have attached and ,eaten in open street the father of
loan Cana. On the second day the elderly Cana, was called to the security
headquarters and warned that if Rad3o Free Europe continues to speak about
his son, he, the father of Cana will te asstUsinated by a car accident.

5. Hircea Dragomir

Adventist. Condemned for the first time in 1974 to three years of prison
because he has refused to work on the Sabbath. (At that time he was in
.he army). He was freed in 1977, and was again called in the army i4j.
September 1977, and sent to a working unit in Timisoara.

- 17 -
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Because of his religious convictions he refused to participate in instru-
ctions or to work on Saturdays. He is beaten by the military officer
and sent to the Tribunal of Timisoara, which in the sentence of 111/19
May 1978 condemned him for the second time under the accusation of 'in-
subordinati6a, giving him 4 years of prison. Mircea Dragomir, who until
present has served 4 years in the jail, suffers of glomerul enfrita, a
kidney sickness with the symptons of red urine, and inflamations of thb
face and the legs.

6. Lucian Districeanu

An AdventiSe from the community of Cluperceni Vechi, the city of Calafat,
the region of Doli. Condemned to 3 years of imprisonment by the Sen-
tence 110/9 May 1978, by the Military Court of Timisoara. We will
reproduce a fragment from the memorandum aJdrcssed by Mrs. Districeanu
to the President Niclae Ceausescu in 1979 in regards to her sons

"In 19SS, on Oct. 24, my husband Listriceanu Nitran was arrested be-
cause he was a member of the Adventist Confession - the Seventh Day -
The Reformed Movement, and condemned to 15 years of heavy labor - be-
cause he kept the Sabbath. Doing invalid of his left hand he has done
4 years of imprisonment, during which time I was alone at home, with
two children, one of 5 years and one of 3 months.

Through a decision by the court, my property has been confiscated, and I'
was forced to live with my relatives. I was obligated to work in jobs
that have been very heavy and very menial, so that I could raise my
children.

As a result of these conditions, my son Lucian (Lucian was born on the
l1th of June 1958) became sick with pulmonary sickness, heart, nasal
hemorrhages and other physi:al deformities.

Against the medical advice, Lucian Districeanu was incorporated, sent
into the army, to unit 01731 from Timisoara. Hero, because of his
religious convictions, he refuses every activity in Saturdays.

And Mrs. Districeanu continues 'Lucian has been kicked by two officers,
thrown to the ground in front of the whole unit, and another solder was
asked to kick him so hard that he was barely able to stand up. At the
prison in Timsoara, Lucian has been kept in isolation for 14 days.. when
he was brought before us we could hardly recognize him because he was so
weakened by this isolation program.

At the present time my son Is in the prison of Gherla.

7. Viorel Ardelean

An Adventist from the village of Cristelec, the region of Salaj. Con-
demned to 3 years in prison. The case is similar to those of Kircea Drag-
omir and Lucian Districeanu.

Other information about Viorel Ardealanu we do not have.

8. Petre Anghelus

Adventistfrom the community of Dusescu, the region of Teleorman. Con-

- 18 -
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demned to 3 years of prison. Case similar as that of Mircea Daragomir,
and Lucian Dlstriceanu. Other information about Petre Anghelus we do
not have.

9. loan Tirsiu

A Baptist from Timisoara. Questioned for the first time by the security
in Timisoara on June 29, 1979, for 4 hours and fined with 500 el for
a memorandum addressed to the authorities of Romania seeking his im-
migration, a memorandum that was broadcast over the Radio Free Europe in
June 23, 1979.

During the time of his interrogation, loan Tiruiu was beaten by the of-
ficials from the security Guias Petre (Gullyas) and Petre Pela with
karate chops. These two officers have threatened him with death. "It
is possible never to reach the city of Bucharest." "it Is possible to
fall down from the train.' (Recently, the security agents from the
Ministry of the Internal Affairs have increased their death threats to
believers and the militants of human rights).

In February 1980, while the delegation from America from the Commission
for Security and Cooperation in Europe met andthe time of the European
Baptist Federations meeting, loan Tirsiu was arrested, questioned and
tortured by the major of the security Guias Petre, and hit with fishts
and kicked.

On February 13, 1980, loan Tirsiu is judged by the lourt-of Timisoara
and condemned to 5 months in prison.

Those that have seen Tirsiu in the courtroom, have declared that the
accused has been brought before the judge without his clothes, dressed
only in a shirt, probably because his own clothes have been spotted with
blood from the time of his torture.

The interrogation, the torture, and the condemnations of loan Tirsiu has
been one of the repressive methods used by the officials of the Ministry
for the Internal Affairs against the members of the Romania Christian
Committee'The Defense of the Religious Liberty and Conscience,' members
that have attempted to come in contact with the American delegation from
the Commission of Security and Cooperation in Europe.

10. Andrei lonel

A Pentecostal from the community of Rinceni, the region of Vaslui.
Incorporated in February 1974, Andrei Zonal is sent to a military unit
of security from Dicasul Ardealean. After one month in the military,
his superiors have found that he is a Pentecostal believer. He is called
before them and asked If we command you to kill a man, will you shoot,
will you obey the order?

Andrei Zonal answered, "No.0

Refuses also because of the religious convictions and conscience to take
the oath. Is sent home by his superiors, for one month to rethink his
positions.

In April 1974, Andrei Zonel is called again before the Military Court of

- 19 -
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TWalsoara, judged and sentenced to 3 years of prison.

He is liberated after a pardoning act in March 1976.

AfMr m month-of liberty, he Is inooeporated again. The story becomes repeated
and he to condemned again to 3 years in prison. Liberated in 1977, Andre lonael
returns to hi. parents, but Is incorporated again, for the third time in March 1978.

He keeps his attitude - has pacifist convictions and refuses to take
the oath - and is therefore again condemned for another 3 years in

At this time, Andrei Zonal is in a prison famous for Its wickedness from
Poarta Alba, the region of Constanta. -

At the present we do not know anything else, except that he Is Imprisoned.

We have presented only a few aspects of the religious persecution in
Romania, the problem being more complex and needing a greater attention
to details.

The conclusion that we reach i-s that religion has become a problem un-
supportable for the Ducharest regime, a regime which intensifies its
fight against a reality about which the Marxist ideologues have con-
cluded, 30 years ago, that it will destroyed by itself.

Rev. Aurel Popescu
The Pastor of the Romanian p a h a

Now York, USA4)
ROY. Pavel Nicftesco
The Spokesman for ALRC

(Defense of Religious Liberty and Consaiences)

Genoveva Sfatu
Children's Choir Director
The Romanian Daptist Church
New York

EXPLANATION NOTRs

A worker earns about 5000 lei/3 months.

Police Officers -%dealing mostly with every day activities

Security Officers - the secret police of the government involved in
political and religious activities. This group
appears often as police officers, but is well known
for-Ts cruel ways of treating people.

July 4,198o
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The CHAIRMAN. Mr. Arthur Ronan.
You may proceed, Mr. Ronan.

STATEMENT OF ARTHUR P. RONAN, PRESIDENT, ROCKWELL
INTERNATIONAL, AXLE GROUP

Mr. RONAN. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
Mr. Chairman, I am Arthur Ronan, president of the Axle Group

of Rockwell International.
While we recognize the important public policy considerations

which led to the granting of the MFN status to Hungary, we are
seriously concerned about the adverse economic impact that it is
having on certain U.S. industries.

In May of 1978, I testified before this committee as to the poten-
tial market disruption of the U.S. independent heavy duty axle
industry if most-favored-nation status were granted to the Hungar-
ian People's Republic. Since MFN status was granted, the predicted
potential market disruption has in fact occurred.

The import tariff categories including heavy duty axles rose from
practically zero prior to the MFN to be the second largest import
from Hungary in 1979, and U.S. Government statistics for the first
4 months of 1980 show an additional increase of 40 percent.

The imports together with the downturn in the U.S. economy has
had a severe impact on production in our nine truck and trailer
axle related facilities in this country. For example, our trailer axle
facility in Kenton, Ohio, has had a reduction in natural production
of some 66 percent. We have been in contact and are in continuing
contact with the Office of the U.S. Trade Representative on this
matter, and it is our purpose here today to apprise the committee
of this problem and request'the committee's support in solving it.

That concludes my summarization, and I will be glad to answer
any questions relative to your request for briefness.

Senator Rirncol'. I am just curious. Is Hungary the only compet-
itor in axles that the American industry has now?

Mr. RONAN. In the Comcon countries, yes, sir.
Senator RImconF. What other countries?
Mr. RONAN. Well, there are competitors, of course, in the United

Kingdom, in Italy, in France. They all compete, but they do not
have the MFN trade considerations.

Senator RIBIcon. Well, with those countries there isn't a prob-
lem of MFN. The Hungarians don't come in at a cheaper rate than
the other countries. It just comes in at the same rate.

Mr. RONAN. Well, because of the considerations, sir, of free trade,
where behind the Iron Curtain their motivation is to basically
produce at cost and sell at those levels, when they are not taxed
accordingly when they come into this country, they can in effect
determine at what price they will bring the product in, and there-
fore it is not at a competitive level.

Senator RIIcoFF. Well, take a comparable number of items that
comprise the major Hungarian exports to the United States. How
would they compare in the price-they sell in the United States to
the price that you sell for the same item in the United States?

Mr. RONAN. Well, taking one specific example; namely, the trail-
er axles, which relates to- -

Senator Rinicon. The which axles?
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Mr. RONAN. The trailer axles. They go on the trailers which ride
behind truck tractors, sir. Which would be an example. They have
come into this country versus our prices and our other competitors'
prices in this country in the range of 25 percent under our figures,
not just our own, but all of our other competitors in this country.

Senator RIBICoFF. And 25 percent would amount to how much?
What does an axle like that sell for? Who do you sell that to?

Mr. RONAN. We sell it to trailer manufacturers, such as
Trailmobile.

Senator RmICOFF. All right. How much do you sell it for?
Mr. RONAN. Well, it varies, but it is in the range of $300 to $400.
Senator RIBICOFF. So they really sell it about $100, $75 to $100

cheaper than you do.
Mr. RONAN. Yes, sir.
Senator RIBICOFF. How big is that market?
Mr. RONAN. Well, it is a market which, depending upon whether

you are talking about high production or specialty type trailers,
ut I would take the secialty markets because that is really the

one that they are selling into. It is a market of approximately
200,000 trailer axles in the course of 1 year.

Senator RiBICOFF. You say you have taken this up with the U.S.
Trade Representative.

Mr. RONAN. Yes, sir.
Senator RIBICOFF. What response have you gotten from them?
Mr. RONAN. It has been encouraging, and they have been work-

ing with us on it, and as I said, the only reason for us attending
today is to really go on record. Our discussions with them have
been promising but not conclusive.

Senator RIlCOFF. In other words, you want them to be goaded a
little bit to give it a little more attention.

Mr. RONAN. Hopefully. Yes, sir.
Senator RIBICOFF. Any questions, Senator Dole?
Senator DOLE. You are not opposing MFN status, then?
Mr. RONAN. We are not opposing it in terms of the human rights

aspects of it, but we are opposing it from the standpoint that if it
creates unfair pricing in the manufactured products trade going
either here or there, for that matter, then it does cause a disrup-
tive type problem in our industry, and that is where we have the
problem.

I think the basic concept of it is good. I think we are all for
human rights. Certainly I am personally and I know that our
company is. But when it creates the fact that we lose jobs in this
country when we in effect knowingly are very competitive with all
other producers of these products, it is a problem, yes, sir.

Senator DOLE. There have actually been jobs lost because of it? Is
there any evidence of that?

Mr. RONAN. Yes. In the more detailed documentation which we
will file this morning, there is hard evidence of that.

Senator Rmico. Whatever you file, we will send over to the
U.S. Trade Representative. I think this is one of the big problems
facing us. Other countries have government subsidies, or there is
dumping, and there are methods that you can determine prices of
your competitors in a free market economy. It is almost impossible
to determine such prices on imports from a Comcon country.
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Mr. RONAN. That is true. Of course, the basis that we have here
is that we are very close to the OEM customers in this industry.
We think, other than those manufacturers who are captive, in
other words, a manufacturer who would make an end product, and
then also that axle that went into it, we are competitive with him
in what he makes as a captive product, and we think that we are
very competitive with anybody else that produces these types of
products in this industry.

Senator RIBICOFF. In other words, what comes in from the Com-
munity, European Community, you have no complaint, because the
prices are comparable to yours, the costs and everything else.

Mr. RONAN. True, and it is evidenced not just here but also as we
compete with them in their countries, because we sell comparable
products here, all over Europe, and South and Central America,
wherever, and so we have a good basis of information to know what
those costs and prices should be, and we have an excellent ability
to ascertain technology in terms of manufacturing process to deter- -
mine what that should be.

Senator RIBICOFF. Thank you very much, Mr. Ronan.
Mr. RONAN. Thank you, sir.
Senator RIBICOFF. I mean, I think you have called the commit-

tee's attention to a basic problem that has not been solved, and I
think the committee could well-go into the overall issue, not just
on axles for you.

Thank you very much, Mr. Ronan.
Mr. RONAN. Thank you, sir. We appreciate it.
[The prepared statement of Mr. Ronan follows:]

68-772 0-80- 17
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SUMMARY

Mr. Chairman, I am Arthur P, Ronan, President of the Axle Group of

Rockwell International.

I will sumarize my statement and request that the full statement be

included in the record.

In May 1978 1 testified before this Comittee as to potential market

disruption of the United States independent heavy duty axle industry if Most

Favored Nation (MFN) status were granted to the Hungarian People's Republic.

Since MFN status was granted, the predicted potential market disruption

has occurred. The import tariff categories, including heavy duty axles,

rose from practically zero prior to MFN to be the second largest import

from Hungary in 1979 and U.S. Government statistics for the first four months

of 1980 shows an additional increase of 40%.

The imports together with the downturn in the U.S. economy has had a

severe impact on production in our nine truck and trailer axle related

facilities. For example, our trailer axle facility in Kenton, Ohio has had

a reduction in axle production of 66%,

We have been in contact and are continuing contact with the office of

the United States Trade Representative (JJSTRI on this matter. It is our purpose

here today to apprise the Committee of this problem and request the Committee's

support in solving it.

That concludes my summarization and I will be glad to answer questions.

Thank you Mr, Chairman.
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STATEMENT

On behalf of Rockwell International, let me first express my appreciation

for the opportunity of presenting this statement to the Comnittee.

The Automotive Operations of Rockwell International Corporation is a

major manufacturer of axles and other components for heavy duty vehicles,

including trucks, trailers, and buses.

It is our intent with this statement to apprise the Comittee of present

and potential significant market disruption in the United States domestic

independent heavy duty axle manufacturing industry and to request the Committee's

support in solving the problem. This disruption is caused by the continuing

actual and prospective increase in imports of directly competitive heavy duty

truck and trailer axles and axle components from the Hungarian People's Republic.

Rockwell International testified about this potential market disruption

at the Committee's 1978 hearings concerning the granting of Most Favored Nation

(MFN) status for the Hungarian People's Republic.

After the Hungarian People's Republic received MHFN status in 1978, events

moved swiftly. The predicted heavy duty axle market disruption became significant

in 1979.
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The United States Department of Commerce trade imports statistics for

1979 reveal that the tariff category, including heavy duty axles, grew from

practically zero prior to MFN status for Hungary to be the second largest

Hungarian import category by the end of 1979. The same United States Depart-

ment of Commerce trade statistics show that the U.S. trade balance with the

Hungarian People's Republic went from a positive one in 1978 to a negative one

by the end of 1979. The significant changes to bring this about were a re-

duction in U.S. exports of "Food and Live Animals" and increased imports in
"Machinery and Transport Equipment."

At the conclusion of Rockwell International's 1978 testimony to the

Committee, the Chairman, Senator Ribicoff, stated:

"We understand the situation and the various authorities from

the Executive Branch have testified that they are aware of the

problems of assuring that there would not be undue disruption

by rapid increase in exports to this nation. I am sure the

Committee as well as they, will so monitor."

In accordance with the Senator's suggestion, when undue disruption

through increasing imports occurred, Rockwell International brought the matter

to the attention of the appropriate authority within the Executive Branch,

the office of the United States Trade Representative (USTR). Contact with

the staff of the USTR was Initiated in March of this year and is continuing.

While the cooperation of the staff has been gratifying, the problem as yet
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has not been resolved. We believe, therefore, that it is appropriate to

apprise the Committee of our continuing concern and the necessity for a

satisfactory and prompt resolution to be reached by the USTR within the frame-

work of Article V11 of the U.S.-Hungary Trade Agreement of March 1978.

The downturn in the U.S. economy and in particular the depressed state of

the U.S. automotive industry, including heavy duty vehicles and components,

intensifies the negative impact of imports. Since 1978, the reduction in our

demand has resulted in-the layoff of over 1,400 employees in our nine truck

and trailer axle related facilities. Most significant is the 66% reduction

in demand at our major trailer axle facility in Kenton, Ohio. At the same

time, the U.S. Department of Commerce trade statistics for the first 4 months

of 1980 of imports from Hungary show that two major tariff categories con-

taining heavy duty axles and components (TSUSA numbers 692,3288 and 692,3207)

total approximately $5.8 million and are 40% above the 1979 level. These are

the same categories that grew from zero prior to MFN status for Hungary to

be the second largest import by the end of 1979.

As previously stated, we have brought this matter to the attention of

the appropriate authority of the Executive Branch, the office of the United

States Trade Representative.

It is our intention to continue the contact with the office of the United

State Trade Representative in an effort to solve the problem and it is hoped

that it will be the sense of this Committee to emphasize to the Administration

the urgent need for an early satisfactory conclusion. -
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Senator RIBICOFF. The next group is Donald Hasfurther, Mark
Sandstrom, Maurice Boschy, Simon Chilewich, Mr. Baboyian, Mr.
Peter Afanasenko, Mr. Preston Brown, and our former colleague,
Clifford P. Case, and Mr. Stephen Gans.

I hope in all your wisdom you have learned how to divide the 15
minutes allocated without giving an undue advantage or disadvan-
tage to any of you gentlemen.

How shall we proceed? Left to right? Right to left? Center to
right?

STATEMENT OF DONALD J. HASFURTHFR, DIRECTOR FOR
--EAST-WEST TRADE, CHAMBER OF COMMERCE OF THE

UNITED STATES
Mr. HASFURTHER. Mr. Chairman, if you will permit me, I am

Donald Hasfurther of the U.S. Chamber, and I will begin now, sir.
Senator RIBICOFF. OK, sir. You may go ahead.
Mr. HASFURTHER. I am pleased to have the opportunity to appear

here today in support of continuation of most-favored-nation tariff
status for Romania, Hungary, and the People's Republic of China. I
am particularly pleased to be a part of this business panel.

Senator RIBICOFF. Let me ask you. How will you suggest you
proceed with Mr. Ronan's complaint? I mean, you are from the
Chamber of Commerce, so this must be an overall problem not just
being confined to axles. Would you have any thoughts on that?

Mr. HASFURTHER. Yes, sir, I have one immediate thought, and
that is with regard to one of the business councils that we do have
established with Eastern Europe. It is the Hungarian-United States
Economic Council, of which Rockwell International is a member. I
would be very pleased to discuss with them their problem a little
further. We will be having a meeting of that council later this
year, this fall, and I think that is a very appropriate issue to be
raised at that time.

Senator RIBICOFF. Is Mr. Ronan still in the room? Or has he
gone?

Mr. HASFURTHER. If he is gone, I will make an effort to contact
him.

Senator RIBICOFF. Will you call it to his attention, and tell him
that you were in the room when the question was asked, it was
raised with you, and that you would be pleased not just for Mr.
Ronan but with other American industries?

How do you address yourself to competitive problems with a
community where there is no way to judge costs?

Oh, Mr. Ronan is back in the room.
Mr. Ronan, Mr. Hasfurther is representing the U.S. Chamber of

Commerce, and I have put to him the question I asked you, because
it is bigger than Rockwell. It is an overall policy. And he says you
are part of the business council, Rockwell International, and that
there will be a meeting later on in the fall in- which this overall
problem will be addressed, and he would be more than pleased on
behalf of the U.S. Chamber of Commerce to enter into further
discussions with you on your problem. So, after his testimony, you
might chat with him for a few minutes.

You may proceed, sir.
Mr. HASFURTHER. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
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If you are in agreement, I will briefly summarize my written
testimony, and then turn the floor over to the other panelists for
them to do the same.

Senator RIBICOFF. All right.
Mr. HASFURTHER. The chamber is pleased with the development

of U.S. commercial relations with Romania, Hungary, and China.
A great deal of this progress can be attributed to the conclusion of
trade agreements with these individual countries. For this progress
to be sustained, the favorable commercial climate established as a
result of these trade agreements must also be continued.

As I indicated before, the Hungarian-United States Economic
Council, as well as the Romanian-United States Economic Council,
will be meeting within the next 3 months. If there are any addi-
tional messages or items that the subcommittee would like to see
addressed at those sessions, please convey them to me and I will
raise them at the meeting.

Senator RIBICOFF. Well, Senator Danforth isn't in the room, but
there is a deep 'concern on his part over the patent controversy
concerning chemicals with Hungary.

Mr. HASFURTHER. Yes, sir.
Senator RiBICOFF. So I think you ought to take a look at that,

too.
Mr. HASFURTHER. We are very aware of that problem, and we

certainly will discuss that at our session.
Mr. Chairman, before I turn the microphone over to the other

panelists, I mention that Robert Aronson, the executive secretary
of the Romanian-United States Economic Council, is also in this
room today, and following the addresses by the other panelists, if
there are any questions that you might have of us, we would be
very happy to try to answer them.

Senator RIBICOFF. Shall we have all the testimony, Senator Dole,
before questions?

Senator DOLE. Yes, Mr. Chairman.
Senator RiBICOFF. Mr. Sandstrom, please.

STATEMENT OF MARK SANDSTROM, ATTORNEY, ON BEHALF
OF THE ATALANTA CORP., ACCOMPANIED BY MAURICE
BOSCHY, VICE PRESIDENT, THE ATALANTA CORP.
Mr. SANDSTROM. Mr. Chairman and members of the committee,

my name is Mark Sandstrom and I am here today representing the
Atalanta Corp. of New York, N.Y. I also have with me Mr. Maurice
Boschy, vice president of Atalanta. Atalanta strongly supports the
continuation of the President's authority to waive the trade act
freedom of emigration provisions, both generally, and specifically
in the cases of the Socialist Republic of Romania, the Hungarian
People's Republic and the People's Republic of China.

The Atalanta Corp. is a marketing organization for a large vari-
ety (f high quality food products, which are distributed throughout
the United States by its 70-man sales force located in New York
City and in 15 sales offices throughout the country. Atalanta im-
ports products from over 40 countries throughout the world includ-
ing Romania, Hungary, and China. It is the company's view that
the maintenance and growth of harmonious trade relations be-
tween the United States and the Socialist countries, including the
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preservation of most-favored-nation tariff treatment, is in the inter-
est not only of U.S. companies doing business with these countries
but also in the interest of the United States as a whole.

ROMANIA

Atalanta Corp. has been importing canned hams and other qual-
ity products from Romania since 1970. Thus we have been serving
U.S. customers quality Romanian products well before East-West
trade became a prominent element of the total U.S. trade picture.
Over the past decade Atalanta's trade with Romania has grown so
that in 1979, it imported $23 million of quality canned hams from
that country. Atalanta also serves as a member of the United
States-Romanian Economic Council, which operates under the ad-
ministrative scope of the Chamber of Commerce of the United
States, but is autonomous in matters of policy. Through its com-
mercial activity with Romania and its membership on the Council,
Atalanta is in a unique position to testify to the benefits that
accrue to U.S. companies and U.S. consumers with respect to trade
with Romania.

In addition, the United States as a whole has gained from bi-
lateral trade with Romania over the past several years. In 1970,
the overall United States-Romanian trade was $80 million. In 1979,
4 years after ratification of the United States-Romanian Trade
Agreement, bilaterial trade has now reached $830 million, and it is
expected that it may well pass the billion dollar mark this year.
Furthermore, the United States is enjoying a positive trade balance
with Romania. The purposes for which the United States-Roma-
nian Trade Agreement was originally signed have clearly been
served by the development of trade between the two countries since
the-original granting of most-favored-nation to that country. In-
creased economic relations between the United States and Roma-
nia have fostered the development of good overall relations be-
tween the countries. Thus, the record strongly supports the posi-
tion of this company that the President's waiver authority should
be continued in order to permit the further growth of United
States-Romanian trade relations.

HUNGARY

In 1978, the United States-Hungarian Trade Agreement was ap-
proved by the Congress and most-favored-nation tariff treatment
was extended to the products of that country. A decade prior to
that time, the Atalanta Corp. had been involved in the importation
of food products from that country. Last year, the company import-
ed approximately $30 million of ham products from Hungary. Ata-
lanta is also a member of the joint United States-Hungarian Eco-
nomic Council, under the auspices of the U.S. Chamber of Com-
merce. Since the passage of most-favored-nation and the United
States-Hungarian Trade Agreement, bilaterial trade between the
two countries has increased to $190 million. Due to certain limits
on Hungary's hard currency imports during the last year, the trade
balance with Hungary shifted to the negative. However, we antici-
pate that the balance will again turn to the United States' favor in
the near future. In any case, we view the case for most-favored-
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nation tariff treatment as beneficial not only to companies doing
business with Hungary but overall U.S. economic relations as a
whole. The factors which led this committee and the Congress to
approve the United States-Hungarian Trade Agreement in 1978,
still apply today.

CHINA

As this committee is fully aware, the United States has only
recently concluded a trade agreement with China pursuant to title
IV of the 1974 Trade Act. U.S. companies are now beginning to
establish commercial relations with their Chinese counterparts. In
1979, United States-Chinese trade amounted to $2.3 billion, double
its 1978 level. In that year, the United States did enjoy a $1.1
billion trade surplus with China. For its part, the Atalanta Corp.
has begun to import certain food products from China, including
canned mackerel and mushrooms. Although only a short period of
time has elapsed since the granting of most-favored-nation tariff
treatment to China, the record of trade over the past year or so
and the enormous potential for trade expansion, would argue very
strongly for the continuation of normalized trade relations with
that country.

Atalanta strongly supports the continuation of the President's
authority, in general, and specifically with respect to the countries
of Romania, Hungary, and the People's Republic of China. In every
case, the normalization of trade relations with these countries and
the trade expansion which has followed has served economic inter-
ests of the United States. Just as U.S. consumers have been able to
increase theii access to products from these countries, so to have
these countries grown as markets for U.S. producers. For these
reasons it is necessary to maintain normal trade relations with
these countries.

This concludes our testimony. We would be happy to answer any
questions which the committee members may have.

Senator RIBICOFF. Thank you.
Mr. Baboyian.

STATEMENT OF H. K. BABOYIAN, VICE PRESIDENT, GOVERN-
MENT RELATIONS, ACCOMPANIED BY PETER AFANASENKO,
CORPORATE REPRESENTATIVE INTERNATIONAL, UOP INC.
Mr. BABOYIAN. I am H. K. Baboyian, sir. I am vice president of

UOP Inc. I am pleased to have this opportunity to appear before
the subcommittee to support President Carter s recommendation
for an extension of waiver authority granted for Romania, Hunga-
ry, and the People's Republic of China.

UOP is a $1 billion U.S. corporation engaged in the development
of energy technology, construction and engineering services, and
manufactured products on a worldwide basis. We have done busi-
ness in Romania for over 40 years. For many years, we have also
done business in Hungar .

UOP was one of the first U.S. corporations to do a substantial
amount of business in the People's Republic of China. We have
found that through each of these relationships beneficial results
have taken place.

Although I have submitted a longer testimony for the record, I
will be very brief in summarizing it for the moment. UOP believes
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that such continued most-favored-nation status with these coun-
tries will further strengthen and facilitate business relations be-
tween them and the United States. We strongly support President
Carter's recommendations for a further extension authority under
the Trade Act of 1974, and along with other members of the panel
we are actively engaged in trade councils that represent these
countries in the U.S. business community.

Senator RiInCOFF. Thank you.
Mr. Simon Chilewich.

STATEMENT OF SIMON CHILEWICH, PRESIDENT, CHILEWICH
CORP.

Mr. CHILEWICH. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
My name is Simon Chilewich. I am president of Chilewich Corp.

of New York. I would like to express my distinct pleasure of being
able to make this testimony before this committee, both as a citizen
deeply concerned with the international posture of the United
States as well as a businessman sensitive to the importance of
trade as it affects international relations.

As a citizen traveling extensively abroad, I regret that our coun-
try in relation to its size, capability, and technology, has generally
not commensurately participated in world trade. As a businessman,
I regret that our trade relations are often kept hostage to political
objectives.

Trade development between the United States and other coun-
tries should be promoted and encouraged in our own self-interest,
as indeed they could bring a positive influence on our own and
even world political relations.

Stifling of trade for political objectives is likely to be counterpro-
ductive because in addition to economic distortion, it unavoidably
provokes anger and recrimination.

The consummation of any business transaction requires a priori
the agreement and good will of two parties, and thus in addition to
economic benefits has the potential of providing a link toward
better political understanding.

I submit that trade with Romania is indeed a case in point. Most-
favored-nation trade treatment accorded to Romania has contribut-
ed not only to the development of trade between our countries but
also has influenced cultural and political understanding.
- My company is involved in the hide business, which is the raw
material for leather. Exports of hides from the United States to
Romania in 1979 amounted to some $60 million. In terms of our
gross national product, this is not overwhelming, but it does, how-
ever, represent some 7 percent of our overall exports of hides, and
therefore provides an important economic contribution to the cattle
and beef industry of this country and a necessary outlet for an
agricultural byproduct produced in surplus to our own require-
ments.

I would like to urge you, Mr. Chairman, and your committee to
recommend the extension of the most-favored-nation treatment to
Romania, as I am convinced that this is in our best national
interest.

Thank you. -
Senator RiBICOFF. Mr. Preston Brown and Senator Case.
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STATEMENT OF PRESTON BROWN, ATTORNEY ON BEHALF OF
THE INTERNATIONAL COMMODITIES EXPORT CO.; ACCOMPA-
NIED BY HON. CLIFFORD P. CASE
Mr. BROWN. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
I am Preston Brown. With me is former Senator Clifford P. Case.

We represent International Commodities Export Co., White Plains,
N.Y., a major exporter of fertilizers, fertilizer raw materials, and
allied products. Mr. Emil S. Finley, the president of ICEC, has
asked us to appear on the company's behalf in support of the
extension of the President's authority to waive section 402 and
specifically in favor of Romania.

ICEC has an office in Bucharest and a joint venture has just
been formed with a Romanian trading company, IEC Danubia.
Under this project, a joint venture company has been formed here
in the United States. The joint venture company will help sell
Romanian fertilizer chemicals, synthetic rubber, and allied prod-
ucts.

In addition, ICEC will be exporting phosphate rock, sulphur,
phosphoric acid, and chemical products to Romania. The combined
value of the products traded in both directions is expected to be
about $100 million a year. Since the joint venture is for 10 years, it-
represents a potential of $1 billion in trade between the two
nations.

This increased export trade will benefit the companies involved,
of course, but it will also benefit the U.S. economy and the U.S.
business community.

As Senator Stevenson stated in an article appearing in the July
,__ 4 issue of Business America, "Exports support at least 10 million

jobs in the United States, and each additional $1 billion in exports
creates another 40,000 to 50,000 jobs."

For those reasons, and as more fully set forth in my submitted
testimony, ICEC fully supports the extension of the treatment.

Thank you.
Senator RIBICOFF. Thank you very much.
Mr. Stephen Gans.

STATEMENT OF STEPHEN GANS, PRESIDENT, VITCO
Mr. GANS. Mr. Chairman, I would just like to read a couple of

-7-;closing paragraphs of my formal statement.
I wish to observe that the question under consideration is not

whether MFN status should be granted to Romania for the first.
time, but rather, whether such status which has already been
granted will be continued.

In view of this circumstance, failure to endorse continued MFN
status might be considered by the Romanians as an undeserved
rebuke of a good trading partner and as a ibstantial diminution
of our desire to encourage Romania to develop cordial relations
with the United States.

If interpreted in this manner, the failure to endorse continued
MFN status for Romania would have undesirable ramifications
going far beyond mere questions of trade.

Finally, I would like to note that our small business has been
dealing with Romania on a steadily increasing basis for about 7
years. During this period, I have traveled frequently to Romania,
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and have become acquainted with many of their business people. I
am pleased to report that in general I have found the Romanians
with whom I have dealt to be progressive, hard-working, and open-
minded.

I genuinely believe that it is in our national interest to encour-
age Romania to continue to strengthen its economic ties with the
United States, and that continued MFN status for Romania will go
a long way in that direction.

Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
Senator RIBICOFF. Thank you very much.
Senator Dole?
Senator DOLE. I have no questions.
Senator RiBICOFF. Thank you, gentlemen.
[The prepared statements of the preceding panel follow:]
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STATEMENT
on the

CONTINUATION OF THE PRESIDENT'S WAIVER AUTHORITY
UNDER TITLE IV OF THE TRADE ACT OF 1974

before the
SUBCOMMITTEE ON INTERNATIONAL TRADE

of the
SENATE COMMITTEE ON FINANCE

for the
CHAMBER OF COMMERCE OF THE UNITED STATES

by
Donald J. Hasfurther

July 21, 1980

Mr. Chairman, I am Donald J. Rasfurther, director for East-West trade

of the U.S. Chamber of Commerce. I welcome this opportunity to testify on behalf

of the Chamber in favor of continuing most-favored-nation tariff status for

Romania, Hungary, and the People's Republic of China. With me today is my

colleague from the Chamber, Robert Aronson, associate director for East-West trade.

The Chamber is the largest business federation in this country. Its

membership consists of over 93,000 small, medium, and large businesses; more

than 1,300 trade associations; over 2,700 state and local chambers of commerce;

and 44 American chambers of commerce overseas. In the East-West trade area,

the U.S. Chamber currently administers bilateral economic councils with five

East European nations, including Romania and Hungary. These councils are

composed of senior executives of firm and trade associations representing a

broad cross section of the American economy committed to the improvement of

bilateral commercial relations with their respective trading partners in

Eastern Europe.

The U.S. Chamber of Commerce supports the extension of the President's

authority to waive the freedom of emigration requirements under Section 402 of

the Trade Act of 1974, thereby allowing for the continuation for an additional

year of moat-favored-nation (MPH) status. We believe that the waiver extension

will further contribute to the creation of a stable and viable commercial

relationship with Romania, Hungary, and China. Consequently, we urge that the

waiver for these countries be continued.

ROMANIA -

In the five-year period since Congress first supported the Section 402

waiver, U.S.-Romanian trade has recorded substantial yearly increases. In 1975,
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two-way trade totaled $322 million; in 1979, the bilateral trade turnover

amounted to $830 million, an increase of 25 percent over the previous year's

total. We have also witnessed a reversal in 1979 of the previous year's

unfavorable balance of trade. Whereas the United States had a deficit

balance of trade with Romania in 1978, we recorded a positive trade balance

last year of $171 million. The first-four-month figures this year suggest

that 1980 will witness a continuation of this trade growth. Ranking American

and Romanian government officials and leading members of both our business

communities have identified a trade turnover of $1 billion as a desirable

goal. We feel confident that our bilateral trade volume will surpass the

$1 billion mark in 1980, provided that a normalized trading relationship is

continued with Romania.

Romania has recently published its five-year plan for economic development

for the 1981-1985 period. The plan identifies priority sectors of the

Romanian economy. Of particular interest to many members of the U.S. business

community is the intention of Romania to achieve energy independence by 1990.

The attainment of this goal will require large-scale capital investments in

the energy field, a sector in which the United States is extremely competitive

internationally.

American business has realized substantive benefits from Romania in

the period since the trading relationship was first normalized. U.S. firms

are guaranteed treatment on no less favorable terms than are accorded to

firms of other foreign countries in establishing offices, including the

obtaining of office and housing accommodations ard the hiring of personnel.

American firms have been granted increased latitude in contacting producers

and end-users. Romania has adopted rules for commercial conciliation which

provide an additional mechanism for the official, inexpensive, and non-contentious

resolution of commercial disputes. Also, the bilateral trade agreement provides

that the two countries shall engage in consultations in order to eliminate

either actual or potential instances of market disruption. Romania has

furthermore become increasingly forthcoming in providing the information

required to enable American firms to make informed and responsible business

decisions.
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HUNGARY

In the two-year period since Congress first supported the Section 402

waiver for Hungary, trade has increased in a modest, yet stable, fashion.

Hore importantly, we feel that the climate in which business is conducted

between our two countries has improved substantially.

The United States experienced its first trade deficit with Hungary

in 1979. We regard this development as testimony to the diversity and quality

of Hungarian goods marketed in the United States. We also view this negative

trade balance as presenting the American business community with a considerable

challenge.

We hope that certain recent developments will signal the reversal of

this negative balan-ze. The impending start of the new five-year plan suggests

that goods and technologies from Western sources will be required for priority

economic sectors. Recent economic reforms in Hungary place greater emphasis

than had previously been the case on qualitative and performance criteria

in making Import decisions, which we think will work to the benefit of the

U.S. exporter. Further, we believe that the opening of a representation

office of the National City Bank of Minneapolis in Budapest, as well as the

establishment of the Central European Bank (in which West European and Japanese

banks own a two-thirds interest), will provide a measure of trade expertise

and hard currency funding for Western exporters. Therefore, we regard the

continuation of the President's waiver authority as an important prerequisite

to placing U.S. firms in a competitive position with their foreign counterparts

operating in the Hungarian market.

We are encouraged by reports of progress made by the Joint U.S.-Hungarian

Economic and Commercial Committee toward the resolution of a commercial dispute

involving American agricultural chemical producers. We believe this progress

illustrates the desire on the part of both sides to resolve problems affecting

trade relations. We urge international respect for industrial property rights

and, consequently, will continue to watch this situation closely in the future.

The importance of our commercial relationship with Hungary has been

repeatedly confirmed during this past year by high-level governmental

exchanges. This past April, Deputy Minister Torok participated in the Joint

U.S.-Hungarian Economic and Commercial Committee meeting in Washington. The

Committee was organized 'last year to promote trade and economic cooperation.
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Secretary of Commerce Klutznick's visit to Budapest last May further emphasized

the desire of the United States to strengthen its trading relationship with

Hungary. -

Unlike some of the other East European nations, Hungary has an effective

tariff system. Its tariff is far more than a bookkeeping mechanism; Hungarian

firms must absorb the duty on imports from abroad. Without most-favored-nation

tariff treatment, U.S. companies would be at a distinct disadvantage in

marketing their goods in Hungary. Dental of KFN to Hungary would constitute

a backward step in a period when our country is making a concerted effort to

expand its trade abroad.

CHIHA

U.S. trade with the People's Republic of China has expanded significantly

in the past year. Even though fully normalized trade and commercial relations

were not in effect during 1979, U.S.-Chinese trade doubled to $2.3 billion

from its 1978 level. The United States also enjoyed a substantial trade surplus

last year of over $1.1 billion. The United States currently stands as China's

third largest trading partner.

In February of this year, a delegation from the U.S. Chamber, headed

by Chamber president Dr. Richard L. Lesher, visited China. The purpose of

the trip was to determine what role the Chamber might play in the trade normali-

zation process. To that end, the delegation met with officials of ministries

and organizations responsible for the supervision of China's foreign trade

and economic development. These meetings culminated in a lengthy meeting with

Vice Premier Kan Shihen.

The Chamber's delegation left the People's Republic-with several

predominant impressions. First, the trip occurred a short time after the

official extension of MFN status to China. The-delegation felt that the

extension of HFN created a favorable psychological impact on China, which

will encourage the continued expansion of bilateral trade. Second, the delegation

noted a desire by the Chinese to create a more favorable environment for

Western business representatives. The Chinese were extremely eager to absorb

as much information as possible from the Chamber delegation, particularly in

the areas of dispute settlement procedures and the creation of a more favorable

environment for foreign investors. Third, the delegation sensed a strong desire

68-772 0-80- 18
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on the part of the Chinese to strengthen their commercial ties specifically

with the United States. The Chinese hold American products and technology

in high regard and have expressed a keen desire to purchase them if feasible.

The commitment of China to economic modernization requires that it

continue to expand its trading relationship with the West. China's foreign

trade rose nearly 40 percent in 1979 over the previous year. Last year,

China promulgated its joint venture law which permits foreign equity ownership

rather than solely minority equity participation. Several joint ventures

have already been concluded with U.S. firms pursuant to this legislation.

China has furthered its integration into the world economy through its recent

membership in the International Monetary Fund and the World Bank. The U.S.

National Exhibition, scheduled" for November 1980 in Peking, will provide more

than 200 U.S. firms with a good opportunity to explore the potentials of the

Chinese market. The continuation of the President's waiver authority will

contribute to the ability of the U.S. business community to participate

competitively in China.

CONCLUSION

The Chamber of Comnerce of the United States support the renewal of

the President's waiver request under Section 402 for Romania, Hungary, and

China. Renewal will demonstrate the determination of the United States to

broaden its commercial relations with those countries and will contribute

to overall U.S. export competitiveness in Romania, Hungary, and China.
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STATEMENT BY
PRESTON BROWN, ESQ.

CURTIS, MALLET-PREVOST, COLT & MOSLE
ON BEHALF OF

INTERNATIONAL COMMODITIES EXPORT COMPANY
BEFORE THE

SUBCOMMITTEE ON INTERNATIONAL TRADE
COMMITTEE ON FINANCE
UNITED STATES SENATE

JULY 21, 1980

My name is Preston Brown and I am a partner in the law firm of

Curtis, Mallet-Prevost, Colt & Mosle. With me is former Senator

Clifford P. Case, now counsel to our firm. We act as counsel to

the International Commodities Export Company (ICEC), White Plains,

New York, a major exporter of fertilizers, fertilizer raw materials

and allied products. Mr. Emil S. Finley, President of ICEC, has

asked us to appear on the company's behalf in support of continuing

Romania's MFN status.

ICEC's exports run close to one quarter of a billion dollars

per annum. Over the past ten years, ICEC has done considerable

export business with Romania. ICEC's largest annual export to that

country is U.S. calcined phosphate rock which runs to approximately

half a million tons. There are good prospects that, within the next

year or so, ICEC can possibly add to those exports several hundred

thousand tons of U.S. crude phosphate rock.

In this connection, the company has recently established its

own branch office in Bucharest headed by a Romanian senior executive.

In addition, after two years of lengthy negotiation, it has entered

earlier this year into a joint venture with a Romanian trading

organization, ICE Danubiana. Under this joint venture, ICEC formed
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a joint venture company, Amrochem, Inc., headquartered in White

Plains, New York. Present at the signing, in Washington, of the

agreement covering these activities were, among others, Deputy

Prime Minister and Minister of Foreign Trade and International

Economic Cooperation of Romania, Mr. Cornel Burtica, as well as

Secretary of Commerce of the U.S., Mr. Klutznick.

The joint venture company will help sell Romanian fertilizer,

chemicals, synthetic rubber and its allied products. In addition

to the phosphate rock mentioned above, ICEC expects to sell U.S.

produced sulphur, phosphoric acid and chemicals to Romania. The

combined value of these products shipped in both directions each

year is estimated at about $100 million. The joint venture is for

ten years, thus representing a potential of $1 billion trade in

both directions.

This increased export trade will of course benefit the companies

participating in it - but it will also benefit the U.S. economy

and the U.S. worker. Senator Stevenson, in an article appearing

in the July 14, 1980 issue of Business America, states that exports

"support at least 10 million jobs in the United States, and each

additional billion dollars in exports creates another 40,000 to

50,000 jobs."*

It is clear that Romania is a good trading partner for the U.S.

and if we wish to continue to expand our exports to Romania, we

have to make it possible for Romania to earn dollars with which to

purchase our goods. It is for this reason that ICEC is in favor of

continuing the most favored nation status to Romania.

*Removing the Obstacles to American Exports, Sen. Adlai E. Stevenson,

Business America, July 14, 1980, U.S. Department of Commerce, p.l.
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TESTIMONY OF SIMON CHILEWICH, PRESIDENT
CHILEWICH CORPORATION, NEW YORK, TO BE PRESENTED BEFORE

THE SUBCOMMITTEE ON INTERNATIONAL TRADE OF THE SENATE
COMMITTEE ON FINANCE, JULY 21, 1980

My name is Simon Chilewich. I am President of Chilewich

Corporation of New York City. I would like to express my

distinct pleasure of being able to testify before this

Committee, both as a citizen deeply concerned with the

international posture of the United States as well as a

businessman sensitive to the importance of trade as it

affects international relations. As a citizen travelling

extensively abroad, I regret that our country, in relation

to its size, capability, and technology, is generally not

commensurately participating in world trade. As a business-

man I regret that our trade relations are often kept hostage

to political objectives.

Trade developments between the United States and other

countries should be promoted and encouraged in our own self

interest, as indeed they could bring a positive influence on

our own and even world political relations. Stifling of

trade for political objectives is likely to be counter-

productive because, in addition to economic distortion, it

unavoidably provokes anger and recriminations.
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The consummation of any business transaction requires

as a priori the agreement and good will of two patties and

thus, in addition to economic benefits, has the potential of

providing a link toward better political understanding. I

submit that trade with Romania is indeed a case in point.

Most Favored Nation treatment, accorded to Romania, has

contributed not only to the development of trade between our

countries but also has influenced cultural and political

understandings.

My company is involved in the hide business, which is

the raw material for leather. Exports of hides from the

United States to Romania in 1979 amounted to some $60 million.

In terms of our gross national product, it is not over-

whelming. It does, however, represent some 7% of our

overall exports of hides and, therefore, provides an important

economic contribution to the cattle and beef industry of

this country, and a necessary outlet for an agricultural by-

product produced in surplus to our own requirements.

I would like to urge you, Mr. Chairman, and your

Committee, to recommend the extension of the Most Favored

Nation treatment to Romania as I am convinced that this is

in our best national interest.
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STATEMENT OF STEPHEN GANS

PRESIDENT OF VITCO, DIVISION OF VITREOUS

INTERNATIONAL TRADING COMPANY, INC.

BEFORE THE FINANCE COI*IITTEE OF THE

UNITED STATES SENATE IN SUPPORT OF THE

CONTINUATION OF MOST FAVORED NATION

STATUS FOR ROMANIA

I am Stephen Gans, President of Vitco, Division of Vitreous International
Trading Co., Inc. and whose business volume with Romania will approximate
$10,000,000 of window glass, wood products and ship chartering.

I wish, respectfully, to urge the adoption of continued most favored
national (MFN) status for Romania. MFN status for Romania makes sense
from many different standpoints and has several significant advantages to
the United States with virtually no material detriments.

For example, it is certainly in our national interest to assist this east
European country in its attempts to obtain increasing measures of freedom
from external influences on its economic and political life. MFN status
contributes to this important objective by encouraging Romania in its trade with
us and by according Romania greater access to the marketplace in the United
States. Such trade, however, is by no means one-sided. Indeed, at a time when
there is great sensitivity over balance of payment questions, it Is refreshing
to observe that Romania continues to import at a greater rate from the
Untied States than it exports, thereby stitilating American commerce, industry
and employment. In addition, the Romanian products which we import are used
principally in the construction industry, an industry beset with inflationary
pressures. These products, of necessity, would cost the American consumer
more If an increased duty had to be absorbed.
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I also wish to observe that the question under consideration is not whether

HFN status should be granted to Romania for the first time but, rather,

whether such status which has already been granted should be continued. In

view of this circumstance, a failure to endorse continued MFN status might

be considered by the Romanians as an undeserved rebuke of a good trading

partner and as a substantial diminution of our desire to encourage Romania's

developing cordial relations with the United States. If interpreted in this

manner, the failure to endorse continued MFN status for Romania could have

undesirable ramifications going far beyond mere questions of trade.

Finally, I would like to note that our small business has been dealing with
Romania on a steadily increasing basis for about seven years. During this

period,.I have traveled frequently to Romania and have become acquainted with
many of their business people. I am pleased to report that, in general, I

have found the Romanians with whom I have dealt to be progressive, hardworking,

and open-minded. I genuinely believe that it is in our national interest to

encourage Romania to continue to strengthen its economic ties to the United

States and that continued MFN status for Romania will go a long way in that

direction.

Thank you for your courteous attention.

Senator RIBICOFF. The final parcel, Mr. Laiszl6 Hfmos, the Rever-
end Dr. Alexander Havadtoy, and Mr. deKun.

STATEMENT OF LASZLO HAMOS, CHAIRMAN. THE COMMITTEE
FOR HUMAN RIGHTS 1,N ROMANIA

Mr. HAMos. Mr. Chairman, my name is La'szl6 Hamos, and I
represent the Committee for Human Rights in Romania, a volun-
teer organization of young Hungarian Americans which was
formed in 1976 to speak on behalf of the approximately 1 million
U.S. citizens of Hungarian origin.

This is the fifth occasion on which I am appearing before this
subcommittee to testify on this matter. I understand that this is
also the last occasion on which you will be chairing this session,
Mr. Chairman, and I would like to take this opportunity to thank
you for your repeated and consistent expressions of concern for
human rights improvements in Romania over the years.

On every occasion during the past 5 years, Mr. Chairman, we
have presented a well-founded, detailed, factual body of evidence
documenting the campaign of forced assimilation which the Roma-
nian Government wages against its minority citizens, in violation
of the Rules of International Law. Unfortunately, from year to
year, we have had little reason to revise our written testimony. It
was sufficient to merely update it with the latest abuses.

Our efforts and all the lip service paid to human rights by the
Romanian Government notwithstanding, there has not been the
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slightest improvement in the treatment of Romania's national
minorities.

In April of this year, a new dramatic piece of evidence under-
scored this fact in the form of a new letter written by Karoly
Kiraly, the leading Hungarian dissident in Romania, to Prime
Minister Ilia Verdet. You may recall that Mr. Kiraly is a former
high-ranking official who was, among others, an alternate member
of the Romania Politburo. He sacrificed his career and his well-
being, he endangered his own and his family's life in order to speak
out against the oppression of his fellow nationals.

Since 1978, Mr. Kiraly's protest letters have appeared in major
newspapers throughout the world, and he has since that time been
exiled, vilified. He lives under constant police surveillance and
harassment. He lives under virtual house arrest.

In his new protest letter, which is annexed in its entirety to our
written statement, Mr. Kiraly asserts that instead of any improve-
ment, the situation of Romania's minorities has only deteriorated
in the past years. According to Mr. Kiraly, and I quote:

In the area of education, the opportunity for children to study in their native
tongue has narrowed even further-In the higher levels of education, the situation
is also continuously deteriorating. Nothing has changed for the better in the use of
the native tongues of the national minorities. In the administration of justice, the
state organs and so on, the only language permitted is Romanian.

Mr. Chairman, there is no need here and no time to read the
entire letter. It speaks for itself. I quoted it merely to illustrate the
manner in which Mr. Kiraly catalogs the most serious grievances
of Romania's minorities.

Mr. Kiraly's principal position stands in stark contrast to the
manner in which our diplomatic establishment has handled this
issue. Infatuated, apparently, with Mr. Ceausescu, it uses evasion
and doublespeak to sidestep the evidence of human rights viola-
tions and to whitewash the record of the Romanian regime.

It is noteworthy, for example, that the only positive statement
which the State Department can make this year, as in every year
in the past, is the Romanian Government's alleged, and I quote,
"willingness to discuss various aspects of human rights questions,
including such sensitive matters as the treatment of the Hungarian
minorities."

These discussions have dragged on and on for years now, without
the slightest actual improvement. Apparently, our State Depart-
ment is satisfied with empty talks which lack any concrete result
whatsoever.

Mr. Chairman, in view of the fact that there have been no
concrete improvements in the situation of Romania's minorities, we
feel that more forceful action is needed. We are convinced that the
wanton disregard of international law by the Romanian Govern-
ment, it systematic abuse of fundamental human rights comprises
more than ample basis to warrant at least a temporary cut-off of
its most favored nation trading status.

Senator RIBICOFF. Thank you very much.
Reverend Havadtoy?
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STATEMENT OF REV. DR. ALEXANDER HAVADTOY, ON BEHALF
OF THE HUNGARIAN AMERICAN COMMUNITY IN CONNECTI-
CUT, THE HUMAN RIGHTS COMMISSION OF THE UNITED
CHURCH OF CHRIST, AND HUMAN RIGHTS COMMISSION OF
THE WORLD REFORMED PRESBYTERIAN ALLIANCE, NORTH
AMERICAN AND CARIBBEAN AREA
Mr. HAVADTOY. My name is Rev. Dr. Alexander Havadtoy, pastor

of the Calvin United Church of Christ in Fairfield, Conn.
As a Connecticut citizen, I wish to express our deep sorrow over

y~rppriiment, sir. You have been a great help to us and your
services have been invaluable to our Hungarian-American
community.

Senator RIBICOFF. I am just curious, Dr. Havadtoy. Thank you for
your gracious comments. Does the Hungarian Government itself
directly or indirectly ever intervene in behalf of Hungarians in
Romania? What is your understanding?

Mr. HAVADTOY. Unfortunately, they have tried a few times, but
they are not allowed. The Russians would not allow them to inter-
vene on behalf of the Hungarians. This is a very sensitive issue,
and if they bring up ethnic issues in Romania, the Russians are
afraid that their whole ethnic problem, which is far more serious
than in any other country in the world, will come to the fore.
'f-fhute Hungarians are under strict Russian orders not to bring

it up-and this is the reason that we have to bring this issue up
every year before you, because you are the only forum which is
willing to listen to us and to the plight of the Hungarians in
Romania.

Senator RIBICOFF. Do Hungarians find their way from Romania
into Hungary, what is Hungary proper now? Do they leave to join
relatives or friends? Do many emigrate?

Mr. HAVADTOY. There are some. Some intellectuals are let out
from Romania to Hungary lately. We are not too overjoyed over
this fact,because they are weakening the 21/2 to 3 million Hungar-
ian community in Romania. We have less and less intellectuals,
because the young people are not allowed to go to universities.

So, for example, doctors are allowed to go, a few writers, artists,
actors, and actresses do go to Hungary, but even this weakens the
status of the Hungarians in Romania.

Senator RIBICOFF. What if a Hungarian, ethnic Hungarian now
in Romania proper, entered without a visa or permission into Hun-
gary? Would the Hungarian authorities send him back to Romania,
or would they keep him?

Mr. HAVADTOY. Probably they would send him back.
Senator RIBICOFF. They would send him back.
Mr. HAVADTOY. It is almost impossible to leave. They are allowed

to get a visa only every other year, even to Hungary, the Hungar-iaps in Romania.'Mr. HAMos. It is treated just like any other Western country,

and I might add that in terms of visits by Hungarians from Hun
gary Jto Romania, there are serious curtailments. The Romanian
Government has instituted a measure which does not permit those
relatives from Hungary who try to visit in Romania from doing so,
and all except the most immediate relatives cannot be accommo-
dated in private homes.
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Senator RIBICOFF. In other words, the Iron Curtain really works
on the border.

Mr. HAVADTOY. Exactly, sir.
Mr. HAMOS. It is a very surprising thing in terms of the fact that

these are two supposedly socialist brother countries.
Senator RIBICOFF. In other words, even now, there is no comity at

-all between the two countries, even if they say, well, let them come
and visit their relatives, and we will see that they get back. They
don't encourage or don't permit the visits, or they restrict them?
How do they handle the visits? They allow them to go, but keep
them on a tight leash?

Mr. HAVADTOY. That is corrrect.
Mr. HAMoS. That is correct. Hungary is treated as any other

Western nation in terms of permits to either visit or to emigrate.
Of course, the Hungarian minority is not primarily concerned with
its right to emigrate. It is more concerned with its ability to enjoy
its own human rights within their own ancestral homeland, which
is the Transylvania region.

Mr. HAVADTOY. It is a matter of survival.
Senator RIBICOFF. So, basically what you've got here, you've got

Russian policy, Soviet policy as a determining factor between the
Hungarians, Romanians, and everything.

Mr. HAVADTOY. That is correct, sir.
Mr. Chairman, I testified before the Subcommittee on Interna-

tional Trade last summer and two summers ago, concerning the
refusal of the Romanian Government to allow aid from western
churches for the repair and reconstruction of Hungarian churches
in Romania damaged during the earthquake of March 4, 1977.

Many of these churches are historic and artistic monuments
built by Hungarians many centuries ago, and the present neglect is
clearly a part of the overall campaign by the Romanian Govern-
ment to eradicate the Hungarian cultural heritage from that part
of Europe.

Some of the earthquake-damaged churches have been restored,
thanks to the forthright and forceful actions of the Swiss, West
German, and Dutch Governments. Those countries pressured the
Romanian Communist regime to allow the transmittal of church
aid, money, and building materials for the repair and reconstruc-
tion of the earthquake-damaged Hungarian churches.

Unfortunately, we in the United States were not as successful
with forwarding the aid collected in our churches and local commu-
nities. Instead of helping u% the State Department gave credence
to the Romanian Government's allegation that Hungarian
church -were not even damaged in the earthquake.

In responding to your, Mr. Chairman, inquiry, for example, the
State Department merely repeated the Romanian Government's
claim that, and I quote, "The earthquake which caused damage to
several churches was in two precise regions of Romania, and did
not hit Transylvania, the area where ethnic Hungarians and Ger-
mans live."

Senator RIBICOFF. Let me ask you, Reverend, has the Romanian
Government allowed a church official from the United States to
visit this area to determine whether this aid has been used to
repair the churches?
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Mr. HAVAIYrOY. As far as I know, no bishop from America has
gone over there to examine these churches.

Senator RIBICOFF. No church official?
Mr. HAVADTOY. Church officials, yes.
Senator RIBICOFF. No one?

-Mr. HAVADTOY. No one.
Senator RIBICOFF. Have you asked to go?
Mr. HAVADTOY. Yes. Yes, we asked.
Senator RiBICOFF. What happened?
Mr. HAVADTOY. What happened was that they sent out their

delegation.
Senator RIBICOFF. The State Department?
Mr. HAVADTOY. No, the Romanians.
Senator RIBICOFF. The Romanians?
Mr. HAVADTOY. Lately, the Committee on Ways and Means

Trade Subcommittee staff conducted a study visit to Romania to
observe conditions in the Hungarian minority population. This was
this spring, and they came back with their report, and I don't know
if---

Senator RIBICOFF. I don't follow you. Hungarians from the
United States churches have gone?

Mr. HAVADTOY. No--
Senator RIBICOFF. Are you from the Romanian desk, sir? Let me

ask you, is there any reason why Americans of Hungarian back-
ground who have given this money, have raised this money from
their own church groups for the repair of the churches in Romania,
why they can't be allowed to go to Romania itself to observe
firsthand what has happened with their funds?

Mr. TUMMINIA. Mr. Chairman, they would have to apply for
permission to go. The requirements would be established for the
visa, but they could apply to go to Romania.

Senator RIBICOFF. Well, I mean, you have made it possible by
pressure from here to allow representatives of Jewish groups to go
to Romania for observations and conversations. I am at a loss to
understand why you don't intervene if there is such a request
made by Americans, American churchmen who have gathered
funds and sent them over there, to observe whether these funds
have actually been used for the repair of those churches.

I don't know what objection there could be to that.
Mr. TUMMINIA. I don't know of any request that has been made.
Senator RIBICOFF. I would say, Reverend, if you would get in

touch with Mr. Foster, this gentleman here, if you are interested in
going, as representatives of your church are interested. I am not
telling you to go unless you want to go, but as representatives of
your church.

Mr. HAVADTOY. Mr. Chairman, we have our contacts with the
Hungarian churches there, our own private contacts, so we are
well versed on--

Senator RIBICOFF. Then you know what is going on.
Mr. HAVADOY. Yes, we know exactly what is going on. If we go

to the Hungarian Reformed bishop in Transylvania, for example,
then we are turned down, because that bishop was not elected by
the churches. He was appointed by the Romanian Government.
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For example, this subcommittee of the Ways and Means Commit-
tee-went to him, to the bishop, and asked, what about the damaged
churches? He said, all the churches are repaired. Then the Ameri-
can staff said to him, but what about, for example, the church in
Zabala? That is a gothic church in Zabala. What happened? We
were there, and we saw that the church was not repaired. And
then the bishop said, oh, that is an exception. That is true. Then he
withdrew.

In other words, if we go to the church officials, then we are
turned down. We have to be in contact with the local churches and
communities. For example, my church, the Calvin United Church
of Christ, and the Calvin Synod of the United Church of Christ,
sent $10,000 to the bishop last January, but the money was not
received and not forwarded to the local churches for the repair.

Senator RIBICOFF. Well, of course, now you've got an internal
problem as to who you send the money to.

Mr. HAVADTOY. The difference is, Mr. Chairman, that the Swiss
Government, the West German Government, the Dutch Govern-
ment are able to transmit church funds to Romania, because-they
are pressuring the Romanian Government. The State Department
here is giving credence to the Romanian Government's allegati ns
that there was no damage over there and funds are not necessary,
or just send through the official channels and they will receive the
money, and of course they are never received.

But the Swiss Government or the West German Government
succeeded in rebuilding Hungarian Reformed Churches in Transyl-
vania.

Senator RIBICOFF. What do you want to say about that? That is
quite an indictment of the State Department, that the Swiss and
the West Germans can bring pressure to transmit the funds of
their nationals to repair the churches in Transylvania, but the
American Government can't? That seems strange to me.

Mr. HAVADTOY. If I may explain it to you, sir. We give them
most-favored-nation treatment-this is a blank check for a whole
year-expecting that they will do something for us. This is not the
way business is being done in that part of the world. It is always a
quid pro quo. We are giving you something, but you must give
something first. If the Romanians are willing to make a concession,
then a trade agreement or some-other concession is made by the
Western country.

Senator RIBICOFF. If you have specific funds that you have sent
to a certain church in a certain community, and you have never
had a report on it, if you would give the specifics to Mr. Foster, we
would follow up with the State Department.

Mr. HAVADTOY. We have given them. For example, last year,
before Counselor Nimetz went to Romania, we had given him all
the details or facts about aid that was sent to certain local
churches or certain communities, and also the exact amount. He
came back and said, "Well, I was not totally informed, and in
discussing with my Romanian counterparts, I had to come to the
conclusion that much more investigation has -to be done about
this."

Senator RIBICOFF. What is the size of our Embassy staff in Roma-
nia? Do you know?
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Mr. TUMMINIA. Yes, we have about 35 Americans in the Embassy
in Romania.

Senator RiBICOFF. It would seem to me that it would be a very
interesting trip for somebody on that staff to go through Transylva-
nia-he might find it very informative, and he would learn a little
bit about the country-to check up on some of this.

Mr. TUMMINIA. Our embassy officers have traveled to the area
which Reverend Havadtoy has mentioned, and we have taken pic-
tures of some of the churches which we have forwarded to you, as a
matter of fact, and to Reverend Havadtoy showing that these
churches have been repaired.

Mr.- HAVADTOY. Yes; it is true that some churches were repaired.
For example, the State Department reported to me that, for exam-
ple, a church in Pachia was repaired and restored, and we knew
about this. It was restored and rebuilt by the Swiss church commu-
nities, called the Hilfswerk der Evangelischen Kirchen der
Schweiz, and with the help of the Swiss Government. They were
able to rebuild the whole church.

But we couldn't send our money, because the State Department
is always defending the Romanians, or giving an excuse for the
Romanian Government why they are still not able to accept our
help. They are saying, oh, that is a communistic and bureaucratic
government, and we have to show them more understanding, and
this is the kind of attitude that the State Department is taking.
This is the reason that we are not successful in transmitting the
funds.

Senator RIBICOFF. Doctor, when this is over, if you would talk
with Mr. Foster and Mr. Luchs and a- member of Senator Dole's
staff, set up an appointment with our respective staffs, our person-
al staffs, and our committee staff with the State Department cover-
ing Romania, to go over the details for specifics, and see if we can't
get more information.

Is that all right with you, Senator Dole?
Senator DoLE. Right; also, if they could give us any indication

whether or mot we have had any change since the Helsinki Final
Act was approved in 1975. I am a member of the Commission on
Security and Cooperation in Europe. I am not certain whether we
have much of an impact, but we are talking about going to Madrid
in November, which I question, but in any event, that is another
area we might pursue.

Mr. HAMOS. The short answer, to answer that question briefly, is,
"no," there has been no change in the situation since the signing of
the Helsinki accords. Our group. has submitted testimony to the
Commission on Security and Cooperation in Europe, of which you
are a member, Senator Dole. We would be most encouraged if the
issue were brought up at the Madrid conference this fall, but we
are, as I say, dismayed to note, that there has been in effect no
change in the situation.

The Helsinki Final Act has had an impact in terms of encourag-
ing or providing an atmosphere which encourages dissent in Roma-
nia by Hungarians who are concerned about the situation, but in
terms of an actual concrete improvement, there has been none.

[The prepared statements of Mr. Himos and Reverend Havadtoy
follow:]
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FOREWORD

The state of Rumania contains an immense minority
population consisting of 2.5 million Hungarians, 400,000
Germans and a sizeable number of Ukrainians, Jews, Serbs,
Greeks, Turks and others. The Hungarians alone comprise the
largest national minority in Europe. Most of these peoples
live in Transylvania which is one of Europe's most significant
multi-ethnic regions. Were enlightened 20th Century standards
applied, Transylvania could be a model for the coexistence of
diverse nationalities in an atmosphere of mutual tolerance and
understanding. However, under the rule of Rumania's current
dictator Nicolae Ceausescu, nothing could be further from the
truth.

For the past two decades this enormous minority
population has been the object of a carefully planned,
systematic and aggressive campaign of forceful assimilation --
a campaign which amounts to cultural genocide. This outrage
must be borne in addition to the usual intolerance and terror
which affects the life of every citizen of a Communist state,
regardless of ethnic origin.

Alarmed at the arrogant brutality of this campaign,
young Hungarian-Americans gathered in February 1976 to form the
Committee for Human Rights in Rumania, an organization which
soon won support by all major associations of the approximately
one million Hungarians in America. The Committee's objective
is to alert the public opinion and political leadership of the
United States to the gross discrimination and human rights
violations against national minorities in Rumania.

We are encouraged by the wide-ranging response to our
efforts during the past five years. Since the Summer of 1978
the world press and public opinion have awakened to the severe
plight of these minorities, and U.S. Congressional support for
effective measures against Rumania's discriminatory policies
has grown.

Another important development is the ever-increasing
number of reports and documents written and smuggled out of
Rumania which provide irrefutable evidence of the government's
campaign of forced assimilation. The Committee regularly
receives and analyzes such primary source materials and has
published a selection of dissident works in a volume entitled
Witnesses to Cultural Genocide: First-Hand Reports on Rumania's
Minority Policies Today (New York, 1979). Copies of this book
have been distributed to the Members of Congress, and the
material it contains will be cited throughout the statement
which follows.

I
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STATE14ENT

The Committee for Human Rights in Rumania respectfully
requests that the United States Senate, using the authority
granted by section 402(3) (5) of the Trade Act of 1974, adopt a
resolution disapproving the extension of the President'l
authority to waive- the application of section 432(a) ani (b)
with respect to Rumania.

Our request is based on two grounds:

1. The President's message of May 28,
1980 recommending extension of tne aoove
waiver authority is seriously deficient in
fulfilling the requirements of section
402(d) (5) of the Trade Act.

2. The Rumanian Government
continuously and flagrantly violates norms
of international law in its treatment of
national minorities, which violations,
according to the proper interpretation of
section 402 of the Trade Act, mandate at
least a temporary suspension of the Trade
benefits accorded to Rumania.

* * *

The Relevance of the Minority Question to the
Jackson-/anik Amendment

One obstacle facing us at the hearings conducted oy tnis
Subcommittee during the past four years has been an effort to
restrict the human rights -b"ncerns of the Trade Act to as
narrow a field as possible. Some Members of Congress have
argued that the only right which the Jackson-lanik Amendment
intends to promote is freedom of emigration. There are others
who have remained oblivious even to this right.

But the fact that the Amendment was intended to cover far
more than simply one particular human right is obvious from its
text. Section 402 of the Trade Act of 1974 clearly states its
objectives in the first half-sentence: "To assure tne
continued dedication of the United States to fundamental numan
rights...* The section then defines the means for achieving
these oojectives as follows: nonmarket-economy countries are

'I
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required to allow free emigration as a condition for the
extension of trade benefits. The distinction between the means
(requirement of free emigration) and the ends (fundamental
human rights) is unmistakable.

This interpretation of the purpose of the Amendment is
supported by grammatical evidence as well. The authentic
language of the Trade Act uses the plural "objectives of this
section" wherever such reference is made. Of the phrases
"fundamental human rights" and "freedom of emigration", only
the former is plural. The expression "objectives of this
section" clearly refers back to the plural antecedent in the
section, which is "fundamental human rights".

Even if it rejects this interpretation, the Subcommittee
cannot support its reluctance to examine a broader range of
human rights with the claim that it is merely following the
letter of the law, which strictly limits its mandate. If tnat
claim were true, the only business of these hearings would be
to determine whether the continuation of the waiver will
substantially promote the objectives of section 402.
Nevertheless, and perhaps with good reason, the Subcommittee
interprets its mandate far more broadly, as any observer of
these hearings will attest. It receives testimony on
political, economic and financial questions which fall
completely outside the scope of section 402. The
Administration, business, trade union and private witnesses who
testify about such questions are given serious consideration,
and questioned in areas wholly irrelevant to section 402. The
Subcommittee, therefore, is acting entirely within its rights
if it examines a broader range of human rights, beyond the
right to emigrate -- especially since section 402 begins with
the words, quoted above: "To assure the continued dedication
of the United States to fundamental human rights..."

On the Right of Free Emigration

The United States is a nation of immigrants. The right of
free emigration is held. in very high esteem here. There is
even a tendency to regard it as the most important of all human
rights, tne one which can be substituted for all others. The
latter view, in our opinion, is severely distorted. We contend
that the right to emigrate is merely a right of last resort; it
is an escape chute to be used when all other measures to uphold
human rights have failed. When people reach the point of
clamoring to emigrate en masse from their homeland, there is
clear evidence that deeper problems are to blame.

-2-
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It should be noted here that the right of Jewish people to
emigrate to Israel is unique in character and rationale. While
they too are most often escaping persecution and undoubtedly
experience difficulties in adjusting to a new environment, they
still leave with the joyful idea of returning to their ancient
homeland.

The situation of the national minorities in Rumania is
entirely different. Hungarians have lived in this area of
Eastern Europe for eleven centuries this region is their
homeland. Instead of allowing or urging or forcing them to
leave, they should be aided in their struggle to use their own
language, maintain their own culture, practice their own
religion -- in short to gain some protection against
discrimination and gross violations of their human rights.

Certainly, Rumania's burning human rights problems cannot
be successfully tackled through the simple device of easing
restrictions on emigration. Even for the remaining Jewish
population, estimated between 50,000 and 100,000, this measure
would provide only a partial solution. Those who wish to might
be permitted to leave for Israel, but thos who elect to stay
are also entitled to protection to their cultural and religious
rights.

The President's Message of May 28, 1980 Does Not Fulill
the Requirements of the Trade Act

The President's recommendation of May 28, 1980 falls far
short of satisfying the requirements of section (d) (5) (C) -of
the Trade Act. Specifically, the message nowhere shows the
manner in which the proposed waiver will substantially promote
the objectives of section 402 with respect to Rumania.

Even if the objectives of the section were restricted
solely to the right of free emigration, the message fails to
substantiate its claim. The cate of emigration from Rumania
has remained clearly unsatisfactory according to Jewish
organizations who monitor it closely. Moreover, Rumania's
capricious behavior in the field of human rights during the
past twelve months shows that the only lesson which the
Rumanians learned from last year's extension of the waiver
authority was that neither the Administration nor the Congress
takes the objectives of section 402 very seriously.-

In sum we maintain that the shortcomings of the
President's recommendation in fulfilling the statutory

-3-
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requirements are serious enough to warrant its disapproval by
the House of Representatives.

Continued Campaign of Harassment and Intimidation
Against Kgroly Kiraly

Since the Summer of 1978, instead of taking measures to
improve the country's human rights record, the Rumanian
government has waged a campaign of pressure and intimidation
against K&rQly Kirily, a former high-ranking Party member who
has become a fearless internal opponent of minority
oppression. The official reaction to Kirfly's moderate and
reasonable efforts is highly indicative of the government's
overall treatment of national minorities. Before turning to a
point-by-point description of that treatment, a brief review of
the Kiraly case is in order.

During the Summer and Fall of 1977, Kgroly Kirily, a
prominent Hungarian in the Rumanian Communist Party and until
1972, an alternate member of its Politburo, wrote three letters
to top Party leaders, describing government efforts to
denationalize and forcefully assimilate the country's Hungarian
minority of 2.5 million. Kirgly cited a host of discriminatory
and oppressive measures: the refusal to grant national
minorities a representative voice in government, the
implementation of "restrictive quotas" denying employment
opportunities to minority workers, the forced assimilation of
schools and classes offering instruction in the minority
languages, the "naming of non-Hungarian speaking, Rumanian
mayors" in cities "inhabited predominantly by Hungarians", the
prohibition on use of minority languages in public institutions-
and administrative offices, and a variety of restrictions on
minority cultural expression.

In one of his letters, Kirhly also assailed the "violence
and torture" used against minority inhabitants and recalled
that "the harassment of Jen5 Szikszai, the eminent professor
from Brasso, drove him to commit suicide." (Szikszai was one
of the scores who fell victim to a brutal and bloody government
effort carried out in the Spring of 1977; its aim was to
silence Hungarian intellectuals in Rumania by "exposing" them
as members of an allegedly chauvinistic conspiracy detrimental
to the interests of the Rumanian state. See Letter to
Ferdinand Nagy, by Zoltfn Zsuffa, in Witnesses to Cultural
Genocide, pp.179-182.)

-4-
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Kirily's only remaining position in the government
bureaucracy at the time he wrote his letters was that of Iice
President of the Hungarian Nationality Workers Council. In
March 1978 he was deprived of that position as well. In the
past# he had held various positions as First Party Secreary in
Covasna County and head of the People's Council there, member
of the Party Central Committee and alternate member ot the
Politburo, member of the Grand National Assembly (parliament)
and member of the Council of State, nominally the supreme body
of state power in Rumania. At one of the high points in his
career, in 1970, he was a member of the delegation which
accompanied President Ceausescu to the Lenin Centenary
Celebrations held in Moscow. His last post at the head of the
Hungarian population's highest political organ gave him an
excellent vantage point from which to assess the extent of
minority oppression and the window-dressing nature of his own
organization, which is supposed to represent the interests of
the Hungarian minority.

Kirfly wrote his first letter, dated June 2, 1977, to Ilie
Jerdet, the Politburo member responsible for ideological
matters and, among others, for nationality policies. (Since
that time -- on March 29, 1979 -- 4erdet has been elevated to
the position of Prime Minister.) In the letter, he outlined
the shallowness of his organization's activities, charged the
government with hypocrisy in its official pronouncements that
"the nationality question has been solved" and presented his
own recommendations in 12 points.

Having failed to receive any response for several months,
Kir~ly followed up with letters to two top Party leaders. The
first was sent in August to Jhnos Fazekas, another Politburo\
member, and tne second on September 10 to Jfnos 4incze, a
member of the Central Committee. The tone of these subsequent
letters was more bitter and the charges contained in them
embraced the government's entire policy toward national
minorities.

In early October 1977, Kirfly was summoned to Bucharest.
Instead of dealing seriously with the constructive proposals he
had included in his letters, the Party leaders subjected him to
intensive, police-style interrogations. He was accused of
having no faith in the Party leadership and was pressed to
reveal the names of his "collaborators". Finally realizing the
futility of his well-meaning and constructive criticism, he
consented to the publication of his letters in the Western
media.

-5-
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During the last week of January 1978, reports of Kirhly's
protest appeared in major newspapers throughout the world.
Never in recent memory had this issue received such
concentrated attention. The reaction of the Rumanian regime
was predictable and swift. Instead of implementing long
overdue reforms, it initiated a new campaign of terror. For
several weeks Kirgly's home town resembled an armed camp, with
plainclothesmen, armed militiamen and armored cars stationed on
every street. Kirfly himself was threatened with death and with
the killing of his infant child. He was pressured to disavow
his letters and denounce them as "fabrications of the CIA and
Radio Free Europe". Kirgly held his ground with great courage
and refused to withdraw his protest. As a result, in February
he was exiled from his home town of Tirgu Mures (Hungarian
Marosvfsrhely) to the small town of Caransebes (Hungarian
Karfnsebes). Despite strict instructions to the contrary, on
March 1, 1978 he granted an interview to three Western
correspondents during which he reiterated his protest,
supplementing it with further details about the reaction of the
regime. In return, the Rumanian secret police prohibited
Kirgly from receiving any further visitors.

In October 1978, after threatening that he would apply to
emigrate, Kirhly was allowed to return to his home town. He
has lived there since then, under close police surveillance.
According to his own account, he is constantly harassed and
intimidated by the authorities. He has been isolated from his
friends, who are themselves subjected to severe questioning
about him and threatened against trying to approach him. He is
thus a virtual prisoner in his own house. Once, in the Fall of
1978, the window of the car in which he was riding was
shattered oy a gunshot. Though probably not an assassination
attempt (Western interest in his case is still too intense) it
was undoubtedly another effort to further intimidate him.

Unfortunately, the isolation and harassment, but
especially his anxiety over the safety of his wife and small
child, are taking their toll: according to his latest medical
reports, Kirgly's health has deteriorated significantly. The
Rumanian government, not feeling sufficiently secure to
eliminate Kirfly outright, is slowly nudging him toward a
"natural death". Kirhly in the meantime, remains steadfast in
refusing to compromise or abandon his principles. "I don't
care if they make salami out of me, I still won't give up my
thankless struggle," he wrote in a May 1979 letter. "But let
them truly solve the problems and then I will be ready to write
even a hundred articles withdrawing my protest". Realizing the
seriousness of his position, Kir~ly ended the letter with the

-6-
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chilling comment that if the authorities in Bucharest find it
impossible to spare his life, "all I ask is that they allow my
family, my relatives and my friends to go on living".

On February 10, 1980 K~roly Kirfly sent another powerful
letter of protest to Prime Minister Jerdet. (Attached to this
testimony as an appendix is an English-language translation of
this letter.) In the letter Kirgly reveals that following his
initial protest in 1977, lerdet admitted that the Party had
committed "mistakes" in the treatment of the minorities. In an
obvious attempt to silence Kirfly, lerdet promised to see to it
that remedial steps would be instituted. After waiting two
years for the implementation of these measures, Kirfly now
concludes that the Party leadership has broken its word and
that "I am now compelled by these broken promises to raise this
question again" (Appendix, p. A-1). In his letter he again
summarizes the list of major abuses which Rumania's minorities
suffer.

K~roly Kirfly, an individual of rare personal courage, has
sacrificed his career and risked his well-being and perhaps his
life, to express the plight of his 2.5 million fellow
Hungarians in Rumania. Having spent many years in positions
which enabled him to closely observe the Rumanian system, there
can be no doubt about the authenticity of his charges. The
persistent effort to ignore the issues he raised and to
concentrate instead on silencing the source of protest serve as
further damning evidence of the Rumanian goverment's callous
disregard for human rights.

Since the initial Kirgly protest, other knowledgeable and
high-ranking sources within Rumania have also verified the
existence of severe minority oppression. On April 24, 1978,
the existence of three further protest documents written by
prominent members of the Hungarian minority was revealed to
Western journalists. First, a 7,000 word memorandum, including
18 separate demands for improved minority rights, had been
prepared by Lajos Tak~cs, professor of international law,
candidate member of the Party Central Committee and -- as was
Kirfly before his removal in Marcn -- lice President of the
Hungarian Nationality Workers Council. (As a result of his
protest memorandum, in November 1979 Professor Takfcs was
removed from his Party post. For a translation of the
memorandum by Professor Tak~cs, see Witnesses to Cultural
Genocide, pp. 145-161.) Another protest, focusing on
curtailment of Hungarian-language opportunities, had been sent
by Andrfs Site, the best-known writer of the Hungarian minority
and also a candidate member of the Central Committee. Finally,
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it was reported that Jinos Fazekas, who as Deputy Prime
Minister is the highest-ranking Hungarian minority official in
Rumania,- had also issued a personal appeal calling. for
improvements in nationality policies.

The True Nature of the Ceausescu Regime versus
its "Public Relations" Image

Faced with mounting protests, Ceausescu has consistently
reverted to his standard cure-all: more propaganda. But, as
Kgroly Kirhly has noted, the flowery verbiage is merely a
device used to cover up gross deficiencies (Letter to nos
Jincze, in Witnesses to Cultural Genocide, p.174): "these
beautiful speeches, incorporating so many sound principles were
not made for our sake, but to serve the purposes of propaganda,
especially propaganda directed abroad...the chasm between
theory and practice is vast and in reality while one thing is
said, entirely different things are done."

Why has Ceausescu chosen to generate massive, new doses of
propaganda instead of implementing even the most minimal
reforms? Though simple, the answer is saddening: thus far,
such propaganda has proved more effective. Until recently, the
impact of sly misinformation, designed to cover up vast
deficiencies, has had a remarkable effect in disarming the
American media and many Members of Congress. According to an
American scholar of Rumanian origin (Iladimir Socor, "The
Limits of National Independence in the Soviet Bloc: Rumania's
Foreign'Policy Reconsidered", Orbis, Fall 1976, p. 729):

The phraseology of independence has also
been ingeniously manipulated by Bucharest
leaders to modify the image of their regime
abroad. The endeavor has proven largely
successful, as the pretense has often been
accepted at face value. In lieu of
substantiation by actual policies, the
nationalistic rhetoric, along with leaks and
"confidences" elaborately disseminated by
Bucharest to the Western press, officials
and ranking visitors, have been accepted as
evidence of an independent foreign policy.
Thus rhetoric and a sustained policy of
misinformation have combined to erase the
satellite image and build the new image of a
"national Communist" regime striving for
independence from Moscow. As a result the
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West has afforded Bucharest, through
exchanges of official visits and favorable
publicity, an international respectability
unprecedented for -a communist government.
Tne regime has succeeded in eliciting
international and particularly Western
acceptance as a substitute for the internal
legitimacy eluding it.

Nicolae Ceausescu of course has not renounced a single
tenet from the worn-out and disgraceful book of
Marxism-Leninism. He operates an old-fashioned Stalinist
dictatorship, maintaining all the usual paraphernalia,
including an omnipresent secret police and an insanely promoted
personality cult. By placing his wife on the ruling Politburo
and at least a dozen other family members in leading positions
of political power, Ceausescu has broken all records for
nepotism, even in the Communist world (see, inter alia, "All
in the First Family", Time, April 30, 1979).

Ceausescu's most elaborate public relations myth -- his
"independent-, foreign policy -- deserves further attention
here. Mr. Ceausescu is not independent, he simply has a longer
leash than the other East European puppets. As Rumania is
"landlocked" by other Communist countries, the Soviet Union
could safely withdraw its troops in the late 1950's with no
danger of losing Rumania to the West. The absence of Soviet
troops gives Ceausescu some room to maneuver. But he knows how
far he can go, and Leonid Brezhnev knows that he knows.
Rumania's "independence", therefore, is due to geographic and
political factors over which it has little control, rather than
to any real tendencies toward liberalization. Continuously,
and with remarkable success, President Ceausescu has employed a
scheme of making Rumania's "independence" appear to be the
result of his own valiant efforts, rather than the given
geo-political situation, thus pulling the wool over Western
eyes.

Together with all Hungarian-Americans, we are deeply
concerned for the restoration of freedom and independence for
all the peoples of Eastern Europe. We would most certainly
welcome genuine independence for any of these countries as a
development beneficial to the entire area. But we condemn with
equal force the notion of granting the Rumanian regime license
to trample on human rights as a reward for propagating the
wholly unfounded myth of independence.
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Minority Oppression Is a Matter of International
Concern Per Se

As a consequence of the rearrangement of East Central
Europe's borders following World War I, there are now 2.5
million Hungarians and 400,000 Germans living in Rumania.
Specifically, these nationalities are concentrated in the
region known as Transylvania, of whose pupulation they form
about forty percent.

Rumania's national minorities are, of course, subjected to
the same general suppression of freedoms as all the other
inhabitants of that country. Their situation however is made
much more grave by the additional burden of a systematic and
increasingly aggressive campaign of forceful assimilation
amounting to cultural genocide.

Due to the presence of sizeable indigenous minority
populations within itd borders, Rumania is one of those
countries to which Article 27 of the United Nations Covenant of
Civil and Political Rights applies. Despite ratification of
this Covenant by Rumania, its minority policies stand in clean
violation of Article 27, which provides:

In those States in which ethnic, religious
or linquistic minorities exist, persons
belonging to such minorities shall not be
denied the right in community with the other
members of their group, to enjoy their own
culture, to profess and practice their own
religion, or to use their own language.

Other international agreements which are regularly
violated by Rumania in its treatment of national minorities are
the International Convention on the Elimination of All Forms of
Racial Discrimination and the UNESCO Convention against
Discrimination in Education, both signed and ratified by
Rumania.

Measures used to oppress nationalities in Rumania also
violate those provisions of the Helsinki Agreement which
prohibit discrimination on the basis of national origin and
provide for the positive support of regional cultures and
national minorities.

As a matter of course, human rights violations are a
subject of international concern; when the expression "human
rights" is uttered, it automatically falls within the framework
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of international law. Moreover, through its own ratification
of the agreements mentioned above, Rumania has rendered itself
further accountable to international scrutiny.

Rumania's treatment of its national minorities, therefore,
can in no way be construed as a matter of surely internal
concern to that country. The United States has every legal
basis to insist on the restoration of fundamental rights to the
minority populations of Rumania.

Before turning to the individual elements of Rumania's
abusive minority policies, it must be pointed out that those
elements cannot be properly viewed as distinct or isolated
infractions. They form instead, the interrelated components of
a well-planned and systematically executed campaign to
eliminate Rumania's national minorities through forcefully
assimilating them into the dominant nationality. The whole
then, is equal to far more than the sum of its parts. The
proper term for a program of this nature is cultural genocide.

This expression is by no means an exaggeration. In 1948,
the United Nations Ad Hoc Committee on Genocide formulated a
draft definition of the concept of cultural genocide (U.N. Doc.
E/447). Regardless of the fact that the final text of the
Convention of the Prevention and Punishment of the Crime of
Genocide did not incorporate this definition, the Rumanian
government is not absolved of the fact that its behavior
exactly corresponds to several elements of the definition.
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GENERAL CHARACTERISTICS OF THE OPPRESSION

OF MINORITIES IN RUMANIA

With respect to a proper investigation of discrimination
in Rumania, lofty guarantees of minority rights in the Rumanian
Constitution serve to obscure more than they enlighten, since
they are not observed. Section 22 for instance prescribes that

In territorial-administrative units also
inhabited by population of non-Rumanian.
nationality, all the bodies and institutions
shall use in speech and in writihg the
language of the nationality concerned and
shall appoint officials from its ranks or
from among other citizens who know the
language and way of life of the local
population.

The sole difficulty with the above section is that it is
completely disregarded. According to Khroly Kirfly (Appendix,
p. A-2):

In the administration of justice, the state
organs, etc., the only language permitted is
Rumanian. In meetings of the Party, the
trade unions, the Communist Youth League, as
well as in meetings of industrial and
agricultural workers, all presentations are
made in the Rumanian language, even where
the overwhelming majority of the audience is
not Rumanian. The Rumanian language remains
in use even at meetings of the Nationality
Workers' Councils.

* * *

The failure to observe constitutional and other legal
guarantees is one characteristic feature of minority oppression
in Rumania. According to George Sch~pflin (The Hungarians of
Rumania, London: Minority Rights Group, Report No. 37p August
1978, p.9):

Another factor of relevance, which is common
to all communist societies, is the existence
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of internal regulations# usually kept
secret, which may directly contradict the
formal rights entrenched in the
Constitution. In Rumania, these internal
regulations (dispozitii interne) are widely
employed in the field 'of nationalities
policy.

Another major component is the absolute refusal to allow
the minorities any role even vaguely resembling the conditions
for self-determination, autonomy or independent
decision-making. Although there are officials of minority
extraction at every governmental level, they are permitted no
meaningful voice in representing their own ethnic groups.

The Hungarian Nationality Workers Council was established
in 1968 as the only body capable of serving the interest of the
Hungarian minority. But the very text creating this Council
exposes it as an instrument of the State# acting to undermine
minority interests. The Council's stated purpose is

to assist the Party and the State, on both
the central and local levels, in mobilizing
the nationalities to assume their
responsibilities in the building of
socialism, in researching particular
questions concerning the respective
populations and in implementing the
nationality policies of the Party.

Kfroly Kirily, lice President of the Council for 10 years
(until his removal in March 1978), has furnished ample evidence
of the Council's abject ineffectiveness. In his latest letter,
for example, he writes (Appendix, p. A-2):

As regards the Nationality Councils, their
activities are determined exclusively by
orders from above. These Councils do not
represent the interests of the
nationalities. The people belonging to
these nationalities cannot participate in
the activities of the Councils, and do not
elect Council members. The local
authorities and the Party Central Committee
appoint them. The Party uses these Councils
to enforce its own discriminatory
nationality policies.
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But Xtt us look further into this matter. We find that
Hungarians are proportionately represented, but only in those
State and Party organs which are not allowed to exercise any
real power, such as the showcase "Grand Assembly" (Rumania's
excuse for a parliament and the 500 member Party Central
Committee. Hungarians are virtually excluded from any body
which is granted an effective role in matters affecting their
own interests. Of the seven secretaries of the Party Central
Committee (the holders of real power aside from Ceausescu), not
one is of minority origin. Indeed, the Secretary for
Nationalities in the Party Central Committee cannot speak any
minority language, only Rumanian. The entire Department of
Culture contains only a "Bureaa" of Nationalities, which is
expected to serve all the cultural needs of all the
minorities. Its chief activity is the exercise of censorship
over the cultural life of the minorities.

On the county level, the ineffectual People's Councils and
Party Committees by and large do maintain proportional
representation. But where the real power lies, within
respectively, the 7-Il member Executive Committees and Party
"Bureaus", Hungarians are grossly underrepresented. Indeed, in
several heavily Hungarian populated counties such as Banat,
Arad and Maramures (Hungarian Mt4ramaros), they are completely
excluded from the Party "Bureaus". "In the same way," Kfiroly
Kir~ly pointed out, "it is nothing new that in cities where the
majority of the population is Hungarian -- such as Nagyvgrad,
Marosvsfrhely, Szovlta, etc. -- Rumanians who speak no
Hungarian are being appointed as mayors" (Letter to J9nos
lincze, in Witnesses to Cultural Genocide, p.175).

Another ingenious method for compelling minorities to
assimilate can ne found in the structure of cultural
institutions in Rumania. Independent minority institutions,
even at the lowest levels, have been virtually eliminated. The
Hungarian university in Cluj (Hungarian Kolozsvlr), for
example, was made a section of its Rumanian counterpart;
Hungarian schools have been merged into Rumanian schools as
sections; four out of the six formerly independent Hungarian
theaters are now just sections of Rumanian theaters; and so
on. The purpose of such arrangements is to deny the existence
of a distinct Hungarian nationality, culture or language. Even
the expression "national minority" is not tolerated in official
publications. The minorities are referred to in official
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documents as "co-inhabiting nationalities", thereby implying
their dependent status vis-a-vis the Rumanians who, are, by
implication, the only legitimate inhabitants.

A further characteristic of minority discrimination is the
official policy that this problem simply does not exist. In
Rumania, "there is continuous repetition of the proposition
that the nationality question in our country, has been finally,
once and for all, solved" (Letter from Kgroly to Ilie lerdet, 
dated June 2, 1977, in Witnesses to Cultural Genocide, p.
170). While some discussion, and even occasional concessions
are allowed concerning other social, economic and political
questions, the situation of the minorities is a forbidden
subject (ibid., pp. 166-167). Still less is it permitted to
propose any improvement in this area. The only task is to
combat "nationalism" (meaning, of course, minority nationalism)
and to neutralize the "troublemakers". According to Kirfly,
who has himself experienced the dire consequences of such
"troublemaking", "unpardonably extreme methods of intimidation
are employed against those who dare to ask for permission to
speak in the interest of having the nationality question
handled legally and in accordance with the Constitution"
(Letter to Jfnos Fazekas, ibid., p. 171). In this way, any
demand or complaint concerning minority conditions is wholly
ignored, -or, in Kirfly's words, "killed by persistent silence"
(Daiens Nyheter, Stockholm, March 2, 1978).

Coupled with this official disregard is another general
feature: the absence of any effective, legal remedy against
abuse. Section 247 of Rumania's Criminal Code which forbids
discrimination on the basis, inter alia, of national origin, is
never enforced in criminal trials.

This deficiency clearly violates the Internat4onal
Covenant on Civil and Political Rights which states (Articl 2,
Section 3):

Each State party to the present Covenant
undertakes:

(a) to ensure that any person whose
rights and freedoms as herein recognized are
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violated shall have an effective remedy
notwithstanding that the violation has been
committed by persons acting in an official
capacity;

(b) to ensure than any person
claiming such a remedy shall have his right
thereto determined by competent judicial,
administrative or legislative authorities,
or by any other competent authority provided
for by the legal system of the State, and to
develop the possibilities of judicial remedy;

(c) to ensure that the competent
authorities shall enforce such remedies when
granted.

It would, of course, constitute a patent contradiction for
the Rumanian regime to observe these provisions and to
prosecute officials under Section 247 of the Criminal Code;
such officials would have to be punished for faithfully
executing the policies of the Rumanian Party and State. Kirgly
has noted this lack of protection on several occasions. In his
letter of February 10, 1980, he states (Appendix, p. A-2):

An extremely burning issue is the total lack
of protection of the collective rights of
Rumania's national minorities, whether the
nationality group is large, as in the case
of the Hungarians and Germans, or small as
in the case of the Serbs, Russians, Turks,
Bulgarians, etc. None of them enjoy
collective rights.

This lack precipitates the dissolution of
ethnic communities and renders their members
increasingly defenseless against the
policies of forced assimilation.

In turning now to the list of individual human rights
violations against minorities in Rumania, it is advisable to
ponder not only the substance of the given violation, but also
to examine the manner in which it fits into the comprehensive
pattern of minority oppression, interacting with and serving to
reinforce the other elements of this reprehensible campaign.
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Numerous primary sources will be cited in the discussion
which follows. These works have been published by the
Committee for Human Rights in Rumania in the book mentioned in
the Foreword, entitled Witnesses to Cultural Genocide:
First-Hand Reports on Rumanials Minority Policies Today. The
documents from this book to be cited are the following:

Pages
"Methods of Rumanianization
Employed in Transylvania," by
Anonymous Napocensis................... 57-87

"Memorandum," by Gyorgy
Lfz~r .............................. 88-144

"Memorandum," by Lajos
Tak~cs ..................... 146-161

"Letter from Kfroly Kir~ly
to Ilie lerdet," dated
June 2, 1977.........................163-170

"Letter from Kgroly Kirhly to
J~nos Fazekas," written in
August 1977 .......................... 171-172

"Letter from Khroly Kirfly to
Jfnos Iincze," dated
September 10, 1977 ................... 173-178

"Letter from Zoltan Zsuffa to
Ferdinand Nagy," dated
July 31, 1977 ........................ 179-182
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SPECIFIC ELMEN?8 OF THE OPPRESSION

OF MINORITIES IN RUMANIA

1. Discrimination in Elementary and High School Education

Official Rumanian statistics indicate that of all pupils
attending preschool institutions in Rumania, the proportion of
those allowed to be educated in Hungarian dropped by over 50
percent from 14.4t in 1956 to 6.3% in 1978. The same
proportion for primary and secondary school students fell from
9.5% to S.41, and for high school students from 8.0% to 3.5t.
The total decline in the above categories was from 10.0 to
5.3%. Tne percentage of students attending Hungarian
vocational school dropped from 6.1% in 1956 to 1.5% by 1975.
These percentages and the figures used to compute them are
snown in the able and graph which follow. (The sources for
both are Rumanian government propaganda booklets The
Hun#arian Nationality in Romania, Bucharest, 1976, pp. 15-171
and A..iLiving Reality in Romani Today; Full Harmony and
Equality Between the Romanian People and the CoinhabitingNationalitieso p.15.1

1955/1956 1974/1975 1977/1978
Preschool Education

All Students 275,433 770,016 837,884
In Hungarian classes 39,669 52,765 52,580
% in Hungarian Classes 14.4% 6.8% 6.3%

Primary and Secondary
Education

All Students 1,603,025 2,882,109 3,145,046
In Hungarian Classes 152,234 160,939 170,945
1 in Hungarian Classes 9.5% 5.6% 5.4%

High Schools of
General Culture

All Students 129,135 344,585 813,732
In Hungarian Classes 10,370 19,050 29,028
% in Hungarian Classes 8.0% 5.5% 3.5%

vocational Education

All Students 123,920 615,876
In Hungarian Classes 7,585 8,974 N/A
% in Hungarian Classes 6.1% 1.5%
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OPPORTUNITIES FOR HUNGARIAN- LANGUAGE EDUCATION
AT THE ELEMENTARY AND HIGH SCHOOL LEVELS

IN RUMANIA*

PERCENT OF TOTAL STUDENTS
ATTENDING HUNGARIAN-LANGUAGE...

OFFICIAL HUNGARIAN PERCENT OF
TOTAL POPULATION OF R"ti4NIA

Primary and Secondary Schools

High Schools of General Culture

1955-56 1966 1974-75
1977-78

* SOURCES: The Hugrarian Nationality in Rumania (Bucharest. Rumania: Merldiane Publshing
House,1976). M8.15-17.

A Living Reality in Romania Today- Full Harmony and Equality Between the
Rornanian People and the Coinhabiting Nationalities (Bucharest. Rumania.

1978 ). p. 15.
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These official Rumanian statistics indicate that while 23
years ago the number of students allowed to attend Hungarian
classes was roughly proportionate to the size of the Hungarian
population, the above figures show an alarming decline.
Attendance in Hungarian classes has fallen in each category far
below the levels which even the official population statistics
would warrant.

How has this drastic result come about? The process by
which the Rumanian government eliminates Hungarian schoalq
began in 1959. Since that year, independent Hungarian schords
have been systematically attached to Rumanian schools as mere
sections, which sections, in turn, have been gradually phased
out. The process of totally eliminating these Hungarian
sections was legitimized by enactment of the clearly
discriminatory Decree/Law 278 (May 11, 1973).

This unprecedented piece of legalized discrimination
required the presence of a minimum quota of 25 students at the
grade school level and 36 students at the high school level in
order to maintain or establish a class in one of the minority
languages. (Prior to the issuance of the Decree, this quota
had been 15 students.) If a given Hungarian community
contained, for example, 24 Hungarian students for a given
elementary school class, these children were forced to complete
their studies in the Rumanian language. As most villages in
Transylvania have only between 500 and 1000 inhabitants, the
number of Hungarian students very often fell short of the
required quota, and the Hungarian classes had to be
terminated. Once a school was thus forced to become Rumanian,
use of the Hungarian language was forbidden, even during
recess.

What made this Decree still more offensive was that the
provisions applicable to Hungarians and other minorities did
not apply to Rumanian sections or classes in areas inhabited
predominantly by Hungarians. In such towns or villages, a
Rumanian section had to be maintained, regardless of demand
(i.e. even if a given Hungarian village contained only one
Rumanian student). The wording of- Decree/Law 278 made this
requirement perfectly clear:

In those communities where schools function -

in the language of the coinhabiting
nationalities, Rumanian language sections or
classes shall be organized regardless of the
number of students.
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In 1973, after the issuance of Decree/Law 278, Hungarian
sections and schools were eliminated in many villages. Parents
attempted to compensate for the loss by arranging at their own
expense for rented buses to take their children to the nearest
village which still had a Hungarian school. This practice,
especially widespread in the counties of Harghita (Hungarian
Hargita) and Salaj (Hungarian Szilfgy), was soon recognized and
summarily terminated by the State, citing the pretext of a "gas
shortage".

As students were prevented from being bused to nearby
Hungarian schools, the soLe remaining alternative would have
been to send them away to live at the nearest Hungarian
boarding school. The State, however, allowed boarding
facilities for Rumanian schools only. This example illustrates
the manner in which assorted discriminatory techniques are
cleverly intertwined. Their effect is absolute: in the many
heavily Hungarian populated, but small communities where the
number of Hungarian children fell short of the required quota,
those children were left with no other option but to attend a
Rumanian school. The school may have been located within the
community or, if the community was too small, it may have been
a boarding school in a larger town, but in either case the
State made certain that it was a Rumanian school.

On December 21, 1978, a new Law on Education and
Instruction was enacted (see Buletinul Oficial No. 113,
December 26, 1978), which technically supersedes Decree/Law 278
cited above. The new law, however, not only failed to address
or rectify the discriminatory practices instituted under
Decree/Law 278, but has in actuality facilitated a continued
worsening of the situation. Devoting less than 2% of its text
to the education of minority children, the law is confined to
general and repetitive provisions and does not detail the
conditions under which children can study in theit native
tongue. In practical terms, therefore, the prior
discriminatory rules of Decree/Law 278 have been allowed to
remain in full effect -- as modified perhaps by the cobweb of
secret administrative and Party directives which exist parallel
to- and often supplant the published regulations. According to
latest reports, the elimination of Hungarian sections and
classes continues unabated up to the present time.

An indication of this process is contained in a recent
report by Lfszl6 Lgrincz, State Secretary in the Ministry of
Education and Instruction, on education in minority languages
(published in Invatamintul Liceal, Bucharest, September 1979).
According to the figures he cites, 7,503 faculty members "from
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the ranks of the coinhabiting nationalities" are constrained to
teach in Rumanian schools or sections.

Even in the remaining Hungarian schools and sections, not
iust the Rumanian language, but the subjects of literature.
aeography and history must also be taught in Rumanian. In many
Hungarian sections, there are. so many Ruman iad-language courses
that the section is Hungarian in name only. This is especially
the case in Hungarian vocational and technical school, where
only Hungarian literature and physical education are actually
taught in Hungarian.

Moreover, even in Hungarian classes, textbooks are not
necessarily written in Hungarian, as revealed in a speech by
Lfszl6 Lorincz (see transcripts of The Joint PId-nary Session of
the Hungarian and German Natfonal'ity Workers Concils,
Bucharest, March 13-14, 1978, p 67). According to this speech,
textbooks are considered appropriate for use in Hungarian
classes even though they may contain only a glossary in
Hungarian, but are otherwise written completely in Rumanian.
Under such circumstances, to what degree can even a nominally
Hungarian class actually conduct studies in Hungarian?

The lack of Hungarian-language classes has been reported
by the distinguished Swiss daily Neue Zrcher Zeitung (in that
newspaper's comprehensive survey: "Rumania's Controversial
Minority Policy," April 8/9, 1977, p. 3):

In technical high schools, if a Hungarian
student is to advance, he must take mostly
those courses offered only in Rumanian.
There is no possibility whatsoever of
obtaining a higher education in the
technical fields in Hungarian.

In trade schools, only the simpler trades are taught in
Hungarian. Thus, studies in Rumanian are necessary for
advancement into the more highly developed technical fields
such as electronics, information technology, medical
technology, and industrial chemistry. In 1973-74, for example,
of the 174 first year classes entering the trade schools in
Cluj (Kolozs) county, only two (!) were Hungarian, one in
textile manufacturing, and the other in the construction
industry. Such was the case in a county where, as noted above,
even according to official Rumanian statistics 26.1% of the
population is Hungarian. ("Memorandum," by Gyargy Lfz1r, in
Witnesses to Cultural Genocide, p. 126.)
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Matters have taken a sharp turn for the worse since the
Fall of 1976 when a drive was initiated to reorganize Rumania's
entire educational system, placing greater emphasis on
technical and vocational training# and reducing the number of
high schools, or lyceums, which provide instruction in the
liberal arts. As an outgrowth of this drive, Hungarian lyceums
which had been in continuous existence for the past 300-400
years in such cities as Oradea (Nagyvfrad), Cluj (Kolozsvr),
Tirgu Mures (Marosv~sfrhely), Odorheiul-Secuiesc
(Sz6kelyudvarhely) and Tirgu Secuiesc (K~zdiv~shrhely) have
been summarily eliminated, while the language of instruction is
almost exclusively Rumanian.

The impact of this drive was already felt during the
1976-77 academic year: of the 34,738 total number of Hungarian
secondary school students, 15,591 were constrained to attend
trade schools in which the technical subjects were taught in
Rumanian only ("Memorandum," by Lajos Tak~cs, in witnesses to
Cultural Genocide, p. 149). And, as K~roly Kir~ly pointed out,
the situation has deteriorated despite official pledges to the
contrary ("Letter to Jfnos )incze,N in Witnesses to Cultural
Genocide p. 174) -

We were promised new secondary vocational
and technical schools in which studies were
to be conducted in the languages of the
nationalities, but in reality we have
witnessed a decline in the number of these
schools. Each year there are fewer and
fewer of them. Children cannot study in
their native tongue; compulsory instruction
in the Rmanian language has been introduced
even at the kindergarten level.

Despite the numerous protests of Kirfly, Takfcs and
others, the situation has failed to improve. As Kirfly writes
in February 1980 (Appendix, p. A-2):

In the area of education the opportunity for
children to study in the mother tongue has
narrowed even further. Classes in the
mother tongue have been eliminated, and in
their place, mixed Rumanian-Hungarian,
Rumanian-German, etc., classes have been set
up. The discriminatory Decree Law 258 was
not repealed. In the Bfnft and the Mez6s6g
region of Transylvania there are communities
and cities where there is not a single
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Hungarian-language class, elementary or
trade school. In Moldavia, in entirely
Hungarian Cs~ng6 communities, no forms of
education in the mother tongue exist.

Finally, through discriminatory admissions policies, the
State makes it difficult for graduates of Hungarian schools or
sections to enter the next higher educational level.
Naturally, the Hungarian-language courses at these levels are
rapidly eliminated, their existence being predicated upon the
number of Hungarians who enter them. The Rumanian State, in
the meantime, alleges that it is due to lack of popular demand
that such courses are closed. Thus, . as in the many
illustrations above, the vicious discriminatory cycle is
complete, and the outcome for the Hungarian minority is
devastating.

2. Discrimination in Higher Education

Higher education has a great historic tradition in
Transylvania. The Bolyai University of Cluj (Kolozsvgr), for
instance, can be traced to, the Jesuit academy founded by th-e
Hungarian prince Istv~n Bfthory in 1581.

On March 5, 1959, the Bolyai University was forced to
merge with the Rumanian Babes University. In his book
Minorities Under Communism (Cambridges Harvard University
Press, 1977), Robert R. King calls the elimination of this
Hungarian institution "the most serious blow to intellectuals
among the Hungarian minority" (P. 153). Three professors,
including the celebrated writer Lfszl6 Szabgdi, committed
suicide out of despair at this arbitrary act. Today, many view
it as the first major step in the current campaign of cultural
genocide, sanctioned at the outset by Moscow in retaliation for
the 1956 revolt in Hungary. Incidentally, both Szabgdi and
Nicolae Ceausescu were present at the d nner where the merger
of the two universities was celebrat d in the name of
brotherhood and equality. Ceausescu,- secretary to the then
dictator Gheorghe Gheorghiu-Dej, had been sent to head the
campaign to intimidate the Hungarian professors in order to
force them to accept the crippling of their university.
During the dinner, Szab6di questioned the motives of the
Government in ordering the merger. The result was an intensive
harassment of Szab~di by the secret police, which finally drove
him to commit suicide a few weeks later. (A chilling,
eyewitness account of Szab~di's tragedy and the events leading
up to it can be found in "Methods of Rumanianization Employed
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in Transylvania," by Anonymous Napocensis, in Witnesses to
Cultural Genocide, pp. 66-69.)

It is characteristic that the document of unification,
which lists the existing faculties of the two universities at
the time of the merger, has been concealed ever since, so as to
hide any official evidence of the extent to which the Hungarian
faculties have been eliminated. King further states that after
the merger "the 'Rumanianization' of the unified university was
gradually carried out" (p. 154). He cites numerous examples of
this ruthless process (ibid.):

Although at first there was an attempt to
give Hungarians adequate representation in
the administration of the merged university,
gradually Rumanians have come to play an
increasingly dominant administrative role.
When the merger was announced the rector was
Rumanian but two of the three projectors
were Hungarian. By 1967 the number of
prorectorships had been increased to five,
but three were Rumanian. Also, seven of the
eight deacons of the university and 61
percent of the teaching faculty were
Rumanian.

Present conditions at this allegedly bilingual university
are dismal. In the 1976-77 academic year, of all the students
(approximately 6,000) only 8% (480 students) have the
opportunity to attend Hungarian classes. ("Memorandum," by
Gy8rgy Lfzfr, in Witnesses to Cultural Genocide, p. 119.)
Typical of the lack of Hungarian-language courses is the
situation in the University's Dep tment of Chemistry. Only 6
of the 36 courses are taught in Hungarian, but 5 of those 6 are
ideological courses (Marxism-Leninism, etc.) and the sixth is
Organic Chemistry (ibid).

A newer measure, introduced in 1979, makes it mandatory to
combine a major in any subject belonging in the field of
Hungarian studies with the appropriate subject in Rumanian
studies. Since that time, applicants who wish to study
Hungarian history, literature or linguistics are not admitted
unless they can also pass an entrance examination in the
Rumanian counterpart to those subjects. The following list,
taken from the Tak&cs Memorandum (Witnesses to Cultural
Genocide, pp. 151-152), provides an indicattinof the fate ol
the Hungarian section at this university since the merger two
decades ago:
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* In 1958-59, the year of the merger,
there were 45 Rumanian and 36 Hungarian
instructors on the faculty of Chemistry. In
the 1976-77 academic year, we find 63
Rumanian and only 14 Hungarian instructors.
During the intervening 20 years, 37 young
Rumanian instructors were hired, in contrast
to only one Hungarian.

* In 1958-59, there were 18 Rumanian
and 15 Hungarian instructors on the faculty
of Law. In 1977-78, 23 Rumanians and 4
Hungarians remained. In the interim, 8
Rumanian instructors and 1 Hungarian were
hired.

* In contrast to the 23 Rumanian and
15 Hungarian instructors on the faculty of
Economics at the time of the merger, today
we find that the number of instructors has
grown to the unusually large number of 95,
of whom only 19 are Hungarian.

* In 1959, the entire staff of,_the
Mathematics Department numbered 50, of whom
19 were from the Bolyai University. In this
department today we find 65 instructors, of
whom 14 are Hungarian. Of the 33
instructors hired since the merger, only 3
have been Hungarian.

* In the History department (at the
faculty of History and Philosophy), of the
43 instructors at the time of the merger, 14
were from the Bolyai University. Currently,
27 instructors are left from the time of the
merger, of whom 7 are Hungarian. Since the
merger, not one Hungarian teacher has been
hired. The youngest Hungarian instructor is
49 years old. Of the 7 Hungarians, not one
has been named full professor and not one
has been given a full pension.

e. The situation is similar in the
other departments of the University.

There is no guarantee of course, that even the remaining
Hungarian faculty members indicated above actually teach
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Hungarian-language classes. But clearly, as their numbers
decline, even the possibility of such classes withers away.

A meaningful indicator of the total volume of
Hungarian-language education which occurs at the University can
be computed by multiplying the number of Hungarian courses by
the number of students attending those courses. In recent
semesters, the resulting figure has fluctuated between 5% and
10% of the comparable figure at the time of the merger.
("Memorandum," by Gydrgy Lfzlr, in Witnesses to Cultural
Genocide, p. 120.)

Why is the elimination of the Bolyai University considered
such an outrageous measure? The reason lies in 'the fact that
the Hungarian minority in Rumania forms an immense population,
the largest national minority in Europe. One third of all the
countries in the world have fewer inhabitants than there are
Hungarians in Rumania. It is grossly discriminatory that this
population of 2.5 million is not allowed to maintain a single
university of its own.

In addition to this University, all other Hungarian
institutions of higher education have been systematically
curtailed or eliminated. King writes that "at the time Babes
and Bolyai Universities were merged, the Dr. Petru Groza
Agricultural Institute in Cluj was 'reorganized', and separate
language instruction was dropped" (Minorities Under Communism,
p. 154). Actually, according to Tak~cs (Witnesses to Cultural
Genocide, pp. 152-153), "Hungarian-language instruction was
completely eliminated" at this Institute. "Currently, of the
205 faculty members employed there, only 16 are Hungarian --
all of them left over from the old institute -- and during the
past 20 years, not one Hungarian teacher has been appointed"
(ibiu.). Of course, since studies can only be conducted in the
Rumanian language, even these remaining Hungarians cannot teach
in their native tongue.

According to King, "The Hungarian medical school in Tirgu
Mures has also undergone a process of 'Rumanianization'"
(Minorities Under Communism, p. 154). The number of cases is
endless. In 1976 a Rumanian rector was appointed to head the
Hungarian Teachers College in Tirgu Mures (Marosvfsfrhely) for
the first time in the history of the school. Based on past
experience, there can be no mistake as to the meaning of this
measure for the future of this prestigious college. Indeed,
during the time which has elapsed since this appointment,
existing courses of instruction in Hungarian literature,
language and music have been completely eliminated.
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Kiroly Kirfly wrote about the fate of institutions of
higher education in the following manner (OLetter to J9nos
lincze," in Witnesses to Cultural Genocide, pp. 174-175)s

In 1976 a decision was born to eliminate
Hungarian institutions of higher education.
After the ""BolyaiN University in Kolozsvhr
came the Institute of Medicine and
Pharmacology at Marosv~shrhely, and then, by
special order from above, a Rumanian section
was established at the Istvhn Szentgy~rgyi
School for the Dramatic Arts, thereby
liquidating in effect the last "island" of
higher education in a nationality tongue.

In his latest letter, Kirhly reports that the situation in
Hungarian higher education is "continuously deteriorating"
(Appendix, p. A-2).

Parallel to the disappearance of opportunities to study in
Hungarian, there has been a catastrophic drop over the past two
decades in the proportion of Hungarian students attending any
institution of higher education. This decline can only be
explained by discriminatory admissions policies. In the
1957-59 academic year, at all institutions of higher education,
there were 4,082 Hungarian students studying in their native
tongue, and between 1,000 and 1,500 studying in Rumanian. At
that time, therefore, there were approximately 5,500 Hungarian
students out of a total student population of 51,094. Less
than 20 years later, during the 1974-75 academic year, the
total number of Hungarians attending institutions of higher
education was 6,188, while the total number of Rumanians had
grown to 108,750. Thus, while the number of all students in
higher education more than doubled during that period, the
number of Hungarian students rose by only about 600, or a mere
10%. ( "Memorandum," by Lajos Takgcs, in Witnesses to Cultural
Genocide, p. 153).

One final comment on this topic seems appropriate. The
severe restriction on those subjects which can be taught in
Hungarian is not without serious impact on the lower levels of
education. As indicated earlier, the various elements of
discrimination in Rumania cannot be isolated, for they act to
reinforce one another. Thus, the fact that the number of
subjects whicn can be pursued in Hungarian beyond high school
is relentlessly declining undoubtedly serves to pressure
aspiring Hungarian students to begin studying those subjects in
Rumanian during their earlier years of schooling.
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3. Dissolution of Comact Minority Communities and Dispersion
of Ethnic Professionals

As a Communist dictatorship, the Rumanian Government has
almost complete control over its labor and housing markets.
This control is used to break up homogeneous ethnic Hungarian
communities.

The systematic denationalization of Hungarian cities has
been noted in the Financial Times of London ("Transylvania's
Ethnic Strains," April 2, 1975). The case of Cluj, Rumania's
second largest city, is described as follows

Over the past 15 years, Romanians have been
settled in this formerly almost entirely
Hungarian city whereas Hungarians from the
surrounding area have been banned with the
result that Romanians now make up 65 per
cent of the population.

In Rumania, citizens are not permitted to resettle into
another city without official approval. At the same time, it
is government policy to prevent the minority populations of
cities from growing. Accordingly, while Hungarians find it
almost impossible to move into the major cities of
Transylvania, the influx of Rumanians is not only permitted,
but encouraged through offers of favorable housing
opportunities and other benefits.

Industrialization, which as in all Communist states is
government-planned, is used as a tool to achieve the same
purpose. Earlier some of the most heavily Hungarlan populated
counties were among the most industrially underdeveloped.
Hungarians seeking industrial employment were thus constrained
to move to Rumanian areas or to commute long distances.
Presently, with industrialization reaching into such counties
as Covasna (Kovgszna, 74.4% Hungarian) and Harghita (Hargita,
88.1% Hungarian), instead of employing the local population,
the new factories are staffed mostly by Rumanian settlers
imported by the government from outside areas. In his February
1980 letter, Kirily described this policy as follows (Appendix,
pp. A-3 to A-4):

The generous overindustrialization of
Transyvania, particularly of the Hungarian
inhabited areas, about which so much is
made, and for which- so much gratitude is
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expected of the locals, is based on this
policy.

On the excuse of labor shortage,
masses of people from historic Rumania are
brought not only into the cities, but into
the villages as well. If it were true that
all this is being done out of love for the
nationalities, then the possibilities of
study in and use of the mother tongue would
not be hindered.

It has been alleged that the reason for the decline in the
Hungarian percentage of some Transylvanian cities is that their
"hinterland" was much more Rumanian than Hungarian and "that
upward mobility has favored the lesser developed Rumanian
masses"., This hypothesis is disproved by such cities as
Miercurea Ciuc (Csikszereda) where in the past 10 years, as a
consequence of industrialization, the percentage of Hungarians
has fallen from 90% to 70%. This city happens to lie in the
heart of a region which is purely Hungarian.

Another example of this policy is the manner in which
workers have been hired at the new Azomures chemical factory in
Tirgu Mures (Marosvsfrhely). This city lies at the center of
an area surrounded by a bO% majority of Hungarian inhabitants.
Despite this fact, 90% of the workers in the Azomures plant are
Rumanian. ("Memorandum," by Gy~rgy Lazfr, in Witnesses to
Cultural Genocide, p. 132.)

A Decree issued in 1976 limits the opportunity for workers
to commute. Thus, Hungarian workers who had been able to live
in their native communities because they were willing to
commute long distances must now either move to their place of
employment (usually to Rumanian communities) or face the loss
of their jobs (ibid., p.133).

The breakup of Hungarian communities is further
accomplished through the routine assignment of Hungarian
graduates of universities and trade schools to jobs outside
their native communities. Even though President Ceausescu
himself, speaking on March 14, 1978 before a joint plenary
session of the Hungarian and German Nationality Workers
Councils (see transcript cited above, p.14), cited this
practice as a "deficiency" in Rumania's nationality policies,
it continues unaltered to the present day.
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The stated policy of the Rumanian government, that
graduates with the highest grades are given first choice of
where to work, cannot account for the extent to which
Hungarians are sent into Rumanian areas and Rumanians into
Hungarian districts. As a result, the displaced Hungarians are
cut off from their ethnic roots, and their children have no
opportunity to attend Hungarian schools. More importantly,
however, the Hungarian minority is deprived of doctors,
lawyers, and other professionals who speak their own language.
A frequently heard complaint, especially among the. elderly in
rural areas, is that they cannot communicate with the local
doctor. Obviously, the otherwise sensible practice of
rewarding top graduates with first choice in place of
employment could still be applied effectively with the simple
modification that Hungarian graduates be allowed to choose from
among Hungarian areas and Rumanian graduates from among
Rumanian regions.

The fact that Rumanian graduates are also sent into
Hungarian districts does not make this policy any less
discriminatory. On the contrary, although Hungarians are
required to speak Rumanian in the Rumanian areas to which they
have been sent, Rumanian professionals do not have to speak
Hungarian in Hungarian areas. Consequently, the local
population must either accomodate to the language of the
Rumanian professionals foisted on them, or suffer the
consequences. The discriminatory nature of this policy is
clear. It is also intimately tied to the government's policy
on minority schools. The sending of Rumanians into Hungarian
areas paves the way for the elimination of Hungarian schools,
since the children of these Rumanians are educated in newly
created Rumanian sections. The Hungarian sections are then
phased out as shown above.

Clearly, the Ceausescu regime, which appeals to
nationalistic chauvinism as a source of legitimacy and power,
does not easily tolerate compact masses of another
nationality. Dissolution of communities is an effective way to
disrupt the life and weaken the identity of ethnic groups.

4. Lack of Bilingualism

The Rumanian government's policy of referring to Rumania
as a "unitary national state" is well known. But while that
condition might be the desire or the aim of the government, it
is also true that Rumania is currently multi-ethnic, especially
in the region of Transylvania. The presence of several million
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inhabitants comprising large national minority groups is an
undeniable fact which has well-defined consequences according
to the rules oT international law applicable to such minorities.

In contravention of these rules and Article 22 of the
Rumanian Constitution quoted earlier, Rumanian is the official
language spoken everywhere in Rumanial it is the exclusive
language at all levels of government bureaucracy. Use of the
native tongue has been completely eliminated from all areas of
official activity. We challenge the Rumanian government, for
example, to produce evidence of a single statement made in
Hungarian during any meeting of a Party or local governmental
organ in such heav-ily Hungarian localities as Oradea
(Nagyvfrad), Satu Mare (Szatmlr), Bihorea (Bihar), Timisoara
(Temesvfr) or Cluj (Kolozsvfr). As Khroly Kirily pointed out
("Letter to J~nos lincze," in Witnesses to Cultural Genocide,
p.175):

Use of the native tongue is severely
restricted at meetings of the PaLty, the
Young Communists League, the trade unions,
and in the various workers Councils; indeed,
use of the native tongue is prohibited even
at meetings of the Nationality Workers
Councils. [Emphasis added.]

The lack of bilingualism is further evidenced by the fact
that traffic safety signs and bureaucratic forms are all in
Rumanian. Moreover, as Kirhly writes (ibid.):

Signs identifying institutions, localities
and so on in the native tongue of the local
inhabitants have almost completely
disappeared. In 1971 when I was First Party
Secretary in Kov~szna County, we posted
bilingual Rumanian and Hungarian signs
there, in accordance with a decree of the
County Peoples Council. But their existence
was shortlived. The signs were simply
removed, and by 1975, not a single locality
was identified in Hungarian.

In addition, there is an increasing tendency to appoint
Rumanian personnel to all positions which involve contact with
the public in Hungarian areas. In Tirgu Mures
(Marosvas~rhely), for instance (which as already noted is still
70-75% Hungarian) the Rumanian mayor does not even speak
Hungarian and postal service personnel are almost exclusively
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Rumanian. (See also OLetter from Kfroly Kirfly to, Jinos
4incze," in Witnesses to Cultural Genocide, p. 175.)

In this regard, the author of the Neue Zfrcher Zeitunq
article cited above made the following observation:

In Cluj whose population is still 45%
Hungarian-speaking, signs in that language
are clearly forbidden. Only Hungarian
theater billboards and announcements in
churches visited by Hungarians are in
Hungarian.

According to Article 109 of the Rumanian Constitution,
judicial proceedings throughout the country must be conducted
in the Rumanian language. The only right a Hungarian defendant
or litigant has before the court of his own native community is
to be provided with an interpreter. This rightt, however, is
no more than the right granted to any foreigner brought to
trial in Rumania.

In the technical professions, due to the absence of
bilingual instruction noted above, use of the Hungarian
language is simply impossible. It is also impossible to find a
menu in Hungarian in the restuarants of Cluj (Kolozsvfr) where
a large percentage of the population is Hungarian. Postcards
depicting Hungarian historical monuments bear descriptive texts
in four or five languages, none of them Hungarian.

The lack of bilingualism is made all the more severe by
the overt and subtle forms of intimidation which are employed
to eliminate the use of the native tongue at all levels of
society. Kfroly Kirfly pointed out this problem when he wrote
(Letters to Ilie Jerdet and Janos incze, in Witnesses to
Cultural Genocide, pp. 168 and 175):

In some cases, first secretaries, first
vice-presidents, county secretaries in
municipalities and cities and
vice-presidents in the Peoples Councils,
though of nationality origin themselves, use
only the Rumanian language in their contacts
with workers of nationality origin, letting
them know in this way that perhaps someone
prohibited them from using the native
tongue.,.

Nationalities cannot use their native
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tongues even in State offices after all,
most of the officials are Rumanians who do
not speak the nationality's language, either
because they do not know it or because they
refuse to use it. [Emphases added.)

Due to this complete absence of any degree of bilingualism
and the chauvinism encouraged by government policies, members
of minorities are often forced to endure derision and threats
for using their native tongue, even in private conversations at
public places. It seems fitting to conclude here with the
experience of a recent visitor, a well-known writer, to
Transylvania. In the predominantly Hungarian village of Sic
(Sz6k), he found only one Hungarian sign. It hangs on the wall
of the village tavern and declares: "It is forbidden to sing
in Hungarian.*

5. Curtailment of Cultural Opportunities

In view of the already discussed decline in Hungarian
educational opportunities and the increasing denationalization
of Hungarian communities, it is hardly surprising that the same
policy of curtailment and elimination permeates every aspect of
minority cultural life as well. As noted last year by The Times
of London ("Party Officials Join Fight for Hungarians' Rights,"
April 25, 1978, p. 9):

The Hungarians, who hitherto had their old
cultural institutions have gradually been
losing them as the policy of enforced
assimilation by the Rumanian state gained
momentum over the past 10 years or so.

The following are only some examples of this
discriminatory process:

e No independent Hungarian writers, artists, or musicians
association may exist in Rumania today despite Lhe rich, living
heritage of Transylvanian Hungarian creators in those areas.
Even in the field of literature, where language is obviously of
supreme importance, Hungarians can only belong to the Rumanian
Writers Association as individuals. They are not permitted to
pass even resolutions of their own. Their only right is to
make proposals to the entire body. Their leaders are not
elected, but appointed by the Rumanians. Out of "courtesy" to
the attending Rumanian officials, Hungarian writers are not
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able to hold meetings or carry on discussions in their own
native tongue. In this way, Hungarian poets and authors are
forced to discuss their literary work in another language:
Rumanian. Contacts -- - even informal -- with literary
associations in Hungary are strictly forbidden. Though only a
fraction of their work is allowed to appear in Rumania,
Hungarian writers are prohibited from publishing any original
works in Hungary.

* The volume of Hungarian-language, books published in
Rumania is clearly insufficient.. According to official
government statistics 2,423,000 copies were published in 1977,
meaning only one book per Hungarian for the entire year. And,
of course, this figure includes an inordinately heavy share of
translations from the Rumanian language, including such "gems"
as the collected works of Nicolae Ceausescu. In the period
from 1970 to 1977, of the 19 publishers who published anything
in Hungarian, 12 did not exceed 10 titles each. During that
seven year period, Akademia Publishers issued only 1 work in
Hungarian, Medicalia published 4, Minerva published 1, and the
Tourist and Sport Publisher issued 1. Eight of these
publishers do not employ a single Hungarian-editor, while the
other four employ one each. As a result of these conditions,
there is a severe shortage of Hungarian books of a technical
nature and of Hungarian children's books. ("Memorandum," by
Lajos Takecs, in Witnesses to Cultural Genocide, p. 155.)

The number of Hungarian-language newspapers, frequency of
publication and number of pages have all been forcibly
curtailed in the past years under the pretext of a "paper
shortage". Rumanian newspapers were also curtailed, but their
allocations were soon reinstated while those of the Hungarian
newspapers were not. Six Hungarian newspapers formerly
published daily are now allowed to appear only weekly. There
is no journal on drama or music or the other arts in Hungarian,
even though the demand for these items is high. Nor are there
any technical, medical and other professional journals in the
minority languages. All Hungarian high school and university
student newspapers have been terminated. Even the children's
periodical Jobarft has been forced to merge with its Rumanian
counterpart Cutezatorul and can publish only translations of
articles which appear in the latter. Those publications which
do exist are used by the State to further undermine the
national identity of the minorities. Newspapers, magazines and
literary publications in Hungarian do not serve the political,
economic or cultural/spiritual needs of the Hungarian
minority. Literary magazines, for example, are to a great
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extent devoted to the translated works of Rumanian authors and
,to, the activities of the Communist Party.

To counter the charge of discrimination in this field, it
could be argued that all publications, including those in the
Rumanian language are filled with official propaganda. But of
all the Communist-ruled countries, Rumania appeals the most to
national chauvinism as a source of popular support. The
Ceausescu regime, intoxicated with delusions of its own
grandeur, treats the mere existence of minorities as anathema.
Official Rumanian propaganda, therefore, is not only Communist,
but especially chauvinistic in nature. It serves the interests
of a chauvinistic dictatorship bent on robbing its minority
populations of their national identity. Thus even when applied
equally to both Hungarians and Rumanians, it is inevitably
discriminatory against the former.

* Book imports from Hungary are severely restricted by
Rumanian regulations which tie their number to the volume of
books Hungary imports from Rumania. Because, obviously, more
Hungarian literature is produced in Hungary than in Rumania,
and the publication of Hungarian-language books in Rumania is
kept at an artificially low level, this linkage works as an
effective obstacle to the importation of literary products from
Hungary. In this way, for example, the most widely known novel
by one of the greatest contemporary writers in Hungary, Lgszl6
N~meth, published in 1948, was not distributed in Rumania until
1967. The restriction on literary imports from Hungary applies
equally to classical literature, specialized scientific and
technical texts, and phonograph records, even those containing
only folk and gypsy music. Subscriptions to periodicals
published in Hungary can be obtained only with official
permission and only if they do not exceed a numerical quota.
Eighty to ninety percent of such requests are rejected,
including those of schools, libraries and institutions as well
as individuals.

The policy of restricting materials from Hungary also
applies to private individuals (Rumanian citizens as well as
foreign visitors) who enter Rumania with personal belongings.
The following typical border incident was reported by an
American news correspondent (Eric Bourne, "After 20 Years of
Silent Protests, Transylvanians in Romania Are Calling Loudly
for Their Rights," The Christian Science Monitor, May 25, 1978,
p. 15):
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Scene: The border crossing on the
main highway from Hungary into northwestern
Romania.

Awaiting Customs clearance, a
coachload of Romanian citizens of Hungarian
origin.

They are returning home to the
Hungarian minority region of Transylvania in
Romania after visiting relatives in Hungary.

On one side of the border the
Hungarian guard waves them on quickly. But
on the other side the Romanians take longer.

Passengers' suitcases and parcels are
all meticulously checked -- not for luxury
items, but for Hungarian books and
newspapers, which are invariably confiscated.

A girl is relieved of several volumes
of a Hungarian encyclopedia. Near tears,
she explains they are for her studies, but
to no avail...

These arbitrary Romanian restrictions
on the import of Hungarian publications are
a major cause of increasing resentment among
the 2 million ethnic Hungarians living in
Romanian Transylvania.

• Twenty years ago there were six independent Hungarian
theaters in Transylvania. Today only two of them exist, one in
Cluj (Kolozsv~r) and the other in Sfintul Gheorghe
(Sepsiszentgydrgy). The remaining four have been merged into
Rumanian theaters (except that of Timisoara (Temesvir) which
was merged with the German one) where the management and
service personnel are exclusively Rumanian.

The purpose of the mergers was to suffocate a flourishinq
institution, the Hungarian theater. A good case in point is
the process which occurred in Tirgu Mures (Marosvhsfrhely).
This predominantly Hungarian city (70-75%) is the cultural
center of a totally Hungarian rural hinterland (90-95%).
Though there appeared to be no need for a Rumanian theater, one
was created and forcefully merged with the Hungarian theater.
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A Rumanian director who does not speak a word of Hungarian was
appointed to head the new theater (OLetter from Kfroly Kirfly
to Jinos lIncze," dated September 10, 1977, Witnesses to
Cultural Ggnocid , p. 175). As expected, Rumanian performances
played before an almost completely empty house, while Hungarian
performances were almost always sold out. The result is that
season tickets can now be bought only for the combination of
Rumanian and Hunqarian performances. Hungarian theater-goers
are thereby forced to subsidize the Rumanian performances and,
consequently, the gradual suffocation of their own theater
section.

Coincidentally, the city's Istvln Szentgy~rgyi Hungarian
School for the Dramatic Arts was merged into a newly created
Rumanian counterpart. As Kirily writes ibidd.): "Just to
eliminate -any remaining doubt concerning the latter move, of
the six Hunqarian graduates of the School for the Dramatic
Arts, only one was appointed to a Hungarian -theater, while the
remaining five -- whether they liked it or not -- were placed
in Rumanian theaters." The locality in question, Tirgu Mures
(MarosvhSrhely), has never had a Rumanian theatrical
tradition, and the Rumanian drama instructors who teach in the
new school commute regularly from Bucharest. Clearly, the only
purpose of this merger was to provide the means for gradually
eliminating a vital Hungarian institution. Even the Rumanian
theatrical elite was outraged at this measure.

For many years Hungarian theaters in Rumania fulfilled an
important mission by touring the Hungarian-inhabited
countryside performing plays for the people in small towns and
villages. In recent years, however, the government has begun
to interfere with this practice as well. It has, for instance,
restricted the amount of gasoline allocated to the Hungarian
Theater of Cluj (Kolozsvar) and in 1975 it confiscated the
Theater's truck. Many outlying localities thus lost the
opportunity to benefit from the Theater performances.
("Memorandum," by Gybrgy Lfzfr, in Witnesses to Cultural
Genocide, p. 116.)

* Twelve years ago the Hungarian Folk Institute of Cluj
(Kolozsvfr) was closed without explanation. At about the same
time the Szfkely Folk Ensemble was also eliminated. A
so-called Maros Folk Ensemble was created in its place, which
performs considerably more Rumanian than Hungarian numbers.
Moreover, an internal (unofficial, but strictly enforced) Party
directive prohibits any further hiring of Hungarians by this
ensemble. The same directive applies to the Hungarian
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Philharmonic Orchestra in Tirgu Mures (Marosv~shrhely). These
cases are mentioned only as examples of the manner in which
allegedly Hungarian groups are forced to conduct their
activities.

* Despite a potential audience numbering in the millions,
films in Rumania cannot be made in Hungarian. There are no
facilities for the training of theater directors, drama
critics, art critics, or music critics in Hungarian. Requests
for permission to study in these professions in Hungary are
routinely denied.

* Forcunately, the inadequacy of Hungarian-language
broadcasy programming in Rumania is partly offset by the
invaluable services of. Radio Free Europe and the Ioice of
America. Nevertheless the situation falls far short of
expectations: The present 3 hours of television programming a
week in a language that is the native tongue of 2.5 million
people is grossly inadequate. Adding to this insufficiency,
television program schedules were rearranged in January 1974,-
so that even these scant 3 hours are now broadcast during a
time period (Monday, late afternoon) when the majority of
potential viewers are still at work. The situation with
respect to radio programming is no less deplorable. It is
outrageous and highly discriminatory for example, that Radio
Tirgu Mures (Marosvgsfrhely), whose broadcast area has a
Hungarian population of more than 90%, transmits only 2 hours
daily in Hungarian.

* Finally, it is revealing to examine the supply of books
in public libraries. According to recent data the volumes in
these libraries ace predominately in the Rumanian language even
in entirely Hungarian communities.- Two examples are the
library located in the Kalotaszeg region (close to 100%
Hungarian populated) where out of 30,000 books only 5,471
(18.2%) were in Hungarian, and the library of Rimetea (Torock6,
93.1% Hungarian populated) where out of 7,531 books only 3,228
(42.9%) were in Hungarian ("Memorandum," by Gy-rqy Lfzfr, in
Witnesses to Cultural Genocide, p. 116).
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6. Falsification of Population Statistics

Rumanian statistics consistently understate the size of
the Hungarian minority in Rumania. Based on a census taken in
1910, the Hunqarian population within the region which later
formed the Rumanian state was placed at 1.6 million. According
to the 1966 Rumanian census, despite the passage of 56 years,
the number was still the same.

This strange result might be explained by internal
inconsistencies in those Rumanian statistics which deal with
the growth rate of the Hungarian minority. The last three
censi in Rumania have produced the following published
statistics:

TOTAL POPULATION
EXCLUDING HUNGARIANS HUNGARIANS

1956 15,901,775 1,587,675
1966 17,483,571 1,619,592
Growth Rate, 1956-1966 9.9% 2.0%
1977 19,852,542 1,706,874
Growth Rate, 1966-1977- 13.5% 5.4%

According to these figures, between 1956 and 1966, the
non-Hungarian population of Rumania grew by 9.9%, at a rate
almost five times greater than the alleged Hungarian growth
rate of 2.0%. Similarly, between 1966 and 1977, the total
population of Rumania, excluding Hungarians, supposedly grew by
13.5%, while the growth rate of Hungarians was only 5.4%. In
reality, aside from statistical juggling, there is no
circumstance which can be cited to justify such vast
differences in growth rates.

Furthermore, there are demographic statistics on
Hungarians which suggest a significantly larger Hungarian
population than that which is officially reported. According
to official Rumanian sources (e.g. The Hungarian Nationality
in Romania, Bucharest, 1976, pp. 23-24), there are about 1.5
million active Hungarian churchgoers in Rumania. This number
represents 92.6% of the Hungarian population shown in the same
booklet. The magnitude of this percentage, however, is clearly
absurd given the well-known pressures in Communist countries
against practicing one's religion. The comparable percentage
for the United States, where freedom of worship is fully
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protected, is only 62.9%. Taking the given 1.5 million
Hungarian churchgoers and applying 62.9%, a figure probably
still an exaggeration for a Communist country, the size of the
Hungarian population would be approximately 2.4 million.

Du.:ing his 1976 visit in the United States, a high-ranking
official from Rumania provided a still more astonishing example
of tne internal inconsistences in Rumanian statistics. Seeking
to prove the vast freedom of worship for minorities in Rumania,
he quoted the results of a new survey to determine the number
of Hungarians belonging to each of six religious
denominations. When added up, however, the six figures totaled
1,724,000 or 17,126 more Hungarian churchgoers than the entire
Hungarian population according to the Rumanian census taken a
year later!

The Rumanian regime uses several techniques to
underrepresant the size of the Hungarian minority. One method
is to eliminate two ancient Hungarian groups from population
data on Hungarians: the Csfng6s and the Szekelys. The Cs~ng6s
number about 250,000 and are the only major group of
Hungarians which lived under Rumanian sovereignty even before
the Rumanian annexation of Transylvania. They have comprised a
minority amidst Rumanians for centuries, living in Moldavia
outside the Carpathian basin. They are never counted as
Hungarians despite the fact that they have preserved their
distinct Hunqarian language, culture and Roman Catholic faith.
As Kfroly Kirhly reports in his most recent letter (Appendix,
p. A-2):

In the last census they were denied even the
possibility of declaring themselves
Hungarian, and were officially declared
Rumanian. Such actions could not have
happened in the past, even under the most
reactionary regimes.

-The statistical annihilation of the Csfng6s as Hungarians
is only part of the government's campaign against them. In
1958, for example, they still had 72 schools. Today they have
none ("Memorandum," by Gybrgy Lfzfr, in Witnesses to Cultural
Genocide, p. 124). Further, not only Hungarians from Hungary
but Transylvanian Hungarians as well are discouraged through
intimidation from visiting the Csfng6 region. In recent years,
a Transylvanian Hungarian ethno-musicologist, the widely
respected Zoltfn Kall6s, was imprisoned on false charges of
homosexuality while he was engaged in researching the folk
music of the Csangos. -
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The Sz6kelys (sometimes called Szeklers in English) on the
other hand, are an autochthonous population of Transylvania.
They are often, though not always counted separately from
Hungarians in spite of their being proudly Hungarian and
indeed, the most resistant to the inroads of forceful
Rumanianization. In any case, the distinction between the
Sz6kelys and other Hungarians is of purely historic interest
and is no more or no less significant than, for example, the
distinction between the Normans and other Frenchmen, Prussians
and other Germans, or Highland and Lowland Scots. According to
an English historian "they differ, in their own eyes, from the
other Magyars only in being more Magyar than they" (C.A.
Kacartney, Hungary and Her Successors, Oxford University Press,
1968, p. 255). The Rumanian policy of playing up this
distinction and completely excluding the 25Q,000 Csng6s, can
have no other end than to reduce the significance of the
Hungarian population to which all Hungarians -- Sz4kely, Cslng6
or otherwise -- equally belong.

Another sly tactic involves the demographic questionnaire
used to compile census data (most recently, in January 1977).
The form contains three spaces requiring identification as to
"citizenship", "nationality" and "mother tongue", in that
order. The census taker is instructed not to complete the
"nationality" blank, as if he had forgotten to pose the
question. As "citizenship" is obviously Rumanian, where
"mother tongue" is Hungarian, the blank is later filled in as
follows: "Nationality: Hungarian-speaking Rumanian". The
result statistically, is one less member of the Hungarian
nationality and one more Rumanian. This artificial distinction
between nationality and mother tongue, together with the
"correction" of the census returns, serves the dual purpose of
understating the size of the Hungarian population and
increasing the number of Rumanians. This practice was
uncovered by the International Commission of Jurists ("The
Hungarian Minority Problem in Rumania." Bulletin of the
International Commission of Jurists, No. 17, December 1963, p.
41): - .

The Rumanian National Statistical Office
carried out a census in 1956 and it was
emphasized that the civil servants carrying
out the census were obliged to call
attention in each case to the basic
difference between nationality, i.e., ethnic
origin, and mother tongue. -All persons
registered had to state to which national
ethnic group they belonged. The distinction
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between national group and mother-tongue and
the obligation to state before officials
one's national group drive a wedge between a
people and its culture and this indeed is
reflected in the figures given by the
census. For every thousand people of
declared Hungarian origin there were one
thousand and forty-two giving Hungarian as
their mother-tongue. It is difficult to
believe that Hungarian, difficult and almost
unrelated to other languages, is the
mother-tongue of any but Hungarians, and yet
4.2% of the Hungarian minority group shrank
from stating that they were Hungarian. The
reasonable conclusion to be drawn from this
is that in their eyes it was better not to
declare oneself to be Hungarian.

7. Confiscation of Church Archives

In 1948 the United Nations Ad Hoc Committee on Genocide
accepted the following definition as one of the ways by which
the crime of cultural genocide may be committed (United Nations
Document E/447):

... systematic destruction of historical or
religious monuments or their diversion to
alien uses, destruction or dispersion of
documents and objects of historical,
artistic, or religious value and of objects
used in religious worship.

As noted earlier, regardless of the fact that the final
text of the Convention on the Prevention and Punishment of
Crime of Genocide did not incorporate the above language,
Rumania's recent behavior exactly corresponds with this
definition.

Act No. 63 of November 2, 1974 on the Protection of the
National Cultural Treasury and Decree/Law 207 (1974) (amending
Decree/Law 472 (19711 on the National Archives) are major tools
used to eradicate the history of the Hungarian cultural
-institutions. Under the above laws, the goverment summarily
nationalized all *documents, official and private
correspondence, recordings, diaries, manefestos, posters,
sketches, drawings, engravings, imprints, seals, and like
material" over thirty years old, from the possession of
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religious and cultural institutions or private citizens. The
pretext was the "protection" of these documents but the real
intent soon became obvious from the crude and summary manner by
which the regulations were enforced.

The Swiss daily Neue ZWrcher Zeitung ("Bureaucratic
Chicanery Against the Churches in Rumania", February 1/2, 1975,
p.6) reported this out-age in the following manner:

The intent behind the nationalization
of tne ecclesiastical archives is to sever
the religious communities from their
historical roots. A church without a past
/tradition/ has no future, especially one
which represents a religious and national
minority. The first victim of these warlike
designs against the religious and cultural
minorities by the Rumanian regime was the
Hungarian Reformed Church in the northeast
districts of Oradea, Satumare, Baia-Mare and
Zalau. Here in the mother country of the
Reformation in Transylvania, appeared
officials from the State Archive, assisted
by an authorized agent from the Department
of Culture and a representative from the
episcopate, who seized the archives of
approximately two-hundred church communities
and deaneries. The material was -- in many
cases without receipt -- loaded onto trucks
and carted away. The historical order of
the archives has become completely disrupted
in the process -- one method of "reserving"
and"protecting" historical materials --
rendering scientific research for the next
decades impossible. The Rumanian government
has openly embarked on an escalated campaign
against the Reformed Church and the
Hungarian nationality /minority/...

It would be much easier and simpler,
from a scientific point of view, if the
church archives were to keep the originals
and were to hand out copies to the state.
In this way, the claimed scientific concern
by the state would be amply maintained, and
the articles would remain in the archives,
instead of being transported away to
distant, unknown and possibly inaccessible
locations.
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Especially the two "reformed" churches
/i.e., the Reformed and Lutheran/ have been
preserving in their archives tne tradition
of their religious and linguistic
individuality, dating back to the time of
the Reformation.

These church archives had for centuries bee: inventoried
by the churches themselves. The archives were 9 ierally in
excellent order and condition but more importantly, they were
accessible to researchers. The immense archive of tl' Roman
Catholic episcopate of Oradea (Nagyvfrad), for example, was
housed in a building built in the 18th century and equi.ed
expressly for that purpose. The archive is now stored in a
warehouse of the castle in the city, inaccessible to scholars.
Similarily, as a consequence of neglect and mistreatment by the
authorities, the archive of the Roman Catholic episcopate of
Satu Mare (Szatm~rn6meti) has been almost completely
destroyed. The archives of the Roman Catholic lyceum of Oradea
(Nagyv~rad), and of the Reformed Church Colleges of Orastie
(Szhszvhros), Sighetul Marmatiei (Mhramarossziget), and Satu
Mare (Szatmfrn6meti) have also suffered severe deterioration.
("Memorandum," by Lajos Takgus, in Witnesses to Cultural
Genocide, pp. 155-156.)

For the past 26 years Rumania has maintained absolutely no
facilities for the professional training of archivists, not
even in Rumanian. (During the "legislative debate" surrounding
the passage of Act No. 63, Ceausescu himself was astonished to
learn this fact.) The few archivists extant in Rumania are not
expert in ancient Slavic, ancient Greek, Hungarian and Latin,
the languages in which these documents were written. The
richest Hungarian collection in the country, the Batthyaneum
Library in Alba lulia (Gyulafeh6rvgr), does not employ a single
Hungarian expert (ibid., pp. 156-157).

The above-mentioned outrages form part of a systematic
effort to re-write Rumanian history in order to supress the
significance of the indigenous Hungarian culture. Another
means for achieving the same objective was reported by the
Financial Times ("Transylvania's Ethnic Strains," April 2,
1974):

A favourite device is to 'facelift' the
tombs and crypts of famous Hungarian
families in the medieval H~zsongard cemetery
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in Cluj by alloting them to recently dead
Rumanians. In this way, the ethnic
composition of the former population, now
dead, is restructured favourably.

8. Harassment of Churches

The multinational region of Transylvania has a long
heritage of religious freedom. It was in Transylvania that
freedom of religion was written into law for the first time in
history, in 1568 at the Diet of Torda. Significantly, this
momentous event occurred at a time then elsewhere in Europe
wars.of religious intolerance were raging.

The Rumanian State, through its "Ministry of Cults",
exercises a policy of total interference in ecclesiastical
matters regardless of their administrative, social, or
theological nature. No decision can be implemented by the
churches unless it is thoroughly reviewed and approved by the
Ministry of Cults. For instance, any social or religious
gathering, with the exception of Sunday worship, must be
approved by the State. The same condition applies to the right
of churches to use their material resources. State approval of
such use has been known to take years. Moreover, Protestant
congregations are denied the ancient and traditional right to
elect their own ministries and persbyters. They may only
propose candidates, since the State has reserved the right of
selection for itself. Religious instruction is also subject to
debilitating government intrusion. While the State does
approve religion classes to be held during certain prescribed
hours, school authorities are instructed to organize compulsory
school activities at precisely the same hours. Non-attendance
at such activities results in official reprimand of not only
the "delinquent" child but the parents as well.

It should be emphasized that these restrictions harm
especially the minority populations. Religious affiliation
generally corresponds with nationality in Rumania. The Church
then is the only remaining institution which could fulfill theminorities' needs and permit them to nurture their ethnic
heritage. In this sense, "harassment of churches" assumes a
far greater meaning for minorities than only the curtailment of
religious freedoms. Hungarian ministers, for instance, are
subjected to. severe interrogation, if -- as frequently occurs
in the many communities which have no Hungarian school -- they
teach children in their native tongue.
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The most outrageous abuse of the minority churches,
however, is directed against the Hungarian Catholic Csfng6s in
Moldavia. There, even the church was made a tool of
denationalization. As Kgroly Kirgly wrote in his most recent
letter (Appendix, p. A-2):

In spite of the fact that the inhabitants
are all Hungarians and Roman Catholics, they
have Rumanian priests, and as a consequence,
their services are conducted not in their
Hungarian mother tongue, but in the Rumanian
language -- not to mention the fact that in
the Moldavian villages inhabited by Csfng6
Hungarians all forms of schooling in and
instruction in the mother tongue have been
eliminated for two decades.

By paying one third of the salaries of clerqymen, the
State claims the right to their complete and faithful
cooperation. If the situation calls for it, they can be forced
at any time to become part of the Communist propaganda
machinery -- both at home and abroad. It is no accident, for
example, that on June 4, 1976, a five-member delegation of
church leaders was herded on three days' notice to the United
States to promote the Rumanian Government at various
educational and theological institutions. Nor is it accidental
that since that time, several other church leaders have been
sent on similar public relations missions to American
legislators and politicians.

Forced isolation harms minority churches which have sister
communities in the West and which are dependent to a great
extent on donations from abroad to support their charitable
work. Aside from limitations on their travel, clergymen are
forbidden to receive gifts from abroad and to correspond with
relatives, friends or institutions in non-communist countries.

Freedom to publish theological books, periodicals, and
other religious material is extremely limited. The propaganda
booklet The Hungarian Nationality in Romariia, distributed in
1976 by the "Romanian Library" in New York is able to list only
five theological books published in Hunqarian in the last
quarter-century (p. 25). For the 700,000 members of the
Hungarian Reformed Church (p. 23), only one bimonthly
publication can be circulated in a mere 1,000 copies (p. 43).
Furthermore, church libraries are forbidden to lend any books,
even though they were acquired through the donations of the
very same parishioners who might wish to borrow them.
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The Hunqarian Protestant Theological Institute of Cluj
(Kolozsvfr) came into being in 1949 as a result of forced
unification of the independent Presbyterian and Unitarian
Theological Institutes. This institute is indeed, as the
above-mentioned propaganda booklet claims, "a unique institute"
(p. 24): Through this forced unification, both the
Presbyterian and Unitarian Churches were deprived of their
ancient tradition of self-determination which had included the
training of their own ministers. The curriculum of the
Protestant Theological Institute is now carefully designed and
supervised by the Ministry of Cults. Examinations, which are
all oral, are chaired by an Inspector from the Ministry of
Cults to insure that future clergymen of the Hungarian mirrority
keep in line with State policy.

Verification of the statements above and further details
concerning the situation of minority churches in Rumania can be
provided by several high-ranking American Protestant church
leaders who have taken a direct interest in that situation.

9. Bans on Private Lodging

Decree/Law 225 (1974) prohibits the accomodation of
non-Rumanian citizens in private homes with the exception of
closest relatives. The punishment for disobeying this law is a
draconic fine of 15,000 leis (about $1,200) which is imposed on
the unfortunate host. The law was ostensibly created for the
protection of the hotel industry and applied to all visitors.
The discriminatory character of the law becomes obvious,
however, in light of the fact that it is the 2.5 million
Hungarians who have the greatest number of relatives and
potential visitors abroad -- among the 10.5 million Hungarians
in neighboring Hungary alone, not to mention the several
million Hungarians in the West who have escaped Rumania's
intolerant atmosphere since World War I. Indeed it is
difficult to find a Hungarian family in Rumania without
relatives or close friends living in either Hungary or the
West. Due to the extreme scarcity of hotel facilities in rural
Transylvania, the generally modest means of these would-be
visitors, and especially the threat of harassment and
intimidation for even the most innocent failure to obey the
unreasonable and selectively enforced provisions of this law,
visits are often rendered a practical impossibility.

A Neue Z*rcher Zeitung reporter (April 3/4, 1977, p. 4),
finding this law to be obviously discriminatory against
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Hungarians, interpreted its existence as resulting from a fear
inherent in Rumanian internal policy *which sees in any visitor
from Hungary, a country which by Communist standards is less
orthodox, a carrier of the dangerous bacteria of freedom*. One
wonders at the true extent of oppression in Rumania, where
visits even by citizens of a "fellow socialist country" are
subject to official obstruction.

Claims concerning the alleged non-discriminatory nature of
Rumania's restrictions on foreign visitors have become
especially untenable since the issuance of Decree/Law 372
(November 8, 1976) amending Decree/Law 225. According to its
text, one of the express purposes of the new Decree is to
encourage and advance the enrichment of the "Rumanian language
and culture", unmistakably excluding a similar desire for
minority languages or cultures. Moreover, the lifting of
visiting restrictions and the elimination of currency exchange
requirements apply only to visitors of "Rumanian origin";
reports indicate that at border crossings this vague category
is strictly interpreted to include only those of Rumanian
nationality as determined by the name and birthplace appearing
on travel documents or according to similar unwritten and
arbitrary criteria.

10. Falsification of History

The Rumanian Government is obviously annoyed by the fact
that for many centuries before the first arrival of Rumanians
in the region of present-day Rumania, several other
nationalities (today's national minorities) had already
inhabited that area. Nevertheless, in order to prove the
Rumanians' historical "precedence" in the area, the government
-- through its academic mercenaries -- has utilized an unproven
theory based largely on pseudo-scientific speculation.
According to this theory the Rumanians are descendants of the
ancient Dacians, a people whose last proven presence in the
area predates the appearance of Rumanians there by nine
centuries. Although this theory has little credence in the
eyes of any serious non-Rumanian scholar, acco-rding to a Neue
Z archer Zeitun reporter (April 3/4, 1977, p. 3), it has Se
elevated to the level of State ideology.

At this point it should be noted that arguments concerning
the historical priority of peoples living many centuries ago
have no relevance whatsoever to the rules of international law
governing the treatment of national minorities; still less can
such arguments be used as an excuse for the oppression of 3.5
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million minority individuals. The only reason for dealing with
this theory is to point out the sinister goal which its
promotion serves in Rumania today.

The theory does not stop at the assertion of Rumanian
priority. Rumania's historians today stigmatize minority
groups as "intruders" who upset the social and cultural order
of the "original inhabitants", the Rumanians. In many cases,
textbooks, travel guides and other literature actually
re-christen Hungarian historical figures and make them into
Rumanian national heroes having no connection with the
Hungarian people. The same materials contain an almost

-absolute silence on the centuries of Transylvania's Hungarian
history.

In this way, the dynamism and superiority of the Rumanian
people becomes "historically proven", while national minority
inhabitants, lacking historical or cultural roots of comparable
brilliance, are considered no more than second-class citizens.
One devastating practical effect of this process in Rumania
today is that minority children are taught that the cultural
richness of the area is solely the result of Rumanian
creativity, thereby making those children ashamed of their
ethnic identity. The remaining- schools which still educate
children in Hungarian must use official textbooks which teach
these children that their nationality has no past in the area.
Without a past, by implication, this nationality can have no
future -- unless, of course, it assimilates into the
resplendent Rumanian people.

The notion of Rumanian superiority thus provides a
convenient "scholarly" justification for implementing the
massive campaign of forced assimilation against minorities,
involving the vast array of discriminatory measures noted above.
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CONCLUSION

The Committee for Human Rights in Rumania was organized in
the belief that Congress intends to enforce section 402 of the
Trade Act. Further hope was evoked in us by the emphasis on
the role of human rights in our foreign policy and by the fact
that Conqress has repeatedly endorsed this policy.

Adherence to existing international law and full
restoration of minority institutions is a3l we demand of the
Rumanian government. We believe these demands to be fair and
reasonable. The Rumanian Trade Aqreement provides the United
States with strong leverage to promote such noble objectives.
It should be utilized to its full extent to pressure Rumania to
alter its outrageous minority policies. The most effective
action which this Subcommittee can now take is to adopt a
resolution disapproving the President's recommendation to waive
section 402 of the Trade Act with regard to Rumania.
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APPENDIX

Comrade Ilie Verdet,
Prime Minister of tne
Socialist Republic of Rumania

Two years have passed since our last conversation at your office in the
company of Petre Lupu, Teodor Coman and Janos Vinte. Since that .time, nume-
rous events have transpired in the life of our country. The 12th. Congress of
the Rumanian Communist Party and the 2nd. Congress of the Democratic Front or
the Socialist Union have been held. Our conversation on October 4, 1977 was
particularly significant. At your urgent request, I submitted a memorandum
(of which you kept two copies) which summarized several key discussions ano
confrontations.

In essence, we agreed that I would drop the idea of forming a new organi-
zation for the co-inhabiting nationalities, whose function would have been to
defend their constitutional rights. I made this concession on the condition
that -and I quote from the abovementioned memorandumt

"... all necessary steps are taken to guarantee the rights provided for in
the Constitution and other laws, including the practical implementation of
these rights in all areas -- education, cultural activity and use of the native
tongue in all organizations and official bodies without discrimination of any
kind-- provided that disciplinary action is taken against those individuals,
government employees and police officials who violate such rights.

I abandoned the idea of a new nationality statute on the grounds that the
Party and government leadership will take concrete measures to respect and im-
plement the Constitution and the laws of the Socialist Republic of Rumania.
My opinion with respect to the nationality statute is that as soon as those
provisions of the Constitution and other laws pertaining to the nationalities
are implemented, in other words, when the nationalities are granted the unob-
structed use of their rights, the proposal for a nationality statute becomes
unnecessary. In that event, I am willing to give up the idea which was pre-
sented in my letter to Comrade Verdet.

What I do consistently maintain is that definite steps must be taken to-
ward the elimination of the existing shortcomings and abuses, wherever and in
whatever form they appear. Only in this way can a nationality feel itself at
home, that its mother country, the Socialist kepuolic of Rumania, is a good
mother, who loves each one of her sons equally, without regard to nationality."

During the discussion, you asked me to be patient, because the Party would
take steps to remedy the mistakes which had been committed. I was gratified
by your assertion that these steps would be implemented after a thorough and
detailed analysis of the recommendations which 1, and many other nationality
representatives in Rumania had made. Thou*h I did not trust entirely in these
promises, I hoped and impatiently waited for the deeds to follow. Unfortuna-
tely, practically nothing has been done to solve these problems, to change the
situation of the national minorities. I am now compelled by these broken pro-
mises to-raise this question again. What has happened in the area of minority
problems, has engendered only disatisfaction.
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In tke area of education the opportunity for children to study in the
mother tongue has narrowed even further. Classes in the mother tongue have
been eliminated, and in their place, mixed Rumanian-Hungariat, Rumanian-
German, etc., classes have been set up. The discriminatory Decree Law 258 was
not repealed. In the 5Un~t and the Mezosdg region of Transylvania there are
communities and cities where there is not a single Hungarian-language class,
elementary or trade school. In Moldavia, in entirely Hungarian Cshng6 commu-
nities, no form of education in the mother tongue exists. --

- No improvements can be found in the higher levels of education either,
where the situation is also continuously deteriorating.

- Nothing has changed for the better in the use of the mother tongues of
the national minorities. In the administration of justice, the state organs,
etc., the only language permitted is Rumanian. In meetings of the earty, the
trade unions, the Cou-nunist Youth League, as well as in meetings of industrial
or agricultural workers, all presentations are made in the Rumanian language,
even where the overwhelming majority of the audience is not Rumanian. The ku-
manian language remains in use even at meetings of the Nationality Workers'
Councils. It appears that religious service is the only occasion when the-
mother tongue ay be used without restriction. However, the Holdavian CsSTmg6
villages are an exception even to this. In spite of the fact that the inhabi-
tents are all Hungarians and Roman Catholics, they have Rumanian priests, and
as a consequence, their services are conducted not in their Hungarian mother
tongue, but in the Rumanian language. Not t. mention the fact that in the
Moldavian villages inhabited by Csing6 Hungrrians all forms of schooling and
instruction in the-mother tongue have been eliminated for two decades. In the
last census they were denied even the possibi lity of declaring themselves Hun-
garian, and were officially declared Rumanian. Such actions would not have
happened in the past, even under the most reactionary regimes.

- As regards the Nationality Councils, thvir activities are determined ex-
clusively by orders from above. These Councils do not represent the interests
of the nationalities. The people belonging to ttcese nationalities cannot par-
ticipate in the activities of the Councils, and do not elect Council members.
The local authorities and the Party Central Coittee appoint them. The Party
uses these Councils to enforce its own discriminatory nationality policies.
To get to the head of these Committees, one must have the following qualifica-
tionss

- He should be a man without character.
- He should be able to clap vigorously
- He should speak only when the Party asks his to, and he should say what

the Party wants him to say (naturally one must submit one's speeches in
writing beforehand).

An extremely burning issue is the total lack of protection .of the collec-
tive rights of Rumania's national minorities, whether the nationality group is
large, as in the case of the Hungarians and Germans, or small as in the case
of the Serbs, Russians, Turks, Bulgarians, etc. Hone of them enjoys collec-
tive rights.
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This lack precipitates the dissolution of ethnic communities and renders
their members increasingly defenseless against the policies of forced assimi-
lation. After getting rid of the Jews, we are going in the most direct way
toward getting rio of the Saxons and S abians, and finishing the denationali-
zation of such small ethnic communities as the Armenians, Tartars, Turks,
etc. All that remains is the problem of the Hungarians, which is more intri-
cate and more. difficult to solve. It was for this reason that a special stra-
tegy and tactic was worked out, which say be found -naturally in. veiled for -
among the propositions of the 10th Congress of the Rumanian Communist Party.
During the Central Committee conferences which preceded the Congress, the
problem of what road the Party should follow to "solve the nationality ques-
tion" was raised. Three hypotheses which could be pursued toward this solu-
tion were worked out; assimilation, homogenization, integration. Tnese pro-
positions, accepted by the Party, upheld the idea that in Communism there is
but a single nation. In Aumania, this nation will be realized through tne
unification (homogenization) of the socialist society, naturally as a conse-
quence of total assimilation carried out by any means and at any price.

Thus, the saying that "tne end justifies the means" is a guiding princi-
ple. The panel working under the direction of Comrade Paul Niculescu Mizil
came to the conclusion that these methods and ideas have become discredited in
both theory and practice. Consequently, they proposed a new formula; "tne
creation of the unified socialist nation". This reactionary formulation dres-
sed in socialist clothes, however, can no longer be found in th& documents of
the 1lth. and 12th. Congress. On the other hand, other formulations such as
the following, were born:

a) Let us speak the language of socialism.
b) Let us speak the language of technology -that is instead of the mother

tongue, the national minorities of Rumania are provided a political lan-
guage. Thus, the concept of the political nation was borrowed from the
arsenal of 19th Century nationalism, and as a consequence, steps were
taken to intensify the forced assimilation of the national minorities;

- All community organizations with nationality characteristics were abolished.
- The Ministry whose task. it was to oversee and protect the nationalities was
abolished.

- The question of a nationalities statute was obviously forgotten (one has not
been enacted for 25 years).

- The Hungarian Autonomous legion was abolished.
- Since 1955, education in the mother tongue has been curtailed, in the begin-

ing through merger, then through elimination.

Naturally in each case it was emphasized that these steps aim at the soli-
dification of the fraternal unity of the Rumanian and co-inhabiting nationali-
ties- that they reflect the most righteous policies of Marxism-Leninism for
the solution of the nationality question. I think there is no reason for me
to make any further remarks on the nationality policies of the RCP lead by
First Secretary Comrade Nicolae Ceausescu. The generous overindustrialization
of Transylvania, particularly of the Hungarian inhabited areas, about which so
much il made, and for which so such gratitude is expected of the locals, is
based on this policy.
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On the excuse of labor shortage, masses of people from Historic Rumania
are brought not only into the cities, but into the villages as well. If it
were true that all this is being done out of love for the nationalities, then
the possibilities of study in and use of the mother tongue would not be hinder-
ed. The use of the "language of socialism" and "technology" would, not be re-
quired instead of the mother tongue.

The propaganda of the Party, employs all the means at its disposal to try
to make the Rumanian inhabitants believe that the Hungarians and Germans must
pay for the atrocities committed during the time of Hitler and Horthy. Tne
truth is that the fascist system committed many offenses against the popula-
tion of Transylvania but it is much more guilty in its atrocities against the
progressive forces in Hungary. Every fascist system in the world is guilty of
crimes against humanity. Neither Antonescu's fascist system, nor the Naniu
Guard is exempt of guilt for such crises in 1944-45. They committed not a few
crimes against the Rumanian, Jewish, Hungarian and German population. Let us
not differentiate among fascists. Neither was worse or better depending on
national characteristics. The peoples whom they terrorized in equal measure,
cannot be held accountable for their deeds. Thus I cannot agree with raising
guilt feelings in any people, be it German, Italian, Spanish or Rumanian. To
maintain such a psychosis regarding the Hungarian population is malice pre-
meditated with political *nds in mind. (See the article "Tne Night of St. Bar-
tholomew", printed in Scienteia in 1978, and other articles).

Basically, the main reason for these schemes, is to mislead the masses of
the national minorities, to demoralize them with confusion and disorder, and
thus totally to disarm them in the face of the policy of forced assimilation.
Those who try to protest nationality oppression from abroad, are renounced on
the pretext of "meddling in Rumania's internal affairs".

It is time to renounce those reactionary theories and practices that dis-
credit the accepted ones necessary for the building of a thoroughly developed
society. It is time to renounce nationality policy devoid of any sincerity.

In the interest of correcting the errors and abuses committed against the
nationalities and the national question, and of placing the fraternity and
friendship between the Rumanian and the other nationalities on a healthy foot-
ing, I consider it necessary that the following measures be instituted%

1) Life within and without the Party must be democratized. The machinations
of the totally discredited personality cult must be renounced if the na-
tionality question is to be assured an honorable solution.

2) With regard to the nationality question:

(a) Three official languages should be equally recognized in the Socia-
list Republic of Rumania; Rumanian, Hungarian and German.

(b) A suitable Nationality Statute should be enacted.
(c) Organizations with elected leadership should be established for the

nationalities to practice and protect their rights, as well as to
serve the friendship and fraternal cooperation between the majority
and the minority nationalities.
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(d) In those areas here ethnic comunities, be they Hungarian, German,
Serb, etc. are in the majority, autonomous local administration
should be established on the county or province level. Even if the
Rumanian inhabitants are in a majority in tIbe country as a whole,
there are places, communities, cities, indeed entire provinces in
Transylvania and the Uinit, where people belonging to the various na-
tionalities live, and where they represent the majority.

(e) Radio and television programing, and the press should be provided in
three languages: Rumanian, Hungarian and German.

(f) In Transylvania the three languages should be taught in a parallel
manner in the schools, and either none of them or all three of tnem
should be mandatory.

All this I propose and insist upon, since equality cannot exist in a sub-
ordinate way. Whatever is subordinate cannot be equal, especially in the pro-
blematic area of nation and nationality. A subordinate an cannot be equal as
a citizen, he cannot be free of material, moral, and intellectual oppression,
he cannot be equal to his fellow man, before the Creator and the law. A just
society can only exist in a country with a social system which realizes social
and political equality not in words but in practice.

Only a society which has the courage to solve problems with maximum since-
rity and in good faith can be free, and only such a society has the right to
call itself socialist. If the Socialist Republic of Rumania carries out such
measures, then it can rely on all its sons under any circumstances, whether
the problem be sovereignty, or the integrity of the country's borders. Only
in this way can our country take its place in the ranks of civilized people,
and only in this way can it realize complete unity and lasting friendship
among all its citizens, regardless of nationality. The restoration of the
rights of the national minorities would in no way hurt the Rumanian people.
It does not conflict with their interests and aspirations. The reason the
co-inhabiting nationalities have very few rights is not that the Rumanians
have too many. On the contrary, it is to the detriment of all if some are
lacking rights, since this lack hinders understanding.

The idea of a Rumanian nation superior to others in its past, present, and
future, raises empty illusions in the majority and a feeling of inferiority in
the country's other inhabitants, who do not receive equal treatment before the
law. Placing questions concerning the co-inhabiting nationalities in the
light of such claims to superiority brings forth Nazism with all its conse-
quences. The time has come, Comrade Verdet, to face up to the truth, not to
allow illusions to cloud our vision, and not to mislead anyone with beautiful,
well sounding phrases. The people of these- lands have learned over the course
of history not believe words, but deeds. As the Rumanian saying goes, "An
abudance of talk is poverty". Never and nowhere has there been so much talk
about democracy, equality and just solution of the nationality problem as here
for the past few years.

With faith in the future,

Kiroly Kirily

Tirgu Hures, February 10, 1980. A-5
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My name is Rev. Dr. Alexander Havadtoyo pastor of the Calvin United

Church of Christ, Fatffield, Connecticut. I appreciate this opportunity

to present the views of the Hungarian-American Comunity of Connecticut.

I am also representing the Human Rights Commission of the United Church of

Christ (consisting of 2 million members), and the Human Rights Comission of

the World Reformed Presbyterian Alliance, North American and Caribbean Area

(consisting of major denominations). For orself, I was born In Transylvania

and I maintain extensive contacts with fellow Hungarians in that region.

I testified before the Subcommittee on International Trade last

summer and two summers ago concerning the refusal of the Rumanian

Government to allow aid from Western churches for the repair and

reconstruction of Hungarian churches in Rumania damaged during the

earthquake of March 4, 1977.

Because the Church represents the last stronghold of minority culture

in Rumania, the deterioration of these buildings deprives the congregations

of much more than their places of worship. Many of these churches are

historic and artistic monuments, built by Hungarians many centuries ago.

They represent cultural landmarks for all Hungarians, and their present

neglect is clearly a part of the overall campaign by the Rumanian

Government to eradicate Hungarian cultural heritage from that part of Europe.

Some of the earthquake-damaged churches have been restored thanks to

the forthright and forceful actions of the Swiss, West German and Dutch

governments. Those countries pressured the Rumanian Communist Regime to
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allow the transmittal of church aid (money and building materials) for

the repair and reconstruction of the earthquake-damaged Hungarian churches.

Unfortunately, we in the United States were not as successful with

forwarding the aid collected in our churches and local communities.

Instead of helping us, the State Department gave credence to the Rumanian

Governent's allegation that Hungarian churches were not even damaged in

the earthquake. In responding o Senator Ribicoff's inquiry, for example,

the State Department merely repeated the Rumanian Goverment's claim that:

"The earthquake which caused damage to several churches was in two precise

regions of Romania and did not hit Transylvania, the area where ethnic

Hungarians and Germans live."

State Department Counselor Matthew Nimetz, during his visit to

Rumania In early May, 1979, apparently raised this issue with representatives

of the Rumanian Governent. He reported to us in a letter dated May 25. 1979:

"Our Rumanian counterparts were at first skeptical -- as you have heard

before -- concerning the possibility of earthquake damage to Transylvanian

churches or that funds had not been received by the designated groups ."

Yet Counselor Nimetz, in spite of the extensive documentation which was

made available to him prior to his-trip. simply postponed the matter

because -- according to his letter -- he was "not totally informed".

Thus, the State Department, instead of assisting in the transmittal

of sorely needed funds to the earthquake-damaged churches, played into

the hands of the Comunist Regime which successfully blocked all possible

aid collected in the United States from serving Its designated purpose.

From April 20 through May 1 1980, the Committee on Ways and Means
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Trade Subcomittee staff conducted a study visit to Rumania to observe

conditions in the Hungarian minority population. In its report, the

Study Group presented evidence -- from an official Rumanian source --

that 104 churches had been damaged during the earthquake of 1977.

(Apparently, the official who made that admission was not aware of his

own government's claim that no Hungarian churches could have been damaged

since the earthquake did not even hit Transylvania.)

Several of the damaged churches have, in fact, been repaired. The

church in Pachia, Covasna County, for example, was rebuilt through the

direct intervention and aid of the Swiss Goverrent and church organizations

in Switzerland. Similarly, the fortress church of Sft. Gheorghe was

renovated through the efforts and assistance of the West German Goverment

and church in that cou~ntry. But even its brief visit in Transylvania was

enough for the Congressional Stuy Group to find several Hungarian churches

still in disrepair more than three years after the earthquake. The Study

Group noted, for example, that the 600 year-old gothic church in Zabala
*needs much more work and, in the delegation's opinion cannot be used In

its present condition". The delegation should also have noted, however,

that the much younger and smaller Rumanian Orthodox church building of

Zabala, which also suffered earthquake damage, was Immediately renovated

through state aid of 192,000 lei. Such omissions can perhaps account for

the delegation's conclusion that it *found no evidence that Hungarian

religions were more tightly controlled that the others."

The delegation also heard testimony from local church elders of

Zabala that It would take 800,000 lei to repair their church building.
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Mr. Chairman, last January W own church, the Calvin Synod of the United

Church of Christ, sent $10,000 through official channels for this specific

purpose. As of today, the church has still not received this money because

the Rumanian Government has refused to release it.

Mr. Chairman, we are deeply disappointed by this dismal performance

on the part of the Rumanian Government. We do appreciate, Mr. Chairman,

your sympathy and deep concern in this matter, but it has been disturbing

to us to witness the Rumanian Government's persistent efforts to mislead

and confuse you. It has also been a rude and frustrating experience to

witness how our own State Department, despite the extensive documentation

in its possession, has tried to whitewash a sinister, tyrannical regime

and cover up its misdeeds.

In view of the Rumanian Government's unwillingness to provide even

the simplest of remedies, we have no alternative, Mr. Chairman, but to urge

you in the strongest term and in accordance with the July 1977 resolution

of the General Synod of the United Church of Christ to "terminate the 1975

United States-Rumanian trade agreement and the most-favored-nation status

of the Socialist Republlc of Rumania".
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Senator RIBICOFF. Mr. de Kun, did you want to add something?

STATEMENT OF TAMAS A. de KUN, EXECUTIVE VICE
PRESIDENT, AMERICAN TRANSYLVANIAN ASSOCIATION

Ms. DE KUN. Mr. Chairman, my name is Christine de Kun.
Senator RIBICOFF. My apologies.
Mr. DE KUN. My daughter will read my statement.
Senator RIBICOFF. I understand. All right.
Mr. DE KUN. Thank you, Senator.
Ms. DE KUN. Section 402 of the Trade Reform Act of 1975 estab-

lished the dedication of the United States to the cause of funda-
mental human rights as the main purpose of the Trade Reform
Act. Despite all this, the curtailment of fundamental human rights
and cultural freedoms persist in the Socialist Republic of Romania,
resulting in devastating effects upon the national minorities.

As we read in the June 3, 1980, press release from the House
Subcommittee on Trade, the President and the committee's main
concern is. the emigration performance of the Romanian Socialist
Republic. We would like to ask the following question: Why is the
committee so concerned with the fate of a few thousand families
who want to emigrate, and why are they forgetting the fate of
Europe's largest and most cultured minorities, the 2Y2 million
Hungarians and 400,000 Saxons?

In hearings over the past years on many occasions we presented
the atrocities of the Socialist Republic of Romania toward her
minorities and the undeniable facts are known worldwide. These
conditions are known by most of the members of this committee,
and we do not wish to waste time in lengthy reiteration of the-
current continuance of cultural genocide.

Briefly, the United Nations Ad Hoc Committee on Genocide ac-
cepted the following definition by which the crime of cultural
genocide is being committed:

Systematic destruction of historical or religious monuments or their diversion to
alien uses, destruction or dispersion of documents, objects of historical, artistic, or
religious value, and of objects used in religious worship.

In 1974, the Romanian Government, under Act No. 64, on the
Protection of the Natural Cultural Treasury, and Decree Law No.
207, which amended Decree Law 472 on the National Archives, was
a primary tool utilized in the liquidation of all ancient Hungarian
and Saxon cultural institutions. All documents over 30 years old,
especially Hungarian and Saxon church archives, including private
correspondence, were nationalized for "the protection and safekeep-
ing."f

One of the most respected daily European newspapers, the Neue
Zurcher Zeitung, published in their February 12, 1975, issue, that a
Romanian State Archive official, assisted by an agent from the
Department of Culture, seized the archives of approximately 200
church communities.

Additionally, the Romanian Government has embarked on an
escalated campaign against the Reformed and Unitarian Church
and the Hungarian nationality.

Furthermore, the Romanian Government has tried to prove the
myth of Romania's 2,000-year occupancy of Transylvania. They
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excavated several 100-year-old tombstones and monuments, ex-
changing them with Romanian falsifications.

These kinds of activities were reported in the Financial Times
and other European papers dated April 2, 1974.

By the authority of the Human Rights Proclamation of the
United States, the rights of minorities include equal rights for
education, equal job opportunity, equal housing, the right to free
worship in the church of one's own choice, the right to speak one's
own language, the right to keep and develop one's ethnic-cultural
heritage, the right to live in one's ethnic group, and the right of
this ethnic group's self-administration.

The Romanian Government is in flagrant violation of each of the
reviously mentioned human rights regarding the Hungarian,
axon, and Jewish minorities.
After this introduction of the Romanian Socialist Republic's con-

duct so far as these minorities are concerned, we, as patriotic,
conscientious American citizens, would like to call the committee's
attention to seriously consider what benefits the United States will
experience economically and politically from the renewal of the
most-favored-nation agreement with Romania.

As a reward for her independence from Moscow, Romania was
granted most-favored-nation status by Congress. That decision over-
looked the fact that this independence is not established -on respect
for human liberty. The fact is that Romania today is the most
blatant internal oppressor of all the Soviet satellites.

Free emigration for a small percentage of these minorities will
not cure the problem. More importantly, the 2 1/2million Hungar-
ians and 400,000 Saxons want to live, work, and prosper in their
1,000-year-old homeland.

The Romanian Socialist Republic is located approximately 4,000
miles from the United States, bordered on one side by the Soviet
Union and on three sides by her faithful satellites. Therefore, it is
very difficult to assume that she is capable of implementing trade
and foreign policies independent from Moscow. Their ulterior
motive is to take advantage of our good will and play on the
sympathy of our Nation.

[The-following was subsequently supplied for the record:]
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ENCLOSURE 2

IS RUMANIA A RELIABLE POLITICAL PARTNER FOR THE WESTERN NATIONS?

"Riurnan policy has always rested on the axiom that Rumania must enter wIrs at a
minimum risk, always find a place at peace conferences at the victors' side, so as
to extract the greatest advantages at the cost of the mallest sacrifice possible."
(Aldo Dami, the great Swiss expert of national minorities' problems.)

To exemplify this statement we would like to mention a few facts from the 20th century:

Rumania extended the Austro-Rumanian Treaty of 1883 for a decade in 1913. Already in
1916 Rumania had joined the Allies which was a stab in the back to her former allies
"because she anticipated our victory not for the sake of our just cause... and when she
left us in the lurch on May 8th, 1918, having signed a peace treaty, which Clemenceau
qualified as a disgraceful art of cowardice, she did so for fear of having backed
the wrong horse. In November 1918 she sided with us once more, falling into the back
of Field Marshall ackensen's retreating armies, because we were victorious and she
was determined to get her share of the booty... "What a damned audacity,' exclaimed
Clemenceau. (Former French Senator Henri Pozzi: Les Coupables, Paris, 1934, pp 95-96).

When the archives of the French Ministry of Foreign Affairs, for 1918-1919 were opened
In 1972, they shed new and startling lights on the Transylvanian affairs that led
eventually to the Treaty of Trianon. It became quite evident that Clemenceau had to
pay off the Rumanians at once with Transylvanian territory they coveted, because of
the sudden crisis on South Russia where allied troops under French command were being
defeated by the Red Army and quick reinforcements were needed from neighboring Rumania.
That was the price for the promised Rumanian support of the threatened French force
and that military situation was perpetuated and eventually transcribed politically
into the Treaty of Trianon in 1919. The sole victor was Rumania, again.

To Justify their enormous territorial gains because of the Treaty of Trianon, the
Rumanians developed a totally undocumented theory suggesting that they were the
descendants of the Dacian-Romans and consequently Transylvania beldn69ed to them by
historical rights. We do not want to cite a long list of the most distinguished
scientists of this century who rejected that theory, except maybe one, Pierre George,
the world renowned professor of the Sorbonne, Paris, and of the Institute d'Etudes
Politiques de l'Universits de Paris. He wrote: 'The theory of the so-called continu-
ity making the Rumanians descendants of the Romanized Dacians was actually abandoned.
The gap of a thousand years between the withdrawal of the Romans from Transylvania
'3rd century' and the date of the earliest existing document that accounts of the
presence of the Rumanians (so-called Vallachs) in that country (Charter of Fogaras, in
1222) creates a major difficulty for such assimilation. On the contrary, the archives
of the Balkans and the linguistic studies allow us to pursue a slow process of the
pastoral Vallach population from the Macedonian and Albanian borders to the Danubien
plains between the 10th and 14th centuries. ... The Rumanian language and civilization
were formed in the Balkans. ... The Rumanian nation Is the most synthetic of the nations
of Central Europe. They crossed the path of the Hungarians which have the benefit
of being the earlier settlers. .... From: L'Europe Central, pp 239-240, by Pierre
George and Jean Tricart, Paris, 1954.

Even Lloyd George who was one of the leading characters during the discussions of
the Treaty said In 1928: 'All the documentation we were furnished with by certain
allies during the negotiations with said country, were falsehoods and trickeries,

847-2 0-80-28
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we have decided on that." (Henry Pozzi: La Guerre Revient, Paris 1933, p 303). -
It makes one think of the terrifying wOrds allegedly pronounced by Frederick 11 of
Prussia: "I grab, I loot, and I steal, thereafter It is up to my lawyers to find the
appropriate Justification.'

In the same fashion, Rumania signed a treaty with France and Great Britain In 1939,
to secure her frontiers vis-a-vis Hungary. Yet, in the sam year she signed a treaty
on economic matters with Germany. The Geman-Soviet non-oppression pact of the same
year left Bessarabia In the sphere of interest of the Soviet Union. On June 28, 1940
the Soviet Union occupied Bessarabia and northern Bukovina. The Tatarescu government
was helpless, but then renounced the French-British security pact and requested openly
from the German Reich to secure her new frontiers and to tend military missions to
Rumania. On September 1, 1940 General Ian Atnonescu demanded that the Rumaninan King
Carol to renounce his power as supreme military commander and invite the extreme-right
Iron Guard into the government.

Mass demonstrations against the King turned the situation into a crisis. They pro-
tested the decision of the "Second Vienna Award,' an arbitration that the Rumanian
government requested. The decision returned Northern Transylvania to Hungary again
- where It belonged for 1000 years, except for the 20 years after the Treaty of
Trianon. ( "9ungary's right to Transylvania is much more justified, than Is France's
claim to Alsece-Lorraine." - Aldo Dami: La Hongrie de Demain, Paris 1932, pp 95-96.
- The lattek"s population is 80% Germanic and belonged to France for only 250 years;
whereas Transylvania belonged to Hungary for 1000 years.) King Carol renounced his
throne in favor of his son and left the country. Antonescu became head of state
(conducatur statuli) and formed a coalition government with the Iron Guard. The
Guard committed enomous atrocities, killed 64 political antagonists, among them
the famous historian Nicolae Jorga. Antonescu visited Hitler on November 23, 1940
and joined the Axis Powers. The next year Hitler promised to reward Rumania with
Transylvania. Rumania took part in the military operations against the Soviet Union.
Then In 1943 she began secret negotiations with the Allies again. The following year
Hitler told Antonescu that the Hungarians lost any claim for Transylvania because of
their neutral attitude, but asked Antonescu not to talk about it. On August 23, 1944
the Soviet troops encircled the Rumanian-German forces. The King arrested Antonescu and
handed him to the Comunist party. On August 25, 1944 Rumania declared war on Germany.

Now, how is it at the present? Rumania is widely considered by the western nations
as a reliable party and one which can be turned away from the Communist Block. This
is wishful thinking. As in 1956, when the entire free world showed its sympathy
toward Hungary's new tragic dram, Rumania ordered mass arrests in Transylvania and
hundreds were put to death. In one trial alone in CluJ, thirteen out of fifty-
seven accused were executed (George Bradley, American Journalist, the Reporter of
November 1964). Contrary to the western nations, Rumania did not even want to take
a neutral attitude but competed with the Soviet terror. When Rumania senses
the weakness of the western powers, she turns to the other side.

Currently, the western world has to live in a very dangerous crisis because of the
Iranian and Afghanistan situation. The entire free world's future Is at stake.
Rumania true to her tradition, plays the Russian-tune now, as it became obvious
recently. Why? Again 'to extract the greatest advantages at the cost of the
smallest sacrifice possible."

Prepared by the Anerican-Transylvanian Association, Washington, 0. C.
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We are not certain how many Government grants are reaching
Romania. However, the Export-Import Bank of the United States
made direct loans and credits. We have a list here of some of these
loans and credits.

[The following was subsequently supplied for the record:]
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Senator RIBICOFF. That will go into the record, your list.
Ms. DE KUN. Very well, sir.
These loans provided by our banks certainly affect the American

taxpayer. Considering that Romania in her 100-year-old history has
never upheld a defense treaty, but very cleverly "turned coat" to
serve only her own interests, it must be reeimphasized that every
American dollar which is appropriated to aid Communist countries
such as Romania is not only wasteful but suicidal.

As conscientious and patriotic American representatives and citi-
zens, we must examine how the renewal of the trade agreements
would enhance the welfare and economic stability of our fellow
citizens. Consequently, we request that the committee revoke the
extension of the most-favored-nation status of Romania.

Senator Riicon. Thank you very much.
The committee will stand adjourned. If you talk with the staff,

let's try to arrange something to go into this in a little more depth.
Mr.HAvAioY. Thank you, sir.
[Whereupon, at 12:20 p.m., the subcommittee was adjourned, sub-

ject to the call of the Chair.]
[By direction of the chairman the following communications were

made a part of the hearing record:]
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AMERICAN FEDERATION OF LABOR"AND CONGRESS OF INDUSTRIAL ORGANIZATIONS

FlAM~Uam WalmMAS N L Ws5 IJCYESNTH STREE. H.W.

R s L N f t AF -0 W AM NT 0. 01C. 0000

August 4, 1980

Honorable Abraham Ribicoff, Chairman
Subcommittee on International Trade
Committee on Finance
U.S% Senate
Washington, D. C. 20510

Dear Chairman Ribicoff:

The AFL-CIO continues 'to oppose the waiver of the freedom of
emigration provisions of the Trade Act. Further extension of waivers
for Romania, Hungary and the People's Republic of China will only
serve to promote Job losses at home and encourage oppression abroad.
This trade is neither free nor fair as now conducted. The costs are
being paid by the U.S. economy.

At the December 1979 AFL-CIO Convention, the resolution
adopted on International Trade and Investment stated:

"Trade with Communist countries should be regulated
more effectively through improved administration of Title
IV of the Trade Act and by additional legislation that
recognized the economic and political fact of life that
private commercial interests cannot negotiate as effectively
with closed and managed economies as can governmental
negotiators."

We have called attention in the past to the oppression of labor
and human rights in-these countries. We are concerned that evidence
of more oppression recently has been reported. See the attached press
release of Amnesty International. A further continuation of the waiver
will only serve to mock the United States' commitment to human rights.
It will also continue to cost U.S. workers Jobs in shoes, glass, clothir4
and other increasingly sophisticated manufacturing industries. The
attached tables show that while the U.S. is sending Romania raw materials,
the U.S. imports manufactured products from Romania. Similar probler-
exist in Ebngary and in the People's Republic of China.
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Honorable Abraham Ribicoff - 2 - August 4, 1980

The present volume of trade is only the beginning of the future
import problems because U.S. firms in industries such as aircraft, com-
puters, and other sophisticated technology are entering into contracts
for production in China, Romania and Hungary, for the sale of the out-
put of part of the production in the West.

The upsurge in barter trade -- exchanging U.S. technology for
imports of products from closed, non-market economies is, in fact, a
growing problem that increases U.S. economic losses from merket dis-
ruption. Section 406 of the Trade Act of 1974 has not been wiade
effective in curbing the spread of this practice. New legislation
is necessary for adequate safeguards in relation to non-market
economies.

Another complication in the trade arrangements with planned,
non-market economies is that such economies tend to "rethink'" their
plans, as the People's Republic of China recently is reported to
"reconsider its plans for steel production." Thus the U.S. expecta-
tion of sales of technology and agriculture are subject to interruption
at the whim of the state-planners.

With the unemployment level in this country about to reach
eight percent, there is an urgent need to curtail unwarranted economic
concessions abroad which carry the price tag of increased unemployment
at home.

The AFL-CIO urges that the Subcommittee reject the continuation
of waivers for Romania, Hungary and China, as well as the Administration's
request that its waiver authority be extended an additional twelve months.
To do otherwise will result in a continued loss of U.S. production, jobs
and resources and a further departure from America's commitment to
promoting human rights.

Ray Denison, Director
DEPARTMET OF LEGISLATION
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-anUeSLy 111Lii ALIUILaI i1VVYL3

04 West 58 Street . New York Ifr 10019 Tel: (212) $82-4440 Telex: 666628

DSAW;0O FOR: 12 noon. Monday. M AT: Larry Cox
Press Officer

June 30, 1980 . - 212/$82-4440

N INTEATIONAL SAYS OISSENTERS FACE WIDE RAN. .OF PENALTIES IN ROWNIA

. ftsty International said today (Monday, June 30, 1980) that Romanian authorities deplo-,

a wide range of legal and extra-legal penalties against those who breach official limits

em political, religious and social expression.

S Im i 20-page briefing on human rights Issues of concern to Amnesty International

Im bmnia. it cited the use of Imprisonment, "corrective labor,-' confinement to

,sycbiatric hospitals, and the inadequacy of legal safeguards. The organization also

called attention to cases of harassment, intimidation and dismissal or transfer from Jobs

Ie country's constitution-and laws restrict the freedoms of speech," press and

4ssmbly, providing penalties for such offences as "anti-stati propaganda." The number

of people imprisoned on such overtly political charges appears to have fallen In recent

3mrs, but some dissenters have faced criminal charges -- which Anesty International

4 4elieves to be false - such as "parasitism" and "homosexual relations," according to

- the briefing paper. .

4=" those who have been punished are members of an unofficial trade ur.ion.

Spufflorized religious activists, would-be emigrants and critics of government practices

w .ffecti human rights.

* * of the cases cited is that of Janos T8r~k, a textile worker and Coomunist Party

-amoer who criticized the system by which National Assembly members are elected during a

-weeting in March 1975 at his place of work in Cluj. He was arrested by the Securitate

-(political police) and was reported to have been severely beaten during prolonged

-Ilterrogation. 'He was confined to a psychiatric hospital and forcibly injected with

-large doses of sedatives. Released from hospital in March 1978, TdrOk has been under

4ruse arrest since then, permitted to leave his home once a onth'to report to a

psychiatric clinic.

le-is only one of a number of dissenters who have been subjected to compulsory

:psychiatric confinement, although Ranitn law prescribes this only for those who.&re

dangerous to themselves or others, or vho are Judged to be about to commit serious crimo,

limbers of an unofficial "Free Trade Union of Romanian orkers,' founded In February

.1979. have been penalized in various ways: Dr. lonely Cana was sentenced in June 1979 to

live and a half years' Imprisonmefit on charges that have not been made -publIc. Others

ave been'given shorter terms for offences, such as disscminating information abroad
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(release.on ROMMIA - page 2)

without official permission and Oparasltlsm. Economist Beorghe Srasoveaa was

reported to have been confined to a psychiatric hospital lq March 1979 - the fifth

tipe in eight years that he has been confined after criticizing official policies.

to August 1977, miners In the J1u Valley went on strike in a dispute over pensions,

benfits and safety standards. Those who played prominent parts In the strike were

arrested and sent without trial to work In other districts under police sumillance.

Smral sources have sld that two strike leaders died shortly after the strike in

circumstances never satisfactorily Investigated by police, although Romanian authorities

have denied these reports.

Georghe Rusu, an economist, applied in 1977 to migrate to France In order to

join his wife and child there. "Arested on charges of homosexual acts, he was acquitted

by a local Bucharest court for lack of evidence. but ws later rentenced to three years

* in prison after the procurator appealed against the first verdict.

People who went on hunger-strikes or demonstrated in support of demands to be

allowed to migrate have been imprisoned or confined to psychiatric hospitals; other

dissenters, however, have been harassed until they accepted passports and left the

country.

ligious dissenters who have been punished Include an Orthodox priest, Father

' Calclu, sentenced to 10 years' imprisonment on charges that have not been made public,

and Protestant activists sentenced on charges of causing public disturbance and

* parasitism.'

An Amnesty International delegation visited Romanla In February 1979, after the

-organization launched a campaign the previous autaun against human rights violations in

that country. Amnesty International has requested the opportunity to send a second

mission, to Investigate human rights problems and the abuse of psychiatry In particular.

30

MOTE: Copies of the Romanlia Briefing Paper are available from Amnesty Internatlon1l U.

304 Vest 58 Street, New York, New York 1001b.
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IDOkMS TO ROMANIA
(millions of dollars)

* .1

3e'equsoaptie. s .. . Jaemryfacb s

- IWO * 1919I
I S 5I m

Yellow corn, mot donated for reli . . $ 41.3 27.3
Cottot mot carded, staple longh I to i-t/i Lacb e a - 28.4 -

Lm volatile bituminous coa- . 18.3 10.8
sebean oil caketnd u- 18.0 4.4

-beat, nmi"led, not donated ter rei. 23:21leybeana, s IOC

, Cattle bds, vh-le-3 9.6 10.8
Drilling and boring machines? s..s 4.0 -
litunisous coal, 0.0.0 3.9
Other cotton, staple length 1-i/8 inches or -o e- 2.9 -

• C* coks, coemercially suitable for %se as a fuel*ood pulp, special lpha an dissolving gr.das 2.4
ibepbates, crude, and apetit 2.0 3.1
• trtfr, native elemental, or coveredd - 8 1.9 2.7
* obite cranes, hydraulic operated, truck mounted s 1.6 -
C uarbes steel and iron scrap, go. 2 bundles 1 1.2 -
Carbom steel and iron waste and scrap, No. 1 heavy melci -- 1.1 -
s Mchimes end appliances for determine the strelth of I

* rticles under compressio, tenonio, etc., electrical -$ .9 .3
Tire building machines, including vulcanisiag presses - I .7 -
A beorbent paper, filter paper, etc., msot vet machine board or I

eeatructioo paper, weighing not over 18 pounds pr re- •7 . 1
l0"al t $170.5 $ 83.0
Tletal U.S. experts to 1mast a $183.4 $104.8--

SOURCE: Compiled from official statistics of the U. S. Department of Comerce
22D Quarterly Report to the Congress and the Trade Policy Comittee
on Trade Betveen the United States and the Nonaarket Economy Countries
During January-March, 1980
June 1980
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milliona of dollar)

kecilee o_ ,JmeruUeh- ..

I I 5

hee eoc, baggage, et.e railroad cae, et 0clf-PrIpllod-----3 $ 5.3 9 1.2
voe covertla of wool, Valued over " 213 Cote t lr p

aqvft foot 8 3.7
COiesd bow, shoulders, mmir 3 poad s - 3.2 3.0

*m's footwear, of loether, a.o.m., seet sles-.
ftrieultural trecter, pin takeoff, boreseover of 40 to so-- # 2.3 .9
Wailt work footwear, of leather, valued ever $4.40. per pair - 2.0 2.2
eIe ratacoats, u.e.o., 314 leagb of leart, valued over $4 a
ea -- 1 1.8 2.6

Folyieepreae rubber- 1.8 2.6
Vuriture, of Wood, a.s.p.f 1.5 .9
Ictoelao cheese, sot for dratis g 9 1.2 .9
tapd roller beerings, cup end coec aetet t - 1.2 .4
slwo footwear, of leather, taest &le, valued ever $2.50 1

per Pati 1.1 1.8
me's old boys' suit, e.e.c., of ea-made fibers, se kt-t 1.1 1.8
Ole tublers, etc., valued $0.30-$3 each 1 1.0 .7
Msoe sport shirts, o.i.p.f., of motto. sot halt 1 1.0 .5
£1eatms sheets and strip, met clad, wrought 1 1.0 1.7
Porulture aed parts of bea to I .7
fablawere etc valued $.10 to $3.0-.3
8heets of ire or steel, act shaped, set pickled-or cold 1rolled, O.~ 0 8 $ 3.

40.6 $ 2.
?oeal I.e. imports free gme ia-.-, ---- ..... $ 63.5 $ 68.8

8CULC: Compiled from official etatisties of the U.S. Department of Comerce
220 Quart rly Report to the Congrese and the Trade Policy Committee
cm Trade between the United Statee and the Nosarket Economy Countries
Duria8 January- arch, 1980
June 1980
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ACaWCh.mlc P.O. Box 216 Tel. 201 235-1800 Cable Addres
Corpoaow NVUty, NJ 07110 TW'X 710-"0- t 480 An"d-Paasal

6

Bernard RablnowltzJune 4, 1980 Preskent

Honorable Russell B. Long
Chairman Senate Finance Committee
U. S. Senate
Washington, D.C. 20510

U Dear Senator Long:

I am writing to follow up my continuing interest in
connecting with the extension of the Host Favored
Nation tariff status for Romania.

This issue of extending Most Favored Nation status
to Romania for another year has been requested by
President Carter, and I am writing to urge that this
extension be granted for another year.

Both the trade volumes between the United States and
Romania, and the level of imports have increased signi-
ficantly during the past several years, and there is
no doubt that the discretionary preferences have been
an important factor in this growth.

I believe it follows without further emphasis and
comont, that the resulting improved relations with
Romania have opened up important dialogues both in
the economic as well as political and humanitarian areas
between the United States and Romania.

May I urge that you continue your support for the Romania
Nt Favored Nation trade extension.

Bernard Rabinowitz

BR: e
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G LAARENCA SOLL

May 27, 1980

Senator Russell B, Long
United States Senate
217 Russell
Washington, D.C. 20510

Dear Senator Long;

We are writing again in support of a continuation
of "Most-Favored-Nation" status to Romania for an increased
period of three years.

Our company, Monsieur Henri Wines, Ltd., imports
Romanian wines for distribution to consumers in the
United States.

Since last requesting continuation of Most-Favored-
Nation status for Romania, the volume of our imports from
Romania has expanded considerably. We have developed strcng
acceptance for the Premiat line of wines - Pinot Noir,
Cabernet Sauvignon and Tarnave Castle. In addition, we
had extended the choices for the American public to include
a Valea - a dry Riesling. We are providing our citizens
with an outstanding imported wine of highest quality for
a most reasonable price.

We feel any change in Romania's trade status would have
a negative affect on the American wine consuming public.
We respectfully submit our support for the continuation and
extension of three years Most-Favored-Nation status for the
Socialist Republic of Romania under the Trade Act of 1973.

Respectfully,

MONSIEUR HLNRI WINES, LTD.

BY: ,
Gt. wbarence Soi

Vice President

GLS/jb

M? *CPE3HTW AVIE. $.7E L-t. a1ll P LAN.dW it* ( SO04 ?ESIHE 1 I"4-04100
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EMBASSY OF THE
SOCIALIST REPUBLIC OF ROMANIA j

WASHINGTON. 0. C. June !%4rV~o

The Honorable
Russell B. Long
U.S.Senator
217 Russell Senate Office Bldg.

Washington, D.C. -2o51o

My dear Senator Long:

I would like to bring to your attention the
ri-ure- illustrating the evolution of tr:.ie exchanr:e between

orania find t'e United "tates from o 0 1979 year and
'to the figures of approvals for er,,,i- .. or. from ojwni a

- the nitec ! .at-ec, Ikx': C an .. :, rt;tLic of Gerv.any
:'or the firit months of 1198o aj Apz:,,.i .:ith the figures

'irncery yu'rs,
y ' -

X0 1YfInnesc

A z 'jlztsd or
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TRADE EXCHANGES

- mil. dollars -

1975 1976 19'77 1978 1979

Total
from which: 23692 466,7 562,5 869,9 o94,4

Export 97,7 189,9 275,3 386,2 473,5

Import 138,6 276,2 287,2 483,7 62o,9

APPROVAL TO LEAVE THE COUNTRY

U.S.Ae. ISRAEL R.F.Germany

1979 198o 1979 198o 1979 198o

January 75 126 67 90 635 1o61
February 72 268 65 84 468 138o
March 43 -268 51 96 293 lo98
April 57 211 -61 199 379 1238
May 155 287 lo4 161 612 637
June 172 lo7 598

Total 574 455 2985
Sem.I
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.WI=': qfrAIIRAL TRADING, INC.

71 BROADWAY
NEW YORK. N. Y. tOOO6

TEL I=4212 200-24t

4212) 26W7160

June 25, 1980
W*O-4056/M

Senator Pussell B. Long
Chairman
Senate Finance Committee
Senate Office Building
Washington, DC 21500

Dear Sir:

'e are writing to recommend
most favored nation status,
Social Republic of Romania.

the extension of the
to be given to the

We have had extensive business relations with a
variety of Romanian concerns both directly and
through the staff of the Commercial Office in
Nov York. We have encountered a very professional
group of representatives from a variety of manufac-
turing concerns in Romania dedicated to further
enhancing the relations between the United States
and Romania.

We foresee excellent business opportunities with
Romania and further request to grant the extension
for their most favored nation status.
Thanking you for your consideration in this matter,
we remain,

Very truly yours,

EK:at

TU.LE MCAM0I" wCWiO UM WtA W9Q 00 0 r T -4"47 w96o kA CA8.C AOOCIE Wl@OCMkmX NCW VORK

68- 0-9-20
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THE TRUTH ABOUT ROMANIA COMMITTEE
325 En 57 Stet, Sub 14D

New York, N.Y. 10022

STATEMENT

by

Brutus Costs

Professor Emeritus of International Relations

In the name of the Truty About Romania Committee

For the Record of the Hearing Held on Monday, July 21, 1980

Before the Subcommittee on International Trade
of the Committee on ftnanoe of the U.S. Sea. e

By his message to the U.S. Congress, the President of the
United States has for the fifth time rec, mended that
his authority to wave, in the case of the Socialist Re-
public Romania (SSR), subsections (a) and (b) of section
402 of the Foreign Trade Act of 1974 be extended for ano-
the* period of 12 months . These legal provisions set
freedom of emigration and, in our view, observance of
human rights9 as preconditions for granting the Most ?a-
vored.(MFN) to non-market economy countries, such is
the SSR .
It has by now been widely recognized that the commitment
to observe freedom of emigration never amounted to more
than tokenism . In connection with freedom of emigration there
has been lately, in Romania, a rather disturbing development :
an increasing number of individuals with criminal records
are being issued exist visas - as if to create trouble in
the receiving countries .
As to the observance of human right, as embodied in the

Universal Declaration, in the International Covenant on
./0
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M2.

on Civil and Political Rights, in the International Cove-
nant on Econd.#Sooial and Cultural Rights and, more recently,
in the Final Act of the Helsinki Conference -- one can only
describe the present situation in terms of quasi-complete
denial

The latest report by Azmesty International gives so accurate
a description of the denial of human rights in Romania, that
another report on the same subject may sound redundant . For
this reason and because we are reliably informed that the life
of a great Romanian clergyman is in grave and immediate danger,
we shall concentrate our efforts (a) to the urgent task of
defending father Gheorghe Caloiu and (b) to the preparation of
the Romanian case for the Madrid Conference

With these purposes in mind, the Truth About Romania Committee
fools enjoynod to place on the record of the hearings held
on July 219 1980, by the U.S. Senate's Finance Subcommittee
on International trade -- the following documents :

1. Three copies of an article entitled "Outcry of a
Romanian Priest in Mortal Dansr", by Eugene Ionesou,
the world renowned play-write and member of the French
Academy (of Romanian descent). An English trans-
lation is appended to the French original - which
was published by the prestigious LE MDND.

2. Three copies each of the appeals our committee
addressed on August 12, respectively 13, to the
Secretary of State and to AFL-CIO President Lane
Kirkland with regard to the inhuman treatment
inflicted day-in-day-out on Reverend Gheorghe Caloiu
with the evident intention of killing him .

3. Report of the Paris-based Leale for the Defense
of Human Rights in Romania concerning the disappear-

anoeof dissident worker Vasile Paraschiv , three copies).
4. Copy of the Aunesty International Briefing on Romania,

first published in June 1980 /.
./.
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In bringing the aforelisted material to the attention of
the Subcommittee, my committee wishes me to reiterate their
strong conviction that extending once more the MPN treat-
ment to the SSR is not to the best interest of the United
States and of the Romanian people

The Truth About Romania Committee is a nonprofit, non-
incorporated association of Americans and U.S. residents

of Romanian descent . It was formed in 1973 and is
. ' :.-. dedicated to the task of disseminating the

truth about conditions in Romania and voicing, in the
Free Worldthe fredom aspirations of the Romanian people.

Professor Emeritus Brutus Costs, the spokesman of the
Committee is a former Romanian diplomat who served eleven
years as Seoretary General of the Assembly of Captive Euro-
pean nations . Subsemcentky he taught for ten years Inter-
nationa Relations at Fairleigh Dickinson Unlver-
sity, in Teaneok, N.J.

New York, August 1980
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Le cri d'un Roumain en danger de mort
par EUGENE IONESCO(6)
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LE MOND". -- July 26, 1980

OUTCRY OP A ROMANIAN PRIEST IN MORTAL DANGER

by Eugene Tonesou
Member of the French Academy

When the Western world regards Romania as a country indepen-
dent of the U.S.S.R. and Mr. Oeaugescu as a conducator (1)
compelled by circumstances to maintain a )4eavy-handed inter-
nal policy, it is simply guilty of "disinformation " .

But when historic evidence (Yalta, the origin and charac-
ter of the system imposed by the Red Army) and the realities
vnm can observe with the naked eye (the material and spiritual
miserythe cult of personality ) the Westerners imbued by
a zeal worthy of a better causes support "the original posi-
tion of Romania", they become guilty of complicity in the
martyrdom of the Romanian people -- subjected to i _-i :
triple oppression : the comunist systems the Soviet occupation
(real despite the absence of Soviet troops, and a feudal national-
socialist dictatorship

The material misery, the spiritual emaciation, the arrests -

are as many common features of all Sovietized nations . by
misfortune but not by accident, Romania is today the European
country with the lowest standard of livin$., with one of the
most active Chinese-type of cultural revolution -- imported
in 1971 and continued ... A la roumaine. And it also has one of
the most cruel police repressions .

The report recently 'issued by Amnesty International is
oategorical : in Romania the police is all-powerful : arrests,
tortures, in'erns.-nts in psychiatric hospitals , expulsions,
and r'-rders. -

Two of the ringleaderss" of tho strike of tho Jiu Valloy.

coalminers , civil engineers Juxr'a and Dobre, were killed 4fl
the street, while two "insane" participants, Virgil Dinculescu

(1) It maorona"outv ale nt or r-ie._D D.1e
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and Vagile BrInou were murdered by over-aoses in a psychiatric
ward; .

Two other oases are particularly scandalous : that- of worker
Vasile Paraschiv, on the one hand, who had been first interned
in a psychiatric hospital in 1969 for having turned in his party
card in protest . Twice interned shortly thereafter for having
protested against the "itinerant" treatment meted out to him ,
he was once again interned, in April 1977 for having Joined the
Goma movement . . In 1978 Paraschiv came to France where he
bore witness regarding the employment of psychiatry for poli-
tical purposes . lie then received from the French labor unions -

C.F.D.T., F.E.N., P.O., C.O.T. - the assurance of their protection

in the event he would return to Romania. He actually did so .

On March 8, 1979, 1979, he adhered to the recently created
Romanian Free Trade Union (SLOI.t). Promptly arrested, ha was 'ovtjxxed

and threatened with death . Released on the evening of Y:arch 8, he
was re-arresred next day . The numerous interventions effected
by various humanitarian and labor organizations notwithstanding,
it became henceforth impossible to find out anything about him ,

until it was reliably learned, from several sources, that the family
had received an urn containing the ashes of he who was Vasile
Parasohiv .

Whore and in what circumstances did he die ? Following
tortures during his investigation ? In a psychiatric asyl1 fol-
lowing a certain "treatment or did he commit suicide as did so many
before him ? *

Another particularly scandalous case is that of Father
Ohoorghe Caloiu Dumitreasa . Born in 1927, while a medical student,

w's arrested in lay 1948 and was released in May 1962
.4ovnrs l oL" tiieso years were spent in the notorious Pite tiAL_-n w.ich
tlo "reeducation" of the Romanian students %a carried out-Under the
direction of NKDV General Nicolsky

.1.
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After his releases In 1962, he studied literature, languages

and theology and was inducted a priest and a professor to the

Bucharest Theological Seminary . At this latter place he was

fou4guilty of "counter-revolutionary agitation". He had preached
love instead of class hatred and was dismissed on May 17, 1978.

Arrested in August of the same year for having given support
to the Romanian Christian Committee (C.A.L.R.C.), he was relea,
in september after he had been coopted by a French organization --

Committee of Intellectuals for a Europe of Libert. (C.I.E.L.).
In March 1979 Father Calciu was again arrested under the sus-

picion of being the "moral instigator" of the recently surfaced
Romanian Trade Union . He was tried in camera and sentenced to 10
years in prison . He and his family were never informed about the

charges and the indictment . They knew, however, the intention of
the authorities •

Your biZ mouth shall be shut tight with earth

This is the promise many times reiterated by investigators,

prison guards and representatives of the I.itropolie (the Patriarchat

of the Romanian Orthodox Church).present at the interrogation .
The promise was relteroted to Mlrs. Calciu and there is no doubt

that the authorities intend to carry it out

After being tortured be being deprived of sleep and food,

Father Calciu is detained since September 1979 in what can only

he called the extermination section of the Aiud prison - the sinister

Zaroa : alone in a humid, lightless, airless and cell , vith no other

oloth but one shirt and one short underwear . He-is compelled to

to stand up from 5 a.m. to 11 p.m. ; his food ration is set at

100 grams(1/4 ilb) of bread every second day . lie received no medical

care *hatsoovernd he is barred from any exercise in the prison yard.

The days of Fathor Calciu are numbered . The rocine had only made

oo favor to .'qtl-er Colciu. i:e was pernitted to roceivo c, brief visit
by his wifo in the peception room of the prison. Yrs. Calciu

hardly recognized her husband; he was but a 3:,adot: of his

former self . Articulating his words with dificulty he said
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I do not have much left They are killing me . They
promised it# and they keep their word. iC you do not:try

something to save iae during the wooks to come .

lie are at the end of July and the"weeks to come" have
already lapsed .

Can ie keep dear toward this appeal of Father Caloiu -

an apPeal that is now dovm to a whisper ?

Can we remain ind.f~erent at the murmurs of those
of those who agonize here and now in Europe ?
In this year of grace 1980. Here,in Europe ?
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THE TRUTH ABOUT ROMANIA COMMITTEE
325 Eut 57 Street, Suite 14D

NewYork, N.Y. 10022

August 12# 1980
(Western Union Mailg'am)

The Honorable
Edmund S. Huskies
Secretary of State
Washington, D.C.

It is within your power to save the life or one of the finest
human beings, saintly Romanian Orthodox priest Gheorghe Calciu
Dumitreasa. While a medical student in May 1948, he was arrested
and kept imprisoned until 1964 . After his release, he studied
literature and theology and was inducted a priest and appointed
a professor at the Bucharest Theological Seminary . le soon was

th favorite preacher of Romanian youths . Preaching love instead,41ass
hatred, his impact was steadily growing. So in May 1978 he was
dismissed from his position. A year later he.was arrested
under the suspicion of being the moral instigator of the recently
formed rsee Romanian Labor Union . Tried in camera., he was
sentenced to 10 years in prison. For more than a year now t%4
Father has been jailed in the extermination section of the Alu*
prison, the sinister Zarca : a humid, darkheatless, airless
dungeon. There he must stand upright from 5 a.m. to 11 p.m..
His food ration consists of I/& of an lb of briad every ssaond day.
Exercise is barred and so are - .. - visits aM fa4 prcoels.

Last May, the ovl time he was permitted to see his Ve, he
told her :

" They are killing me. They promised it an they keep
their word - if you do not trl: something to save me
during my few remaining weeks ."0

Mr. Secretary : help Father Calilu beqre it is too lately

Respectfully,

Eeritus Professor Brutus Coste

9
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THE TRUTH ABOUT ROMANIA COMMITTEE
325 East 57 Snet, Suite 14D

New York, N.Y. 10022

August 13, 1980

( Western Union Mailgram)

Hr. Lane Kirkland, President

American Federation of Labor - CIO
Washington, D.C. 20006

.bear Hr. Kirkland :

At the urgings of our committee, you wrote, on December 10,1979,
to the then Secretary of State, calling his attention to the in-
tense persecution the founding members of the Free labor Union#
of Romania have been and are enduring . You particularly stressed the
case of Romanian Orthodox priest Gheorghe Caloiu Dumitreasa ."We
are aware- you noted - that his arrest, torture ajd ten years
prison sentence of March 1979 is directly related to his associa-
tion with SLOMR (The Free Labor Union of Romania)
In response to your forceful letter, the Secretary of State declared
that the U.S. Government not only deplores this situation but
has "made clear to the Romanian side our view that freedom of
association and the right to organize are essential elements
within the fabric of human right". The Secretary of State also
advised you that earlier this year (1979),during consultations
with the Romanian government concerning the implementation of the
Helsinki Final Act , the U.S. reiterated emphatically her oomit-
ment to the respect of human rights and, specifically, voiced
concern over the fate of those who founded and supported SLOMR,
including Father Caloiu .
'd are now in posession of extremely distbing news regarding
regarding father Caloiu . His wife was exceptionally permitted to
visit him for a few minutes in his place of detention, the exter-
mination section of the Aiud prison, the so-called Zaroa , Mrs. Cal-
ciu learned that her husband was held in solitary confinement in a
dark, humid, heatless, airless underground dungeon. There he must
stand upright from 5 a.m. to 11 pm.. His food ration is down to 1/l4
of an lb every second day . Exercise in the prison yard is off
limit for him . And the father is not permitted to receive visi-
tors or food parcels . His parting words to his wife were :

"They are killing me. They promised it repeatedly and
and therintend to ke ethir word unlss you ry
some nnto sa ve.u tnhe few remainngwaa

'T h 3 Tsrunning o"u on Father Calciu . Can we remain
deaf to his outcry for help ? Can free man stand passively
while this great man and courageous believer is slowly
strangled slowly to death by the recipents of American
largesse ?
We hope and trust that American Labor will act and also
induce others to launohe a huge wave of protest

Respectfully,

Prof. Emeritus Brutus Coste
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WHAT HAPPENED TO VASILE PARASCHIV f--

y-A-Romanian worker, former member of the Romanian Communist
Party (RCP), three times interned in psychiatric hospitals,
disappeared since March 19 9 upon Joining the Free Trade
Union of Romanian Worke. (SLOME).

Born In 1928, the son of a poor peasant family, he left his

his village at age 12 and worked as an apprentice salasman

in a grocery store .

- Joins and militates for the RCP ; works as a mIlman.

_i9 - Military Service. Because of his Party activities he

is assigned to the School for communications officers

l9_0 - Is expelled from the preparatory courses of the Military

Academy for possessing a copy of a book by Lucretiu

Patraocanu, Minister of Justice from 1944 to 19481

expelled from the Party and executed in 1954, today

rehabilitated. By decision of the Party hqwas ousted

in 1952 from the aadues of the active army

1952. - employde of the Post Department ; marriaeans has

two children and pursues his studies ; in 1958 he

graduates from the Technical School of Telecommunications.

1963 - is employed by the Pttuo-ghemioal combine of Brazi ; is

- -- tereevic OW from his apartment to the benefit of a

police officer , He and his family literally dwelL in

the street for nine months before regaining posession

of their lodgings ,

1963-68- continues militating within the RCP against abuses

be deems to be deviations due to the irresponsibility

of the party cadres

./.
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968- ad6,ese an open lette' to Ceausescu denouncing the

misdeeds of the party apparatus and is prevented from

reading this document at a party meeting at his plae

of work ; he decides to desist paying his party dues

and to stay away from party meetings ; two months later he is

expelled from the RCP

1969 arrested 6n July 31, at his place of work, he is

interrogatedrat the militia headquarters in the city

of Ploelti, &bout his political opinions - in the pre-

sence of a civilian who turns out to be a psychiatric&

A , ,-At, hospital of Urlati. There he Joins thirty workers who had

been apprehended on the same day for equivalent rasons

Ho begins forthwith a hunger-.and thurst strike aid is

released five days later .

1972 - as of March 1, he is employed as an eleytronician

.. b at the I.A.M.C. plant in Otopeni - a few miles

north of Bucharest.

1976 - in March, Parasohiv rejects the working conditions in

the plant in which he works and is retrograded for a

period of three months ; he is pemlized by withhol-
part of

ding/his salary-because of his refusal to help In"gathe-

ring the autumn harvest I in November he is arre sted

by the militia ; his lodgings are seaohed ; letters

addressed to Radio Free Europe and a book of " The

History of Socialism in Romania", by Titel Petrescu are

confiscated ; he is interrogated Car 12 hours and then
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released . On December I he is again arrested - this time by

an officer of thlSecuritate . Taken to the psychiatric hospital

of Voila Campina, district of Prahova - Paraschiv is interned in

a room reserved for dagerous patients . He declares a hunger and

thurst strike which he gives up after being threatened with

transfer. , by the militia,"to a hospital where he could die

without anyone taking any notice" . The hospital diagnosis is

"delirious, revendicative and systematized paranoia neurosis" as

well as "dis function of the instinct of preservation (as indi-

cated by hunger and thrust strike. He is released on December 23.

- February 20, he signs an open letter launched by Paul Goma in

support of the signers of the Charter 77 in Cz hoslovakia

- February 22, following the decisions of the-military court

of Ploesti, Polyclinic No. 2 of Ploelti, issues an order for

interning Paraschiv'in the home for chronic mental illnesses

at Calinesti

- February 23, he is arrested in front of the apartment house

inhabited by Paul Goma, by three security officers and is taken

to the Ministry of Interior where he is beaten up . He is then

taken to the headquarters of the Security and is there again

brutalized. Following a discussion with the head of the

Securitate he'is released the same evening . He is being

promised an "interesting job" and a reconsideration

of the diagnosis , if he gives up seeing Goma.

- March 14, the order of -- 1m11 internment is changed to
one of "outpatient 11 A treatment' a But Parsschiv refuses
to comply with this decision and confirms this in writing

I
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On April 7 he is arrested in the apartment of Goma A S is

escorted to the militia headquarters wli re he refuses to Fetract

in writing is adhesion to the Gon. movement , GomaAis beaten

up to the point of losing consciousness .

- April 8p the Securitate is taking him to the psychiatric

hospital in Sapoca, district of Buzau, where he is interned

in section 2 Q. reserved for troublesome patients , Shortly

thereafter he is transferred to the section of the neurotics

and there for the first time he received shots of neuroleptio,

He is released on May 20

- June 11 - a 2-----S- court sentences Parssohiv to a compul-

sorfutpatient ps~hiatrIo treatment . The prosecutor had been

demanding permanent interment

- August 5 he is violently ousted from a workers' meeting in the

enterpriser He then decides to leave the country provisionally

and applies for a three months tourist visa for himself and

his younger son . He gets the visa without difficulty. Arriving

in Austria on November 9, be obtains a visa for France in

kxxk§2id.ct February (1978). His son decides to emigrate

to the U.S.

12L8- February 6, Paraschiv holds a prOss conference in Paris in which

he gives a witness gccolnt of his experiences tith psychiatric
"treatment" as means of political repression .

April 18 - with Soviet subject Painbergp a Czech - Lestinsk7
bmolar-

and a Polep/arasoriv holds a press conference in support of

the 1lee labor union of Klebanov in the Soviet Union .He also

reports on the condition of labor in Romania with emphasis on) ./.
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on the fate that befel to the striking coal miners of the Jiu Valley

in August 1977. This press conference had the support of four

French Labor Union organizations : C.F.D.T., C.G.T., .E.N. and

19-27 avril Trying to return to Romania, Paraschiv is rejected on the

Romanian border ard forcibly placed on a Vienna-bound train .But

following an international campaign of protestsconducted largely

by the above-mentioned French Labor Unions and by the Austrian

0.G.B. union9  he is permitted to enter Romania on July 9 and is

given a job more appropriate to his qualifications. He rem-ns,

however, under permanent surveillance

1979 On March 8 , while standing in front of the apartment inhabited

by Oheorghe Brasoveanu, one of the spokesmen of the Free Union

of Romanian Workingmen, which had just been set up and which

he wanted to join, he was arrested by the Securitate . Taken

to headquarters, he was first violently beaten and then charged

of being a member of ikd FATAR (Prenchi terroristic organization

He wAs furthermore warned that he might get killed in a well-

staged accident should he persist making trouble , The foregoing
on March 9

was brought to our attention/by Paraschiv himself when wa
very briefly

succeeded in contacting him/by telephone.

Ever since, all attempts *xxax --f-k---xkft by orgRizations

like Amnesty International, APL- CIO and the French labor unions

to contact Paraschiv ended in failure. Not even his xmm son

4a .S. resident) succeeded in making contact with him or any

other member of his family .

FRENCH COMMITTEE FOR THE DEFENSE OF THE RIGHTS OF MAN
IN ROMANIA
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THE COMMITTEE FOR THE DEFENSE OF THE ROMANIAN TRANSYLVANIA

COMITETUL PENTRL' APARAREA TRASIL\ANIEi ROMANESTI

sox 6272 Detroit, Michigan 48234

3 - A T - " . 71 .

* r)harma- and s"t.-"hed reters of the omttt e,

Appreciatis.r thir r-rarteJ opportunity to t'-nttfy befcr, the
,omitte ,.': 'ays and Mcar:,we,thme metr: -:" th' "ummittee for the
Lefenre of *r,, ?,oaranlan .ransyJvania,lsnorporated ,,lt.h the Departament
0f ,orfYervs,.ana-, 21 :4,-a,,wiere you 'l1 fi?.d tr,,. aroer t Romanian

:. o tinr ojr supportwe bet rve thats
- ie Ieftsnitely Jialike the conmunir-t rerismr of Roma nia,and

for this rea:.or,w! e.Mr rated to the Lrited 7tate.. of America.
- The wine netermlnatlon of the President ol '.he USA to recommend

the continuation of the AL'> 2tatuts in trade to R,).carnia,correspords to
the arlert desire for tue economical prosperity of Pomanzia confessed
.y t1 AmericAns of Fcranlan descent who tong to the old middle of
t-, r..ad imtirration ,-roup into the !,3A.-

A new ex'ens!on of the XFN Z:tatuts to i'omanla,is not just a simple
Tatter of Lureucrati --i'nvinr but the best American way to strengthen
.orAna's U dependent policies,helping uur Yother Country to continue
it's friendly relations with countries of differiro- pol ticalteconomlc
systemz,anonp -.. h,that w.th the Unite! states of Arerica should be
considered the sort we!eomed and real victory of Pcorlcan trade and
dip! oracy.

- We are concerned thet the approval by the C:nrrers of the USA
of :'r.JI.,XY "AT:2''s recommendation for the exten:nion of Waiver Authority.
made on Y.:a&:1,l9C,wl]! gIve the necessary impulse tc the economical
relations development between the two Ccntries which,reciprocally,wilI
hare comerclal§polltical benefits,ercouraglnr Romania to maintain &

strenghter it's !.ndepr.derce resistirrf- the Mocow hard political prresuro.
In conclus tr,w' ntrogly express our hopes that the Distinpulshed

Wayz and Fean:: Ccxm.ttne will give our"STAT'IC:.NT OF .S'.FPORT" it's due
consideratior,and approve our reqpst for the benefit of our dearest
countriesiT!2. U!.IT.SD STATr3Z OF AMEH.ICA andliCM.ANIA .

Thank you X:r,Zhairran and thank you dintirp-vlshed members of the
'days and ::eanc Comnittee.

0MMX17TT:'22 FC3 THE DEFENSE OF ROMANIAN TiRANSIVANIA

!resident and Spiritah Advi.,;:"

"9" Members of the oj.ttee:

. ./ L....

Ct

Vice President,

0uU MuC?

6v,^OC

-7T2 0-80-26

.'u-. , 9

lJ

&". ", stl
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Mr. Chairman, distinguished Members of the Committee,

My-name Is Istvan 0. Gereben. I am the Executive Secretary of the Coordinating
Committee of Hungarian Organizations in North America, the consultative
body of all major Hungarian Organizations in the United States and Canada.
It Is In this capacity that I am making this testimony.

We are grateful for the opportunity to present our views on the subject
considered by the Subcommittee today.

With respect to Rumania, we presented our views in testimonies submitted
to this Subcommittee In the past two years. We opposed the waiver
applicable to the Socialist Republic of Rumania. Our testimonies were
based on undisputable documentation of the violations committed by the
Rumanian Government against the basic human and nationality rights of
Hungarians living In Rumania. The situation did not Improve.

Two weeks ago Stefan Andrel, the Foreign Mininster of Rumania met with
Hans-olietrich Genscher, the Foreign Minister of the Federal Republic of
Germany.

The two foreign ministers discussed the situation of the German minority
of Rumanla.

The official English language weekly bulletin of the West German Government,
"The Week In Germany", in its May 30th issue reported the following about
this meeting:

"Genscher expressed apo that Rumania will continue to permit
emigration to the Federal Republic, but he also maintained
that many of these people would choose to stay in Rumania if
they could practice their professions and preserve their
cultural heritage."

The West-German Government approached the issues of minorities in Rumania
with extreme caution and in the past refrained from public criticism of
the discrimination with which the Rumanian Government treats the Germans
and Hungarians of Rumania. The public acknowledgment of discriminatory
treatment of the minorities in Rumania indicates that the "policy of
silence" practiced before did not produce the hoped-for results. On the
contrary, the situation of the minorities in Rumania deteriorated to a
point which cannot be tolerated any further. Foreign Minister Genscher
seemingly contradicts the official U. S. Government position as expressed
In the State Department's-Human Rights Report for 1979 which referring
to the "alleged" discriminatory treatment of Hungarians In Rumania,
states that "no conclusive evidence" of such treatment could be found by
the Oepartment. I suggest that the United States consult with the Federal
Republic of Germany in order to obtain the evidence which convinced Foreign
Minister .Genscher to break the silence of his government on this Issue.

-1-

I
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Detailed update of the situation of the Hungarian minority in Rumania are
being submitted by the Committee of Transylvania, Inc. and the Committee
for Human Rights In Rumania. We support those statements and their
conclusions.

Since there are no Improvements In the treatment of Hungarians in Rumania,
we oppose the approval of the extension of authority under the Trade Act
of 1974 to waive the freedom of emigration requirements under Section 402,
and for continuation of the waiver applicable to the Socialist Republic
of Rumania.

With respect to Hungary, we would like to call the attention of the
Subcommittee to the shooting of three young Hungarians at the Austrian
border two weeks ago. The three young Hungarians tried to escape to the
West. One is In a hospital In Eisenstadt, two were captured by the border
guards watching over the Iron Curtain.

In the wake of this event, the questions rise: If the Hungarian Government
is implementing Its strict emigration laws so liberally as It is claimed
by the State Department, then why is it necessary for three youngsters to
choose such an elaborate, Illegal and life endangering method to reach the
West? Furthermore, if the Hungarian regime is so enlightened, as It is
claimed, why was it necessary to react with a lethal hall of bullets to
an act - Illegal border crossing - which is punished with revocation of
passport or deportation by more civilized governments?

It Is suggested that the Subcommittee in order to find answers to these
questions, Interview the young injured Hungarian in Austria and the
Ambassador of the Hungarian People's Republic in Washington.

The United States should refine its approach to the linkage of trade and
human rights in respect to Hungary.

Hungary, now more than ever, depends on Western machinery, technology and
management techniques. Perhaps we are at a point where our flexing of
economic muscle - tempered by astute diplomacy - c( ld yield some political
dividend In Hungary.

We should make It clear to the regime in Hungary that the extensions of
waiver are not automatic. We also should notify the Government In Hungary
that the trade agreement under which MFN treatment is extended to Hungary
and expiring a year from now wili not be renewed if events such as the
brutal shooting of three young Hungarians will recur, and the strict laws
governing emigration will not be modified.

Granting MFN status to Hungary has not resulted in the substantial promotion
of-the objectives of Section 402 of the Trade Act as the President determined
in his message to the Congress on June Ist, 1979.

The generally poor performance of the regime in Hungary concerning other
aspects of basic human rights were reported by our Committee in previous
testimonies before this Subconittee. No changes were observed in the
past year. We recommend that Congress, as a condition for approval of
extension of authority under the Trade Act of 1974 to waive the freedom
of emigration requirements under Section 402 and for continuation of the
waiver applicable to the Hungarian People's Republic, persist in its demand
for the unequivocal Implementation of the letter and the spirit of Section
402 of the Trade Act of 1974.

I request that the report by REUTER about the escape attempt by three young
Hungarians and the article titled: "The Hungarian Miracle" by Miklos Haraszti
giving an authoritative analysis of the status of human rights In Hungary be
made part of my testimony and be Included In the record.



REPORT BY REUTER ABOUT THE ESCAPE ATTEMPT BY THREE YOUNG

HUNGARIANS

"EISENSTADT, Austria, May 30, REUTER.- Three Hungarian Youths seeking asylum
in the West crashed a truckhrough a nearby border checkpoint under a hall of
gunfire today, but two were Immediately captured by Hungarian border guards.

Austrian and Hungarian officials met later In a mixed commission to determine
whether the border guards had breached International procedures by crossing
onto Austrian territory.

Officials said the truck straddled the border when It was finally halted by
the barrage. Its cab, which was torn away In the crash, came to rest on the
Austrian side.

Gabor Baksa, 20, a deaf-mute transport worker, was pried from the wrecked cab
by Austrian police and was the only one of the three to reach Austria. He was
hospitalized with head and other injuries.

He told Austrian police that he, Peter Ozsvath,20, and Mihaly Rudl,19, were
Anti-Communists with no hope of receiving official permission to emigrate.

Mr. Baksa said he and his companions stole the Turkish-registered truck from
a Budapest garage during the night. They crashed through road barriers at the
border In Klingen'Fach, six miles from the Hungarian town of Sopron, shortly
after dawn.

REUTER 1611 JP "
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WRITER CLAIMS HIIIA RIGHTS HONORED ONLY SUPERFICIALLY

Paris IRODAU4I UJSAG in Hungarian Jul-Aug 79 pp 1-2

(Article by Miklos Haraozti: "The 'Hungarian Miracle"']

(Text] Introduction: Miklos Haraszti, who appears
for the first time with his writing in the IRODAIXI
UJSAC, does not have to be introduced at length to
our readers. In our January-February, 1974 issue we
have reviewed extensively the minutes of those legal
proceedings in Budapest in the course of which the
29-year-old author and sociologist was convicted
andi fas given 8 months suspended sentence for
"serious incitement." At the center of the indict-
ment stood the manuscript of his book entitled
"Darabber" (Piece Wage], in which he sumarized
his experiences in the Red Star Tractor Factory.
Since then, the book has appeared in the West In
several languages.

At the present time, Niklos Raraszti is oc a study
tour in the West and in January of thii year he parti-
cipated in Florence in an international conference whose
topic was: "Democracy and Thinking Differently in East-
ern Europe." The following article Is the text of his
lecture at that conference.

When following Western press reports about Hungary, it is almost as if we
were faced with Spain of the 1960's which was only waiting for Juan Carlos.
The picture that these reports present about Hungary could also have served
as Spain's coat-of-aras In those years.

The setting in this instance is also a monolithic corporate state, which.
denies civil liberties to Its citizens. We can only vaguely make out in
the background the outlines of a democratic revolution that had been put



down with the help of outside intervention. In the foreground stand consoli-
dation and stabilization on every front. There Is a relatively balanced
economic development, active engagement in the world market, as well as a
pragmatic technocracy-in possession of power. The irreconcilable elements are
either in immigration or in isolation. Prisons nowadays seldom get new in-
mates. The working classes are working. and they live better tan ever be-
fore. The whole picture of the coat-of-arms is lighted up by the sun of
tourism and international recopition.

Very few of the observers can withstand the temptation to also view the se-
quence on the basis of the Spanish model. An Orwellian government was never
more popular with the free press than the current Hungarian Government. One
could put a whole dictionary together from those cliches and commonplace
expressions whereby the International press tries to convey to its readers
the impression that, contrary to the neighboring countries, In Hungary It
is not Impossible for a progressive democratic transformation to take place.

But if the hero of Smprun's book "The War Has Ended," were to live in Hun-
gary, he would have even more reason than his Spanish counterpart to reject
this optimistic view. In contrast to foreigp observers, he would clearly
see that there Is no chance in Hungary for the rise of a Juan Carlos. He
would recognize that the praises directed at the pragmatic and flexible
dictatorship are simply congratulations for a well-performed trade. He
would know that the Spanish parallel is applicable only up to the halfway
point.

The climate of Hungarian society is being influenced by the frigid winds
of Siberia, and not by the warmth of the Mediterranean. This society has
only a tired memory of the revolution. It does have a tired intelligentsia,
but it lacks an upcoming intelligentsia. It does have dissatisfied youth,
but it lacks an enthusiastic youth. It does have citizens with a split
personality, but it lacks independent-minded citizens. Its working classes--
all intellectual theoreticians not withstanding--ould not be willing to
oppose the centers of power, unless they were to be pushed into the corner
and were hungry. They are not sworn to any kiud of historical necessity.
As long as they have something to feed their children, they accommodate
themselves to their subjugated conditions.

It should be evident even from this that somprun'o Hungarian heroes have
to face a different kind of power than the original hero. I have in mind
not only the fact that this power-faithful to the Soviet type of socialism--
is exercising a much greater degree of control over society than do the
rival dictatorships. Hungarian state socialism differs even from that of
its neighbors only In that it has recognized and uses its power in accordance
with its true nature.

In 1956 this power had a chance to come face to face with that explosive
force which can only be elicited by merciless oppression. Today it already
views with a certain disdain its neighbors who are still able to perceive
power only in administrative terms and who trust nothing but prisons. Ini-
tially, Hungarian politicians were forced to recognize, then they understood
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and still later they cane to like the unique force of impotence of the systm
of state socialism. The concentration of political, military, economic and
cultural powers Into a simple center is in itself a force of such magnitude,
end such compelling power within the frame of everyday life, that even its

-siaring use is sufficient to ensure continuity. The Budapest government it-
self vent through a process of self-education, until finally It reached this
state of wisdom that is appropriate even for Confucius.

"one mst grant breathing space to the intelligentsia, and not suppress it with
the help of the state. One must strive for the faithfulness of one's citi-
sans not vith the help of stupid policemen but through careful selectivity ad
a "numerus clausus" in the educational system. One must ensure that he who
moves within the channels of the system should enjoy tangible advantages.
Instead of handling them as cases for high treason, one must attempt to
make the inflexible frame somewhat more flexible and more viable."

In Budapest they have come to understand that neither the technocrats, nor
the scholars, nor even the artists are necessarily the vanguards of the
struggle for liberty. They may become such vanguards but only if their
aspiration remain unfulfilled. In general, the regime came to realizethat
these functionally leading social strata, which in a nationalized industrial
society have occupied the place of the bourgeoisie, also have real interests.
Moreover, it has remained unperturbed by the recognition that these inter-
ests can in fact be satisfied in a monolithic state.

This is how the "Hungarian miracle" came into being. Hungarian society is
in the process of demonstrating that it can be transformed from a post-
Stalinist crisis-society into a lasting civilization; and with careful con-
eessions, the planning, organizing, directing and cultural intelligentsia
can become supporters of the monolithic state. It is not enough for these
strata to serve the state. Security demands that they should also consti-
tute the state. Without relinquishing its monolithic identity, the Hungarian
state has reoriented itself to become the real protection of the interests
of these new strata that are the products of the prpcess of total nationali-
zation.

The technocrats and the economists generally do not protest when the state
strips the workers under their supervision of their rights. The primary
consideration of these specialists is that the state should not impede such
pragmatic reforms that are intended to make supervision into a true and
effective system.

The scientist's goal is to be able to pursue research. Thus, until state
guidance means simply the availability of equipment and of orders--in Other
words real influence, and not commitment to stupid dogmas-they have no
reason to try to act independently. Why couldn't for example, sociologists
study real social conflicts? All one has to do is to oblige them to finish
their conclusions with useful proposals for the state. They should not
try to be soclologs a of sociology, but rather sociologists of the state.
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Not even artists are necessarily trustees of the holy spirit of liberty. They
are not really born enemies of the totalitarian state. According to a cynical
Hungarian Joke-vhich is typical of Budapest and not of Solzhenitsyn--if
Solthenitsyn would have been appointed in time to the presidency of the
Writers' Union, then his "Gulag" would never have been written. Moreover,
if someone else would have authored it, Solzhenitsyn would undoubtedly have
voted for his expulsion. Directed culture is in fact a viable one and the
artists themselves can keep it going. This is the recognition that signifies
the apogee of the Hungarian Government's unquestionable wisdom. Nationalized
art assures considerable advantages to the artists; and all one has to do Is
to guarantee these advantages.

Artists must not be viewed as propagandists, but rather as advisors. They
should not be obliged to illustrate party decisions. Rather, they should be
the tacit and artistic voices of those powers that may serve to hinder the
process of integration. The artist has to be transformed into a responsible
expert, into the elaborstor of aesthetic needs of public and private life.
The obligation of the state is to put into effect the views of these ad-
visors. And why shouldn't the state do this, even to the extent of giving
in to criticism, when these artists are simply producing expert opinions of
the state's own welfare?

The enlightened version of this directed culture can really produce "miracles.'
Thus, in 1977, the most famous member of the 1956 writers' generation has
openly condemned the Czechoslovak authors of Charter 1977, as well as its
few Hungarian supporters. We have no reason to doubt that he had expressed
his honest opinion. But one must also know the fact that in the meanwhile
he had become the official prince of the writers, as well as a subject in
the comprehensive examinations preceding graduation from secondary schools.
The makers of cultural policy know that even without censors, artists gen-
erally practice self-censorship, especially if it is possible to keep alive
a voluntary commitment toward the common welfare. All these formulators have
t- do Is to watch that in the eyes of the artists they should be identified
vith the system which officially supports the artists' prestige. I know of
many good artists also here in the West who-being'subjected to the whims of
the marketplace--are dreaming precisely of such a situation of being supported
by such an all-powerful patron. One can hardly doubt that nowadays a cen-
tralized society can lend its weight more than ever before to the support of
artistic recognition. There are very few artists who can withstand the pres-
sures of such a great recognition. In Hungary they even know that insofar
as there are such dissenting artists, they don't have to be imprisoned. All
they have to do is to give an artist an exit visa. Then he can talk without
self-censorship at various dissident international conferences. But he can-
not really state with clear conscience that his arguments against directed
culture represent any kind of artistic concensus in Hungary.

In short, the Hungarian regime has recognized that it can avoid producing
Its own Juan Carlos's and its own Dubcek's. It thus became the pioneer of
the civilization of state socialism. It is searching for new paths and for
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methods of survival for this social system, which is already the most success-
ful experimentation of an industrial society in its effort to cast off the
dead weight of human rights. Hungarian politics i consciously searching for
those concessions which are not weakening the post-Stalinist foundations.
The culminating result of these achievements is the fact that in Hungary
there is no independent culture.

Dissidents who appear at international forums complain about the Hungarian
system-in total disagreement with the generally conciliatory views of the
Westerners-nowadays generally strike a very sorry figure. I have no inten-
tion of claiming that life in Hungary is not such more tolerable than in
several of the neighboring states. But I vould like to point out two facts
concerning the present and the future, so as to lessen our illusions.

My concern is the question of progress. Not only Marxists have fallen into
the error of interpreting historical evolution as necessary progress. Such
optimism might lead to the falsification of the goals that Hungarian society
has already achieved or can achieve under the present system.

It is misleadingly optimistic and specifically wrong to assert that Hungary
has made gains in the area of human rights. The regime has refused to engage
in open trials wherein known Intellectuals would be accused. But this does
not mean that it would fall to persecute unknown workers, students and others
of the lover ranks with the same unchanged rigidity, should they try to prac-
tice their freedom of speech. Like in the 1950's. even a single expression
is enough to land one in jail. Many hundreds of legal proceedings are being
initiated on the basis of the legal paragraph that limits freedom of speech.
This paragraph No 127 of the Law Code is the very same paragraph that is
being used in the neighboring countries to sentence noted intellectuals.
About half of these proceedings end with prison sentences. At the present
moment 140 persons are in jail for having expressed differing views. Thus,
the popular Western view that in Hungary there are no political prisoners Is
sadly untrue. The number of these trials is not really less, even in ab-
solute numbers, than in the neighboring states. While this misinformation
is bad enough, it is even worse that the Hungarian intellectuals fall to
protest against this clearcut violation of human rights. This lack of pro-
test does not speak for progress even if it appears that way. This is a new
piece of information on the nature of the "Hungarian miracle."

Nor is the score more favorable in other areas of human rights. Hungarian
regulations concerning passports are less liberal than their Polish counter-
parts. Moreover, passports are being denied to many hundreds per year simply
because of political reasons. The right of assembly has iot changed at all
since 1948. Everything that seems like progress in this area stems from
the more relaxed attitudes and of the actual privileges enjoyed by a select
group. Western visitors should not entrust the cabbage to the goat. If
they do not wish to confuse certain well-selected privileges with alleged
progress in human rights, then they should not try to secure their Informa-
tion from members of this select group.
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The general view about the potential future of Oungarian state socialism
also needs to be corrected. The "Hungarian miracle" is not a trend that
under fortunate circumtshces might lead to democratization, end under les
fortunate circumstances to a conflict with reactionary neighbors. Neither
this nor that ts the question here. What we see really is an undertaking
that has released the hidden historical reserves of the state socialist
system and then, avoiding the formation of an opposition, It reached a degree of
stability. But viewing the absence of an opposition as proof for a trend
to ard freedom does not say much for the strong democratic conviction of the
individual. The limits of Hungarian developments are mectly there, where
the similar limits of the other state socialist systems--more specifically
where the rights to freedom begin. Neither today nor in the future can the
current Hungarlan regime crespass these limits. Illusions concerning these
limits were clearly liquidated by the Czechoslovak intervention of 1968. Not
even the Hungarian intelligentsia shares these illusions anymore. Its sup-
port, therefore, o all the more pragmatic.

The moral lesson of the Hungarian developments io that progress should not
be measured by the number of repressive measures against noted personalities.
The progress of liberty has on1y one reliable scale, namely the number of
free individuals. Thus, in spite of the greater repression in today's Poland,
Polish society is still freer than its Hungarian counterpart. The reason for
this is that there are more individuals who dare and vant to speak, act and
live without self-censorship.

HungarLan state socialism with all its air of liberalism demonstrates only
what the other state socialist systems demonstrate with the air of terror-
Ism, namely that there are no institutional guarantees for freedom. The
whole history of socialim is a proof of the pointlessness of that tendency
according to which we are trying to secure freedom through the transformation
of Institutions. A controlled individual is Just as much at the mercy of
a liberal state socialist government, as he was at the mercy of a terroristic
state. We are not going to be aided by some sort of a scientific solution
either. We can only change ourselves. This, of course, is a possibility that
not even the "Hungarian miracle" can prevent. .As It is evident, I am not a
pessimist.

9271
CSO: 2500

/This translation was published in Joint Publications Research Service Report
No.74241: 'East Europe Report: Political, Sociological and Military Affairs,
No.1718" 25 September 1979. pp 15-20. /
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Congressional Research Service
The Library of Congress

Washington, D.C. 20540 August 7, 1980

TO : Honorable Abraham Ribicoff
Attention: Harold Lux

FROH : Central Research Section
Foreign Affairs and National Defense Division

SUBJECT : Emigration From Romania

United States-Romanian relations entered a new phase with the granting

of most favored nation (MIN) status to Romania in August 1975. With this

action the U.S. allowed Romania to become the first Comuinist nation to be

granted HFN status under the term of the Jackson-Vanik Amendment of the

1974 Trade Act. 1/ Under this act "nonmarket economy" countries which receive

MFN treatment must either have open emigration policies or demonstrate that

they are making significant progress toward that end. Thus, since 1975

Romania's KYN status has come up for review annually in the U.S.- Its

renewal is contingent on Romanian emigration practices.

Romania's record on emigration since the granting of FN has been a

mixed one. An overall increase in the number of Romanians being allowed

to emigrate has been counterbalanced by downward trends in some specific

categories of emigration as well as by increasingly difficult procedures

for obtaining a passport. Now, a Romanian wishing to emigrate must face a

longer and more complicated application process in addition to the years

of unemployment, social isolation, and harassment which normally accompany

the expression of a desire to leave. Since 1978 people wishing to emigrate

1/ Poland and Yugoslavia, two Communist countries which already enjoyed
U.S. KFN status prior to passage of the Jackson-Vanik amendment were not subject
to its terms.
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have been required to get on a waiting list for a pre-application form which

must be accepted before a person can obtain the application form itself.

Also, a six month waiting period has been established before a new pre-

application or application form cAn be applied for after one has been

rejected. The result of all of this has been fewer applications and even

more years of waiting for those who go through with the process.

But the outlook for Romanian emigration is not completely gloomy.

Even though Ceausescu's regime is often characterized as the most repres-

sive in Eastern Europe, since 1975 there have been many pressures on bin

to loosen his tight hold on Romanian society. In addition to the increased

U.S. scrutiny of his emigration policies which he is now subject to, his

signing of the Helsinki accords in 1975 has given the international community

a legitimate interest with respect to human rights in Romania. The Helsinki

agreement has also been the spark for unprecedented protests against

Ceausescu within Romania--the most famous of these being the human rights

protest led by Paul Goma ismedately before the Belgrade Conference In 1977,

and Karoly Kiraly's 1978 open letter protesting the condition of the Hungarian

minority in Romania. All of these events have combined to force emigration

concessions from a leader whose desire for independence from the Soviet Union

has necessitated his great concern for good relations with the West.

Before examining the statistics on emigration several caveats are in

order. The most important concerns the nature of the Romanian regime. Like

all Soviet-bloc nations, Romania believes that the interests of the state take

precedence over the interests of the individual. Thus the Romanian government

feels it is legitimate to control the movement of its citizens since loss of

manpower could be disastrous for a country with such a low rate of population

growth and high rate of industrialization. The regime discourages emigration
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to the point of harassment and accompanies this policy vith continous nationalis-

tic appeals to all Romanians to work for the good of their nation. The only

reason for emigrating which the authorities view as legitimate is family

reunification-and this often only when accompanied by pressure from the West.

Evaluating Romania's progress is also complicated by the fact that

accurate statistics on the size of the different minorities and those wish-

Ing to leave are impossible to obtain. Romania seems interested in Minimizing

the size of its minorities while members of the minorities have an incentive to

deny their nationality to avoid discrimination and enhance the prospects of pro-

fesslonal advancement. Thus the figures given are rough approximations at best.

Romania's largest ethnic minoritieseeking actively to emigrate are the

Germans and the Javs. The situation of the German community has been the most

encouraging in recent years. Estimates of the total number of ethnic Germans

in Romania vary from a low of 300,000 to a high of 600,000 with the majority

agreeing on a figure around 400,000. It is believed that the Romanians treat

their German minority relatively well--allowing them to maintain German schools

and German comnities. 2/ Still, the majority of Germans in Romania wish to

join their relatives in West Germany. Although Romanis is reluctant to let

its highly skilled German population go, West Germany -to Romania's largest

trading partner in the West-a fact which entitle the FRG to cooperation from

Romania in the area of emigration. Thousands of ethnic Germans have emigrated

to West Germany in recent years under the terms of bilateral FRO--Romanian

agreements.

2/ Washington Post, June 13, 1977, "Germans Coming 'Rome'", p. 35
by Michael Gelter.
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Table I indicates the dramatic increase 4n emigration to Germany which

has taken place recently:

Table 1: Romanian Emigration to West Germany 3/

Year Total Annual Eisration

1975 3,870
1976 2,720
1977 10,000
1978 11,000

Although the 1979 figure was slightly lower-9,681--figures for the

first six months of 1980 Indicate a yearly total of 10,000-12,000. 4/

Thus the overall picture on Romanian eigration to Germany is encouraging.

The situation of the Jewish community is more mixed. Since Romania is

the only Soviet-bloc nation which maintains diplomatic relations with Is-

rael, the Jews in Romania have been far better off than their counterparts

in other comunist countries. They are afforded such privileges as kosher

restaurants, a Jewish state theater, and Yiddish and Hebrew newspapers. But

exit visas are still very difficult to obtain and it is doubtful that they

are allowed the complete cultural and religious freedom which Chief Rabbi

Moses Rosen claim they enjoy.

The sils of the Jewish community in Romania is the subject of a lot

of debate. Estimates range from the official figure of 25,000 to a high of

80,000. A State Department spokesman said that the most acceptable figure

Is 35-40,000, and indeed this is the one that most sources seem to use.

3/ World Refugee Crisis: The International Communityls Response,
CR8 report, August 1979, p. 186.

4/ Implementation on the Final Act of the Conference on Security and
Cooperation in Europe: Finding & Recommendations Five Years After Helsink,
August 1980, prepared by Commission on Security and Cooperation in Europe
(to be published in three weeks).
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As with the German minority, the many Jewish people see emigration as the

solution to the problems they find in Romania. After World War I the

Jews were allowed to emigrate relatively easily, but as the Jewish popu-

lation dwindled to a small fraction of its postwar size the authorities

began to clamp down. Emigration to Israel has decreased drastically in

recent years. (see Table 2)

Table 2: Romanian Emigration to Israel 5/

Year Total Annual Emigration

1975 2,140
1976 2,034
1977 1,334
1978 1,200

There is no agreement over the reason for this phenomenon. Western

observers are not sure whether it is due to the Romanian government's restric-

tive emigration policies or whether the reason is that there are few Jews left

in Romania.who wish to emigrate. Although the Romanian government would like

the latter explanation to be accepted, it seems unlikely given the many known

cases of Jews who have tried to emigrate for years still being denied passports.

In contrast to this discouraging trend Romanian emigration to the U.S,qof which i

.s estimated 10 to 25 percent is Jewishhas increased dramatically since the gran-

ting of MFN status. (see Table 3)

Table 3: Number of Romanians given permission to leave for the U.S. 6/

Year Total Annual Emigration

1975 890
1976 1,021
1977 1,240
1978 1,775
1979 1,600

5/ Ibid.

6/ Ibid.
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Progress has also been made regarding cases on the U.S. Representation

List'although it usually takes years for the people concerned to be allowed

to emigrate.

Although not directly related to the emigration issue, the alleged

discriminatory treatment of the ethnic Hungarian minority in Romania has

aroused much concern in this country in recent years. Romania's Hungarian

population represents the largest ethnic minority in Europe with an estimated

size of two million-about 10% of the total population of Romania. The

Hungarians are concentrated in Transylvania--a land whose ownership has

changed hands between Romania and Hungary several times in this century.

Unlike the other ethnic and religious groups in Romania, the Hungarians do

not wish to leave Transylvania which has been their homeland for centuries.

Instead they are concerned with improving conditions In Romania--specifically,

maintaining their Hungarian identity, and putting an end to what they see

as a policy of forced assimilation being directed against them by the Romanian

authorities.

The plight of the Hungarians was brought to the forefront in 1978 when

Karoly Kiraly, a former high official in the Romanian Communist Party, wrote

an open letter to Ceausescu protesting Romanian discrimination against its

Hungarian population. Some of the things he complained about were Job dis-

crimaation, the decreased use of Hungarian in schools and in the cosMnity

and the severe restrictions placed on contact with relatives in Hungary.

Kiraly's protest caused a response from the Hungarian regime which had

hitherto been silent about the minority issue. The result was a 1977 meeting

between CeausesCtnd Kadar during which respect for the rights of the Hungar-

ian minority in Romania and the Romanian minority in Hungary were promised.

But no progress has been made in that area thus far. The official Romanian

68-772 0-80-26
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response to complaints of discrimination Is repression and denial-Ceausescu

claim all Romanians enjoy the same rights regardless of ethnic origin. Thus

the plight of the large Hungarian community In Romania remains uncertain at

this timm.

Overall Romania's record on emigration is encouraging, although the

Ceausescu regime sakes the emigration process long and difficult. The number

of emigrants has steadily Increased and many observers believe that there Is

promise of a continuation of that trend if the West keeps up its pressure on

Romania and Ceausescu remains concerned about friendly relations with the West.
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NATIONAL FOREIGN TRADE COUNCIL, INC.
10 ROCKEFELLER PLAZA * NEW YORK, N. Y. 10020 ( (2121 581-6420

August 1, 1980

The Honorable Abraham Ribicoff, Chairman
Subcommittee on International Trade
Committee on Finance
U.S. Senate
Washington, D.C. 20510

Dear Mr. Chairman:

The National Foreign Trade Council, whose membership
comprises a broad cross section of highly diversified interests
engaged in all aspects of international trade and investment,
supports the President's reco mendation for a further exten-
sion of the authority under the Trade Act of 1974 to waive the
freedom of emigration requirements under Section 402 thereof.

Extension of the waiver authority will allow continued
Most-Favored-Nation treatment with the Socialist Repubic of
Romania, the Hungarian People's Republic and the People's
Republic of China, and will assure further growth In our
economic relations with these countries.

The United States currently enjoys a favorable trade
balance with each of those countries, and we believe that ex-
pansion of this trade will be in the national interest. Non-
discriminatory trade helps create an environment of cooperation
and reduced tension in which vital national objectives can best
be achieved.

It is respectfully requested that this statement on be--
half of the National Foreign Trade Council be included in the
record of the hearings.

Sincerely yours,

Richard W. Roberts
President

IRT Rbg

Founded In 1914. the Natlk oeni rn Trade Couacilnc Is.a privaim non-rno& orpanlailo
twfo t she po on a&d puetloe of United SUN*e lokiadoea tade and Invesimat
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LOUIS L LOTE, niw
216 Yarmouth Rd.

Rochester, N.Y. 14610
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Mr. Chairman and distinguished members of the Subcommittee on
International tradee i

I thank again for the opportunity to be able to participate at this'

hearing and to sot forth my views and these of the COmmittee of Transylva-

na, Our organisation has been working in the last 15 year on behalf of

Rumania's suppressed nationalities, particularly its largest and oldest
Hungarian population which is oonoentrated in the formerly Hungarian pro-
vino, of Transylvania,

Their estimated number is about 2&5 million. Counting the close to A

a million strong German community% and smaller groups of SerbianUkrainian

Russian and other nationals living in Transylvania, the total number of non-

Rumanians may amount to 42-46 % of the total population of that province*

The HunWrians alone sake up about 33 s

In view of these figures and of the fact that Hungarians have been 34-

ving in Transylvania for thousand years, you, Gentlemen, have every right

to believe that Hungarians are at home in their and their ancestors' home-

landTransylvania and enjoy equal rights with the Rumanian population of

the province.

Nothing is farther from the truth. Hung"rian, in fact, are second

rate citizens in their native land.

They must not use their motherlanguage at any government offices and

servioes(railwayt bus, poet office, telephontelegraph,eto), nor can they

use Hungarian at 3aw-courts. The number of Hungarian elementary and high-

schools or even Hungarian classes in Rumanian schools have been dangerous-
ly reduced in the last few years by government decrees, that some 23-30%
of the Hungarian children never have the chance to learn his mother lan-
guage (except at home) and study the rest of the other subjects in Hunga-
rian. What's morel Rumanian schools serve the curious purpose of degrading

Hungarian pupils by eostatio glorification of Rumaniah history olima&dng
f.
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ia sheer untruths, and calling Hungarians "intruders'0 "vagabonda who do
not belong in Rumania* The official teaching goes as far as stating that
the Rumsaian people are the most glorious, the most magnificent people on
earths a veritable "Herrenrasse' t s But if the father of the Hungarian ohild
explains him or her about Hungarian aohievenenta in Transylvania and the
child asks about then from the Rumanian teaohor, ohanOes are tbt the poor
kid will be beaten up by the teacher or the Rumanian classmates, and the
father by the police.

You may laugh at the Rumanian self-idolization but is deadly serious
to be at the receiving end of constant degradations without any chance of
recourse. And what is the consequenoe of this Rumanian attitude inspired and
maintained by national-communist Rumanians on all level of government and
party organs? Frustration and hatred on all level of comunitiesa, specifi-
cally in Transylvania where an ethnic mixture of population has lived aide by
side for rAW centuries. If someone views animosities between Runa anasRunga-
riana and Germans in Transylvania as a result of past mishandling of the nati-
onality question, he or she fails to recognize the hate-mongering role of the

present minority policies of the now 13 years old Ceausesou-era. Many of the
schools in Transylvania make Rumanian youth hate Hungarians and Germans for
being what they arognonRomanianagand as such they are in the way of the pure
Rumanian state of Rumania which seems to be the major national goal of the
Ceausescu regime. I don't want to believe that the Rumanian people are to be
characterised ollectively as hateful and intolerant toward other nationali-
ties in Rumania. But it in sure that government policies on all levels pro-
note that attitAde, and not without auoes. Minority Hungarians at school
suffer immensely under the heavy pressure, of the hostile environment. Their
hatred of their suppressive masters in the logical result of being constantly
humiliated, degraded.

2he historically Hungarian or German oitieso'stowns, vUllages, and the
entire Szekolyland in Transylvania are being broken up and turned into Ru-
manian dominated places by the aid of systematic, mas resettlement of ethnic
Rumanians from outside Transylvania. Of course, the swift industrialiang pro-
*ess carried out by the Ceausescu gownment night make some dislocation of
peoples necessary. But it is also true that under the pretext of economic
neceesity the entire Hungarian community of TransylvanLa' 6an be disp*rrsed
and so destroyed, and in its place othnie Rumanians resettled. It is only
matter of time. Yesothe life of the Hungarian nation in Rucania seems to be
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condonned to death,.o..if help fails to come.

The placement or transfer of Hungarian intellectual. out of Transylvaaia

into the old Rumanian provinces of Holdavia or Wallachia is seen as another

attack against the Hungarian community of Rumania. When, for instance, a Hun-

garian doctor wants to work where his or her patients are ungarians, yet he

or. she is transferred out of Transylvania, it is hard to bellow the transfer

is an economic necessity. Putting together many sugh examples indicates that

it is done foma systematic de-Hungarianization intent; to gradually deprive

Hungarians from their potential leaders, and trying to Ruhmilnise that Hunga-

rian family, particularly the children who will be brought up in Rumanian

community in Rumanian school.

Teaching the prevailing language of a country is not an excessive demand

by a governmentlbut suppressing the language of national minorities is an evil

pirinoiple and praotioe, also it violates elementary human rights.What's more,

both, Hungarians and Rumanians have been populating the territory of Transyl-

vania and lived side by side for the last 800 years so that both languages are

native and home languages of Transylvania@ A sense of equality should govern

transylvanian language policies between the two languages; in certain areas

the German should enjoy a similar status. A fair balance of the language ques-
tion was-achieved in Northern-Transylvania under Hungarian rule from 1940 to

194 when the Hungarian government made teaching of Rumanian at school compul-

sory for all the students, be it Hungarian, Rumanian or German. Now, 30-40

years later only the Rumanian is oompulsory; Hungarian or German laniuages

are suppressed* A giant step backward, indeed.

Historical sciences are also put in the service of Rumanian nationalistic

policies. The theorie that the Rumanians are descendants of the-anoient Dacians.

and Roman ocooing soldiers is the official Rumanian view which must not be

challenged by any Rdmanian scientist. Countrywide celebratlowof a curious

obscure event, the 2050th annivereary-of the birth of'Dacia, have been going

on this Julyolimaxpd.with a speotaoular show in Buoharest in order to show

the Rumanian nation and to the rest of the world that the Rumanians are the

first and only inhabitant of Transylvania thus the only rightful owner of the

land Of course, Ruanians and any other nations hae the right to celebrate

whatever they want too The implications of the theorie of Daoian desoendenoe

and the celebration thereof are appalling; first the theorie is falsp because

it is undocumented, unproveng,.and because more historical certainty puts the
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first emergence of Rumanian tribes deep in the Balkan peninsula and not in
Daoda. Rumanian historians agree with Hungarian ones in that the first doou-
mented evidence of Rumanians in Transylvania is from 1210,that is 300 years
after the Hungarian conquest of the Carpathian Basin including Transylvaaia.

I believe that nations which have been populating an area for many hund-
red years can and should consider the land of their ancestors as their native,
home land, their only homeland, irrespective which of them was on the land
first preceding the others with a few hundred years. But in the case of Ruma-

nia they promote a false theory for the origin of the Rumanian nation, and

use that false theories to downgrade, humiliate their non-Rumanian fellow -
Transylvanians. What a cynical, unmoral nationalism it is to call people,

like Hungarians, "intruders", "vagabonds" who established thq Carpathian-borx*-
red Hungry(and withiniTransylvania)one thousand years ago, and Germans who
were resettled in Transylvania by Hungarian kings some 800 years ago.

Thus it would be a grave mistake to see the status of Transylvanian Hun-
garians as identical to that of Any ethnic group in the United States. The
difference is obvious and decisive in significance a the United States is a
country of emigrants who more or less gave up their nationality, with it the

education of their offspring in their mothertongue, for a better life, or for
freedom. They might carry on in their free time an ethnic life, using their
mothertongue in the family and with friends from the sane ethnic group, gain-
tamning their original culture and tradition, visiting the old country etc.
But they know that their children or grandchildren will not speak their parents
or grandparents' language, will know little about the; culture and history of
the old country, and they will become - full fledged member of the great Ame-
rican nation, They will also know that they are free to establish ethnic

schools for their children, if they are able to organize and fund them on

their own.

Whereas Rumania is not a country of emigrants. The people of Rumania

have lived in the same land for many centuries whether they are Rumanians,

Hungarians or Germans. Their native land is their homeland no matter how the
name of the country ohangesfrom Hungary to Rumania, and back to Hungary again
(this is the case of Northern Transylvania) and back again from Hungary ti6 Ru-
mania 0 The people in the meantime, of course, remain the'same nationalities.
It would be mentally and physically impossible for a Hungarian to become a
Rumanian, or vice versa, Just because vicissitudes of history moves their
land's political border over their head. It is anybodyts inalienable right to

keep the national identity (However, it seems that only Hungarians are denied
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this rightly as the consequenoe of the Peace Treaty of Trianon,60 years ago,
one out of every three Hungariens still lives in a foreign country neighboring

Hungary.)

The solution for the large Hungarian and German population of Rumania
thus cannot be the same as that of American ethnicityq which is integration

and gradual absorption into a 220 million strong "American" nation.
If anybody wants to suggest that the future of more than 4 million Hun-

garians in Runania, Czechoslovakia and Yugoslavia is to become Rumanian,Czech,

Slovak, Serb, Croat or Austrian, and so full assimilation is the solution of

the minority question in Rumania, that person does not believe in human rights
at all, or he (she) must be ardently anti-Hungarian.

out
Our position was spelled in a memorandum adpoted at our annual meeting

in 1973 and endorsed by all the major Transylvanian oriented organizations
existing at that time such as the American-Transylvanian Federation (U.S.A.),

Movimento Pro Transylvania (Brazil), Australian-Transylvanian Federation
(Australia). We defined our position as follows:

l/ No nation should be destroyed whether by forced assimilation to another
culture or/and the suppression of the nation's original language and culture.

2/ It is the destiny of the Hungarian and Rumanian nations to co-exist

in the Eastern part of the Carpathian Basin, i.e. Transylvania where their
ethnic frontiers overlap.

31/ There can be no fruitful co-existence, true brotherhood, or genuine
peace between oppressed and oppressor, for these things can only exist between

equals.

4/ We believe that the Rumanian Government should give meaningful recog-
nition to the fact that the Hungarians of Transylvania did not immigrate into
Transylvania. To the contrary, Hungarians have been inhabitants of Transylvania

for many centuries, beginning with the time when Hungaryoinoluding the territo-
ry of Transylvaniawas established 1000 years ago. Hungarians' individual right
to Transylvania are inalienable and not a jot weaker than the right of the Ru-

manian population of many centuries.

5/ We believe that the Rumanian Government should fundamentally re-evalu-
ate its thinking on the assimilation of Transylvanian Hungarians. Renouncing
of Rumanianization coupled with good-faith-implementing this change of policy
would be a groat contribution to genuine peace and harmony in that part of the

world.
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6/We believe that the proposals now to follow - if implemented - will
serve to make Transylvania a better place to live for Hungarians and Rumanians
alike,

Our position of 1973 has not changed in the" next 7 years and our propo-
sals made in the 1973 memorandum may resolve the Transylvanian problem satis-
faetorilyr -

1/ Give Transylvania the status of a special province to be governed and
administered by Rumanians and Hungarians in proportion of their respective
population, on all levels of government,

2/ Make Hungarian an official state language, equal ranking with Rumanian,
throughout Transylvania and other former territories of Hungary attached to
Rumania by the Trianon pease treaty.

3/ Grant cultural autonomy to the Hungarian population and discontinue
the present system of making Hungarian cultural institutions atrophied appen-
dages of corresponding Rumanian cultural institutions,

4/ Legislate equality of Hungarians and Rumanians in civil and national
rights in all aspect of human endeavorsaincluding education in mother tongue,
job placement generally and in leadership positions, cultural developments,
moving into cities, and allocation of funds to government controlled institu-
tions and activities,

/ Implement laws against discrimination on all governmental levels with
full vigor in order to wipe out discrimination against the non-Rumanian oiti-
ons of Rumania.

6/ Establish a complete and independent Hungarian school system.
7/ Make the Kolossvar/Cluj Universityq, and other .Hungarian institutions

of higher education Hungarian again.
8/ Renounce the Rumanian national policy aimed at the Rumananizsation,

assimilation and absorption of the Hungarian population of Runania.*More par-
ticularly3

a/ No further alteration of the ethnic structure of Transylvania at
the expense of te Magyar and German population by any meansinoluding re-

settlement of Transylvanian Hungarians outside Transylvania, or Ruwanians
Into Transylvania.

b/ Stop establishing Rumanian schools in Hungarian communities.
a/ Do not send Hungoaian students to universities outside Transylvania@

Rather increase capacity of the Kolozsvar/Cluj Hungarian University and of
other Hungarian higher educational institutions.

4/ stop scattering Hungarian intellectuals in all parts of Rumania
outside Transylvania,
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Some of these proposals may seem radiOa, compared to the gradualism
in the deterioration of the lungarian situation in Rumania. But again the
gradual worsening scoured during the Ceausesou-era mounts to a radical
seape for thebadeaooumulated in the last 15 years. Our proposals also serve

for. 0oneral information for the distinguished members of the Subcommittee
on International Trade, and indirectly for the venerable members of the
United States Senate, as to how Hungarians all over the free world see the
problem of human rights violations in Rumania@

There are many sources of more detailed information on this matterlt'
would be repetitious to list further grievances in my present statement.
Among them I recommend most the elaborate statements of the Committee for
Suman Rights in Rumania, the "Witnesses to Cultural Genooide" containing
first-hand reports on Rumania's Minority Policies written by some of the
leading Transylvanian Hungarian representatives, comunist or note The book
was published in 1979 jointly by the above mentioned oommittee and the Ameri-
can Transylvanian FederationIno, Another book just came off the press this
July having its subject the origin of the Rumanian nation. This scholarly
work, fsTransylvania and the theories of Daoo-Roman-Rumanian continuity" was
published by the Committee of Transylvanias Ino, A oopy of this volume is
being here attachOd.

Transylvania oriented organizations, in their constant efforts to help
ameliorate the fate of the oppressed Hungarians in Transylvaniat thought that
the procedure of annual extension of the Most-favored-nation status for Runa-
nia might serve as a good leverage against Rumanian violations of human rights.
In the last few years we gradually became avare of the growing friendship bet-
ween the U,8, and Rumania, and learned that the alleged independent foreign
politics, emigration policies of and the Inoreased trade with Rumania serve
American interest of considerable degree. We learned 8so'.and we did i1 Ith
a growing sense of disappointment,that our government is ready to meddle in
the internal affairs of a foreign country, Rumania, in behalf of a small, mino-
rity, those who want to emigrate out of Rumania, but largely ignores the plight-
of the overwhelming majority, the Hungarian and German minorities of that
country. In this aspect our government seoas to respect Mr.Coausesous repeated
utterances that Rumania does not permit meddling in their internal affairs by
any foreign governent.This is, of course, the basic tenet of sovereignty, a,
such there is nothing new in it, except that sovereignty is not a license to
any kind of domestic suppression and human rights violations.
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This organization, and I believe all the Transylvania oriented organizations
are grateful that - even if with very low profile - there were dialogues bet-
ween the US and Rumania n government in the Hungarian question last year and
also this year. It is also appreciated that a congressional delegation
went to Rumania to get first hand information on this situation. But we know
too that a member of this delegation, Rep.Richard To Schulse was not able to
got to one of the best sources, Karoly Kiralybeoause this planned meeting
with him was prevented bh Rumanian authorities by all kind of hollow pretexts.

We know that Karoly Kiraly, a deposed Hungarian member of the communist
Rumanian leadership, started a new campaign on behalf of the Hungarians of
Rumania and we know from his that the Rumanian Communsit Party worked up a
plan for the solution of Rumania's minority problems which call for assimila-
tion, homogenization or integration, These three separately listed alternatives
mean all the same thing: cultural genocide.

Hungarians make up appr. 12% of Rumania's total population. (That's our es-
timate.) By their number they do not represent a centraL question of Rumania.
But they make up about one-third of-Transylvania's population. Transylvania
in their homeland, and not Rumania, as a whole. Their past, presence and future

/there is a major problem/for them and for the Rumanians alike. Transylvanian Hungari-
ens, of course, are part of the only Hungarian nation of some 15-16 million.
There is only one Hungarian language, culture, literature whether they are
carried on in HungaryRumania, Czechoslovakia or Yugoslavia. The central

question in my, and many Hungarians$ miAl 3 is the Hungarian nation sow thing
special which is not protected by international pronouncements, common decency,
human rights, is any one out of three Hungarians a slave to be traded,assimi-
lated, homogenized, integrated?

The people of this country have seen.. a great number of interest-groups,
ethnic or business, which try to promote government policies favoring their
own interests and not those of the country. Our ever increasing friendship

with Rumania might be a thorn in many Americans' mind who believe that with
our relations to communist countries we should exercise restraint on ideologi-
oal ground. But politics, including foreign relations, and national interests

do bring.together strange bedfellows. Rumania, with its Stalinist domestic
policies, with the suppression and annihilation-intent of its national minc-
titiea, constant violation of human rights, and its tasteless personal oult
of 1r.Ceausescu (and his family) is one of the least fitting friends of the
United States.
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Students of Rumanian history might justifiedly question the reliability
of this friendship. But if relation has been deemed important for the United
States as it comes out olear from various statements, and particularly stroneY
from this year Joint activities with the Runanians,(suoh as a round table
discussing on human rights in February in Buoharest, a visit by a Rumanian
dekation to the USreoeived by several federal agencies, and by Preaidont

Carter &,-zl Vice-President Mondale, the opening of two new trade promotion
offices, in addition to the three existing ones, an agreement on setting up
a Joint trading company to market Rumanian and Amarican products in Europe
and the Kiddle East, a week-long visit of a Rumanian parliamentary delegation
in the United States), Transylvania oriented organizations have to recognize

Amerioa's interest first.

But why not use friendship to promote human and minority rLghts in a
friendly country, such as Rumania? Human rights are one of the basic natural
right of people which makes human life on this earth worthwhile. If the US
government does n6t press respect for human rights in friendly oountries,it

rums the risk that our entire human rights policies will be interpreted abroad
as a political gimniok applied by our Government as a means of propaganda or

as a political weapon for further ,g Amerioan foreign political ends;--

r respectfully propose to turn the Amerioan-Rumanian friendship into a
vehicle for saving the national minorities of Rumania from annihilation through

lingusti, cultural and resettlement policies of that oomunist government;
in short, saving over three million peoples of Rumania, concentrated in their
historic homeland Transylvania, from cultural genocide.

Germany already acted to save the German population of Rumania. An agree-

ment between Germany(fest) and Rumania providing for 10,000 Germans' annual

emigration from Transyl.vania to West-Germany. In so many years that will be
the end of the half-a-million . strong German community of Transylvania, after
800 years of prospereous life there (under Hungarian governments), But Hans-

Dietrich Gensoher, German foreign-minister recently told his Rumanian counter-
part visiting in Bonn, that Transylvaiian Germans would be happy to stay in
their homeland if RumaniAn. minority policies would radically change for the
better.

Hungarians are tiigeneous inhabitants of Transylvania. Little Hungary
could not absorb 2. million Hungarians from Rumania. The great mass of Tran-
sykvanian Hungarians wants to remain what they had been, what they are: Tram

sylvanian Hungarians, To this they stand up, but they desperately need help
from major powers who believe in human rightsfair play and Justice. So they

need help of the United States,+. A(C J
Inolosure Luis L. Lote
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July 25, 1980

The Hon. Abraham Ribicoff, Chairman
SUBCOIITTEE ON INTERNATIONAL

TRADE, FINANCE COMMITTEE
337 Russell Senate Office Building
Washington, D.C. 20510

Dear Senator Ribicoff:

The Allied Industrial Workers International Union (AFL-CIO)
strongly urges that action be taken to end the Most Favored Nation
status afforded Hungary insofar that it concerns the importation of
truck axles.

We feel. that the Most Favored Nation Status places American
manufacturers at a disadvantage, particularly when it involves nations
whose employers do not face the same conditions as those in private
enterprise. Foreign nations, like Hungary, are able to assist their
manufacturers In a number of ways that are not available to the Ameri-
can manufacturer. Furthermore, there is no free trade union movement,
as is typical in this country, to protect the interests of working
people. Such foreign manufacturers furthermore do not face costly re-
quirements in providing a safe working place, and in other areas.

It is no mystery then that the foreign manufacturer Is ableto export his goods at a rate that Is competitive with that of the Ameri-
can manufacturer. We feel that this puts American businesses, and their
workers, at an unfair disadvantage, and is further adding to our unem-
ployment problems in the nation.

us
Rig
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Most Favored Nation

We are particularly affected by this problem at Kenton, Ohio,
where Local 109 of our union is In a deep layoff status. -The workers
there work for Rockwell International, which manufacturers truck axles,
and a approximately 35% of the 1,200-meer workforce is currently on lay-
off, largely due to imports from Hungary.

We urge your careful consideration to this problem. Thank you.

Sincerely,

Dominick D'Ambrosio
INTERNATIONAL PRESIDENT

cc: 3.B. Arnold, Director
AIW Region 4

Michael Stern

OD/KAG/jw
opelu#9afl-clo
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July 29, 1980

The Honorable Abraham Ribicoff
Chairman
Subcommittee on International Trade
Committee on Finance
337 Russell Senate Office Building
Washington, D.C. 20510

Dear Senator Ribicoff:

As you are considering the extension of the President's
waiver authority under section 402 of the 1974 Trade Act, I
would like to express my support for granting Most Favored
Nation Tariff Treatment for Romania, Hungary, and the People's
Republic of China.

The United States enjoys an overall positive balance of
trade with these three countries and each country has met the
requirements as specified in the regulations of the 1974 Trade
Act. It is my belief that discontinuing fair tariff practices
with our bilateral trading partners would adversely affect our
own country's best interest.

I would also like to take this opportunity to congratulate
you on your continuing efforts to monitor these trade agreements
to ensure that our country's interests are best served.

Sincerely,
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I11-15 SeoewW
Now York, N.Y. 10010
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June 23, 1980

The Honorable Russell Long
Chairman Finance Committee of the
Senate Subcommittee for International Trade
United States Senate
Washington, D. C. 20510

Re: Long-Term Most Favored Nation Treatment for Roumania

Dear Sir:

We, again, ask your favorable decision for Most Favored Nations
consideration to Roumania for an unlimited period of time. Hereto-
fore, this has been annually extended under the authorization of
the Trade Act of 1974, Subsection 402.

Because of the subjection to the annual Most Favored Nation review,
it is difficult both for this company's participation in trade with
Roumania and for our Roumanian counterparts in establishing a sound
and fluid business relationship. In our opinion, Roumania has pro-
ven her worthiness from her cultural and economical exchanges with
the United States, The Peoples Republic of China, Israel, the Arab
countries, and with developing African nations, which is a definite
indication of her willingness to be a good influence in the world
today.

Therefore, baked on these briefly outlined points, it will be a
hindrance to the progress of our relations with Roumania unless
unlimited favored nations consideration to Roumania be allowed.
We wish to thank you for your consideration in giving your support
to this end.

Respectfully yours,

PITMAN-DREITZER,
Division of Lancaster Colony Corp.

64eg 17 IA4 cc: M. Halpern
WILLIAM LOMBARDO F. Civati
Import Manager V. Dimitriuc -

Roumanian Consulate
WL:lci

68-772 0-80-27
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Statement

by

Juliana Ceran Pilon
Visiting Soholar and
Farhart Fellow
Hoover Institution
on War, Revolution and Peace

Stanford University

I want to invite you to go back in tine only seven short years,
to imagine the hope with which dissidents like Alexander Solzhenitsyn
greeted the resolve of the United States Congress to make tangible
its concern for liberty behind the Iron Curtain. In his memoir The
Oak end the Calf Solzhenitsyn tells us how elated he was to see that
"the Jackson-Vanik Amendment was being broadened to include huMan rights
in the U.S.S.R. as well as emigrationI" And why should he not have hoped,
when Senator Henry Jackson, writing in the New York Times of September
9, 1973, stated that the ultimate concern of U. S. foreign policy was
internal Soviet repression: "it is evident," wrote Jackson, "that the
supposed 'relaxation of tensions' in international affairs is not yet
accompanied by a corresponding relaxation of Soviet internal control."
After citing AndreSe -karov's warning that detente without democrati-
zation would be "very dangerous," Jackson then ended by emphasizing
that peace without liberty is mere illusion:

The argument is not between proponents and detractors of detente
but between those who recognize that a genuine era of international
acoonoeation 'ust be based on progress toward individual liberty
and those who choose to pretend otherwise.

And even though a first step toward such progress was seen to involve
eased emigration policies in Comimnist countries, the- ultimate com.mit-
-ent of the Congress was to liberty as such.

Seven years later, despite the weight that the Carter Ainistration
has added to these Congressional commitments, the Jackson-Vanik Amend-
ment lies in near ruin, reduced to a confusing blend of hunanitarian
appearances and realpolitik. Congress and Administration alike seem
content to believe that human rights are being respected if a modest
(mostly Jewish) exodus is permitted from such countries as Romania,
Hungary, and now China. Ihat is worse, the principal reasons now heard
in support of waiving the Amendment in there cases have little to eo rith
human rights: "increased national independence," "gooe trading relations,"
and, all appearances of idealism erased, "a favorable U. S. balance of
trv'e." One can only wonder whether the Jackson-Vanik Aend-ient has not
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already been repbaled--s facto if not do .iure. And maybe it should
be repealed, if only to end the hypocrisy.

Or is it rather that in waiving the Amendment Congress is saying
that it does not believe the endless train of witnesses who have
brought their tragic testimony before this body? For lot us be honests
waiving thatA.Amendment for yet another year is tantamount to ignoring
their pleas. Consider the case of ff' native Romania, which Congress-
man Richard Schulze has called "the most repressive government in
Eastern Europe." Here we have the evidence of five years-the period
since the first waiver of the Amendment. And that evidence is in-
escapables exiled priests attesting to harrassment, imprisonment,
and even torture of those guilty of nothing'more than religious belief;
ethnic Hungarians offering scrupulously documented proof of cultural
genocide; desperate emigrants, Jews and nonJews alike (some having
survived unspeakable ordeals), pleading with us to persuade the Romanian
government to let their relatives go. These are witnesses you all have
heard. But we have in addition the countless letters to Radio Free
Europe from Romanian citizens suffocating from want and repression;
we read the extraordinary personal account of exiled dissident Paul
Goma, entitled The Earthauake of Men, documenting the total disregard
for human liberties under the Ceausescu regime, describing ubiquitous
fear and terror almost unimaginable to the outsider; we have all seen
the latest Amnesty International report, released a few days ago,
about the hundreds of political dissidents (including members of un-
official trade unions, would-be emigrants$ religious activists, and
ordinary critics of government practices) imprisoned in psychiatric
hospitals under barbaric conditions, forced to do "corrective labor,"
imprisoned, tormented. And today comes one more-perhaps the most
graphic-comment on this regime, as a small plane lands Just within the
Austrian border its fuel having run out, with 21 Romanian citizens,
including 8 small children, after having barely missed the high-tension
wires encountered on its low-flying path (required to avoid being de-
tected by radar): these are the risks worth taking to leave one's
home, a country allegedly respectful of human rights-including the
right to emigrate.

In fact, we have the evidence of our own reporters. The Washinrton
Post informed its readers only a couple of weeks ago that Western newsmen
find it virtually impossible to work in Romania, flanked as they are by
an estimated 150 secret police agents and 75 police vehicles-r newsman I
The reasons ssys tho Pot. is- to p-re,nt ".he press from talking to
Romanian citizens. According to correspondent Michael Dobbs, the constant
"harrassment of 'Western correspondents is a reflection of the extreme
sensitivity of President Nicolas Ceausescu to negative publicity abroad
about human rights violations in Ro.ania." %The '1,-"ir.- -", J 1,
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1980). Harrassment it is indeed; only last month Peter Ristic of the
London Observer was expelled, Khonemni-style, apparently because of
his coverage last year of Romanian dissidents, including an independent
trade union movement. What is mbst striking, however, is not so much
the harrassment itself, which is not unexpected in a Communist country,
but its style, which Dobbs describes in some detail: conspicuous almost
by design evidence of contempt not only for liberalism but for inter-
national protocol and legality. (Under the circumstances, is it not
ludicrous for our Undersecretary of State David Newsom to claim, on
June 12, that U.S.-Romanian relations prove that we can "work together
in a spirit of trust, mutual respect and understanding"?)

Yet all this evidence is apparently ignored as Congress listens
instead to businessmen who assure us that the Communists are "good,
trading partners." Never mind that the goods we sell them are available
only to the Party elite; never mind that Ceausescu brazenly defied us
by allowing the P.L.O. to disseminate inflamatory leaflets at a recent
commercial exhibit in Bucharest; and never mind that much of Communist
trade is financed by low-interest U.S. government credits. As for human
rights-the assumption seems to be that trade spontaneously generates
such rights, like Aristotlets maggots, ex nihilo. Myopia would be out-
rageous enough, but this looks too much like sheer cynicism. Watching
the spectacle, Solzhenitsyn wrote in his memoir seven years ago:

In these weeks of battle for the freedom of the mind, Eastern
tyranny found even stauncher supporters in Western businessmen:
in other words, the most loyal supporters of the "dictatorship of
the proletariat" were the capitalists. They tried to persuade the
U.S. Congress that trade was the very thing to reinforce the rights
of man in the U.S.S.R.! There was one man of rare insight among
them, Samuel Pisar, an enthusiast for closer trade relations with
the U.S.S.R. for many years, who published on 3 October an open
letter to Sakharov: "The freedom of a single individual is more
important than the whole of world trade put together." (Original emphasis)

An ideal now moribund, if not quite dead. Only a few months ago the
Jackson-Vanik Amendment was waived in the case of China, whose indifference
to human rights is not even disguised. Our own media reported that China's
official news agency Xinhua openly declared on October 26, 1979, that
"Communists should never take human rights as their fundamental aim."
This statement came only days after a Peking court sentenced Wei Jingsheng,
one of China's leading dissidents to a fifteen-year prison term. A few
weeks later came the United States waiver of the Amendment: one can
hardly believe that the stated purpose of that Amendment was "to assure
the continued dedication of the United States to fundamental human rights."

Is it too late to recapture that purpose? Are seven years too far
back to go to resurrect the inspiration? As Senator Jackson wrote at
the time

Without an increasing measure of individual liberty in the
Communist world there can be no real movement toward a more peace-
ful world. If we permit form to substitute for substance, if we
are content only with "atmospherics," we will fail to keep the peace.

An ominous message, for what have we now if not "atmospherics"? Can
the illusion of cordial trade relations with countries whose anti-
Russian posture isat best dubiously effective provide a sufficiently
strong justification for abandoning our commitment to individual liberty?
Not if we can still listen to the witnesses who remind us who these
"good trading partners" really ar'. Not if we can still remember the
millions of silent witnesses unable to be with us today. Not, indeed,
if what we seek is genuine peace rather than a precarious, ephemeral
facsimile. Our children too are watching.
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22085 Hilliard Blvd.
Rocky River, Ohio 44116

JULY 18, 1980

STATEMENT OF VIRGIL V. STANCIU
ON EXTENSION OF MOST FAVORITE NATION STATUS TOWARD ROMANIA

Reference: Mr. Victor Stanciu
Mrs. Versavia Stanciu - wife
Miss Maria Stanciu - daughter
Mr. Gheorghe Stanciu - son
Mr. Liviu Stanciu - son

aUMixy

The purpose of this statement is to bring to the attention of

the Subcommittee on International Trade of the U.S. Senate that in the

case of the above referenced people, residing at Com, Arpasul De Jos,

No. 47, Jud. Sibiu 2406 Romania, the Romanian Government is not in

compliance with the requirements of the Freedom of Emigration In East-

West Trade Act 19 U.S.C. 3 2432 (a) (1) (2).

From the attached documentation, it is evident that the Romanian

Government deliberately is refusing the emigration documents to these

people; and therefore, the "Most Favorite Nation" status must not be

extended unless compliance with the "Freedom of Emigration Act" is met.

On April 30, 1979, I received a communication from the U.S.

Embassy in Bucharest (Exhibit A), in which the American Consul informed

Victor Stanciu on February 26, 1979 to apply for a passport.

On April 24, 1979, I received a letter from Victor Stanciu

(my first cousin) stating that the Romanian Passport Authorities in

Sibiu refused to give him the necessary application form for emigration,
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because an affidavit of support is required from me.

During the early part of may, 1979 1 had a discussion with

a Mr. Tanasescu, of the Romanian Embassy in Washington, D.C., in

which he assured me that the Emigration Passport for Victor Stanciu

and his family will be processed as soon as I sent him a copy of the

Affidavit of Support sent to Victor Stanciuy and on May 15, 1979, z

did send such copy by registered mail return receipt (Exhibit B).

No reply was ever received to this correspondence.

On June 7, 1979, 1 sent a letter to the Romanian Ambassador,

lonescu Mihai, also by registered mail return receipt (Exhibit C) asking

him to help in the matter of the emigration of Victor Stanciu and his

family. Once again I received no reply to this correspondence.

On the same date, June 7, 1979, 1 also sent a registered letter

return receipt to a Mr. Nicolae, who is the ex-Ambassador of Romania to

the U.S., in which i asked him again to look into Victor Stanciu'a

emigration status (Exhibit D). No reply was received.

On June 20, 1979, I wrote letters to Senator Metzenbaum and

Chairman Charles A. Vanik of the Subcommittee of Ways and Means (Exhibits

E and F), in which I asked them to intercede with the Romanian Ambassador

on this matter.

On June 29, 1979, 1 had a telephone conversation with a

Mr. Badea of the Romanian Embassy in Washington, D.C. in which he again

assured me that Victor Stanciu's emigration case will be resolved in

the very near future. On the same date I wrote both Senator Metzenbaum
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Congressman Vanik letters; in which I informed them about my conversa-

tion with Kr. Badea and I asked them to support the extension for the

"Most Favorite Nation" status to Romania. (Exhibit G and H)

On January 6, 1980, I received a telephone call from my cousin,

Victor Stanciu, in which he informed me that the Romanian authorities

are not only refusing a passport and the exit visa, but also the ap2lication

forms, which much be filed for such documents.

On January 8, 1980, I wrote a letter, and sent it registered

mail return receipt, to Mr. Badea at the Romanian Embassy in Washington

reminding him of the 2ru ise hs ha made and asking him again to intercede

on Victor Stanciu's behalf. Again, I received no reply.

On May 19, 1980, 1 wrote a letter to Congressman Vanik asking

him again for help in this matter (Exhibit I), to which I haven't received

a reply as yet.

On May 27, 1980, I asked the office of Senator Metzenbaum

again to intercede on Victor Stanciu's behalf (Exhibit J),and on

May 29, 1980 1 received a communication (Exhibit K) from Senator Metzenbaum

informing me that he would contact the Romanian Ambassador, Ionescu, on

Victor Stanciu's behalf.

On July 18, 1980, I received a letter from Senator Metzenbaum

(Exhibit L) in which he informs me that the Romanian Ambassador in

Washington, Honorable Nicolae Ionescu, claims that he did"not have enough

data to provide" him (Senator Metzenbaum) "with a report concerning your

sons and daughter". Senator Metzenbaum also sent me a letter from the

Romanian Ambassador dated July 3, 1980, which substantiates the above

quoted statement (Exhibit M).
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To my knowledge, Victor Stanciu has not been able to obtain

the emigration application forms from the Romanian Government, and

this fact is in complete conflict with 19 U.S.C. 5 2432 (a) (1) which

states:

"(a) To assure the continued dedication of the United States

to fundamental human rights, and notwithstanding any other provision of

law, on or after the January 3, 1975, products from any nonmarket

economy country shall not be eligible to receive nondiscriminatory

treatment (most-favored-nation treatment), such country shall not

participate in any program of the Government of the United State which

extends credits or credit guarantees or investment guarantees, directly,

or indirectly, and the President of the United States shall not conclude

any commercial agreement with any such country, during the period

beginning with the date on which the President determines that such

country -

(1) denies its citizens the right or opportunity to emigrate."

conclusion

On the basis of the above facts, the Romanian Government

not a with the Freedom of Emigration in East-West Trade

Act 19 U.S.C. 9 2432 because (1) the Romanian authorities are refusing

to issue the passport and other ancillary documentation to Victor Stanciu

and his family and (2) the Romanian Ambassador, the Honorable Ionescu,

denies that he has received the documentation on this case (Exhibit M),

for which I have signed returned receipts from the Romanian Embassy.
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1: BASSY OF THE
LUMED STAMk~ OF VIERICA

Bucharest, Romania
c/o Department of State

Washington, D.1%

April 30,1979

Mr. Virgil Stanciu

Dear Sirtindi-

This is to acknowledge receipt of your recent letter/affidavit
of support concerning the 'emigration of your cousin , Victor

Stanciu and family from ron ania.

Please read the paragraph(s) checked below for information in
the case:

1. t7 The Embassy has no record that your relative(s) or friend(s)
hasjhave) visited this office expression interest in emigration.
If they wish to do so, they are welcome to come in for a prell'minary
interview to determine eli,;iility.

2.q in order to see how we can be of assistance in this case, we

ar-viting your relatives) to visit Embassy.

ajx f=as the above person(s) is (are) not qualified or elig.ible to
saca- for U.S. immigrant visa(s), the INbassy cannot intervene on their
behalf with a&propriate RToanian authorities. If they obtain Rct.ianian
eiigration passports on their own, we will see what can oe done to
help them in leaving Ronania.

L.46& Your casin Victor a lb Emb t ssy
February 2b statIng that._h9 _1Wi xt..y. LApPliea for.
Romaniarta. Wo told a ._to do ananL xha ..

.- the family has Das r.X Jtll e _t.tjemjxi.lOnAVi ._
Romania.

Luc a:' 'Inf ri co0
osul of n ted StaWs

of kirica
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22085 Hi11iard Blvd.
Rocky River, Ohio 44116
May 15 -1979

Stimate Domnule Tanasescu,

Alaturat veti gasi o invitatie trimisa varului meu Victor Stanciu,
si in conformitate cu discutia noastra din ianuarie va rog sa
interveniti la forurile competente in legatura cu eliberarea.
p sappartelor.

Va multunesc anticipat-.

Cu Stima,

Virgil V. Stanciu

cc: Ministerul Afacerilor Interne -

Sectia Pasapoarte
% Sibiu, Jud. Sibiu

Romania

AUmbasada Americana, Bucuresti

Victor Stanciu
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22085 Hilliard Blvd.
Rocky River, Ohio 44116
June 7, 1979

Honrorable Ionescu Mihai
Romanian Embassy
1607 23rd Street, N.W.
Washington, D.C. 20008

Dear Mr. Ambassador:

It was a pleasure meeting you in Cleveland on 'several occasions
and as you indicated in our conversations, in case of need I should
contact you, thus I am writing you this letter asking for your help
in the matter of immigration of Victor Stanciu and his family.

Attached you will find a copy of a letter Went to Honorable
Nicolas Nicolas and also a copy of an Invitation sqnt to the Romamian
authorities and the Embassy in Washington. I would appreciate it
very much if you could intercede with the passport office in con-
nection with this matter.

I am looking forward to meeting you again and I thank you.

Sincerely,

Virgil V. Stanciu

WS :dlg
Enclosure
cc: Honorable Nicolae Nicolae
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22085 Hilliard Blvd.
Rocky River, Ohio 44114
June 7, 1979

Honorable Nicolas Nicolae
Ministerul De Externe
Bucuresti, Romania

Dear Mr. Ambassador:

It has been some time since we last met and I hope that this
letter will find you in good health. I understand that you were
ill for awhile but now you are well and back to work.

If you recall in one of our conversations, I mentioned to
you the situation of my first bousin, Victor Stanciu and his family
concerning immigration to the United States. Attached you will
find an Invitation sent to Victor and his familyto be presented
to the authorities in Romania.

I would appreciate it very much if you could intercede with
the passport office in order to expedite the necessary exit papers
for my cousin and his family.

Please give my regards to your wife and to Mr. Capatina.

Sincerely,

Virg V.Sacu

VVS :dlg
Enclosure
cc: Honorable Ionescu Mihai
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TEMBCI:AIT

TOOL . MOLD. INC.

June 20, 1979

Senator Metzenbaum
United States Sentate
Washington, D.C. 20515

Dear Sir:

I am in-receipt of a press release dated June 14, 1979 zoncernirng
the hearings schedule for Friday, June 22, 1979. I understand that
this is a very short notice, however, if at all possible, I would. ap-
preciate it if you could intercede with the Romanian Ambassador on
behalf of Victor Stanciu and his family who are trying to immigrate
to the United States.

It is my understanding from the Trade Act of 1974 % 402 that the
Most Favorite Nation status is granted on the, basis of freedom of
immigration that the Romanian authorities must observe.

I have spoken with several people at the Romanian Embassy about
the case and it seems that things are not moving very well.

Sincerely,

TEMPCRAFT TOOL & MOLD, INC.

Virgil V. Stanciu
Executive Vice President

VV3 :dlg
cc: Hon. Ionescu Mihai

C1V. ANI0.O'lO 4ilba

P ,OM 201-308S AWIA COOK a9
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T2MPCIqAFT
TOOL Q MOLD. INC.

June 20, 1979

Chairman Charles A. Vanik
Smbe.ommittee on Ways and Means
1102 Longworth HauseOffice Bldg.
Washington, D.C. 20515

Dear Sir:

I am in receipt of a press release dated June 14, 1979 concerning"
the hearings schedule for Friday, June 22, 1979. 1 understand that
this is a very short notice, however, if at all possible, I would ap-
precidte it if yoj could intercede with the Romanian Adbassador on
behalf of Victor Stanciu and his family who are trying to immigrate
to the United States.

It is my understanding from the Trade Act of 1974 %402 that the
Most Favorite Nation status is granted on the basis of freedom of
immigration that the Romanian authorities must observe.

I have spoken with' several peo:'le at the Romanian Embassy atout
the case and it seems that things are not moving very well.

Sincerely,

TEMPCRAFT TOOL & MOLD, INC.

Virgil V. Stanciu
Executive Vice President

VVS :.dlg
¢cs Bon. Ionescu Mihal
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TEM CRAFT
TOOL a MOLD. INC.

June 29, 1979

Senator Vanik
United States Senate
Washington, D.C. 20510

Dear Senator Vanik:

Further to my letter concerning the immigration of Victor
Stanciu and his family from Romania, I am pleased to inform you
that upon a telephone conversation with Mr. Badea from the Romanian
Embassy, he assured me that they will expedite the immigration
formalities in the very near future. I am. therefore, asking you
to support President Carter's recommendation of the Most Favorite
Nation status to Romania.

Sincerely,

TEMPCRAFPT TOL & MOLD, INC.

Virgil V. St. .1ciu
Executive Vire President

NS :dlg
cc: Ambassador Ionescu

Mr. Badea
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TEMPCRAFT,
TOOL Q MOLO. INC.

June 29, 1979

Senator Metzenbaum
United States Senate
Washington, DC. 20510

Dear Senator Metzenbaum:

Further to mg letter-concerning the immigration of VictorStanciu and his family from Romania, I am pleased to inform youthat upon a telephone conversation with Mr. Badea from the Romanian
Lbbassy, he assured me that they will expedite the immigration
formalities in the very near future. I am, therefore, asking youto support President Carter's recommendation of the Most Favorite
Nation status to Romania.

Sincerely,

TWEPCRAFP TOOL & MOLD, I1NC.

Virgil V. Stancin
Executive Vice President

VVS :dlg
ccz Ambassador Ionescu j

Mr. Badea
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Vi'rgil V. Stanciu
22085 Hilliard Blvd.
Rocky River, Ohio 44116
May 19, 1980

Honorable Congressman Charles Vanik
Chairman of the Subcommittee on Trade
House Ways and Means Committee
2107 Rayburn Blvd.
Washington, D.C. 20515

Dear Mr. Chairman:

I am grateful for your help thus far in the emigration
case of my cousin and his family (Victor Stanciu, his wife Versavia,
his sons Gheorghe and Liviu, and his daughter Maria), currently
residing at CoN, Arpasul De Jos, No. 47, Jud. Sibiu 2406 Romania.

They have been trying to emigrate from Romania since 1978;
and in accordance with the Freedom of Emigration Requirement, Section

.402 of the 1974 Trade Act, basic freedom of emigration is required
in order for continuation of the Most Favorite Nation Status for
Romania.

On June 29, 1979, I wrote you a note concerning the promises
made by the Romanian Embassy, a copy of which is attached, in which
they assured me that their emigration formalities will be taken care
*of. Obviously, almost a year later nothing has been done; and in
accordance with my telephone conversations with your staff, I am
again asking you to intercede in this matter.

I would appreciate more information on the hearing that
will be held in connection with the Most Favorite Nation Status for
Romania; and also, if necessary, I would like to testify in this
matter,

.- Uncerely,

rg 1 V. Stanciu

cc: Honorable Nicolaie lonescu
Romanian Ambassador

Mr. David Rohr - Trade Subcomittee
VVS:pg

Attachment

68-772 0-80-28
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Mr. ,rgil V. Stanciu
E22085 Hilliard Blvd.

Rocky River, Ohio 44116
May 27, 1980'

Mr. John staursky
Special Xssistant
347 Russell Senate Office Bldg.
Washington, D.C. 20510

Dear John,

I am writing this letter on behalf of my cousin, Victor Stanciu,
his wife Versavia, his none Gheorghe and Liviu, and his daughter
Maria, currently residing at Con, Arpasul De Jos, No. 47, Jud. Sibiu
2406 Romania.

They have been trying to emigrate from Romania since 19781
and in accordance with the Freedom of Emigration Requirement, 'Section
402 of the 1974 Trade Act, basic freedom of emigration is required
in order for continuation of the Most Favorite Nation Status for
Romania.

In early June, 1979 I had a conversation with Hr. Badea of
the Romanian Embassy in Washington in which he promised that he would
take care of matters iniediately.. Obviously, this has not happened
and the matter is still not resolved. Consequently, I am asking you
to intercede with Senator Ketzenbaum, and any other authority that
may be helpful in this case.

sincerely,Vi' il V.Stnu

VYS apg

cos Honorable Nicoleie Ionescu
Romanian Ambassador

Attachment
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May 29, 1980

22085 Hfiliard Boulevard
Rocky River, Ohio 44116

Dear Mr. Stanciu:

Thank you for your letter of the 27th concerning
your relatives in Romania who would like to come to the
United States.

A member of my staff has learned that Mr. Badea
of the Romanian Embassy has returned to Bucharest. I
am going to let Ambassador- lonescu know of my interest
in the ,Stanciu family being granted permission to leave
Romania. Also, I will ask American Ambassador Rudolph
Aggrey to follow up with governmental officials at
Bucharest and see what he can do.to assist.,

I hope this will be helpful.

Very sincerely yours,

Howard M. Net nbaum
United States Senator

HMN: DS
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Mr. Virgil V. Stanciu
22085 Hilliard Boulevard
Rocky River, Ohio 44116

Dear Mr. Stanciu:

Recently I received a letter from the Romanian
Ambassador concerning a number of people about whom
I had made inquiries. Included was a notation that
officials do not have enough data to provide me with
a report concerning your sons and daughter. I had
indicated an address of Con, Arpaul De Jos. No. 47,
Jud. Sibiu 2406, Romania.

Certainly I will be glad to pursue the matter if
you can provide me with more information, including
whether the address is correct, and possibly where the
application was submitted.-

I look forward to hearing from you.

Very sincerely yours,

Howard 4. Netzenbaum

United States Senator

HMM:DS
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FM.I.A$ Y Or THE
SOCIALIST RLI'UOLIC OF ROMANIA

WAShI|NGTON. 0. C.

The "'onorable
1'oS-en'etr tum
1,'.E. Senator

July 3, 19Ro

.aehlnzton, D.C. Po5lo

1:y dear fle;!etor I:ctzenbama:

"-. -. 'n. to 'cir let ,l r rec:ui -a-±

c: i :," .cn .:nsOR, I -cruld )ike to inf,- , au

- . .. : ' ' ' " 41 " ,e

-Z 4 b -i7

- :.... ,"jIiIA, with

- (' . .. C A.: D :U

- - c("; .YI-PA

- hes roe' c t.c, .'C:...
to lui~ve the cua.i ."

- k ir r. T'- c-st to I1LL t
UO 'fltr "C i.indo'r po,'' ive
conr--:- .-tir,n

ife - their :,:uest Lo leave the
country ~E xnzer .ot-ve
consideration

- has received the 3. ;,:sl
to leave tse CO¢-oIrAY

- her reqx est to 1..-vc te
country is imnder ro,.itive

r, npi'.cretion
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- ROST ANTON with wife

- .ALBRUG YIHAI with wife

- SCHUCH FICLAUS

As for the other cae

- IAITU MX.DOR vwith wife
- I (hAU!M I ARIA
- ti("JT I-,'I.AN with wife
- F1IIAUiI S..COP. LE

VICTTI %uith wife
- MI AIT AIDh:1M4

- ADAIY ('A. IM

- AWPAT: 10" AIl
- CAM IIr;-12AN
- .-: ",.CiU :AN .ith w:ife

- !.'A1 ,.K

- they' did not request to
leave the country

- they did not request to
leave the country

- he did not request to leave
the country

- has received the consent to
marry with the American
citizen

ies in your list

Iey coidl not be identified lacl:ing sufficient datep.

YLe send us all the date you have at :jour
P!Frossl Penut the elovc-nentione! cases.

;ith brot -ihces.

since Ly -ours,

/:icolae Ionescu
M bazs.z.dor
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1706 llOIDoBII st *. 2
PLhone(212)456-7094

US X'

TOi
XrIrELHA STERN
STAFF DIXIOTORloom 2227 D'B
US SWfATH 2Q510

Deexr Kr TUIifAJM 3r~l&T,

Ig the undersigned, PETRU AZAKIR, of YZ.31I YOR), OITY, RCMr-AIAN born

rnd -,.-icipt "to:

"THE TWTH ROUAIAN HUNGER STRIKE FOR: THE IMMEDIATE RELEASE OF

53 AMRICAN DIPLOMATS HOSTAGES IN TEH1IUNW OF OUR PAYILIES

HOSTAGES IN C0?XUNIST ROMANIA AND FOR HUMAN RIGHTS IN COI-211UI:

ROVANIA" (APRIL 24,1980-4UT 30,198O).-

1.- Plese -to accept Mat z wrlm staten to be prW In the

0OMESSIONAL RECORD OF THE ORAL H3ARINg 01 US SWATE OF JULY 2191980

ON THE PRESIDENTIAL RZTOMAATION TO WAIVE TH3 WMSON- VAK

AMENMENT AND TO GRANT THE NOST FAVORED NATION a OTAURE TO COlWUNST

ROMAIIIA FOR OWE MORE YEAR(THE PRESIDENTIAL REROMANDATION 0P MA

fl T CASE OF FORCED SEARATED FAMILY RHECIlFCATION TO E

PRESENTED ON US SWATE FLOOR AT THE ABOVE MfIONED Ank g Br Dr.

DIMITRIE M APOSTQLIU ,PRRSIDMIT 0F THE AMMIOAN-ROKNIAN NATIOEAZ

COMITTEB FOR HUMAN RIGHTSporganimer, parU-oepam and spokesman of

H-ffm STRIKS.

Thank you. Slnerel7 yours,,
PBTRU AZANFIR
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Mrs AEIA?(4A T.-!AT. Bk~f tT
62-11 43rd Av # 3
./OODSIDE,, NYJ1377
Phoxe(212) 426-5528
US RESIDMIT

TO:
Ur I0H.L ST-M!STAPP DI I.n. OR1
OOi 2227 DSOB

US S311AT2
!AST .INGTOIT DC. 20510

Dear NI T VAM}~ ST.Mj

Iv the undersignedg ARIPiA LIGIA BAPBU of NT34 YORK CITY, ROW.I.LiN

born Pnd pertici-e~nt to:" THE '03TTH AOMMII-N HUTGZR STEM C IMR:

IIEDLTE 'MEJ3ASE OF 53 AMRICAN DIPLOMATS HOSTAG:S IN TMMN,IRANfOP

OUR F-AI1ILI M HOSTAGES In COT.IIST ROIL1NIA ANTD FOR IUR.AN RIGHTS III

C0: U.1,r,.I;3T .1O2NIA" (APRIL24,1980-MYr 30,1980),-

I.- Please that my cane of FORC , SMIARATID FAMILY R3JNIFIOATION to

be p:.eserbed .t the US 33,.ATE ORAL H"-ARflTG OF JULY 2101980t by:

Dr DIITRI3 G APOSTOLIU, PRESIDENT OF " THO .AMtRIMIT-ROWiANIAN

ITATIO M C0O'1TE3 FOR }IM RIGHTS",- organiser, pepicipent and

spokesman of 1r UTG-M 3TRIKMRS.-

2.- Pleee, tthat my vrritten statement on TH3 PR33DTTIAL R3C0O!LAkJTI-

ON 20 :AIV'3 .,111 JACI: -.WsT-VANIK ,1IT.1,1.3T 2 f') !0 TO GR'T FOR OITA 7103R

Y 1VL -N 3OT F.".VOL.2 -TIOITI' sCIUS3 TO C00.URIIST ROMTWIA, to be

printed in the COIMG!tSSIOITM ".EJOGRD of the above mentioned US SAATE
IIZA!ING,-

Thrzk you. Sincerely yours,

ARIANA LIGI BARBMU
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Miss RO rBAEA EsCU
32-14,29th, t # 3
ASTORIA IY U106
Phone((2.2) 626-415
PE5ANEW RBS8I'D

TO:
Mr MICHAEL STERN
STAPP DIRECTOR
# 222T DSOE

US SENATE
WASHINGTON DO 20 510

Dear Mr MICHAEL STERN,

Iv, the undersigned, ROXANA BADESCU, ROMAKIAN bron and PERMANENT

RESIDET of the USA, partioipANT TO :

"THE TENTH ROMANIAN HUNGER STRIKE FOR: THE IVITEDIATE RELEASE OF

53 AMERCAN DIPLOMATS HOSTAGES IN TEHRANIRANr OF OUR FAMILIES

HOSTAGES IN COMMUNST ROMAN TA AND FOR HUMAN RIGHTS IN COmmUNIST

ROMANIA(APRTh 24,1980-MAY 30,1980).-

1.- Please to accept that my written statement to be printed in

CONFESSIONAL 7.ECORD OF US SEIATE HARING OP JULT 21,1980 on ?

PRE SI E MAL RECOMANDATION TO ,AIVE: TH3 TAC.'.1-0N V.NI AMENIWAT

AND TO GRANT TA2 TOST PAVOtTD NATION' s CLAUSE TO COuqWNIST ROILINIA

FOR O3 10:R YAR..

2 .- P L e a s e tl% t m y c a e o f O&O 3. ) T -R T .r) II.I ILI ...... - O. T

TO BE PRESETED O THE US SENATE FLOOR AT THE ABOVE MENTIONED

US SENATE HEARING, BY DS DITITRIE G APOSTOLIUrPRESID XT OP THE

AMEICAMr ROMA ,AN NATIONAL COWITT3E FP IUJX? X TU re.er iser,

participant and epokesm8m of NUNG STRIE3RS

f0Z .n you.*.3AD1:,
3OJUNA71A 3AD '3Of
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ur CONSTANTIN BARSU
45-36,44th St f 1
SUNNY IDrT 11104
POLITICAL REFUGEE

TO:
Ur MICHAEL STEW(
STAYP DIRECTOR
f 2227 DSOB
US SENATE
13AWINON DO

Dear Mr MICHAEL STERN,

I, the undersigned, CONSTANTIN BAESU9, ROMANIAN born and POLITICAL

REFUGEE in the USAp participant to:

" THE TENTK R01TANIAN HUNGER STRIKE FORt THE IWEDIATE RELEASE OP

53 AMERICAN DIPLOMATS HOSTAGES IN TEHRANIRAN,, OF OUR FAMILIES

HOSTAGES IN COMMIST ROV; iIA AND FOR HU11AN RIGHTS IN COKKUNST

ROMAMIA(APRIL24,1980-44AT 30,1980),-

I.- Please, to accept that my written testimonyto be printed in

CONGRESSIONAL RECORD OF US SENATE HEARING OF JULY 21,1980 OM M

TO COWUNIST ROMANIA.-

2.- Pleasethat my case to be presented on the US SENATE floor at

the above mentioned US SENATE HEARINGp by- DIMRIE G APOSTOLIU,

PRESIDXRTAMERICAN-R0tlMIIAN NATIONAL COMMITTEE FOR HUAMN RIGHTS

org niser, par icipant and spokesman of HUNGER STRIKERS,

Thank yo%, Sincerely yours,

CONSTANTIN BAESU
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PROMS
gre ANNTA JAIAH5
41-22194Zn St .1 3 G
SUKNY3D NY 11104Phone(3212)535-7780 Office
Phone(212) 361-1465 Recidence
US CITIZ f7 1. 19,80

TO:
F'r 1.1012>13J 3T=1
S Y )Ifl30TO2
-6001w 2227 DSO3
'.1.tIIG1TC2OI! D.C. 2o510

Derx 11r IICIjEL ST'MI,

I, the undersigned AIEM% CARABEAI AH of N173 YOM, CITY, 1OWLIUIAN

born a~nd partici-zn to:" r-73 T&PDIT O!A II't X1 3TAIMI3 PC"Z: T-1

l!MEDATE RELEASE OF 53 .MRICAN DIPLOMA AT3 {ODTAG S IN m ,

r OUR FlMILI3,S II "STAG3 IRl COUNIS. :lOI _NIA AND FOR HUUAN RIGHTS

IN COMM!U!.IST RO -1IA9,"(AP-IL 24:980-YAY 30 1980),-

I.- Please to roe-ister me to the ORAL IHF.RING OF JULY 21,1900onTH3

P"IMIDRTI1AL BCOL'h.DA_1OIOr TO ' .Tr J..*KSON VANI t Imm .WD

TO GRANT T1I3 IOT ?AV0170 N..TIOI' sa CLUS3 FOR ONE IOR3 )MR TO

COMMI T 10HAMI.-

I wish to precan+ on the US S31ATZ FLOOR, my STILL UISOLVED CASE

OF FOICED SVARAT'D '?A'ILY RMnIICATION.

Th'zk you. Sincerely yours,
AN'A .TkCMBIMAIN
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FROM
Mrs ATENA CHIU
42-41 64thSt
Woodside, NY 11377?
Phome(212) 446-1018
US CITIZEN in OCTOBER 1980

TO:
Mr UICHAEL STEM
STAFF DIRECTOR

# 2227 DSOB
US SENATE
VIASHINGTON DO 20510

Dear Mr MICHAEL STERN,

I, the undereigend, ATNA CHIU, RO MNIAN born and US CITIZEN on

OCTOBER 1980(my application for being on the legl proceeding for)

pmaricipeat tot

" THE TENTH RO.ANIAN HUNGER STRIKE FORt THE I14ZDIATE RELEASE OF

53 AMERICAN DIPLOMATS HOSTAGES IN TM {RNIRAN, OP OUR FAMILIES

HOSTAGES IN COMhINIST ROMANIA AND FOR HUMAN RIGHTS IN COMMUNIST

ROMMIA"(APRIL 24p1980-MAY 30,1980).-

1.- Please that my case to be presented to the oral HEARING OF US

SENATE OF JULY 21,1980 ,on M TO CO*11UNST ROMAIAby Dr DIMITRIE

G.APOSTOLIUPRESID-fiTV, AMERICAN-ROMANIAN NATIONAL COMMITTEE FOR

HUMN RIGHTS, organier, participant and spokesman of HUNGER STRIKERS

2.- Please to accept that my written statement to be printed in the

CONGRESSIONAL RECORD of the above mentioned US SENATE HEARING.

Thank you. Sincerely yours,

ATEKA CHIU
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Ur GHIOCEL IONEL CONSTANTINESCU
32-43 32nd St, ASTORIAqNY 11106
Phorne212) 721-9613
PERMANENT RESIDENT

TO:
Iir MICHAEL STERN
STAFF DIReCTOR
# 2227 DSOB
US SENATE

ASHINGTON D.C. 20510

Dear Mr MICKAEL STERN,

I,the undersigned, engineer CHIOCEL IONEL CONSTANTINESCU of

NEV YORK CITY, W aTAN born and a PIRMANEXT RESIBERT OF THE

USAsparbioipant tot

THE TENTH ROKANIAN I{UNGER STRIKE FORt THE IMMEDIATE RELEASE
OF: 53 AM, ERICAN DIPLO,1ATS HOSTAGES IN TEHRANwIRA rOF OUR FAMILIES
HOSTAGES IN CO21UNIST ROMANIA and FOR HUMAN RIGHTS IN CO018UIST
ROCLM" started on APRIL 24 1980 in front of the UN in W1 YORK
CITY, moved in front of IRANIAN and ROMANIAX MISSIONS TO THE UN
in NZY YORK CITY too and continued An I WASRINOTON D.C. sie
APRIL 28,1980 until MAY 30,1980,-

-I.- Please to accept that my- written statement to be pryIted in

CONGRESSIONAL RECORD OF US SENATE HEARING ON TH3 PRESIDI-TIAL ECMA
NDATION TO WAIVS THE JACKSON-VANIK AMENIhNE AND TO GRANT THE M.FoN
FOR ONE MORE YEAR TO COZUNIST ROAANIA(THE US SENATE HEARING OF
JULY 21,1980)

2.- Please, that my case to be supported on the US SENATE floor at

the above mentioned HEARING, br Dr DIMITRIX G.APOSTOLIUPRESIDEfT of

THE AMERICAN-IOX0ANIAN a1TTEE FOR HUMAN RIGHTS, the orge deer, par

ticiiant and spokesman of HUNGER STRIKERS.

Thank you, Sincerely yours,

GHIOCEL I O TANTINESCU
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.ir .T .A.. ..
43-40, 4oth St
jURNY13I 3J' ".NY. 11104
Phone(2121729-1758
US RWEID~fT

TOt
Ir LICHAEL STERN
STALL' ')IRCTOR
ROOM 2227 DSOB
'WASMINGTOI D.C 20510

Dear Mr laIi7iABL SEPRN,

I, the undersigned, !LARIA DIIT of 1131 YK CITY, 3 OT 1TIA born end

particiant to :" TI113 T:VTH RO! tLAN HIA1r- STRIKi FOR: THE IL2IEDIATE

RELEASE OF 53 A11RIOAN DIPLOMATS 110STAG3S IN TM kNIMAN," of OUR

PAIIILIES 1O.;TAGES IN C0tILTIIST ROL NAI AND FOR HUMAN RIGHTS IN COTIU-

lIST ROIEUTIA" *(APRIL 24t 1980-Y:'T 30,193O)t-

I.- Please that my case of FORCED SEPARATED FAMILY R3JNIPIOATION-to

be presented to the US S3!.(TT3 GIR* HEARNG of JULY 21,1980, by:

Dr DINIT1RIE G APOSTOLIU0 PRESIDENT OP " THE A EEICAM?-R0LkIAN " "

NATIONAL C01ITTEE FOR M-LW RIGHTS"- orgea.snr, pawticipanb and

spokescPE' of HUNGER STRIKERS.-

2'- Please, that my stritten statement on THE PaESIDWTI.XL RECOTIANDATI

ON TO '4AIVE THE JACKSON-VA I AHE ND IT IWD TO- GRANT POR ONE MORE

YEAR THE POST FAVOR'-.D NATIOIU' s CLAUSE TO C01q.UIST RO!ANA,-to be

printed in the CONGRESSIONAL RECORD of the above mentioned US S3TTE

HEARING.

Thank you. Sincerely yours,
MARIA DINU
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IRON'
Mr ILIS DROGAUO
23.34,45th 3eIad 42
LI(t, f 11101
Phone(212)729-6704

Tot
Mr ICHAEL STERN
STAFF DIRECTOR
ROOM 2227 DSOB
U SWATZ

WASHINGTON Do.O 20510

Dear 11r MICHAEL STERN,

I, the undersignedt, ILIE DROGANICI of NRM YORK CITY, ROMA AN born

and participant tot " THE TTH RO LtkMN HUNGER STRIKE POAt THE fI!S-

DIATE RELEASE OF 53 AMERICAN DIPLOMATS H05TAGES IN TVUMA IRANOP OUR

FAMILIES HOSTAGES IN COMRMUNST ROMANIA .MD FOR HUMAW RIGHTS IN CO ifl-

ff1ST ROIANIA" (APRIL 94,1980-MAT 30,1980),-

l,.V Please that my case of FORCED SEPARATED FAMILY RMNIPICATION to be

presented at THE US SENATE ORAL HEARING OP JULT 21,1980 by:Dr DIMITRIN

0. APOSTOLIU, PRESIDENT of "THE AMERICAN-ROMANIA!{ NATION. CO1ITTEM

FOR HUMAN RIGHTS",-organiser, pr.ioipant and spokesman of HUNE

STRIKERS.-

2.- Please, that my written statement on IRE PRESIDENTIAL aECOMANDATIO

TO IAIVE THE JACKSON -VANIK AMEMT.WT AND TO GRANT FOR ONE MORE YEAR

'HE MOST FAVORED NATION's CLAUSE TO 01NIST ROMANIA,-to be printed

in, the CONGRESSIONAL RECORD OF US STATE REARING OF JULY 21,1980 .-

Thank yo. Sincerely' yours,ILIE DROGANICX.
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FROM.
Mrs GLERI IONITA
43=25,44th St .1 ? 2
SUNIYSD3 NY 11104
Phone( 2125786-8076
PEtntUWT RESIDENT

TO:
Ir MICHAEL STMRW
STAFF DIRECTOR
ROOM 2227 DSOB
US SWATB
WASHINGTON D.O, 20510

Dear Mr MIOHAEL STEW9

I, the undersigned, GABRIEMA IONITA, of NEW YOZK CITY, ROMANIAN born

and participant to t"TUE TENTR RO1ANIAN HUNGER STRIKE Y0Rt MH IB-

DIATfr. RELEASE OP 53 AKERICAN DIPLOMATS HOSTAGES IN ?EARI, IRAN, OP

OUR FAI.ILI3S HOSTAGES IN CO. UWNIST ROILVUIA AND FOR flUNA RIGHTS IN

C0L24IST ROMANIA" (APRIL 28,1980-MT 30,1980),.-

I.- Please that my written statement to be printed in the CONGRESSIO-

hAL RECORD OF US SERA TE ORAL HEARING OF JU 21,1980, on THE PRBSZ-

DENTIAL RECOYAATION OF lHT 28,1980 TO WAIVE-THE JAKSON-VANIX A13-

MIENT AND TO GRANT THE UTOST FAVORED NATION's CTAISB TO COWAUIST

RFOLaA FOR ONE MORE YEAR.-

2.- Plense that vy unresolved case of FORCED SEPARED PAMILY RE0I-

FICATION TO BE PR32S3TED ON US SENATE ORAL HEARING ABOVE METIONEDp

DY. Dr DIMITRIB G APOSTOLIU( COSTIN JURRA) PRESIDIWT OF " THE

AMERIAN-RWLN NATIONAL COMITTEE FOR HUMAN RIGHTS",-

participant and spokesman of HUNGER STRIKERS.

Thank you. Sineerel7 yours,
GABRIELA IONITA
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FROML
Ur ION. LISCA
PO BOX 18 RT 100
SOMERSoY 10589
Phone(914)232-9846
US REST.D!T

TO:
Mr MICHAEi STERN
STAPF DIRTOTOR
ROOM 2227 DSOB
US SENATE
WASHINGTON D.o.20510

Dear Mr MICHAEL STZRN,

I, the undersiepedt ION LISCA of SO1VRStNYT.ROMANIAN .&rn and

participant tot" THE T3TI ROMANL4J! HUNGER STRIKE POR: THE IMMEDIATE

RELEASE OP 53 AMERICAN DI LOMtATS HOSTAGES IN TERRANp IRAN, OF OUR

FAMILIES HOSTAGES IN COA,!UNIST RO1AIIA AND FOR HUMAN RIGHTS IN

C01,71WIST RO1VU1IA(APRIL 24.1980-!TAY 30,1980)9-

I.- Please tlt rc,, case of FORGE 3VARATED FA IILY REUNIFICATION TO

BE PRESS, 1TED ON US 3E9AT3 FLOOR AT THE ORAL HARNG OF JULT 21,1980

on THE PRESIDENTIAL RECOIUNi.ATION TO WAIVE THE JACKSON -VANIK kVEW-

DMENT AND TO GRANT THE :5T FAVORED NATIOIr' s CLAUSE TO CO1SWIST

ROWL&\ FOR ONE MORE ClAR,- by Dr DIM.!Ta.* C APOSTOLIU, PRESID4T"

OF" THE AMERIC1J1-ROWtNIAI? NATIONAL COTTgITTE FOR UM.AN RIGHTS" and

orgaokur, participant and cpokesmnn of HUNGER STRIKERS,

2.- Please that my w'ritt~n statement about to be printed in the

CONGRESSIONAL RECORD of the above mentioned US SENATE I{EARIND.

Thank you. Sincerely yours
ION LISCA

08-772 P-8-20
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39 ot st3# 12 A
MW OEK OTT NY 1028
PbUMC212) 84IL957

TOr
mr KIO&L STa
SUF DIR EMT
ROOK 222"17 TROD
US SEWATI!
WAS IWMW D.. 20510

Dear Er WICHARL STER,

x, the undersigmed, ADRIAN MUUCL of NNEY YORK CITY, ROMANIAN born

%ad participant tot"THE TENTH R(VAAN HUGM STRIKE FORr THE

IMMEDIATE RELEASE OP 53 AMERICAN DIPLOMATS HOST 'rF IN TIa RBAN,

OF OUR PAMLIES .OSMLGES IN COMJNIST ROMANIA AND FOR HUMAN RIGHTS
IN COMMUNIST ROXAN1L" (APRIL 24,198 -&T 30,1980) ,-

I,- Please that my witten statement to be printed in tht C0OGRESSIO

NAS RECORD OF US SWATE HEARIWRi OF JULY 21p1980,on THE PRESIDENTIAL

RECOMANDATION TO 'YAIVE TH3 JACKSON-VANUK AMENDMET AND TO GRANT THE

MOST PAIRED NATION~s OTAUSE PO COMMNIST ROMANIA POR OIE MORE YEAR

2.- Please tha my case of POROED SE.' RATED FAMILY RENIPCATION TO

BE PRESERED ON THE ORAL US SWATS HEARING ABOVE MENTIONED BY:

Dr DIMITRIE G APOSTOLIU,. PRESI7)ET OP " TH3 AMERICAN-ROMANIAM

NATIONAL COMMITTEE FOR HUKAN RIGHTS, organiserp participant and

spokesmun of HUNGER STRIKERS.

Thank you. Sincerely yours,
ADRIAN LTIOA.

~left,-
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FROM:
Mr GABRIEL PORA
28-04 933rd Av # 4
ASTORIA NY. 11106
Phone( 212)626-9578

P"1WANIWT RESIDENT-

TO:
Mr 1,CHAEL STERN
# 22217 DSOB
US SENATE
WASHINGTON DO 20510

- Dear Mr ,MCHAEL STERN,

I, the undersigned GABRIEL PORA, RO MNIAN born d an a PERMANENT

RESIDMIT of the USA, participant to:

" THE TENTH ROTA-NIAN HUNGR STRIKE FOR: THE UIMEDIATE RELEASE OP

53 A ERICAN DIPLOMATS HOSTAGES III T&%1RAN,IRA, OP OUt PAMILI:S

HOSTAGES IN COMUNIST ROMANIA AND FOR "On RIGHTS IN COMMUNIST

RO &"(APRIL 24,1980- MAT 30;198o)

1,- Please accept that my written statement to be printed im

CONGRESSIONAL RECORD of US SENATE IEARITG OF JULY 2101980, on

THE PRESID,12TIAL RECOMANDATION OF MAT 28,1980 O WAIV THE JACM-SOf
VIM AMMMEfT AND TO GRANT AGAN THE MOST FAVORED NATION' dAUSE

TTO COMMUNIST ROMANIA FOR ONE MORE YEAR.

2.- I A4 ASKING THAT IMY JaITT., T.3TIMONY AND MY CASE TO BE PRESENT

TED TO THE ORAL HEARING BY Dr DIITRI, G At0TOLIUP3ID.,! OF T E

AARCAN-ROMANIAN NATIONAL COMMITTEE FOR HUMAN RIGHTSoreaniser,

participant and spokesman of HUNGER STRIKERS.

Thank you. Sincerel yours,
GABRIEL PORA
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6oi
Mr QABIII' PP.HDA
47-52, 44th St '! 11
SUNUYSIDE, LIC 11371
US RB8IDE{T

TO:
L:r ! I0Th\. STMK
STAFF DIR0TOR
RCOl! 2227 DSOB
'ASM.INGTON D).0. 20510

Dar IEr :TIIA-K ;3T-:UT,
I, tho ur.(orrsi:.ioC, QflhI, P A of Hd YOD CITY, ?MO!UIAII born

-'nd nartici-vnt to; "TH3 Tu 212 fl1 AO1'1*j1 HI.GER STRIK3 FOR: TE[E IMZ-

DIATE RKLA33'.. OF 53 XERIOAIT DIPLOUIATS lIOJTAG. IN T ILUIfINJ, OF

OU ?I."ELI ;t V i"r7T. O:.2Z:IST IC4E'SIA -.n M?0 !702 NT? RIGHTS IN

COIfl!IST R0M TI-A" (.PIL 24,1980-NAT 30,1980).-

1.- Please that my ca e of FORD) 5PAATED FAILY R3JNIFIATION to

by, presented on US SIATE O.IL HIRING OF JULY 21,1980 on THE PRESI-

DTIAL R.ICOLAIIDATION TO '-JAIM TR HaERT7'-ACK3OI-OHARLES V.ATIK

AI T7KDVIT W .A2P TO G!'LNT 2H.3 I!OST Y4AVOtqfM NATION' s ILU9IT FOV. O143 z1O.va-

Y3AR TO O?3lflUIST RO1tAIA-by Dr DIMITRI3 G APOSTOLIU, P3ESIDSNT OF

" TM' Ah RIVAH-ROrAITIM NATIONAL C0IUITTES FOR HU II "IGHTS" organd.

ser, particip.nt r" -)okesna of ITIGER STRICARS.

2.- Please that my written statement on this matter to be printed

in the CONGRESSIONAL RECORD of the above mentioned US 37IATS HEflIh

Thank you. Sincrely yours,

04c6U feltn
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FROMK.....
isr VASIL3 SRZDOJXV
69L-10th Ave # 4
X.Y YORK CITY; NVI YORK 10036
Phone( 212)7:65-171
US OITIZEN in 1980

TO*11r IILIEL 3T .0
STAFP DIRECTOR
1001 2227 DSOB
U1 3 2TATE
VIASII~(i2ON D.C. 20510

War bIr MICH{AM ST>ffN,

I, the unersigned, VASILE SR,-DOJEV of NEV YORK CITY, RO1LAIIAN born

and perxticinant to: "THE TOTH ROMArN'AN HUNGER STRIKE FORt THE IHUE-

DIATE RELEASE OF 53 AMERICAN DIPLOMATS HOSTAGES .IN TMANIRAfN, OP

OUR PAMILIES HOST.GE;. IN, 00!1,UNIST ROMANIA AND FOR HUMAN RIGHTS

IN C0Nt UNIST ROLtNIA' (AP.IIL 24,1980-1!AY 30,1980),-

I.- Please that my case of FOaRC3o S AAN2T) _AILY 13NIFIOATION to

be nresentod at the US SINATE ORAL H{E3ARING of JULY 21,1980, by:

Dr DIMITRIE G APOSTOLIU9 PRESID, NT OF " THE AMERICAN-R0WMAMAN

NfXTXNAL COMItuTTEEs FOR 'HUMAN RIGHTSw,- orgrnisor, participant and

spokesm.n of HUNGER STRIKERS.-
2.-Please, that my written statement on this matter to be prirted in

the CONGRESSIONAL RECORD of W3 SENATE HEARING of JULY 21,980, on:

TEE PR3SIDEMTIAL RCOtAND.ITIOI1 TO '.AIVE THE JACKSON -VANIK .ALMM1ffT

AND TO GRANT THE MOST FAVORED NATION' s CLAUSE FOR ONE HORE YEAR TO

COIUNIST ROMANIA.-

Thank you. Sincerely yours,
VASILE SREDOJEV3Ask&-
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PROMt
Mr AUREL STREHE
45-59.45th St # 2D
WOODS-IDENT 1.1377
Phone( 212)937-9125
PERKANMlT RESIDENT

TOr
MICHAEL STEM
STAFF DIRECTOR
#222N DSOB
US SEATE
WASHINGDTON DC

Dear Mr MICHAEL STIN

I the undersigned, AUREL STREHE of NEW YORK, Permmmnet Resident

of the USA, RODLANIAN borm end participant tot

THE TENTH ROMANIAN HUNGER STRIKE FOR:THE IMMEDIATE RELEASE 01

53 AMERICAN DIPLOMATS HOSTAGES IN TEORAN, IRANOP OUR FAMILIES

HOSTAGES IN C051UNIST ROM ANIA AND FOR HUMAN RIGHTS IN COMMUNIST

ROMANIAp-

-. 1 Please to accept that my written. testimony to be printed

in CONGRESSIONAL RECORD OF U.S. SENATH HEARING ON M.P.N. TO

CO1,UNIST ROMANIAp OF JULT 21,1980.-

-. 2. Please, that my case to be presented on the SENATE floor by

Dr DIMITRIE G APOSTOLIU, PRESIDENT OF AMERICAN-ROMANIfA NATIONAL

CO4ITTEE FOR HUMAN RIGHTS, the organiserp participant, nd spokes-

man of HUNGER STRIKERS.

Thank you. Sincerely yours,

AUREL STRECHE

AI..AEJA s QcL .
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,-32t.3Th ST # 6TO RIA. NY'. M,166Phoze(212) 725-4ff

POLITICAL RVFUGM.

TOt
LIICHAEL STERN
STAFF DIRECTOR
I 2227 DSOB
US SENATE
W3ASHINGTON DC 20530

Dear fhlflICHAEL STERN,

I, the undersigned, NICOLAE DRAGHICAINU, ROIANIAN born, participant
t THE TENTH ROMANIM HUNGER STRIKE FOR: THE IMMEDIATE RELEASE OP
S MAMERICAN DIPLOMATS HOSTAGES IN TEHRANIRAM, OF OUR FAILIES HOSTA-

S IN COLWTUNIST ROMANIA AND FOR HUMAN RIGHTS IN COMMUNIST ROMANIA"
1.- PLease to accept that my-written str.tement to be.printed inthe
CONGRESSIONAL RECORD OF THE ORAL HFPARING OF US SENATE OF JULY22l1980
on THE PRESIDENTIAL RECO,1ANDATION OF ",YAIVE THE JACKSON-VANIK AMENIUENT
AND TO GRANT THE MN TO COINIST ROMANIA FOR 011 flORE YEAR,
2.- Please,that my case to be presented to the above mentioned ORAL
HEARING OF US SENATE byDr DIMITRIE G APOSTOLIU, PRESIDaNT MF THE
AMERICAN ROMANIAN NATIONAL COUITTSS FOR HUMAN RIGHTSorganiser, par-
tilipa.nt Pnd spokesman of HUNGER STRIKERS.
TkeS you. Sincerely- yours,

NICOLAE DRAGICEANU
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ioir STozIA
13-17,v 48th St- 4 6 1
LIt IM 11104

PRonSC212) 424-8496
US RESIDENT

TO:
Mr 741IHAEL STXRN
STAFF DIREOTOR
ROOM 2227 DSOB
US SWATS
WASHINGTON DXC. 20510

Dhx' Kr YNICKAEL STERN-
I, the undersigned ION STOICA of N"' YORK CITY R017ANIAN born end

participant totO THE RWTMH OMAfIATT HUNGER STRIKE FOR: THE IT1.IATS

RFVEA3-, OP 53 AWICAN DIPLOMATS HOSTAGES IN TEHIa, IRN, OF OUR

PAMIL13S HOSTAGES IN CO K!UIST ROIMANIA AND 'POR }IrTAN IIGITTS IN

COV11UNIST ROMANIA w (APRIL 24,1980-W-7T 30r198 0),-

1.- PAease that my vrriten statemerb on THE P1lESIDWTIAL R1CO11PD ATI

ON TO .TAIVE IE JACKSON V.ANI .A 1TT AN) TO GRANT "IV !OST PAVO

:3ED NATION's LUSE NOR OT MORSE YEAR W C0,flN!NIST .01MNTA.-

2.- Please that my case of POR, D SEPARATED FA Y.ILY REUNIFICATION

vhich is still unresolved,- to be presented at THE US SWTAT3 Or.VL

ITEARING O JULY 21,1980, by: Dr DIIIITr'IG APiO3TOLIU, P71 MSI')PT O

THlE A NXqCAN AROLUJITN1 NATIONAL COI9qTTE3 FOR IUTLENN 'IG lTS", orga

niser, participant and spokesman of HUNGER STRIKERS.

Thank you. Sincerely yours,
ION' STOICA

Ck ail
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FROXL.
Ur VALrIU VISA
17-12, W'oodbine Ave # 2
RIDGE,'OOD NY 11385
Phone(2125 497-3493
US RESIDIET

TO:
Tr MIMELA ,ITIWR
ATAPP DIRECTOR
.1OOLT 2227 DSOB

US SENATE
,YASHINGTOR DC 20510

Dear Mr HICHAL STZRN,

I, the undersigned, VAL3RIU VISA of NEW YORK CITY, RONANIAM borw

and participant to:" THE TMTIH ROMANTAN hUNGER STRIKE FORt THE I1iEA

DIATE RELEASE O 53 AllRICAN DIPLOMATS HOSTAGES II T{.RANp IRAN* OP

OUR.l F.ILIS 1103TAG-3S IN CO: !-NIST ,OVLVA AND FOR HMIAN RIGHTS IN

C01..1UIST RO. ANIA" (APPTL 24p1980-TAY 30,1980),-

1.- Please that my case of FORCED SEPARATED FAITILY REUNIFICATION to

be presented at US STIATE ORL HIM1I-1TG of JULY 21,1980, by.-. Dr.

DflIITRI3 G APOSTOLIUp PRWSID NT OF " T-1 AIMERICAN-ROMANIAN NATIONAL

COITII1TTEE FOR HUMAN RIGHTS"-,- organiseri parbioipant and spokesman

of IWGER STRIERS.-

2.- That oy written statement on THE PR33ID-WTIAL REC0I4MDATION TO

'.1AIVE TF! JACKSON -VANIK .W:.IDMUT AND TO GRANT T14E ,ST F.AVORED

NATION' a CLAUSE TO COMNIIUIST RC¢tAIIA FO ONE MORE YEAR,- to be

printed in the CONGRESSIONAL RECORD of the above mentioned US SENATE

H3ARIIIG in this matter.

" you. Sincerely yours,
VAYERI VI SA
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mrs ANA ARAN.
1530 .Wot InMLINGTON

CRICAGO ILL 60614 ..
Phone (S2)Ai1-2308
US RESIDET

Mr MICHAEL STERN
STAFP DIRECTOR
#2227 DSON
US SENATE
WASHINGTON D.C. 20510

Dear Ur IaCHAEL STE,

Iot1e undersignel ANA ARCAN of CHICAGO, .ROMATIAN born and

participant to:

"THE TENTH ROKANIMA HUNGER STRIKE FOR: THE IITIEDIATE RI'LS SE

OF 53 AME.RICAN DIPLOMATS HOSTAGES II TaIRANIRANvOF OUR FAMILIES

HOSTAGES IN C001UNIST ROMANIA AND FOR HUMAN RIGHTS IIN COMRU1IST

ROMANIA"-(APRIL 241960-L1AY 30,1980).-

1.- Please to accept that my written ste.temont to be printed

in CONGRESSIONAL RECORD OF U3 S3MATE H{ARIlG OF JULY 21,1980 ,on

THE PRESIDENTIAL RECOlNDATION OF TO JAIVI THE JACKSON -VANIK

, Iq T AND TO GRANT THE MOST FAVORED NATION's CLAUSE TO COIMU-

FIST ROMANIA FOR ONE MORE YEAR. (ThePRESID--TIAL RECO1lAIMATION OF

WtY 28,1980)

2.- PLEASE, THAT MY CASE TO BE PRISTED Ot US .31ATE FLOOR AT THE

ABOVE MIT.TIOIE3D FE&dIIG BY Dr DIMITRIE G APOSTOLIUORGAIS3R,PAR-

TICIPANT UND SPOKESMAK OP I{UNG:3R STRIKERS.

THANK YOU. SINCERELY YOURS,
IAlA ACAIT
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CORE BL~flA
46-30 WOM MONTI0CELO# 3W
COAO IL.L 60625
Pho3l2)27-.6547
us RESIDE"

TO:
Mr II0 STE
STAFF? DIRECTOR
Room 222T DSOB
us SWTE
WASMIWo 0g DC 20510

Dear Mr MI HAEL STERN,

I,the undereigned, COREL BARBAROSIE OP CHICAGO, ROXANIAK borm

and partleipuat to:

ann TNTHT ROjTAy HUNGER STRIK FORt ME I1MIATE RELEASE OF

53 AM1CAM DPLMATS HOSTAGES IN TM ,,IMAOF OUR FAMILIES

HOSTAGES IN COw. vIST ROMANIA AND FOR HUMAN RIGHTS IUw COmmUIST

ROKaJI*" (APRIL 24,1980-TAY 30,1980).-

1.-Please to accept that my written etabuest to be prirbed in the

coO S3IONA RECORD OP US SEV T IT,. AIRING OF JUL' 2t,1980, on

T PRESIDENTIAL RECOXANATION OF MAT,1980, TO WAIVE THE JACKSOT-

VANIK AMINI AND TO GRANT T MOST 7AVURED NATION* a CLA USE TO

COMMIST ROMANIA FOR ONE MORE YEAR.

2.- PLEASE# TnAT .Y @ M FORORD SEPA RATED FAMILY REUNPIC*TION

- TO. BE PRESENTEE ON US S3 TE FLOOR AT THE ABOVE MNTIONED HAIG, BY

Dr DIMVRIE APOSTOLIUp PR3SIDSNT OF THE AMERIQA-ROMNIW NATIONAL
COMITTEB FOR IHMUw RIGHTS, organiser, participant and spokesman of

HUNGER STRIKERS.

Thuft you. Sincerely- yourBe
comM BAROSI?

6;e"{ 5 a rO3I Vp e-
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PROut.
G93ORGM i DRkN 3'U33 X~T
50-13 4BST 159th St . 8
OAK FO iS'&T
ILLINOIS 60452
us RESnSIt

Tor
Mr 'NICHtAE STEH1W
StAY DIRECTOR
ROOK 222T DSOB
US SWIATE
WASOINGTO DO 20.510

Dear lir MI1OFAEL STERRN,

Ipthe undarsigmed, GHEORGHE BRANDUSESCUof OAK PORBST.ILLIIOIS,

ROMANIAN born and partiotpem tot

" THE TIWTH ROAIIIAN HUNGER STRIKE PORt THE I1AUDIAT8 RELEASB 0?

r3 PM!RICAN DIPLOIIATS I!OSTAGES IN TMRA"1,IRANqOP OUR FAMILIES

HOSTAGES IN OTMUNIST ROMAM!A AND POR HULJN RI(iTS IN COMMUNIST

ROMMAIA" (APRIL 24,1980- ".T 30,1980).-

1.-Please that my ene of PORCT"D SEPARATED FAI MT REUNIP ATION

TO BE PRESENTED ON US SW!ATE OF ULY 21,1980 onr E

PRSIDMTIAL REOIQ* NATION OF MAY 2Sp1980, TO WAIVE T .A9SO-

VANIK A OMWIT AND TO GRANT lH MOST FAVORED NATION*s OLAUSS TO

CO.UNIST ROWntIA.-BY Dr DIMITRI G APOSTOLIC PRSIDE OF T"

AMERICAf-ROMANIAN NATIONAL COMMITTEE FOR HUMAT RIWTS AND ORANISI

PARTIIPANT AND SPOKE%AI OP HUNGER STRIKERS.

2.- PLEASE ACCEPT THAT MT WRITTEN STATEMENT TO BE PRINTED IN, TE

CONGRESSIONAL RWORD OP THE AMVE MWTIONED US SUER ORAL HEA.Rr6.

Thm* you. Sincerely yours,(G:KRRGHE BRAIIKJSESCU
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152a 7EST POsiTi. 428
GM ,i0I M M IN 60640
Pbpne( 12)7'28-435?
US RESIDENT

TO:
Mr HCAMEE STERN
STAPP DIR3OTOR
ROOM 222? DSOB
US SENATE

=GASINTfON DO 20510

Dea.r Mr 11ICMEL 3TERN,

I,the undoreined, IRRONI CmBU of CHIOAGO, R0-liIMAN born and

participant to •

U THn TIT rIAI-T RMMGR STRIKE FORt THE IWfDLMT REM"ASE OF

53 !JMlCIGA.f DIPLOT ATS HOSTAGES IN TTRA1,RA, OF OUR FAITMIES

HOSTAGES IN COMIST ROMANIA AND FOR HULkN RIGHTS .EN-COYNIST

ROMANIA" (AP'?IL '.4,1980-MAY 30,1980).-,

1.- Please to accept that my writton statement to be presented on

US SENATE ORAL HEARING OF JULY 21t1980 on TH3 PRA'SID.7-TIAL A-)COAN

DATION OF MAY 28,1980 TO 'IAIV TfH EACKSOT-VANIK AUMMENT MD

TO GRANT THE MOST FAVORED NATION's CLAUSE TO COMMNIST ROWINIA FOR

aq2 YSAR- BY Dr DIhITRIE G APOSTOLIU,PRESIDrNT OF THE AXMI CAN

P.OMANIAN NATIONAL COMIaTTEE FOR RMN RIGHTSorganiserp participant

and spokesman- of HUNGER STRIKERS. -

21'- Please, to accept that mv written statement about vT FORCED

SEPARATED PAITILT RXJMIFIMITIONts case, to be printed in- the CONGRESS

OIL RWCORD of the .bove mentioned US '{3I.TE OAL HARIIG.

Thtnk you.. Sincerely youzvw
IEROIfl. CEBU

68-772 0-80-30
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gr Ps.W PAUR
61-64 NORTH JITHROB

CHICARb ILL 60660
Phone(3t2) 973-)242
US REBSDEMT

TO:
Mr MICHAEL STERN
STAFF DIRECTOR
ROOM 2227 DSOB .U.S.SIAT3IASRINGTON D.O. 20510

Deer Tr rIICKTU.EL ST71Y,

I,the undermined, 2?iT.-.U P.AU3 of CI!ICA0, V0!'-1.1IIT born ,.nd

"''E T-1T1! 1IO!!TIA11 41oI!CG ST,_II(3 FOR: T ! I''-;IAT R Z-AS? OF

53 AMERIOA DIPLOI1AT ; 1!OJtG-!S IN T70WN,IJrN, OP OUR F.!ILII

HOS'DAGZS IN C011"NIST RO!1ANIA AND FOR F!UI RIGHTS IN COWI.TIST

ROMANIA" (A'RIL 24,1980-MAY 30,1980).-

1.- Please that m o.,e of POROnD SEPA WkTED FAMILY REUNIFICATION

TO BE PRESENTED TO THE US SENATE ORAL HEARING OF JULY 21,1980,on

TH3 PRvSID!iTLkL R3O1%'AKDTICH OF I1!AY ?8,1980, TO '1AIV, Tf,{ JACK3ON-

VANIK AKEMRU T XID TO GR.NT THE l!OST F.kVOaD NATIO3ts CILU33 TO

COISWUIST ROBANIA FOR ONE VOR3 YER,-by Dr DI? ITRIE C APOSTOLIU,

PRESID MT OP " THE MrERICAN-ROANIAN NATIONAL C0!31ITTEE FOR HUMAN

RIGHTSf- org AlSer, participant and opokesml OF IUNG. R STtIK. RS.

Us Please, that my ax irten statement on this w.tter to be printod

in the COlGR"SG3SNAL REOt O) of the ,.bove mentioned U3 ;:'02 0 'L

HEARING.

Thank you. incerely yours,
P 3RU FAU
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FROM: . . .
MAr. VICTOR L3JZ.1IU
3003 NORTH .Al A'MMD
CHIC GO ILL, 60657
Phone(1 1 2)8f-2308

-TO:"

Ur MICILA ST31N
STA.? DIRECTOR
.OM 2227 DSOB
US SENATE
WASHINGTON D.C. 20510

Dear Mr !!IC AIAM STtRN,

I the undersigneA. VICTOR FLISMIUOf CHICAGO, ROMANLAN born and

.X.rtici,'Vnt to:

ofTH? T'.1VT{ ?O!.%NLN HM0G3R STRIKE FOR: THE IMEDIATE RELEASE OF

53 zm x DIPLo.TS HOSTAGES IN TmnANImAx,0P OUR FAMILIES

HOSTAGES IN COMI.UNIST ROMRAIA AND FOR tMl,"U . RIGHTS IN CO:MIST

ROMLNIA"(APaIL 24,1980-blA 30,1980),-

1.- eleage thi.t rjy written st.tement to be printed in the CONfGR.SSIO-

ILL i-coa 02 US J:L'.TS HLARING OF JULY 21,1980, and lo be presented

to the e.bove mentioned US -MATS ORAL I{EARG 0 TM- PRESIDERTIAL

R13COMUANTIO? TO 'JAIV3 TME JACKSON -VANIK .XMI:VT AND TO GMRT THE

-010T F,.VO.!) ITA!ION', CA MUS3 TO COT.UfIST ROTI. 7A 0R ONS MORE Y"AR,-

by Dr -)IITRII ? I ArOSTOLIU, PRESIDZT OP"TH3 .UMERICAK-ROMANIAK RATIO-

NAL COITT3E FO I{EJh.Uf RIGHTS", orjaniser, participunst nnd spokesen

of !TRWGM 3TIM'iIS.

Mihle- vu. Sincerely yours
VIC?0 ZI IU
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11r, ION I0kt3SCN
3003.If ArrMM

,cii.1ox ILL, 60657
Phone(3 1 2) 871-2308
US LE3IDMT

TO:
tir L!aum STWMdZ
RO0TT 222W DSOB
US SM&ATE
YASIWGOIT DO 20S10

Dear Mr MICHAEL 3TMRN,

I,the undersigned, ION IONESC1 of CHICA0O, ROMAXA Born and partit-

cipant to ; " THE T"2H RIANIAN I!UNGER STRIKE 1OR:T23 IMEDITE
REL'37 OF 53 A)ERIC. 1 DIPLOILTS HOSTAG38 I1 -BOPMoto? OUn
?.Z ILI 3 .":03T 3 IN Co!UTIST 20!-IAUA AND FOR HUXAN RIGHTS IN

W.: IUNIST ROMMArI(APRIL 24,1980-MAT 30,1980),-

1.- Please th-t oW written statement to be printed in-the CONGRESSIO
NAL iECORD OF US S!ATS mm O JULY 21,1980, on TH3 P*qWXI'DTTI.XL

RCOMtIDATION TO :AIV3 THE JACKON-VANIK AM ENT AND TO GRANT TFH

hOST PAVORD NATIONts CAUSE TO COLI ST ROIIA POR ONE MORE YXAR
(THE PRR3IDmTIAL REwmw TIONP MAT 28,1980)

2.- Please that my- case of PORC 2D SHPARIVM PILT REJIFICATIO!T TO

BE PRIS3ETED TO -IrE ORAL H kRI OF U3 3EATE ABOVE 1EMEPONED BY:

Dr DnIMITRIE G APOSTOLIUOPRE3DENT 0? " THR AERICAN-.O1tANIAN .'

NATIONAL COImiTT3E FOR HUMAM RIGHTS" ,-the orgalbser, pp.rtioipant and

spokeswar of 0U10E 3TRIKES.

Tbank you. Sincerely yours,
ION IONESCU

qdwpC-1
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a & .ARTIt.
24-22 NO~M KOSIR # I
(JH11&OILL,,60639
Us8 RMER~T

TOt
Mr MICOaXL STEM
STAFF DIRECTOR
ROOM 2227 DSOB
US 53ATB
'1ASHI1GTON D.0. 2o51O

Dear Mr MICHEL ST=,

I, the undersigned, MIRCRA MARTIN of CHICA@), RO kXIJ born .rd

imrticipant to:" THE TENTH RQC!.Aff HUNGER STRIKE FORr THE IhULEDIATE

RELEASE OF 53 AEIAN DIPLOMATS HOSTAGES IN T ANTOIRANp OF OUR

FAMILIES HOSTAGES IN COY!WIST ROANIA AND .9( HRMkN RI8HT3 IN

C0MNST ROANIA(APRIL 24,198041AT 30,9800.-

I- Please that my cease of FORCED SEPARATED FAILT R- rJICATIO TO

BE PRESETED ON THE SHIATI FLOOR AT THE US SENATE MARING O? JULY 21,

1980, by DrDUIKTRIE G APOSTOLIU. PRBMI] T OF " TH3 AMERICANj-O_1MAIAN

NATIONAL COMUTTEE FOR Hl fN RIGHTS", orgniser, participant Etzd

spokescoa of HUNGER STRIKERS.

2.- PLEASE THAT MY WRITTENN 3TATkftTT TO BE PRINTED INl THE COTIGRESI0

NAL RECORD O THE ABOVE IUMONMD rS 33AT3 H'?.AWt;G ON THE P.9I.SI7-

TIAL RECOXMRDATION TO WAIVE THE JACKSON-VANIX i113P!7TT 'ND TO GRANT

FOR ONE MORE YELR THE MOST FAVORED NATION's CLAUSE TO COM)NIST ROma-
NIA.

Thank you. Sincerely --ours,
?LIRCFA IV.RTN
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1500 .23ST ADISON
CHICAGO ILL 60640
Phone( 302)8>-9517

TOr
11r !IICILNL 3TMM1
STAPP DIRECTOR
ROOM1 2227 DSOB
US 3WATH

IASMLIGTOR D.C. 20510

Dez.r Mr !,.ICUE STERN,

It the ubdersigned, EKANMU NGRAEU of CHICAGO, RO0NIAN born and

r'ricivc'nt to; "THE TTH ROMANI .UGER STRIKEOR: TH3 3lU1DIATE

R , 0? 53 :--ICAN DIPL0-\TS 11OSTAG33 IN T -RANI21AN, OF OUR

A.ILI3S HOSTAkG33 IN CONUNIST ROLaXII ARD 71 HUMAN RIGHTS IN

COUnIST ROANIk"(APRIL 24911980-KAT 30t1980),-

I,- Please that my case of POR03D SPAPRAT'SD PA'ILY REUNIFICATION to

be preasated on the US SENAT3 ORAL HERAIW 0 JULY 21v1980 on TIM

PR3IDIMLL RX-CVLI%-TON TO IAIVE T-E JACKSO-VANIK , ."IE$'D AIfD

.0 GZ.'IT , 10 0113 !:cR3 YEAR TT3 ?!03T FAVORED %. IC'1 CLAUS3E TO CO-

I.TT3T R0.'2.IA-by Dr DINITRIE G kPOSTOLIU, PRESIDENT OF "T1

,UVRICAN -.ILOY IAN NATIONAL COITTEPOR H1WMAN RIGHTS" organiser,

pc -tioipent and spokesman Of TMG M STRIM- %3.-

2.- Plee.e, tha.t my writtenn s-tr.ter~nt to be printed in the r.tove

nentionee U3 3"31. T:?,..VK3AIffG'i 0O11GR.'S3IO J 1 R cORD.

Th7.cnk you. Sincerely yours
MW3L NEGRE'RA

A/M Z / 04 1
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PROM1:
!?tr GHtDORGH. ro
1521 ,3ST po.,pav ., 428
OHICAGO,*__60640
Phone(312) +28-4337
US RRSIDINT

ITWPP DIR.TOR
.1O00-1 2227 DSOB
T'S SCAT3
'YAMfINGTON D.C. 20510

Deea.r ?.r IIMU IL STM1t

I, the under3igned, GWORGHE IE3GJTof CHICAGO, .0LUTIAIT born and

p.rticiw.nt to: " _ TH, TH iO-I0'JIAIT 1{WG.,1 3'.M. 3 ?0'--e: TIUE IflIg)IA

TE -3,.I\3"¢ OF 53 AIAMI.IT DIPLO;'!.TA11 !03T.G11 IN 1,4aA,Ia-L1 PITT) OF

OU I FA1,1ILI2]3 HO92TAG ,S IN CO!IT'I $T RO.!AIA AID PO I MuLIT FLIGHTS IN

CO!2M.IIST ROMAIA" (APRIL 24r1980-llY 30g1980),-

lyp Plea.se tlw.t my case of PO00 S3.PARATMD FAIILY ?25HIPICATION TO

be presented to tho US 33?A'I! ORAL !! ARIIIG of JULY 21,1930p by:

Dr DIMIT?2" G ',POSN.LLIUp PI_;IOITU OF '1 TN131 ~ I1A~If

:LvIONAL CO:Y'vIT'1 ?0R ?0 .h! .N IIGTITS"g- orffni.erf 'ww.ticipant and

spokesman Of IUNIGR SRIXRS.

2.- Plea~se, that my vrritten stratement on this matter to be printed

in GOIGLVLSIONAL WECO.U OF TIM above mentioned US 31ITAT3 H3L\UTIG,

Think you. 3incerely yours,
G113ORGHE NH3GT
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IM DIVITHIS POP.
47-16, OTi{. ..c1r
OHIOI.GOr ILL,60640
US R3IDENT

TO
Mr XICM'EL ST3
STAPI DIRECTOR
ROOM 2227 DSOB
US M ATS
.1ASRIT0N DC. 20510

Dea! Mr MICKUEL STERN,

I# he undersigned, DI1ITRIE POPpof CHICAGO, HOLANI.A1 born and

t4prticipant to; " TPL T '.-NG STRI3 102: T71 I-!61IAL

U UM53 01P 53 AWSOICAN DIPLOMATS HOSTAGIZS IN T.flWI, IRp, OP OUR

'-lLIES HOSTAGES IN COIfUUNIST ROMANIA AND FOR HUX'A RIGHTS IN -COM

NIST ROXANIA" (APRIL 24,1980-AY 30,1980),-

I.-Please that my case of FORCED S3PARATD AMILY R VRIPICATION to

be presented on US SE!T FLOOR AT THE US SWATE ORAL I{.ARIffG OF

JULY 21,1980,- by Dr DIXITRIZ G APOSTOLIU, PRESID.3IT O?"THE AIU"I0CAN-

ROtIAN NATIONAL CO1aITTEE FOR HUMAN RIGHTS" I-organi ser, participeznt

and spokemam of HUNGER STRIKERS.

2.- P4eara t'it my written statement on tha cw.tter of THE PRESIDE-

D& IAL RECOMANDATION TO "IAIVE THE HM!RT-ACKSON-CHARLES VAMIK

AMI1KT AND TO GRANT FOR ON! MORE EAR THE MOST FAVQRXD NATION's

ClAUSE TO COMUNIST ROMAINIA,-to be printed in the above mentioned

US SENATE RELRING' s CONGRESSIONAL RECRD.-

Thank you. Sincerely yours,
DIMITRIE POP.
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FROUS
Ir GAVRUL rOTRA
1530 1EST 'IELfL{UTON
CHICAGO ILL 60614
Phone(312)871-2308
US RE3I DET

TOt
Mr MICHAE STEM
STAN? DIRECTOR
ROOK 2227 DSCB
JS SENATE
'IASH11MGON DoO.2C01

Dear Mr MIMAE STM,

I, the undersigaed GAYRIL POTRA of CHI0A)A, ROKA1IAX borm and

-particiwnt tot " THE TENTH ROMA1NIAN HUNG STRIKE FORr THE IMMEDIA-

W XESLBB 0F 53 AMERICAN DIPLOVAT3 HOSTAGES IN TEMINvIRANp OP OUR

FAMIES HOSTAGES IN CONUNST ROKANIA AnD FOR HUMAN RIGHTS IN

C(mmIS? ROUA1TA" (APRIL 24,1980-AY 30,1980),-

1. - Please that my written statemert on my FORCED SEARATED FAMILY

RSUNIPICATION, to be printed in the CONGaES3I0NAL RECORD of US SEKATI

TtU:ARI!G of JULY 21,1980 on TUS PiREIDENTIAL R3COANDATION TO WAITS

THE T,'CKSQW-VAXIK AW iu9M AND TO GRAl THE !"OST FAVORED XAION's

CLAU3E FOR 013 K0113 TEaR TO 0O?1!UIST R0K A.-

2.- PLease tht my case to be nresented to the ebovo mentionedOR

HEARING OF US S3EATEv byi Dr DIUITRIE G APOSTOLIU, PESIET 0F"?Tn

AMEOAX-ROKANIAN NATIONAL COKITTER FOR HUIAN RIGHTS" organiser,

partloipant and spokesman of HUNGER STRIHt.-

Thank you. Sincerely yours,
GARIL POTRA

C -
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H:r N130-aA 3MM11
-4707 lest 12th p1
0I03RO.ILL. 60650
Phone(312) 863-8132
PIMT IT RZIDMIT

TO:
'rTAPP DIRECTOR
.OOl 2227 DSOB
US SNATE
".TAS1IONGTCN D.C. 2o510

Der Yr I0ICIEL ST&R1,

I the undersigned I7ROEA ZEMMU. of CICERO, ILLINOISp ROI!_W-TLI born

Ond p -rticik,-nt to; " TME T.,T1! '1'T I.TT !iUItR S LIK3 POR: T! IrID}-

. - 0?S2 O 53 A3UbIJC 2 T D)IPLO1?,TS IIOSTAG'S 3IT T-,4tJT,IRAN A-lD OF

OUR PAIXILI3S HOSTAGES II COWUNIST ROMAWTIA AND POR IMiAL R'"-HTS IN

COIT2-UIST ROMIA" (APRIL 2491980-MAY 30p1980).-

1,- Please tbh.t my ovse of FORCED SEPAqATZD FAMILY R3J-IIICATION to

be nrc .ented Pt the US SWATZ ORA: !I2ARII{G of JULY 21,1900 on THE

T'RID.TTIAL 'IJOItA!TTI.!1 TO /AIVM TIE JACKSOIT-V.AIK AYr !, A D

TO 0MVINT Ir!3 !,0V FAVOXA:' V-.%TI0!T8qtCL.J' 1'0O1 011U 1TOR:3 Yk'rl TO 00*11u-

.i X O.. by )r m)fI' .: 0 :.mOTOLIU, P.,SID ITT OP"TH3 P3NRlICAN-

OTZTIAN NA.TIC}EAL CCW!.TTEE P:A 1 t U AI 1,32 oreaiiser, participant

end eo!:em.n of ',!,MGM1 3TIMKRS

2,- Peorso h oM% my vritton rte.%emont on the z.ter to be printed in

: I.'L 13CO1) of -e -bovo mentioned US S."AT.31

'h :': >rov sincerely :ours,

iH1teea A f&c
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Mr NAM & Xr* WA' Lt .RJaCAOACI-
6216. Bewaol. 3rtYe .PAktA tts
CLWAINrM olifo 44130
Shone( 2161 651-465
PZML&NWT RESIDENTS

TO:
Ur MJI C.H STERN
STAFF D1=TOR
ROOM 222T DS0B
US ZBEATZ
WASHINGTON D.O. 20510

Dear Hr LMEIHAL STERN,

'le the %ndersignedp IATHI & CAT'TII;A O.ACAOTC IA of CL r'),.V

RO!ANIANS born .nd partiolpen tot 0 T1II1 TMMH .OUWrLTl I{UlTG-r ST.-W K

POR: THE I1TEDIATE RIELEASE OP 53 AMRICAN DIPLOANTS .OJT.AG-3S IN

RAN, IR$, OP OUR PAHILIES HOSTAGES IN C0 UNIST ROK11IA AIMD POR

HUMAN RIGHTS IN COT21MTIST RO1ANIA",

- AR GAZING THAT:

I.- OUR CASE OP PORC M-) FAYILY RUNIFIOaTION to be preeentee, at the

US S3. TE ORAL H1AING OP JULY 21,1980, by: Dr DIIHITAI3 G .YOT..TLIU,

PR:SIDi:-!T of T 2 V Ic-13-1IA HAIOTL 2 ' ?C, 1 ri~i

-RIGHT3',- orcvnni, er, partici:nt end spokesman of ITUNG3R STIIJK?1S.

2.- Our vvitten statement on TIM P SID..TIL RECOQIDATIONT OP "

Par p 8,198o To *TAIrfl m,! JACF2oI -v.JTfl AT.!rZ-27T -*In) TC GCC7C V

I:OST PAVO0.f :ATIITts CLAUT" ( c O 'IT .O1".TI1A. C I OXT. !TCI 72' -

to be printed in CONGRESSIONAL RECORD of the r'bove mentioned US ;-VT

HEARING on the matter.

Tbsnk you.-- SSnwerely yours,
•MT2I CARACAO.ACEA

n'OATERIA C.,.AOAO.UNA
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15-21,'193.T VO.JT3M Y 245
CHICAGO ILLINOIS 60640
Phone(312) 989-8831
US RESIDENT

Tor
ar MIOHAL STEMr
STA? DIRECTOR
ROOM 2227 DSOB
US SENATE
WAMMM1ON DO 20,510

Dear Mr MIOMARL STERNj

I, the undersized, L IRCEA TATAR of CHICAGO, ROMANIAN born and,

_.rticiprnt to:"TH3 TENTH RATLIN HtRICER STRI FORr TH3 L17. DIATE

RELEASE OF 53 AITERICAH DIPLOmATS HOSTAGES IN TEHRANIRANO OF OUR

FAMILIES HOSTAGe.S IN CO?1t.U1IIST ROMANIA AND FOR HUMAX RIGHT IW

COTUNIST RPORIUA- (APRIL 24vI980-IAT 30,1980),-

1.- Please that my case of FORCED SEPARATED PAILT R3MFIIATION to

be asenteA at the US SENATE ORAL HEARI of JULT 21p1980, byt

Dr DInRI.3 G APOSTOLIU, PlESIDVT OF " THE AIEAIOAN-ROMANIAN NATIOKIJ

COLITTEE FOR HUILff RIGHTS"- organiser, participant and spoken of

tMER. STRIKERS.-

2,.- That my rtten statement on THE PR3.7I;7'TIAL ANDA!IONq 0f

ILXT 2891980 TO WAIVE THE JTAUKSCI -VANIK ARM T AND TO GRAMT THE '.
MOST FAVORED NATION's CLAUSE FOR OE MORE YEAR TO COT!UIST ROKAIA-

tp be printed in the COfGRESIOITAL M2OORD of the above mentioned

VS SANATE FTAARING in the mtter.- ..... stSincereyy yours,
Thenk you. MIRORA TATAR
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PROMt. .....
ROUCICA - ?EUIO0.
46-30 NORTH MOMIOELLO
G"!ICAGO ILLINOIS 60625
Phone(312) 588-6594
US REWIDIT

TCsUlr ICIEM STEW
STAPP DIRECTOR
ROOM 2227 DSOR
US SENATE
WAS11INGTON D.C. 20510

Dear Njr IH~U ,

I, the undersigned ROIIICA Th]URICI of CHICAGO, R014AMLIN born and

partici nt to: " TFl3 T.ITH 3OMNIAM HUNGER STRIKE PORr THE I12MIATI

RL3aSE OF 53 .1IERICAN DIID)KATS HOSTAGES IN TERRNIRAN, OP OUR

P.ILI3 ffSTAG*"S IN COOMUIST ROMAKIA AND FOR HRMA RIGHTS IN

COlf UIST ROWL.Ik(:APRIL 24,1980--tAY 90'1980),-

I.- P4ease th.t my oe-se of 20-1C'D 53",R*PRT30 PILY a .IPICATION to

be precented at the US SEATE ORAL HEARING of JULY 21,1980, by:

Dr DIIITRIE G APOSTOLIU9 PRESID.IT OP " THE AXERI0ANRoV.ANI NATIOk

1NAL COM~ITTEV, POI HMJWAT MITTWS",- orC'trniser, )artici~wnt -.nd spo%.na-

me.n of !RMG9- STRIl:.RS.-

?.- TNt my Tritton st,-tement on T[H{ P1BSID.TIAL REO.tMINDATION OF

tAY' 28,1980 TO WAIVE TH' JACKSON i VANIK A flIENT AND TO GREAT THE

1!0ST PAVORED NATION'S CLAUSE TO CO!!UNIST EOLANIA P0 ONE MORE Y7AR-

to be printed in CONGRESSIONAL RECORD Of the above mentioned US SE'

NATE HEARING fu thin V.-

Tbrmk you- Sincerely yours,

AOMICA T3MRIUOI

3D VN CE Ike -LAC(
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9M IL COSMUr XIVA 003mI
Mr TITU COSKI

ft N; -S, 60640
('12)989-4530
Us RESIDETS

TO.
MR) MICHAEL STERN
STAFF DIR3OTOR
R014,-22T DSOB
US S~IATE
,ASII1NT0N D.o. 2!010

Dear lNr MICHAEL STEW,,

Wo, the undersigned 14IL COSTXI IONEL COMII, .AND TITU CO11,boothers,

residing in CHIOAGOand SANIM born, particivnte to "TUE T:rTTH

RO1AIAN HUNGER STRIKE PO3 r THE rlThD]IT2 REL?,ASE OF 53 ZMXERICAN

DIPLOMATS HOSTAGES IN TM2{RAKIRN OP OUR PA2s!ILI2;S HOSTaGES IN COIU -

NIST ROIWANXA AID F IRMlrudT RXIZiTS IN CO .U.1IST RO!'2IIA,",-

I.- Flepse that our crses of FOACEOX F.ATILY R3LTNIPIOATIOf to be

presented at THE US SENATE ORAL HE.LrIWN Ot JULY 24p1980 ,- by:

Dr DDIXTRIE C APOSTOLIUp PRESIDENT Of " THE AMERICANUROMANIAN

NATIONAL COMMITTEE FOR HUMAN RIqrTSI - organiserV participant and

spokesman of HUGER STRIKERS.

2.- That our W1tten statimont on THE PESI]NTAL R?*0-L,-OO DTIOT of

SLY- 28,1980 TO "IAIVH THE JWCKSON -VANIK A 7TIW'MT XND TO CVIMT rt13

MOST FAVORED NATION's CLAUSE TO OOi-N3IST ROUMTLI. VOR ON' V!OIhZ YEAR-

to Ine printed in the CONGRESSIONAL RECORD of the above mentioned

US SERATR HEARING in this matter.-

Thank yow. WIL OOX'I &JA M

LGIM 0CQ14 qX
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PRO0. .
M:r 1IORE BOT
46-30 IUORM TONTICELLO
CHICAGO XLLIlTOIS 60625
Phone(3 1 2) 588-694 -
US REBI-7)=T

lsif MCAI STM

STAPF DIRECTOR
ROOLU 2227 DSOB
US SENATE
'IASHINGTON Dodo

Dear r ?.IIf.AEL STMRN

I, the undersigned, VIOREL BOT, Of OHICAGOr ROMAIA born and parti-

cipant to " THE T,.[TI -j0WrIIAN hUTGR STRIKE FOR: V1E I:!3DI-%TE

RMN-z; OF 53 AIA. DIPLI1ATI U0OSTLGPS IN T.,1UxkN, IANr O OUR

P:'JflLI3S HIOSTAG3S Ill CO .ISTIST R01!'1TI AND POA HTT. RIGHTS IN

CO..MNIST %Ol-4NIA (APRIL 24,1980-.AY' 30,19801.%.-

I.- Plienoo that my case of FORCED SEPARATED PNMLY RMJNIPICATION to

be presented at the US SEATB ORAL IiA.ING Of JULT 2491980t by:

Dr DIMITRIE G APOSTOLIU, PRESIDENT OP " TH3 AlSRICAN -ROIANIAM

NATIOITAL COI2.qT ?01 I{T.'2LT .IctT.S',- orgc-miser, -.vticint; eand

2.- '. .t my writtenn statement on THE PaSID!WTIAL RECOIADATION OF

MAY 38,1980 TO WAIVE TH3 JACKSON -VVfIC .V!MWdffT AND TO GRNT THE

UOSLT PAVORM I.ATION' CLIUs3 701- ORO 01O0M Y-LR TO CO'J:*TLIIST .0MC )TfIA
-7- ". " '%-. ..C ' -v

- to be rinted in the CONGRESSIONAL RECORD of the above montionod

US SHRATS .{EARING in the matter.-

" YVIORIM BOT -
4jfa0 ~-
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Mr..VIOaEL STIRBU
3309 IRVING PAK ,T7E5
CHICAGO.ITLINOIS, 60618
Phoze(312'588-7627,
US RBSIEMET

TOt
r MICHAEL STM

STAFP DIRECTOR
ROOM 2227 DSO
US SENATE
'YASElGTON- D.C. 20510

Dear Mr MICHAEL STERNt

I, the undersigned, VIOREL STiR of CHICAGO, ROIIIAN lor and

particinant to; "TH3 TENTH ROlWTfA HUl!GM STRIKE PORt THE IlEDIL TE

RE8\ASE O 53. AMERICAN DIPTYMTS HOSTAG3S IN TElMNq1IRANOV OUR

FAMILIES HOSTaGES IN CO.'1 J0IST ROMANIA .O FOR M{.'"A .GHTS IN

CO?ZW flST ROMANIA" (APItL 34,198O-MT 10,198o),-

1.- Pease that my case of FORCMD SEPARATED FAMILY RI PIOATION to

be presented at THE US SENATE ORAL'-IRITG OP JULY 21tl98Or byt

Dr DIMIERIE G APOSTOLIU, PRESIDENT OP " THE AMERICAN-ROANIA?

NATIONAL COMMITTEE POI HUMAN RIGHTS",- orruiser, ir.rticipan ad

spokeemav-of I1UNGER STRIXM.R.

2.- Please that my written statement on this matter to be printed

in the above monimad US SATE HEARIG' s CONGRESSIONAL RECORD.'

Thank you. Sincerely your
VIOREL STIRBU
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TESTIMONY OF
MARTIN F. YTUARTE,

Executive Vice President
Prudential Lines, Inc.

Before The International Trade Subcommittee Of The
Senate Finance Committee

This testimony is given in support of a waiver extension of

Most Favored Nation Status to the Socialist Republic of Romania

under the Trade Act of 1974, (Pub. L 93-618, Jan. 3, 1975,

88 Stat. 1978), as granted under Presidential Proclamation

No. 4369, (Apr. 24, 1975, 40 F.R. 18389).

Since October 1, 1974, Prudential Lines, Inc. has been carrying

cargo East and Westbound between the U.S. and Romania under

very good relations. In 1979, the principal cargo carried by

Prudential from Romania to the United States were petrochemical

products, machinery and t6ols, wood, glass and consumer products.

From the United States to Romania, the main items of cargo

carried by Prudential in 1979 were chemical woodpulp commodities,

raw cotton, food preparations, machinery and equipment.

The U.S. Department of Commerce Foreign Trade Statistics in-

dicates that of the approximately 832 million dollars of goods

traded between the United States and Romania in 1979, the

United States recognized a favorable trade surplus, having ex-

ported approximately $500 million in goods to approximately

$332 million imported. /

68-772 0-80-81
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The trend of Prudential's business with Romania has signifi-

cantly increased over the last three years.- Total Prudential

revenue from cargo shipped during that period waste

1977 - $4,518,000

1978 - $7,405,000

1979 - $7,041,000

For the January to May period of 1980, shipments on a annualized

basis equal $11,220,000. Most favored Nation status is clearly

responsible for such a good trade showing and is necessary for

continuance of such a favorable trade picture.

Prudential's relations with Romania have been excellent both on

p iOvernmental and business level. Prudential has established

offices in Bucharest as well as Constanza with the assistance

of the Romanian government. Prudential has also employed

Romanian citizens at both offices with very good results.

Prudential currently enjoys contractual arrangements with

Navlomar, the Romanian agency designating the latter as

Prudential's official agent for Prudential's shipping activities

in Romania. Similarly arrangements exist with Romtrans, the

Romanian trucking agency to handle inland shipments. Chartering

arrangements also exist with Navlomar whereby Prudential is

acting as Navlomar's chartering broker in the New York area.

These relationships have proceeded in an excellent business

like fashion.
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In addition, and in support of Prudential's shipping activities

in Romania, Prudential has invested several million dollars of

capital for equipment in Romania, including tugboat, tractors,

and chassis and is currently negotiating for additional ter-

minal equipment.

It is Prudential's position that the Most Favored Nation Status

for Romania should continue as it clearly is in furtherance of

the purposes of the Trade Act of 1974. To paraphrase a portion

of the Act as to its purposes:

1. to foster economic growth ... and strenghten

economic relations between the United Stated

and foreign countries through open and non-

discriminatory world trade;

-2. to harmonize, reduce and eliminate barriers to

trade...i

3. to establish fairness and equity in international

trading relations...

Thank you.

Martin F. Ytuarte

JCB/Mj July 21, 1980

33583(7-17)
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8LU !Of DMIMhZ 0. APOS!OLIU
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MW WIVML DZA&RA!IE Or BUMW RIGis
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2, Deeyo' NV baaOh tAWhe to fredom Of: movement and residnoo witin
t' bawdes o sab

20-pftmpe:bas the. rigtftto loawe &Wz~ Oo'wy' IV030d1n, big qM o

( rn 'oms aa,";

3 IS ISO POWRU ON IR wOS D WORM Oil STOP TIM HUNGER STRIKER 10 3
23zflhTM UTH, TRIR PRCI SMRA!ED FAMILINS1
(DIxIR, 0.. APO3TOLIUspokoIe of HUNGER STRIrsm-)

wit wuiM mak IAILZPEJW -q

WE WAM OM CKIDW FN3, 5011
ROOLAN (JR&Bsew- Sw T MM em HOSTawo NOW!

11N EAB RI-HAUMH0NRABLB 3ML20RS

As president of THE ANUOT -ROUANDSl NATIOMAL ooma!HE FOR EUMAER
BlMI I SpotoSMn ot TE TEM ROKANUAI HUNGE SP r I OR: TnH
IM LTE REIaS OP 53 AMBIOAW DOMATS HOSTAGES IN, !auMWIRANP OF
OUR PAIIUS HOSTAGS 33, CuMNIST ROKNIAM KMR HUEAW M151 BoaGM
UNIKST RANZ&lstaz, on APRIL 24,1980 in front of UN in NW YOI OITY
moved in front of IRANIAW aM ROALlIAN* MISSIONS TO TIM UN in W 0R
to ad cont d in WANOTOW D.0. since APRIL 28,190-ZiL 30 1980,-
aM mo than the - am am NONS! US CITlU tbahe, I . o d; '30 on-

batTimPiammmRwolwaoirof NZI2,1980, TO, WAM
JLCKSO VA K ANMM anM TO GRANT THE NOST VAVORED nIOI na, AUSB
20 COKIUWIM ROMIRA -1Iuoted"ROR THE SO.,0~L INOUIASI 0r zMqRA-
2M POWMY TO TIE 20? 3o4f, " .1a 4b ''OR NOOLsB SLMW N
InDE OE 01 MI OSCOW AND "PRO VEs EM POSITION IN' "RUN AMMO
aWMMA HAVOuSSM1,. TMt POKE XR - oMa or ROK45

onM f mnuss azws uoalisi iam usO 0JMNE10 1980W~l~lilll-1 *1 HUA HIMS UOODO WAS M OWE W-M-', Sib -
926 UP W12E9 AM.!OLLA3 ~MKE TE TRADE AMEAM OF9

JMM1'CAR2ERO a AMION; 0 IRANIAN ISLAIM REVOEIONRR? REPUI1 ' a
IM84M UNTI 7- 1113 53 AMERMA DIPLOMATS IOSACE IN, TMEAJ
N11 ERD WE NW M TINES OP JUB 1o 1980 REPORTED ABOU2THIS NCo0LAR oUUSWsoUa FULL SuP oR, ?iRAa RRI.'s3..

NH IN IOR OlN NIE N'~ N N SENATORS

Df THE WNM OF HUNGER, STURU WHO, ARE ol THE MAIN DOOR ON' DIEI
SKIMl! 6MlC2 BILDInU-LoO m SELVES M5 CIRIUS AND NIFLDED AS
MUR RRDAInDE 512 AXA DIPLONMS HOSTAGS An nt. TzkoNIRAN,
I LSM3 WiLt M DO HO2 GM AMMER WE OST PAVOWE ITJQNUa
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OLAUBD 10 THI0 US PSWER OF UANU S10RhSTS AND Cifli A4LMI
RMUAIT CAZ I OOLA 0 1 OSUUS1t
WE DO NOt WAYt 10'PS WIT N' RAN 2AAM IONMSYIL COOLER
OSRW -4=3 IRANI TR ISTS Wf DI IR L 7=GUG AND 2lTdW
Us DIPX.-UOH&w QUS "qp o , '07YG TO AUSUIDS lMO IRARMAN
-E onosa TO DO, fi A uADZo woIn rIO' US' sur8vu; sls]S-

& SDO 01 R B33 1 SUIffEI W WLIPLB SCLEROSIS BEMAUR OP
* 33HURNERA !RBIW W IRANIAN TERRRIMt tRAINED IF USSWV

,LSS ! WI 35 3 tIN ADTOU H IN0. SO CALLED III TEE T RIESM0ano Ot MU 2B 1980,-I QUOZDt"INORhLSE IN NIZORA*1OS YIC
T VPR fi F[M 71OUR 01 1.974t

8 ]08 XT 17,1975' toDkMi, OUR ANEMOAt.-ROXAZAN WI IONAL GmTtEaFOR MUM RIafSORQM SZD "O02M ROAS HUNGER STRIK OR AO IM
azmow IN mR u& AIM FOR HUMAN axonTS E COUXIST ROMAIAS...0
-IN UE Fn= OhE(KA 171,1975-MULY 17 1970)WE!B INVOLVED AND NraPAJLINI
DINE fl, AIM NrFLOLI 0A CNUR! 01 NEW YOY 01ff.
THE RESULTS OP nR HOSIA RELATIVES APPLIcAIONS 1OR EXIT VISaS
WERE NOTIFIED T OLAINANTS AP2H! U*.SoGRAN2ED fICOLAR OEANESOCU WIT!
2U K3... WITH! 0ELD ORD's PRESIDENTIAL R]ROMANDATION EDITED BUT

1N ISSIR , SORMARY OP STATE OP THE USA A? THAT IME..
VIA2 It WAS?PROX M PAULINN DIN!' OlW ONE HOSTAGE WAS RELEASEDIHER
SON a3 H OTHER SETP ARE ST11 HOS&AGES OVER THERE SINON 19751 ..
PROM Mr FLORIN: CAEOOABU: ONLY HIS WIFE AND LITTLE S0N4 " RE RELEASE.
OtH 11 wERE STILL HOLUGES. BU? THIS NUE! DIINUE. UNfPORTUNTALYs
Mr PAUL 0ArOAw%24 A T&LSED LAW TDM EXPELLED ROM BUOi AR

00 OF W_ APPLM ba MO IGRATION,, WAS UMS AIPLIGATION' Pea
us REMiDOIS C R~'AROTW OnfM PC O UNST EULGA3A AN E0UTRSIO
Bwoat WItH i' AIPvW. POOR Po4ri un an wu xis
*315DB V ITH: LES PASSYORI By OR
R=2 am MEKAnSswun asof POLICE2 OP ussa'ReIlwu) PEIJOW NW
AND ON? 00ONEO 3 1 9~~ WMTItH BULGARIA!' SDCRRTflULSBI&
BIDSfOFUSWV sxoa)&bob ALL 01 S 20 =a&SBy -EUNIZOUE AND

01911 NL ONE I W N 10 IS T E A t VHOM OWRO OiN THE! SO
ALLW M LAND: OP NOWDID BMfS! 1MHZ BORDER OP RONI AND ULGAl .o,

NOW ErPLORIN' OMOOANU 07 NOM T0U -KS "ONLY" .'RELAVE HOSTAGES IN

-NI0OLE GEAUSESOUm a SALINIST STRATEGIE WAS AND STILL ISt TO RELEASE
SOME HOSTAGE RELfATIVES BuffS! THE HEARING ON W OF HOUSE OF DURESSE
IASTE AND THE US S=fTBE ONE. APTER GRANTED WITHi THE Vm HE STAM A-
C!? SUOURITY sTERROR AGAINST NhUU RELATIVES OF US OtIR IS AN US
RESIDSS.LLVING OVER THERE AND WOULD BE SIGRA?,TS IN ORDER T0 RUI -

TW25 PORDED SS RWMD, PAMIISe..-:On 1977t THREE YEARS AGO, Mr VIORIQA STANJ'EV JOINED THE HUNGER
STRIKE=NW SUB IS EVOLVED DIN THE"! TWTH" ONE.TBEOAUSE PROS HER
13. HOStAGE RELATIVES ONLY HER BROMHERM ION'SITA WAS"-ALWOWED TO MIGRATE
HER PARlS WER ARRESTED AND HARD BEIATEN UP W1 SECURITY "ONLY" POUR
TIESJDM ONLY THE STRONG INERVUIION OP THE HONORABLE SENATOR HENRY
M. #01K! SUOODED TO RELEASE IM PROM fAIL. BUT THEY ARE STILT
HOSTAGeS OVER THEMES
- Mrs ATEM CHIUi OP NEW YOWUC II UNSUCOESPULY TO BRI$ HER' HOSTAGE
BROTHER AND HIS WIFE AND DAU&TER "ONLY" SNCE1 1975too1
- Mr E IE RPRAIU1RALID' AS US 0TZ1 SINCE0.1973, TRIED1 2l TO
sit a cSTme R ATIES. "ONLY" SIN0E A DEAEL!...
- Ur en. 0or O31 105L, OSNWIIESOU of Nr YOS TRI TO BEING
ova a HI WIP Si] i9e ERa APPxLIeAIONS wE uJOTsED tWIe.
OWE LAM REIEOO 8 ise MAY 198t.M JUL 13,1980 A MLItIA MA 100-

a, a SBOUR2TY Oni OVER o I m a on ot aUTMIR
DE=S AN 2U212D 10 RAP HfL ZE POOR' Il.$WW aU RSpR

/ /
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"INEIYI 3 H5 I EIRS MMORS 0033 OVE AID SAVE Mt M I 11Sn WET
.0" Do sDISM0! A'!OEEN, M MM On REMB To REMIn= MR
CR L M 0LR AMIM6t TH WOULD B ILUTI, AND SN1M WrsAIISS ON!
TIM GRND kTT "B* IS 9i8 WIFE OF SOIEOD WHE LW mLG comm '
NELT RAIIWA AND THAT N SEMP IN PEBSUIDIG T0 Z:XGR!Eg 20 TULT-Ml
=m raL mUSBI, LVI IS "HERILITEc usA1..,.."

AIX. ROM= RZuvz 0 US OITINS AND UE S ES LIVING OVER
T[ERE AND WOULD BE IIORAINTS IM ORDER TO RENI TOIMR FORCED iEPAi
M PAMilISS ARE-WITHOUT- EXCEI!ONt .-TMEAM=E WIIH COMINMM 20 THE

POMMMARI RSPuiTAs ,ARE ZA OFF PROM TMEIR JOBS OR REMOVED FROM
AU HUMILATED HhR BEA!M UP TERRORISM,. RBOU2ELE ' THE SBMCUKXZ !
v Ouu '32ATMEnIr THE W&ULD BB WIGRAZI 13. CALLING UP TO THE.
SBOD'RLTY OFFIOZ A IN ESIIGTED UNDE HARD PRESSED THE ALL NIGM..
IN TM MOERMG M OR SHE rIS REPORTED HIM OR HER ELY TO HIS 03 R
JOBSX rDWZGM S,. WJ.MWS BAIIWMI 3?vMM 33M PATHMSO,9M X=Wg,.TOI-ND THE HUNGZR II I B tSOS SJinOX YEARS AGO TM MID0S 1 20"oDR

REINCTED WIM HMS PANTS AND BROTHERS TIPRIGAI FAMILY OP SUMIVA,
ON 1979, HMS BROTHER HAS HIS APPLICATI& AGLIN. REXOTED, ANb HE AS
FOROMED4O 60 TO TME MILITARY DJTYI RELEASED PMM - E CAN! NOT FIND UP L
MMB BECAUSE THE SBOURITY IS WATCHING HIM AN S&YfI ORDERS TO ALL

- STATE a COMPANY TO- LET BADUI TIPRIMAI DOMMM~IT is INSISTflfQ
THU' HE SINE UP A SA23Mt 0F "GIVE UP" HI ITZTdON TO"1MIGRATZ.
BEAMS HM REFUSED WAS WIND TWICE; WIMH 1000 LEU AMD MEATRID WIH
CONVIOTIONI P"PARLZTISM",
Mr TOADER TIPHTGAN(the fatherp8 years old)HhS A PENSION OP 800 LEI.4
RE WAS WID 2WICS WITH' 100OLET:PIRST DECAUSIS BELLG- GALLED UP BV! US
COMM U WENT IN BUGsHLRBESSEOONDo. ,BECANEE HE DID NOT ANNOCED THE
SECURIT THAT 18WLS CASTEI) 0P WA FOREISN DIPLOMATSe o or
FROM THE PARTICIPANTS T0 THIS HUNGER STRIKE S2ED IN NEW YOWX ITf
ON APRIL 24 1980 AND COYINUED IN, WASHINGTON DO SINGE APRIL 28,1980
UNMIL MA 36 1980,AM) NOW JULY 21 1980 RESTARTED IN WASHINGTON D.O.
• -01MM? 1 KIDS OF Mrs G IOUTA OF NEW YOK ARRIVED IN MHE
UMBER MOTHER AND HER PIOB Mr FLORIN, DUMITRESCU' of BUCHAREST ARESTILL ROSTAG.M -- I AURI STREHE OF NEW YO JOINED TO DATE THREE DIPPER3MT HUNGER

STRESS FOR FAMILY- REUNION IN THE USA,. BUT HIS FIANCE EVA ANDRAS OF
BRASOV AND HER DAUGHTER SIMONA, -SL ARE STILL HOSTAGES1...
-THE HUNGER STRIKER VIOREL MTIRBU, 0 CHICAGO HAS HIS PIAO MARMA
VALERM DIRFES AND l R DAUGHTER ECA2 A IOICA MARI-SES OF ORSOVL
STILL LAS) OFF PROM AIM JOB AND WI"[OUT PASSPORT...

WLHAT IS DIFFER NIT IN THIS HUNGER STRIKE IT IS THE FACT THAT2THE HUNGER
STRMES FORM CHIOAGO, IL OIS, CONTACTED PHIBIANEXTELT THE ROMANTAN
]IMSSY IM WASKNIG!OW D.O. SINCE 1978-TWO EARSIBY PHONE CALFSv,
LETWES AD BY suing: OVER mom MONiS on Ov THIIlr ORDER TO ER!-
NVY? THE FORCED SEPARATED FAMILY FPEACHLLY' AND HONESTWITHOUT ANY
COMPRIIISE. BUT THE AMBASSADOR NICOLAR 1OS'*AND CONSULS ]&DIA AND
BADALICEON) PURPOSED TO MrKIROA SERBAN OF CHCAGO TO BUIL UP A RING
OP SPIES NETWORK FOR UNER AND COKUNIST ROMANIA WITH PERSONS WHO HMVE
OASES OF FAMILY USIPICATION9 MrMIRCEA SMMBAN REPUSEDII WIFE WAS
ARRTED TORETURED AND CONVICTED IN ROMNIA., HE APPEAL TO AMNESTY INTE
TERNATIONAL WHIOH IN INTERCEDING DIR.CTZLY WITH NIOOLAB CEAUSESCUOBO
TZMED Mrs SEMI.v AMR&=.Y pUll MM( IS-STILL HOSTAGE TOGETER HER KIDS

ON JULr 1.71,1980 1 ecoved thq anexed oopy of a desperate letter of
one of the most talented ROMIANr artist.The letter- ws s agled from
ROMANA by a person of confience.
THE SIGOATAE OF THIS LZ"R SNS 1978 APPEARS ON US SENATE .US ON
GUEss AND O oui S En 10s or

I
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-. ~ MQU1~ PRINTEDD IN{ CONGRESSIONAL. RECORDSo T1LZ LAST ORB
IN THE tOROESSIONAL RECORD OF US SIWATE, S HEARING ON 1O'N TO COWI

M U OF JULY 19, 1979, page 241p position3O.
MY nI APPEARED REGULAR ON US CONGRESS COMMISSION ON SECURZT AND
COOPEAT'ON. IN, EDROPEAND ON ILL LISTS OP ROMANrAN HUNGERSTZKES FOR
FORCED FAMILIES RE .IIOATIONS IN THE USA AND FOR HUMAN RIGHTS EN
COMMUNISTP ROJNIA*

INSTEAD TO BE GRANTED WITH aT' VISA I WAS ARRESTED AGAIN.
.TXEE WERE FTYE SSOURIT s OFPIFIS INVESTIGATORS.

THEEY SZOED TO ME A COPY" O THE CONGRESSIONAL RECORD.
TREW FORCED ME TO EA THAT COPY UPIPAGE BY PAGE. THERE WSE 539 PAGES

PLUS HE BOOK' a JAKET IN GE COLOR
AFTER I RATED A PAGE ZACH OF Ml INVESTIGATORS GRANTED ME WITH' A PAIR

OF PITS AND THE ONE Of BOOTS I WAS GRANTED WITH. PITS AND BOMTSI
BUT NICOLAR CEAUSESCU WAS GRANTED BY THE US SENATE WITHI THE -LP.NI-A

DEAR Dr DIMITRIE GoAPOSTOLIU,

MY SELF AND MY LOVELY' FIANCE ROXANA BADESCU ARE FORCED SEPARATED
SIUE 1977 BY'TEM TRAITOR OF ROMANIAN' PEOPLE NICOLAE CEAUSESCUTHE
STALINIST TIRRANT OP HOSTAGE RELATIVES OP US,OITI ?ENS AND RESIDEM?
LIVING OVERTHERE AND WOUL BE EMIGRANTS IN ORDER TO REIPY" THEIR FOR
CED SEPARATED FAMILIES IN THE USA OR TO GET MARRIED IN AMERICA TOO.
THE ROMANIAN' COMMUNIST PR8SIDEIT NICOMB CEAUSESCU' IN HIS PROPESSONMl
QUALITY 0' APPR3TICE SHOEKAKER .3 SfhiINX THE BOOTS OF BREZHNEV AND
IS DEZFZING THE US 8ONGRZSS 71HO GRANTED HIM YEAR BY YEAR WITH THE UPNI
-PLEASEj! IMPLCRE YOUTO ASK THE US SENATE TO DO NOT GRANT ANYMORE

THE WN- TO THIS HORRIBLE CRIMINAL AGAINNW HUMANTY?..

FOR ME THERE IS NO WAY OF LIFE WITHOUT PRACTICE MY ART AND. WITHOUT
MARRY, MY DEAR FIANCE, ROXANA BADESCUl'
WE: ARE YOUN( AND AS ALL YOUTH O1 THIS EARTV WE LOVE EACH OTHER'
WHICWM LA OF THIS .IORLS FORBID8 THE YOUTHS T6 PAL IN LOVE AND TO GET
MARRIED? -
THE FAMILY IS THE PILLAR OF THE NATIONS, SINCE THE HUMAN SOCIETY IS--
WmniDEDt
I CAN! LIVE ANYMORE WITHOUT GET MARRY WITH ROXANA IN NW YORK
IF r WILL NOT BE GRANTED EXIT VISAS UNTIL AUGUST 1980,
-I WILL SET FIRE Ol MT SELF IN FRONT O7 THE CENTRAL CO=ITTEE OF

THE ROMAN"IA COOMKUNIST PARTY IN BUCHAREST ON AUGUST 23,19801
PLEASE,, ANNONCE TH POREION PRESS CORRESPONDENTS IN BUCHARESTABOUT.
PLEASE ANNONCE THE US SEIATSv ABOUTt
PLEASE ANNONCE THE US SENATORS OF NVI YORK -MY FIANCE' sSITYABOUT.
PLEASE ANNONCE THE HONORME SENATOR HE-RY M JACKSONABOUTI
PL-JAW ANNONCE THE US CONGRESS COMMISSION ON SECURITY AND COOPERATI0
ABOU' ND ALL NEW YORK' a REPRESMITATIVES.
PLELSEANNONCE EACH HUMAN BEING OF GOOD WILL ABOUT.
PLEASELIGHT A CANDEL FOR M uUH y sPUL AND PRAY GOD TO FORGIVE MEt

THERE WILL. BE A ROMEO AND JULIETTE UNHAPPY LOVE STORY OF OUR 20C.2TUR)
MY FIANCE ROXANA BADESCU WILL!PUT KER SELF FIRE ON IN FRONT OF THE UN
IN: NW TORK OITY'ONf AUGUST 23 1980 TOO?
ON TH OAME OUR WHEN' I WILL i% SO N BUCHAREST1V

THE YOUTHS OF ALL OVER THE WORLD WILL LbRN AFTER'JHATH, IN THE CENTU
R'T WHO -TH HUMAN! BEI(G LANDED ON HE MOON, AN YOUNG ROM NIAN, ARTIST
-MIHAI IONES(-SET = SELF ON FIRE BECAUSE IE CAN NOT LIVE ANYMORE

WITHOUT PRACTICE HIS ART AND WITHOUT MAR HIS FIANCE KM BADES
C. WHO SET 1%2 SEX? ON FIRE ON THE SAME DAY ON THE CAPITAL OF THE
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WODm mm WM CITY.
THE Y0ui&J OF A OVER I S WORTI WILL LEAr! AWBT BUCHAS19 THE
CAPIL O- COW MIST ROKAN WHR3 20.000.000 in!AMS w6 ARE
NM CQCUNS PARM, XWBERS ARE TERRORISED Br 2.000,000. 0' COWMUNIS!
PART!' a N 8 TRTHET WILL LEARN ABOUT STALINIS2 !IRRANU 1COLLZ
OE&USESW, AND' AbOUT MM PACT THAI US BOATE GRAE HM WIW MR
MOST 1VRD NATTON's C0AUS3 SINCE 1975 to 1980 YEAR BY YEAR ON THE
GROUND OF NIOOLAE CEkUMES s "MAW RIGMS REl 6RD"InuDED i Sup
S3T ON' PIER IN BUCHRE 01' A YOUNG ROMI ARTIST NANED X=3
1013M AND IN THE CAPITA.L 07,' THE WOELS M YOEZ 032Y, OF HIS POROED
SEPARATED PM ROXANk 30D8pCf0'. ;.
LET TUTH THE INAGE OP OUR SELVES SET ON PIR IN TWO DIPPESRTS OlT13
OF THIS TROUBLED EARTHTO L1IE FOR EVER TIE SOULS 0P YOUTHS ALL E
TIM WORLD AS A. REIM(DERqAS" MIRROR OP " THE HUMAN! RIGHTS" IN OUR
20. 0zom3 l'. 0
MAN GOD) FORM m. Val
MAY THkX1I THE YOUTHS DO LlGTA oANDEL FOR OUR UNHAPPY-- SOULSt '..

VERY SORRY9BUT DESPERATELY AND iPPY FO EVER
YOURS

as MINlI IONESOU

HONORABLE CMHIMANHONORABLE SA AORB

WE DO NOT N A NEW ROMEO AND JUDIETE DRAMATIC LOVE STORE OF OUR
20 CENTURY. THE Ng ONE,, WITH; US STATE IMLVED, 3IN BY' GRANTED -0
THE 4ChIMIiAT AIST- M NiuT. NQOLAB OmUEOU oP ROMAIA WITIL THE
M0ST PkVORED, NATION's CLAUSE ON- THE GROUND OP HIS-IQUOTED- "HUMAN
fly'' !S"MEO0D WITH PACT LIKE THE SELVES BET ON' PIRE OP- TWO YOUTHS

x DO' N " TO ]lIOT THE AMED CANDER, FOR THEIR UNNAPP! SOULS
PLEAS! STOP -' TO DO SO RIGHT NOV1i3 ,OCK UP MY HAINS WITH. 10T VOUE'
OF DO SOT GUA ANMORE 1 MOST' PAVORED NATION CLAUSE TO M soRinJa.
CONM' PRESDE NICOLA OEAUSESCU,UNTInt

,- HLL HOSTAGES RELATIVES Or US oTXZEWs AnD US RsmIDET Ln G OVER,
SAND WOULD BE EGRAN!S IN ORDER TO REUNIP? THEIR FORCED SEPARATE

P E-WILL BE SEZ IEE'
2.a- Ua QU- QUM==- A 303Z CCUMU SUIOTBER W. = 3SSU A GIERA
A.MSTY POR P OL2TIAL PRI30NMR A1D PRISONERS, O CON30IWR1
3*- ALI POLITICAL PBX.'"ONM WLL BE SET PRI I
4.- PRODESO Dr REPRWD GREOROHE CALI' DUMITRASA AND ALL REEMIS9
PAMRS ERID&TOES, RA MES MND BELIEVER OP ALL-KIND RELIGIOUS
DENU512t WE B EASED FROM WLs,, PSMYCHATRIC HOSPITALS AND
PORTED T.ABOR OAMPSL
5.- Z WILL, BE ABOLISM THE PUNSHMNE WITH CONPIMT TO THE PST -
MAUI HODMSS FOR POLITICAL PRISONERS AND -PRISONERS OP CONSCIWOEI
6.- MT TIRS SERVED IN POLITICAL JAILSPOROED LABOR OAMPS OR PSYOIA.-
TR HOSPITALS UY POLITICAL PRISONER AND PRISONERS OP CONSCIRUCE WILL
BB AKE I CONUIDESATION. AS"YERS SERVED IN THE LABOR PIELD"WN THE RE&'
TI2UII PAN OP EACW INDIVIDUAL OR IN .THE CASE OP DECEASED PERS1i IN
THB.'PLA 07 PEKSION OF VIDOWED WIPE OR OF ORPHAN' CHILDREN.
To- THE E= OF. EIMATION PROM OMMIST R ONU WIL BE SIKPX-I
in IN RESP V ' THE EXPEESS CONDITION o' THE m Toy EASING TH mI

020W' PROM CO IST RO.ANIkAND THE WOULD BE §.lIGIAIITS WHO ARE ON'
THE' RBPRESETATION LIST OR ON! US SEIATE OR ON US CONGRESS COMWISSIOl; ON

I
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su"au r AND COOPER.TI0d IN EUROPE-INSTEAD TO WAIT INTEMMABLS
MoNTS op FEAR AnD PRESSURE UNTIL CAN OBTAIN: THE APPLIOATIONI FOR5K
20 PIE UP THE PC CALLED" BIG 1O5S FOR MIGRATIONS" DIRIELY PROM|
THE US 0ONSULATE OF BUCHAREST WHICHi MUST BE ENTITLE TO DO SO B' !
ASKING THE IITIONED"BIG- FORKS" FROM COMMUNIST ROAIA' sGOVBm&Nmm
CO ISSION1 OW. VISAS AND PASSPORTS AND TO HANDLE ITS TO THE INDIVI-
DUALS WHO ARE ON THE ABOVE MOTIONED US OFFICIAL LISTS OP P ORCD
SEPARkTD FAMILIES REUNIPICATIONSI

NICOLAB CEAUSESCU.' e"HUMANLIM" in MATTER OF VPUKMAN RIGHTS

HAVING THEIR APPLICATIONS FOR. (T' VVIS' POR T1IR FORCED SEPARATD
FAMILIES DEN MOREE AN3D MORE DESPERATE PEOPLET.IED AND STILLARE
TRYING TO OROSS ILLEGALLY THE ROMAMIAN7 BORDERS..'
SINCE THERE IS A NEW LAW WHICM,, IMPOSED B UN'PROVIDE ONLY "11NZ"
POR"THE ATTEMPT OF CROSSINg- LEGALLY THE ROM miLANt BORDEa" NICOLAE
CEAUSESCU: INVWED "SOMETHING MORE HURASTIO"SHE ORDERED TO THE
BORDER GUARDS AND SECURITY' sOPPICERS AND MILITARY ON DUTY'TO SHD
DOWN DIRECT IN HIS HEAD ANY WOULD BE ILLEGALLY PASSER OVER THE ...
BORDER. BECAUSEl, ARGUED NICOLAS CRAUSESCU' IN HIS ADRSES TO BORDER
GUARDS" THERE ZS MORE HUMANISTIO TO. SHOT SofEOD!r TO DEATH Fl HIXS
HEAD THA TO PIK UP M AND TO' BE T H UPt...
THE! TRANGLB OF BLOODES! BRAIN S

THE, INKA TANTS LIVING, AROUND UZVAR VILLAGE DISTRICT OF TIMIS GAVE
M35 M TO TM COilFl OF ROANI ,oOOUTRV SIDLECAUSZE OVER

THERE THE BORDER GUARDS AND SECURITY sOPFICIER IN ECWU!Yml NIcOLL
CAUSES SHOOTING DIRECT ON THEUR HEADS WITHOUT AM

WA M WOULD "'LLB .PASSER E Bo lRD p
AS Mw lOAN LISCA A NATIE OP UXJR WITYMSED IN 1979 W .2SHO9D
TO DEAUH DIRECT IN THEIR HEADS BY BORDER GRfS"ONLY" 65M ani 26
wou.'..a-320 V m OY BI PO03RO .LM, MMU*S PROM AROUND
TO SEE AND 2O TELL T0 AN280DV WH&T WILL MKPPEETO THE ONE WOULD BE
ANI ILLEGALLY PASSER OVER THAT POINT' OF ROXANT, JUGOSLLVIAfr BORDER
30P SOMIBD V SURVIVES THR WILL BE PUT ON'PUBLIC0 TRIAL WN PROE' OP
AM& U113' a INABETANTS. BUT THE CASE O SURVIVORS WERE R=E...
HONORAIM HONORALE SECTORS,,

gn&JW 1W THIS CRIM AGAINST- CUANITY

DO NO! SUPPLY" MMOSB THE BULLE2S OP GRIMINALS BORDER GUARDS 0F
GV VILLAGE DISTRICT OF TIMIS BY MOST' PAVORED, NATION' B CLAUSE '

DESTROY FOR EVER " THE TRIANGLE OF BLOODE3S BRAINS I
BEVYOUR VOTE OF TQDAYS

V STPINNI THE 1OST PAVORMD NATION' CLAUSE TO NICOJAN CEAUSESCU
AND wMS OOVEm! 0' MURDERERS I
AND UW W& 3155 WN

DIM Tas (6. APIS'LIU

TH AflRI OAN-RO.ANIA& NATIONAL
COITT'E FOR HUMAN RIGHS"
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TIM AMIOAN ROMA" OO EIT POR AMISTANCE TO REUGEV
(AROARt)

50 West 89th StreetNew YorklN.Y.10024
m-um-.Bmmu.-mni.

July 21,1980

LIS* OF FMATVL WHO INTEND TO JOIN THEIR FAHMII IN US. A.

emuemmimnummumnminm mammmmmmmmmmmuu mmnummummu mmuuuuuimmu mmm mm 

"Name of sponsor Names and addresses of relatives in Ross-
in U..A. nie,who were refused exit papers

ummiEmm m m~mU.UU~numuUUUmUUUUUminm***.u. .UU...u3i.WUUSUUUUUUW Um

IEMA ALEI,, Cond.kntr.
33-34 do 29tb Str ,Apt.R3
AstoriaNoY, 1103

2. BALANZANU elm: Uo8Cit,
186 Springs Oaks Drive
Wood Dale,fll,61911

3.BARB0SBYi:monCond.Xntr
33505 -Pardo
Garden Oitylihob015

resid.
BlvdKedie-" qobool 85
Soutberlir N0.38
Brookliy 02145

5.ARAOGI

15 Verm
New YoA

Elena
said.
enue
034

6,;UoAM , AL6 es:Us cit.
328 Cherr Lane
Hob:rtInd. 46342

Gheorhe G.OICA fiance
Btr.Oelioeni No.
Buoureti- Romanie

ASTIIANUAlaoandrzu: brother
A8M ,E1'UOl9k; siter in e-w
A8UANU,Rob . - nephew
StrsTinosni No. 8,bloo 18,eto9,epto56
B&ouz'eti- Romenis -

. BARBO Viorios - Vife
BARUYMo, Oludiu-Aurlion - son 4 years
BARBM, leudis-Maria - daughter 2 years
Strezosu-veohi No.75
Oomuma Reoaqtjud. Timis - Romanis

.4OPORDumitru - IW.,D, in Chemistry -brother
TOPORLeti i8 - Ph.D. in Cbeatry-sister

PORgsobri el - nephew-12 yeare oldin Lew
Btz.Orinului No.26.-32,Apt.;0
Buoureeti- Romenia

BIIMAKaHsrmon - Retired- father
BOIIA, liss - •" " -mothebr
Ales Oboins-mial No. lobloo 2,et.093 19
Duouroeti- Romnia - Seat.?,

ABAR ,lie - nepbe - 23 years
BSARABA Letitie- niece - 24 $ears

Oom.Boi s, jud.Sibiu- Romania

O... /O. O
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Nsm of sponsor in USA Nomes and addresses of relatives in
I.mm.umu..NU

7. BUKITHUtAsO0otavian
Cond.entr.

67-02 Sl.'idr St.
Porest Fills .. 3175

8. I0ANOUS, Ano : U.ot.
102-55 - 67tb Road
Apt. 3V
forest nullso,n..135

9. OGMTAt~bai ,Perm res.
67-67 Bran Street
Porest- Hills,N.Y. 11375

10. IONESOURlenz US oit.
25,-23 31st Avenue
Apt. 321
Astoria mY.11106

11. IOIS0U, Obeorgbe,oond,
entysnt41-18 48th Ste

Sunnyside,N.Y.11104

12. IONEMOUVlolou US.Oit.
615 Oak Pill Road
Middletown,N.J. 07748

13. OERIaJRadu -per. re.
9823 Lake avenue

Olevelend Ohio 44102

DUNTOMI euzs - wife
MIT ,MOtA -daughter - 6 years

DUHITROU,frdoea N. - son - 2 years
Strftunari No.15 - Thoureqti-Romenia

STIOMO0tSilvia - other
0TOICOES, Valentine - siter
tr.Oalu8ei No.0O - sect. 3
uoureet'i- Romania

G NTA,Georgeta - wife
GHENTAgHbai- son - 6 years old
GHMA,A.*.OrIstina-Daughte - 4 years.
Sti'.I.os rt No.12,Apte. 1
Bhour.gti- Rom;nIsSootor@. 1

IREOU-IARU, : heels (Mibeela) - daughter
StrOolaiboSrii Ko,2
Socre BApt.No.6
1900 TI Imoers - Romania

-A:eX0UffMqfaterins - daughter
IONESUIoan-Kibai - son
Str.Sirenelor No.71
Buoureqti- Romania - Sectr 5

TODO CU Tudor - nepbew
str.Oant~er No.15
Oluj-Napoce 3'O0-Roania

- arcbiteot
28 years

8MW, aoden-Radu - 5 years old, son
Str.nei No.13 A
C/0 Mr.Serbu Sr.
24W Sibiu- Romania

Tbe Very Rnv.F..GoldsuCbstzman ._

I
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JuLy 21, 1980.

The Honorable Abraham Ribicaoff,
Chairman of the nuhoomittee on International Tra4o
of the Pinana Onpmitte,
United States Benate,
2227 Dirknon Senate Office Buil4i, g
Wahington, D.C.

Hononrah" Sirt

I wish~tO rnp~otfully bring to your kinM attention the foXlowing:

The ao~i~igint-0nvrnlznt of Rumania aign^4 aM tank upnn itself the
obligation to ranpeot the "HUMAN RIGHTS" - but they aro not full-
filling it.

I together with a great numhbr of Rumanian emigrants, but today
Amariaan Oitizens, arm aoousing that Oovornment of violating those
same "Human Rightn*, via: creating a great many 4iffiouXtiaR to ob-
tain emigration iirmitn, nonfisoation of propopty, discrimination
ani por7snuttons.

B00aus of those confinoationa, wo arrive in the USA 4eloi4 of all
means of support, with nothing but our Will to work.

It isnsurly the nonviotion of all right thinking p^oplq of this
great lan4 who ara imhu-d with Justine, that no country shoul4 simply
expropriate its paople, an U4i Rumania. People who, for one roanon or
another, were for-c to flee persidutin an'n mmirat^ peacefully.

At present Rumania in asking for prefarential treatment from the USA.
We 4elar4 that we are totally oppnna4 to axtpn-i &nq the Rumanian
Communist Oova'rnm-nt thin privilege anM in Aefense of our interent
an Amarinan Citizann, we wish to propns an onn4itinna the following:

AUINDXE14T
"The Onrwunist Govarnment of Rumania must un4ertake the obligation
to pay by poial. guaranteed arrangement through an American Bank

•in the U.S.A. to the American Citizons, ox RumEanian Citizena who
left Rumania aft r 1946, the tndaA value of their proportien
an4 rights which wer conficatt without payment when an4 after
they left Rumania, properties whinh were passet4 into the pnnsns-
ninn of the Rumanian Communist Government by npecial. e nre in
Denemher 1974, aftar or hafnre, even when thnn citixene ware
fore4 by all kin of pressures to stgn a voluntaryy ronoucoment"

6039 Collins Ave. Personally an for the others

Miami Beaoh, F11, 33149
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- NATIONAL AGRICULTURAL CHEMICALS ASSOCIATION
THE MADISON BUILDING

1156 Fifteenth Street, N.W., Wahington. D. C. 2000
cd 202 9 26-1585 Cab*' NAGACHEM

W11am A. White
Vice President

July 18, 1980

The Honorable Abraham Ribicoff
Chairman, Subcommittee-on International Trade
Committee on Finance
U.S. Senate
Washington, D. C. 20510

Dear Senator Ribicoff:

Your-Subcommittee is considering a Presidential recommendation
to continue the waivers applicable to the Socialist Republic of
Romania and the Hungarian People's Republic and the Peoples
Republic of China and to extend the waiver authority under the
Trade Act of 1974. The Subcommittee continues to be concerned
with, among other things, the balance of eencessions in trade
and services under the Trade Agreemeit with Romania and Hungary.
The National Agricultural Chemicals Association (NACA) wishes
to corment for the._ecord and tc, make certain recommendations
which the Subcommittee may wish to consider.

NACA is a nonprofit membership trade association organized under
the laws of Delaware in 1933 and incorporated in 1934. NACA is
interested in advancing the level of public understanding of the
value of pesticides in the production of food and fiber, in fos-
tering legislation which will promote the safe and proper use of
industry products, and in encouraging continuing research for new
products. NACA member companies, about 120 in number, produce,
formulate and sell most of the pesticides used for agricultural
production in the United States. Forty of these companies are
engaged in research and development ("R&D") to meet the fieeds of
the world's farmers for safe and effective pesticides.

NACA comments and recommendations are set forth in the attached
statement.

Very truly yourm,i

Attachment

WAW: etb
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STATEMENT OF THE
NATIONAL AGRICULTURAL CHEMICALS ASSOCIATION

BEFORE THE
INTERNATIONAL TRADE SUBCOMMITTEE OF THE SENATE FINANCE

COMMITTEE CONCERNING A PRESIDENTIAL RECOMMENDATION TO
CONTINUE THE WAIVERS APPLICABLE TO THE SOCIALIST

REPUBLIC OF ROHANIA, THE HUNGARIAN PEOPLE'S REPUBLIC
AND THE PEOPLES REPUBLIC OF CHINA TO EXTEND THE

WAIVER AUTHORITY UNDER THE TRADE ACT OF 1974

July 21, 1980

The National Agricultural Chemicals Association (NACA) is a trade

association, many of whose members engage in extensive research

and development to create new products to protect crops and

improve their yields. It is difficult to invent a new compound

effective against the target disease, pest or weed, or which produces

the desired effect on the growth of the plant. Further, the new

compound must also have no adverse effect on the crop, be safe

for humans and the environment, and economical to use. Because

of the huge investment in these inventions, they are heavily

protected by patents around the world.

Our agricultural chemical industry is among the few American high

technology industries where we still have a clear lead over foreign

competition. Our products are in great demand all over the world.

Last year our exports brought in over a billion dollars and have

been growing at a rate of 20 percent a year. But this success

and our ability to continue to invest substantial amounts in

research and development is almost totally dependent on respect

for our industrial property rights.
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The trade agreements which the Committee is considering today

bind the parties to respect each other's industrial property rights

and to provide parties of the other country with the same treatment

they provide their own nationals. These mutual concessions are

fundamental to the development of bilateral trade and the free

flow of technology. But trade agreements must be more than formal

statements. The mutual concessions must have meaning in practice.

It is on this point that NACA wishes to comment.

Romania

The American agricultural industry has found that both Romanian

law and practice discriminate against U.S. firms with respect to

patents for chemical inventions. Romanian law provides that chemical

compound patents can be granted to socialist state organizations,

but not to others, including our companies. Further, as a matter

of practice, "composition" patents -- those covering mixtures of

chemical compounds -- will not be issued to American companies but

are available to Romanian entities.

It is our belief that the intent of the trade agreement is that a

U.S. firm be able to obtain in Romania the same industrial property

rights protection that is granted in Romania to a Romanian chemical

producer.

We understand that the State and Commerce Departmentc raised this

with the Romanian authorities and got a very favorable response.

Apparently they are redrafting their patent law and expressed a
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willingness to drop the provisions which limit chemical compound

patents. If this is done and such patents become practically

obtainable, a possible serious imbalance in trade concessions will

be avoided. We believe the very constructive attitude of the

Romanian government should be commended.

We recommend that the Committee monitor progress in this area,

and take appropriate action in the unlikely event that the problem

is not resolved.

Hungary

The Committee will recall that we first called its attention to

problems our companies were having obtaining patents for our products

in Hungary and with infringing sales in third countries two years

ago when the trade agreement was ratified. The Committee expressed

its hope that, under the then new trade agreement, the problems

would abate. Last year we felt constrained to appear and report to

the Committee that matters appeared to have gotten worse. After

strong statements by this Committee and significant efforts by

both governments, the situation has improved somewhat.

During the year there has been definite progress in one area of

basic concern -- the question of the ability of American agricultural

chemical companies to obtain patent protection for their inventions

in Hungary. One NACA member company has succeeded in obtaining

a Hungarian patent after protracted efforts. In addition, Hungarian

patent officials have indicated, unequivocally, that agricultural

chemical compositions are indeed patentable under Hungarian law.
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However, we understand the issue may not be resolved u ne

Hungarian Supreme Court rules on the matter in a case is

presently pending before it.

We must note that during the period when these positive steps were

taking place, several new challenges against the Hungarian patents

covering American proprietary agriculturalichemicals have taken

place. These challenges follow the same fallacious arguments

advanced previously, that is, that agricultural chemical compositions

are not patentable under Hungarian law. NACA is not sure of the

significance of these challenges. Were it not for the statement

of patent officials and the important agreement reached by one

NACA member company, one could conclude we were no nearer to a

solution to the issue.

In summary, it appears that we are moving slowly toward a possible

resolution of the basic issue of patentability of the agricultural

chemical compositions -- one which will recognize these inventions

and provide the protection warranted.

In the associated issue of respect for industrial property rights

in third countries, the picture is somewhat mixed. Some of our

member companies have held discussions with the Hungarian chemical

industry, and it appears that, as a result, certain activities

have ceased. The most serious unresolved problem involves a U.S.

company which in 1977 became aware of a Hungarian firm selling a

product to countries where the U.S. company holds patent rights

on the same product. The firm does not contest the right of the

68-772 O-D- 82
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Hungarian firm to manufacture the product in Hungary where the

U.S. firm does not hold patents, or to export it to countries

where the U.S. firm does not have patent rights. The disagreement

involves the propriety of the Hungarian entity shipping or

permitting shipment to third countries where the U.S. firm has

patent rights. This company contends the Hungarian enterprise

is in violation of Paragraph 4 of the Agreed Minute of the ad hoc

Working Group of the U.S.-Hungarian Joint Economic and Commercial

Committee by insisting on the right to continue to export to

third countries where it has long-term supply agreements. Even

though the long-term supply commitments violate the company's

patent. rights in the country, the company has offered to assume

the Hungarian firm's obligations to its customer. This company

has had continuing discussions with the Hungarian company in one

last effort to determine whether a commercial agreement is possible.

The company, however, does not believe that the outlook for a

settlement is favorable and Hungarian exports in violation of the

company's patent rights continue.

In view of the progress being made in resolving this serious

trade problem, NACA would not, at this time, recommend that the

waiver not be extended, but would like to suggest that the Committee

continue to monitor the situation during their annual MFN hearing.

NACA believes the Committee should request that the Commerce and

State Departments continue their efforts to reach a resolution

which adequately protects American industrial property rights and

insures fair treatment of both sides under the trade agreement.
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Progress should be reported to the Committee so that appropriate

action on the trade agreement can be taken.

Peoples Republic of China

Our Association would also like to strongly support the extension

of MFN treatment to the Peoples Republic of China. In so doing,

we would like to note that China is presently developing a patent

law and system to support the expansion of trade. Such a system

will greatly facilitate technical and scientific exchanges and

transactions between high technology companies, like our members,

and the PRC. Without a comprehensive patent system, private firms

would be reluctant to disclose their valuable technology.

We hope the Committee will take a continuing interest in this

important part of our developing trade relations with China.
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AFRICAN AMERICAL CULTURAL GARDENS ASSOCIATION

P.O. BOX 20213

CLEVELAND, OHIO 44120

O July 18, 1980

Sen. Henry M. Jackson, U.S. Senate Chairman
International Finance Committee
Dirksen Senate office Bldg. Rm. 2227
Washington, D.C. 20510

Dear Senator Jackson,

Am Chairman of the African American Cultural Garden Associ-
ation, I would like to officially endorse the proposal to renew
the most favored nation status for Romania.

Rev. Danila Pascu and I have worked together closely over
the past five years, and I have learned to appreciate and re-
spect the Romanian Baptist people as a strong link in our quest
for freedom for all people. 1, too, view our friendship as a
strong bridge between East and West that is to be cherished and
preserved.

It is my understanding that this proposal encourages the
good relationship and interchange between our countries.

Please accept my personal thanks for your anticipated as-
sistance in this very urgent effort.

Respectfully,

Booker T. Tall
Executive Assistant
to Mayor Voinovich

BTT cds
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THE CLEVELAND BAPTIST ASSOCIATION
I-LI C2246 EUCLID AVENUE

CLEVELAND, OHIO 44115
Phone (216) 241-2380

REV STANEY P. BORDEN
Aneciot~oa Mjatsf.t

July 17, 1980

International Finanoe Committee
Room 2227
Dirksen Senate Office Building
Washington, DC 20510

Attn. Hr. Stern:

Dear Hr. Stern:

I understand that hearings will be held on. July 21 on the
President's recommendation for a further extension of the
authority to waive the freedom of emigration requirements
as regards the Socialist Republic of Romania.

I have followed this matter with great interest for several
years and was gratified that favorable action was taken when
it came up two years ago.

I feel that the good trade relations and present emigration
policy toward Romania have proved a helpful bridge between
East ahd-West in these times when we have tension in so many
arenas. The interchange of peoples and contacts between our
peoples and the friendly cultivation of Romania are in our
own best interests, as well as in the interests of World Peace.

My continued contacts with the active Romanian Baptist com-
munity here in Cleveland and in our denomination nationally
make me more aware than the average American of this particular
concern. I would like to encourage you to vote affirmatively
on the extension of the HFN status for Romania.

Very sincerely yours.

Stainloy P. Borde.,n
Association Minister

SPB:vbn

AMERICAN BAPTISTS IN MISSION IN CLEVELAND
I
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STATEMENT

For the benefit of the Subcommittee on International Trade of the
Committee on Finance of the United States Senate, on the Presidential
Recommendation to continue the waivers applicable to the Socialist
Republic of Romania and to extend the waiver authority under the
Trade Act of 1974,

By the Romanian Baptist Fellowship, publisher of the Christian
affiliated with the American Baptist Churches of the United States,
George Crisan, counsel and editor,9410 Clifton Blved., Cleveland;
Ohio 44102; The Romanian Radio Hour of Cleveland, Ohio, Rev.Danila
Pascu.Founder-Director, 9410 Clifton Blvd. ,Cleveland, Ohio 441021
Rev.A.S.Lucaciu,Pastor, The Romanian Baptist Church of Detroit, Michi-
an, 30115 Mayfair Road,Farmington Hills, Michigan 480241 Rev. Peter
loruta, Pastor, The Romanian Baptist ChurchCleveland, Ohio,1918
W 73rd Street, Cleveland, Ohio44lO21 George Crisanlegal counsel of

the organizations and churches,6?26 Fairwood Road,Hyatteville,Maryland
20784.

These organizations favor the Presidential Recoommendation to
extend the waiver applicable to Romania and the extension of the
waiver authority under the Trade Act of 1974.

The organizations and the churches comprise a membership of
Romanian-English speaking Baptists of about 2500 members throughout
the United States. They maintain the ties with the organizations be-
cause of their interest in promoting good will and cooperation between
the United States of America and Romania on all maters like trade,
cultural and educational exchanges and all the ties of friendship
between two nations which would contribute to the peace in the world.

The Romania Radio Hour of Cleveland, Ohio reaches an audience
of thousands of people within a radius of 100 miles; these support the
Radio program being their best source of information and fellowship
with other Baptists.The Christian, a quarterly, has more than two thou-
sand readers in the United States and many readers of Romanian language
in 26 countries of the wrold, including Romania.

We have testified in the past and supported the extention of the
FN clause to Romania. We have personal knowledge from our repeated
and extensive trips to Romania, that the Romanian Government tries
harder than ever to comply with the Treaty Clauses and thus to improve
its relations with the United States of America. In our Romanian Bap-
tist churches in the United States we have now more Abw emigrants than
in any other previous years.Wle recognize that that the process of emi-
gration is slow, however, traditionally, Romania always was against
emigration. We observed,howevere, that the Romanian Government has
improved its processing of emigrants .

We have individually visited Romania. We were free to visit-
any church in any community and address our fellow-belieavers without
any restriction whatsoever.

We have traveled in the regions inhabited by the Hungarian
population and met with Baptist leaders of Hungarian language.
At no time or incidence have we been aware or aprised of any discrimi-
nation by the Romanian government against the Hungarian minority.
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In his visit during the summer of 1979 George Crisan has visited
many towns and cities where the Hungarian population Is prevalent.
e.g.Cluj, Dej, Oradeaetc.Have entered the Catholic churches and
found them full of worshipers even in working days of the week.
ThousandSof small marble tablets were posted on the walls at
cey'tain altars "Thanking God* for listening to the prayers of
annonimous believers.These were in Hungarian languageGerman
and even in Romanian.
In Restaurants the Hungarian language was used only.There were daily
newspapers in Hungarian language.In Cluj there was an opera and
theatre hall for exclusive use nf the Hungarian speaking people.

George Crisan attended also Romanian Orthodox churches full of
worshipers, old and young .In Cluj he attended an Orthodox
Churchwhich previusly had been CItholic of EasteriRite.It was
full of worshipers.
The Romanian Catholic church (Uniate) was abolished in 1947 by

an act of the Government.It was not restored its legal authoriza-
tion for functioning.We were persieded by our official contacts
there that it was the Orthodox Church , which comprises the great
majority of the people, that opposed the restoration of the Uniate
Catholic Churche.As Baptlists believers we hold that each person
should be permitted to worship hisiher God in his way; thus, we
strongly advocate the freedom of thinking and believing.

We apreciate this opportunity to submit this statement recommend-
ing the extension of the 1dFN clause to Romania.

June 21,1980

Rev.Danila Pascu, Director-Founder of the F omanian Radio Houre of
Cleveland ,Ohio.
Rev.A.S.Lucaciu,Fastor,The Romanian Baptist Church of Detroit,
Michigan.
Rev.Peter Floruta, Pastor the Romanian Baptist Church of Cleveland,
Ohio.
Rev.George Crisan,editor of the Christian,Legal Counsel of the
organizations.

G qge(trisan
Ligal Counsel
6726 Fairwood Road
Hyattsville,k 20784

(301) 773-8233
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Conarea of t ne niteb 6tatg
1out Ot ]Rprtftntatm
* WH94n n, R.4. 20515

July 21, 1980

His Excellency Nicolae Ionescu
Embassy of the Socialist

Republic of Romania
1907 23rd Street, N. W.
Washington, D. C. 20008

Dear Mr. Ambassador:

According to the freedom of emigration requirements in the
Trade Act of 1974, it is appropriate to require that a non-market
country's emigration performance be a major consideration in the
annual renewal of Most Favored Nation t-?d-e status. Following
the June 10th hearings of the Ways and Means Subcommittee on Trade,
Members of Congress now have several weeks to ponder the President's
recommendation.

Unfortunately, at this time, we can find no real progress
in the simplification of emigration procedures, many of which
were instituted after MFN was initially granted to your government.
There has been no cessation of harassment of potential emigrants
which has continued the lengthy separations of many families and
affianced couples. While the carefully controlled emigration
flow to the United States has been statistically maintained,
emigration to Israel, which is by far the largest family
reunification base, continues to plummet and now averages only
about 60 to 70 individuals per month. This is only one third of
the number emigrating to the United States which represents an
extraordinary reversal.

We understand that three public commitments made by
Romanian Government officials, in connection with Jewish
emigration, have not been kept. These are: first, that the
Romanian Government would "make application forms readily
available and process them expeditiously," secondly, that the
Romanian Government would maintain Jewish emigration at the
rate of 150 to 200 individuals a month and, thirdly, that the
Romanian Government would implement amnesty for former prisoners
charged two decades ago.
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Page 2 ...

His Excellency Nicolae lonescu
July 3, 1980

We are also concerned about the continuing reports of
religious repression and the use of psychiatric facilities
against persons of dissenting opinions, as well as the cultural
restrictions suffered by the Hungarian minority. Along these
lines, we are particularly concerned about the fate of Orthodox
Priest Gheorghe Calciu and would like to express our desire
that Father Calciu be immediately granted amnesty for his
alleged crimes.

We believe that the renewal of Most Favored Nation trade
status for Romania requires solid evidence of-positive moves
by your government. In our opinion, this should include an
immediate easing of the procedural and intimidational factors
which prevent so many people from taking even the initial steps
to emigrate, and taking the necessary steps to improve the
religious and cultural situation facing deprived religious
and ethnic groups.
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STATEMNeT BY
NATIONAL MACHINE TOOL BUILDERS' ASSOCIATION

BEFORE THE
SUBCOMMITTEE ON INTERNATIONAL TRADE

COMMITTEE ON FINANCE
U. S. SENATE
JULY 21, 1980

The National Machine Tool Builders' Association is a

national trade association representating over 370 American machine

tool manufacturing companies which account for approximately 90%

of United States machine tool production.

Although the total U. S. machine tool industry employs

approximately 110,000 people with a combined annual output of

around $4.0 billion, most NMTBA member companies are small

businesses with payrolls of 250 or fewer employees.

While relatively small by some corporate standards,

American machine tool builders comprise a very basic segment of

the U. S. industrial capacity, with a tremendous impact on America.

NMTBA, on behalf of the American machine tool industry,

is devoting its own resources to the development and maintenance

of international markets everywhere in the world. The Association

has two people who spend virtually their full time overseas

promoting United States machine tool exports.

In this regard, we welcome this opportunity to express

our support for a further extension of the President's authority
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under the Trade Act of 1974 to waive the freedom of emigration

requirements under Section 402 and for the continuation of the

waivers applicable to the Socialist Republic of Romania, the

Hungarian People's Republic, and the People's Republic of

China (PRC).

In 1979 the United States exported approximately $78

million in goods to Hungary and another $500 million to Romania.

Overall, our trade with these two nations resulted in a 1979 trade

surplus of over $135 million, thereby helping to offset our huge

oil-induced trade deficit. These statistics demonstrate that

American industries and their employees have much to gain from con-

tinued Most Favored Nation (MFN) treatment for, and extension of,

Eximbank credits to Romania and Hungary. For example, sales to

these countries have in the past yielded trade surpluses at a

time when our overall trade balance was showing a deficit. More-

over, recent indications are that Romania and Hungary are expected

to be even bigger purchasers of U. S. machine tools in the future.

Turning our attention to the People's Republic of China,

in November of 1975, NMTBA's President led a nineteen-man machine tool

industry delegation on what was only the second United States IOGA

(Industry Organized Government Approved) trade mission to the PRC.

Since this initial American machine tool industry venture into the

large and expanding Chinese market, NMTBA has sponsored and led

four additional IOGA trade missions to the PRC, the most recent

being this past spring when representatives of nine NMTBA members
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journeyed to the PRC to participate in a series of technical

symposiums, plant tours and business discussions. During these

sessions U. S. machine tool industry representatives discussed

specific applications for NMTBA members' products to particular

metalworking projects, the technical features of the members'

products, and their general use in industry.

NMTBA has also been the official host for buying

missions by delegations from the PRC. One of these groups toured

NMTBA's 1978 International Machine Tool Show in Chicago and another

PRC buying delegation anticipates attending the-1980 Show.

Mot recently, NMTBA served as host for a PAC buying

delegation which signed a licensing agreement for the manufacturing

of rock bit drills produced by a Texas company. The next step in

this $200 million project will be the purchase of a substantial

number of machine tools for use in the new Chinese rock bit plant.

But, however promising prospects such as this are for expanded

U. S.-China trade, attaining a level of commerce even close to

the current level of expectations will largely be determined by

China's ability to pay and our willingness to finance.

Prior to normalization, China's foreign trade corporations

were understandably reluctant to purchase from the United States.

However, beginning in 1975, total U. S. exports to China increased

from approximately $300 million in that year to over $1.7 billion

by 1979, with the total trade balance for those years overwhelmingly
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in the United States' favor. Notably, during this period machinery

and transportation exports (a category which includes machine

tools) consistently produced U. S. trade surpluses ($227.6 million

in 1979 alone). Moreover, U. S. machine tool exports to the

PRC have nearly tripled since 1976, with an enormous potential

market yet untapped, provided we are always accepted as a reliable

trade partner. (See Exhibit A)

In the many contacts we have had with PRC representatives,

we have repeatedly been told that they would generally prefer to buy

American made machine tools. And, they have on numerous occasions

expressed their satisfaction with their recently acquired Most

Favored Nation (MFN) trade status. However, in conjunction with

this MFN status, the U. S. needs to improve its export financing

ability so as to make American machine tool builders more competitive

with their major foreign counterparts, virtually all of whom have

already made government backed credit available for exports to the PRC.

One step which would be of immediate benefit would be

an increased availability of credit, particularly Eximbank loans,

for the financing of China trade. To this end, we would continue

to urge the rapid settlement of outstanding Eximbank claims against

the PRC, so as to pave the way for new Eximbank financing. Moreover,

in regard to cxnpliance with the provisions of the Export-Import

Bank Act of 1945 concerning such new financing, we strongly recom-

mend, and believe that the above stated trade statistics expressly
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argue for a Presidential determination that credit extension to

the PRC would be in the national interest.

Such government support of export financing, not only

with regard to the PRC, but also as it relates to all foreign business,

is vitally necessary in order to assure that U. S. manufacturers

remain competitive with their heavily government subsidized foreign

counterparts.

Therefore, NMTBA respectfully suggests that this Sub-

committee give speedy approval to the President's recommendation

for the continuation of Section 402 waivers applicable to the

Socialist Republic of Romania, the Hungarian People's Republic,

and the People's Republic of China, in accordance with the Trade

Act of 1974, as well as to the further extension of Eximbank credits

to these countries. Not only would such a policy be of obvious

economic benefit to the United States (as is evidenced by the fact

that orders of the magnitude sold to Romania, Hungary and the PRC

in 1979 were sufficient to account for the output of several

hundred machine tool workers for an entire year), but such an

approach would give notice that the United States recognizes and

gives due weight to the fact that Romania, Hungary and the PRC

have taken a relatively independent course in their national

policies, as is evidenced by both Romania's and the PRC's support

of U. S. protests concerning the Soviet invasion of Afghanistan.

We thank the Subcommittee for its interest in this very

important trade issue, and appreciate the opportunity to submit

this statement.



EXHIBIT A

TRADE BETWEEN U. S. AND PRC

(Millions of Dollars)

Machinery a
Nachine Tools Transpo!rtation Equipment

Eprt Imort Balance p L Balance

$4.7

$2.1

$3.5

$6.0

$9.3

$0.1

$0.2

$0.5

$0.3

$0.5

$4.6

$1.9

$3.0

$5.7

$8.8

$118.8

$ 65.1

$ 51.9

$ 93.0

$228.7

0
1

Year

1975

1976

1977

1978

1979

Total Trade

Ex2qt~ I!Ort Balance

$0.3 $118.5 $303.6 $158.3 $14.l

$1.3 $ 63.8 $135.4 $201.9 $-66.5

$0.6 $ 51.3 $171.3 $202.7 $-31.4

$0.5 $ 92.5 $818.2 $324.0 $494.2

$1.1 $227.6 $1,716.5 $592.3 $1,124.2

Sources: U.S. Department of commerce, Industry &
Trade Administration

National achine Tool Builders' Association
11-1-79
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jsidoro .Sefiano.
609 Collins Ave.Ap:701
Miami Pesch.?la. 3140

-july 9th,1980.

Honorable Coneressman Claude Pepper,
712 House Annex 1.
Washington, D.C.20515.

Dear Honorable Congressman C.Peppers

10 A.M.
SHearina Jul, 21st.,.1980.

This is our unros asalient, Subcomon InternateTrad.
Our claim against Ruana for finance Coma. U. S. Senate
our confiscated properties there, Chairmeni
OUR AM3XJ4M= ? to be included as Honsn.Abruhan Ribicoff.
Ioit be granted to Rumania Dirksen Off.BdR.Rooa2221.

"Te Btatmo50 the Bost favored Nation".
Your direct support at this "Hearing" will be a great help for o.

There till be no other opportunity to lapse to Rumania to
pay pay us for our confiscated properties In Rumanla,

Confiscations done gainrSt all the MWA_ -RGHM,

At this hearing myself and another of us will be present and
declare as witnesses, as we asked fc6f- His o Ime-is Jacques LafIa.

Your personal Honorable presence at this *Hearig"m will be

We are thankful to your Honour for helping us all the time
from the beginning, as also with the words "Recognition is a
form of Justice" and hopefully In your mordsJ No think that

" Justice sill be done "
GOD 8ie you health anf force to continue to ork for the

benefit of yours "OLD POp L WOAK" 8 aell for the others.

1 remain

Copy to:Office Miami
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Isidoro B. Safiano
6039 Collins Ave. Apt. 701

Miami Beach.lla.3140.
864-9678.

July 7th.1980.

Honorable Member of Congress
Claude Pepper

House of Representatives
Washington, D.C. 20515.

Dear Honorable Claude ?eppert

Audience Jull 21t&B.
"Human Rights"

vs.
oc, Repl., RwMan"a,

July 21st,1980a a very iaoortant day 'for l a

I was informed that on this day a.Senatorial Committee will
hold an audience and receive complaints based on the fact that the
"Socialist Republic Rumania" doesn't respect the dispositIons of
the "United Nationa' Charter on Humin_ Riht, ". but on the
contrary asking favours from the United States of America, amongst
others a " The statg of the moot-favored-Nation ".

Your Honor knows the complain in my name and in the name of
many AA Rumanian citizens, ?CI)A! A -CA.GM CLTLAM with our claims
against that Communist country, to pay us here the value of our
confiscated sorties in Rumankik when us left that country during
the years after 1946, as showed in our enclosed claim with our
proposed Amendment.

We are always counting on your valuable help to present and
sustal gain, Including the os ed A..endm ent -. oblqat orj for
Rumania.

If it Is your Hono&ras advice, I would like to be present at
this audience, as it is of my knoudledge that other representants
of Rumanian emigrants will be heard for other kind of complaints
against the Rumanian Government In relation with not respecting
this country the "Human Rights".

Please, let me be informed if I shall 4o to Washington that
day and also If with anticipation I could have the honour to be
received by your Honour here or in Washington for some good advices
concerning my presence at that hearing.

Always thankful and respectfull, I remain /

ye t
Copy to Wshington's office.

/isi4'Oro B. S ano
Personally and in th aWMe of(Vhe
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6039 Collins Ave.Apt.701.
Miami Beach.Fla.33140.

1-(305)864-967S June 20th, 1980.

"The Human Rights"
The Socialist Renubl.RumaniW&

At the beginning of this year I took the initiative in my naae and also
In the interest of more than. 100.0OO.-Rumz an. emigramts, TODAY AMiRACA
CII all dlannn~Aga n'f flsir nrnAAVtiow nfrAv riei in. Rumnia, when.
te left this Communist Country durn:n the years. after 1946.

In despai so appeal to your Honor to sustain our request as follow,
with" the purpose to rescue the value of our confiscated, oronerties, air.,

A voeral robbed' by that RunainCmnrs ovriet
The Socialist Republic Rumania solicited this month to be prolonged

for onar more year, or even permanently, "' The Status of the most-favored-
11, very important and vital for them.

In the defense of our interest, we are proposing as conditioW the
following

" The Socialist Republic Rumania must take the obligation to

pay by special guaranteed arrangement through an. Aericazrt
" Bank im U.S.A, to the Amerjia Citizens. ex Ruaniaz citizens
" who left Rumania after 1946, the today's jalue of thei pro.

' parties and rights, which were conisa e without iaent
' when and after they left Rumania, properties which were.

o passed in the property of the Ruaanian Communist Goverament
by a special Decree in December 1974 or before, evea when

" those citizens were forced by all kind of ComaunTs.bressures.
!'-to sign a ,' Voluntary Renouncement ".

7t -11 be up to the "' oamittee on Ways and Means 3and afterwards to
":jh~r Committees in the Congress and Senate to study the request of
riania ad carefully weigh it against the " HUK" RUG=" performance
and other grievances,together with the UnIted States citizens' interests.

;eyeral Oeors of Congress and Senate, to whoa we spoke and: also
addressed letters for help, expressed their oppinion, that a country
should not simply expropriate its people without paj, people who for one
or another reason were forced to emigrate peacefully.

We pray and we hope that your Honor will patronize my Amendment with
the purpose to obtain from the Communist Government of Rumania guarantee&
for fair renu-eration and the right value of our confiscated o erties.,

If announced In tlime. I am at the disposition of any appointed

Committee to Dresent myself In Washi.ngton for a complete verbal deposition
aL accusation against the Socialist Republic Rumania for this matter.

I hope that my request will be sustained by your Honor and sany other
Members of Congress and Senate. I

I r4e1n/louL.sAruly

Person lly and for the ot§re
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Zsidoro P. Safiano.

ThS SOC&LM RU&i'&C EBUAAA DOZA'T Hz.~hC? HUAAA KiGHTS.
I~~i V |m I I CI V I- - -. . .. • .I 1 - -.

-- Ti 2-r 0 0o 8-

1) The Decree # 233 dated Dec.3,.,1974 is still in force.
t5ee cogy and some tran.slation).

2) They didn't pay the value of the confiscated .ropertiee belonging
to the people who left Rumania after 1946.

3) The persons who wanted to leave Rumania were forced to sign a
"Voluntaty Renouncement" for all their properties.

4) If they had thi chance that the Government wanted to buy their pro-
perty, the people had to accept the official appreciation, which was
1C% of the real value.

5) That money had to remain In Rumpnt' or oaly to pay for the airplane
ticket.

6) They can't take nothing out, only a handbg.
7) The pareons leaving the country are loisin- all the aoney retained

for pension,etc.
8) The persons Lking for the pabsport to lea~e the couatry-have to wait

more than qan year, and in the meantime their are losinM their .ob,
salary, pension, medicare, etc.

9, They have alco to leave the apartments rented by the Governzont.
l0 They can't take out any xcnd of money out of the country.

11) They are under constant Police control and have no right to travel
inside t coTntry

120 It is proved that there exists 5 Censure for let erg coming from
outside and many letters are not-aelivered.

13 All -the foreigners going to Rumania to visit their families are, there
...- or constant suspicion. as also the rcuainlug families.
'1 kind of dLscrtiinations.

... ,re still exists a covered Antiseamitism.
';o person belonging tc the Jewish Coum aity could be Minister, Diplomat
or In other high position.

S.1z,.Lm.A: No Freedom, no right to free expression, no respect for .UAAJ R.i..s
There is no free life, only a kind of Slavery.

_ One has to hear to the emigrants and ,he life in Rumania is not how
it is presented by the Rumanian Authorities to the American, Delegations
when they are goln to that Comaunist Country for some reason.
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BEFORE THE
SENATE FINANCE COMMITTEE
SUBCOMMITTEE ON TRADE

JULY 21, 1980

HEARINGS ON CONTINUING THE PRESIDENT'S AUTHORITY
TO PROVIDE MOST FAVORED NATION STATUS TO ROMANIA

UNDER THE TRADE ACT OF 1974.-

STATEMENT
OF

EDWARD L. MERRIGAN
ON BEHALF OF JOHN TUDOR, IN OPPOSITION TO CONTINUATION OF
MFN STATUS TO ROMANIA UNTIL IT COMPENSATES U.S. CITIZENS

FOR.THE TAKING OF THEIR INHERITED PROPERTY
IN VIOLATION OF THE CONSULAR CONVENTION OF 1972

My name is Edward L. Merrigan. I am an attorney at law,

duly admitted to practice in the Supreme Court of the United

States, the District of Columbia, Louisiana, Maryland and New

York. I appear here today on behalf oMr. John Tudor. a U. S.

citizen who resides in the City and State of New York and who

has a very substantial claim against the Government of Romania

for the uncompensated taking of his inherited property - the

Orghidan coin collection - in violation of the Consular Conven-

tion of 1972 between the United States and Romania.

Over the years 1975, Mr. Tudor has constantly asserted

and pressed his claim for either the return of this valuable

property or reasonable compensation therefor. His claim is sup-

ported by the opinions of numerous international law experts who

-1-
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certify (a) that Mr. Tudor is the lawful heir and owner of the

Orghidan collection and (b) that Romania's taking of that col-

lection, without provision for just compensation to Mr. Tudor,

plainly violates the Consular Convention of 1972 between the

United States and Romania.

The State Department, in turn, has repeatedly advised

members of the Senate Finance Committee and the House Ways and

Means Committee that it has constantly pressed the Romanian

government, both here in Washington and in Romania, for recogni-

tion and payment of Mr. Tudor's claim. Senators Javits and

Moynihan of New York wrote directly to the Ambassador of Romania

insisting that his government "resolve Mr. Tudor's claims with

dispatch." Chairman Long of this Committee, in response to re-

quests received from the Senators from New York, has similarly

urged both the State Department and Romania to settle this patent

violation of the Consular Convention without further delay. In

his letter to the State Department, Chairman Long recently stated:

"In 1974, when Czechoslovakia, one of Romania's
neighbors in Eastern Europe, failed to provide just
compensation to U. S. citizens for properties that
nation had seized or taken, Congress acted to with-
hold preferential benefits under the Trade Act until
Czechoslovakia agrees to provide adequate compensation.
In my judgment, that action was in the best interests
of the United States and its citizens.

"Certainly, Romania which has heretofore reaped
the benefits of preferential trade status under the
Act, should not insist on instituting short-sighted,
confiscatory policies with reference to properties be-
longing to U. S. citizens which threaten to put it in
the same unfortunate category as Czechoslovakia under
the Trade Act.

"Accordingly, Mr. Secretary, would you be good
enough to give this important matter your attention

-2-
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at this time and take whatever actions are appro-
priate and necessary to obtain assurances from
Romania, as part of the current MYN proceedings,
that it-will immediately come into compliance with
both the Consular Convention and Section 502 of the
Trade Act in all outstanding U. S. citizen cases.

"Would you also be good enough to advise what
actions have been taken in this regard prior to the
hearings the Senate Finance Committee will hold on
the Romanian MFN proposals in July."

In January, 1980, I understand a Congressional delegation

headed by ChairvRn Vanik of the House Subcommittee on Trade visit-

ed Romania, and actually raised the question of when Romaniain-

tended to settle Mr. Tudor's claim with the President of Romania.

President Ceausescu assured the Vanik delegation that he would

personally look into the matter and endeavor to resolve it. But,

seven months have elapsed since those assurances were given by

the chief of state of Romania, and still nothing has been done

either (a) to release the Orghidan collection to Mr. Tudor or

(b) to compensate Mr. Tudor for its retention in Romania. Romania

has followed that course albeit on April 2, 1980, Congressman

Schulze of the House Subcommittee wrote to President Ceausescu

stating:

"As you are aware, I was one of several members
of Congress who recently travelled to your country
for the purpose of discussing bi-lateral relations
between our two nations.

"At that time, I indicated my interest in the
resolution of the long-standing issue involving the
inheritance rights of Mr. John Tudor (Ion Ungureanu)
who is an American citizen and who continues to de-
sire, as I do, that this matter be resolved in an
amiable fashion.

"In my judgment, Mr. Tudor has successfully ex-
hibited his fulllegal and rightful claim to the
'Orghidan Collection' and has filed the appropriate
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documents pursuant to the provisions of the Consu-
lar Convention concluded between our two nations
on July 6, 1973.

"Since it is necessary for the Congress to re-
new the MFN 'Waiver' on a yearly basis, I am cer-
tain that many members of Congress would very much
like to have this issue resolved prior to this year's
consideration.

"I look forward to hearing from you or a repre-
sentative of your Government in the near future.

To date, there has been no reply to that letter, although

Congressman Conable, the ranking minority member of the House

Subcommittee, added his written support to this letter to the

President of Romania.

The Romanian Government is here today asking the people

of this country, through their Congress, to do it a favor - to

give the Romanian government most-favored-nation treatment. The

rationale in extending to Romania this singular favor is in or-

der to encourage Romania to pursue a foreign policy independent

of Moscow, to foster the expansion of economic cooperation between

our two countries and to provide the climate in which the United

States can expect the Romanian government to be responsive to

our deep interest in human rights.

The fact is that Romania is holding property which plain-

ly belongs to Mr. Tudor by inheritance. It is in violation of

the Consular Convention of 1972 by reason of its failure to per-

mit him to exercise his inheritance rights. And, it is in vio-

lation of the Trade Act of 1974 in that it is unlawfully attempt-

ing to assume ownership and control of this property without pro-

viding just compensation or w#thout even engaging in good faith
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negotiations for such compensation.

In this regard, Section 502(b) of the Trade Act of 1974

(19 U.S.C. 2462(b)) specifically provides that the President

may not continue to extend benefits under the Trade Act to a

beneficiary country -

"if such country -

"(A) has seized ownership or control of
property owned by a United States citizen
or

"(C) has imposed . . . other measures with
respect to property so owned, the effect of which
is . . . to seize ownership or control of such
property, unless -

"(D) the President determines that -

"(i) prompt, adequate, and effective
compensation has been or is being made
to such citizen, or

"(ii) good faith negotiations to pro-
vide prompt, adequate and effective
compensation under the applicable p'covi-
sions of international law are in progress,
or such country is otherwise taking steps
to discharge its obligations under inter-
national law with respect to such citizen

The time has come when Congress must do something effec-

tive not only to preserve the integrity of the Trade Act itself,

but to avoid a precedent of acquiescence by the United States in

conduct of a foreign nation which has been in contempt of members

of the Congress, members of this Committee, and the Department of

State of the United States.

Therefore, on behalf of Mr. Tudor whom I represent here

today and all other United States citizens similarly situated,

it is respectfully recommended that if Romania fails or refuses

to honor and negotiate a settlement of the claim of John Tudor

that extension of the Section 402 Waiver and renewal of the

Section 405 Trade Agreement with Romania be denied.

Edwrd . errigan- ZZ;,
6000 Connecticut Avenue, N. W.
Washington, D. C. 20015
Telephone: 656-0210
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DAN O.PAVEL,M.D.
2500 NIORIH LAVIIW

CHICA.IC ILLINOI M614

P7 A
July ll-th 1980

Subcommittee on International Trade
Senate Finance Committee
Washington ,D.C. 20510

Attn : Mr Frederick David Foster.

Dear Sir.

I Understand that the witness list is already being completed for the
upcoming hearings on most favored nation trading status for Romania.

I would have liked very much to be a witness, in order to bring up the
flagrant disregard for Human Rights that the romanian government is
demonstrating towards my sister Irmna Bazilescu who lives in Bucarest,
Romania.

Since 2 1/2 years they are trying to obtain a visa to leave Romania and
to be reunited with me. Not only are they denied a passport but in addition
strong retaliatory measures are taken against them.

I am enclosing a summary sheet containing the unfortunate sequence of
events up to the end of June 1980. Please feel free to use this material in any
way the Subcommittee may deem necessary.

Please let me know if additional data may be of any help for the Subcommittee.

Yours sincerely,

Dan G. avel M.D.

Professor of Radiology / Nuclear Medicine
University of Illinois Medical Center, Chicago

Director of Nuclear Medicine
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DAN G. PAVEL, M.O.
2ssa NORTH LA"EvYIW

CHICASO. ILLINOIS 40514

June, 1980
Summary of the situation of my sister, Irina H. Bazilescu, and her family who are

denied permission to leave Romania despite repeated requests over the past 2_ years.

The names and addresses of the persons involved are:

Irina H. Bazilescu, M.D. sister, age 42
Sergiu L. Bazilescu, M.D. brother-in-law, age 50
Anca Bazilescu niece, age 11
Ilinca Bazilescu niece, age 8
Address: 6 Intr. Caragiale, Bucarest, 70207, Romania.

In 1969, 1 had left Romania for France with a regular passport valid for one year
in order to do postgraduate work at my own expense. I did not return to Romania, and
subsequently immigrated to the United States and became a U.S. citizen. I am
presently Professor of Radiology/Nuclear Medicine and Director of Nuclear Medicine
at the Universityof Illinois Medical Center in Chicago.

Ever since I decided not to return to Romania, I have always hoped that sooner
or later I would be able to be reunited with my sister and two nieces as we have
always been very close. Unfortunately, since it became known that I would not return
to Romania, my sister, lrina H. Bazilescu, M.D., who was working in the same medical
school as myself, has suffered continuous hardships due to the fact that "she had a
brother in the U.S.A."(1). Indeed she was passed up at the time of promotions, she
was not allowed to present a doctorate thesis, and for the past eight years the
permission to travel has been systematically denied both to her and to her husband,
regardless of the country she was applying for and despite the fact that she wanted to
attend professional meetings, and did not even ask for subsidies to attend them. All
of this happened even though all along she was considered a top specialist in
Rehabilitation Medicine. In 1978 I sent her an official invitation to come to
Chicago for postgraduate training in her specialty, with all expenses paid by me.
This was also flatly denied to her.

In view of all these facts we decided that, despite the risk of reprisals from
the local authorities, there is no other way for her but to ask to depart permanently
from Romania and to join me in Chicago. The following paragraphs summarize the
sequence of events that followed:

1) In April, 1978, my sister and her husband tried to apply for permanent departure.
For three months they were not even given the necessary application forms.

2) In July, 1978, they finally got application forms and on August 15, 1978, they
were able to submit them to the Romanian authorities.

3) As soon as the forms were submitted my sister was fired, not only from her
academic position in the medical school, but also from her hospital position, and
was assigned to an outpatient clinic in an unrelated specialty. This, in effect,
ruined her professional activity and goals.
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4) In the meantime, I had contacted the U.S. Immigration and Naturalization Service
which approved my visa petition for preference classification for my sister and her
family on 8/12/78 (classification 203a5). Following this approval, the U.S. Embassy
in Bucarest had notified my sister that everything had been cleare* and that she and
her family could obtain the immigration visa to the U.S. as soon as they obtained
a Romanian emigration visa.

5) Unfortunately, on January 9, 1979, my sister and her husband were notified by the
Romanian authorities that their application for an exit visa had been rejected.

6) After many attempts she was able to obtain a hearing on April 20, 1979. The
essence of that hearing was the cynical statement, made by the official in charge,
that "she had a right to petition for an exit visa, but had no right to expect that
she would receive one"(I!). Following this hearing, she sent a memo asking for
reconsideration of her visa request, but in June, 1979, she was again told that her
request had been rejected. For the rest of the year she has not even been able to
obtain any more hearingsfrom the Romanian authorities.

7) In December, 1979, her husband was notified that he was fired from his present
position of senior attending physician (psychiatry) in a hospital in Bucharest, and
assigned to a hospital located about 150 miles away from his home and family. When
he pointed out that this was against the local laws because he had obtained his
position by contest over 10 years ago, aod that just 3 years ago he had been rated on
the first place of the examination for senior attending, he was only scoffed at.

8) After refusing to be separated from his family and being out of work for several
months he has tried to ask at least to be allowed to work in a different district
where at least a daily lengthy commuting would be possible, but to no avail!
He is still out of work.

9) My sister has now been further downgraded and has been assigned as physician at
a public swimming pool! All her latest attempts in having the visa refusal reconsidered
by the Romanian authorities have been turned down. Recently she was told, by a
"benevolent" official, not to try anymore because she has no chances anyway!!

Sumuary of the situation; For 2% years my sister and her husband have been
denied the authorization to leave Romania. In the meantime both of them have been,
and continue to be, submitted to very serious retaliatory measures which affect,
not only their professional life, but ere meant to gravely disrupt their family
life as well. At this point it seems obvious that the Romanian authorities intend
to make out of them an example in order to discourage other intellectuals from
seeking passports.
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